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APP~DIX C

RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS ON
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

CONTINUED OPEWTION OF K-, L-, AND P-REACTORS

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIs) on Continued Operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors
(DOE/EIS-0147D) in May 1990. DOE announced the availability of the docment
for public review and comment in the F~ u on May 11, 1990 (55 FR
19773); this initiated the 45-day comment period. Three public hearings were
held to receive oral and written cements on the Draft EIS: Savannah,
Georgia, on May 31, 1990; Columbia, South Carolina, on June 5, 1990; and
Aiken, South Carolina, on June 8, 1990. The public cotmnentperiod officially
ended on June 25, 1990. This Final EIS is available for review in DOE reading
rooms located in Washington, D.C., and Aiken, South Carolina, and is being
distributed to individuals, public agencies, and Federal and state officials
who commented on the Draft EIS and others on the DOE mailing list.

During the comment period, 235 persons presented coeunentsat the three public
hearings: 66 in Savannah, 73 in Columbia, and 96 in Aiken. DOE also received
85 letters related to tha Draft EIS through tha mail. Of the 85 lattars, 3
were from Federal agencies, 3 were from agencies and officee of the State of
South Carolina, and 1 waa from an agency nf the State of Georgia.

This appendix to the Final EIS includes transcripts of the oral presentation
made at public hearings, copies of tha written statements submitted to DOE at
public hearings, and copies of all conunantlettars received by DOE through the
mail. It aleo preeents the DOE responsas. If a statement or comment prompted
a revision to the EIS, DOE has idantified the revision by a vertical line
(change bar) in tha margin and the applicable comment letter-nmber
designation. Tablas C-1 to C-4 list government agencias, elactad and other
officiala, private organizations, and individuals, respectively, who eubmitted
commanta on the Draft EIS; these tablae diract the reader to the applicable
comments in Tables C-5 through c-8 and the DOE responses.

The comments and statements reflected a number of specific and genaral issues
about the EIS. The following sactions summarize tha major issues raised by
the public and agenciee, and the DOE responses. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) gave the Draft EIS a rating of EC-2, which means that
EPA had environmental concerns, for which DOE needs to consider the
implementation of corrective actions or mitigation measures, and that the
Draft EIS did not provide sufficient information for EPA to assaes fully the
environmental impacts. DOE has addressed these concerns by providing
descriptions of corrective or mitigative measuras in this Final EIS, and by
providing the additional information required (please see Letter L-78).
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comRwTs

A number of commentors questioned the need for tritium and other nuclear
materials, based primarily on the changes in world affairs and the arms
limitation treaties under negotiation. Commentors also criticized the public
unavailability of Appendix A to the EIS, the classified appendix that
discusses the production capabilities of the SRS reactors and other production
alternatives and the needs for defense nuclear material. Following are the
major categories of these comments:

● The lack of need for tritium based on current changes in the world
geopolitical situation

● The outdated Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum (NWSM) used as the
basis for establishing need in the Draft EIS

● The unavailability of Appendix A to the public - [one commentor has
filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for Appendix A]

● The need for plutonium-238 and the adequacy of the analysis supporting
the production of plutonium-238 at SRS

RESPONSE

DOE acknowledges the developments that are reducing tensions among major world
powers. However, these developments are still progressing and the President
has determined that the United States must maintain, for the foreseeable
future, a nuclear deterrent. This commitment to maintain an adequate
deterrent includes the continued maintenance and improvement of nuclear
weapons.

The quantitative need for tritium (and other nuclear materials) is determined
annually. A committee representing Government agencies that produce and use
the materials develops estimates of their needs on an annual basis. The
committee makes recommendations to the National Security Council and the
President, who must approve them. The most recent NWSM was approved by
President Bush on July 12, 1990; Appendix A (which is classified) of the Final
EIS discusses the need for the production of nuclear materials and evaluates
the production capabilities of various options to meet the need based on this
NWSM. Appendix A also includes an analysis of a POtential reduced-need
scenario. The EIS covers a range of options for the production of needed
materials.

The analysis in the classified Appendix A of the need for the production of
tritium to meet two demand cases, rme derived from the most recent NWSM and
the other from the potential reduced-need scenario, and of the alternatives
for meeting those requirements, is provided for the information of the
decisionmaker, and for other qualified people who meet security requirements.
The classified appendix ~lSO considers the need for the production of tritium
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to meet an alternative demand case, derived from an extrapolation based on
arma control negotiations and budget constraints presently being considered
for the next NWSM.

The requirements for plutoniw-238 are determined primarily by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of Defense, which
consider the feasibility of employing alternative power sources for their
missions. DOE, as the supplying agency, determines inventory requirements
based on quantity and purity specifications and delivery schedules. Based on
these needs and specifications, DOE has determined that the only reasonable
production alternative is the use of the SRS reactora.

A number of commentors expressed the view that the Savannah River Site (SRS)
should focus on the cleanup of existing contamination and wastes at the site,
rather than create new wastes by resuming production at SRS reactors.
Frequently associated with these comments were suggestions that funding for
nuclear materials production should be diverted for this purpose, and that
jobs lost due to termination of reactor operation could be transferred to the
restoration program.

RWONSE

DOE is committed to a program of environmental restoration of its sites,
including SRS. This program is already under way and ia funded independently
of the decision on continued reactor operation. The DOE Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year Plan (DOE/S-0070) describes this
program, and other EISS (Waste Management for Groundwater Protection,
DOE-EIS/0120; Defense Waste Processing Facility, DOE-EIS/0082) describe waste
management activities at the SRS. Reallocation of nuclear materials
production funds, if it were consistent with the need for continued operation
of SRS reactors, would not materially speed up site restoration, which is

proceeding at a pace determined primarily by the governing regulatory
processes and the rate of technology development and deployment.

With regard to the opportunities for jobs for reactor operation and
maintenance personnel in restoration activities, the skills of such
specialized employees might not be readily transferable to site restoration
activities, which require their own unique skills.

A number of comments expressed concern about radioactive contamination of the
bffsite environment as a consequence of previous and continuing releases from
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SRS operations, and the impacts of such releases on the health of the
population surrounding and downstream of the SRS. Specific comments were
raised about:

● The incidence of cancer in the SRS vicinity

● The history of prior discharges from the SRS and their consequences

● The cwulative risks frm past and continuing operation

● The potential increase in radioactive contamination of the
BeaufOrt-Jasper water supply

RESPONSE

Studies to date of the populationa potentially affected by SRS emissions have
not identified any excess of cancers related to those emissions, including the
most recent, an independent study by the National Cancer Institute/National
Institute of Health (Jablon et al., 1990).

DOE has assembled the historic data on radioactive emissions to air and water
from SRS since its inception. Assuming current environmental transport and
demographic parameters to apply to these prior discharges, estimates were wde
of the cumulated dnses to a hypothetical individual who resided permanently at
the most exposed SRS boundary location, as well as to the surrounding
population and downstream water users over this period. That information,
which shows (for example) a cumulated dose of less than 20 millirem over the
36-year period to a hypothetical Beaufort-Jasper water conswser (compared to
the EPA Drinking Water Standard of 4 millirem per year), has been added to
Section 3.7.1.2 of the EIS.

The Draft EIS identified the intent of DOE to apply to the South Carolina

Department of Health and Environmental Control (sCDHEC) for a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for direct discharge of
disassembly-basin purge water contamination with tritium, consistent with the
DOE objective to stop using the soil as a disposal medim. In the absence of
any viable process for the removal of tritium from such waters, as a
consequence of this proposal (and the discontinuance of the use of seepage
basins in the F- and H–Areas), the radioactive decay afforded by onsite
groundwater transit time would no longer exist and an increase in the quantity
of tritiw in liquid wastes reaching the Savannah River would occur. However,
the concentrations in the water consumed by Port Wentworth and Beaufort-Jasper
users would remain a small fraction of that permitted by EPA drinking water
standards.

In their respective comments, EPA indicated that DoE should eliminate the use
of the seepage basins, SCDHEC indicated that DOE could continue to use the
basins if certain conditions were met, and downriver water users objected to
any incraase in exposure, no matter how small. As a result of these cements,
DOE will continue to discharge to the seepage basins while reexamining options
for the discharge of disassembly-basin purge water in collaboration with EPA,
SCDHEC, and affected water users, incLuding options for reducing the
discharges, or possibly eliminating the need to discharge altogether. In
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response to these connnents, DOE has revised Section 4.1.2 of the EIS to
present a comparison of the offsite doses associated with discharge to seepage
basins, direct discharge to onsite streams, and evaporation, which are the
three options for handling disassembly-basin purge water.

A large number of comments were raised with regard to the safety of reactor
operation at SRS. Frequent areas of comment included:

● The age of the reactors and their lack of conformance with NRC
requirements for commercial nuclear powerplants, including a
containment dome

● The need to complete all safety upgrades before resuming production

● The need for independent oversight of reactor safety concerns

● Completion of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and its peer
review before the resmption of production

● The ability of the reactors to withstand severe earthquakes

● The likelihood of severe accidents snd the risks to public health and
the environment

● The adequscy of emergency planning

RESPONSE

While it is true that the SRS reactors are about 35 years old, they have been
centinual1y upgraded and modernized over the years. They are currently
undergoing extensive modifications and safety upgrades, the most significant
of which will be completed before the resumption of production. A
comprehendive examination of the primary cooling system and other systems
important to the safe functioning of these reactors has revealed no mechanism
that would limit their useful life. Although continued aging might reduce
their availability, K-, L–, and P-Reactors should be able to meet production
requirements for tritium and plutonium-238, and will ensure the capability to
produce nuclear materials as necessary, at least until replacement production
capability haa been demonstrated. All systems have or will have undergone
thorough testing before production is resmed, and the readiness of the
reactors to resume production will be reviewed not only by Secretary of Energy
Watkins, but by the independent Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
(DNFSB). Section 2.1.3 describes the functions and authority of the !JNFSBand
other outside oversight groups.

DOE will not resume production before completing all safety upgrades necessary
to achieve an acceptable level of safety. The priority assigned to each
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safety upgrade is related to its contribution to overall risk reduction and
its feasibility. Secretary of Energy Watkins has noted on several occasions
that the reactors will not resume operation until he is satisfied about their
safety. The independent DNFSB, which was established by the Congress in PL
100-456, will provide independent oversight of the safety of the SRS reactors
and an autonomous judgment of their readiness to operate.

DOE is not required by law to follow NRC standards for commercial reactors.
However, DOE does follow NRC standards that are appropriate for SRS reactor
types, ‘isolated locations, and uses. Nuclear power reactors operating at high
pressures [more than 140 kilograms per square centimeter (2,000 pomds per
square inch)1 and temperatures [more than 260”C (500”F)I are surrounded by a
pressure containment building (dome) to retain the high-pressure stesm and
radioactivity that potentially could be released in the unlikely event of
severe accidents. The SRS reactors operate at a low temperature [about 102”C
(215“F)] and pressure [about 0.35 kilogrsm per square centimeter (5 pounds per
square inch)] and use a “confinement” system to retain almost all of the more
dangerous radionuclides that might be released. With the high degree of
isolation afforded by the SRS location [about 11 kilometers (7 miles) from the
nearest site boundary], compared to that of a commercial power reaCtOr [as
little as 0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile)], and the low coolant energy of these
reactors, the risks to the public from their operation are small. Adding a
pressure containment dome to these reactors would cost more than $900 million
per reactor and would yield only a small reduction in risk for extremely
improbable accidents.

Preliminary information from the PRA being prepared for the SRS reactors has
been used in evaluations of the safety upgrades and is used in the risk
assessment presented in Section 4.1.3 of the EIS. The Level-1 phase of that
PRA has undergone peer review, and the other phases are expected to receive
such review, including review by the DNFSB. NRC, which recently imposed a
requirement on each commercial nuclear powerplant for a partial PRA, which is
called an Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE), does not require these plants to
defer operation at power until the completion of their IPEs.

Concerns expressed about the ability of SRS reactors to withstand the effects
of a .Strong earthquake have resulted in further upgrades of specific
structures and components to withstand an earthquake with an acceleration of
O.2g, twice the estimated peak ground acceleration felt in the SRS area during
the Charleston earthquake of 18S6. These upgrades will be completed before
resumption of production by SRS reactors. Section 2.1.3.2.1 discusses the
effects of applying different seismic methodologies to determine public risk.

A number of comments referred to the likelihood of severe accidents at the SRS
reactors, and their health and environmental consequences for the region. The
accident at the Chernobyl reactor involved an explosive self-destruction of
the entire reactor core followed by combustion of the graphite (carbon)
moderator. The nuclear physics of the SRS reactors do not permit the
explosive self-destruct me~hanism, and they are moderated and cooled by heavy
water, which does not bum. Because of these fundamental nuclear and
physical-chemical differences, an accident of the type that occurred at
Chernobyl cannot happen at SRS. However, DOE recognizes that there is a very
small potential for severe reactor accidents that could result in large
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releases of radioactivity to the environment. To protect the public in such
evente, emergency plans, which are regularly practiced to ensure their
effectiveness if needed, have been established with local and state
authorities.

Comm sT

A number of commentors observed that the resmption of production at the
K-Reactor before the completion of the cooling tower currently under
construction would result in thermal discharges in violation of state
water-quslity criteria and would result in the loss of wetlands habitat that
had recovered during the past several years. These and related comment areas

included:

● The suggestion that the resumption of production at K–Reactor be
deferred until the cooling tower is operating

● Suggestions that DOE provide wetlands mitigation for those areas
impacted by thermal discharges

● A request that DOE provide plans for elimination of fish kills due to
thermal discharges of L– and P–Reactors

● Several requests for additional consideration of impacts due to
entrainment and impingement of fish and other aqustic populations

RESPONSE

DOE may ope;ate K-Reactor under a SCDHEC Consent Order antil the end of
December 1992, when the cooling tower must be operational (Alternative Cooling
Water Systems, DOE/EIS-0121). Sections 4.5 and 5.2.5 of the EIS discuss the
issuance of the Consent Order, subsequent DOE actions to ensure compliance,
and pending litigation.

The EIS evaluates, as a subset of the preferred alternative, the option of
deferring resumption of production at K-Reactor until the cooling tower is
operating. DOE recognizes that resumption of production before the completion
of the cooling tower will result in the loss of 670 acres of wetlands for a
currently indeterminate period into the future (see Section L.1.1.6.2.1).
Section 4.5.7.1 of the EIS discusses possible mitigation options and commits
DOE to implement wetlands mitigation based nn evaluation of impacts associated
with the resumption of production. DOE policy is to prese~e and protect
wetlands resources at SRS in accordance with the national goal of no net loss
of wetlands. DOE will implement mitigation to achieve this goal, especially
in the event nf unavoidable adverse impacts to SRS wetlands.
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Under terms of a settlement agreement with SCDHEC on June 5, 1990, DOE has
submitted a Remedial Action Plan for the mitigation of fish kills due to
thermal discharges from L- and P-Reactors, as described in Section 4.1.1.4 of
the EIS. The propoeed plan is currently under review by SCDHEC. Section
4.1.1.2 addresses impacts and Section k.5 addresses mitigation options.

In the past, DOE has performed a number of assessments on impacts of
entrainment and impingement as a result of SRS reactor operations on fish and
other aquatic populations in the Savannah River. These Section 316(b)
Demonstrations, which were submitted to regulatory agencies, have not shown
significant impacts to aquatic resources. DOE has committed to conduct
additional studies during 1991 to assess entrainment impacts and the need for
mitigation.

Several commentors questioned whether SRS employees were aware of the hazarde
associated with their work and called for the release of SRS worker health and
doee records.

DOE informs SRS employees of any hazards associated with their jobs, through
an extensive training program, DOE also maintains exposure monitoring
programs for all SRS employees. The reaulta of an examination of SRS worker
mortality records were published in 198S, as noted in Appendix B,
1990, Energy

In March
Secretary Watkina announced that DOE will turn over

responsibility for reeearch on long-term health effects on workers at DOE
facilities to the Department of Health and Human Services, and directed that
worker health and exposure data be released. DOE released the first series of
exposura data to independent investigators in July 1990. Current and pact
workers can examine their exposure records at any time,

DOE received a few cominentson the fremework provided for the presentation of
actfone and alternative, T.heaacements focueed on two issues:

● The designation of the proposed action as “continued operation” rather

than “reetart” of the K-, L-, and P-Raactora

● The appropriateneea of the identification of the “no-action” alternative
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Reactor operation covers the span from cold shutdown through power ascension

i to full power operation. An extended outage of the reactors for modifications
implies that they are “in operation,,,~hi~h is consistent with the manner in

which connnercial nuclear powerplants are considered by the NRC. Nuclear
powerplants, even when in extended outages for major modifications, are
considered by NRC to be “in operation,“ and remain under the limitations
imposed by their operating licenses.

In situations where there is an ongoing program initiated under existing
legislation and regulations, “the “no action’ alternative may be thought of in
terms of continuing with the present course of action until that action is
changed” (46 Cm 18027, as emended; “Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning
CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations”). In this instance, the
“present course of action” is the continued operation of K-, L-, end
P-Reactors. As a practical matter, the analyses in the EIS would not change
regardless of the alternative designated as “no action,” because the analysis
of not operating the reactors ia presented (as Alternatives 2 and 3) in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 as the termination of operation of one or more reactors
in the immediate future.
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Table C-1. Government Agencies Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Comment No. Agency Representative Page No;

L-83 U.S. Department of Commerce,
Habitat Conservation Division

L-8h U.S. Department of the Interior,
Office of Environment

L-78 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region IV

L-45 South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

y

& L-46 South Carolina Water Resources Commiasion,
Surface Water Division

L-SO South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources
Department

S-6 Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority

L-49 Beaufort-Jasper Water & Sewer Authority

L-85 City of Savannah, Georgia,
Facilities Maintenance Department

Andreas Mager, Jr.,
Assistant Regional Director

Janathan 2. Deaaon,
Director

Frank H. Re~nd

Robert W. King, Jr.,
Aaaistant Deputy Commissioner,
Environmental Quality Control

Danny L. Johnson,
Director

James A. Tirmnerman,Jr.,
Rxecutive Director

Dean Moss,
General Manager

Milliam D. Moss, Jr.,
General Manager

Harry Jue,
Mater Operations Director

c-332

c-335

C-300

C-153

C-157

C-326

C-369

C-176

C-340



Table C-2. Elected and Other Officials Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statament

Comment No. Official Office Page No.

A-5

L-63

A-k

A-95

A–32

L-67

c-2

c-35

A-3

s-2

A-92

c-1

A-1

L-79

Eon.

Eon.

Eon.

lion.

Eon.

Dean

Eon.

Eon.

Eon.

Eon.

Bon.

Hon.

Eon.

Fred Cavanaugh

Fred Cavanaugh

Ralph Cullinan

Butler C. Derrick

A. K. Hassn

D. Hunter, Jr.

Harriet Keyserling

Ernie Passailaigue

Irene Rudnick

Lindsay Thomas

Strom Thurmond

Candy Waites

Odell Weeks

Dennis B. Wilson

Mayor

Mayor

Aiken

Pro Tern,City of Aiken, South Carolina C-788

Pro Tern,City of Aiken, South Carolina C-225

County Council; Lower Savannah Council of tivernments C-785

United States House of Representatives

City Council of Augusta, Georgia; Richmond County Board of
Commissioners

City Manager, City of Beaufort, South Carolina

Representative, South Carolina Legislature

Senator, South Carolina Legislature

Representative, South Carolina Legislature

United States House of Representatives

United States Senate

Representative, South Carolina Legislature

Mayor, Aiken, South Carolim

Minority Counsel, Committee on Energy and Commerce,
U.S. House of Representatives

C-103O

C-890

C-252

C-529

C-712

C-78k

C-346

C-1026

C-516

C-782

C-322
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Table C-3. Private Organizationa Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

I
Comment No. Organization Representative Page No.

L-55

A-15

A-46

A-70

A-78

S-51
m
L L-61
w

s-4

S-27

S-12

s-43

S-40

s–53

S46

A-26

A. B. Beverage Company,

Aiken County Republican

Aiken Technical College

Athena Peace Coalition

Athens Feace Coalit50n

Inc.

Party

Cetacean Relations Society

Cetacean Relations Society

Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment

Coaatal Citizens for a Clean Environment

Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment

Coastal Citizens for a Clean Enviro~nt

Coaatal Citizens for a Clean Environment

Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment;
Pastoral Care Network for Social
Responsibility

Coaatal Group Sierra Club

Consumer Fuels Corporation

Robert S. Westmorelend, Sales
Administrator

Elizabeth Christensen

Dr. Paul Blowers

Dr. Daniel Everett

Melanie Smith

Jsmes Loomis, Director

Jim Loomis, Director

Cheryl Brackin

Cheryl Jay

Dr. Deborah Kearney

Willism Lewis

Frederick Nadelman

Herbert S~ers, Jr.

Judy Jennings

Clifton McClure

C-192

C-829

C-924

C-985

c-997

C-490

C-217

C-352

c-422

c-397

c-479

C-470

c-495

C-483

C-S50



Table C-3. Private Organizations Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Comment No. Organization Representative Page No.

S-31

A-8

L-48

C-30

L-4h

c-3

C-J

L L-47
w

A-6

s-8

S-II

A-2

s-29

L-69

S-28

c-66

Energy Research Foundation

Energy Research Foundation

Energy Research Foundation

Energy Research Foundation

Energy Research Foundation

Environmental Policy Inatitute

Federation of berican Scientists

Federation of American Scientists

From Trident to Life Campaign; Glenn
Environmental Coalition

Georgia Conservancy

Greater Aiken Chamber of Commerce

Greenpeace Action

Greenpeace Action

Greenpeace Action

Greenpeace Action

Tim Connor C-432

Brian Costner, Director c-813

Brian Costrier,Director C-165

Robert Guild C-701

Frances Close Hart C-103

James Beard, Director, c-536
Nuclear Weapons Project

Steven Aftergood, Senior Research C-162
Analyst

David Albright, Staff Scientist C-791

Robert Randall c-375

Rebecca R. Shortland c-394

Timothy Simons, Chaicman of the Board C-783

Thomas Clements C-427

Tom Clements C-255

Warren Whipple C-424

Warren Wbipple C-769



Table C-3. Private Organizations Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Comment No. Organization Representative Page No.

A-54

A-57

s-17

S-14

c-4

s-5

c-54

A-22

c-5

c-22

A-5 1

s-9

A-45

L-75

Greenpeace Action

Greenpeace

Greenpeace

Greenpeace

Institute for Resource and Security Studies;
Energy Research Foundation

Inte~ationsl “Fellowshipof Reconciliation;
National Clergy and Laity Concerned;
Atlanta Clergy and Laity Concerned

Irmo.Direct Environment Action

Laborera Local Union No. 1137

ieague of Women Voters of

Lutheran Human Relations

Lutheran Human Relations

South Carolina

Metanoia Community; From Trident to Life
Campaign

Metro Augusta Chamber of Commerce

MSB Technical Associates

Warren Whipple

William Bowman

Amanda W. Everette

Elir,aO. Everette

Dr. Gordon Z’hompson,We cutive
Director

Pamela Blockey-o’Brien

Ariastasia Eddins

Warren Hills, President

Narge West, President

Dr. Albert Jabs, Volunteer

Dr. Albert Jabs, Volunteer

John Linnehsn

Albert Eodge, President

Director

Director

Steven C. Sholly, Senior Consultant

C-946

c-953

C-406

C-401

C-541

c-353

C-748

C-S44

C-571

C-683

c-933

C-390

C-923

C-27S



Table C-3. Private Organizations Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Cement No. Organization Representative Page No.

A-7

L-37

s-18

A-17

A-34

C-26

L-58

C-6

A-55

s-1

C-21

A-18

Natural Resources Defense Council

Nuclear Control Institute

Peace Nexus

Physicians for Social Responsibility

Physicians for Social Responsibility

Physicians for Social Responsibility

Providence Home Women’a Shelter

Public Citizen Litigation Group

Results

R&H Won

Savannah Area Chamber of Comerce

South Carolina Coalition on Human
Developmentand Progressive Change;
South Carolina Rainbow Coalition

St. Pris Campaign for Global Security

Dr. ThoIMs B. Cochran, Senior Staff
Scientist

Dr. Milton M. Hoenig

Rosanne Kiely

Edward Arnold, Executive Director,
Atlanta Chapter

Dr. Adam Goldstein, President,
Augusta Chapter

Dr. Paul Milner, Auguata Chapter

Kathy Riley, Director

Suzanne S. Ls Pierre, Attorney

Marjorie ‘Prifon

Greg Ryberg

Larry Stuber, Chairman, Natural
Resources and Environmental Council

Kevin Gray

Ellen Spears

c-801

c-77

C-407

C-833

C-894

c-888

c-694

C-196

c-5 75

c-949

c-344

C-681

C-835



Table C-3. Private Organi~tinna Co~nt@ on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

co~t Ho. Organiastinn Representative Page No.

c-53 Students for the Ethical Treatment of Eeatber Lynn Swallows
Animals

c-747

L-32 Synergistic Dynamics, Ins. John C. Snedeker c-69

C-4S World Sdt for Children Catherine Coleman c-739

C-20 Young Envirnnman taliats for a Living and Genevieve Compton C-679
Lnving Earth

c-37 Young Environmentalists for a Living and Cbarlice Hurst
Leving Earth

C-718

n

z c-49 Young Environmentalists for a Living and Megsn Rosser C-740
bving Earth



Table C-4. Individuals Commenting on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Conunent Name Page

A-73

S-56

L-33

L-5

s-7

L-12

c-7

L-8 2

S-4S

L-34

A-29

C-12

S-52

L-16

A-12

s-55

C-72

A-64

A-80

L-42

C-L3

S-62

A-6 7

c-5 2

Jamea Abbott

Shelly Ainaworth

Park Aitken

Shahrough Akhavi

Lee Alexander

Becky Allen

Mary Allstrom

Charlea H, Badger

Michael Balazs

Mra. Peter Bartholdus

John Beard

Paul Beck

Susan Bloomfield

Virginia M. Bonwitt

Sam Booher

Charles Botton

James Bourne

Jeffrey Bowman

William Bradley

Cathy Bradshaw

Matthew Breeden

Janiece C. Brodhead

Joseph Brodie

Kathy Brown

c-989

C-500

G-72

c-33

c-373

G-42

c-5 79

C-331

c-485

c-74

c-S85

C-592

c-493

c-so

C-S21

c-499

c-779

c-9 71

C-1OO2

C-lol

C-729

C-51O

c-979

c-745

C-17
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L-25

L-71

A-33

L-26

A-41

L-23

L-50

A-36

L-5 7

A-23

A-2.4

A-66

A-7&

s-5 9

A-21

L-53

L-5&

C-27

L-9

L-64

A-60

S-15

A-81

Jean Brown

Beverly L. Bruck and David 1. Bruck

Kip Campbell

Fred Christensen

James Clark, Jr.

Robin Coad

Robert P. Colbom

Amy Conley

Helen S. Crenmen,

Anna Dangerfield

Tim Dangerfield

Paul Daugherty

Barbara Frappier, and Herman L. Cranman

Christopher DeBarr

Susan Delaney

Art Dexter

James W. Dodd and Mary S. Dodd

Susan F. Dodd

Nora Elkin

Paul B. Eubank

Rita Fellers

William Russ Ferrara

Robert Logan Ferrelle

Dr. David Filler

C-60

C–263

C–892

C-61

C-915

C-58

C-182

C-905

C-195

C-S45

C–S47

c-977

C-990

c-so7

C-842

C-1S9

C-191

C-696

c-38

C-229

c-959

C-402

C-1OO3

C-18
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A-6 2

A-63

L-36

c-9

L-70

C-41

L-13

S-57

s-58

L–10

c-38

s-64

s-65

c-45

L-3

C-16

s-3

C-23

A-68

L-15

L-2fI

C-32

A-l&

Dr. Davis Folsom

Kathy Folsom

Craig Ford

Sarah Fox

Karolyn A. Freeman

Elaine Frick

Lee R. Gandee

Gary Garrett

Ruth Garrett

Hal Gerber

Claude Gilbert

Benjamin J. Goggins

Wendy R. Goggins

Robert Hallman

Michael Hardwick

Leslie Harris

Helen Y. Harrison

Jerry Henderson

Thomas Henry

Merilyn Hiller

Trish Hobbs

William Holliday

John Hopkins

C-966

C-968

C-76

C-581

C-262

C-725

c-43

C-503

C-506

c-39

C-720

C-512

C-513

c-733

C-31

C-67&

c-349

c-687

C-981

c-47

c-59

C-706

C-827

c-19
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C-51

A-13

L-30

c-1 1

s-45

C-56

A-20

A-72

C-70

C-8

A-9

A–84

A-10

L-18

L–14

A-82

L–41

s-37

L-1

A-79

L-5 2

A-77

A–43

Helen Hudson

Richard W. Hunt

Richard W. Hunt

Mal Hyman

Stuart Johnson

Sue Jane Johnson

Dr. William Johnston

Aliaon Jones

Guy Jones

Dr. Natalie Hevener Kaufman

Joan King

Tom King

Virginia King

Charles and Marie Kline

Diana G. Knight

Ronald Knotts, Sr.

Jenny Koenig

Lorraine Koenn

Betty Krumrei

Franklin Kurtz

Adele Kushner

Kathryn Kyker

McDonald Law

c-743

C-825

c-66

c-5 90

C-482

C-750

C-840

C-988

C-776

C-580

C-816

C-1OO9

C-818

c-5 2

c-45

C-1OO5

c-loo

C-465

c-28

C-looo

C-186

c-995

C-921

C-20
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A-42

L-51

L–56

S-20

L-72

A-85

s-34

s-35

S-41

C-64

S-60

s-54

S-36

A-71

C-17

L-29

A-16

L-II

S-21

A-56

A-86

A-38

William Lawless

Gregory P. Ledford

Betsey M. Lescoe

Martina Linnehsn

William A. Lochstet

Christopher Lusting

Bill Lynes

Constancia Lynes

Chris MacMillan

Sanders MacMillao

Evangelin Msmalakis

Bill Mareska

Robert Marshall

Arthur Martin

Corry Mason

Mark Mathis

John McClanathan

Catherine McFadden

John McKinnon

Henry D. McMaster

Lois McMillan

Karen McWay

c-918

C-184

c-193

C-411

C-265

c-loll

c-461

C-463

c-474

c-767

C–508

c-497

c-464

C-957

c-675

C–65

C-831

C-40

C-412

C-951

C-1013

C-907

C-21
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L-35

s-61

C-19

L-17

A-19

L-39

A-39

C-15

s-26

c-28

c-lo

A-52

A-30

S-42

S-30

C-36

L-65

S-1+9

A-94

S-25

Lynn H. Medcalf

Lana Miller

Leslie Mineral

R. R. Mole

Victor Montenyohl

Regina B. Moody

Jenna Moran

Dr. Karl Z. Morgan

Melinda Stone Morton

Melinda Stone Morton

Fred Muller

Fred Muller

Vernon Mundy

Michael Myers

John Neal

Maureen Nery

Gary Michael Newberry, Lynne Van Gould, Susan E. Watts,
Murphy A. Cooper, III, Wanda Andrews, James F. Bass, Jr.,
Gregory A. Smith, Barry Van Gould, Maureen A. O‘Reilly,
Eloise R. hdley, Wrguerite B. hrham, Betrotha W. Harris,
Eddie E. Harris

Chuck Niemeyer

Mary Niedzwiecki

Ann O‘Brieu

c-75

C-509

C-678

C-51

C-83S

C-96

C-90S

c-5 98

C-419

C-6 97

C-5S2

C-936

c-886

c-477

C–431

C-714

c-236

C-486

C=1029

c-418

c-22
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S–63

L-8

L-2

C-65

A-n

L-76

L–68

c-55

L-73

c-60

A-28

L-59

C-62

c-33

S-19

L-7

A-37

s-38

A-91

s-66

C-34

A-40

c-68

Helen P. O’Brien

James Oginski

Edith Kendrick Osmanski

Robert Osmer

Robert F. Overman

James N. Paglieri

Mr. & Mrs. Peter W. Payette

Nancy Peeples

Tacey Penland

Brian Bennington

Philip Permar

Petition

Luke Phillips

Lyn Phillips

Suzanne Plowden

Jennifer Porter

Nathan Price

Wyatt Pringle, Jr.

Dale Prout

John M. Ravage

Pauline Reimers

Felicia Rensberger

David Reynolds

C-511

c-37

c-29

c-768

c-819

c-285

c-253

c-749

C-273

c-759

c-883

C-209

c-761

c-708

C-409

C-36

c-906

C-466

C-1025

C-514

C-709

C-913

c-774

c-23
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A-61

L-38

C-13

A-65

L-28

L-22

C-71

s-39

A-48

L-62

A-25

c-46

A-49

A-27

A-69

A-87

L-40

C-18

A-83

S-23

A-53

C-50

S-24

Dr. Stanley Rich

Sally P. Richardson

Camille Riley

Mark Roberts

Robert Rosenblum

Bea Ro8ewell

Sua Rosaer

Barbara Rudolph

Barbara RUEtad

J, Paul Ruttar,

Betty Rybarg

III

Sarah Schechter-Schoemen

Craig Schenck

Sam Schillaci

Glen Schlafer

Janet Schlafer

David R. Schumacher

Dr. Peter Sederberg

Mary Lou Seymour

Doug Shoemaker

Doug Shoemaker

Wendy Shough

Juliea Skeels

O-962

c-95

c-594

c-972

C-63

c-57

c-777

C-467

C-929

c-222

C-549

C-735

C-930

C-ssl

c-983

C-1016

C-98

C-676

C-1OO7

C-415

c-944

C-742

C-417

C-24
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L-6

A-78

c-73

L-66

L-81

C-31

S-44

A-35

A-76

c-39

C-25

L-4

L-43

L-2 7

C-42

L-31

A-44

S-67

c-57

S-13

S-16

C-14

A-50

Melanie Smith

Melanie Smith

Daniel L. Sobell

Jonathan M. Somers

Meredith J. Sorensen

Charlotte Speaker

Daniel Stainback

Glenn Stark

Scott Starling

William Starnes

Kan Stauffer

Col. Charles W. Stockell

Henry A. Stone

Mrs. R. A. Stowe

Thomas Summer

Sandra Tannenbaum

Tracy Tarleton

Joan Taylor

Peter Tepley

Elizabeth B. Terry

Michael H. Terry

Elvira Thompson

Elvira Thompson

c-35

c-997

c-780

c-238

C-330

C-705

C-451

C-903

c-993

C-722

C-691

C-32

C-102

C-62

C-727

c-68

C-922

C-454

c-754

c-399

C-404

C-596

C-931

C-25
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s-32

c-67

A-90

L–60

s-33

C–5S

A-as

C-29

c-59

A-S9

L-20

C-61

C-kk

L-19

A-47

C-69

C-63

A-5S

A-59

L–74

C-24

s-lo

s–22

Hoses Todd

Moses Todd

Moses Todd

Jane Tollison and Virginia Robards

Patricia Tousignant

Merrill Truesdale

Mark Tucker

Regina Turetzky

Andrew Craig Vainer

Andrew Craig Vainer

Julia Vereen

William Voegele

Ervin Wagner, Sr.

Jan Wallis

Sinkler Warley, Jr.

Maxine Warshauer

David Watring

Cathy Williamson

Russell Williamson

Harry E. Wilson

Carol Winana

Charles F. Winchester

Laura Lee Winchester

c-k54

C-771

C-1023

C-215

c-457

C-756

C-1017

C-700

c-758

C-1019

c-55

C-760

C-730

c-54

C-926

c-775

C-765

c-954

C-956

C-276

C-689

c-393

C-414

C–26
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c-4 7 Dr. Mitchell Wolin C-738

L-77 Gerald Woodcock c-296

A-75 Bill Wright c-992

C-40 Donna Wright c-724

L-21 Geoff Young C-56

A-93 Donald B. Zippier C-1028

s-so James Zorn c-489

C-27
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s-o 1

S-01-02

s-o 1-03

STATEMENT OF LARRY STUBER
Chairman, Natural Resources and Environmental Council

Savannah Area Chamber of Comnerce

MR. STUBER: My name is Larry Stuber. I am Chai nnan of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Council of the Savannah Area
Chamber of Cornnerce. And I ‘m not sure of thei r address. It, s West
Ogl ethorpe Avenue, I don ‘t remember the number.

Mr. Chai tman, i t‘s a pleasure to attend this public meeting
representing the business conanunity and more particularly the
Savannah Area Chamber of Comerce. The Chmber and its membership
have fol lowed with interest the Oepartmnt’s deliberation regarding
restart of the K-Reactor at the Savannah River Site i n Oecember and
the L- and P-Reactors during 1991.

We are here today to express concerns about the restart of any
reactor prior to (1 ) the cl eanup of damge from the numerous serious
reactor acci dents ~i ch have occurred i n the past and (2) the
compl eti on of safety tests recoinnended by various oversi ght groups.

To repeat testimony we have given in the past, we stress that
there be an emphasis placed on safety, training and clear-cut plans
of action i n the event of an emergency. You can ingi ne this
comunityis discomfort situated downwind from the Savannah River
Si te and learning that restart of the reactors is planned prior to
the completion of certain safety tests and cleanup for which
recomendati ons have been mde and, in some cases, assurances have
been given by 00E.

Our longstanding concerns regarding the Savannah River Site are
i 1 lustrated by the fact that for many years the Savannah Area
Chamber of Cotnnerce carried a strong message to our U.S.
Represe”tati ves i n support of independent oversight of the Savannah
River Site from an outside agency or group.

Since President al appointment of the Oefense Nuclear
Faci 1 i ties Board has been very recent, i t is U“C1 ear the impact this
board will have, an independent oversight group.

The accident experience of the SRS reactors is
descri bed in Section 4.1.3 of the EIS. There are no
past reactor accidents for which c1 eanup is
currently requi red.

Sections 2.1 .2.8.2 and 2.1 .2.7 of the EIS address
the concerns about reactor safety and the reactor
modifications to be completed as safety enhancements
both before and after resuming production. AS
stated by Secretary Watkins on several occasions:
,,re~tart of any of the SR reactors wil 1 nOt be

authorized until I am personal 1 y satisfied that they
can be operated safel y“ (Memo, Secretary of Energy
Watkins to Secretary of Oefense Cheney, April 19B9).

The Defense Nucl ear Faci 1 i ties Safety Board (oNFSB)
was establ i shed by Public Law 100-456 to provide
independent, high-level , safety oversight of DOE
facilities. ONFSB will provide its judgment on the
readiness of the reactors to resume operation.
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However, we urge at this time inclusion in this EIS that safety Revised Section 2.1.3.3 of the EIS describes the
and cleanup recommendations from such groups at DOE’s Advisory functions and powers of the ONfSB and some of its
Comi ttee on Nuclear Faci 1 i ties Safety and the General Accounting recent recomnendat i ons.
Off ice.

He are appreciative of this opportunity to express our concerns
and our request that all safety, preventive and emergency procedures
be ful 1 y i n place and that all appropriate envi ronnntal cleanup and
safety testing be coqIleted before any additional reactor capacity
or activity is approved for the Savannah River Site.

Thank you.
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s-2 STATEMENT OF U.S. REP. LINOSAY THOMAS
Prepared for the Record at the Department of Energy Hearing

May 31, 1990

I am Ms. Trish Oepriest from the office of Congressman Lindsay
Thorns . Hr. Thomas regrets that he is unable to be at the hearing
today because of his previous schedule comni tments in the First
Oi strict. However, he has directed that I present this statement in
his behalf.

S-02-01 As many in the audience al ready know, Congressman Thomas has a Please see the response to Comnt S-01-02 on safety.
1 ong-standi ng interest, concern, and ~ n~ol vemnt wi th the activi ties
of the Savannah Ri ver Si te. His spec~ f lc concern is safety.

As a member of the Appropriations Coaani ttee, Mr. Thomas secured
a seat on the Subcomi ttee on Energy and Water Development i n part
in order to have a voice i n the activi ties of SRS.

* S-02-02
m

From that position, he included appropriations report language DOE has comi tted to a program of environmental
last year call ing for the establishment of a f i nn schedule from 00E
for the pern!anent closure and cleanup of water seepage basins at SRS

restoration of its sites, including SRS, a progrm

tii ch contain radioactive and non-radioactive waste.
which is under way and is funded i ndepende”tl y of
reactor operation. Haste mnagement acti vi ties at
SRS are described in detai 1 in other EISS. Waste
t4anagement Activi tes for Groundwater Protection and
Oefense Waste Processing Facility (oOE/EIS-0120);
(OOE/EIS-0082) 00E’s Environmental Management and
Waste Restoration Five-Year P1 an ( 00E/S-0070 )
describe waste management activities at SRS i n
detail . OOEis proposed progrmti c EIS on Waste
Management and Envi ronme”tal Restoration wi 11
provide complex-wide assessments of available
options. 00E wi 11 wnage SRS wastes from continued
operation i n accordance vti th the requi rements of
EPA, SCOHEC, and OOE Orders, as described i n Section
2.1. and Chapter S of this EIS.

EIS be conducted, and that U1 trasonic Special 1 y designed robotic equipment has been
the K-Reactor containment vessel . He also develoDed for the SRS U1 trasoni c testina tank

5-02-03 He also urged that this
testing be conducted of
cal led for improved emergency noti fi cation procedures for state and inspection effort. The P-Reactor tank ~as been
local authorities in the event of a“y spills or release of dangerous inspected; inspection of K-Reactor is under way.
contaminants. See Section 2.1.2.3 of the EIS for details.

Emergency notification procedures are discussed in
Mr. Thorns is very appreciative that these actions have Sections 2.1.3, 3.9, and 4.1 .3.1 of the EIS.

subsequently been taken.
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I should also note that Mr. Thomas has said clearly in the past
that the environmental wss at the site is the collective
respo”sibil i ty of DOE, its contractors, several Presidents, d the
Congress. For decades, all parties have CO1 lecti vel y deferred or
ignored their responsibility to deal with the related issues of
heal th, safety and waste nnage~nt. The bill On that deferral Of
responsibility has now co= due.

S-02-04 kfi th the clarity of 20-20 hindsight, we can see that the SRS Please see the response to Coant S-01-03 on DNFSB.
got into the mss i t is in today because it was not subject to
outside review. Mr. Thomas was instrumental in passage of a
provision in the 1989 Defense Department Authorization Bi 11 that
mandates an outside review panel

But because of excessive secrecy i n the past, and the pressure
to produce weapons-related materials, we put off until tonwrrow the
things that should have been done today.

s-02-05 Reti red Admiral Jams D. Hatkins, our Secretary of Energy, has Please see the response to Comnt S-01-02 on safety.
changed that pattern, and Congressman Thomas is strongly supportive
of his work. However, Hr. Uatki ns is no stronger than those *O
carry out his orders, and i t must now be made clear to al 1 at 00E
that safety comes first, and production comes second.

Towards that end, Mr. Thorns is very pleased to see that the
decision has been made by the Secretary not to restart the reactors
unti 1 an Envi ronmental Impact Statement has been COMP1eted and
reviewed.

Like al 1 laymen, Hr. Thomas must rely on the scientific
expertise of others to evaluate the safety of the technical
proposals of the EIS. He has asked officials of the State of
Georgia to provide their ow assesswnt, and ur9es that 00E also
sol i cit and heed al 1 input f ram the State of Georgia and qual i fied
citizens.

s-02-06 A special concern of Mr. Thomas i n relati On tO current and DOE has i nstal 1 ed more than 900 groundwater
future operations at SRS is envi ronmntal ~ni tori ng. In addition rmnitori ng wel 1s at SRS; more are planned. As noted
to the monitoring of air emissions at SRS, he also insists that in a letter from Secretary Watkins to Congressman
ground and surface water rmni toring be carried out i n Georaia. Thomas o. May 3, 1990, DOE is working with the U.S.
Based on the advice of the Georgia Oepartmnt of Natural Resources, Geological Survey to define a scope of work for a
Hr. Thomas does not have confidence that the current Nni toring of study to determine if there is any groundwater flOw
aqui fer contamination is suf fi cient. under. the Savannah River from South Carol i na to

Georg]a.
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OOE bel i eves that wel 1 sites i n South Carol i “a are sufficient
to mni tar any movement of contamination through the aquifer
system. Hr. Th~s believes that our scientific understand ng of
nmvement through the complex aquifer system is not sufficient to
justify the DOE position.

As you know, contaminants have al ready been released into
gro.nd water that has subsequent y been contained m thi n the SRS
reservation. However, the stakes of any catastrophe c contamination
are li terall y 1 ife or death in Georgia. Our aquifer system is the
1 i f e blood of southeast Georgia.

Consequently, if mnitori”g stations are “at provided in
Georgia in conf onnance m th Georgia ONR proposals, Mr. 7ho~ wi 11
OPPOse ?un~i n9 for reaCtOr restart or subsequent operati o“s i n anY
appropr?at~ons b~ll.

Final 1 y, we al 1 recognize that the price tag and timetable for
cleaning up the residue of past waste disposal practices are
extremely high. In Ju1 y, the Energy Oeparknt said i t wuuld cost
between $66 billion and $110 billion over 25 years. The General
Accounting Off ice suggested that 00E had seri OUS1 y underestimated
the real cost. Some esti=tes run as ‘high as $155 bill ion over
25 years.

S-02-07 But the simple truth is that we cannot afford @ to pay the
bill.

OOE agrees and is proceeding m th the Haste
And we certainly cannot afford to undertake any addi tio”al kageuent and Envi rawntal Restoration 5-Year PI an

prod. cti on activities ni thout providing for a comprehensi Ye clean up and other ate managent activities. P1 ease see
of the old activities. The Department has drafted a five year plan the response to CO~nt S-02-02 on waste nunageent
on clean up, and i t is i~erati ve that the plan be carried out. and envi ronmtal restoration.

Admiral Watkins and the Congress have said that they are
serious about not repeating the ❑i stakes of the past. Hr. Th~
believes i t is time now for both parties to back up their wurds tith
acti on.

Thank you far ya”r attention, and this contl udes my stat-t
on behalf of tlr. Thonas.
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s-3 STATElfENT OF HELEN Y. -ISON
Ifampton, Sc

502 HO11 y Street W.

To quote the headline in the State today, ‘,00E: Need for
weapons PI ant EUY out-weigh health risks. ” I m outraged. Are we
who 1 i ve down wind of the Savannah River Site being decl ar~
expendahl e?

S-03-01 I further quote, “The Federal Energy Department has tentatively
concluded that restarting al 1 three nuclear reactors at the Savannah
River Site is crucial to maintain national security, even though
that action would bring further risk to h- health and an al ready
severely cent-”nated environment. ” . . . and ten paragraphs on dom
the arti c1 e, ‘lhe report acknawl edges that fol 1 owi ng .00E’ S preferred
option — starting all three reactors — wul d 1 ead to addi ti anal
ground water contamination from radioactive tri ti m and hazardous
wastes, t~orary -tlands loss, fish kil 1s and loss of habitat for
the mod stork, an endangered species. h additional risk is the
1 i kel ihoad that cancer rates for h-s COU1 d increase i n the

S-03-02 surrounding a~ea. [f no reactor is restarted, the report concedes,
‘cancer fatal 1 ty risks — mIul d diminish.’ The report also admits
that ‘the envi ron-tal consequences of terminated operation of one
or twa of the SRS reactors wul d result i n an approximately
proportionate reduction in the envi romtal consequences. ‘ The
Savannah River Site is widely vi ~ as the nmst contaminated
1ocation in South Carolina, and crf ti cs frequently refer to the 300
square ❑i 1 e faci 1 i t y as a t nati onal sacrifice zone. ”

In other wards, it is just tough if a person is so unfortunate
as to live here. I live in -ton, S.C. I believe that God gave
each person, animl, bird, etc an allotted number of days to 1 i ve on
this planet. Mo is tie 00E to decide tiose days wi 11 be cut short,
*O are they to decide whose chi 1 d might be born mi sf i gured and
grotesque, who are they to decide AO oBy never be born because
hi s/her parents ~re rendered sterile because of radiation from the
SRS. I wunder if God may not hold someone responsible for this
outrage. I assume that the Oepar~nt of Energy 1 ooks upon us as

Section 4.1.2 of the EIS addresses the potential
addi ti anal risk to human health resulting from the
continued operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors.
Section 4.1.6 addresses cumulative impacts and
health risks from SRS and nearby facil i ties. The
heal th effects of past operations have been (and are
being) evaluated by independent agencies, as
described in Appendix B; no significant health
impacts on the general public have been identified.
Section 3.7 (Tables 3-13 and 3-14) and annual
environmental nmni tori ng reports issued by 00E
describe the extent of contamination f ram prior SRS
operations.

The environmental impacts of continued operation of
K-, L-, and P-Reactors and the alternatives at SRS,
are fully addressed, analyzed, and bounded in
Section 4.1 of this EIS; this includes the
res”mpt i o“ of product 5 on after an extended outage.
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they did in the 1950s during the atomic tests in the Pacific. The
bugs, rodents, and poor animls taken to the islands or floating on
deserted ships were mere expendable experimental creatures just 1 i ke

S-03-03 we here today are. I can see no sensi ble reason for more triti um
and plutonium. We have just sat at the peace table with other
nations. We have seen the crumble of the Berlin Wall We have seen
democracy rise up in Eastern Europe. We have even heard that the
Russians say the disaster at Chernobyl is greater than they ever
suspected. More people are i 11, more people are dying, and they are
being moved farther and farther away. Why can 8t our government do
this for those of us here in order to prevent such a disaster right
here? Whv??? It is ironic when I think of our countrv sitti”a down

S-03-04

at the peace table wi th other nati ons. Yes, the u.S. ~elegate~ are
facing the others, but thei r hands are hidden behind their backs as
they quickly produce more tritium and plutonium. I wonder how any
nati o“ can really trust us as we blather on about how thri 11 ed we
are wi th the prospects for peace as we hurriedly build more bombs to
maintain national security. I say, “Hogwash!” It is also i roni cal
at the bri 11 iance of the 00E and their claims of great need for more
and more tritium. If they are so sn!art: why put all their eggs in
one basket? Me have, according to thel r words, only one place in
the Uni ted States which produces tri ti um. THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE!
I shudder as I think that one wi 1 d eyed nut or one dedicated
terrorist could simply load one bomb in a plane, fly over the SRS,
and dive in. They would destroy the entire supply of tritium in the
USA, destroy the facil i ties for inking more tri ti urn and destroy the
enti re states of South Carol i na and Georgia i n one stroke!

I have read that there is great concern in the DOE for ALL the
jobs which would be lost at the SRS. I wonder i f these employees
are enlightened as to the danger to their health while they labor at
the Savannah River Site? Are those empl eyes warned of the dangers
to their health and the health of their families if the K, P, and L
reactors are re-started? Are they given a chance to go elsewhere
for employment if they are skeptical about thei r futures? Should
they not be given this choi ce? Oon’ t we 1 ive i n Ameri ca? Aren’ t
al 1 men created equal and have the right to expect equal rights and
opportuni ty i n our great nation? Oona t they, too, have the right to
1 i ve out their al 1 otted number of days i n health and happiness, and
don, t they, too have the right to healthy children. Should they not
be given this choice?

The Department of Energy produces tri tium (and other
nuclear materials) as di rected by the Nuclear
Weapons Stockpile Memorandum (NWSM) , which
determines the need for defense materials, and tii ch
is approved by the Presi dent. The most recent NWSM,
apprOved by President Bush on July 12, 1990, was
used i n cal culati ng the den!and for new production of
tritium in Appendix A. In addition, Appendix A
considers a potential reduced-need scenario for
tritium.

Because detail ed information on defense need
i“vol ves national securi ty i nfonnation, nuclear
material requ: rements and the production
capabi 1 i ties requi red to meet these den!ands are
discussed in a classified appendix (Appendix A) of
the EIS. This classified appendix was not
distributed with the main document, but will be
considered by OOE decisi onmakers; it is available to
those meeting security requi rements. Unclassified
information from Appendi x A is i ncluded in Section
1.2 of the EIS. OOE is working with the Federal
Aviation Administration on rulemking for prohibited
ai rspace over SRS and several other 00E si tes.

Federal regulations and 00E Orders require
maintenance of adequate employee radiation safety
i ndoctri nati on and educati on programs and exposure
moni tori ng programs for al 1 SRS employees and the
surrounding environment. OOE requires that
employees recei ve thei r exposure hi stories
annual 1 y. (oOE, 1988a, !’Radiation Protection for
Occupati o“al Workers, 88 00E Order 5400.11 ; OSHA,
29 CFR 1910.96 et seq; Radiation, Occupational
Exposure)
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S-03-05

As Hugo was approaching last sunnner I worried lest it go that
way and cause a great disaster at SRS. Thank God, i t missed the
SRS. As you look around Charleston even today, think how things
might have looked had Hugo struck the Savannah River Site. Oi saster
can come in nmre ways than just the droppi ng of a bomb. Oi saster
could be impending at this moment as we continue to pollute and
contaminate our planet. Why do our people act as i f we have another
planet to flee to when we wear this one out? I implore upon you to
cal 1 a halt to the needless restarting of the K, P, and L reactors Please see the response to Comment s-03-03 on need.
or pass a bill to allow those of us who want to get out of here to
be given just compensation for the properties we own which hold us
financial hostages here!
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II

1 S-4 STATEMENT OF CHERYL BRACKIN
6 Longview Bluff Orive

Savannah, Georgia

I vm here to urge the OOE to keep the reactors
can you justify restart?

shut down . HOW

S-04-O 1 Last year 1 left the environmental impact hearing feeling The need for nuclear “capons is beyond the scope
discouraged and depressed. Mine was onl Y one voxce. MY friends and of this EIS.

S-04-02

other ci ~izens spoke convincingly a“d eloquently. You people see us
as uni nfonned troublewkers. The governwnt wil 1 tel 1 us what is
best for all of us. 1 may not be a scientist, but I know a
dangerous and threatening situation tien I see one. Oon’ t tell w
we need more nucl ear weapons. We have @ than enough. If we keep
poisoning our earth, there wonnt be anything left to defend. And
there won’ t be anyone here to use the weapons anyway.

I ‘m ti red of al 1 the propaganda and 1 i es. It’s a sad note that
our government deceives us and tries to tel 1 us tiat is best m
that they’ re going to do i t anyway.

We must redirect our focus if this country, indeed this planet, Please see the response to Comment S-02-02 on waste
is to survive. Shut down weapons production. Clean up these management and environment restorati on. The
contaminated sites. Stop poisoning our water, air and soi 1.
Continue to work on arms reduction.

Admi nl stratlon is working on arms reduction.

Our money needs to be spent on inking 1 i fe better for every
c? tizen. Look at our poor educational systems. Look at the
ever-i ncreasing crime problems. Look at the health needs of our
citizens. In my work with cormnunication disorders I frequently see
mi 1 i tary dependents Ao cannot afford the speech therapy which has
been reconnnended. The government does not cover the cost of such
services. Instead, i t builds nucl ear weapons and wants to continue
building more. What are we saying to these chi 1 dren?

We must refocus our energy and o“r money before it is too
late. 1 urge you not to restart those deadly reactors, which wi 11
further contaminate our environment and threaten this entire area.
Choose 1 i fe over the ever-present threat of il less and death
represented by SRS.

-——
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s-5 STATEMENT OF P~ELA BLOCKEY-O qBRIEN

Statement to the United States Department of Energy,
May 31st. 1990, Concerning the Continued Operation of K, L, and

P Reactors at the Savannah River Nuclear Site, Aiken,
South Carol ina, and the Oraft Environmental Impact Statement

Pertaining Thereto

By Pamela 01 ockey-08Bri en, member, International Fellowship of
Reconci 1 iation, on behalf of:

The International Fellowship of Reconciliation (1. F, O.R)
National Clergy and Laity Concerned, Rev. Emory R. Searcy Jr.,

Executive Di rector.
Atlanta Clergy and Laity Concerned

I am Pamela Blockey-O’ Brien, member of the International
Fellowship of Reconciliation, which was founded in Great Britain and
is the world’s oldest rel igious-paci fist organization. We work on
humn rights, nuclear disarmament, world hunger, environmental
i ssues and i ssues of soci al and economic i njusti ce worldwide. I FOR
is a Non-Governmental Organization i n consul tative status wi th the
Uni ted Nations on behalf of humanity. IFOR has had seven Nobel
Peace Prize winners amongst members. 1 am also representing
National Clergy and Laity Concerned and Atlanta Clergy and Laity
Concerned. Clergy and Laity Concerned is composed of people of
faith working for peace and justice and the betterment of the. human
condi ti on.

To use a Quaker expression, I am here today to “speak truth to
power”. I am here with a great sense of sadness because the reason
for the intended restart of these reactors is for the production of
plutonium and tri tium for the n!anufacture of nuclear araments, which
not only violate the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and vi 01 ate the 1977
Geneva Protocol on Huuiani tarian Law appl i cable i n armed conflict,
nuclear weapons also violate international 1 aw, the Nuremberg
Pri nci pies, the London Accords of 1945 and the Genocide Convention,
Article 2, Section C i n particular, as I have said at a previous
hearing. Any nation manufacturing them not only viol ates human
1 aws, but also the ethical and moral teachings set forth by all
major world rel igions.
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S-05-02

S-05-O 1 I am also f i 1 led with a sense of hopelessness, as I know the
Department of Energy wi 11 restart these reactors regardless.
There is too much greed and umney at stake not to - after al 1, the
DOE is the world 1s largest research and development complex,
government owned and contractor operated. Companies who contract
with the 00 E/Pentagon/000 ci rcui t mke staggering amunts of mney.
That money rarely trickles down to the work force, whose potential
job 1 oss the 00E pretends to worry about if the reactors don’t
restart. $1 Billion in 1981 dollars spent on guided missile
production equals 9,000 jobs, but spent on educational services
creates 63, OOO jobs or on ai r, water and soild waste pol 1 ution
control , 16,500 jobs. The Oefense Economic Adjustment Act (HR 101)
would cover defense related employee 1 ayoff situations as the
work force at Savannah Ri ver Nuclear Si te would face, guaranteeing
temporary income maintenance and relocation all owances and
occupational retrai ni ng of mi 1 i tary i ndustry employees. Why not
support that?

S-05-03

Now to the matter of the reactor restarts and the OEIS:

It’s bad enough that the Department of Energy is pushing
dangerous, chromosome changing food i radiation, in an attempt to
create extra demand for cesi UW137 - which is a by-product of
plutonium extraction and used for food i radiation - so more cesium
wi 11 be needed than can be obtained from current mil itary wastes,
and congress may then al low the OOE to reprocess connnerci al spent
fuel , i n the name of helping the radiation technology industry, who
would get their hoped for $240 mill ion a year plus profit, while the
DOE extracts plutonium from conanercial wastes for use i n weapons -
and you touch on this conunercial aspect in a roundabout way on p.
2-66 and 1.1. And its even worse that the DOE along with the
Nucl ear Power Industry is waiting for the Nuclear Regulatory
Comnissio. (with help from E.P. A) to finish getting something called
Below Regul story Concern past an unsuspecting p“bl i c and congress -
8el ow Regul story Concern being a plan to deregulate over 30% of this
nations misnamed ‘nlow-level i, ~adi~~ctive wastes, many of whi ch
remain radioacti ve for thousands of years, so i t can be poured in
streams, down sewers and dumped in 1 ocal landfi 11s nationwide hi le
the public is told its hannl ess, so the 00E gets to save part of the
over $100 Bi 11 ion i t faces i n cleanup costs and the nuclear
util i ties save over $620 million in theirs, while both 00E and the
utilities create the worst long term health disaster in human

Response

No decision will be made on the alternatives i n this
Final EIS unti 1 at least 30 days after the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Notice of
Avai labi 1 ity is published in the Federal Register.

DOE is studying the Oefense Conversion Adjustment
Program under the recently passed FY 1991 Oefense
Appropriations Bi 11 to determine its appl i cabi 1 i ty
to SRS, and other OOE, employees.

00E is not proposing to operate the SRS reactors to
mke cesi um.
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S-05-04

:

S-05-05

S-05-06

history. Even the nationwide “assumed” death rates for Below
Regulatory Concern have been calculated, 1 i n 10,000, this is
premeditated murder, something the Department of Energy, the Nuclear
Regulatory Comni ssi on and the nuclear utilities have long been
gui 1 ty of under “ALARA”, and now, the Department of Energy is at it
again with this horrible, misleading Draft Envi ronmental Impact
Statemnt prepared by 7 people with 00E affiliation, 31 from NUS
Corporati on, and they’ve used approximtel y 133 OuPont and 00E
related references, plus sow from Westinghouse, the NRC and only a
handful from other sources. So this is hardly an objective report.
To confuse the US public and to mke figures appear lower to them,
the mtri c system has been used, and you even aare-explai nak words in
connnon usage, such as “severe accident”, as OOE’s i dea of a severe
accident differs from most people’s. Let !s look at safety, security
and accidents first:

P. 4-101 says no Savannah River traffic would have an effect on
safety of Savannah River Nuclear Site Reactors. How about a
terrorist with a hand-held rocket launcher on a passing chartered
boat?

P. 4-100 shows approximate y 4,000 flights a year over the site
since air space restriction was 1 i fted in 1976. All You need is one
chartered plane, one terrorist will ing to die for a cause and one
sui tease sized one megaton nuclear bomb and you can kiss two states
goodbye. I suggest you shut down that airspace w.

Heavy water is used as a neutron moderator and recirculating
primry coolant. Ever heard of the “cod 1 iver oil factor”? Ouring
World War II, even British Intel 1 igence intended to sabotage heavy
water produced at Norsk Hydroelectric if i t fel 1 into Gern!an hands
by a cupful of cod 1 iver oil , to render the heavy water useless as a
moderator. Though i t‘s a matter of p“bl ic record i.f you know where
to look, I don’ t intend to publicize the exact method one needs to
empl OY to every mentally deranged person between here and the Middle
East

On P. 4-71/72 i t goes into how severe accident risks are
evaluated. We get three paragraphs of double-speak on an accident
character zation and three phases of Probabi 1 isti c Risk Assessments
which read like a bad joke. You 00N’T ‘estimate the frequencies of
various ,,incidentsb, and expected f requenci es Of rel eases Of

The aircraft overflights and Savannah River traffic
referred to in Chapter 4 of the EIS are normal,
expected occurrences and do not include del i berate
acts of terrorism. Section 2.1.5 discusses
safeguards and security. In addi ti on, 00E is
working with the Federal Aviation Administration on
rulemaking for prohibited airspace over SRS and
several other OOE sites.

The details of site security measures taken to
protect against threats to nuclear faci 1 i ties are
beyond the scope of this EIS.

The anal yses of both design-basis and severe
accidents, including the most current information
avai 1 abl e on the probabi 1 isti c risk assessment for
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S-OS-07

radioactivity that could set off an accident and cotii ne those
estinutes M th probabi 1 i ties of failures of accident preventi o“
systens and project fram that bunch of horsefeathers a
‘probabi 1 i sti c risk assessmtct - you shaul d ask the o“e q“esti a“
that i 5 nowhere of be found i n this entire docuwnt, - ask: I,-
h pens i f the hole dam thi no blows skvhiah and there Ls total
Mel~ ~?’n
consequence asses~nts deal ui th 2 hour exposures and between 1%
and 32 of core d~ge - the s- as O. 0246% rel ease of core
damaged. Then, to add i IIS”l t to injury oOE i WI i es the consequences
will be negligible and the public has no need to worry.

Nail, let’s see about that. Since you are using 2% to 3%
rel eases, 1 et “s c-are one Savannah River Site reactor with
Chernobyl. Chernobyl had a MINOR accident i” nuclear terms.
Chernobyl had a 3 to 4% rel ease and no -l tdom, only partial .
Chernobyl had a containment dome, Savannah River Site reactors do
not.. . At Chernobyl, a one thousand ton steel cover plate was 1 i f ted
off the- reactor and bl mm to smithereens, the fi re raged 10 days,
the radl oacti ve c1 aud at first stretc~ f mm Kra~~w to Ki ~v, 5130
odd mi 1 es, then d~ed heavi 1 y across 20 countries md then went
round the wrl d. Am”nd Chernobyl at the present, one thousand
square m-les are so contami natad they are unf i t for any habitation
forever, and over 4 ti 11 i on pmpl e in Ukraine, Byelorussia and
Western Russia live on contaminated land. U.S. doctors had
predi ctad between 15,000 and 135,000 extra cancer cases, Mel 1, there
are al ready an estimated 3s ,(100 to 16tl,00t3 ~I~R~ ~ th Ca”Cer a“d
mughl y 1.6 mi 11 ion paaple already suffering results of high
radi ati on. Nave you told the paapl e of 6eorgi a and South Carolina
*at that --s to them? No. Sa I have a chart here I rode,
nothing fancy, not the high tech c~”ter stuff you t re used to, but
trude with considerable care, love and concern for the people of both
states and the wrkers on the Savannah River Site. The chart
c-ares the needed, i mediate evacuation area around Savannah River
Site, basad on a variety of factors f mm Chernobyl and other
sources, such as child exposure, wind directions etc. You actual 1 y
get an almst idiate rough tear-drop shaped area that has the
~st severe contamination, i ~e., the area round the side and the
n9j0r pl - area.

You say you incorporated information from Chernobyl into
evacuation P1 ans. I say there’s no way that you did. Your

these reactors, are presented in Section 4. 1.3 of
the EIS. The information i n the EIS on accident
risks is consistent with the current state of the
art for probabilistic risk assessments, and the best
estimate available at the present time. The severe
accident risk assessment assumes a 100-percent core
melt. 00E does not imply that the consequences of a
severe accident are negligible, but rather that the
ri sk to the general p“bl ic is low.

The accident at the Chernobyl Station involved a“
explosive destruction of the reactor core followad
by combustion of the graphite nmderator. The
nuclear physics of the SRS reactors do not penni t
the explosive self-destruct mechanism; also, the SRS
reactors are moderated with heavy water, which does
not burn. The Chernobyl reactor type is bui 1 t
without a containwnt dome and essential y al 1 of
the core fission products were available for
release. The lack of containment domes at SRS and
Chernobyl reactors does not imply an equal potential
for acci dents. Rel eases from SRS reactors from
design-basis and severe accidents are presented in
Section 4.1.3.
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evacuation only goes 10 m“ Ies fram the site accordi ngi to Aat you
say on p.3-61. You 8d need to evacuate everyone i ~y in a 30
❑i 1 e radius of the Site boundary and a swath 60 mi 1 es wide and 60

S-0N8 ❑i 1 es long along the pl e m-rid direction path added to that - a The emergency PJ ans for SRS reactors identify
total of 90 mi 1 es. Al 1 pregnant -n and chi 1 dren under 16 and the evacuation and sheltering plans that match the
elderly to be taken an extra 10 miles to a total of 100 miles appropriate range of potential acci dents, as
❑i ni wm. Everybady out, not to return. If the plum headed for the described in Section 3.9 of the EIS.
coast and Savannah, the poor people wul d have to try and outswim i t
- even a Dunki rk t~e rescue mul dn’ t mrk, the entire Savannah
River and South Carol i na/Geargi a coastal waters, air, soi 1 wi 11 be
contti nated. If the wind direction uent upcoast, you I re talking
Charleston, North Carolina, Virginia, if its west, you’ re tal king
middle Wrgia, Alah-. You couldn’t do it and you know it. Have
you told the Savannah River Site mrkers with such an accident
they’ll eitkr die quickly or slowly from radiation sickness with
its bl wdy diarrhea, vmi ting, bleeding under the skin? You say i n
here you’ 11 take pmpl e to Fort Gordon Eisenhower Amy tledi cal
Center just up the road - be serious. The whole of Fort Gordon wi 11
be running for its 1 if e. Hundreds of thousands of peapl e ti 11 be
involv~, there will be chaos and panic, traffic accidents tying up
rural roads, terrified f+ 1 ies tryin to reach relatives, the

7University of South Carolina system a one UIJU1d have about 26,000
terrified young people trying to get out, in Georgia there’s a
CO1 lege in Statesbaro I believe. By the ti= it was all over even
Donald 1- COU1dn’ t f i nmce the sized morgue you’ d need. On page
2-55, it says in case of major accident Savannah River Nuclear Site
has emergency operations centers in the vicinity of the site and the
technical support center is on the site. 7his is insane. Have You
told those people far enough away who my stand a chance i f they
evacuate qui ckl Y, never to return, that no insurance policy i n the
mrl d covers nuclear accident that 1 know of?

S-05-09 Further, concerning accidents - in another off si te evacuation
plan cal CU1ated to other factors, p. 4-87, maxi rmim evacuation is
about 20 mi 1 es. The conf i nmnt of radioactivity depends on exhaust
air f i 1 ters, which in turn depend on a continuous fl ON of exhaust
air, that i n turn depends on the successful operation of the
confinmt he?t r@mval systm, but i f the exhaust air exceeds
340”C, the act, vated carbon MS in the confinement f i 1 ters wi 11
catch fire. Assuming all this depending on something else does
work, hut there is a fire/explosion, 00E intends to avert
catastrophe by tumi ng on a sprinkler system (see table 4-81) ~at
happens if the sprinkler system doesn 1t mrk?

Systems important to the safety of reactor operation
are designed with sufficient redundancy to ensure
their functions can be perfo-d i n the event of an
accident. The severe accident anal YS is presented in
Section 4.1.3 of the EIS includes accident sequences
i n ~ich the Ai rborne Activity Conf i nemnt System is
assumed not to function, and describes their
consequences.
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DOE is so determined to play down the plutoni uwfor-bomb-
production factor the deadly plutonium issue is barely addressed,
and in one of the places here it is, p. 4-72 concerning accidents

S-05-1 o bei “g more 1 i kel y to occur with a PI utoni um production charge than a
tri ti urn production charge - you say “negligible risk” accident
initiators such as this, are NOT considered, as al though the
initiating event may be m probable than others, the quantity of
radioactive materials rel eased would be less. DOE knows very wel 1
i tss not necessari 1 y quanti ty - P1 utoni um in ti ny amounts is far
more deadly than tritium, tritium having a half-life of 12 years and
plutoni UW239 has a half-1 i fe of 24,000 years and ful 1 hazardous
1 i fe of 240,000 years, its so deadly i t was named after the
mythological God of Hell and Lord of the Underworld (P1 outon).
The”, on p 4-97 you final 1 y come out and say, in one 1 inc. that all
You oaaes of se e e accide t a nal vsis in this book are based on a
tri [ium producti~nrcharoe a~cident, though as welve seen the
plutonium production charge acci dent is more 1 i kel y, and the

p paragraph that follows, on plutoni urn, is not even worthy of cownt.

E Pages 4-134 through 138 cover everything from contai nmeot
m domes, to internal containment structures, a detritiati on system on

to confinement improvements to elevated piping concepts under
S-05-1 1 “mitigation measures”. These fanciful ideas for improving safety

show the LOUSY condition these reactors are really in, and show
repairs would cost a minimum of $1,575,000,000 81 LLION dollars. The
enti re section on what needs to be done remi nds me of a bunch of ten
year olds trying to fix a broken kite for the hundredth time. No
wonder you don 1t i ntend to do any of them. The safety improvements
that you h intend to do, p. 2-15 through 2-20 and 2-24 read 1 i ke a
check-1 i st by a farmer trying to fix his pre-World War 11 farm
equipment and barn:

S-05-12

Get someone to watch out for fires and add smoke alarms, check
the welding, replace fan bearings and belt, replace the joints, get
new pump motor starters, re-inforce the exhaust stack, and i nstal 1
al 1 sorts of “state of the art” gadgets and lots of computers.
State of the art, in the way the wlti-million dollar Hubble space
tel escape antenna WOU1dn’ t work perhaps? 4s to computers, how many
times have people heard the phrase “the computer is down?”

Speaking of things being down, we get to earthquakes.
P.3-12/13. There are many earthquake faults under the site, one

The present requirements of the NWSM are for the
production of tri ti um, not plutonium-239. However,
P1 utoni um is not volatile and would tend to remain
i n the reactor, reactor bui ldi ng, or filter system
rather than di sperse in the atmosphere. As a
consequence, the contribution to the effective dose
equivalent to a member of the public resulting from
the quantities of plutonium postulated to be
released i n the design-basis accident is about 60
mrem, as listed in Section 4. 1.3.1.4 of the EIS.

P1 ease see response to Connnent S-01-02 on safety.

Seismic upgrades responsive to the concerns of
ONFSB, NASfNAE, ACNFS, and individuals are being

. ..—.
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directly under L-reactor. You don’ t even know how one of them, the
Pen Branch fault, might move.

implemented at SRS reactors before the resumption of
The Pen Branch fault overlies the prod”cti on, as described in Section 2.1.

Ounbarton fault. ODE mintains the Pen Branch fault is “not
considered capabl e“. Under Nuclear Regulatory Comi ssion reactor
siting criteria, the NRC decided in its wisdom, that a fault is only
considered capable of moving if, amongst other things, it has moved
within the last 35,000 years or is related to another capable
fault. I find i t amzi ng that the Nuclear Regulatory Comni ssion
believes i t understands the workings of the Universe to the point of
being able to predict earthquakes, in particular that the DOE even
1 i stens, since you ‘ve had two recent earthquakes on site, one of
them basl tally UNDER K-reactor which you wish to crank up again,
which was felt 100 miles away. You say a recent report on that
earthquake predicts a recurrence rate of 1 year for a m?.gnitude Z.O
earthquake for the southeast coastal plain - of course i t could turn
out to be an 8.0 - but says historic data to calculate recurrence
rates accurately are sparse. Perhaps you could ask the Nuclear
Regulatory Comi ssi on again. . . . P. 2-10 says the reactors are being
qualified to earthquake criteria that have been accepted by the
Nuclear Regulatory Comission for commercial nuclear power plants
1 icensed before 1974. God help us. . . 00E upgrading against
earthquakes includes shoring up the reactor stack, fixing the
control room cei 1 i ng so the tiles don’t fal 1 in the reactor and
adding emergency 1 ighting. I*m sure we ill al 1 sleep better knowing
that.

S-05-1 3

Now al 1 your five reactors not on? y sit on top of a bunch of
earthquake faults and epi centers, with C-reactor full of cracks,
they also sit on top of an approximate y 300 foot deep series of
layers of sand, sand and carbonates, silty sand and o! thin clay
layers, that are locally waterbeari ng. Not a very SO1 Id fOundati on.
Then comes a thin layer of clay no more than 10 feet thick at its
thickest point, and under that - an aquifer. WATER. Then more
clay. Then more aquifers divided with clay, the bottom one is the
Middendorf - also known as the Tuscaloosa aquifer which crosses 4
states and SUPPT ies vital ground and drinking water. Sol vents from
the Savannah River Site have been found in it. There are 68 of YOUr
famous “seepage basins!’ on site. These are unlined holes i n the
ground. 31 are full of chemicals, 37 full of radioactive seepage
such as Strontium-90 and Cesi urn 137, and 17 seep raw chemical
waste. St ronti u*9O migrating from F-area reprocess ng seepage
basins has reached concentrate ons i n the near surface groundwater
and in a creek 42,500 times greater than EPA drinking water

The B1 ack Creek-Middendorf Formation i n South
Carol ins, which was once known as the Tuscaloosa
aquifer, discharges to the Savannah River in the
vicinity of SRS, as described in Section 3.4.2 of
the EIS . This aquifer is not believed to be
hydraul i call y continuous with the formation of that
name in Georgia. The taxi c chemical contamination
of that aquifer was caused by chlorinated
hydrocarbons, which are confined wi thin the SRS
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standards. What do yo” think this does to migrating birds and
wildlife who n!ay stop for a drink? Let alone people downstream?
The ground”ater below M area seepage basin and above the Tuscaloosa
is extremely contaminated with chlorinated hydrocarbons and moving
towards Jackson, SC. This is al 1 outrageous. Attempted c1 eanup,
which 1 understand ejects the chlorinated hydrocarbons into the AIR,
could take 40 years. On page 5-12, EPA has placed the entire
Savannah River Nuclear site on the National Priorities list for
cleanup and you have 5 Superfuod sites. Over the years those who
operated the site dumped urani urn, industrial degreasers, acids,
caustics and metals into streams on site, like Tires Branch to the
north. 00E is negotiating settlement agreements so that means none
of that wi 11 probabl y be cleaned up. Yet i n this report, DOE and
i ts report preparers have the unmitigated gal 1 not to say one single
thing about how the entire site has been polluted. There is not o“e

S-05-1 4 1 ine I could find saying you are al 1 owed to average out radioactive
contaminants to ai r, “ater, soil etc. over a year so they seem

0 less. Not one line saying tritium was i“ the rain 45 times higher
~ than background, or in vegetables off-site 70 times above

E background, i n fish 46 times, and i n water 46 times above
background. Not one 1 i ne that fish had cesi UUI-137 levels 30 times
background and river sediment five times background, or that fish
e99s and larvae are contaminated or killed by radioactive muck al 1
the time. Even the infamous Georgia Department of Natural Resources
has a section that tries to do a good job, underfunded as i t is and
they too say the elevated cesi”m a“d triti”m levels are d“e to
Savannah RI ver Site. The DOE? OuPont?

S-05-15 Westinghouse cl iq”e is responsible for vegetation off site with
34,700 pci/kg of tritium in it, fish with 22,400 pci/kg tritium in
i t. Plutonium was dumped in cardboard boxes for over 30 years, and
boi 1 ing radioactive water spewed into creeks and wetlands. Under
NRC8s ,8ALARASS which al lows these reactors you wi sh to restart and
every connnercial reactor i n the nation to only keep radioactive
emissions “as low as reasonably achievable!! depending on how much
money contractors/OOE budget for safety, radioactive gunk has been
rel eased all over the pl ace even though NRC and 00E and the nuclear
industry knows people are getting i 11 and dying as a result. And
YOU want to continue this? On P.5-12 Concerning air q“al i ty, al 1

boundary, and are currently being removed by
recovery wel 1s and an air stripper. The B1 ack
Creek-Middendorf aquifer 1 ies 400-900 feet below the
surface of SRS and is general 1 y protected by several
impermeable e clay or other 1 i tholo i c formtions.

7Moni taring wells have been i nstal ed I n the aquifer
to detect any type of contamination. Over the
35-year SRS operating period, no radioactive
contami nation has been detected of fsi te i n the Black
Creek-rniddendorf aquifer as a result of past
operatl ens, and none is expected from conti n“i ng
reactor operation. [Please see the EIS on Waste
Management for Groundwater Protection, 00 E/EIS-0120. )

For the past 40 years, national and i nter”atio”al
radi ation safety orga”izati ons National Counci 1 on
Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRPW) and
International Co.nci 1 on Radiation Proteiti on ( ICRP)
have reconanended annual 1 imi ts on exposure to
workers and members of the public. These i nclude
limits on intake via air, food, and water
(International Conuni ssion on Radi 01 ogi cal Protection
1979, Limits for Intakes of Radionucl ides by
Workers, lCRP Publication 30, Pergamon Press) , which
lead to limits on annual average concentrate ons in
environmental media. Concentrations i n
envi ronmental media accessible to the publ ic and the
doses resulting from their intake are wel 1 below
applicable standards, as described in Section 3.7 of
the EIS.

The monitored concentrations of tri ti”m a“d other
radionucl i des i n vegetation, mi 1 k, fi sh, and other
envi ronmental media are reDOrted i n annual
environmental reports (e. g’. , Savannah River Site

nvi ronme” tal eoo t fo r 19M WSRC-RP-89-59-1 )
These concentrate o~s, by them~elves, are meaningless
wi tho”t bei ng converted into effecti ve doses to-
people; mximum and average individual doses that
might result from these concentrations are al so
presented in these reports. As indicated i n Section
3.7.1, the maximm dose to a hypothetical indivi dual
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S-05-16

S-05-17

existing on-site faci 1 i ties including reactors, are not requi red to
comply with any standards of worth, so the Clean Ai r Act basi call y
doesn’ t apply here. Under Air Pol 1 ution Control Regulations no
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Poll utants are
requi red either as DOE points out the reactors were built before the
regulations went into effect - how convenient.

Furthermore, the DOE seems to have invented its own allowable
population exposure rates by adding 200 mrem a year to background
levels, saying it’s from radon in homes. This is rubbish. Whilst
radon is very dangerous and of great concern and should be checked
(and if you can’ t afford to check it, open the windows and vent the
basement to help get rid of it) , federal and private surveys of over
5,000 Georgia homes indicated only 10 to 15% of them had serious
radon levels. Even natural 1 y occurring background radiation is
dangerous. There is no safe 1 evel of radiation exposure contrary to
popular belief. Across Georgia, background variation varies from an
average of 40 m/rem year P1 us/mi nus 7, to 96 mlrem year pluslmi nus
11. There are a few areas of massive exceptions, such as the Dawson
Forest Wildlife Management Area once the so-cal led Georgia Nuclear
Aircraft Lab run by Lockheed *O 1 eft old reactors and contaminated
junk everywhere and its sti 11 glowing, or areas next to the reactor
on the Georgia Tech campus, and a COUP1 e of beach areas. However,
the lowest background radiation in Georgia is in the southeast and
northwest. Total average natural 1 y occurring background radiation
levels i n Georgia go up to about 106 mremlyear, and even if 00E adds
figures for medical fconsumer exposure etc. which it should not that
would come up to 159 drem a year, not your big total of 361.2 in
order to disgui se SRS contami nation withi n 50 mi les. International ,
global background radiation averages are in the 100-125 m/rem year

Besides, 1 doubt OOE Masured radon levels in every house
~~g~~artment in an 80 km/50 mi Te radius of the site. Page 3-50
says Savannah River Site envi ronmental radioactive ty contributed 0.1
mrem year to the exposure i n the 50 mi le vi ci ni ty. That is untrue.

Response

remaining at the boundary 24 hours per day, 365 days
per year, has been less than O.6 mrem per year. An
individual would recei ve an addi tional dose and
radiation health risk six times as great (2.4 mrem
per year) merely by maving from Savannah, Georgia
(average altitude about 45 feet), to Charlotte,
North Carol i na (average altitude about 765 feet),
from the increase in natural cosmic rays.

As noted and referenced i n Section 3.7, the estimate
of an average of 200 mrem per year from radon i n
U.S. homes was made by the National Counci 1 on
Radiation Protection and Measurements.

The most recent est i n?ate of worldwide exposure from
natural radiation (in Uni ted Nations Sci enti fi c
Comi ttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 1988)
is 2.4 mi 11 i Sieverts (240 mrem) per year, compared
to the value of 296 mrem per year 1 isted for the
United States i n Table 3-9.
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S-05-18 Y~u expose people to average annual direct 1 evels of 60 mrem a year DOE is unaware of any basis for a value of 60
plus/minus 9 mrem alnmst up to your 50 mile radius, a“d that DOESNIT mi 11 i rem per year from SRS em: ssions; the connnent
i ncl ude all the other contamination and exposure from all the other
$ources I mentioned earl ier.

might confuse monitoring data that report the u
The NRC/DOE use fi cticious models of a

hun!an, usual 1 y an adult mle supemn type and computer wdels etc.
of the di rect radiation exposures i n mill i Roentgen
via TLDs from natural sources W the SRS

on which to base exposure rates, they also do a lot of assuming, contribution.
speculation and hypothetical situation models. In real 1 ife, small
children are 40 times more at risk from any radiation exposure, and
a woman, s risk of developing cancer after exposure to radiation is
twi ce that of a man, according to the Nati onal Academy of Science.
But women and children donlt count with the NRC a“d OOE nor do other
life forms, like plants, animls, birds. A 1979 National Academy of
Science report said virtually every type of cancer — blood, breast,
lung, digestive system and others - can be initiated by radiation
exposure, and heart disease, aplastic anemia, cataracts, shortened
1 i fe-span and weakening of the imune response system has been
1 inked to radiation exposure. Maybe the Surgeon General should go
after the n“cl ear pushers for a change, b“t I suppose that might put
the nuclear industry and nuclear military industrial complex out of
business. . . . I digress - to continue: Gern!an studi es say children
are 10 times more sensi tive to radiation, and the fetus 20 tires
more sensitive. In a Critical Analysis of the Official Regulatory
Guides of the USA and West GenMny, the Insti tut fur Energie und
Unwel tforschung at Heidelberg shows something YO” never even
consider, namely that radiation munts from the transfer from soi 1
to plants, plants to anin!al products and then from the Dose models used in the EIS include the
gastro-intesti nal tract into blood are substantial y underestimated, environmental transfer and dose parameters accepted
i n part because the chemi Cal form of the radio”ucl ides i“ the foOd by responsible scientific and regulatory agenci es.
chal ns are often neglected — such as Cobal t-6D bound i n Vi tamin Please see the response to Cement S-05-14.
B-12; and so that problems with Plutonium concern resorption rates
of pl uto”iu,n depending on its chemical form in the environment, as
wel 1 as the changing oxidization state of pl utoni “m under varying Section 4.1.6.4.14 of the EIS discusses cumulative
chemi cal condi tions, so that, for example, pl utoni um contami nati on health effects.
from reactors taken up by plants or in chlorinated boiling water for
coffee or food can be up to 1,000 fold higher than cal c“l ated by
off i ci al reconanendati ens. Your report doesn’ t say much about
plutoni urn exposure effects does it? Let alone stuff 1 i ke this. But
then, I,knew it wouldntt. There is also “othi ng on the. effects unto
succeed~ ng generations, al though there is ample data on what happens
in the way of ge”eti c defects, a“d res”l ts from the Bikini atoll
areas where women gave bi rth to what can kindly be classi fied as
blobs of Jello. The Right-to-Life organizations my also be
i nterested in spontaneous abortion rates and infant mortal i ty near
nuclear reactors.
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But let’s get back to K, L, and P reactors. Groundwater
contaminate on at their sites includes lead, tri chloroethyelene,
mercury, acids and benzene. Now to add to al 1 the contamination and
problems I have 11 steal, not only do you want to restart these
reactors, this report says you are going to build a huge inci nerator

S-OS-2 1 on si te, the (onsol i dated Incineration Faci 1 i ty, to burn hazardous,
mixed andlow-level radioactive wastes, that will pour everything
from diox~ns on dam into the environment. Plus, you’ll build a
Defense Waste Processing facility for high level radioactive waste,
plus younre going to dump 30,000 curies of tritium a year into Upper
Three Runs Creek, you! re also bui 1 di ng a sal tstone disposal
facility, a new 1 o-level radioactive waste dump/storage faci 1 i ty
and a hazardous waste dump. For crying out 1 oud, according to your
own figures in here, you’ve already GOT 33,817,600 gallons (I
converted it) of high level 1 iquid radioactive waste i n storage (p.
3-591 olus 18.347,000 cubic feet of low level solid radioactive

S-OS-23

waste ~ n storage you don’ t know what to do wi tti nor how to render
harmless, and with restart you’ re going to generate over a mi 11 i on
cubic feet more of low level rad-waste and 39,900 cubic tons of
deadly transuranic waste to name but a. few things. With restart,
the reactors are going to need to withdraw 10,303,800 gallons of
water w. out of the aqui fers, and the new things you! re building
are going to use groundwater at a rate of 3,963,000 gal 1 ons a day
— but” Lo and Behold - the Department of Energy doesn’ t consider
these flow rates to create major problems or impacts on off-site
groundwater users. That’s a total of almost 585 million gallons a
year and we’ve got global weather changes, 1 i k: droughts, global
warming etc. staring us i n the face. The comblnati on of these
factors COU1d have ghastly reactor consequences i n terms of
accident. Historically, in this area, even there have been some
terrible droughts. YOU say you need a water flow of 138 cubic
meters a second to keep the reactors going. Thats 4,872 cubic feet
a second, and keeping fish and wildlife going requires 4884 cubic
feet a second and that these flows must be out of Augusta. Well
I‘ ve got news for you, even without global warming to deal with,
during the 1939 drought, the minimum flow out of Augusta was 648
cubi c feet a second, almost 4,000 cubic feet per second lower. If
that happened once, i t can happen again. While 1 ‘m on the subject
of weather, p. 4-99, the maximum historic flood for Savannah River
is m 36 meters - or 118 feet, its 148.36 feet and that was in
1929, and in 179B it reached 142.06 ft, both at Augusta. The 1929
figure is even above your calculated flood stage for the “domino”
fail ure of upriver dams by about S feet. You could definitely have

Response

The consolidated Incineration Facility wil 1 be the
subject of an Envi ronmental Assessment. The Defense
Waste Processing Faci 1 i ty and its associated waste
management options were examined in an earl ier EIS
(OOEIEIS-0082) and an Environmental Assessment
(DOE/EA-0179). Section 3.8 of the EIS discusses
other waste management faci 1 iti es and waste
treatment methodologies. Also, please see the
response to Connnent s-02-02 on waste management and
envi ronmental restoration.

00E wi thdra”s about 28 cubic meters (988 cfs) per
second from the Savannah River for three-reactor and
O-Area powerhouse cool i ng and returns 90 percent of
that discharge to the river. Multipurpose
reservoi rs operating since 1953, 1961, and 1983 have
prevented severe flooding recently, and n!aintai ned
flo”s during a recent 3-year drought. The
138-cubi c-meter-per-second fl ow is necessary to
maintai n river water 1 evels at pump i ntake
elevations. Please see Section 3.4.1.4 of the EIS.

The maximum flood at SRS was 118 feet (MSL) ; at
Augusta, where the river elevation is 20 to 30 feet
higher than at SRS, the flood stage was 148 feet
(lISL).
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flooded supply punqn and be in serious tmubl e “ot only ni th the
reactors, but al 1 the other grounduater contamination mul d be moved
rapidly towards populated areas I wuld imagine.

S-OS-24 Last, but not least, I have a connient on the NUC1 ear Weapons Please see the response to Connnent S-03-03 on the
Stockpile ~randum, p. 1-2, which is a docmnt that establishes need for nuclear n!aterials a“d the NWSM.
production levels and reti rant of nuclear ueapons, fii ch the
President ~proves. DOE is the party responsible for developing and
Maintaining a capabi 1 i ty to produce the nuclear ~teri als etc. The
Oepartmsnt of Energy and of Lfafense lay out bat they say they need,
it ~ars, then its sent via the Hati onal Security Counci 1 to the
President for approval. The Depatint of Energy COU1 d
theareti cal 1y say anything i t 1 i ked in the Nuclear Weapons Stock pi 1 e
Nsnurandum. The current brandum was approved by Reagan on
January 19th, 19B9, just before his leaving office and authorizes
~WOns building throu@ ~ 1994. It is highly unlikely that Reagan
even read it, and even if he did, even mre unlikely that he could
have understood it. S+ nce it is eqml 1 y unlikely that the
Wpartment of Energy tells the President that they, ve contaminated
everything in sight. and intend to restart a bunch of aged, decrepit
reactors on top of earthquake faults, and that besides ki 11 i ng
paople under ‘W”, you’ w going to continue to ki 11 them every
fiich way you can or make them ill, I took the liberty of sending
President Bush this testimony and asking him to stop this terrible
state of af fai m.

When I consider what the Ltepatint of Energy has done over the
years, and tiat its contractors, 1 i ke DuPont, have done at the
&vatlnah River Nuclear Site I am remi “ded of the vi si O“ of St. JOh”,
*O said: ,,~d I 1 mk~, and behold a pale horse, and his n- that
sat on hi ❑ was Death, and Hel 1 fol 16A with him. 11 If the Savannah
River Nuclear Site reactors are not al 1 shut do- and the site
cleaned up, - if DOE persists in restarting K, L, a“d P reactors,
one of these days the peaple uil 1 look up and see Death coming at
thin, with Hell right behind. Reiueu&r the wnrds of the 15th
Century Hindu religious refowr from India, Tul si das, ho said:
‘This and this alone is true religion - to serve thy brethren. This
is sin above all other sin, to ham thy brethren .U Stop hami ng
your brethren. Stop tbis restart. Thank you.
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S-6 STATEMENT OF OEAN MOSS
General Manager, Beaufort Jasper Water and Sewer Authority

Beau fort. South Carolina

MR. MOSS: My name is Oean Moss. 1 am the General Manager of
the Beaufort Jasper Water and Sewer Authority i n Beaufort, South
Carol ins. We are the pri nci pal water supplier for Beaufort and
Jasper County. We are one of those statistics i n your report in
terms of exposure. We serve about 50,000 people now out of the
Savannah River; we’re projecting at least 100,000 people in the
future.

S-06-01

At this point, the river, in our opinion, constitutes the -in
reliable future supply for drinking water i n Beaufort and Jasper
Counti es, South Carol Ina and i n al 1 probabi 1 i ty, Chatham County,
Georgia. The groundwater resource under Savannah and coastal South
Carol ina is being depleted and the river constitutes, in our
opini on, the long-term safe supply.

When we reviewed this EIS, we reviewed it with respect to the
questions that we submitted to you in the scoping hearings that we
needed answered and the information we wanted. We wi 11 present a
written statement for the record, not at this time but before the
end of the comnent period.

Our cements focus on the water quality impacts of the Savannah
River. We are not expert i n nucl ear energy, we are not expert i n
the need for this parti CU1 ar reactor and we have therefore 1 imi ted
our coimnents to the things which we feel competent i n addressing.

In general, in our review of the scoping issues which we
requested that you investigate, we asked you to 1 ook at the health
effects of long-term exposure to low-l evel radiation. We felt the
EIS should address this i ssue and make speci f i ~ proposals on
reduct~ on and mi nimi zatlon of 10+1 evel radiation exposure,
i ncl udi ng 10W-1 evel radi 01 ogical releases to the Savannah River as a
resul t of the reactor operation.

Response

An examination of the health effects of lr””-*~_.!., . . . .

exposure to 10+1 evel radiation is beyond the scope
of this EIS. However, this subject has been under
continuing review by the National Academy of
Sciences/National Research Counci 1 and by other
comDetent national and i nternati onal aaenr: -. =.~,. , . . -!1”
org~nizations. BEIR III and BEIR V (Cimi ttee on
the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation), 1980
and 1990, The Effect on Po oulati on of Exoosure to

Levels of Ion zl~dlatl on
i..

bw (please see the
resoonse to Comnnent S-05-13 on radiation ..~.+”

. .
.- ...,

organizations and exposure 1 imi ts) . The results L,
the independent assessments of such effects are
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S-06-02 I would point out that the EIS essentially does not question
nor does i t real 1 y address the issue of 1 owl evel radiation exposure
and i n fact,

S-06-03 if I interpret the EIS correctl y, it anticipates an increase in the
level of radioactive discharge to the Savannah River, not a decrease.

He asked for consideration of the factors relative to the low
f 1 ow in the Savannah River. As you are aware, i n ‘ 86 and ‘ 87 w had
a fairly severe drought and the discharge from Thurmnd was reduced
to 3600 CFS, Aich is substantially below normal flow. He wanted
the report to deal with the issue of i Watts under these 1 on f 1 ow
conditions, *ich it did.

S-06-04 We have asked also for your analysis of the i~acts of
restarting based upon the fact that the reactors have been
essential 1 Y dead for about a year and whether there WOIJ1d be any
signi fi cant impact from the restart and the flushing actions which
would take place from the di scharge into the streams. 1 don’t think
the report deal t wi th that terribly wel 1.

discussed and used in the health risk assessments
presented in Chapter 4 of this EIS.

The EIS addresses the issue of low-level radiation
exposure in several sections: Section 3.7.1
describes the radiation envi ronmnt in the SRS
vicinity and the minute contribution mde by SRS to
that envi ronrent; Section 4.1.2 describes the
expected minor radiological impacts of reactor
operation, including the dose comi tments to
individuals and n,earby and downstream population
groups and the consequent cal CU1 ated health effects;
Section 4.1.6 presents the cuwlative radiological
impacts of all facil i ties on and adjacent to the
SRS: and Appendix B describes the mnitoring
progr- for low-level radiation in the environment,
and epidemiological studies on the risks from SRS
operations. Also, please see the responses to
Co-nts S-03-01 and S-03-02 on health risks and
envi ronnental i~acts.

The only changes being evaluated in 1 iquid
discharges to the Savannah River would result from
the discharge of disassetil y-basin purge water to
aPProv~ NPOES outfal 1s rather than the c“rre”t use
of the seepage basins for such discharges, and from
the repl acecent of the F- and H-Area seepage basi I IS
by the Effluent Treatment Facility, Aich discharges
tri ti ated water to surface stream, as described i n
Sections 2.1.2, 3.7.1, and 4. I.2. The decay period
afforded by the underground transit time to onsite
streams with seepage basins wi 11 decrease the
quanti ties of tri tiurn reaching the Savannah River.
The nuximrn individual dose from either approach is
a SIM11 fraction of the appropriate drinking-water
standard (40 CFR 141. 16).

Section 4. I .2.4 of the EIS describes the snll
quantities of cesium-137 flushed into the Savannah
River by the cooling water discharged from each of
the reactors.
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Speci fi cal 1 Y, however, i n general , the report appears wel 1
organi zed and i ts appears comprehensive. Agai n, we’ re not expert
enough to cement on all the issues. The data and the analyses
aPPe?r general lY complete and are presented I n a reasonably
straightforward manner.

S-06-05 There are, however, certain pieces of information which we feel
should be presented i n the Envi ronmental Impact Statement. For
example, what is the change i n the 1 evel of tritium i n the Savannah
River from above the plant to below the plant? Data in our files
whi ch is CO1 lected by the DOE, by Du Pent, by Westinghouse indi cates
roughly a tenfold increase under normal condi ti ons from the Augusta
sampl ing station to the sampl ing station at our water intake. I
think this should be shown and di scussed.

S-06-06 Secondly, what technology and costs — and we feel this is very
n important — what’s involved i n taki ng that tri tium out of the waste

stream? We’ re a downstream water user. We understand that your
A
. discharges meet the current EPA standards, that you are operating
. under EPA per’mi ts for discharge and that with respect to your

assessment of the risk of these discharges, your feeling is that
there is no risk or an insignificant risk.

S-06-07 MY customers, and I speak on behalf of the water consumers i n
Beau fort and Jasper Counti es, many of them are obvi OUS1 y not
satisfied with that conclusion. Their perception is there is a
risk. I think i t would be very, very helpful and important if the
EIS WO”l d present a discussion of the technology available, 1
bel i eve certain types of membrane technology is now available for
treatment, and the cost of running those discharges through a
treatment system prior to discharge either to the ponds or to the
river.

In general , I think the EIS has got to face the issue fairly
squarely and that is that i t sits astride the main water source for
southern Georgia and South Carol ins. It’s the only long-term
renewable supply. Growth i n these areas, Savannah, Beau fort, Hil ton
Head, is predicted, i t‘s encouraged. It’s one of the fastest
growing areas in the Uni ted States. As the drinking water supplier

00E has added the requested information on tri tium
concentrations to Section 3.7.1.2 (Table 3-11 )..

Section 4.5.3 of the EIS describes the process
considered for detri tiati on of the heavy-water
cool antlmoderator, which is the source of the
reactor-origin tri tium discharges, their estimted
costs, and the dose-reducti on benef i ts. As that
section indicates, the cost per un.i t CO1 lective dose
(and heal th risk) averted greatly exceeds the
guidelines used by NRC to judge the need for
reductions in effluents from connnerci al powerplants
(10 CFR 50, Appendix 1; NUREG 1.110).

The cal c“lated risk from drinking water taken from
the Savannah River without tri ti um removal is an
additional 0.0038 fatal cancer per year (or one
additional cancer fatal ity every 260 years) in the
water-usi ng populati on of 317,000 to be served in
the future in Port Wentworth and Beau fort-Jasper.
(Please see EIS Sections 3.4.1.4 and 3.7.1 .2.) An
average U.S. population of this size would be
expected to have about 600 cancer deaths each year
from all causes.
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for that area, our desire is cl early to have no contamination of
that river. Our customers’ desire is the s-.

He acknowledge that given past actions at the site, this my
not be possible. However, we do feel the EIS should discuss the
technology and the costs involved and the cleanup of the tri ti um
discharges. The EIS states that the 1 evel of contamination in the
river is so s~l 1 that no health impacts are effectively
measurable. The contamination of the river is below current Federal
standards. I can’ t judge that you are i n fact i n cowl i ante, but I
do know that from above the plant to below the plant we get a
tenfold increase in tritium concentration in the river.

He do know, however, that the technology is avai 1 abl e to treat
this discharge and we would very much 1 ike the EIS to consider the
i mpl ewntati on of that technology, weigh the costs versus the
benefits.

Again and in closing, 00E should carefully consider the
long-term impacts, particularly on the drinking water supply, from
the continued operation of the faci 1 i ty under the scenario
envisioned in this EIS. And I think the EIS and the 00E should P1 ease see the response to Conmient S-06-06.
careful 1 y consider the f easi bi 1 i t y of i mpl ~nti ng t reahnt to
renmve tri ti um from the river.

Thank you very much.
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S-7 STATEWENT OF LEE ALEXANDER

MS. ALEXANOER : MY name is Lee Alexander. My address is 26
East 64th Street i n Savannah. It!s a very quiet 1 ittle street and a
lot of people my age 1 ive on it and a lot of younger people than I
1 ive on it. They are very busily engaged in bringing up families
for whom they have, like all parents, the highest hopes. None of us
sleep very well at night these days.

n

L.
. S-07-O 1

S-07-02

S-07-03

I do not speak for any organi zati on. I hope and I bel i eve that
I speak for a large — unofficial y, of course — a large segment of
the Savannah popul ati an.

We feel uninformed, we feel inarticulate, we feel shy about
being here. I guess I just felt a 1 i ttle less so than all of the
others and felt that perhaps I could speak in their behalf because I
know how numerous they are. For reasons good or bad, mst of them
are not here and will not be here today.

We would 1 i ke to say with every emphasis that it’s possible to
bring to the statement that we do not want the reactors to be Please see the response to Comnt s-01-02 on safety.
restarted. The first and nmst tangible reason is that because they
were built so early on in the manufacture and the construction of
nucl ear manufacture ng agencies they do not have even the basic
safeguards that are considered just routine in plants that are now
being established. But even i f they COU1d be added and by some
mi racle it could be ensured that there could be no catastrophe in
the operation of the plants, we are only halfway to safety.

It’s impossible to operate, as I understand it, a nuclear
manufacturing plant without putting or creating an entire level of As indicated in Section 4.1.2 of the EIS, the
radioactive contamination i n the groundwater, from the groundwater concentrations of radionucl ides i n the Savannah
i nto streams and from streams down the Savannah River. Our local River from 00E operations are small fractions of the
water supply system, of course, m th som treatmnt comes directly EPA drinking-water standards.
from that river into every cup of coffee we drink and every glass of
tea and every gl ass of cool water we give our children and our
grandchildren, we are absorbing radiation.

The statistics I believe indicate that the possibility for the
i ncrease in adult cancer is about four tires over *at it would be P1 ease see the response to Cement S-03-01 on health
i f these reactors were not restarted, and this prevails through an risks.
approximately 40-mile radi us. We have all read in the newspapers
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and i n envi ronmental publ i cations that the i nci dents of juveni 1 e
leukemia is increasing at a ni ghtmri sh proporti on.

It is simply not possible, 1 think, to produce a nuclear
product without producing nuclear wastes. Those wastes must be
disposed of somehow. Most of the sol “tions that I am aware at the
very best simpl y take a 1 i ttle edge off the danger, perhaps postpone
it a bit. If they are buried in the earth, they eventually seep
into the soils, from the soil into the grass, from the grass into
animals and into milk and from there into us. If they are buried at
sea, the radiation enters the seafood chain and U1 timatel y f i nds its
way i nto our bodies and those of other animals, of course.

I think that we have created a monster. I don St know “hat the
answer is to it, but 1 am convi need that to add to the gro”th of
this monster is not any solution and not any way to protect our
children now or in the future.

Thank you.
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s-B STATEMENT OF R08ERT RMDALL
From Trident to Life Campaign

and Glenn Environmental Coal i tion, Glenn County

S-OB-01

~. R~DALL: Thank you. MY nam is Robert Randall. 1 ‘m from
Brunswick, Georgia. I Im here speaking on behalf of the From Trident
to Life Campaign and the 150 people who make up the newly formed
Glenn Envi ronmntal Coal i tion in G1 enn County.

Before 1 actually get into my testimony I would 1 i ke to request
of you if you have not al ready done so if you wouldn ‘t mind
restoring to those people ho yielded thei r five minutes to Ms.
Blockey-O’Brien their five minutes back again. 1 understand the
cormnents you made at the beginning of comi ng back, but of course we
didn’ t have those before and You can wel 1 imagine that doing the
kind of thorough job that MS. Blockey-O’Bri en did on this 400 page
documnt, 1 think you understand that could hardly be done in five
minutes and I believe we’ re all better off for having heard what she
had to say.

1 am not going to go into as much detail as did Ms.
Blockey-O!Brien, but even I am able tO see sOme Of the basic faults
in this Draft Envi ronmental Impact Statement and 1 just wanted to
mention sow.

The very fact that this Envi ron!nental l~act Statement talks
over and over about continuation of the operations of these reactors
rather than their restart tells us right off that the Aole thing is
grounded i n fallacy and fantasy. He know that we’ re real 1 y tal king
here about restart. Me! re real 1 y not talking about a no action
option; we’re talking about an action option.

The Environmental l~act Statewnt admits that i t uses lower
risk figures than those that have most recently been set and so~
people would hold that the risk figures that this Environmental
I~act Statement uses are actual 1 y much greater. We’ re all aware
that this is a matter of debate among scientists and ken we’ re
talking about this kind of thing, it seems to me that it would be
best to err on the side of the maximum possible risk rather than to
err on the side of the risk being less than it really is.

The CEQ has stated that there are two distinct
interpretations of “no action. ” One involves
si tuations in which there is an ongoing program
initiated under exi sting legislation and
regulations. In these cases, “no action” is “no
change” from current management direction.
“Therefore, the ‘no action’ alternative may be
thought of in terms of continuing with the present
course of action until that action is changed”
(“Forty Host Asked QuestIons Concerning CEQOS
National Envi ron~ntal Policy Act Regulations, 46 FR
18027,, ) Because extended outages for modifications
are part of reactor operation (and recognized as
such by the NRC for its 1 i censees), the resumption
of production following such an outage is also part
of the continuing operation of the reactors.
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S-08-03

S-08-04

S-08-05

S-08-02 I am amzed that this document talks about health effects only
i n terms of fatal cancers caused by radi ati on. What about non-fatal
cancers and other radiation induced heal th effects and what about
non-radiological 1 y induced health effects from other toxics?
There!s nothing here about genetic damage, birth defects, non-fatal
diseases. It’s as i f the only health effect is the number of people
that are actually going to die from it and that!s just silly.

Perhaps the worst thing about the Oraft EIS i $ that i t does not
give us any way to evaluate the even understated, and grossly
understated as we’ve al ready heard, environmental impacts against
the supposed need for this action because Appendix A is classified.
How can we judge?

We( re just asked to trust people who are very pro-nuclear and
pro-nuclear weapons that this need exists. And then we’ re asked to
accept fiatever the environmental impact might be to meet the need.
There, s no chance here for public debate about it. There’s no
chance here to weigh *ether or not the envi ronwntal impact, even
an understated one, is worth risking in light of the need hi ch is
just given to us.

If we can’ t weigh them and choose between them, then why assess
the envi ron~ntal impact at al 1? Oespite some quotes that have been
made here today about Admi ral Watkins’ connnitmant to envi ronmental
safety, the fact of the matter is that on 14ay 1 he announced the
restart dates for these reactors, he]s stated on several occasions
that i t‘s not his job to detetmi ne what we need in the way of
nuclear materials, it 1s just his job to del iver those nucl ear
mteri als.

His parti CU1ar statement is that he 1s supposed to operate the
nuclear weapons production system in safety and in con fonni ty with
environmental laws. The real i ty of course is that you cannot have
it both ways. You cannot produce nuclear n!ateri als and be wi thin
envi ronmental laws. The two things are incompatible.

There simply is no need for this weapons wterial ~ich could
justify the impacts that are given. I don’ t have to see the
classi fied document to know that we just donnt need it. I donit

Heal th @f fects f ram radiation are character zed as
“somatic’! (affecting the exposed individuals) and
“geneti c“ (affecting the descendants of the exposed
individuals). 8oth scientific and regulatory
organizations have stated that the greatest risk
from radiation is the increased mortality from
cancer: thus, if the somati c risks from cancer are
mini ml, geneti c ri sks are even less. The
Cal culated cancer risk estimates used i n this EIS
are based on the EPA health risk estin!ator, which is
consistent with the cancer mrtal ity risks developed
by 8EIR V based on epi demiological data. Please see
the response to Cement S-06-01 on health effects.

Please see the response to Cormnent S-03-03 on the
need for tri tium. The need for nuclear weapons is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969
requi res al 1 Federal agencies to assess the impact
of al 1 major activi ties that significantly affect
the human envi ronwnt. Secretary Watkins’
announcement did not constitute a decision to start
up the reactors. Rather, it was a proposed schedule
for preparing the reactors for production.

DOE is fully conani tted to comply with all appl i cable
Federal and state environmental regul ati oms. Al so,
please see Chapter 5 for a 1 i st of Federal and state
envi ronmantal requi rements.
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s-09-06 know what the” weapons are protecting us frOm any m?re, but I dO know
that whatever amount of fear we n!ay have of the Soviet Union or any
other foreign” power that these weapons are supposed to be protecting
us from, they do not endanger us as much as the restart of these
reactors wi 11 endanger’ us. It’s just that simPle.

The sociological impacts i n the Environmental Impact Statement
have basi cal 1 y been 1 imited to a statement of the number of jobs
that wil 1 be 1 ost i f the reactors are not restarted. No assessmnt
is n!ade of the jobs that wi 11 be regai ned by engagi ng i n a real

S-08-07 cleanup of this site. There is no assessment of the relative costs
of restart versus the cost of retraining and job placement
assi stance for the people hose jobs are lost that would be provided
by adoption of the Wiess Economic Conversion Bi 11. There is no
assessment of the long-range benefits of denuclearizing this area
and making i t acceptable for other forms of hun!an activity such as
business, industry, recreation and al 1 the development that won’ t
come into this area now because people don’ t want to 1 i ve next to
the Savannah River Site.

Finally, the Environmental Impact Statement does not address
the all important moral environment, which I encouraged YOU to
address at the scoping hearings. For i t‘s this moral environment
that detenni nes whether or not there can be a heal thy, natural ,
soci al and psychol ogi cal envi ronment. One simply cannot have a
heal thy planet when one is producing mterials for mass annihi 1 ation.

If our hearts are wi 11 ing to do such evil , not f i re the weapons
but nearly be wil 1 ing to fire the weapons, then this evi 1 spreads
out and infects everything. And the world starts to die. You
cannot bui 1 d nuclear weapons envi ronwntal 1 y.

I want to just read — I‘ 11 only read part of what I was going
to read from the Book of Jeremiah, Jeremiah Chapter 10. I‘11 start
with verse 12:

,,1 ~sked, God, why i ~ the Ia”d devastated so that no one
travels through it? Who is wise enough to understand this? To tiom
have you explained i t so that they can tell i t to others?’ And God
~“~”ered, ,,well, this has happened because mY PeOPle have abandoned
the teachi “g that I gave them. They have not obeyed me or done what
I told them. Instead they’ve been stubborn and they’ ve worshi pped
other idols as thei r parents taught them to do. So then 1 i sten to
what I the Lord God Almighty will do. I will give my people bitter

Please see the response to Comnt S-03-O~h~nn~~~
need for tri tium and” FUC1 ?ar mterial S.
for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.

The scope of the EIS is, as stated i n the Notice of
Intent, to assess the environmental impacts of
conti nued operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors. 00E
wil 1 deal with the impacts of waste management and
environmental restoration i n other NEPA documents.
Please see the response to Cement S-02-02 on waste
management and envi ronmental restoration.
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plants to eat and poison to drink. I will scatter them emo”g
nations that neither they nor thei r ancestors have heard about. And
I wi 11 send atmi es against them unti 1 I have COMP1 etel y destroyed
them. , ‘q

Mr. Patterson, i t,s because we have chosen to reject the
commandments of God to 1 ove o“r e“emi es, to do unto others =S w

WOU1 d want them to do unto us, to do good even to those ho w
bel i eve hurt and misuse us — i t is because we have rejected those
comndments and sought to save ourselves through weapons that the
1and is poisoned and that indeed w risk being scattered into the
nations.

What we need to do is not to cam here and talk about
envi ro?n!Qntal impacts of nucl ear weapons prod”cti o“. %at we need
to do Is we need to get dam on our knees and w need .to pray for
forgiveness, we need to pray for 1ove, w need to pray for the
courage to start doing *at w know is right and to stop doing hat
we know is wrong.

[Id like to invite you to join with ~ in praying for that
because my heart needs to be changed, I need to be converted, and
you need to be converted.
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Pr.siaencs B.sn .nd Carn.ohev
Hay 23, 1990
Paae Two

Th. i,,”. .[ C?ltl”a ~,.<”,tio” 1S ,0.cw!lat m.,, Con P1i C,t,d
be,ause, unlik. plu:OntJ” afia 3i&hIy e“,l CheO uranium, trizlum
decays r.lazively rapidly... aver d.z.. s of y.. r,. Its production
.ust b. c.. cinue. co z.:r,tatn the31..of . nuol..r araenr, i. No
f..$ti Crlti”, ne.d 0. Drgduc.a, how.”.,, if w,rh.,c, “tilizi”~
tritzum .?. r.tired at a rat. that tieepa P.O. with or exce.ds
tri%ium’s aeoay. Under those circumstances, trltium reo.ver.a
from retired warheads would be sufficient to replenlsb trlr.1.m 1.
the r.m. iniog Warheaos for m.”y years.

A k.y 00nsi58rat10n, th.r. fore, 1s wh.th.r th.re are likely
to be agreed . . unilateral ?ea.cti..s in n..l.ar we.po”s 1. the
imnedtat. rut.r. th.t will m.k. additional tritium production by
either sla. un”eqess.ry.

U8J0r srm6 re6u0ti.ao initiatives are now movins forward,
beyond the pr0&r9aa 81ready mad. by theINFa$r..m.nt.“dby
unilateral .otlona. A STARI tr..ty, in ooablnatlon with budgetary
limitations On n9W dOD1.aymulta, “111 likely rtiue. the U.S. and
SeViOt a?,ratGSIC atockviles by ,S much 8S 80Varal th.au$,nd
:arheada on *.cn side. Eve. m.r. SUL.St*”tI.I ra.ccL..s it
atrat.glc w#aPons .r. b.l. s ●xpl.r.d in post-START elscuaalon$
a~re8dY unaer..y.

1. aadition, a..p r.auoci..a in t.ocle.l nu.le.r wemp.n.,
..’otiac.a or unilateral, nom .PP... lmmine”c as the result of

PO1icical ch9nc.. in Europe. Th9 r*cirement of sore. 3,0m U.S.
t,sccl.al nuclear w.apona and .1 l.rser nu*aera of c.a.np.rable
soviet W.apona aeema po,sibl. ,, pr,*a”?, b“~ld, fo, ~,a~,,~ of ~~
l..,t th. land-bas.d n..l..r missll. .na ●rtlll.ry U.rhe.ds rrem
German territory. Aaa growln’ a.ntim.nt for eiimlnatlon or n.v.l
taatical nuclear W.apo.a .v.nt..lly cala l..d t..a th. retire,ne”t
of several thousc.no aaaitiOfi.1 Warh.. d=.

~.as rtiuations wwla Or*ate . eiz.bl. tritlu. reserve Qn
both 8taes t. ,“at,,l” rem.i. in’ w,rhemd~ ,nd “Wld ~mti. ,daIt$ Ona,
proauoti.n . .OaCIY rtiundan.y. Ev- new, the mount of triclum
i. tne U.S. wespo.s ta...tory is c.. ffici.nt tc m..: tritium
requirements of 3,W warh.ada fcf 35 yaavm ●m 1,m uuhesde. for
m.r. than 50 Y.*r.. W. .aa.a. th.t a atmil.r .ufti.i...y t.
m.int?ln . . .ff.otiv. d.t.rrent exlat. o. th. S.avi.t -id..
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Presidents Buan and Gorbaehav
M,y 23, 1990
Pas. Thr.9

tie Urae You both, tharetor., f.o con$ider the desirability and
the ren$ibllity Or a coz>let. n.cl..r W.*PO.S .a:erla:s production
h,lc sc this time. ~9 h.lt neea not t.alt a ..molicaced f.rnal
agreement. It . . . be .chi...a by r..l?r.c.l unila:.r.l SCeas.

Tile Soviet Union need only aco.l. r.c. its ti. ec. nle for a
9!Iuc50w. of .11 prod.. %lsn r..cc.rs, .f~.,ti”. imm.ai. t.ly or in
the near future.

The Unltad States ne8d only defer plans for Stare-up af its
vr.du. t:on res.cors ana for co”scr.ccion of “.. production
re*cc era.

Each side could aalntain . number of proo.otion re.ct.ra on
“oald stana-by. status as . con:ing.ncy against . breakdown In the
oneoing er. s r9ducti0n proceaa.

Such reciprocal, .nilate?al. accio. could be .erifieo
i...dcalyly by satellite aurveill . . . . of *hut-down reaocors.
Talk9 could a.gin on o:har v9rlflc#tlon and on-site inspection
9rr.”$9m.nts n.c.ss8ry to make pc.ssibl. . long-t.rm production
halt.

An immediate production hglt wauld provide substantial
domestic ana international b.”.fitswithout mdvers. military
iamoc. B9y.ne Svoidins the continued operation of aeins,
Pot.. ci.lly unsafe Pr-uctic.n r...tors ●nd th. buildin’ of costly
r.pl.cements, th. aup.rpowers clearly would M 8isna11ns their
lnc.nc to fora~.a expa. aion of their nucl.ar ara.nwls mna, lnaeed,
t. pr.acee.a with s.rious r.ti..cions over the n.xt sever*l deoades.
yet, even if th. .rms-r.auQtlon proca$a breaks Oown,. or does not
Droauc9 d..P O.tS Cb@Cken Pm.. .ith t.itiuM’w .t..dY 0..*Y. ●.Oh
aid. Will still Da 1“ . PO?,itl.” t.,.sc,,cth. PrOdU. tlon
rv*OCOCS h.ia e“ EOIO SCa”8-by and tooo”,t?”ctn*W r,,ot.rs,if
n.o.saary.

Conv.rsaly, mibaias f,h. pr.a.nt opportunity t. achi.v. *
production h?lt lP.POB.8 ● numb.? .t risk. and costs, inoluding
the,. sssoei.t.a with continued p?oduotlon act1vlti98 that COU1O
only feed Ch. n.cl..r arms raoe .na inspire ocher nations to
?OL1OW .Uit. We hspo, Chs.. f..., th9c you w1ll explore this
.flditiO”,l P,tbM.y to P..., “hll, tb, P?,s,”t ODPO?tU”ity laStS.
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?residenca Bush and C.rb.eh.v
M8Y 23, 1990
PJ39 Fou,-

$lneerely,

by A .34 ti’~ lk&F

.
George Bunn

the.nas D. D.vi.s

/

.
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Pr.siaenta Bush *no tirnachev
M.Y 23, 1990
P.e. Fiv*

nobert S, McNam8rs Marvin Miller Phll!p Horri aon’
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V... Ct..lti.”ti, i, F.?et,,,or or ph,,ii, ,, 5“, Ilas..cau,. t;s
I“,,lcuc, or I-h”.l.,y.

JuII.. Ko.ni, i, P..,:..”, .f ,uli.” XO.,i,, 1,,. ,“. “,. ,
t.””,1”, D,,,”,, of ?,9>,,,, K.,”1,, and Lo,,, , N.. 107, firm,
“h,,, h* .ri’,n,,.d !5. . . . . . .Z,r,” D,y,. ,“, ,“’,,- ,“
,O,m,..,.i, Wlitl,.1 ,., pu,l,. ,“,..,., ,d”.,,l ,1.,.

B.,,, 0. L,l, ,, .,,..,.. or ,., ui.., ion ,,.ai,, ef ,>. c.”..,,
.“ Ceen-i. P.,,, iti.,.
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14...4 m. tir..11, !9st Mob.1 hur.. c. in pmYsiO., 18 . ..ri.. s
P*ef.s.’a, .1 *7*1., ,s M,.vava U“i,u,lc,.

1.’,, ll*ht.r, pr,sic,”t or th. C..,l”at.l kbltr.,, carp., 1s ●

C.,.,r “.01.,, *, f*’.ara* 1“,0-,0, ❑r u, I“t.,”.tlo.,1 Ac.alo
C..r’y U...Y.

a.,... c. m*t4, CIulra.n of tb. Arm, Ccatr.1 A“.ei,ti,”, SWv.a
. . an.i r... or tb. U.S. SILT 1 a.1.s.tlca ..0 l.tw . . So..i.1
?..Pr..*nt1v9v9 .r,a 1.8.ss.d.r-.t-urs. Cw b?..l+rw?tlo.
11.,t.r,.

JOII. D. St.i.m.r 1s .Irmtor of for.im plier studios9t cR.
armur.’a I**clutlOa .

1,,*. 1.lP1* 1* Et,oatar ef - Prow” in %190s. lnd TwmO1osr
far Xncm.um*l ticicr *t -. M“.-*CU bat IUc. or
TWM81CQ .
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Mor9 Plutcsium, which has . ahalf life of’ Chwaanda of
years, .culd mot h... :. m produced ‘unl.as either Bide actually
contemplates lncreaaea in its .to.kpile of w.apona,w th9Y
dMl&TOd. Even trttiue, the ach- W*9POnS mat.r$al Pf~ucti in
resatara, which da.#YS over doxena of Y.ara, ne.d ..t b. orOd.eed
“if uarh..da Utiliziot crlcium .r. r.tirwd at . r?t.that k..ps
P.C* with or .xc..es critiu.8s aecsya Under the94 eiroumstaoca~.
tri:lum reoov.rti fro! reclrti ..rh..da would be au fflcient to
r*p19nish tri~iti in tk* ra8inln& w8rhe4es ,for uny Ye8ra. n

; “. In ..iling <or M lmmidista DraduccIon” hal% -
wri cars d.ol.r.d tb$c suah a tilt *na.a not await a corn iic8t0d

ffor.el a&r.. m.r,t. It . . . be Sohlevwd by Peaiproaal ,unl aterel
c.tepa.w l’he wr.ltera .az.d ttit me %viat side “need onlY
accel *rat* if.a timet*O:e for. 8 ahut+o.n of .11 pr~..!l?.
r...ts,s, .ffe.tiv. ic=.til.tely or in tha n..? future, - while the
U.S. side .ne~d only aefer plans far jtart-up of <ta ‘production
reaetor. ..’. ..for c.anacru. tlon of new produoti.n re. ct.ra.” Both
sid. s, the letter 8aid, oould maintain a ‘number ot, prCduO$iofI
reaators . . ‘oOld st!na-b~ st.tu. i“ o.se theongoing arms
rduotian proeeaa breaks ao.n or f?ils to produoe deeD outs that
k.,p P,O. with triCiUC,,~ d*..7,

.riCCl;rOOil” 8oti0n8 to aohi.vc ; halt ‘icu’ld bo
v,?i tidd“la,s..di. ttiy by a,t,llit, a.rv.ill.nc* of shut-dawn
reactors. and could pave the way ?Q? t,lks on othbr veriflcat$on
and i.ap~ti.n ..r.ngazanta metiti to ●ohiava a 10ng-t9rm
produoc ion hit, .aaore in@ to the letter. .,

%. irit.rs o.naludrd tiut the’ halt Cculd bw aohiovti
‘without adv.rae ❑ilit,r,;Mptet”bm.un af thtready OPti O” t.
Teetart prtiuation r88ecw.. m dom..cio bmafits would b.
&re8t, . thy said, beoou.. of the evoidanQ* of OP.F8t10s .m81n8
remate.s and building costly r.pl.o.m.nca. * ums control
mea8,@. would b. olaar, thty eald, but Warnti Of nUOl*#r
proliferation anti other posainla .ciaka ●nd Ooataw In m18slng the
present opportunist y, ‘:aaluding those aaarniatti with oontinuti
p..du.tion aotiviti.s :!ut Oculd OIIIY red the nuolasr .?s8 raa.
nna lnapire oth.r futicas to tollow suit....

Wo how, tborofarc; YOU will ●XP1OC*thi~ o~ditt...l
pathwmy co p.ae. till. th. priieat opportunity laata. w

In rela.aint the l.ttu,PaulL.vanthsl, pr.sid.ns of
the Nuci.ar Caar,rol Inazitute, a.ldt “contin.*d Praduoti.n of
nuclear we.wn. m.t.rlala mak.a no naae for ●ithar aid. at the
Pr*s*nt time. Ites exvenaiv., imps..s unn.e.8sary riaka and nets
pr.alsuly the wrong ●xmapla for othor aaciona.”

~. lottar follows b~ about two months another lett.r
n18n8d by 13 arma ..ntral and e“vironm.ntml .r&.nix.tlc.ne ..111.s
on Cantreae to d.f.r rest.rt or th. ,hut-40Wm Savannah River
production reaotora anti to datm eo.atr.o%l.n of n.. prduction
reaotor..

.,k -
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s-9 STA~ OF JOHN LINNEHAN

~. LINNEHPN: Ilv m is John Linnehan. I live in St. Marvts.
Georgia, which is al>; the site of King’s Bay Naval Submarine Ba;e;
1 represent a comnl t y there cal 1 ed Hetanoi a Comnuni t y, which is a
peace and justice c~nity, -d also in a regional area, I
represent the From Trident to Life Campaign i n the southeast, *i ch
seeks to change national priori ties to meet hu-n needs.

I come from the site of perhaps the best customer for tri tium,
the Trident subnurioe at Ki ng’s Bay Naval Submarine Base. Tri ti urn,
as YOU know, is used to enhance the explosive power of weapons. WY
w need to enhance explosive power I am not sure, b“t i t does.

The Trident s“bmari ne is an awesom reality. It 1s our
technology gone ~ck. tie Trident sub-ri ne contains 24
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles. Each missile contains B
warheads. Each warhead contains 475 ki 1 oton of explosive power,
alnmst one-half a megaton on one missile, tiich can destroy then —
the entire sub=rine cam destroy 192 ci ties of over 100,000 people.
One Trident subnmri ne COU1 d destroy any continent on earth. A fleet
of submarines, of Tridents, i f they fire their weapons i n an
exchange, wi 11 destroy the planet.

So tiy w have to enhance explosive power, I do not know.

At present, at I(i ng )s Bay Base, we have the U.S. S. Tennessee
a“d the Pennsylvania a. They mt to hawe eight wre Tri dent
submarines there. They have eight al ready out at Bangor, Uashi ngton
and they want to put bigger and larger explosive power on all of
these: they want to extend the range; they want to increase accuracy.

All of this is a change in o“r pol icy from deterrence to first
strike, sowthi ng that has never been debated by the &ri can public
and yet the Pentagon P1 anners, the admi rals and the generals have
changed the pol icy of this country which is going to affect each and
every one of us i f we ever get into an international affair and have
to use these weapons.

We are a first strike country. We are planning to wage and win
a nuclear war which scientists tell us is impossible to win because
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S-09-01

now it’s counterproductive. There are no barriers to radi ati on.
They go across national 1 ines.

The Cold Uar is over. But the people in Hashi ngton and the
people i n the agencies don’ t seem to be a-re of that. Yesterday as
I stood outside the gate of the Trident submarine base, inside the
base were 12 u.S.S.R. citizens. What were they doing inside the
base? They were counting warheads dom on the submarine. They =re
a part of the verifi cation process. They were on the base. I was
outs~ de the base.

I am not able to go onto that base, a Uni ted States citizen. I
have been banned from that base because on one day i n 1984 I
attempted to say a prayer inside that base. I cannot go. on that
base.

And that’s one of the problems G th our Government. The
citizens are not involved. And these statenb?nts hi ch are made by
the Governmental agencies are in-house statements. 1.t’s exac:l Y ‘the
same as *at w‘ ve seen recently with the report on the U.S. S.
Iowa . The Navy investigated its own error. And now Congre;s goes
and says the investigation is faulty. The wurds they use, ~ t has an
excess of certitude.

I man, it’s like having the fox guarding the henhouse with
these agencies. And as ach as we appreciate the opportunity to The National Envi ronmntal Pol i CY Act requires DOE
come here and speak as citizens, w just have a feeling we’ re not
being heard.

to consider al 1 substantive co-nts on the Oraf t
EIS in preparation of the Final EIS (40 CFR
1500-1 508) .

S-09-02 If anybody cam convince m *Y we need more tritium today, I wuld P1 ease see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
join your ranks and. jol n the Department of Energy. But no sane need for tri ti um.
person can explain that. And parti CU1arl y with the uorl d situation
going as it is.

And not only are we endangered from *at you say at tbe
Savannah River P1 ant, just 1 ast week a story broke in Hashi ngton
that the very nuclear weapons themselves are i n danger of exploding
or creating a massive plutoniuwtritium spill. That was in the
Washi naton Post story last week.
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He came out and said he agrees that the configuration of the
O-5 W88 warhead, he WOU1d not have approved had he been on the
desigo plan in the early eighties. To me, reading between the
1 ines, that means there, s a defect there. And yet that story has
been out a week and I haven’ t seen any reaction that we! re 1 i able to
have an acci dental detonation of nuclear weapons right here in
southeast Georgia. And the Secretary of the Department of Energy
indicates there’s a defect there.

So I think we’ re i n more danger from our ow technology that’s
gone amuck than we are from any external agent. And 1 also believe
that the whole emphasis in this country to gain a new mral
attitude, the one thing 1’11 think about is the drug campaign, the
war against drugs — we, re admitti ng that as a country we are
dysfunctional . We are addicted to drugs. 8ut nobody is asking the
question why are we addicted to drugs? The addiction is deeper than
drugs. The addiction we have, folks, is to violence. .

We are the most violent society the “orld has ever see”, and
these weapons are the proof of it. And not just saying no to drugs,
1 conclude by saying as my sign says, just say no to tri ti um. Just
cut off the supply, not from Columbia, but from the Savannah River
Plant. Let’s just live without the crack of tritium in o“r violent
society.

Thank you.
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s-lo STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. h’INCHESTER

S-lo-ol MR. WINCHESTER: I don’ t represent any organization. I don’t Co~nts noted.
really have a prepared statement. But I would just 1 i ke to stand up
and be counted because 1 am a citizen and I don’ t want to be anmng
those many that are concerned but sit back and do nothing about it,
read about it in the paper and see about it on T.V.

I ‘d 1 i ke to just say that the things that I ‘ve heard today and
the things that I’ve read in the past frighten me. Someth~ng needs
to be done and it’s time to .dO sO=thing. It’s ti~ tO th~nk about
tiere we’ re going, Acre our country is going and hat we’ re go~ng
to do about it.

I have a wife ho’s pregnant. She’s seven mnths ~9pmt.
And I have a. 1 i ttl e gi PI that’s almost twO Years Old.
concerned about them. I ‘m frightened for their wel fare and for
their future. And if .we don’ t stand up and be counted and say
something and do sowthing and let the people in PO*P know hat ‘S
happening and how we feel about it, then we’ re not real 1 y worth
inch. And I think i t‘s time for “s to stand up and say somthing
and do somthing about it.

I ‘d 1 ike to thank you for giving us the opportunity to be here
today and I hope that more people wi 11 come tonight and let their
voi ces be heard because each voi ce is important and one person can
make a difference. Thank YOU.

I
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s-1 1 STATEt4ENT OF REBECCA R. SHORTLANO
at the U.S. Department of Energy)s

Public Hearing on the Oraf t EIS
for Reactor Restart at Savannah River Site

S-1141

s-1 1-02

1 am Rebecca R. Shortland of the Georgia Conservancy. The Georgia
Conservancy is a state-wide citizens, organization that seeks to
protect Georgia”s envi ronwnt and encourage responsible stewardship
of Georgia Os vi tal and natural resources. Al though the Savannah
River Site (SRS) is located in South Carolina, activities at the
site affect the people and the environment of Georgia as wel 1. The
Georgia Conservancy has participated i n comnts and nwni toring of
plant activities for several years, including the scoping hearings
for this Oraft Environment l~act Statement (EIS)

After reviewing the Draft EIS we find that o“r CCIncernS are “O less
pronounced than they were at the begin”i ng of this process. 1“ our
April 1989 scoping hearing comnts we requested that the Oepartmnt
of Energy (OOE) take into account a full range of i ss”es and
i~acts. %il e u!any of the topics of concern are mentioned in the
Oraf t EIS, the n!ajori ty are not adequately addressed.

As an example, the Georgia Conservancy strongly recommended that OOE
eval uate the cuwlati ve impacts of radi oactive releases, such as
cesium, strontium and tri tium, from regular water-borne and ai rborne
releases. Not only is this question not addressed but the Draft EIS
examines the impacts from the time of reactor restart el imi nating
the cuwlative i~acts of the past 36 years. This approach
stimulates serious questions about assurances of public health.

The question of c“mulati ve impacts is also a very serious o“e for
the future of Savannah and Chatham County, Georgia. Al 1 economic
development for the future is very closely 1 inked to the
avai labi 1 i ty of potable water from the Savannah River. The lack of
information to truly assess radiation doses in a population that
consumes fi sh, shel 1 f i sh and drinking water from the ri ver leaves an
unknown future for this comu”ity.

Section 4. 1.6 of the EIS di sc”sses cumulative
effects of radioactive releases. Section 4.1.2.4
gives special attention to cesiuni-137 i~acts.
Section 3.7 and annual envi ronmntal m“itori “g
reports i ssued by 00E describe the extent of
contamination from pri or SRS operations. Chapter 4
presents projected envi ronmntal i~acts from
continued reactor operation.

The current potabi 1 i ty of Savannah River water i“
rel ation to radioactive ty reflects the enti re prior
discharge history of SRS as well as fallout
deposition from prior decades. The river water a“d
aquati c and mari ne species are now and have been
wel 1 wi thi n appl i cable radioacti vi ty standards for
hum. i“qestion, and there is no reason to expect
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s-1 1-03

S-11-OS

The Georgia Conservancy also requested that DOE also assess the
impacts on water qual i ty and quanti ty taking i nto consideration the
proposed expansion of the port of Savannah. This, too, is not
adequately addressed.

The Draft EIS is a disappointing document from the standpoint of
state-of -the-art technology. The outline of environmental
consequences of the preferred alternative indicates that destructive
practices, such as the use of seepage basins and thermal discharges
in wetlands, will continue. The result will be ongoing loss of
wetlands and contaminate on of ground and surface waters. In
addi tion, there are serious questions about the appropriateness of
restarting K-Reactor at the, end’ of this year without the use of
COOTi “g towers. This action defies the mandatie Of the Cl @an water
Act

Another significant issue is reactor <a fiiy. With many unresolved
safety issues, such as seismic bracing and fire protection, the
public cannot be assured of safe reactor operations for the future.
In addition, by OOE’s own admissi on, sufficient qualified personnel
have yet to be found and trained. The lack of a completed
Probabi 1 i sti c Risk Assessment (PRA) and comprehensive emergency
response plans ( to i nclude effective protective, cl eanup and
compensation methods) is a severe handicap in the publ it’s abi 1 ity
to evaluate the Oraft EIS.

that situation wi 11 change i n the future (~
~8 ,
wSRC-RP-89-59-1 ). Risk assessments and
envi ronmental studies have accounted for potential
cumulative impacts resulting from K-, L-, and
P-Reactor operati on.

Expansion of the Port of Savannah wi 11 have no
impact on water qual i ty parameters that are
i nfl uenced by SRS operati ens. Increases in the
water-using POPU1 ati on (from about 70,000 to
317,000) will increase the collective (“population”)
dose, and OOE has considered this i n its assessments
of the impacts (see Section 4. 1.6 of the EIS) .

As a result of public cements, DOE is reevaluating
its proposal to discontinue the use of seepage
basins and to discharge processed purge water via
SCDHEC-approved NPDES outfal 1s. The revision i n
Section 4.1 .2.3 demonstrates that discontinuing the
use of the seepage basins would result in greater
publ i c exposure to tri ti um than would conti n“ing the
present practice; Section 4.5.3 indicates that
moderator detritiation cannot be justified on a
dose-aversion basis. The operation of K-Reactor
before the completion of the cooling tower is i n
accordance with a Consent Order (84-4-W) issued to
DOE by SCDHEC. Section 4.1.1 of the EIS discusses
impacts on wetlands, and Section 4. 1.2 disc~sses
impacts of ground- and surface-water contaml nation.
A discussion of wetlands mitigation options has been
added to Section 4.5.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent S-01-02 on
safety. The study performed for the EIS took
Level-1 PRA results (sumari zed in Section
4.1.3. 1.5), analyzed the effects of upgrades and
modifications on the core-damage frequency, and
i ncorporated the current state of knowledge on
Levels 2 and 3 to get estimates of reactor risk.
The comparison of results shows the estin!ated
decrease in core damage frequency due to upgrades
and modi fi cations. When the Level-2 and -3 PRA is
completed, the expected results should indicate
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n s-1 1-07
A
w
m

S-1 1-08

Whi I@ there is no mandate to do so, the Federal Facilities
Assessment, currently being negotiated between DOE, EPA a“d the SC
Oept. of Health and Environmental Control for the massive cleanup
operations that are necessary at the site, should be integrated into
the Draft EIS. Not least of the reasons to include this
comprehensi ve plan is the resol.tie” of 81A0 pays,, for the cleanup.
This WOU1d set a signifi cant precedent for future cleanups from
operations at the site. In addition, officials from the Georgia
Oept. of Natural Resources should be included in a waningful way in
the negotiations.

The basic question of need far so much weapons grade and other
radioactive inateri als continues to be unapproachable e by concerned
citizens. By declaring the process of evaluation as classified and
by usin9 an Outdated Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan (issued in the
last days of President Reagan, s administration) , the public is
essential lY eliminated from the segment of the EIS process tiich
determined the preferred alternative. The question of need should
be subject to an environmental review as requi red by the National
Environmental Pol i CY Act. If national security truly requires that
this question be kept classified, at a minimum Congressional
oversi ght of the res”l t should be provided.

Concerning other appl i cations for the nuclear materials, the need
for ,,relati vel y SN11 q“anti ties,, certainly could not justify the
very significant federal funding that is being applied to the SRS
reactors.

In concl usion, i t is the opinion of The Georgia Conservancy that the
intent of the Oepartme”t of Energy is to return to past operating
procedures, hi ch shows 1 i ttl e regard for the environment and the
heal th of its people. The Oraft EIS is unacceptable as i t stands.
We request that the DOE integrate, i n good faith, m of the
concerns expressed by citizens in the process of creating a new
Oraft EIS. The new draft should again be offered to the public for
review and conanent.

samtiat higher risk than those presented i n the EIS
because the PRA will not have accounted for upgrades
and mdifi cations, as explained in Section
4.1.3.1.5. See Section 3.9 on emergency
preparedness.

The Federal Facilities Agreemnt a“d its b“dgeti “g
and implewntation are beyond the scope of this
EIS. Please see the response to Connnent S-02-02 on
waste wnagem”t and e“vi ronmental restoration.

P1 ease see the responses to Connnents S-03-03 on the
need for tritium and other nuclear materi als and
S-01-03 on oversight.

DOE considers the Draft EIS to have been adequate,
and is proceeding with the NEPA process in
publishing this Final EIS.

Thank you for your consideration of these co~”ts.
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S-12 Stateliest OF OE80RAH KEARNEY

MY name is Oeborah Kearney. I 1 i ve on (PO Box 1741) Tybee 1s1 and,
Georgia. I am a sel f-e~l eyed psychologist in Savannah.

s-1 2-01 Whi 1 e I haye al ways been, and continue to be, appreciative of
opportunl ties to speak out and voice my opinions and concerns, the
lldeja “u,, ~xPeri ~nce of this process makes w questi On ~ether Or
not 1 ‘m real 1y being heard. Because i t seems that so ninny of my
past concerns need to repeated, the theme of this statement is
probably best described as expressing a “lack of confidence. ”

s-1 2-02 My lack of confidence begins with the discussion of need for
re-starti ng K-, L-, and P-Reactors. If Appendix A ~st be
classified, perhaps a listing of MO has access to it wuld inspire
confidence. At least 1 would know i f anyone on the list is soueone
I have confidence in.

S-1 2-03 In the 1 ist of production options, 1 found no umre than the mention
of the recovery-re-use option to -t the tritium need. That option
was not evaluated i n detail nor was it discussed.

1 found no cost analysis of need vs. long-term cost to health,
safety and the envi ronment.

S-12-04 There is no discussion regarding the impact of these reactors i n
relationship to the clean-up process. He mst find perman@nt
sol uti ons for waste management probl ems before we create more
waste. Temporary solutions are no longer adequate.

s-12-05

s-12-06

Even though the conclusions at the ends of the discussions on soil,
air, ground- and surface water, wildlife and habitat indicate “no
signi fi cant impacts, ” I remain concerned. How can sych a.lar9@
facility handling such dangerous materials have no significant
inmact? 1 do not consider it legitimate to say, “NO mre impact
thin it has already made. ”

I did not feel reassured by the sections on CUMIJ1ati ve effects.
example, I could not find the impacts of the planned new waste
management facili ti es considered with cumlative effects.

For

P1 ease see the response to Co~nt S-09-01 on public
co-nts.

Please see the response to Coant S-03-03 on the
availability of Appendix A to those who meet
securi t y requi reuients.

Recycling is being perfo=d. Section 1.2 of the
EIS discusses recycling faci 1 i ti es and the recycling
of reti red weapons. The supply of materi als from
recycling is considered i n Appendix A i n the
anal ysis of the need for production of materials.

?1 ease see the response to Cement S-02-02 on waste
managemnt and envi ronmental restorati on.

Please see the response to Coament S-03-02 on
envi ronwntal i @acts.

In accordance with Counci 1 of Environmental Quality
(CEQ) regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508), Section 4.1.6
presents .the cumlative impacts of the proposed
action, Including the impacts of the related support
facilities, and other existing and planned
activi ties, both onsi te and of fsi te. The onsi te
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S-12-07 Another wjor concern is methodology. The concept of discussing
radioacti ve releases i nto the ai r and water i n terms of even
distribution does not make sense or reflect reality. Winds and
water flow would create areas of greater and 1 esser densl ty.

s-12-08 The preparers of this EIS are either employees of 00E or of NUS
Corporation. Was there a second reviewer? Have the National
Academy of Science and the National Academy of Engineering reviewed
this document? I see them 1 i steal to receive it, but shouldn’ t they
be i nvi ted to review it? When any scientist submits an article or
study to a scientific journal , blind reviewers examine it.

S-12-09 Another example of why I lack confidence i n this document involves
~. In a discussion meant to address NASINAE concerns about
severe accidents, the Severe Acci dent Assessmnt Program (SMP) is
i ntroduced. However, i t is further stated that “it is not scheduled
for completion before the resumption of producti on” (p. 2-53).

S-12-1O In fact, the reactors have been shut down because of safety
probl ems. This document’s title seems to be a mi snomer. We are
discussing restart not continuing operation.

S-12-11 In previous testimony, I had requested consideration of
psychol?gi cal impacts of. concerns and fears regarding health, safety
and :nvl ronmental contaml nation concerns. 1 could find no such
consideration.

1 lack confidence in this document. Unti 1 these concerns, and the
concerns of other citizens, are addressed satisfactory 1 y, none of
the reactors at the Savannah River Plant faci 1 i ty should be
operating.

activities included in these impacts are, as stated
in that section, the operation of new waste
wnagement faci 1 i ti es, including the Defense Waste
Processing Facility (OWPF) and its associated
faci 1 i ties, the Consolidated Incineration Faci 1 i ty
(CIF), and new low-level radioactive “aste and
hazardous/mixed-waste facil i ties. OOE will prepare
an EIS that includes a more detailed discussion of
support faci 1 i ty impacts.

The distribution of radionucl i des released from the
SRS is based on the dispersion and dilution patterns
of the Si te’s atmosphere c and hydrologic
environments, as described in Chapter 3 of the EIS.

DOE provides copi,es of the Draft EIS to the general
public, the scientific connnuni ty, and appropriate
regul story agencies to review and provide cements.

Please see the response to Cement S-01-02 on
safety. Section 4.1 .3.1.5 of the EIS addresses
severe accidents.

Section 2.1 and the Sunnnary have been revised to
define ‘continued operation. ” As explained in
Section 2.1, 00E considers K-, L-, and P-Reactors to
be i n operation during the current outage.

There is no scientific consensus on a wthodology
for predicting adverse psychology cal impacts on
i ndividuals or population groups. No basis has been
establ i shed for such analyses i n the scoping process
for this EIS, “or is an analysis of the
psychology cal impacts of the fear of risk requi red
by NEPA.

Thank you.
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S-13

s-1 3-01

S-13-02

S-13-03

S-13-04

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH B. TERRY
Re: Hearings on Oraft EIS for

SRSIS K-, L- and P-Reactors

My name is Elizabeth B. Terry. 1 1 i ve and work i n Savannah with my
husband and two children. Last year 1 spoke concerning the need for
an envi ronmental impact statement prior to any decision to restart
the reactors at the Savannah River Site. I am PI eased, that the EIS
was completed, but I do feel that there are several th~ngs ml ssi ng
from the draft that need to be dealt with i n a mnner that more
ful 1 y protects the interests of those who 1 ive near the SRS.

As a down-wind and down-river neighbor of the SRP my pri nci pal
concerns have been the issue of proper hazardous waste disposal arid
air pollution. Some of the conclusions reached in the draft EIS
lead me to question whether the EIS gave adequate attention to the
heal th and wel fare of the citizens of this area. These concerns
must be of at least some concern to the government, and must be
weighed against the needs for defense. It does not seem that the
two concerns should be presented i n an ei therlor situation.

Obviously, we do want to avoid a situation such as the Soviet Union
had at Chernobyl Yet the reactors in question are of similar
design, and even older. The SRS reactors were shut down as a safety
precaution at a time hen they had al ready surpassed their 1 i fe
expectancy. The SRS reactors were shut down amid admissions of some
considerable mishandling of hazardous waste disposal and also -leaks
of a toxl c and dangerous nature. Estimtes to clean up the mess
created over 40 years ranges into the decades and bi 11 ions of
dollars. But instead of discussing the clean up we simply hear
about plans to rebui Id and restart the aging and unsafe reactors.

My main point and concern today is a simple one. I must take issue
with an attitude and approach that is prevalent i n the EIS
document. Whenever there is discussion about the ef feet the restart
wi 11 have on the envi ronment; there is usuall y a statement such as;

,,~i “Ce the reactors “ere in pl ace prior to the aPPl i cable
regulati on they wi 11 not be requi red to compl y wi th i t.”

Please see the responses to Connnents S-03-01 on the
risks to heal th and S-03-02 on the environmental
impacts of conti nuing operati on.

Because the nuclear and physical-chemical
character sti cs of SRS reactors are fundamental y
different f~om those of the Chernobyl reactors, a
similar accident at SRS reactors is physi call y
impossible. Page v of the Foreword contains an
explanation of why the reactors were shut down.
Al so, pl ease see the responses to Connnents S-01-02
on safety and S-05-07 on Chernobyl .

Please see the response to Cement S-02-02 on waste
mnagement amd envi ronmental restorati on.

Please see the response to Connnent S-03-02 on
envi ronmental impacts.
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S-13-OS .4 good example of this faulty approach is i n the section concerning
Air Quality (5.2.7 page 5-12). The argument that these reactors
were “in operati onat prior to the time that the regulations existed
is simply specious.

When the reactors were bui 1 t the country was in a race that requi red
everything else to be set aside. There was neither the knowledge
nor the concern for the health and welfare issues surrounding
nuclear weaponry production. We have 1 earned a great deal over the
interven~ng years and we must use this k“owl edge at every
oPPOrtunl tY to provide a safe and proper environment for the
c~tlzens of our great country.

To say that a restart of the SRS reactors wi 11 not require the
stri ctiest of envi ronmental protection is to ignore the lessons of
Chernobyl and Three-Mile Island. It is also to ignore the fact that
whenever the production of something creating a clear and present
danger to our citizens is undertaken with the government’s support;
then surely the government should require that the producers wi 11
seek out and provide the highest standards for heal th and safety
protection that are available to them.

I was raised in an era that promoted the utmost trust and respect
for our Government. In fact, 1 was ten years old when the SRS was
first begun. 1 stil 1 trust and respect my government.. But this
trust and respect does carry with i t certain expectations. While 1
trust our Government to make the necessary and proper decisions
regardl ng Natl onal Defense matters, I i n turn expect these necessary
decisions to be carried out in a manner that will protect the health
and welfare of the citizenry to the greatest possible degree.

This is not the time to look for loop holes i“ the regulations.
Rather this is the time to require the highest standards of safety
and envi ronmental qual i ty that science and technology can provide.

Sa~annah and this beautiful coast should be a joyful place for my
children to rear their children not a place filled with possible
1 i fe and definite health dangers. We do NOT inherit the land from
.a”r fathers “e borrow i t from our chi ldren.

Section 5.2.7 refers to non-nuclear power plants and
diesel generators in reactor areas. The operation
of the reactors wil 1 be subject to the radiation
dose limits established for 00E facilities.
Chapter 5 sumri zes the major Federal and state
requi rements appl i cabl e to the continued operation
of the SRS reactors. Chapter 4, however, is
explicit in discussing i~acts, regardless of
whether a particular facility is exempt from any
requi rements due to i ts age.
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S-14 STATEMENT OF ELIZA O. EVERETTE
Greenpeace

S-14-01 MS. EVERETTE : My name is El iza Everette. 1 am seventeen years 00E has discussed each of the six areas in the EIS.
old. I don’ t have a prepared statement, but I have six things that See Sections 2.1 .2.7 and 2.1 .2.8.2 on waste
maybe wil 1 make you think about the Savannah River PI ant reopening:
leaking 1 iquid waste containers, errors and fai 1 ures and radiation

mnagement and environmental restoration, 2. 1.2.3.1
on monitoring, 2. 1.3.1.2 on aging, and 2. 1.2.3.1 on

moni tori ng equipment, aging of the reactors, lack of containment i n confinement and containment and f i re detection.
the event of a reactor accident, inadequate fire detection and Al so, please see the response to Comnnent S-01-03 on
control , Poor mnagement and oversight practices. oversight.

s-1 4-02 Just looking at that should tel 1 you that we don ‘t need to have Please see the response to Cement S-02-02 on waste
another Savannah River started up again because all it is, is it’s wnagement and environmental restoration.
going to happen again. I mean, just all I can say is clean up and
don 8t start it again. I mean, why don’ t you ever think about
children and stuff? Al 1 I can say is clean up. All I real 1 Y

o to say is don’ t restart, just stop and cl @an it up, please.
&
0
t-

the
have
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S-15

S-15-01

S-1543

STATEMENT OF ROBERT LOGAN FERRELLE

MR. FERRELLE: My name is Bob Ferrel le. I 1 ive at 107
Sal isbury Road, Wilmington Island. I did. ‘t expect to speak this
morning, someone asked me to. I ‘m glad to do it because I feel 1 i ke
we do have to speak up. I am against restarting the K-, L- and
P-Reactors. You can see my 1 i ttle girl here 1 ‘ve been feeding gum
and candy to so I ‘m down to my last few dollars and I need to go
ahead and speak and get out of here.

I saw a movie called Building Bombs, I don’ t know i f anybody
here has seen that. I saw i t about a year ago and i t shook me up.
One of the things that movie pointed out was that there is a lot
tritium that’s been produced. Much more than we need to build
bombs. And [’m kind of ignorant about this stuff, I’m not sure how
the tri tium is used and so forth, but we’ve got more than we need
and I think stockpiled more than we need for quite a Ail e. I may
be wrong about that, but I think there’s a lot we don’ t know as
citizens.

The second thing 1 heard on NBC Nightly News one night, they
were tal king about Chernobyl and that that accident contaminated the
ground there for it wi 11 be about 20,000 years before that ground
can be i nhabi ted by human bei ngs again. And that’s real lY wi ld.
This is not even the year 2000 yet, so that’s a long time.

I guess a question I have there is how can the 00E guarantee
that we’ re not going to have that kind of thing happen? They can’t
because of humn error. Human beings are fall i ble. He make
mistakes. There’s no way we can I t mke mi stakes. And mchines are
fallible. They can 1t be perfect.

And the third thing, and real 1 y top on my 1 ist, I guess, as I
grow in parenthood, is my child. She is beautiful and I want the
world to be a safe place for her. And that’s tiy I’m talking.

Please see the response to Cement S-03-03 on the
need for triti um.

Please see the response to Comnent s-13-02 on
Chernobyl and safety. Steps are being taken to
preclude, as much as possible, mi stakes and
equipwnt malfunctions. For example, see Section
2.1 .3.1.2 of the EIS.

Sections 2.1.2. B.1 and 2.1 .3.1.2 contain discussions
on humn perfa~nce. Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3
discuss many equipment upgrades, work controls, and
maintenance practices related to equi pmnt
reliability.
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And the fourth thing, the world has changed. Russia is
changing, eastern Europe is changi ng qui te a bi t as we all know. I
think people are changing. People are becoming mare aware of the
comni ty we have. And 1 guess ❑y last question goes to the 00E —
hen are you going to change?

That’s all I have to say.
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S-16 STATEMENT OF MICHAEL H. TERRY

MR. TERRY: My n- is Michael Terry. The chances of my
speaking longer than five minutes are very slim because I’m about to
lose my voice.

Mr. Clarence Harrison yielded his time to = on condition that
I mke a statement for him because he did have to leave.

tlr. Harri son is a resident of tl~ton, South Carol i ma, a 1942
graduate of the University of F1 ori da School of Agri CU1 tore and a
Navy veteran from World War S1. He was on Sai pan *en the Enol a Gay
dropped the atomic bomb on Hi roshiuu and tw weeks 1 ater he landed
at Hi roshim. According to hi ❑, the devastation that he saw s
very frightening.

He accepted the fact as a member of the ❑i 1 i tary at that time
that i t was necessary, but as a current resident of H~ton, South
Carol i na, he is very concerned about that kind of thing hapwni ng by
accident in his own backyard.

S-16-01 He was parti CU1 arl y concerned with the high cancer rates that P1 ease see the response to Co-nt S-03-01 on health
he:h:an there and that basi cal 1 y COIIC1 udes fiat he asked me to say risks.

I ‘d 1 i ke to take just a couple of ❑inutes to endorse s- of
the things that have been said earl i er. The mi n concern that 1
think we should have at this point if something is going to happen
is that there be no compromises. The report as I read it clearly
mkes health and safety standard co~mmi ses.

The requirements of air quality are co~romi sed by saying that
S-IM2 this is a pre-existing facility and this is consistent with the no P1 ease see the responses to Comnts S-O&Ol on no

action attitude in the EIS and this is not a no action approach.
The restart is requiring a great deal of construct on and whenever

action and S-03-02 on envi ronmntal impacts.

the Government is involved i n activities such as this, the citizens
require the utnmst protecti on.
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The building of nen incinerators, mste disposal sites, al 1 of
S-16-03 this kind of thing mst be under the highest state and Federal Chapter 5 of the EIS sumrizes al 1 Federal and

standards to protect the health and safety of our citizenry. And I state regulations appl i cable to the continued
don’ t see that dealt ti th at al 1 in the EIS. Instead, they seek out operation of the SRS reactors and describes the
1 oophol es to give thm options to avoid c-1 i ante and the
c-l i~ce should be at the highest 1 evel.

status of 00E COV1 iance with these regulations.

Thank YOU
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S-17 STATEMENT OF AI’!ANDA W. EVERETTE
Greenpeace

S-1741 Cements noted.
MS. EVERETTE: My name is Amnda Everette and I ‘m a member of

Greenpeace and I would just 1 i ke to say wake and smell the triti um
because i t !s 1 i ke they] re acting really stupid because the floors of
the plant have become sponge 1 ike because of exposure to the
radioactivity and most of these plants were built during the
McCarthy era when Comunism was thought to be m th everybody and I
think it’s really dumb and the way you like to say time is up —
wel 1, our time is up if you donlt listen.

So please 1 i sten because most people have a lot to say i t )s
just that theyi re scared 1 i ke me to say it. And don’ t worry about
the children or teenagers — I have a very rare problem i n my
sinuses probably due to all this pollution around Savannah, the
stink capital of the world. So that’s all I have to say for now.
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s-1 8

s-laol

STATEMENT OF ROSANNE KIELY
Peace Nexus

MS. KIELY: One is that I ‘m a member of a group Cal led Peace
Nexus, a local grassroots peace group and justice group here in
Savannah and we’ ve just put in place a peace pole and a peace park.
And i t‘s a pole that has on each of four sides the message may
prevail on earth in four different 1 anguages. And so i t stands as a
universal symbol for world peace and unity.

And i t seems a funny time right now, an exciting time,
everybody knows that. the whole world is turning to peace and crying
for justice and looklng to the Uni ted States thinking that we’ re the
high ideal of that and I’m a 1 ittle bit ashamed of us and I think
that i t wi 11 come to 1 i ght that mybe we are not as just a nation as
we say we are to our own people because 1 don ‘t think the Government
is listening to us. I think they are deliberately not 1 i steni ng to
us

I think i t ,s a crazy world when in a government that says i t‘s
so just and cries for democracy that I have to drink bottled water
from another area of the country because 1 know mine is not safe and
I won’ t eat the fish from my own area because I know th’at it’s not
safe.

And to know ,that my Governwnt knows that i t‘s doing this to Please see the response to Cement S-09-01 on public
this land and to pretend that it’s not and to talk in sort of a comnents.
mumble jumble and to put on things like this, though it’s valid and
important and necessary, i t‘s kind of 1 i ke a kangaroo court. 1
mean, i t certainly serves its purpose of giving us a chance to
express ourselves, but i t,s kind of a smoke screen.

1 donat think anyone is really listening to us and I think it’s
just a sad symbol of what Ameri can mybe is coming to.

Something I was thinking about — my parents brought some
property recently in Tennessee by the Oak Ridge plant and I got
real 1 y concerned because the close proximity of thei r property to
that. So I had sow friends in the environmental research area up
there and had them check i t out and they told me that my parents
probably WOU1d be more safe there than I was 1 iving here in Savannah
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down river from the Savannah River plant. So i t made me think even
more about SRP and of course all the things that you ,ve heard today.

But another thing that we haven’ t talked too much about today
is just the condition of our society and of our comuni iy and I just
really feel like we can}t work for justice or peace in our country
or in our cacnnunity until we can heal the wounds of the conununity
and we have the big business, the SRP, and so much of the Department
of Energy is connected with big business and big money and pol i ti cs
and as long as there’s that division between the regular people and
that, there isn’t justice in this society.

1 don at mean to be rude to you guys, b“t I don, t k“o” “hat you
all are reading but i t ,s real hard to talk to you when you start
reading something else when I ‘m trying to talk to you.

I truly say that not meaning to put you on the spot, b“t that
is real difficult. But see — that’s just another symbol of what’s
happening because you’ re alnmst like an absentee person.

Like — are we real 1 y tal king to you? Are YO” really
s-1 0-02 representative of who 1s going to hear something and do something or Please see the response to Conanent S-09-01 on public

are you just doing your job and going away like it’s just a connnents.
problem? It ,s just a probl em. But this is America and it, s not
supposed to be that way, and the whole world is coming to find
justice and freedom and looking to us, but this is what, s really
going on here. Maybe we wi 11 learn something from them, people who
are real 1y looking for true 1 i beration and freedom.

Anyway, 1,11 close “ith the chorus of a song which is almost
more like a prayer that just has a lot of power to me and 1 hope it
wi 11 mean somethi ng to you. I won’t sing it, I will say it. If I
can remember it. lt Says, O*NOW someone, s on the tel eph One.
desperate in his pain. Someone’s on the bathroom floor, doing her
cocaine. Someone’s got his finger on the button in some room. No
one can convince w we aren~t gluttons for o“r doom. B“t 1,ve tri ed
to mke this place my place, now 1 ask for providence to smi 1 e on me
wi th his sweet face. ‘Cause I tell you my place is of the sun and
this place is of the dark. 1 do not feel the romance, 1 do not
catch the spark. But by grace my sight grows stronger and I “i 11
not be a pawn for the Pri nce of Oarkness any 1 o“ger.’8

Thank you
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s-1 9 STATEMENT OF SUZANNE PLO~EN

Ms. PLOWEN: I ‘m. Suzanne Plowden and I ‘m from Hi 1 tOn Head
1s1 and.

I ‘m not as pessimistic as peOple whO have spOk@n befOre me and
I think i t‘s very good that you’ re having this hearing so that we
can talk to You and hear You 1 i stening to us. I hadn’ t intended to
speak at al 1, i t wi 11 be very short. In fact, I wondered what I
WOU1d say. But then 1 remembered that when my husband, who is over
there, and I were 1 i ving in Brazil and we 1 ived abroad a great deal ,
we were 1 i vi ng in Rio de Janei ro, and we went dOwn tO Fradio where
there were engineers building a nucl ear plant for Brazi 1. And we
were having a vacation and they were working on the nuclear plant.
They were fascinating men. They were enjoying their work and why
not, i t was a beauti ful place to work i n. We got to know them qui te
wel 1 over our two-week vacati on and I have no 7 dea about the
technical i ties of nuclear production Or of wast@. But talking tO
these men i t did impress me that they were all a 1 i ttle bl t worried
about — exci ted about the project, but what about the waste? And
when I said you mean you real 1 y don’ t know about waste when you
b“i 1 d these thi rigs? This was by the way 12 years a90, Ted had not
reti red then. And they said, well , i n the meantime, something would
come along.

But engineers are not insensitive people. You of 00E are not
insensitive people. All of us are worried about cleaning up waste
but i t can be done. That!s why I’m optimistic. It can be done, it
can save jobs that are lost by producing very, very bad things that
we’ve needed, 1’11 admit. But now 1 et us hope that we do not need
them as much. In fact, let us be optimistic about all the things
that you’ re doing and that Greenpeace is doing.

Now, my confession. MY son is with Greenpeace. He is
Internati o“al Greenpeace. But his things are very positive things.
He is saving the rain forests of Brazi 1 i n the Amazon, he spends a
great deal of time there. He goes to Japan for the ITO, the
International Timber Association meetings, he goes to the Ivory
Coast. Ted and I have lived in India, we have lived in Malaysia, we
have 1 ived in al 1 of these places that build quick nucl ear things.
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All of us 1 hope will come to the stage where we are in control
of this. It’s something that was probably needed but let us hope it
is not needed no” and I do agree with those people who talked about

S-1 9-D 1 we must not tal k about conti nuation because this is restarti ng. We P1 ease see the response to Connnent S-O&Ol on the
are starting something we may regret and 1 hope you can take that continued operation of the reactors as opposed to
message back with you. 1’restart. !)

Thank you very much.
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S-20 STATEMENT OF MARTINA LINNEHAN

MS. LINNEHAN: 1 have no prepared remarks but would just 1 i ke
to say a few words about hope. And I guess that today the ren!arks
that I have heard have made me think about the changes that are
occurring i n our world today, about the emphasis on democracy, about
the emphasis on caring for the earth. And I guess what I ‘m thinking
is that this is a time of tremendous change, a time of new
beginnings and I think that it is a time for us to begin to think in
a new way, to look at the past, to learn from the past and to begin
thinking and acting in new ways.

S-20-01 I think that the 01 d technologies that we have used to develop, The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
to produce and to deploy nucl ear weapons is being evaluated. Al 1 of this EIS.
us need to begin looking at that seriously, all the way back to the
production of all that goes into making weapons and producing the
waste that has so PO1 luted our wonderful earth. And I guess I‘ d
just ask that you take back with you, Mr. Patterson, our message of
being caring and compassionate people for the earth, that i f we can
send people to the moon, then I don’ t understand why we don I t have
the technology to clean up the waste that we have on our own earth.

I thank you.
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STATEMENT OF JONN ~INNON

MR. ~INNON: MY n- is John NcKinnon and I’m a student here
i n Savannah, Georgia.

I mas first introduced to the problem of Savannah River P1 ant
*en I ws mrki ng with the grassroots organization 1 i vi ng in
Atlanta, Georgia and deal ing with it from there is a mre
ideological probl em, tal ki “g about i t door to door, conawni cat i ng to
people about it.

Since 18 ve moved dow here and started attendi .g school , I ove
come to realize so- of the day-to-day issues you have to take with
this problem: realizing that the water that I drink out of my Please see the responses to Com-nents S-06-07 on the
kitchen faucet has a little part of the Savannah River in it; that ri sk of drinki ng Savannah River water and S-1 1-02 on
the water I use to cook ❑y food with — that tbe water I have out the potabi 1 i ty of Savannah River water.
has it; the soft drink has it; if I want to drink out of ~ water
fou”tai” at school or hre in this hotel, it comes out of the
Savannah River. men q f ri ends CO= to tom, 1 have to remind them
not to drink this water. And i t‘s not because I fear that drinking
a glass of it is going to give them cancer, but it$s because of the
tiol e CW1 at i ve effect of poisons and toxins in the envi ronnb?nt.

My major concern isntt — people are talking about how safe i t
is to consume these things in s-l 1 amunts in the Wter. 1 point
out that ~en nuclear po~r and nuclear production were first
introduced back i“ the fifties, the ~u”t of radiation that you
COU1 d consume i n your body was phen~nal, 1 egal 1 y. And science has
told us progressive y every single five or six years that we need to
reduce the anm”nt of rtiiatio” that ueare consuming in our body.

It’s never been a situation +ere we find o“t that itts okay to
con sum a certain aunt. It, s al~ys a smaller atmunt that we{ re
allowing inside our bodies.

Na one’s ever done any long-tern studies of low level radiation Please see the responses to Comnts S-06-01 and
in any drinking water, so how can any group of paople tell us that
i t is safe? That they can set any standards for this?

S-06-02 on low-level radiation, nmni toring, and
studies being conducted.

Another q“esti on I have that has been brought up before is the
real need practi cal 1 y for the restart of the tri t i urn reactor.

,,, .,, ,,,
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S-21-03 So~ne anti oned before that we don’ t actual 1 y need tri ti um for our
nuclear arsenal . EVM i f you support the idea of nuclear warfare,

P1 ease see the response to Con8nent S-03-03 on the
need for tri ti um.

+ y endanger an entire geographic location i n this area by producing
tri t ium that only enhances a nuclear expl osi on? He don’ t need to
have that kind of power at our hands. It’s enough that w can 1 evel
cities with the plutonium and uranium that w use already on nuclear
warheads.

That’s really all X would like to say.
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S-22 STATEMENT OF LAURA LEE wINCHESTER

MS. WINCHESTER: t4y name is Laura Lee Wi nchester. I 1 i ve in
Midway, Georgia and I was not prepared to speak but by hearing
everybody else speak it has spurred me on and I have wanted to say
something. The organization that I guess 1 represent is a metier of Conrnents noted.
humankind, and 1 hope that is a metier that everybody can represent
here today.

I have supported, mostly silently, many controversial and
radi cal standings, nuclear di sarn!amnt is definitely one of them.
Pro-choice is also another one. 1 have chosen to carry two
children, this one is definitely on the way, and 1 also would like
to be able to mke the choice not to introduce a foreign agent into
my body or envi ronment.

Just like the possibilities of our bodies rejecting that
foreign body, our 1 iving mother earth which I greatly revere is
going to reject it also and throw it back at us full force. 1 can
appreciate the need to explore uncharted waters, nuclear energy, in
order to progress. But does this mean that we have to subject
ourselves to al terations to our envi ronment and to our own nmlecular
structure? I think not.

We have so much natural energy that w have not even tapped
yet. Let’s explore those to its utmost before we jump headlong into
a dangerous si tuation.

I don 8t want my generation to just last a hundred years. I
would like it to be able to last indefinitely. And if we Say
sowbody else wil 1 take care of it, and that, s tiat 10Ve mcistl y
done, when 1 say I ‘ve supported silently — 1‘ 11 say, wel 1, sombody
else wi 11 stand up for w — that !s why I got my husband to speak
first, because I was too afraid to do so. But if we are to. afraid
to say vdlat we di S1 i ke about something, then that, s something
nothi ng wi 11 be done for. So I felt that i t was i~artant for M to
again stand up and be counted. And hopeful 1 y these words wi 11 reach
the next generations a“d the next generations and they wi 11 be
around to appreciate Aat we have done for thei r planet and
hopefully take care of it.

Thank you.
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S-23 STATEMENT OF 00UG SHOEMAKER

MR. SHOEWER: Hi . MY name is Ooug Shoemker. And I ‘m
speaking as an individual . And you know, what these hearings really
need is a little bit of poetry. Here’s one that fits the occasion.
It’s from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in ~. I quote:

‘lYouure old, Father William, ,, the young ma” said, “And YOur

hair has become very white. And yet you incessantly stand on your
head. Do you think at your age this is right?”

811n my youth, ,, Father Mi II i am repl i ed to his son, “I feared 1

mi ght i njure the brai n. But now that I ‘m perfectly sure I have
none, why I do it again and again .“

,,you are ~ld,,, said the youth, lBAS I mentioned before and have

grown most unconunonl y fat, yet you turned a back somersault in at
the door. Pray, what is the reason of that?”

‘,In my youth, ” said the sage, as he shook his gray 1 ocks, “I
kept all my limbs very supple by the use of this ointment, one
shilling the box, allow me to sell you a couple. ”

,,Yo” are old, ” said the youth, ,,And your jaws are too weak fOr

anything tougher than suet. Yet you fi ni shed the goose with the
bones and the beak - pray, how did you manage to do it?”

,~1. my youth, ” said his father, ” I took to th@ 1 ?W a~! argued
each case wi th my wife. And the muscular strength whI ch ]t gave to
my jaw has lasted the rest of my 1 ife.,,

“YOU are old, 11 said the youth, ,,One ~o”ld hardly suPPOse that

your eye was as steady as ever. Yet you balanced a needle on the
end of your nose what made You so awfully clever?”

c,I have ~“~wered three q“e~ti O“S a“d that is eno”gh?f, said hi $
father, ,,oo”, t give YO”FS=l f ai rs. Oo you thi nk I can 1 I sten al 1
day to such stuff? Be off or I‘ 11 kick you downstairs. ”

wel 1, Lewis Carroll wrote this so that even a child could
understand that mybe old Father Wil 1 i am wasn’ t exactly on the up
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S-23-O 1

and up. And I donlt know how Lewis Carroll knew this sixty or
seventy years before the fact, but I believe Father Wil 1 i am was
probably a DOE employee and maybe even prepared the statement that
we have before us that we 1re discussing today, because i t doesn, t
answer the quest ions that we asked here i n Savannah back i n Oecember
of ‘SE and in Aiken in April of 189. It doesn(t address the need Phase see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
for the triti”m. need for tritium.

We as taxpaying citizens are si~l y not allowed to know how
much tri ti urn this country has and to me, fol ks, that is not freedom
and i t‘s not representation. These hearings are pretty mch just a
rubber stamp. It 1s something the OOE has to do legally or else they
can ‘t restart thei r reactors.

And anything we say or do, “o matter how loud we yell , no
wtter how wch we ju~ up and down, they’ re going to restart those P1 ease see the response to Co~nt S-09-01 on public
reactors anyway and they are going to conti nue to poison us because torments.
they don’ t care. All they! re mrr{ed about is their one shilling a
box totals, their paychecks, their money, their abi 1 i ty to sell
their tritium to comercial needs, Aich theyive stil 1 done.

I just look out at the people here ho are concerned, tio have
driven many ❑iles to testify, and I want you to know that your
efforts are not wasted because yo” are bearing witness to a mral
injustice. And I want the P*P1 e that wrk for the DOE, that are
contracted by the 00E to 1 ook at your fingerprints because they 0re
covered with blood.

Thank you.

,”,,.,..,,,,,
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S-24 STATEMENT OF JULISA SKEELS

MS. SKEELS: My nam is Jul i sa $keels and I
Jacksonville, Flori da.

am here from

In January of 1986, the Chal 1 enger exploded. We mourned. It
was all over the media. 1 was in ninth grade. There was so much
coverage for a handful of people who died.

Should an accident occur here at this plant, wny more than a
handful of people would be affected. If the Government had known
that the Challenger was going to blow up, would they have sent it
anyway in the name of progress or in the name of some extended
knowledge to use and transfom into power against some supposed
enemy?

Sitting here today in the midst of a hearing, trying to
persuade people not to inadvertently kil 1 us, 1 am not sure of my
answer.

The glorification of the people tio died in the Challenger
acci dent is akin to the glori fi cation of the death of Ryan White. I
go to school i n New York and I ‘ve been working closely with the AIDS
issues. More people have died from AIDS than in the Viet Nam war,
and one child is used to glorify and to pacify crowds of angry,
nearly helpless people.

Today “e are supposedly being heard. What I am saying are only
words. What the men over here are saying are only words. 1 wil 1
bel i eve i t tien I see action.

Please see the response to Cormnent S-09-01 on public
connnents.

The lack of attention from the Government concerning the AIDS
issue has been 1 i kened to genocide. If the power plant is
restarted, then I feel our Government is really trying to prove just
how murderous i t can be.

We do not need any mre glori fi cation or patronization. We
need sensi tive action.

Thank you.

I
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S-25 STATEMENF OF ANN 01 BRI~

HS. OIBRI~: National defense is designed to ensure the safety
of a country and its people. Our defense system i n the past my
have served this purpose. However, our present defense system, a
nucl ear defense system, utterly fai 1s to protect the safety of the
people of the United States.

S-25-01

We taxpayers are paying for our m destructi on. He are no
longer giving money to the Government Aich rn”ll be used to suit our
best interests. Our present nuclear defense system not only uses
disgraceful 1 y dangerous mthods in the praducti on of our botis, as
has been evident at the Savannah River plant, but scientists now
tel 1 us that mi ssi 1es are capable of going off by themel ves i n the
i nstal 1 ati on process.

Thirdly, w are not even safe in using these missiles we spend
so -Y bil lions of dollars producing for the contamination of the
envi ron-nt caused by an atomic or hydrogen bomb explosion certainly
passes beyond national borders.

We are concerned about how the Chernobyl acci dent affects us Please see the response to Come”t s-05-07 on
but not about how our bombs on foreign soils will hurt us or about Chernobyl.
how the production of our b~s here hurt us, especially us
downstrem from the Savannah River plant. I think 11 d 1 i ke to move
to Washington, O.C.

Now, for years, the bvernmnt has kept on producing mi ssi 1 es
of great$r mgni tude for the deterrent purposes of mutual 1 y assured
dest ructl on. He have eno”~ boas now. The mre we produce, the
greater danger w put ourselves in.

The Soviet Uni an has ruined its econo,ny, and much of its
envi ronmnt as Chernobyl shows, i n the production of bombs. Can we
not 1earn from this? 1s our &verruent incapable of change?

The Soviet Union can no 1 onger afford to keep “p m th our bomb
product ion, so tiy do w keep chal 1 engi ng them? I think we have
enough botis and I hope that something wi 11 becow of this hearing
and that someone m 11 1 i sten to us. Thank you.
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S-26 STATEMENT OF NELINOA STONE NORTON

Hy name is Melinda Stone Norton. I am a native of the
southeast region of the U. S., born in Tennessee, raised in Kentucky,
Georgia, and ~rth Carolina, resident fo~ many years in the
Appalachian munta~ ns of Tennessee and VI rgi ni a. Nest recently. I
have been vmrk> ng t n volunteer hurri cane recovery efforts in
14cClellanvi he, South Carol ins.

I have three chi 1dren and tm grandchi Idren and I have wrked
as a teacher, comni t y organizer, and writer, -ng other jobs. I
have a 1aw degree f ram the University of Tennessee and m 1 icensed
to practice 1 aw there.

1 a very concerned about protecting the envi ronent for
ourselves and for future Werat ions ~d have -tied for different
envi ron~ntal causes and for an envi roo=ntal lawyer. 1 -
concerned, as wel 1, about the need for adequate housing and. have
worked with Habi tat for Humanity. headquartered i n ~ri cus, to
build houses for people in need.

You are going to hear plenty of scientific facts and
mathematical statistics today. I want to talk instead about the
feel i ngs of the human heart and soul and about hm needs.

I have come to Savannah today to testify because of the
chi 1dhood mmori es I have of this place and &ause of the love and
friendship I feel for the people here and for the city. I first
c- here in 1947 as a child of seven +@n my father’s job with a
plywood coqany, transferred him here. I 1 i ved and attended school
on Tybee Island for a few mnths and also attended Charles El 1 is
School. Our f ami 1 y was transferred again in 1948, an i~ressi enable
t iw. Perhaps because I was fortunate in having a progressive and
caring school teacher mther to guide my education outside the
classroom, 1 experienced tnuch and took i n many impressions *i 1 e 1
was here.
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More than anything I think I remember the beauty and the bounty
of this place: the marshes, the curving tidal creeks, the inland
woods and swamps, the sea i S1 ands, the inlets and rivers, the
ocean. I also rerneder the del i cious seafood dinners we enjoyed,
both from restaurants and from our own catch. He fished and crabbed
at Tybee, and the unpol Iuted waters Wre productive.

1 remember nmving inland and making friends with new neighbors
on Buckhal ter Road, Sarah and Henry. They were an elderly black
couple who grew wonderful CO1 lard greens, and my nmther used to buy
CO1 lards from them. Sarah also took in laundry and did ironing to
make ends meet. I may never have told them but 1 loved them then
and still do for their basic, honest goodness and for thei r kindness
to the little girl that was m.

I moved away and didnl t return to Savannah except to pass
through unti 1 a few years ago tien I spent a day trying to show my
youngest child som of the things I remmbered about this beautiful
city I had 1 ived in *en I was about his age. Much has changed, of
course, in forty-plus years, but ~ch remains the same.

Some of the things that remain the same are beautiful and
good: the parks, the architecture, the vistas. But not everything
is good. One thing that remains the same but that is not good is
the condition of sow of the housing that mny people, mostly Black,
i t appears, 1 ive in in downtown Savannah.

Similarly, SOM of the changes that have occurred are good, and
S-26-O 1 sow are not. One of the changes that is frightening is the Please see the response to Comnent ST I 1-02 on

envi ronmental degradation of the Savannah Ri ver caused by releases cuwlative impacts to the Savannah R>ver.
of radioactive n!ateri al at the Savannah River Plant.

Both of these probl ems — substandard housing and envi ronnu?ntal
degradation — are 1 inked either directly or indirectly to the
Savannah River Plant and other weapons production facilities, and
that is why 1 came here today to ask you to 1 isten for a nmment to
my concerns. The root cause of both of these probl ems, 1 bel i eve.
is excessive spending for mi 1 i tary purposes, with corresponding
inadequate spending for social needs.
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The restart of reactors at the Savannah River Plant wi 11 only
S-26-02 serve to exacerbate these problem, to make them worse. The restart Please see the response to Cormnent S-1 1-02 on

wi 11 cause more dan!age to the Savannah River envi ronfnent. The cumulative impacts to the Savannah River.
restart wil 1 channel more funds into the production of weapons and
correspondingly will take funds needed for housing.

S-26-03

We do not need to have those reactors restarted. Instead we
need a cl caned-up, heal thy and bounti f ul natural envi ronment.
Especially do many Black people and others *O work at low-paying
jobs, with wages insufficient to support the costs of decent rental
housing or home ownership, need to be considered hen decisions are
made that U1 ti matel y affect the federal budget for governmnt
housing programs and ho- loans. Honey spent by the Oepart!nant of
Energy to revamp and upgrade faci 1 i ti es for weapons production is
money that is not available for housing and other humn needs. He
need a new definition of national security, one that is concerned
wi th meeting needs of people and the planet rather than producing
weapons.

In recent years and nmnths, the international Political scene
and the prospect for arms control has improved tremendously. The
rat i anal e for a number of weapons systems has simply evaporated.
Congress has recognized this and is cutting funds for weapons
production. This tritium produced at the Savannah River Plant won’t
be needed.

P1 ease see the response to Cement S-03-03 on the
But decent housing will continue to be needed. need for triti um.

How then can you justify the expenditure of huge anmunts of
money for the continuing operation of the bomb factory? The money
that is used for wages and materials i n the military industrial
complex could better be spent for wages and materials i n the human
servi ces sector.

The bomb plant should be scaled back, not geared up. The
envi ronmantal degradation that has al ready occurred should be
cl caned up, not added to by a restart.

The Savannah River P1 ant has become a hindrance rather than a
help to the people of this beautiful city in this beautiful natural
place, the savannah for fii ch the river and the city were named.
Shut down the bomb plant! Clean up the river! Help the people in
Savannah!

:1

—
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S-27

.

S-2J-02

Connnent Response

TESTIMONY OF CHERYL JAY
Chairperson

Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment
Department of Energy

Oraft Environment Impact Statement Hearings
Savannah, Georgia

May 31, 1990

Long before there were organizations such as Coastal Citizens
for a Clean Envi rontnent, the Department of Energy (DOE) ran the
Savannah River Nuclear Weapons Material Production Plant ( SRP) with
total disregard for the heal th and safety of its workers, the
envi ronment and the people of Georgia and South Carol i“a. Since the
1 ate seventies groups 1 i ke ours have been working to make the public
aware of the cavalier ‘iproducti on at any costrj attitude that the OOE
displayed which led to the complete cessation of new nuclear weapons
material production at SRP. The reactors have been shut down since
1988. The Department of Energy has no i ntenti ans of running SRP
wi thi n the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 8s guidel ines for comercial
nucl ear plants and has not even ful filled even its own safety
requi rements and yet here we are discussing restart of the decrepit
K, L, and P Reactors. The fal 1 of the Iron Curtain has not been
recognized by the OOE. The need for nucl ear weapons to deter the
“Red Peri 111 can no 1 onger be demonstrated to rational U.S.
citizens. In the 1 i ght of recent arms control talks and the cuts in
new n“cl ear weapons systems, this EIS should be addressi ng the
decommi ssioni ng of the “bomb plant,) instead of restart.

The OOE has been given taxpayers, money by Congress to clean up
the envi ronmental cesspools it has created in the name of nuclear
deterrence. The use or misuse of these envi ronmental restoration
funds needs to be scrutinized before the 00E attempts to revive the
anti quated reactors at SRp. My is 80 million dollars of clean up
money bei ng used to b“i ld a cool ing tower for the K Reactor? This
clearly is a mi sappropriation of clean up funds for weapons
producti on. OOE Secretary Watkins has stated that the 00E does not
have the technology needed to c1 ean up the nuclear weapons
facilities. Watkins will never have this technology if he continues
to divert envi ronmental restoration funds into PI utoni”m
reprocessing in Washington State and cooling towers in the
Southeast. It is apparent the the OOE is still putting production
foremost on its agenda.

Many NRC guidelines are specific to commercial power
reactor design, tiich is not equivalent to SRS
reactor design. 00E operates the SRS reactors i n
compl iance with i ts own safety cri teria, whi ch are
comparable (but not identical ) to those the NRC
aPPl >es tO comercial nuclear power facil i ties.
Both NRC and 00E have a safety philosophy on the
design, construct on, and operation of facilities.
Al so, please see the response to Cement S-01-03 on
safety oversight.

P1 ease see the response to Comment S-02-02 on waste
management and envi ronmental restorati on. Funding
is not wi thin the scope of this EIS; however, funds
for cool i rig-tower construction are not conti “ge”t on
envi ronmntal restoration funds.
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The mill ions of gallons of high 1 evel~ radioactive waste

accumulated at SRP over the 1 ast 40 years ,wi 11 take at least half
that time to be put into a more n!anageable, but no less deadly

S-27-03 gl assified form. According to the 00E figures in the draft EIS,
each year of operation of the K, L, and P ,Reactors wil 1 create
enough high level radioactive waste to extend this process by three
months or more. The glass vitrification plant has yet to process a
single drop of dangerous nuclear byproducts but w+ th the r@start Of
these reactors the process wil 1 continue ~n beyond 2010.

S-27-04

S-27-05
n

S-27-06

S-27-07

Radioactive tri ti urn seepages into the groundwater from the past
40 years of nucl ear weapons production wi 1.1 continue for uP. tO 30
years according to the draft EIS. The DOE P1 ans to again dl scharge
tri ti um into our environment with the pro~osed restart. The draft
EIS states that the Department of Energy plans to restart the aged
SRP reactors before the completion of a p~obabi 1 i sti c risk
assessment. Resumption of nuclear weapon? production must not be
al 1 owed before this basic safety procedure requi red of al 1
connnerci al facilities is ful 1 y operational .

I
I

The draft EIS proposes three al terna~: ves for the restart of
the Savannah River Plant. Speaking as chal rperson of Coastal
Ci ti zens for a Clean Environment, our membership finds Alternative
#1 , restart of the ancient SRP reactors under the OOE’S proposed
operating procedures total 1 y unacceptable e: for the envi ronmental and
human safety of this region. We would urge the DOE to follow its
own al ternative = and have the reactors i n cold standby unti 1 a
need for continued nuclear weapons production is clearl Y
demonstrated in today’s changing political cl imte.

The Oefense Waste Processing Faci 1 i ty (OWPF) , which
is scheduled to begin operation in 1992. will
convert the high-1 evel waste into an essenti ally
insoluble form not subject to envi ronmental
transfer. The associated sal tstone plant for
processing 10W-1 evel waste from high-level waste
tanks began operation i n June 1990.

P1 ease see the responses to Cements S-06-02 and
S-06-06 on radi 01 ogi cal risks and changes i n
discharge patterns.

The NRC has on] y recently (NRC Generic Letter 88-20)
requi red the comercial po”er industry to perform an
Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) for each
connnerci al reactor. This IPE can be satisfied by
the completion of a ful l-scope Level-1 PRA for
internal events, and a Containment System
Performance study, which can best be described as a
1 imited-scope Level-2 PRA. Whi 1 e the IPE is being
done, there is no requirement for the reactor to
shut down unti 1 the anal ysis is compl eted; i n fact,
a 1 i censee has 3 years i n which to complete the
IPE. Thus, hi le recognizing the usefulness of a
PRA as an analytical tool , NRC does not consider its
completion to be a prerequisite to continued
operation of a 1 i tensed power reactor.

Cormnent noted.

The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.
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S-28 STATEMENT OF WARREN kftiIPPLE
Greenpeace Action

MR. WHIPPLE: My n- is Uarren Uhi ppl e. I represent
Greenpeace Action. Gentlemen, Greenpeace feels that the 1 evel of
devastati on, the types of n!ateri als that are being produced over
there, the types of Pandorals Box that you!re sitting on at that
si te over there of things that you do not understand doesn) t even
merit discussion at this point.

You are thinking about producing materials tii ch the technology
does not exist to clean up. He understand how the DOE wrks. w
al 1 understand Aat you are charged m- th constitutional 1 y and al 1
that sort of thing, You are going to make the materials anyway if
you determine that there is a need. And that is what we would like
to focus on. That question of need.

To that end i n your ohn evi ro”mntal state~nt, i n the draft,
on page 263, you say, ,,Need for mteri als: Appe”di x A,. tii ch is

classified, ‘Vprovi des quantitative discussion of the need to produce
nuclear mterials, i ncluding impacts of determi”atio”,,a blah, bl~,
blah.

S-2W 1 It is good to know that this quantitative discussion has P1 ease see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
occurred. It would be helpful to some of us to actually know: IS need for tri ti um.
there a need? And what is this need? Are we facing a drastic
tri ti um shortage that is going to put us on the back burner of world
power? So drastic that we have to start i t up by December?

On page 1-3, you also state, ,,The potential exists that the
mat eri als requi rements CO”l d decrease i n the future due to the
change i n world geopol iti cal situation, e.g. , political strategic
a~s reduction talk treaties, potential reduction of the U.S.
technical presence i n NATO and budget constraints. A qualitative
anal ysis, 1) another one, ,,i”dicated that although the pot~tial for
S1 gnl ficant reductions to mterial req”ir=”ts ~xi~ts, it is “Ot
1 i kel y that the requirements for the near term will change
significantly. This is due to the long lead tim following
enactment of a treaty before recycled rnateri als from reti red wapons
WOU1d become avai 1 abl e. Thus, al though material requi rants m“ ght
change i n the future, the current nuclear weapons stockpile
memorandum ren!ains the basis for the analysis in this EIS.lf

,,.. ,,
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This is al 1 wonderful. He have no grounds to uhi ch to talk to
you about this. All of this material is classified. Therefore, all
h’s are 1 ef t m th is a 1 etter that a group cal 1 ed the Nucl ear Control
Institute — this is not all we are left with, but the thing that w
would 1 i ke to introduce into the record today is a 1 etter that was
put together last wsek by the Nuclear Control Institute in
Hashi ngton. It has drafted, ❑y associate, Tom Cl ements, m“11 read
it following my testiwny to keep us within your S-minute 1 imit.

I huuld si~ly like to point out some of the people Ao signed
this letter and ~re instrumental in the putting of it together:

Hans Bethe, 1967 Nobel Laureate i n physics, f o-r head of the
Theoretical Division at Los Al amos National Laboratory.

Peter Bradford is a former commissioner of the U.S. Nuclear
Regul story Comi ssi on.

William E. Colby the former di rector of Central Intelligence.

Thomas O. Oavi es, Reti red Rear Admiral , U.S. Navy, chai red the
U.S. delegations in treaty negotiations with the Soviet Union on a
co~rehensi ve n“cl ear test ban and on envi ronmental warfare.

Phil ip J. Farley, Director of Pol i tico-Nilitary Affairs at the
State Oepar&nt, fomrl y, Lleput y Oi rector of the Arms Control and
Di sarmaw”t Agency and alternate chai nnan of the U.S. SALT I
delegation.

Richard L. Garwin, a member of the President, s Science Advisory
Comni t tee under Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon.

Roswel 1 G; 1 patri c, served as Deputy Oi rector of Defense under
Presi dents Kennedy and Johnson.

Paul Leventhal, Presi dent of the Nucl ear Control Institute.

Robert HcNanura, served as Secretary of Oefense under
Presi dents Kennedy a“d Johnson and as president of the World Bank.

Stanley Resor, fo~r Secretary of the Army.

I

John B. Rhi nel ander, fo-rl y was Oeput y Legal Advisor at the
State Depart~nt and the 1 egal advisor to the SALT I del egati o“.
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Theodore Taylor, fo~rly nuclear weapons designer at Los
Alanms.

Stansf ield Turner, Reti red Admiral , U.S. Navy, former U.S.
Director of Central Intelligence.

And Cyrus Vance, former Secretary of State during the Carter
Administration.

The 1 etter pretty much speaks for itself. In the future and in
this final draft, in the Final EIS, this question wi 11 not be
resolved. Unti 1 the question of need, a need so great as to
ovetielm all the things that you have been hearing today and all
the things that you wi 11 be hearing i n Columbia and i n Aiken, this
need question wi 11 have to be addressed to expect any kind of
satisfaction or anything from us. Thank you.

n
I

t$
a.
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s-29 STATEMENT OF THOMAS CLEMENTS
Greenpeace Action

MR. CLEMENTS: My name is Tom Clements and 1 work for
Greenpeace Action and work on disarmament issues specifically y,
regarding Department of Energy pol i cy at the Savannah River
particularly.

s-29-o 1 Cheryl Jay has pointed out some spbol ism of Westinghouse Comnents noted.
symbols and logos. wel 1, SRS actually stands for Stop Restart. And
that is what I think is going to happen, that the restart is going
to be stopped. And I want to read this letter because I think i t is
quite important in what is happening right now with the strategic
arms reduction talks that are happening and the change in the world
cl i mate.

As Mr. Patterson mentioned, Alternative 3 is to terminate
operation of the three reactors and place them on cold standby. And
I predict this is going to happen because of everybody here tonight
and the changing global cl in!ate that is happening.

The letter that Warren mentioned previously was sent to
Presi dent Bush and Mi khai 1 Gorbachev on May 23rd, last week. It has
not gotten a 1 ot of attention, but as he mentioned, i t was signed by
McNamara, Cyrus Vance, Colby, ex-CIA Oi rector. And, basically, this
is al so Greenpeace’s thi nking regardi ng the producti on of tritium
and that the reactor should not be restarted.

f,oear presi,jents Bush and Gorbachev: We wi sh to Cal 1 tO YOur

attention a unique opportunity that is made possible by your
historic efforts to halt and reverse the nuclear arms race. Unless
i t is grasped promptly, however, i t is 1 i kel y to recede rapid] y.

Wi th large reductions in strategic and tactical nuclear weapons
under active considerate on, the United States and the Sovi et Union,
ei ther by agreement or by reciprocal unilateral action, have the
oPPortuni ty to avoid the further operation of 01 d, potential 1 y
unsafe nuclear reactors for production of weapons materials and to
avoi d the spendi ng of bi 11 ions on replacement reactors.
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We write i n the hope that, i n connection with the forthcoming
sumit,gt ~ich is happening right now, “you will consider steps to
real i ze such a remrkabl e achievement.

The window of opportufli ty is fast closing, however, as the
Uni ted States prepares to restart i ts weapons production reactors,
all of which have been shut down for safety reasons since June 1988,
and to construct new production reactors. A pri nci pal impetus for
these plans is the continuing production of weapons n!aterials in
Soviet military reactors during this period. Mile the Soviet side
has announced a timetable for shutdown of its production reactors by
the year 2000, this timtable is not reassuring to the U.S. side,
whi ch sees i tsel f at the disadvantage because of the i nvol untary
shutdown of i ts reactors whi le Soviet producti on conti nues.

Surely, this unrelenting race to produce yet more ingredients
for nucl ear weapons — pl utoni urn and tri ti urn — deserves serious
reexamination in the 1 i ght of the progress being made to end the
nucl ear arms race.

Unless one side or the other actual 1 y contemplates increases i n
i ts stockpi le of weapons, a credi bl e case cannot be -de for further
production of plutonium. Uith a shelf 1 i fe of thousands of years,
pl utoni”m is salvageable from reti red weapons for possible reuse i n
repl acement warheads. For the same reason, each side al ready has
acted unilateral y to halt further production of highly enriched
urani urn, the other long-l ived fissionable material , for use i n
weapons.

The issue of tri ti urn production is somewhat more complicated
because, unlike plutonium and highly enriched uranium, tritium
decays relatively rapidly — over dozens of years. Its production
must be conti nued to mai ntai n the size of a nucl ear arsenal . No
fresh tri ti um need be produced, ho”ever, i f warheads utilizing
tri ti IJm are reti red at a rate that keeps pace wi th or exceeds
tri ti um’s decay. Under those circumstances, tri tium recovered from
reti red warheads would be sufficient to replenish tritium i n the
remaini ng warheads for many years.

A key consideration, therefore, is whether there are 1 ikel y to
be agreed or unilateral reductions in nucl ear weapons in the
imedi ate future that wi 11 make addi ti onal tritium production by
ei ther side unnecessary.
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Major arms reduction initiatives are now moving forward, beyond
the progress al ready made by the INF agreement and by uni lateral
actions. A START treaty, in combi nation with budgetary 1 imi tations
on new deployments, wil 1 1 i kely reduce the U.S. and Soviet strategic
stockpiles by as much as several thousand warheads on each side.
Even more substantial reductions in strategic weapons are being
explored i n post-START discussions al ready underway.

In addition, deep reductions in tactical nucl ear weapons,
negotiated or unilateral , now appear innninent as the result of
political changes i n Euv.ape. The retirement of some 3,000 U.S.
tactical nuclear weapons and of 1 arger numbers of comparable Soviet
weapons seems possi ble as pressure builds for removal of at least
the land-based nuclear mi ssi 1 e and artillery warheads from German
territory. And growing sentiment for elimination of naval tactical
nuclear weapons eventual 1 y could lead to the reti rement of several
thousand additional warheads.

These reductions would create a sizable tri tium reserve on both
sides to sustain remining warheads and would n!ake additional
production a costly redundancy. Even now, the amount of tri ti um in
the U.S. weapons inventory is sufficient to meet tritium
requirements of 3,000 warheads for 35 years and 1,000 warheads for
more than 50 years. We assume that a similar sufficiency to
maintain an effective deterrent exists on the Soviet side.

We urge you both, therefore, to consider the desirability and
the feasibility of a cowlete nuclear weapons materials production
halt at this time. The halt need “ot await a complicated formal
agreement. It can be achieved by reciprocal uni lateral steps.

The Soviet Union need only accel crate its timetable for a
shutdown of all production reactors, effective innnediatel y or i n the
near future.

The Uni ted States need only defer plans for start-up of its
production reactors and for construction of new production reactors.

Each side could maintain a number of production reactors on
,,cold ~tand_byll ~tatus as a contingency agai nst a breakdO~ in the

ongoi ng arms reduction process.
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Such reciprocal , unilateral action could be verified
imediatel y by satell ite survei 1 lance of shut-down reactors. Talks
could begin on other verification and on-site inspection
arrangements necessary to make possible a long-term production halt.

An innnediate production halt would provide substantial domestic
and international benefits without adverse military impact. Beyond
avoi ding the continued operation of aging, potential y unsafe
production reactors and the building of costly replacements, the
superpowers cl early would be signaling their intent to forego
expansion of their nuclear arsenals and, indeed to proceed with
serious reducti ons over the next several decades. Yet, even i f the
arms-reducti on process breaks down or does not produce deep cuts
that keep pace with tri tium!s steady decay, each side wi 11 sti 11 be
i n a position to restart the production reactors held on CO1 d
stand-by and to construct new reactors, if necessary.

Conversely, missing the present opportunity to achi eve a
production halt imposes a number of risks and costs, including those
associated with continued production acti vi ties that could only feed
the nuclear arms race and inspi re other nations to fol low s“i t. We
hope, therefore, that you wil 1 expl ore this additional pathway to
peace while the present opportunity lasts.!!

That is the end of the 1 etter and we just wanted to enter this
into the record. And I will give you a copy of these materials. I
am going to be presenting forn!al testimony i n Ai ken, South Carol ins,
but as I said to begin ti th, this supports Alternative 3 to retain
the reactors on cold standby. And I would encourage any of you out
there Ao have some feelings about this issue and are not signed up
to speak pl ease to do so, To my knowl edge, al 1 of the morning
speakers, there “as nobody in favor of the Department of Energyss
position on restarting the reactors. Everybody needs to go on
record to say that.

Thank yo” very much.
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S-30 STATEMENT OF JOHN NEAL
Midland, Georgia

S-30-01
MR. NEAL: MY name is Johnny Neal and I am from Midland,

Georgia. I am opposed to the restart of all three reactors at the P1 ease see the response to Comnt S-02-02 on waste
Savannah River Site. I believe our nuclear weapons stockpile has managemnt and envi ron~ntal restorati on. .The need
far surpassed a reasonable 1evel. I bel i eve the health hazards for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
res”l ti ng from nuclear waste and radiation leaks need to be reversed.

The many jobs located at SRS needs to be redirected towards
cleaning up these heal th hazards. I am in no way for the
continuation of the production of nuclear weapons materials. Thank
yllu .
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S-31 C~TS OF TIM CNOR
hal yst, Energy Research Foundation

537 Mrden Street
Col utii a, SC 29205

(603) 256-7296, (404)

[These are Mr. Connor*s hri ttm co~nts.
stat~nt. ]

736-5106

He also =de an oral

RE: ltOE/EIS 01470,
Oraft Envi ron~tal I~ct Stat~nt
tonti nued Operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors
Savannah River Site
Ai ke”, South Carolina

tly n- is Tim Connor. 1 live at 601 NOnte SanO Ave. i“
Augusta and am a staff -r at the Energy Research Foundation, a
non-profit private foundation based i n Col u~i a, South Carolina that
is prinuri 1 y devoted to the study of nuclear capons product i on.

My conub?nts today m 11 focus primari 1y on three areas tiere I
bel i eve the draft do-t is inadequate. The three areas have to
do with the f oml ation and presentation of 1 ong-tem environmental
risks to peapl e 1 i vi ng near and domstream of the Savannah River
Plant. The gist of ny co~nts on these paints is that uhi 1 e the
doc~t contains s- interesting and useful i nf omti on i t is
nevertheless technical 1 y and philosophical 1 y flawed.

S-31-01 Before I get to that I1d 1 ike to say that I think the main flaw P1 ease see the response to co~nt S-09-01 on public
1 i es in the process itself. As one who has participated i n a fair c~nts.
nudaer of 00E-sponsored NEPA proceedings over the years I have co=
to respect the patience M kh which department officials attending
and supporting these hearings have received and responded to public
co~nt. But at the ~ tim mst of us realize that the process
itself is a charade. lhe. i ntent of the 1 aw is that these
proceedi “gs k used as a tool for good decision-making, that somehow
deci si onmakers wi 11 evenly weigh the purported benefits of operating
these plants with the real and potential environmental and public
heal th consequences.

men i t c-s to nuclear weapons plants, however, i t is clear
that the process begins ui th the decisions al ready having been
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-de. 7he seal e on *i ch our questions, co-nts, and concerns are
to be weighed is pementl y tipped to one side. Because the “need”
for nuclear mteri als is described i n the absolute terms of nati anal
security there is absolutely nothing w can present that WOU1d be
al 1owed to upset the balmce.

Unfortunate y, the 1 ogi cal extension of this policy is that
everything else has been expendable. Indeed, this is how U.S.
nuclear -apons pal i cy has given us two hi stori es. One is
written-as this document has been + tten--by the institutions that
have provided the rhetoric and mnition for the U.S. half of the
n“cl ear arms race. The other history is only now beginning to be
-i tten and beginning to get the attention i t deserves. It exists
anmng people in the Harshal 1 1s1 ands and i n Nevada and Utah tio were
unwittingly exposed to harmful 1 evels of radioactive f al 1 out from
U.S. weapons testing. It exists among people *O 1 ive downwind of
Hanford, Nashi ngton +ere for years b 1 k and other crops were
contaminated in tbe fields of Franklin County. It exists anmng
people ho 1 i ve near the Fernald, Ohio plant where neighbors of that
faci 1 i ty have had their 1 and and groundwater contaminated and where
the Energy Depa*nt recently agreed to pay $78 mi 11 i on i n
damages. It exists in other places and among other people as wel 1.

The point is, the narrw action under the discussion today—the
restart of three aging production reactors at Savannah River
P1 ant~st be viewed in the broader context of our national
experience with nuclear weapons pmducti on and testing. That
experience has taught us tw things. One is that radiation releases
from these activities can and do hurt people. The second is that
the operators of these faci 1 i ti es have often f ai 1 ed to adequately
inform and protect people ho G ght be at risk for i njury as a
res”l t of their operations. One consequence of this experience is
that citizens, now wre thsn ever, dmd and deserve a nmre
thorough and honest accounting from the Energy Oepartwnt and its
contractors about the nature of the environmental and publ i c health
risks from its operations.

It is that accounting that I m sh to address with the f 011 owi ng
three points: First, the draft EIS does not adequately portray the
true extent of off-site con~ nati on as a result of Savannah River
operations. Second, the draft wongl y contends that decisions about
risk from Savannah River operations are umral 1 y comparable to other

Please see the response to Conanent S-03-01 on the
risks to health and envi ronmental impacts. 00E
publishes an annual environmental report that
infom the p“bl ic of releases from SRS activiti es
and the doses to individuals and population groups
calculated to result from them (e. g., ~
W Environmental ReDort for 1988,
WSRC-RP-89-59-1 ). There is no evidence of any harm
to members of the Dublic as a result of these
releases, and therk is no scientific basis on which
to expect such harm.

II
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forms of risk. Thirdly, the draft wrongly implies that future risks
from Savannah River ought to be considered independent of the
accumulating risk faced by populations that have been exposed to
radiation from Savannah River Plant for nearly 40 years.

1 ) The draft EIS does not adequately portray the true extent of
of f-si te contamination that resul ts from Savannah River operations.

S-3143 Wile the draft acknowledges that people 1 i ving near Savannah
River Plant and drinking water drawn from the Savannah River are
routinely exposed to radiation from SRP operations, relatively
1 i ttle info-tion is provided describing the physical and chemical
forms of the contami nation and the ways in which radioactive
pollution reaches affected populations. From the discussion
provided in the draft EIS on this issue the reader is expected to
draw the conclusion that radiation releases from Savannah River are
unremarkable and insignificant.

n
UQ believe a mre objective and

~ thorough examination of Savannah River rel eases and their

w
accumulation in the off-site environment would show that sow

P releases are remarkable and significant and others need to be looked
at mre closel y.

S-3144 AS a convenient reference in this regard 1 ‘m going to use data
collected at 00E’s Hanford facility i n Washington state. Ha;fi:d is
the facility in the U.S. that is most like Savannah River.
plants have active and inactive reactors and both have active
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. Both are bui 1 t on major waterways
and, regrettable y, both faci 1 i ties use waste disposal methods that
contmi nate groundwater and surface water. Operations at both
facilities have, over the years, resul ted i n off-site air, soil , and
water contamination.

One major difference between Savannah River and Hanford is that
Savannah River operations include the production of radioactive
tri tium, whereas Hanford operations produce and release tri ti ~u~l y
as a byproduct of reactor and fuel reprocess og operat~ ons. ,
releases of tri tium at Savannah River on an annual basis are nmre
than 100 times that magni tude of tri tium releases from Hanford.
Another difference between the two sites is that while a thorough

S-3145 assessment of hi storical radiati on doses is underway at Hanford, no
such study has yet been initiated f ocusi ng on histori cal rel eases
from Savannah River Plant and the cun!ulati ve radiation doses
resul ting from those releases.

The EIS considers the physical and chemical for!ns of
the radioactive materials i f such factors are
significant in the dose evaluations. For exa~le,
tri tium can be present either as tri tiated water
(tritium oxide) or as triti.m gas, with different
dose conversion factors; other nucl ides can be
present as parti CU1 ates that are subject to
deposition or as gases that are not. The presence
of a radi?nu~l ide in a food substance defines its
character stl c, as does i ts appearance in sediments
of streams or rivers.

A compari son of SRS operations with those at the
Hanford Reservation is not relevant for several
reasons: Hanford has not been operated to produce
triti urn, as SRS has, and thus has less inventory
available for potential release via leaks, etc. ; the
reactors at Hanford differ i n design f ram those at
SRS, and do not use heavy water (*i ch also yields
tri tium as a contaminant) as a nmderator; and the
c1 i nutol ogi cal , hydrol og: cal , and geochemi cal
envi ronwnts are total 1 y dissimilar (Hanford is in a
desert climate receiving an average of S1 i ghtl y more
than 6 inches of rain per year; borders the Columbia
River, which has a mean flow (120,000 cfs) about 12
times that of the Savannah River; and produces no
nondesert vegetation except those that are planted
and i rrigated).

DOE has calculated both on- and of fsi te radiological
doses for a 36-year period. This information is
provided in Tables 3-13 and 3-14 in the EIS.
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Tritium: FrM what we know radioactive tritium is, by far, the
major contributor to of f-si te radiation doses from Savannah River
operations. Indeed, studies indicate that Savannah River Plant
rel eases nmre tri ti urn to the envi ron=nt than all other U.S. nuclear
~acilitie~ ~o~i”=d.l Tritium is the mst invasive of all

radionucl ides, capable of exposing people both via inhalation and
the absorption of tri tium through the skin. z

As Or. Karl Z. Mrgan, the former Oi rector of the Health
Physics Oivision at Oak Ridge .National Laboratory notes in his
comnts submitted on this draft EIS, tritium’s biological harm is
much greater than radiation protection guidel i nes-used by the
Energy Oepartwnt and other federal agenci es—currentl y
acknowledge. According to Or. Morgan, who for 20 years was chairman
of the International Comission on Radiological Protection (lCRP)
comi ttee charged with setting standards for internal radiation
exposure, laboratory evidence on. the biological harm caused by
tri tium indicates that cu~ent standards understate tritium toxicity
by as much as five times.

In 1988, all tritium releases (to soil , surface water, and air)
from Hanford were reported at just under 4,000 curies. By
covari son, annual releases from a typical 1,000 NH nuclear power

4 ~“ ,g~, Savannah River Plant repOrtedplant are about 830 curies.
the r@leaSe of 479,000 curies, mnre than 100 times Aat Hanford
rel eased that year and over 500 tiws as mch as a typical nuclear
power plant.5

The draft EIS does not well describe the degree to hi ch
tritium released from Savannah River Plant operations permeates the
surrounding envi ronwnt. The EIS doesn”t report, for ex~le, that
in 1988 tri tium in water vapor measured at the Savannah River Plant
site perimeter reached levels up to 25,000 pCi/L.6 ( 8y comparison
the EPA drinking water standard for tritium is 20,000 pCi /L. ) Other
examples:

Dr. Morgan’s current views have been considered by
authoritative national and international scje”ti f i c
comI t tees and agencl es, and have not been accepted
as val id, as evidenced by the absence of change i n
recomndations on tri tium i ntake.

Please see the response to Cownt S-31-04 on
co~arisons of oOE facil i ties.

The comparison of maxiwm measured triti”m
concentrations in atmospheric moisture with annual
average EPA co-ni ty drinki rig-water standards is
not correct, because that moisture is not ingested;
that mi sture at an average humidity of 50 percent
at 75° F would produce an ai rbor”e inhaled tri tium
concentration of about 0.3 pCi/L, which can be
compared with the 00E annual concentration guide for
inhaled tritium (as water) of 100 pCi/L.
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Drinking Water:
s-3 I -09 ● Based on the difference between upstream and downstream

measurements inflow of groundwater contaminated by Hanford
discharges doubles the concentration of tri ti um i n the Columbia
River. The wximum concentrate on of tri tium at the City of
Richlandts drinking water intake (just downstream of Hanford) in
1988 was 160 picacuries per liter (pCi/L). The mximum
concentration at the 8eaufort-Jaspef water treatment plant in 1988
was 3,980 pCi/L or 25 times higher.

● The Envi ronmntal Protection Agency regularly CO11 ects and
publishes data on tritium concentrations in U.S. drinking water
suppl ies. From quarterly data CO1 Iected i” 1988, EPA published 301
entries or about 75 entries each quarter. Of those 301 samples, 283
or 94% had tri ti “m concentrations at or below 300 pi cocuries per
, iter,8 The highest level of tritium in drinking water reported by

the EPA from 1988 was92,300 pCi/L from a sample reportedly CO11 ected
at Savannah, Georgia. I ‘m told that the City of Savannah no longer
draws domestic water from the Savannah River but that industrial
users i n the Savannah area do use water drawn from the river through
the Port Wentworth water plant.

Rainwater: Each month the EPA gathers rainwater samples at 40
to 50 1 ocati ons around th~oUni ted States. In 1988 they reported
results from 495 samples. Of those 495 samples only 10 samples
were measured at concentrations of 500 pi cocuries per 1 i ter (pCi/L)
or more. Of those 10 samples at or exceeding 500 pCi /L, five of
them were gathered at Barnwel 1, South Carol i“a. T“o were ~oI lected
i n Col umbia, South Carol i “a and one in Charlotte, North Carol ins.
(One each was CO11 ected a Niagara Fal 1s, New York and Idaho Fal 1s,
Idaho, )11 The highest concentration EPA sampled in lg88 cam ‘rem

Barn”el 1 and registered 2,100 pCi/L.

Savannah River Plant does not publicly report tri ti”m
concentrations i” rainwater i n the area that 1 ies between the plant
perimeter and the 100 miles radius. I“ rain samples collected by
SRP at the pl ant boundary i n 1988, however, tri ti um concentrate ons
i n rai n“ater averaged 1,700 pCi/L wi th readings as high as 6,700
pCi/L.12 In 1987 one rainwater sample at the site boundary
regi stered 85,000 pCi /L. The average co”centrati on of tri tium i n
rainwater at the site boundary during 1987 was reported at 4,600
pCi/L.13

Except where it provides specific responses, DOE
believes that the following comnents are anecdotal ,
and are either i rrelevant to the analyses of impacts
provided in the EIS, or are extracted from the
envi ronmental i nforn!ation sources used to prepare
(and al ready referenced in) the EIS. Al so, pl ease
see the responses to Cements S-03-01 on risks to
heal th and environmental impacts, S-05-14 on
exposure 1 imi ts, and S-31-04 on compari sons of 00E
sites.
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The Georgia Department of Natural Resources does sample
rainwater in Georgia locations beyond the Savannah River Plant
boundary but within the 100 mile radius. From 1985 to 1987 tri ti urn
concentrate ions i n rai n%ter near Savannah River PI ant were regularly
wasured in the thausands of picocuries per 1 i ter. Six samples
exceeded 10,000 pCi /L. 14

Surface Water: Sampling reported by SRP for 1988 record levels
of tri tium in Savannah River water averaging between 1,000 and 3,400
pCi/L with peaks ranging up to 11,000 PCifL. Moreover, tri tium
contribution to rainfall around Savannah River Plant appears to have
affected water quality in South Carolina’s Edi sto River +ich the
SRP envi ronwntal team uses as a control comparison for judging SRP
Contamination of the Savannah River. In 1988, according to SRP
reports, tritium concentrations in the Edisto averaged 330
picocuri es per 1 i ter with a maximum value of 750 pi cocuries per
1 i ter. In 1987, tri tium concentrations i n the Edisto IT~r averaged
410 pCi/L, with a maximm reported value of 940 pCi/L.

By co~arison the average concentration of tri tium in Colutiia PI ease see the response to Co-nt S-31-04 on
River water domstream of Hanford in 198E (even after receiving comparisons of 00E faci lities.
substantial tritium inflow from Hanf rd groundwater) was 132 pCi/L

!6with a maximum reading of 160 pCi/L. It’s also instructive to
co~are the levels of tritium found in the Edisto with those
=asured in Georgia’s Al tahama River near the Edwin Hatch nuclear
plant in southern Georgia. The nmst recent data publ i shed by the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources report that of 47 upstream
s-l es cOl lected f ram the AJ taham between Decetier 1g84 a“d
December 1987, none exceeded 300 pCi /L. 17 Of 45 samples collected
at a sampl ing point four ❑iles downstream of the Hatch nuclear

:ytt;e:,~;;: ~ ;:;;:’13
nether measured 300 pCi/L, and the

And yet, tri tium levels in the
Edisto River average wll ove~ 300 pCi/L with peaks near 1,DOO
pCi/L. This clearly suggests that tri tium from Savannah River Plant
is contaminating the Edisto watershed as well .

t4il k: Environmental monitoring by SRP contractors and the
State of Georgia offer clear evidence that tri tium is also present
in elevated levels in mi J k coJlected from dairies “ear Savannah
River Plant. Nhi le other Federal researchers say that people in the
U.S. should expect tri tium levels in milk at between 100 and 500
pCi/L, concentrations of triti um i n mi 1 k samples from dairies near
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Savannah Riv~~ Plant regularly return readings well in excess of
1,000 pCi/L.

Stronti UW89,90 i n Milk: Reported analyses of milk samples
over the years also offer strong indi cations that radioactive
strontium (SR-89,90) released from Savannah River facilities is
periodi call y contaminating milk from farms near the plant.

National data reported by EPA for 1988 (the most recent year
for which data are publ i shed) show that average 1 evels of
strontiuw89/90 in mi 1 k sampled throughout the Uni ted States run
between .4 and 2.6 pCi/L. zo In July of 1988, EPA analyzed milk in

54 North American cities for 1 evels of Sr-89,90. The average
concentration was 1.7 pCi/L with the highest level reported at 4
pCi/L.

Acoordi ng to the 1988 Savannah River envi ronmental report,
average concentrations of Sr-90 in mi 1 k producedz~rom dai ries near
Savannah River ranged between 2.3 and 4.8 pCi/L. The mximum
1 evel reported was 9.1 pCi/L Sr-90, which (for comparison purposes) EPA maximum contaminant levels (MCLS) for drinking
exceeds the EPA safe drinking water standard for Sr-90 of 8 pCi IL. water are Wua 1 averaae values (40 CFR 141.16);
It is also higher by a factor of 4 than the highest recorded compari son of _ values for other m!edi a (such
concentration of Sr-90 i n mi 1 k CO1 lected near the Hanford facil i ty as mi 1 k) to annual average MCLS for drinking water
in 1988.22 is invalid.

A review of past environmental reports dating back several
years offers more evidence implicating SRP as the source for
relatively high levels of Sr-89,90 in milk collected from dairies
near the plant. For many years SRP environmental reports have
included milk samples from a mjor milk distributor located west of
Augusta, Georgia and just beyond the 25 mile radius from the PI ant.
The Savannah River envi ro”mental team includes sampling results from
the distributorship as a control on milk sampled within the 25 mile
radi us. The attached graph plots n!aximum recorded values of Sr-90
in mi 1 k sampled since 1970 from dai ri es wi thin 25 miles of SRP and
f t-em milk sampled at the mjor mi 1 k distributorship west of Augusta,
Georgia.

A revi e“ of records since 1976 shows that in each year the
highest Sr-89,90 values have come from mi 1 k sampled wi thin the
25-mile radius and that the mximum val “e measured is invariably
double or more the mximum value reported from mi 1 k gathered from

...
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the distributorship outside the 25-mile radius. Since 1980,
envi ronwntal records publ i shed by SRP record 17 milk samples here
Sr-89,90 concentrations exceeded the EPA drinking water
concentration of 8 pCi/L. All 17 of these samples were gathered
within the 25-mile radius of SRP.

At the same time, this does not rule out the possibility that
mi 1 k sampled at the major distributorship west of Augusta is not
itself affected by fallout from Savannah River Plant. The average
concentration of Sr-89,90 in milk sampled at the Augusta
distributorship in (4.7 pCi/L) is more than double the average
concentration of Sr-89,90 that EPA measured i n the southeast region
during 1988.

Strontiuw90 i n Vegetation: From data reported i n 1988
envi ronmental moni tori ng reports 1evels of stronti u*90 i n
vegetation CO1 lected on and near the Savannah River River Plant are
between 10 and 100 times greater than levels of strontiu&90
collected near the Hanford facil i ty i n Washington state. As with
mi 1 k the data iodi cate a strong relationship p between high 1 evels of
strontium-90 and proximity to SRP.

Inconsistence es and Omissions: Generally, the EIS does “ot
adequately prov:de, the parameters and assumptions involved in
calculating rad~atjon doses from Savannah Ri ver operations.
Al though doses are reported for 1 iquid and atmosphere c pathways the
EIS provides very 1 i ttl e information on the rel ease and transport of
specific radionucl ides such as tri ti um, cobal t-60, strontiuut-90,
cesium-137, plutoniu*238, plutoniu*239, carbon-14 and iodine-129.
There’s simply no way that an independent health physicist reviewing
this document could properly evaluate the table on page 4-33 of the
EIS (which provides cal CU1 ated doses for mximum individuals and the
regional population) without such in forn!ation.

For example: to my knowledge Savannah River Plant has never
seriously considered that elevated levels of stroni uIn-90 i n mi 1 k and
vegetati on around SRP resul t from Savannah River operations. The
thinking is that i t‘s better to rely on source measurements with
envj ronmental model i ng rather than to put much stock i n the
env~ ronmental measurements themselves. By this logi c, the
strontium90 in the milk is apparently dismissed as resulting from
atmosphere c fal 1 out from nuclear weapons testing and not factored

Section 4.1.2 of the EIS describes and presents
tabulations of the expected annual releases of
radionucl ides to the atmosphere and to surface and
subsurface waters of the SRS. Chapter 3 presents
environmental data needed to assess transport, and
Section 4.1.2 identifies the NRC codes used to
calculate the doses, as does an EIS reference that
contains detai 1s of the dose methodology and
assumptions.

II
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into the radiation doses attributed to SUP. However, i f one assuws
that the continued pattern of high stmnti UM-90 i n mi 1 k CO11 ected
near SRP is related to enrissions from the plant a different picture

S-31-13 would ~rge. Given that drinking a half gallon a day of milk The 50-year effective dose comi tment from ingestion
containing 8 or more pCi/L will inflict a radiation dose of about 4 of stronti UW90 i n mi 1 k at the reported 1988 average
❑rem/y i t is hard to square this m th the cal CU1ated “maxi mm’! concentration of 3.6 pCi/L, using the NRC values for
annual dose of 1ess thm .6 ❑rem/y from al 1 SRP radi onucl ides mil k intake, would be about 0.052 mrem.
received via al 1 pathways.

Cesi UQ-137: The fate of cesi ~137 is not adequately
S-31-14 discussed. Nhil e the EIS acknowledges on page 4-28 that Savannah Please see the response to Connnent S-31-12 on

River discharges and run-off account for a four-fold increase i n the radiation doses. DOE considers anal ysis of the
concentrate on between upstream and do-stream water i n the Savannah whole fish to be conservative, because bone-seeking
River, and that this contrib”ti on results i n a .28 mrem dose to the radionucl ides, especially strontiue90, would be
‘-ire” exposed individuals, i t fails to adequately discuss the constituents of the overall measurement.
ass”~ti ons used to cal CU1 ate this exposure, such as the ass”md
concentrate on of cesi um-137 i n drinking water and ~unt consumd.
The same holds for fish cons~tion and other factors.

If one looks rnre c1 osel y at fish, for exanqIl e, one can easi 1 y
arrive at conditions-using SRP data- where exposure NOU1 d be
greater than .28 mrem. N-rous studies show that fish concentrate
radioactive cesium in their mscle tissue. For example, Columbia
River bass -l ed at Itanford in 1988 ~re ~asured as having an
average concentration of 53 pCi/kg i n mscle tissue, a concentrate on
several orders of rngni tude greater than the concentrate on of
cesium-137 measured i n Columbia River water.

Oass caught in the Savannah River adjacent to SRP during 1988
were raportad to have concentrations of CS-137 i n the+ r bodies

24 ~1 so several orders of ma9ni tuderanging from 120 to 1,200 pCi /kg,
greater concentration than CS-137 in Savannah River water.

[As an aside, it is important to point out that how one
u@asures radioactivity in fish is i~ortant because what one is
obvi OUS1 y interested in is the part of the fish that a person WOU1d
eat—the MUSC1 e. kconfi ng to Savannah River Ecology Lab studies,
Larg~uth bass acc~late cesi UM-137 in their UUSC1 e at levels 50%
higher than +&t one uoul~ find if the tile fish (including mscle)
ware assayed. In 1988. the Savannah River environmental team
chose to 1 ook at flesh (mscle) ken masuri ng for gross activity
(gross alpha and nonvol ati 1 e betas) but used the *o1 e fish tie.

,. ,. ,. ,. ,,, .,,,, ,.,
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S-31-16

nPasurf ng for cesi IJD-137, the radi onucl i de of wst concern. 26

Obviously, this results in a cansiderabl e under-reporti ng of the
actual concentrations of cesi LID-137 present in fish flesh).

If nothing else, the above mentioned SREL study emphasizes the
i~rkance of looking. The study found that 1 argemuth bass
accml ate CS-137 in their mscle at concentrate ons roughly 2.5
tires that ass- by a Nuclear Regulatory Comi ssi on (NRC) computer
code. It also reports that a la~uth bass caught in the lower
part of Steel Creek-ui thi n easy swinni ng distance of the Savannah
River i tsel f-had neasured concentrate ons of 20,100 PCi /kg i n its
WSC1 e, almost 20 ti=s the mxi-m concentrate on wasured by
s-1 ing the uhol e MY of one of only five bass CO11 ected i n 1988
in the Savannah River adjacent to SRP. A 1972 study conducted by
scientists f r09 Emry hiversi ty reported 1 evels of cesiu*137 i n
la~uth bass of 100, WO PCi /kg in creeks feeding the Savannah
~i “er-27 Seve=l lag”th bs CO1l ected from the Savannah River

by the 6eargia Oepa_t of Natural Resources in recent years have
contained concentrate OIIS of cesi -137 i $8excess of 5,000 pCi /kg,
including one =asured at 22,000 pCi/kg.

The validity of the rentarkably low ‘maximuti’ individual dose
(hi ch incl .des radiocesiun) of .5773 mr~y reported on page 4-33
of the EIS is even undermined, ironically, by a calculation provided
i n the lM SRP envi ro-tal report. The authors of this report
assume that a person consumes 25 pounds/year of Savannah River fish
containing a concentrate on of 3,400 pCi /kg. 29 The cal CU1 ated
radiation dose is just under 2 mr— re than 3 ti MS the
calculation contained i n the EIS for al 1 exposures, from al 1
path.mys, to a maxi-lly exposed individual . Obviously, if the
unlucky fisherman uere to consune, say, 50 1bs. of bass, one or two
of Ai ch happen to be visiting the river from their usual haunts on
Steel Creek or Lower Three Runs Creek, then the radiation dose COU1d
in fact be several times higher-just from cesiur@-137 in bass tissue.

Plutonium 236.239: There is also a lack of discussion about
the fate of P1 utoni IM-230 and P1 utoni UM-239 released by the

The value of 3,400 pCi /kg represents the maximum
concentration detected (in a single eel ) in any of
the 210 fish sampled. The mximum uasured in a
bass sampled adjacent to the Site was 1,200 pCi /kg
(average of 490 pCi/kg). Of the 52 fish caught
innnediatel y adjacent to the Si te, the average
concentration of cesi UM-137 was about 350 pCi/kg,
and the average concentrate on of cesi UM-137 i n al 1
fish sampled from the Savannah River at or below the
SRS was about 300 pCi/kg (Savannah River Site
Envi ronmental Report for 198 8, MSRC-RP-89-59-1 )
The consumption of 25 pounds in a year of eels at
the maximum concentration measured in 1988 is
considered unreasonable e, even for the “mximum
individual .”

The potential for exposure to plutoni urn is assessed
by means of the airborne activity moni tori ng program
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S-31-17

S-31-18

reprocessing of reactor fuels at Savannah River. The fact that and the doses to members of the public calculated to
releases of pluto”iu~238 and plutoniu~239 from SRP were resul ti ng result from these releases. The average and maximum
in measurable levels of plutonium in the of fsi te envi ronment was i ndi vidual doses are reported in the Annual
documented from a 1975 survg. conducted by researchers at the Enwi ronmental Reports; in 1988, the wximum dose
Savannah River Ecology Lab. JU This ~henomenon aPPears tO be

continuing. Here again, comparison with Hanford is worthwhi le.
Studies done at Hanford have also shown that piutoni um from Hanford
reprocessing facilities is discernible in soil samples gathered
off site. III 1988 reported releases of PI utoni UW238 and
pl utoniu*239 at Savannah River were 20 and 3 times higher
respective] y than rel eases from Hanford reprocessing faci 1 i ties.
Straightforward comparisons of plutoni urn isotopes in air between
Savannah River and Hanford out to 25 mi 1 es away from the faci 1 i ti es
show levels at Savannah River several times greater than those
measured at and around Hanford.

Unfortunately, i t does not appear as though any program has
existed or exists now at Savannah River to assess the exposure (via
inhalation of respi rable plutonium particles into 1 ungs and/or
deposition in bone) to the off-site population as a result of these
discharges.

Iodine-129, Carbon-14: Iodine 129 (half-life 16 million years)
an extremely 1 ong-1 i ved radionucl ide whi ch concentrates in the human
thyroid gland is reported to be the second largest contri b“tor
(after tritium) to off-site radiation doses attributable to Savannah
River air ~mi*~io”s.31 yet, there is no program at Savannah River

that regularly assesses the fate of I-129 in the environment from
SRP and its concentration in the environment relative to reported
releases.

Carbon-14 is another long-lived radi onucl ide (half-1 i fe 5,730
years) that is released in great amounts f ram SRP (24 Ci/year versus
5 Ci at Hanford in 1988) but which is not monitored adequately in
the environment. One would expect, given the relatively large
amounts of carbon-14 released (the draft EIS forcasts a“..al
releases of just ““der 70 Ci with restart of the P, K, and L
reactors] that moni taring for i t would receive a high priori ty.
Yet—as with I-129—-the most recent e“vi ronmental report for SRP
fails to report levels of C-14 in milk, food, drinking water, fish
and other aquatic organisms, mmls, rainwater, soil , vegetation,
or air.

from these nucl ides was about 0.005 mrem (S. va”nah
River Site Environmental Regort for 1988,
wSRC-RP-89-59-1 ) .

the resoonse to Comment S-31-16 onPlease see
plutonium. Concentrations of iodine-129 are too
sml 1 to be detected i n the ai r sampl i ng program; i n
1988, the maximum individual dose from this nuclide
was calculated to be O .065 mrem (WSRC, 1989)

See the response to Cormnent S-31-16 on plutonium.
Concentrations of carbon-14 are too smal 1 to be
detected in the air sampling program; in 1988, the
maximum indi vidual dose from this nucl ide was
calculated to be 0.014 mrem (WSRC, 1989).
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Comnt

Finally, i t is clear that estin!ates in the draft EIS are
primri 1 y bui 1 t on assumptions loaded into a computer model . Yet,
clearly, annual radiation release records and projections are
insufficient without an environmental nmni toring program which can
serye to audit predictions rendered by computer mdels for
envl ronuiental concentrations and human exposure.

Fomr Savannah River Plant waste manager Bi 11 Lawless has
testified that a 1982 test of atmospheric dispersion from a release
of radioactive krypton gas at Savannah River Plant resulted i n the
f indi rig-contrary to what the models predi cted—that the radioactive
plum was sti 11 intact as it passed over Fayetteville, North
Carol i na some 200 miles downwind of the release point. 32 The point
is not only that the 80 kilometer (50 miles) radius used i n the EIS
is arbitrary but does not i n any sense bound the radiological impact
on the envi ronwnt from Savannah River operations. As noted above
tri tium rain-out may be significantly affecting the quality of
surface waters al ong a path that incl udes Columbia, S.C. a major
population center which 1 ies just beyond the 80 km radius. To our
knowledge Savannah River Plant has yet to do a thorough study of
concentrations of radioactive tritium to assess concentrations of
tritium in rainfall at various distances beyond the Savannah River
boundary.

2) The draft wrongly contends that risks from Savannah River The EIS does not make moral comparisons of various
operations are morally comparable to other forms of personal and forms of risk. The purpose of the comparison of SRS
population risks. radiation with background radiation is merely to

On page 3-47 of the draft EIS i t is stated: “The release of
provide the public with a natural “yardstick” for
perspective.

radioactive ty to the envi ronment from any nuclear facility is a
signi fi cant and sensitive issue for onsi te workers and the publ ic.
Because there are many other sources of radiation in the human
environment, i t is important to evaluate radioactive releases from
nuclear facilities in the context of al 1 ionizing radiation to Ai ch
people are routinely exposed. ” (emphasis added)

The text then goes on to compare radiation released from SRP to
radiation that al ready exists i n the envi ronuient. Also on page
*121 the draft gives us a prosaic presentation of “Comon Ri sks’i
complete with a table that includes things 1 i ke being a race car
driver, drinking two beers a day, 1 iving with a smoker, taking one
airplane flight a year, skydiving, and eating one charcoaled steak.
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Although the table does include an estimate of 1 ifetime risk
associated with 1 iving near a nuclear reactor, the impl ied

S-31 -20 compari son is i rrelevant when one considers how much nmre radiation Individual doses from SRS operations meet the same
is routinely released to the envi ronment from a large, unl i tensed NRC criteria for maintaining effluents as low as
nuclear weapons complex 1 i ke Savannah River Plant as compared to the reasonably achievable ( 10 CFR 50, Appendix 1) , as do
relatively wdest radiation discharges of a connnerci al power reactor. connnercial nuclear po”erplants.

S-31 -21

Moreover, al 1 the examples provided—i ncluding the compari sons
to natural radiation and other sources of radiati on—have one thing
i n cOnmIon: Savannah River operations are not responsible for them.
Savannah River operations are responsible for the radioactive ty and
other contami nants they put into the envi ro”ment. Mother Nature,
however dangerous she can be at times, i s incapable of moral acts.
It is true that cosmic rays, radon gas, a“d the presence of
natural 1 y occurri ng radi onucl ides do exi st in the envi ronment. It
is also true, as epidemiologist Or. Al ice Stewart’s work i n Engl and
has shown, that there is a correlation bet”een ‘Ibackgrou”d,,
radioacti vi ty and cancer incidence, just as science predi cts there
should be. The difference is that natural radiation has nothing at
al 1 to do with the vital public pol icy question that this draft EIS
is supposed to address.

A correlation of natural background dose rates and
gross cancer mortal ity rates i n the Uni ted States on
a state-by-state basis indi cates an i nverse
relationship p; that is, as natural background rates
increase, gross cancer mortal i ty rates decl inc.

In the opinion of this reviewer the 81importance18 that the
authors of the EIS attach to comparing SRP radiation with background
radiation has only to do with a public relations exercise. It is a
convenient juxtaposition which, in this context, evades the central
point—a decision to go ahead with reactor restart at Savannah River
involves a conscious decision to add to the radiation exposure and
heal th risk of the people who< 11 be exposed. The only technical
“eight to the presentati on is that whatever the heal th dan!age caused

s-3 1-22 by future SRP radiation releases i t wil 1 be very di ffi CU1 t (barring The comment correctly observes that the heal th
an accident 1 i ke the one at Chernobyl ) to discern SRP induced damage, i f any, res.1 ti ng from con,ti n.ed SRS
cancers and bi rth defects from those caused by background radi ation operations will be undiscernible. SRS wi 11 continue
or other envi ronwntal factors. That’s the only “importanceno of i ts efforts to reduce i ts releases even further as
such a compari son. The point is, even if the harm is not technology and economics permit. Also, see the
l!ob~ervabl e,, i” the 1 j ~ht of other causes, this does not release the response to Comanent S-05-07 on the Chernobyl
deci si on-mkers and the operators of Savannah River Plant from the accident and SRS reactors.
responsibi 1 i ty for that harm.

One final note, it is inappropriate in this EIS—Aich involves
a decision on whether or not SRP reactors should resum operating to
produce tri tium and pl utoni urn for nuclear “capons and other
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aPpl i C?ti ons—to. add the radioactive contribution from the Vogtle
El ectrl c Generatl ng Plant (VEGP) to those of SRP. The risk benefit
equations for nuclear weapons and nuclear power have vastly

S-31-23 different PO1 itical and moral qual i ties. To add the two together
obscures rather than clarifies the issues of public pol i CY involved
wi th the proposed restart of the SRP reactors. Indeed, one could
argue that the better comparison would have been to distinguish
Vogtlels radiation contribution (due to nuclear electricity
producti on) from that of Savannah River weapons material production
and the radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons testing (which
after contains Savannah River produced material coming back to visit
the area in the form of long-lived acti nides and fission products).

S-31-24 3) The draft fails to acknowledge that the risks posed by
future operations at Savannah River cannot be separated from the
accumulate ng risk to people who’ve been exposed to radiation
rel eases from Savannah River for over three decades.

A significant omission in the draft EIs discussion of radiation
risk is a discussion of radiation doses received to date to the

S-31-25 off-site population as a result of Savannah River operations. What
science tells us about low-level radiation is that i t has a
cumulative effect in so far as risk is concerned.

S-31-26

An exantple vm”ld be the unlucky fisherman who is fond of
1 argemouth bass he happens to catch in the Savannah River near
Savannah River Plant. The cesiuw137 he ingests through eating the
flesh of a fish he catches next year wil 1 be added to the cesiu~137
retained in his body from past consumption of fish, Moreover, for
the purposes of figuring his risk of cancer, the radiation dose he
re’eives from future dining on these fish wi 11 be added to the
radi ation dose he has al ready received from cesiu+137 in his
body_a portion of tiich is eliminated over time. The same is trUe
of al 1 other radionucl ides released from SRP including even those
1 i ke krypton45 (hal f-1 ife 10.7 years) and argon-.4l which, though
not readily absorbed into the body, do infl i ct a radiation dose to
the whole body. There is, in a sense, an existing bank (ideally
measurable in terms of individual as well as whole population dose)
of radiation exposure that long-term residents of the Central
Savannah River Area and others further downwind have received as a
result of more than 35 years of Savannah River Plant operations.

Council of Environmental Qua] i ty guidance (40 CFR
1500-1508) requires OOE to evaluate the cumulative
effects of the operation of similar faci 1 i ties on
the environment and the public heal th.

Please see the response to Cononent S-03-01 on health
risk.

Please see the response to Comnt S-I 1-01 on
cumulative impacts from past and present operation
at SRS.

Cesium-137 has a biological hal f-1 ife in the body of
about 110 days. One year after its ingestion, only
about 10 percent of the original cesiuw137 would
remain in the body; after 2 years, 1 percent would
remain.
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S-31 -27

S-31 -29

A useful analogy is to a person tio has been 1 iving with a
smoker for 35 years. If you were to try to estimate that person’s
risk of disease from living with the smoker it would be a highly
misleading assumption to consider only the exposure to smoke
received from now on. Obviously, a nmre appropriate assessment of
risk would begin with the fact that the person has been breathing
second hand smoke for 35 years. The saw is true in trying to
assess radiation risk attributable to 1 iving near or domstream from
Savannah River P1 ant.

Unfortunate y, a thorough dose reconstruction effort to assess
the CO11 ective dose received to the off-site population has not yet
been attempted at Savannah River. Uhat is attempted, instead, is
the misleading exercise of trying to predict health risks based on
single year emi ssions (the method employed in each year, s
envi ronmental monitoring report from SRP) or, as i n the case of this
draft EIS, to try to calculate it on the assumption that everybody
starts “ith a clean slate of exposure upon the date the proposed
acti on—reactor restart+ ccurs.

A dose reconstruction effort of the sort requi red is underway
at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. Moreover, the recent
reconnnendatio”s of the Secretarial Panel for the Eval nation of
Epidemiologic Research Activities (SPEERA) offer a new mandate for
projects 1 i ke dose reconstruction to proceed in an open and
independent mnner at other U.S. DOE faci 1 i ties 1 i ke SRP. Only tien
such a study is completed wi 11 people who 1 ive downwind and
downstream from Savannah River have at least a better chance of
knowing what the c“wlative risks really are. The very fact that “O
such information exists today from a credible source undermines the
credi bi 1 i ty of the draft EIS, thus compl i ~ating the i SS”e of ~ether
the SRP reactors and their support faci 1 i ti es should be operated in
the Future.

4) Addi tional Comnents:

A) P. 1-3 I’The current NWSM whl ch was BD roved bv Presid&
Reaaan on January 19, 1989 authori zes weaDon bui lds and reti rements
khro uah Fiscal Year 1994. It also Drovi des a Droiectio” of materi ~
reaui rements for the FY 1995-1999 De riod. 1ss uance of the 1990-1995
NWSM has bee” del~. but ,s exD&ed 10 the -r futur~ ,,

Please see the response to Conunent S-03-01 on health
effects from past and continuing operations at SRS.

The. dose reconstruct on effort underway at the
Hanford Reservation is directed at a 1 imi ted period
of tima early in that plant fs operating hi story
during which releases were much higher than any mde
subsequent y. SRS has no such early hi story, as
indicated in Section 3.7 (Tables 3-13 and 3-14).
Appendix B of the EIS discusses epidemi ologi cal
studies.

See the response to Cement S-03-03 on the need for
tri tium, and the new NWSM.
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Obviously the current Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum
that is driving the “need” for reactor restart is obsolete. It
should be considered inval id as the basis for roving ahead with any
urgency on SRP reactor restart. Wreover, there is no longer (if
there ever was) any rational basis for a c1 assi fied appendix on the
need for nuclear materials production. This practi ce is not
necessary for national security and undermines our system of publ i c
accountabi 1 ity for government deci sionmaking.

s-3 I -30 B) P. 2-4 of the draft defines the “no action” alternative
as” restart of the SRP reactors. This is nonsense.

S-31-31

S-31-32

C) P. 2-16 “The followi na groiects and eval uatians to
-e o erall fire or~o-iOn at e~v
reac to r before nwtion of production: ‘Camoletion of a saf?

that ~ safe ~
moa inale c red ible fire. ”

The use of scientific analysis to purposely demonstrate
anything is sinqIl y wrong-headed. The analysis should test the
system, period, not be part of the plan to functional y acquire safe
shutdown capability. 00E science has always been clouded by the
political need to deamnstrate things that are often unavailable
through objective inquiry and anal ysis. This is one of the reasons
the agency has a credibility problem that is probably unredeen!able.

O) P. 2-26 “Periodic Duraina of the disas sembl v-basin water
is nm~e the ra~u re b aDer~
frora the accumu lation 0 f radioactive c;htaminants. ” Da rti’ilirly

the ~er nur>f I catutnnot r- v
svste m.. ..00E has advis h hCd t e Sout Carol ina Deoartwnt o ea tfHlh
~) that the SRS MS to ~

NPDES) Dermits for
mrae of di~

,,
&titi. PO1 lution Oi scharae El imination Svstem (

The problem here is that SRP is long overdue in finding a
solution to the use of seepage basins for the disposal of
radioactive y contaminated 1 iquids. Federal orders to eliminate the
discharge of 1 iq.id radioactive waste to th ground date back to 1973
(AEC 0511, supplanted by DOE 5820.2 in 1984) and yet SRP sti 11 has
not developed a way to remove triti”m from di sassembl y basin water
that is purged to a seepage basin. Now, for sam reason, the

Section 2.1 and the Sumry of the EIS define the
no-action al ternative as conti nued operation, not
restart.

The terms used i n this description are those defined
in NRC fire protection requirements ( 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R).

Please see the responses to Comnents S-06-03 and
S-06-05 on the levels of tri ti.m in the Savannah
River. Section 4.5.3 of the EIS discusses options
for tritium removal
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& S-31-33

S-31-34

solution to the probl ~ is actual 1 y to make i t worse. Rather than
discharging the tri ti =on&inated uater to a seepage basin, the
proposal offered in this EIS is to discharge it directly to a
surface streim thus increasing the anuunt of tri ti m released to the
off-site envi-nt by 5,400 Curies per year or nearly 50%.33

This may be an ingenious -y to cm into compliance (finally)
with 5820.2 but clearly the intent of the order was for treatment
systa other than soi 1 disposal that WU1 d 1 essen rather than
increase the radiation exposure to & public. mat, then, is the
justification for the proposed direct discharge?

The fact is both practices (seepage basin use and direct
di scba~) are -ong and should be eliminated. One purpose of thi. s
EIS should have been to consider al temati ves to seepage basi” use
that do not include adding to the radiation dose to be received by
workers and the public.

E) P. 2-S2, ‘OOE will Colm let. the first mior mrtio” of
fhe - bfore the

if
res~t Oroductl on u and b exoeri mental

P— is but
in

under -v. to 1 anneal for CO= 1 eti on before the
resuwt ion of Drcduct ion: its DurOOse 1s to de vel OD more information
-ut e l~nts of severe acci~t beb avi or that are soeci f i c to the

on . .

00E should have cql etad these analyses before issuing a
draft Envi — tdl I+ct Staten?nt on restart.

F) P. 4-19, ‘Contani nants that
beneat h the SRS

mi aht reach amundnater
WU1 d not reach of fsi te sc.”rces. 0

This is ahviously not true as applies to drinking water. As
the EIS itself doc~ts. part of the radiation dose received by
downstream users c-s f mm groundmter that is contaminated from
SRP o~rati ons and Ai ch migrates to surface streams f ceding the
Savannah River. As for contamination -vi ng of fsi te to gro”ndwater
sources of drinking rnter. there has been concern (since the 1987
docmt referenced) that contamination from the SRP M-Area is
indeed ❑i grati ng to~rd off si te -l 1s.

The Severe Acci dent Assessment Program is a
lon~term research effort similar to the continuing
research programs being conducted by the nucl ear
power industry.

In response to this comnt, the stat~nt in
Section 4.1.2 has been corrected to note that no
radial ogi cal contaminants i n groundwater beneath SRS
w.ld reach of fsi te groundwater sources.
Nonradioactive groundwater contami nat i o“ in M-Area
is being controlled by pumping and rennsval as part
of a remediation program.

,.,.,., ,,,,, .,,., ,,.,,. ,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,..,, .,, .,... ,,, ,,, ,,..,, ,,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,.,
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rices
Based on annual reported releases of tri t i urn from Savannah River

(479,000 curies in 1-, the mst recent year for hi ch records are
avai 1 abl e) and studies of releases from U.S. nuclear reactors as
reported i n Nati oml Counci 1 on Radiation Protection and
&asur=ts (NCRP) Report No. 62, .!T~i ti “m i” the Envi ronment. ”

“%RP=62, P.45
%r. Karl Z. Norgan, Cements on the Nay 1990 Oraft Envi ron~ntal
Imact Stat-t Reganling -ration of the K, L, and P Reactors at
Savannah River P1 ant, P.O.
%RP Report No. 62, p. 12. Figure is f;;raap~p~~zedi~~=ter
reactor using boric acid i n derator.
reactor the tri ti IM release is about 63 Ci /yr.
5AI t~o”gh ~ f ~rd d~k “Ot deliberately produce tri ti ~ ~ n the ~Y

that Savannah River does. substantial amounts of tri ti urn are
rel easd to the atumsphere duri n9 nuclear fuel reprocess n9 at the
Nan ford PUREX. In addition groundwater contamination f rmu 1 i qui d
discharges to soi 1 f w bath fuel reprocess ng and reactor
operations f 1 ows into the Coltiia River Were i t increases tri ti,um

kRC-RP-89-59-1, ~ River ~ for lti.
oncentrations in the river by about 100%.

vol. z, p. 33. ”
71fanf onf-5avannah River c~ari sons are drawn f ram data publ i shed
i n NSRC-RP-69-5%1, Savannah River Sit e Environmental ReDort fo
m. and FnL-6025 Ifanford Site Envi mnmental ReDort fOr Ca~endlr
~rlw.

OVI ronmental Radiation oata Reports 53, 54, 55. and 56 publ i shed
bet~en SeptAer 1* and June 1909. U.S. Envi ron-ntal Protection
~ency, Office of Radiation Programs.
9EPA 520/5-09-011, Envi romtal Radiation Oata, Report 55, U.S.
Envi ronmenkal Protecti@ ~cy, Office of Radiation Programs, Narch
;p9. Page 24.

E.., ronmtal Radiation Oata Reports 53, 54, 55, and 56 publ i shed
between Septder 1906 and June 1989. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Off ice of Radiation Programs. Heasurmnts of tri ti urn i n
rai nuater are S1 ightl y higher i n tri ti um concentrate ons than
drinking water. This is probably due to the fact that drinking
water even from lakes and rivers includes water that comes from deep
a ui f ers where i t is 1 ess VU1 nerabl e to contami nati on.
1? Idaho Fal 1s is the headquarters for the Department of Energy’s
Idaho National Engi neeri n9 Laboratory, home to a 1arge nucl ear fuels
renrocessi na 01 ant.
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13DPSPU-88-30-1 , Savannah River Plant Environmental ReDort for 1987,
Vol. 2, p. 381.
14Georgia Oepartme”t of Natural Resources Environmental prOtecti On

Oivision, Environmental Radiation Surveillance Regort 1985-1987,
7$ c-19-22.

OPSPU-88-30-1 , Savannah River Plant Envi ronmental ReDo rt for 1987,
vol. 2, D. 99.
16WSRC-Rp-8g_5g-I, Savannah River Sit@ Environmental Reoort for
~, Vol. 2, P. 61 and PNL-6825 Hanford Site Environmental ReDOrt
for Calendar Year 1988, p. C.8.

7Georgia Department of Natural Resources Environmental Protection
Oivi sion, Environmental Radiation Surveillance ReDo rt 1985 -1987,
0. A-14.
181810, p. A-15.
19J. C. Orobinski Z Jr. , P.J. Magno and .4. S. Goldin, u.S. Department
of Heal th Educat>on and Welfare. Plutonium. Tri ti um and Carbon-14 in
Man and the 8iosD here. And USRC-RP-89-59-1 , Sa vannah Ri ver Si t?
Environmental Reoo rt for 198Q, Vol . 2, p. 452. And Georgia
Department of Natural Resources Environmental Protection Division.

3. C-16-18.Environmental Radiation Survei 11 ante Renort 1985 -1987, I
‘“EPA Reports 53-56 report composite values of samples by the ten
EPA regions except in Report #55 which reports values coi 1 ected from
mi 1 k samoles i n 54 ci ti es nationwide.

21 wSRC-RP-89-59-1 , Savannah River Site Envi ronmental ReDOrt for
p, vol. 2, p. 452.

PNL-6825 Hanford Site Environmental Reoort for Calendar Year 1988,
ql C,12.

Resu 1 ts compared are from wSRC-RP-89-59-1 , Savannah River Si t?
E.vi ronmental ReDort for 198Q, Vol . 2, p. 453 and PNL-6825 Hanford
Si te Envi ronmental Reoort for Ca lendar Year 1988, p. C.13.

4WSRC-RP-89-59-1 , &vannah River Site Environmental &Ort for
~, vol. 2, p. 474.
‘5 CS-137 Concentration Factor for Savannah River Fish, J.8. Gladden
memo to M.H. Smith, Savannah River Ecology Lab, February 12, 1982,
Table 2.
26 WSRC-RP-89-59-1 , Savannah River Site Envi ronmental ReDOrt for
1988, Vol. 2, Table 7-1.
-~ ream in South

arol ina, Oonal d J. Shure and Marlin R. Gottschalk, Departw”t of
8iology, Emory University.
28 Georgia Department of Natural Resources Envi ronmental Protection
Division, Environmental Radiation Survei 11 ante Report 1985-1987,
p. C-12, C-13.

Response
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29WSRC-RP-89-59-I ; ,? vannah River Si te Envi ronmnta 1 Reoo rt for
~, vol. l,p. .
SURelatiO”~hi~~ AnlOna Plutonium Contents o f so il . Vegetation and
Ani~ls c011ect4 on and .Adifcent tO an I}teorated Nuclear Cowl ex
i n the Humid Southeastern Um t@d States 0 by
H.R. McLendon, O.li. Stewart, A.L. Boni , J.C. Corey, K.W. McLeod and
J.E. Pi rider, IAEA-SW-199/B5.
31 WSRC-RP-89-1, Savannah River Site Envi ro nn!.ental Reoort for 19

32Te~ti~”y of Wil 1 ia F. Lawless, January 9, 1964.

M.
vol. 1. D. 39.

Aiken, S.C.

33Draf t EIS at page 4-26.

Hr. Connor later submitted the attached chart as an addendum to his
written coimnents.
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S-32 STATEMENT OF MOSES TODD
Augusta, Georgia

S-32-O 1 MR. TODD: Yes, sir. My name is Moses Todd. I SM a private Comments noted.
citizen represent ng myself. I reside at 2530 Gray Friar Lane i“
Augusta, Georgia. I am a mtier of Local 150, Augusta, Georgia,
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters Local I work at SRS, $ava”nah River
Plant Site. And 1 ‘m an employee of H. K. Ferguson which is the
mechani cal contractor there.

I would 1 i ke to connnent on a couple of things. One being the
envi ronmsntal impact of the SRS. The other is the upgrades since
I ‘ve been there in two years. And I have worked at other nuclear
facilities. And the need — and I’m not an expert as far as the
need goes, and the other is the social economical state of the
minori ty cornnwnity and why we are in that state.

I ~11 start with the social economical state of the minority
consnunlty. The minority comnunity is in the condition that it is in
today because the n!ajori ty comuni ty is not wi 11 ing to share the
economical and political pie with the minority comunity.

We can go back before big defense spending, nuclear power and
the economical condition of the minority consnuni ty historical 1 y has
been the same. And i t has kind of disturbed me that one would use
this as a ploy to justify cutbacks in defense.

The other area that I would 1 i ke to address is the safety of
SRS. 1 work there. I work there everyday for twa years. My “i fe
had worked there everyday going on six years. We have a 5-year old
that she carri @d on that site 9 months. Hets a heal thy 5-year old.
There is hunters that come up there and hunt on SRS, not just
employees, but individuals that 1 ive around the plant. There is
individuals that fish around the plant. There is no evidence to my
knowl edge, and we have heard al 1 the figures, but we don, t know what
they wan, you know, the am”nts of tri ti um. 11 m no expert ths.t.e,
either. But I do know that there is hundreds of tho”sa”ds of
individuals 1 ives around SRS, work there, 1 ive there, those that
have never worked there. They retire there. They raise their
fami 1 ies there and I“m not saying that there is not radiation there,
where i t come f rem, l-m not expert there. But 1 am saying is that
the death rate around SRS as far as cancer deaths, et cetera, is no
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greater than dow river or up river or basi cal 1 y anywhere else to my
knowledge in the southeast. You know, we were told that Chernobyl
would have an effect on us here in the Uni ted States as far as
rainfal 1 go, et cetera. 1 don’t know. I ‘m no expert there either.
You know, i f we have triti um as has been stated, then there is a
possibility that some of it come from SRS. There is a possibility
that some of i t come from other places, 1 i ke Chernobyl , 1 i ke Three
Mile Island.

I worked at Plant Vogtle at Waynesboro, Georgia, a nuclear
operation. Comparing post-shutdown with comrcial , probably there
would be somethi ng 1 i ke i t, but if 1 ‘m comparing present conditions
at SRS and upgrades with comerc ial , then I would say that we are
very close to being at this point here conrnercial is. We don’t
have NRC. That 1s true. But we have the Atomic Energy Comni ssi on
and other agencies that regulate us.

I would 1 i ke to comnd Greenpeace for its work that i t has
done in the area of saving the *ales and other work. But somhow I
feel that Greenpeace possibly is out of its league, 1 ike perhaps I
am, as far as nuclear weapons go. 1 rely on our senior senator,
Senator Sam Nunn as far as the need for nuclear capabi 1 i ty. But I
wil 1 say that conrnon sense tells me that I should never trust
coinnunists. Comn sense tells me that I should never trust
approxi-tely a bi 11 ion or more Chinese over there and fold our
nuclear weapons capabil ity. Co-n sense tells me that we should
never be in the predicament that we’ re in, post-dropping the bomb in
world War II, where we have got to mabil ize and possibly lose
hundreds of thousands of men. Vietnam sense tells me, and 1 served
i n Vietnam, not in the Vietnam era, but i n Vietnam, Da Nang, Cameron
Bay, et cetera, that we should never put ourselves i n a weak
position as far as our capabi 1 i ties go to defend ourselves.

And I would like to think of the SRS, you know the SRS symbol
to stand for Start Restart. I feel that we are safe with the
reactors there now. We have worked several thousand individuals for
two to three years getting ready for the restart, looking at every
aspect of the reactor and its operation, writing procedures and
overhaul ing the whole operation at SRS. And, yes, some of this was
done because of outside pressure from some organizations that’s here
today. Some of i t was done because of state and federal pressures
from our own state and local government and Federal government. But

Response

,,,,, ,,,, ,, ,, ,,,., ,, ,,,.,. ,,,,, ,. ,, ., ,,,, ,..,, ,,,,,, ,,,, ,,,.,,., ,,,,, ,,,,
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I feel that we are 100 percent better off today, three years 1ater,
than we wre at the ti - that the reactors shut down. hd I‘ ❑ i n
support of the restart of the reactors at SRS unti 1 we can put the
new production reactor onl inc. Theo, at that point, I would hope
that w COU1d shut dohn K-, L-, and P-Reactors at SRS and meet our
capabi I i ti es or our needs m th the new production reactor. Thank
you .
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s-33 STATEMENT OF PATTtICIA TDUSIGHANT
Hi 1 ton Head 1s1 and

South Carol i na

S-33-01

HS. TOIJSIGHANT: ?IY name is Patricia Tousignant. And I 1 ive at
4 Oeerf i el d Road, Hi 1 ton Head 1s1 and. South Carolina. I appreciate
this opportunity to present my views on the scheduled restart of the
Savannah River Site reactors.

I oppose the restart of these aging reactors because of a wide
range of phi 1 osophi cal, budgetary and environmental concerns. I am
heartened that there appears to be a new and i ntel 1 i gent approach to
the Department of Energy’s handling of its entire nuclear boa
complex under Energy Secretary .Tames Hatki ns.

MY prayer is that this is a real substantive change at the DOE,
not just a cheap political rheton” c or public relations because the
00E oversees the most hazardous undertakings i n the uorl d.

Just two days ago, May 29th, 1990, the Island Packet, our
newspaper on Hi 1 ton Head 1s1 and publ i shed my vim on the SRS i n a
guest conunentary CO1um. Though I was not at home yesterday, no
1 ess than 10 people made the effort to contact me and encourage my
part i ci pati on. today. These people represented some elected and
appo~ nt~d off I c1 als ~d ?1 so persons belonging to our Mater
ComI SSI on, P1 an Cam SSI on, and other church and civic groups.
P1 ease be aware that they wish w to speak for them.

O“r concerns are: (1) accountabi 1 i ty. Our national security
depends upon accountabi 1 i t y to the public at 1 arge and oversight by
our elected and appointed off i ci als. The secretive and independent
00E has the reputation of thumbing its nose at the very people i t is
supposed to protect. The public perception is one of my moni ed
and invested interests who consider weapons production as a national
religious sacr-nt aided and abetted by an army of bureaucrats and
employees hose 1 ivel i hoods depend upon an ever growing scientific
and mi 1 i tary brotherhood perpetuate ng itself forever.

The public also considers most defenders as Dr. Strangel ove
types, f o$used on their om paranoid agendas. I realize t.his is
unflattering to you gentle~n. Sorry.

Secretary of Energy Hatki ns has devised a 10-point
initiative to “.. chart a new course for the
Department toward f ul 1 accountabi 1 i t y i n the areas
of envi ronrnent, safety, and health. These measures
are essential to demonstrate that DOE is comi tted
to cowl yi ng ui th the nati on’s envi ron=ntal 1aws
and is capable of discharging its many
responsi bi 1 i ti es tii ch include protecting public
heal th and saf et y... to help restore public
credibility in the Oepar&nt’s ability to safely
operate its unique defense, research, and test
facilities.. .to help find a new way of successful y
integrating the Departmnt’s national security

,,,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,,.,,,,,,,, ... ,,,,,, ., .,,,,,,.., ,,,,, ,,, ,, ,,, .,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,
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May 1 remind you that hen our diplomats talk across su~i t
tables wi th our enemi es, we constantly demnd “veri f i cation of any
agreements. ” we, the public, want to know what is going on at the
OOE. We feel we have no “verification” from any trusted source so
that we can oversee the real state of these plants, their
operations, their safety, and the envi ronmental impact they have on
everyone’s personal security.

He are aware that we sti 11 await the technology and
understanding of how to deal with the radioactive HaSteS which wi 11
plague our beleaguered planet, its children, and creatures for
centuries to come.

S-33-02 Second in our concerns, we question the mission of this project
of producing more bomb-grade plutonium and tri tium at a time without
precedent in the hi story of mankind. It is a changing world. We

y
question the menace of the byproducts and wastes which contaminate
not onl y the plant si te, but the connnuni ties surrounding them.

Last week, on Hay 23, 1990, 54 prominent Americans, including
two CIA di rectors, a former Secretary of State, and a former Oefense
Secretary, P1 us seven Nobel Laureates also questioned President
George Bush and Soviet Presi dent Hi khai 1 Gorbachev about the mission
of this project. In their letter, they asked both Presidents for a
halt in the production of nuclear weapons ingredients. This letter
preceded the current sunmIi t talks and the hearings on the restart of
SRS for nucl ear weapon fuel production. They said that nucl ear
mi ssi les scrapped under the U. S./Soviet arms control agreements
could provide all the ingredients the two sides might need for
nucl ear weapons.

1 quote reti red Rear Admiral Eugene J. Carrel 1 *O also wrote
in the New York Times last week, quote: ‘lA peace di vidend wil 1
awai t the day when Ameri cans real ize that securi ty requi res fewer,
not newer weapon s.” He continued with, “In a time of widespread
budget deficits, the 00E spending for designing, testing, and
producing of nuclear weapons is planned to raise $4 billion or 35
percent to 13.9 billion from 1990 to 1995. Some peace dividend. ”

Response

mission with its environmental restoration and
compliance activities” (SEN-1 I-89). Al so, P1 ease
see the response to Connnent S-01-03 on independent
oversight.

Please see the response to Cement S-03-03 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear mteri als. As
discussed in Section 1.2 of the EIS, when the
changing geopol i ti cal si tuation 1 cads the President
and the Congress to direct a reduction i n weapons
requi rements or to stop the production of these
materials, 00E will comply with those directions.

And may 1 remind you of President Owight Oavi d Ei senhower’s
famous cross of iron speech in 1953. “Every gun that is -de, every
warship launched, every rocket f i red signifies a theft from those
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who hunger and are not fed, those ho are cold and not clothed. The
world i n arms is not spendi ng money alone. It is spending the sweat
of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its
children. This is not a way of life at all in any true sense.
Under the cloud of war, i t is hurnani ty hanging on a cross of iron. ”

And then he told us to, ,,Beware the mi 1 i tary industrial

complex. ”

S-33-03 Thi rdl y, our concern is for the environment. The population
has grown up and became aware of its responsi bi 1 ity and stewardship
of the earth and i ts resources. People ever~ere want to hand
their children and grandchildren a planet i n a heal thy state, but
week after week 1 i ttle bi ts of i nfonnation about the OOE]S
operations, mismanagement, and poll ution of many of its 17 sites
dribbles out to the public. We are aware of the 00E mmo
inadvertently sent to all the states’ governors’ offices this March
describing various problems at the nuclear complex.

We are a“are of your o“n memo, your own memo referred to
widespread low 1 evel contami nation at the Savannah River Site and of
1 i ve wi res posing an imi nent danger.

We are aware that the FBI had to fly over Rocky Flats at night
to take infrared photos to ascertain illegal activity on that site.
We are aware of the plutonium contamination at that plant and of
Fernaul t‘s pollution of the countryside and of Hanford Is probl ems in
Washington.

We are aware of conflicts of interests and fudged public health
and risk anal yses. We are a“are of the 4.17 bil 1 ion budgeted for
Savannah River Site clean-up in just the next 5 years and the $130
bi 11 ion needed nationwide for a clean-up.

We are aware of the unauthorized radioactive gas releases and
water rel eases. We are aware of radioactive substances found i n the
Savannah River and its silt 100 miles downstream.

Please see the response to Connnent S-02-02 on waste
mnagement and envi ronmental restoration.

We are a“are of the seismic fault which runs through the
~avannah River Site and what a moderate earthquake might do.
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We are aware of the power of hurri canes and tornadoes i n the
wake of recent brush with Hugo. We are also aware of mankind’s
deceptions and self-del usi ens.

We are wary when officials tell us to “trust” them. The 00E’s
bank account on truthfulness is sadly overdrawn. It has the
veraci ty quotient of a Savings and Loan of fici al and your
expenditures might dwarf thei r massive bailout.

S-33-04 Fourthl y, I wil 1 conclude with Hi 1 ton Head Island’s specific As discussed in Section 3.9 of the EIS, 00E notifies
concerns. Hi 1 ton Head Island 1 ies 90 miles southeast of the plant both South Carol ina and Geo.gi a officials of SRS
site. The prevai 1 i ng northwesterly y winds will and have carried radiological emergencies. Section 4.1.2.1 and
emissions in our direction. These reactors have aged and have no 4.1 .2.2 discuss atmospheric and liquid radioactive
containment domes and you have not warned us of dangers or emi ssi ons releases from the operation of K-, L-, and
in the past. P-Reactors. Section 4.1.2.6 discusses health

effects. Annual environmental reports that present
Al so, our aquifer is suffering from salt water intrusion. We i nfomti on on both no~l and abnormal releases of

must turn to an addi ti onal water source wi thi n 4 or 5 years. 00 we radioactive ty and the resulting doses are available
turn to the Savannah River as neighboring connnuni ties have done, to the public.
such as Beau fort, and risk chemical and radioactive contamination
from the Savannah River Site? And wi 11 there even be enough water
for an allocation from the Savannah River. The Savannah River Site
is South Carol i nans number 1 industrial ized i ndustrial water user,
using the equivalent of half the water used by all of South
Carol inaas i“d”stries. In 1986, that amounted to 769 million
gallons daily.

S-33-OS We are very concerned about the volume of water avai 1 able for SRS uses the water i t withdraws from the Savannah
the state’s usage and the contami nation of the Savannah River for River primarily for cool ing purposes, and returns
all the people who live, fish, and work in this region. almost 90 percent to the river.

The aquifers underlying the plant site are also in a
questi enable state of contami nati on. We know you are put in charge
of al 1 your own studies, studies that might give us real answers to
our fears and anxieties. None of this satisfies the longing for
truth and true security in today’s world.

Do not restart the reactors. Al 1 of the costs are too high and
all the questions are still unanswered. Thank you.
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s-34 STATEMENT OF BILL LYNES
Nilmi ngton Island

South Carol ina

MR. LYNES: NY name is Bill Lynes. 1 live on Morningside Road
on Wilmington Island. Professor Einstein is unable to be here
tonight, at least in physical form. If he were here, I am sure he
would not hesitate to speak out against the insanity of building
more nuclear weapons. He wrote a short essay in 1947 which is still
very appropriate today. 1 would like to read it into the record.

s-34-o 1 IIEVe I.yone is awape of the difficult and menacing Sit Uati On in Comanents noted.
whi ch humn soci ety shrunk into one connnuni ty wi th a connnon fate
finds itself, but only a few act according y. Host people go on
1 iving their everyday 1 i fe half frightened, half indifferent. They
behold the ghostly tragic comedy that is being performed on the
international stage before the eyes and ears of the world. But on
that stage on which the actors under the flood 1 i ghts play their
ordained parts, our fate of tomorrow — 1 i fe or death of the nati ons
— is being decided.

It would be different if the problem were not one of things
mde by mn, himsel f, such as the atomic bomb or other means of n!ass
destruction equal 1y menacing al 1 peoples. It would be different,
for instance, i f an epidemic of bubonic plague were threatening the
entire world. In such a case, conscientious and expert persons
would be brought together and they would work out an i ntel 1 i gent
plan to combat the plague. After having reached agreement upon the
right ways and means, they would submi t thei r plans to the
governments. Those would hardly raise serious objections, but
rather agree speedily on the measures to be taken. They certainly
would never think of trying to handle the rotter in such a way that
their own nation would be spared whereas the next one would be
decimated.

But could not our situation be compared to one of a menacing
epidemic? People are unable to view this situation in its true
1 i ght for their eyes are blinded by passi on. General fear and
anxiety create hatred and aggressiveness. The adaptati on to warl i ke
aims and activities has corrupted the mentality of mn. As a
resul t, i ntel 1 i gent, objective, and humane thinking has hardly any
effect and is even suspected and persecuted as unpatriotic c.
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There are, no doubt, in the opposite camps enough people of
sound judgment and sense of justice who would be capable and eager
to work out together a solution for the factual di fficulti es. But
the efforts of such people are hampered by the fact that i t is made
impossible for them to come together for i nfonnal discussions. 1 am
thinking of persons who are accustomed to the objective approach to
a problem and who wi 11 not be confused by exaggerated national ism or
other passions. This forced separation of the people of both camps
I consider one of the mjor obstacles to the achievement of an
acceptable solution of the burning problem of international
securi ty. As long as contact between these two camps is 1 imi ted to
the official negotiations, I can see little prospect for an
intel 1 i gent agreement bei ng reached, special 1 y si nce considerations
of national prestige as wel 1 as the attempt to tal k out of the
window for the benef i t of the msses are bound to make reasonable
progress almost impossible.

What one party suggests off icial 1 y is for that reason alone
suspected and even made unacceptable to the other. Also, behind al 1
off i cial negotiations stands, al though vei led, the threat of naked
power. The off i ci al method can lead to success only after spade
work of an in forml nature has prepared the ground.

The conviction that a mutually satisfactory solution can be
reached mst be gained fi rst. Then the actual negotiations can get
underway wi th a fai r promi se of success. We scientists believe that
what we and our fel low man do or fai 1 to do wi thi n the next few
years will determine the fate of our civil izati on. -And we consider
it o“r task u“tiri. gly to explain this truth, to help people realize
that al 1 is at stake and to work not for aDDeasement but for
understand ng and U1 ti!nate agreement between peoples and nations of
different views. 11

This was written in 1947. I can!t think of anything else that
is any more appropriate at this time. 1 have a few conrnents of my
own. Really, more questions than anything.

If we are truly a government of the people and for the people,
show me the people who want this redness. Where are these msses of
people who want these reactors restarted? Who are they? Hhere are
they? Do they i n fact exist? 1 think not. Thank you.
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s-35 STATEMENT OF CONSTANCIA LYNES
Wilmington Island

South Carol ina

MS. LYNES: My name is Constanci a Lynes. 1 1 ive on Wilmington Comnents noted
Island. 1 represent no group or organization, just a concerned
citizen registering a very deep concern. MY famil Y have 1 ived in
this area since Georgia was a colony and I would 1 i ke to think that
their descendants would be able to 1 i ve here for another few hundred
years. 1 am a veteran. I served overseas in World War II, so, I
have seen something of both death, devastation and destruction.

The possi bi 1 i ty of this f ram the Savannah River Plant has
al ready been well docuwnted by many knowledgeable speakers. It
seems that a juggernaut has been created and no one knows how to
stop it. I was willing to risk my life in World War 11 for a
country that I believed in, but 1 am not wil 1 ing to face a 1 i ngeri ng
death from contami nation or being blown away because someone in our
so-cal led democracy can’ t 1 i sten to the citizens and change
directions. Thank you.
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S-36 STATEffENT OF ROBERT NARSNALL
Hilton Head Island

South Carol i na

NR. NARSHALL: My n- is Bobby Narshall and I 1 ive on Hil ton
Head 1s1 and i n South Carolina. I have not made up a speech or
anything 1 i ke that because I just found out about this =et i ng this
mrni ng. But the speakers +0 spoke before me ref 1 ect rmst of ❑y
vi ens.

My fami 1y has 1 ived in this area for over 200 years,
specifically y, Hampton County, South Carol ins, *ich is only 25 ❑i les
south of the facility. ~is puts Hampton County, unfortunately,
donnstren from the plant. This scares m. I am for a strong

S-36-O 1 national defense, but I also feel that the planned restart of this
y

Co-nts noted.
particular f aci 1 i t y is unnecessary. 1 am opposed to the restart for
envi ronwntal reasons. Thank you.

%
e
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s-37 STATENENT OF LORRAINE KOENN

S-3741 MS. KOENN : Lorraine Koenn. 1 am here to ask hy do we need The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
more nuclear weapons? Oon, t w have enough? I think the 1 i es that this EIS.
m@ have been fed about nuclear energy is a vi 01 ati on to the Ameri can
people and if we let them continue, it will eventually destroy
everything on this beautiful P1 anet. I say no to a restart of K-.
L-, and P-Reactors. Let’ $ save our planet.

,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,, .,, ,.,, ,,, ... ,,, ,,,, ,, ,,, , ,,, ,
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S-38 STATEMENT OF WATT PRINGLE , JR.

MR. PRINGLE: My name is Wyatt Pringle. I am from Hil ton Head
Island. I, too, have not prepared a speech except for I wrote it a
few minutes ago sitting in the chair.

S-38-O 1

1 am from Hil ton Head. I am directly opposed to the restart of
the Savannah River Plant. Since its inception, the “bomb plant” as
us South Carolinians affectionately cal 1 i t, has sworn envi ronmental
safety. Today, radioactive tri tium has tainted the drinking water
of 8eaufort, South Carolina and those counties which vital 1y rely
upon the Savannah River as a water source. Oo not start this
faci 1 i ty. We don, t need to produce more tri tium. We don’ t need
more tri ti um in our drinking water. Thank you.

PI ease see the responses to Conunents S-03-03 on the
need for tri ti um and S-06-07 on tri ti um risks.
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s-39 STATEMENT OF BARBARA RUOOLPH
Savannah, Georgia

S-39-02

S-39-03

S-39-04

MS. RUOOLPH: MY name is Barbara Rudolph and I am a resident of
Savannah, Georgia. 1 am a Registered Nurse and the mother of four.
1 am not here tonight just to represent myself and my family. 1 am
here tonight to represent those who are too young to understand,
those are too old to care and those who do not have the opportunity
through lack of education to understand the effects the Savannah
River Plant has had on their lives the last 30 years and the effect
it will continue to have on their lives for future generations.

There are many issues to be addressed, therefore, I wi 11
briefly address each one with recon!mendations. 1 know you are
fami 1 i ar with these issues and have your own opinions. I feel that
the lack of time given to the public for their comen’ts has been far
too short and that the notification given for the hearings has been
short. It borders on the ridiculous.

1 was told by friends and co-workers not to bother coming
tonight, the Department of Energy had al ready decided on a course of
action and that these hearings are merely an inconvenience mandated
by a law that they siinpl y cannot get around. However, 1 wi~ 1 voi Ce
my concerns and in my idealism pray that it can make some difference.

First, I question the need the further nuclear materials
production. As we speak, the heads of the Uni ted States and the
Soviet Union are beginning discussions on strategic arms reduction
talk treaties. With approximate y 100 ki 1 ograms of. tri tium i n
current SUPP1 y, even i f no more were produced for 50 years, we would
sti 11 have enough to supply more than 1,000 hydrogen bombs.

Secondly, al though the reactors at the Savannah River plant
don’ t produce electricity, they otherwise operate much as co~ercial
reactors do, by fissioning uranium atoms, producing radioactlv@
by-products as wel 1 as large amounts of heat and radiation. And,
yet, the Department of Energy does not follow its own nucl ear
regul atory standards set for comercial reactors.

To name a few standards needing improved regulation are seismic
upgrades, co~t$inment domes, fi re standards, di esel generators, a“d
operator tra~nlng.

The Notice of Availability for this EIS indicated
that DOE would provide a comment period of 45 days,
as requi red by CEQ regulations; i n addi tion, these
regul ations requi re DOE to provide at 1 east 2 weeks
advance notice of public hearings, which it did.

Please see the response to Comment S-09-01 on public
cements.

Please see the response to Cement S-33-02 on the
need for tri ti um and the changing world geopol i ti Cal
situation.

Please see the response to Conunent S-27-01 on safety
regulation.

,, ,,,, ,, ,,, ,, ., ,, .,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,, ,,
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S-39-05 Thi rdl y, in its haste to restart the reactor, there has been Please see the response to Comnent S-01-02 on safety.
aPPrQxi~tely 40 p@rcent ultrasonic testing done on the reactor
vessels and the pipe welds. Unless there is 100 percent testing
done before the restart, how can we be assured of the safety of
these 35-year old reactors that have been shut down completely for 2
years. It is also imperative that the probable risk assessment be
finished before the reactor restart and the public must be al lowed
time to review it.

S-39-06

Ho” else can we have a plan of action to assure public safety?

The Advisory Coannittee on Nuclear Faci 1 i ty Safety, the Oefense Please see the response to Conanent s-01-03 on safety
Nuclear Faci 1 i ties Safety Board, and the Tiger Team wst be al lowed oversight.
to finish their studies and to certify to Congress that all safety
upgrades have been taken place.

Or are these cormni ttees simply tokens to pacify and dupe us
into false sense of securi ty?

And, fourthl y, is the issue of the vast quantities of toxic
wastes that are bei ng produced as a by-product of nuclear bomb
production. Already 35 million gallons of highly radioactive liquid
waste is stored in agi ng underground tanks whi ch wil 1 take 10 years
to process into solid canisters.

And what about the 12 years i t wi 11 take to perIMnentl y store
in footbal 1 size slabs the somewhat less radioacti ve sal ts?

Then we have the 1ou-1 evel radioactive waste and transurani c
waste al ready buri ed at the Savannah River Plant with a half li fe of
24,300 years. Wi th normal Sava””ah River plant operati ~ns, more
than 230,000 cubic yards of chemical waste has been poured into
unlined seepage basins or di rectl y into streams flowing into the
Savannah River. But the majori ty of the waste is mi xed waste:
mercury, sol vents, and contaminated PCPS buried i n the mi xed waste
mnagement facil i ty.

All radioactive waste disposal at SRS is conducted
in accordance wi th EPA and OOE requi rements, as
described in Sections 2.1, 3.8, and 4.1.6. The
quanti ties of radionucl ides that have been released
from past burials of such wastes do not pose a
threat to public health. They are being monitored
and plans for remediation are in various stages of
development and implementation. ?1 ease see the
response to Cement S-02-02 on “aste management and
envi ronmental restorati 0“.

The Savannah River Plant al ready has over 200 dump si tes wi thi”
i ts 300 square mi le area whi ch are a source of ongoing contamination
to streams and a potential threat to the underlying aq”i fers. The
government, itself, admits that cleanup al ready wi 11 cost up to $10
billion and that at best will contain the mess, “ot eliminate it.
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How can the public be convinced to make an environmental
difference on a voluntary one-on-one seal e when the government
continues this massive contami nation and continues to feign its
concern by simply juggling cleanup funds between programs to deal
with the contamination which al ready exists and money to mnage the
waste of the future?

Therefore, i t is my hope and recommendation that you take
proposed action Alternative 3, to terminate operation of al 1 three
reactors and place them on cold standby and innnediatel y begin an

S-39-08 environmental impact statement on decontamination and When the need for the reactors no longer exists, DOE
deconnni ssi oni ng of the reactors. A time 1 i ne for preparation of wi 11 prepare appropriate NEPA documentation for the
this environmental impact statement must be presented imediatel y decontamination and decomissi oning of these
wi th a discussion of al 1 support facil i ties including fuel and facilities.
target faci 1 i ties. Thank you.
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S-40 STATEHENT OF FREOERICK NADELM
Coastal Citizens for a Clean Envi rooment

HR. NADELW: I speak to you as a member of the Coastal
Citizens for a Clean Environment, as a social worker, and as a
citizen of earth 1 i ving in Savannah.

S-4D-01 Gentlewn of the 00E: This proposal of yours is total nonsense Co-nts noted.
and misleading. This proposal that I consider a waste of the
taxpayers’ money. It should be reti tied, llThe U1 timate Course i n
Extemi “atj ~“,,, Or ,,The Shortest Hay wi th Savannahi ans. ”

For an industrialized nati on, we have the highest infant
mortal i ty rate, the highest teen-age pregnancy rate, the highest
ill i teracy rate, the highest howless rate, and along with South
Africa, we stil 1 lack co~rehensi ve national health insurance. Yet,
you would spend mi 11 ions to contaminate the world in a cesspool of
tritium.

Ouri ng my recent visit to the LaBrea tar pits in Los Angeles,
California, evidence was presented that indicated that the long
evolution of the mamth — you know, those big wool y animals, the
Hastodon, the Sabertooth Tiger, and the Giant Ground Sloth cam to
an end relatively suddenly between 10 and 14 bill ion years ago. He
have only theories to explain the reason hy this happened. We do,
however, have fi lwd documentation of the genocide of dissidents and
!!the~r~ti ~alII dissidents, be they e“e mill ion Cambodians Or six
mi 11 ion Europeans.

Hi 11 another species in the future cal 1 the exti”ctio” of
humankind accidental genocide either by slow degrees through the
continued unsafe production of plutonium and tri tium, or by o“e
giant, tremndous radioactive holocaust should the present missile
elimination negotiations cease that are currently being held in
Washington?

Good luck to you, Mr. Bush and Mr. Gorbachev. Either way, we
have a blueprint for the ,, final solution” to the problem of
universal existence on this planet.

“To be or not to be, that is the question, ‘I so said Hamlet.
Such cataclysms are di ffi CU1 t for many to conceive as reality.
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However, the practice of mrder by many CU1 ts in the United States
are easily understood if only through the horror mvies of Hell Wood.

Can we not, therefore, understand the dangerous use of the
modern adul t,version of Si~nd Freud’s infantile phallic envy
called the missile race?

Me have so many of these mnsters, however, that quantity is no
longer a measure of quality. Chi 1 dren, fortunately, are now taught
to say just one ward afhen asked to do somathing that is hurtful to
themselves or to others. To these gentlemen of the DOE, I wul d
therefore ask everyone to say this word.

Just say:

AUDIENCE: No

MR. NAOELMN: As a sergeant I had once said, “I didn’ t hear
you .

AUDIENCE: No.

HR. N~ELttAJA: Gentlemen, did you hear the people? We do not
have a Freudian death wish either.

Finally, we have gained many freedoms to make the choices we
want to make. Let us not be denied the freedom to choose to
continue to exist. The lone Chinese citizen in Tienamen Square
stopping a whole column of tanks can speak for all the people of
earth i n his belief that the mi 1 i tary might of any superpower also
suffers the fate it has given to the people. Thank You.

[Mr. Nadelman also submitted the attached written statemnt at the
hearing. ]
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STAT=T OF FRED NAOEW

Fred Nadela
1825 East Gwi nnett Street
Savannah, Georgia 31404
Phone Nuder: 912-236-7043

Gentlemen: The Savannah River Plant should re-in closed and be
totally cleaned of all radioactive contamination for the following
reasons.

S-40-02 The production of “ew nuclear wapons material is unnecessary Please see the response to Co~nt S-03-03 on the
because the u.S. has over 23,000 active nuclear warheads, a 100 need for tritium and other nuclear materials.
metric ton stockpile of plutonium, and a 25 to 35 year functional
supply of tritium. Nuclear deterrence can be nintained for decades
without further cleanup. This stat=nt and subsequent statements
and statistics is the position of 7he Coastal Citizens for a Clean
Environment.

The present cleanup esti @sates at the Savannah River P1 ant are P1 ease see the response to Comnent S-02-02 on waste
currently set at ten bi 11 i o“ dol 1 ars. Al 1 the technology necessary management and envi ronmental restorati on.
for such a project, homver, is still nonexistent. There is also
evidence that the Depatint of Energy h= placed nuclear weapons
production above safety concerns and basic maintenance for over
thirty years. This is co~””ded by the fact that the Savannah
River Plant, built in the 1950, s, is now overage.

Furthenmre, severe envi mnmental contamination is rampant and
includes 168 different waste sites ui thi n the plant boundary.

Nearby radioactive by-products f mm the plant 1s nucl ear weapons
production have been found around Skidaway, Hi lmi ngton, and Tybee
1s1 ands.

S-40-04 Mi 11 i ons of gal 1 ons of radioactive water a“d other h~ardous P1 ease see the responses to Coannents S-39-07 on
chemicals have been d~ed into unl i ned pits and seepage basi “s. radioactive waste a“d S-05-13 on the aq”i f er.
The underground aquifer Ai ch supplies water to much of the
Southeast is beginning to becom contaminated and is in serious
jeopardy.

Hundreds of thousands of curies of radioactive tri ti urn and
krypton gases are rel eased i “to the air each year. This pl a“t

,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,, ,.,
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S-40-05

releases mre radioactive ty into the environ-t than any other
nuclear faci 1 i ty.

Final 1 y, Because the Department of Energy and its contractors
are accountable e only to th-el ves, lack of outside oversi ght has
only contributed to the grossly inadequate safety programs. The
reactors, of a similar design as the Chernobyl reactor tii ch P1 ease see the responses to Comments S-O 1-03 on
exploded, do not have contai n=nt does, a requi reuent of comrci al safety oversight and s-05-07 and S-13-02 on
reactors and adequate fire safety equi ~nt vi 11 not be i n P1 ace Chernobyl.
unti 1 1992.

34 mi 11 i on gal 1 ons of radioactive wastes are being stored i n
underground tanks si mi 1 ar to one which exploded i n The Soviet Union
i n 1957, causing a wasteland of 325 square mi 1 es. Also, the exhaust
syst- Ai ch is supposed to prevent the bui 1 d-up of explosive gases,
have been found to malfunction.

To conclude, the U.S. gwl ogi cal has predicted the probabi 1 i t y As described in Section 2.1, SRS reactor safety
of a severe earthquake on the East coast by 2010. The existing
design and condition of the Savannah River P1 ant are 1 i kel y to

systems are being reviewed and upgraded to ensure
that the reactors can withstand seismic events. As

result i n a severe explosion Aen this event occurs. discussed in Section 4.1.3.2.1, such events could
1 ead to severe acci dents. The design-basis

For al 1 of the preceding reasons, the Department of Energy and earthquake is the most severe earthquake projected
Hesti nghouse, its contractor, should not be al 1 awed to restart the for the SRS area.
existing reactors at the Savannah River P1 ant or be or be al 1owed to
construct new reactors.

Si ncerel yours,

Fred Nadel rran, HStf
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S-41 STATEMENT OF CHRIS NACNILLAN
Bluff ton, South Carolina

NR. MCHILLAN: I am Chris MacHi 1 lan from B1 uffton, South
Carolina. Good evening.

1 would 1 i ke to read from the Greenpeace Book of the Nuclear
Age by John May.

S-4141 InThe ~in OOE report, Review of the Operating Experience
Hi story through 1987 of Savannah River Plant Production Reactors,
also has revealed chronic equipment fai lure and poor operating
procedures caused by the Savannah River reactors to shut down
unexpectedly nine to twelve times a year over a 20-year period, a
rate twice that of the u.S. civilian nuclear power industry. The
highest number of shutdows was 43 in 1977. A fowr engineer
claimed he tried to warn officials in 19B2 about leaks from the
holding tanks, that they were highly radioactive 1 iquid waste was
stored. There had been 25 accidents in tiich workers have been
accidental 1 y exposed to radiation, workers had complained of unsafe
practices, but were ignored.

For three days, operators at the plant had been trying to start
a nuclear reaction hen on 10 August, the reactor suddenly produced
an unexpected and unexplained power surge. klhen debriefed by DOE
personnel , the operators admitted they had no idea what had caused
the mysterious incident. Norse, according to one DOE safety
investi gator, s notes, they didn’ t care. ”

This is from the Washington Post, October 6, 19M.

As you can see from the preceding reading, the safety record at
the Savannah River P1 ant reactors has been very poor, indeed. Those
i n charge at the 40-year 01 d f aci 1 i ty don’ t even care when acci dents
happen or are about to happen.

well , we do care and we feel that we cannot take the chance of
another Chernobyl. My brother-in-law experienced the after effects
of Chernobyl from his residence in Sweden. Even though he 1 i ved 700
mi les from the si te of Chernobyl his fami 1 y and msny others were
greatly affected. Suedes are great sun worshipers and since they

Comnt noted

,,,,, ,,!, ,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,! ,, !,, ? , ,,,
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tolerate very long and hard winters, they 1 ook forward to spring
with great excitement. Spring is the time of celebration and
favorite pastimes include mshroom and berry pi eking and fishing.
But because of what happened at Chernobyl where the rains fel 1 in
Sweden 700 miles away, neither berries nor mshrooms can be consumed

Laplanders who herd reindeer for their 1 i ving could not eat
reindeer mat. Fish were contaminated. These rains contaminated
the entire ecological chain. These were just the inmnediate
effects. No one knows what the long-term effects wil 1 be.

S-41 -02 1 understand that my niece has a chance of contracting 1 eukemia
as a resul t of this manmade disaster. My brother 1 ived many
hundreds of miles from the Chernobyl Plant. Imgine the disaster of
similar magnitude at the Savannah River Plant and the effects i t
would have on those n% 1 ive wi thin 100-mi 1 e radius range.

S-41 -03 Oraft EIS has not dealt adequately with the problems of safety
at the plant. How can you possibly think of restarting the reactors
without being able to insure all of us here our safety?

S-41 -04 We are now told that we have tri tium i n our drinking water.
You will tell us that the radiation from the tritium in our drinking
water is just a trace, much less than the anwunt an individual would
receive from x-rays, fallout from nucl ear weapons testing, or radon
i n o“r homes. This does not console us at al 1.

The point is that we do not want tritium in our drinking
water. And, mst of all , we don ‘t want the reactors starting again
up the river from us.

The trace is just the beginning. As nmre and more of the
storage tanks for the 70 percent of the nati on’s high-1 evel nuclear

S-41-OS waste continue to corrode, contents seeping into our river and
aquifer, i t can only get worse. So, why not focus all of our
attention on a clean up at the Savannah River Si te? Retrain the
thousands of workers to clean up the mess that has been created.

Please see the responses to Comnents s-05-07 and
S-13-02 on Chernobyl.

Please see the response to Connnent S-01-02 on
reactor safety.

Please see the response to Comnent S-06-07 on
tritium risks.

Please see the response to Comnt s-02-02 on waste
management and envi ronmental restoration.

At the end of the cleanup, reevaluate the situation at hand,
and I feel confident at that time that the situation wil 1 not
warrant restarting the reactors at al 1.
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Have you ever driven on Route 125 — and I am sure a lot of you
have — through the grounds of the bomb plant. Signs warn drivers
of steam ri sing from the creeks, but even at a brief glance, one
cannot help but notice the muti Iation that has taken place to the
env~ rOflM@Ot. Life is non-existent. Trees are dead. It is really
eerl e, remindi ng me of what the earth would look 1 i ke after a
nuclear hol ocaust.

S-41-06 You should be ashamd of even considering resuming operations
prior to the completing of the cooling tower for the K-Reactor i n
1992. You wi 11 be operating i n violation of the standards set forth
for thermal discharge in the Clean Water Act.

In conclusion, 1 have chosen to use a 1 i ttle quote that 1 got
from the paper that Pat Tousi gnant, i f she minds i f I quote it,
which referred earl ier this evening, she had mentioned from Art
Oexter from Ai ken. He wrote to the Senate Ne”spaper this past week
in that article. I took a brief excerpt from it.

,~At ~ time wi tho”t precedence in the hi story of mankind hen
those who share this planet are engaged i n the fulfillment of a
comon Iongi ng for freedom, peace and equal i ty, the renewal of the

S-41-07 arms race through the announced restart of the Savannah River Si te
reactors can onl y be viewed as a cruel betrayal of the hopes and
aspi rations of people everywhere. 88

The operation of K-Reactor at ful 1 power before the
completion of the cool i ng tower is i n accordance
with a Co”sent Order (84-4-W) issued to 00E by
SCOHEC. 00E is expediting the schedule for
construct on of the cool i ng toner. See the
revisions to Section 2.1.6 of the EIS.

00E has stated in Section 1.2 of this EIS that the
requi rements for nuclear materials could potential 1 y
be reduced i n response to the changing world
geopolitical si tuati on.
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S-42

S-4241

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL MYERS
Hi 1 ton Head Island

South Carol i na

t4R. MYERS : MY name is Hike Myers. I am a resident of Hil ton
Head Island and I hope you don’ t think I am too bad a parent to keep
my kids up tonight, but I thought this was an important part of
their 1 ives as well as mine. I want to thank Pat, also, for her
article in the paper. That is Ay I am here. I didn’t know about
the hearings unti 1 two days ago when I saw the article in the Island
Packet.

I just nmved here i n April from Cincinnati , Ohio here I lived Please see the response
within 12 to 15 miles for 22 years of the fernald Plant. 1 became psychological i~acts.
involved with the issue there, mainly as an observer. I had several
clients ho were involved with the protesting of the plant. And
like many of the population in Cincinnati , I was in pretty much
denial of any danger to ❑ysel f, but becaw educated by some of my
clients.

I am a family therapist. I work as a marriage and family
psychotherapist on Hil ton Head, beginning a practice there, but in
Cincinnati , I was on the faculty of the Family Therapy Center, the
Oepartmnt of Psychiatry, College of Hedicine, University of
Cincinnati . And in that capacity, I had a chance to work with many
different families and children.

I retched as s~ll children, the ages of my two sons, would
draw pictures of nuclear bombs or poisoned wells and other things as
they tried to process the i nfor?aati on that was coming to them
through the wdi a on W and el sehere and 1 i stened to their
nightrcares, as well as thei r parents’ night~res. So, 1 suppose I
am here tonight partly for my own rental health and for my
children’s rental health as I exercise an option to stand up against
sonb?thing that I think is a very real threat to my family.

tiny of my clients talk about their fears: fol lowing trucks on
the highway, wondering if they are carrying contaminated materials,
wondering if they are breathing the air coming into their car and
kill ing themselves and their families. People who are afraid to
pick up a Coca-Cola can because they wonder tiich city the water was

to Comnent S-12-11 on
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dram from that -de the Cokes. Sores of these things are kind of
neurotic and obsessive and ruminating. But on the other hand, al 1
of us are being affected by these intrusive thoughts more and more
as we read in the paper constantly about the poisons in our
envi ron~nt.

Ussti nghouse has proven to the people of [i nci nnati that they
are not competent to handle these ~teri als. I do not say that with
any smugness or blares. There are an awful 1 ot of incompetent people
in my profession, too. But I do know that they are in over their
heads and that the docuwntation that is coming into the Cincinnati
newspapers everyday is proving that records were fudged, that
employees were intimidated, and that West i nghouse i n general covered
up its oa’n inadequacies as part of a security measure to try to
avoid panic amng the population.

I am not sure that Cincinnati’s population is panicking yet,
but people are obsessing on these things and finding it cliff i cult to
sleep at night mre often than they did before.

Or. Jacob Lindy is on the faculty of the Department of
Psychiatry at the Llniversi ty of Cincinnati . He is uarld famous for
his docuu.?ntation of Post-Traumatic Stress Oisorder tiich many of “s
know. People fol lowing Hugo or the Vietnam war or other tragic
events, suffer from fiich definitely intrudes on their health and
their ability to form meaningful relationships, to maintain
meaningful emplo~nt. This is epidemic proportions. And Or. Lindy
and others have identified a new syndroms Aich they are presenting
to the Academy of Psychiatry for inclusion in the Diagnostic
Statistical Manual of Mental Oi sorders that has to do with toxic
du~ syndrome which is very mch 1 ike Post-Traumatic Stress Oisorder
in tiich people fear for their 1 ives constantly, dai 1 y. They ca””ot
take a drink of water, cannot go out and take a deep breath of fresh
air, cannot go swiming without fearing for their health and
safety. And, so, the effects of this go far beyond just the
radiation effects that may effect people and shorten their 1 i ves by
12 years and make them die horrible deaths. It also intrudes o“
their rental heal th. It -kes people less hopeful . It makes them
less wi 11 ing to involve themselves in their ow destinies and
fearful for their children. Thank you for 1 iste”i”g.
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s-43 STATEMENT OF WILLIM LEWIS
Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment

S-43-01

MR. LEWIS: Thank you. My name is William Lewis. I am
speaking on behalf of myself, my friends, my family, Coastal
Citizens for a Clean Environment and others ho are not present.

mat is the purpose?

According to the Oepartinent of Energy, DOE figures, the United
States currently has approximatley 20,000 nuclear warheads in its
arsenal According to 00E reports, if no more tri ti um or plutonium
is produced for 50 years, one-half of our nuclear warheads would P1 ease see the response to CoWnt S-03-03 on the
stil 1 be operational. Each warhead has the fire power of four tires need for tri tium and other nuclear nmterials.
that which was detonated at Hiroshima.

%at is the purpose?

Is i t for deterrence?
enough for deterrence?

Or is it” for war? If
for war?

If so, i sn’ t 10 to 20,000 warheads

so, i sn’ t 10 to 20,000 warheads enough

Or is it for defense contractors’ pocketbooks at the expense of
the American taxpayer, at the expense of our chi ldren’s future, at
the expense of our envi ronuent. at the expense of civilization, at
the expense of 1 ife on earth?

Hhat is the purpose?

MO wil 1 receive the benefits?

To me, the answer is obvious: Fri ends of the DOE receive the
benefits. The Wri can taxpayer receives the burden. This taxpayer
says, ‘lNot at my expense. ” I oppose the restart of this reactor and
I am against any new production until we can clean up the mess w
have currently. Thank you.

[Hr. Lewis also submitted the attached written statement at the
Savannah, GA hearing. 1
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STAT- OF WILLIAW S. LEWIS

hlfAT I S TWE PURPOSE?

Acconfi ng to the Department of Energy (OOE) figures, the United
States currently has approxi-tel y 20,000 nuclear warheads in its
arsenal. According to the DDE reports, if no mre tri ti um or
PI utoni urn is produced for 50 years, one half of our nuclear warheads
WOU1d sti 11 be operational. Each warhead has the fire power of 4
times that which was detonated at Hi mshima. mat is the purpose?

IS it for deterrence? If so, i sn’ t ten to twenty thousand
warheads enough deterrence?

Or is i t for war? If so, i sn’ t ten to twenty thousand warheads
enough for war?

Or is it for defense contractors’ pocketbooks at the expense of
the .tmeri can taxpayer?

At the expense of our chi 1 drens’ future?

At the expense our environment?

At the expense of ci vi 1 ati on?

At the expense of 1 i f e on earth?

mat is the purpose? Wo wi 11 receive the benefits? To w,
the answer is obvious. Fri ends of the OOE receive the benefits.
The kri can taxpayers receive the burden. This taxpayer says “Not
at ~ expense.’1

WILLIAW S. LEWIS
9 Rose Avenue
Savannah, Geargi a 31406
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s-44 STAT- OF OANIEL STAINBACK

S-44-ol NR. STAINOACK: Oani el Stai nback. And I oppose the restart of Comnts noted.
the Savannah River Plant. I support al 1 the things that have
al ready been said for reasons, but I WOU1d also 1 i ke to add that
Aen you 1 cave here tonight just 1 ook around you and you cam see the
reasons, just around, the poor ways that the Af ri can &ri cans are
living right now and the help that they need. And, also, just the
f actori es, the stuff that they are al ready putting out into the air
is just appalling. And if the things that have been said, just
look, open your eyes hen You leave. That’s all I ‘d 1 ike to say.
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s-45 STATEMENT OF STUART JOHNSON
Student, Savannah Coil ege of Art and Design

S-4541 HR. JOHNSON: Stuart Johnson. I am a student here i n town at Comnts noted,
Savannah Coil ege of Art and Oesign. And I just cm tonight to
voice my opinion in opposing the restart of the three reactors, K-,
L-, and P-. And our classes ended a couple of days ago, so, we
would have had a lot mre students here, I am sure. S0, I am also
representing those ho have al ready gone home. And 1 would just
1 i ke to voice their opinion as well. Thank you.
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s-46 STATEMENT OF JUOY JENNINGS

MS. JENNINGS: The Coastal Group Sierra Cl ub’s concerns about
the continued operation of the KL&P reactors at the Savannah River

S-46-01 si te focus prin!ari 1 y on radioactive and hazardous waste mnagement
i ssues and radi oactive contamination of our ground and surface water
supplies.

S-46-02 Since the Savannah River sits over one of the mast i~artant
aquifers in the southeastern Uni ted States, retention in and
disposal of this waste into the Savannah River si te’s burial
grounds, basins, and tanks threaten drinking and irrigation water
for mil 1 i ons of people. The surface water is also threatened.

S-46-03 Tri ti um and cesi UW137 have been found in the Savannah River,
an increasingly important source of drinking water for people i n

y this area. Past contami nation of the Savannah River by
radioisotopes and biological concentration of these isotopes are Of

~
u

concern to members to the Coastal Group Sierra Club. We encourage
i ntensi fi ed and thorough clean-up efforts at the Savannah River
site. Thank you.

Please see the
n!ana.aement and

response to Connnents S-02-02 on waste
environmental restoration and S-39-07

on h;zardous and radioactive waste n!anagement.

Please see the response to Connnent S-05-13 on the
aquifer.

DOE presents estimated exposures to neighbors and
downstream water users accumulated during the period
from 1954 to 1989 in Section 3.7.1.2 of the EIS. As
indicated in that section, the total effective dose
equivalent to a water user over that total period
(assuming the Beaufort-Jasper Water Treatmnt System
had been i n place from the beginning) would have
been about 20 mrem; the total dose equivalent from
natural background over that period was about 10,600
mrem. Section 4.1.6 addresses the potential
additional risk to humn health resulting from the
continued operation of K-, L, and P-Reactors.
Independent agencies have been (and are) evaluating
the heal th effects of past operations, as descri bed
in Appendix B.1 .5; no significant health impacts on
the general public have been identified.
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S47 STATEMENT OF JOAN TAYLOR

MS. TAYLOR : This wi 11 be merci fully brief, because I have no
new i nf owti on to add. I would like to add my voice to the voices
of those ho have al ready spoken convincing y against the restart
and for Alternative 3. Of course I am worried about inrnediate
envi ronwntal concerns. I 1 ive in Beaufort, and I have seen the
stream that sends the water from Savannah River to Beau fort. I am

S-47-01 concerned about accidents and about the 1 ack of a contai nwnt don. Please see the response to Co~nt S-01-02 on

But mst of al 1, 1 am concerned about the insanity, or
safety. Section 4.S. 1 of the EIS discusses
contal nmnt al ternati ves.

stupidity, or i f you want a rc.are mderate word, the poor judgment in
creating nmre nuclear waste hen we have not yet figured out how to

S-47-02 deal with the nuclear waste that is al ready beginning to contaminate P1 ease see the response to Cormnent S-02-02 on waste
the aquifer and the surrounding water supply. management and envi ronwntal restoration.

It seems to ~ that one of our concerns is the employment of
the good thousands of people in the area of the SRP. And it seems
to me that i t would be very reasonable to put those people to mrk
cleaning up the nucl ear waste Ai ch is al ready collected rather than
i n creating nmre.
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S-4a STATEMENT OF MICHAEL BALAZS

S4B-O 1 MR. BALAZS : MY nam is Mike Balazs and 1 speak for myself. Please see the response to Comnent S-09-01 on public
After 1 istening to you two speak and from tiat I have read and what comnts.
I have seen, 1 bel i eve that you the OOE have no intention Aatsoever
in terminating operation of KLEP reactors, and that restart wi 11 be
shoved down our throats tiether we Ii ke i t or not. I also feel that
these hearings are a Palliative masure to satisfy the public
interest and concern onl Y.

,.. ,.
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s-49 STATEMENT OF CHUCK NIEHEYER

HR. NIEHEYER: 1 am Chuck Niewyer, and 1 em speaking on my own
behalf. I think that there are a lot of problems with the Savannah
River site. Som of the probl e= that way that I see it is that we
have got a lot of the-l pollution. And I think that i t is one
thing to have a 1 i ttle bit of thermal pollution, but it is another

s-49-o 1 tien you cannot even adhere to your omm federal 1 y governwntal and
federally regulated guidelines.

The fact that you are producing tri tium i n our defense and for
our nati anal interests should not be a reason for you not to use

S-49-02 your own guidelines that are set up and that nuclear regulatory

y industries have to adhere to. So that is one point. 1 just cannot
i magi ne Ay we have these rules just so that they can be broken.

~ That is not acceptable.
0.

And then there is the long term waste. We have accumulated a
lot of waste since the 1940s. And we have not ever come up With a

S-49-03 real great plan for them. And I would like to have you all think
back to aun and woman-kind 1s history to a thousand years ago and
think of the progress that w have made i n a thousand years. And
then go on ahead and project on into the future, and think a
thousand years from now Acre we wi 11 be. Me are going to be in a
radically different place.

And yet we are going to have some waste that is going to be
with us for mny, many thousands of years down the road. And i t is
unfathomable to think that we are doing that to our future
generations. Even i f we are going to bury i t deep into the earth,
i t is going to be there decomposing very S1OW1 y and just
unacceptable y. 1 cannot imgine how anyone with any view to the
future can let that kind of thing happen.

S-49-04 And then there is the need issue. And 1 cannot really talk
about the need not being a mil i tary planner and not being a world
leader or anything 1 i ke that. I do not know what kind of need we
have for these i terns. But I do think that we have enough missiles.
And the ones that go out of production that we have to take off the

SRS faci 1 i ty thermal discharges are in compliance
with the terms of a penni t and Consent Orders issued
by SCDHEC . P1 ease see the response to Comnt
S-41 -06 on K-Reactor consent decree.

Please see the response to Comnt S-27-01 on safety
regul ati on.

P1 ease see the response to Comnent S-27-03 on the
i-hi 1 i zati on of high-1 evel waste.

P1 ease see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear materials.
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1 i ne due to regular aging of these missiles can be reprocessed, and
we can use the plutoni urn as well as the tri ti urn after i t has been
reprocessed to go into new if we have to have them missiles.

I do not think that it is a wise idea to restart really old
technology reactors to make this new tri tium. So I think that the
Savannah River site is a real poor choice, and I wil 1 get to that in
a second.

The Savannah River site is our backyard, and no one wants
something 1 i ke that i n thei r backyard. But my contention is that
this is a particularly bad backyard to have this kind of site in.
We have to think about things 1 ike possible terrorist sabotage, the
possibility of a nuclear war, or any kind of leaks either large or
smal 1, all tii ch would result in a large population being
contami nated with radioactive materi als.

S-49-05 There is no good evacuation plan for an emergency. There are Please see the response to Comnent s-33-04 on
not any civi 1 defense plans here for Savannah. Just look at hat
happened during Hurri cane Hugo when we were trying to get out of

emergency notification and releases from SRS.

town and al 1 of the highways were blocked, and we did not have any
good plan for evacuation.

In the past, there have been 1 eaks that the DOE has not even
told populations about unti 1 they could cover i t up or let i t leak
out later. And 1 just think that the record, the OOESs record, on
human safety is such that we may not even be aware that there is a
massive leak that is jeopardizing our safety let alone having any
adequate preparations to get out of town or to go into sow kind of
fal lout shelter.

And there are not any base~nts here in Savannah either. It is
not 1 i ke somone could do something on thei r own. We are being held
hostage, because we have no way to even defend ourselves. So those
are some of my objections to that kind of thing.

The site is so old. I man if we need this stuff so bad, let’s
put it so!ne~ere else. The soil is sandy, and the water leaches
through sand. Everyone knows that. It is very highly permeable.
So any kind of an escape of a 1 iquid waste is obviously going to do
in,to it. It is hard to contain it in our soil. I mean that is just
a fact.
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So no basmts, no way that a POPU1 ati on can get out of the
uss that the govem=t has gotten us into, poor soi 1, the
contmi nati on of waste sources, thermal pal 1 uti on, and just not
adequate safety regulations. For al 1 of those reasons, I say no, it
is not worth it.
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S-50 STA= OF *S ZORN

S-50-O 1 m. ZORN: My n- is J-s Zorn, and I am speaking for Cants noted.
❑yself. I was born in 19S6. and at times it s- that ❑y entire
chi 1 dhood was a series of international crises which requi red the
*o1 e f-i 1 y to gather amnnd the tel wi si on awaiting imi nent
nuclear destruction. The Cub rnssile crisis, the Bay of Pigs, the
Berlin Wal 1, the Yom Kippur Uar. the habl o incident. Is it any
wnder that we grew up to be a s-at anxious generation nervously
scanning the ski es wnderi ng if any future at al 1 was in store for
us.

I was only a chi Id when these reactors were bui 1 t. I -s not
involved in the decision. Fortunate y, most of the wn fio hel P~
create the wrl d PO1 i ti cal c1 i mate i n *i ch the existence of these
weapons was determined necessary are now dead. hd 1 et’s hope that
the mental i t y *i ch motivated them is also dead.

I am a resident of Savannah and a native of South Georgia, and
I am tel 1 i ng you this. That u? do not want pur -apons faci 1 i ty
here, and we do not nd your K-s faci 1 i ty here. Shut i t down
and clean i t up.
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S-51 STATEHENT OF JNES L~HIS

MR. LOONIS: MY name is Jams Loomis, and I am the Oi rector for
the Cetacean Relations Society on the Island of Maui, and I would
1 i ke to speak for the tiales who have been here for 60 mi 11 ion years
with a huge brain. And to think that upstart humns could have this

S-51-01 technology that could take away their habi tat in such a short time, Cormnents noted.
i t is just outrageous. we are so arrogant that it is outrageous.

I was out with the dolphins off Mausau and Piney Island just
about an hour ago. And looking at this beautiful Savannah habi tat
for the dolphins, this gorgeous wild place. And I am so sorry to
have this connection with the Savannah River reactor tied i n with
this level Y, level y city and environs.

I brought along a picture of something that the Departmnt of
Energy should be looking into. This is a crystal of palladium that
they found off Nanokuai, one of the volcanoes on Hawaii, twenty
years ago *en they were testing for tritium in the atmosphere with
regard to a Russian air shot. There was an i-rise amount of
tritium there before the Russians exploded their weapon, and they
found that i t is a natural reaction of a volcano. Tri tium is not
only made at 15D mi 11 ion degrees, but it is -de at earth
temperatures. There is a nuclear reaction happening wi thin the
earth.

tid this interest of Pans and Fleischman and room teverat.re
fusion of six months ago that was pretty wel 1 put down, I think i t
is a coverup. I think that the Departmnt of Energy and these
monolithic structures that we have that their tiw is up, and that
we should be decentralizing every way we can. The South shoul d
wi thdraw, try it again.

And I think Roania and that sort of thing, Russia is lucky to
have those countries drop out. Becatise w are not going to submit
ourselves to a higher authority 1 i ke the United Nations. There wi 11
not be a world order until these mnol ithic structures like Wrica
are broken dow into sml 1 er units.

I am a university mathematician and taught for ten years. I
taught the theory of relativity for many years. It is beautiful to
take just the constancy of the speed of 1 ight and with the apparatus

., ,,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, , ,,, ,,
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of methemati cs derive those beautiful equations in tiich energy
equals K squared. It IS deeply satisfying. It is part of our
nature. There should be nuclear energy, there is no question about
it, but not on a planet.

It is wonderful for the niuon. It is wonderful where you do not
have circulating systems 1 i ke air and water. It is wonderful
there. So 1 et’s keep the thing going. But let’s not start out this
reactor now, and let’s do clean it up. I man it is really is sort
of comn sense. Al though 1 i ke Einstein said, co-n sense is the
accumulated prejudice of the ages. And Einstein said some n!arvelous
thi rigs. Like one of his last statements was our task should be to
widen our circle of compassion to embrace all 1 iving creatures and
the *ole of nature and its beauty.

Well , this is real 1 y antithetical . And you guys are just young
men, and 1 am telling You that i t is the wrong path and your jobs
are probably tied “up in it. We cannot be thinking anymore, the hour
is too late to be thinking about saving jobs. It just cannot be.
We have to think in terms of savi”ng this planet, and this is
obviously wrong.

Now we ourselves are addicted to energy. Look at al 1 of these
lights pouring off, do we need all of this. We are all used to it.
I went to the jungle twanty years ago. I left teaching to see fiat
our true needs are. And 1 cut my energy use to about 99.5 percent.
And the fifty ways to save the earth. It is what you do not do that
is really going to help.

And we can live as freely as the dolphins. And we have
magnificent cultural 1 ives in Ai ch our bodies are as strong as the
dolphins and in tiich we recapture our natural selves. And we are
going to have to give up our addictions. We can 1 ive off beautiful
organic gardens. And we can use the energy of the sun. I have been
doing i t for twenty years. Ue can unplug. It is wonderful, i t is
the best news.

It might seem as though i t has nothing to do with your 1 i fe
now. But if you are forced to it, you will just remember that it is
there. In the meantim, get your gardens going and drop out on
these large corporations ho are able to destroy the world. The
corporations are created so that they will not have a conscience.
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They exist in perpetuity, and they exist such that they can
transcend the human conscience and rape the earth.

He are raping the earth. This is a dominator this is a
mil i tary and industrial complex. I talked to Eisenhower i n 1956,
and it is just out of hand. He was afraid of i t and he was right.
It is 35 years later and it is an obscene military and industrial
complex that is just out of hand.

This is a beautiful tim for Bush to saY to Gorbachev WQ ar@
not going to start u that reactor. I hope that the citizens will

!stand up for their p anet. Thank you very ~ch.

Response
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S-52 STATEMENT OF SUSAN BLOOMFIELO

MS. BLOOMFIELO: My name is Susan Bloomf iel d, and I 1 ive in
Augusta, Georgia. At previous scoping hearings, I have expressed
concern about the problems created by the Savannah River site and
the restart of the reactors. They include hazards to water, land,
and air qual i ty, lack of epidemiologic cal studies, no solution to the

S-52-01 disposal of a 40 year accumulation of radioactive waste, and the
overwhelm ng expenditure of the taxpayers’ money. These are sti 11
very real concerns, perhaps even mre now than at the 1 ast hearings.

One of the major concerns that I heard expressed by many at the
EIS hearings was the need for stockpiling tri tium. This testimony

S-52-02 seemd to be completely ignored i n the sumry draft EIS. I wonder
is the Department of Energy real 1 y 1 i steni ng, and does the
Department of Energy really care.

Many question the advisability of stockpi 1 ing excessive nuclear
weapons mterial when the arms control negotiations may drasti cal 1 y
curtai 1 the need for such weapons. In a 1 etter written recently by
top Uni ted States scientists urging President Bush and Soviet
Presi dent Gorbachev to consider a complete nuclear weapons materials
production halt, they through current or planned arms reduction
talks wil 1 “1 i kel y reduce the Uni ted States and the Soviet
strategies stockpile as much as several thousand warheads. ”

Even now the amount of triti um in the Uni ted States weapons
inventory is sufficient to meet tri tium requirements of “3000
warheads for 35 years and 1000 warheads for more than 50 years.!) It
only requi red two bombs to end World War II. Once again 1 ask how
many nuclear bombs do we need for mutual annihilate o“.

S-52-03 The EIS draft sumry appeared concerned with preserving the
jobs of those employed at the Savannah River site. Actual 1 y nuclear
weapons production has di started and produced a false 1 ocal
economy. The area surrounding the SRS has become economical 1 y
dependent on the federal government and the nucl ear weapons industry.

S-52-04 The only way to ease the dependence is to emphasize clean-up of
the Savannah River site facility now and economic diversity for the
region’s future. If the environment, and humn health, and safety

Please see the responses to Cements S-03-02 on
envi ronmental impacts, S-03-01 on health risks and
epi demi al ogi cal studi es, and S-27-03 on waste
imnobil ization.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent S-33-02 on the
need for tri tium and the changing world geopolitical
situation. Also, please see the response to Comment
S-09-01 on public comnts.

The purpose of this EIS is to disclose the
environmental impacts of proposed actions and their
alternatives. The iob 1 oss resul ti ma from
terminating operati;n of these react;rs is one of
those impacts.

Please see the response to Connnent S-02-02 on waste
mnagement and envi ronwntal restorati on.
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are to be sacrificed to protect jobs, I ask you to remember that the
quality of 1 i fe of those not e~loyed by the plant is of equal
importance.

The Uni ted States allots bil 1 ions for stockpi 1 ing excessive
nucl ear weapons. This money could more productively be used to
clean up envi ron=ntal contamination. It can be used in the
prevention of our high infant mrtal ity rate. It can provide
additional funds for education, for care of the elderly, and
numerous other probl ems that face our country.

With the lessening of the Cold War, we now have the opportunity
to divert funds from destructive forces to constructive forces.
Let’s not al low this marvelous opportunity to S1 ip through our
fingers for lack of foresight. Thank You.
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s-53 STATEMENT OF HERBERT SUMMERS, JR.

MR. SUMMERS: And rew Suwrs. I am a member of Coastal
Citizens for a Clean Environment. And I also represent the Pastoral
Care Network for Social Responsibi 1 ity. I am one of 1 am sure a
number of people in the audience this evening who has had a chance
to read this May 1990 environmental i~act statement by the
Department of Energy. It certainly is an impressive looking
document with lots of figures in it.

Unfortunate y, i t sort of reminds me of a statement by Mark
Twain Men he said, ‘Ilt is not so much things that people donst know
that causes trouble, i t is the things that folks know for sure that
ain’t so. ”

It is kind of a myth I think that exists in our society about
the role of experts in creating documents such as this. 1 think
that the myth is essential 1 y that a document 1 i ke this with all of
the impressive credential of people who contributed to the research
that goes into the document, that somehow a document 1 i ke this is
objective, value free, and scientific. That nobody in their right
mi nd WOU1d chall enge such an authori tative looking pi ece of paper
such as this.

kfell , unfortunate y, there is more than a 1 ittle bit of
evidence that experts are bought and sold every day. And that a

s-53-o 1 document 1 i ke this is based on a conclusion that has al ready been
made and then evidence is accumulated and organized in order to
prove that foregone conclusion.

Some of us know the story of Mr. Wi 11 i am Lawless who worked
wi th Dupont i n past days. Some have seen the documentary film on
the Savannah River plant entitled Building Bombs, and have through
that film and through other opportuni ties have had a chance to meet
Mr. Lawless and hear the testimony of his relationship with Dupont
and the Llepartmnt of Energy.

And even i n this impressive looking document here for instance,
there are som interesting statistics that do not quite go together
wi th some other studies. For instance, on page 3-50, there is a

Please see the response to Cownt S-09-01 on public
comnents.
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chart that shows the mjor sources of radiation exposure i n the
S-5342 vicinity of the Savannah River site. And according to this Nay 1990 The cal CU1 ated annual dose to an average off si te

study, the Savannah River site itself only munts to an annual individual within 00 km is about 0.1 ~ The
dose, average dose per individual of 0.1 reins per year. dose to the maximally exposed individual is 016

mill i rem per year.

S-53-03 It does not quite jel 1 with another study that was done by the P1 ease see the
Georgia Oepartwnt of Natural Resources Environmental Radiation of fsi te doses.
Survei 11 ante Program survey taken i n 1979 through 1980, and also
1983 to 1984. It shows a rather dr~ti c different f 1 gure. Instead
of .1, the figure is 60.0 give or take nine reins per individual.
That is a rather dramatic difference.

response to Co~nt =5-18 on

I am told that this Georgia Oepa-nt of Natural Resources
team was made up of a SIIU11 team of scientists *O conduct these

S-53-04 surveys on a regular basis. I also read in the newspaper that a OOE PI ease see the response to Co-nt S-03-01 on health
off i ci al said that the increase of cancer rates = a result of the risks.

y Savannah River site muld be negligible. And I am still looking
around trying to try to find so~ne that has a negl i gi bl e cancer.

z And so far, I have not met that person.
m

Wel 1, I think that b=ed on the nu~er of people that have been
here today and the kind of testi ~ny that the Department of Energy
has heard, I think that you wuld have to conclude that we folks
here i n the Savannah area basi cal 1 y are pretty PO1 i te people. I
think that SOUK of us may even have read Hiss Nanners. We have been
taught to behave ourselves. w have been taught to. be nice.

But I think i t is fair to say that there are a lot of people
that are di stressed about what same have called a conclusion or
decision that has already been de. So we are just kind of going
through the motions here wi tb these opportunities to speak.

I thi mk that it is fair to say that we folks around here in the
Savannah site area are about prepared to throw away our etiquette
books and our manners books. I think that me are apt even to go so
far as to get md and angry. Ad I tbi nk that we are prepared to go
so far as to make the decision to deactl wate these reactors, a very
costly decision for the Depa-nt of Energy and for the present
Administration. I think that w are ready to cl ai ❑ our peace
dividend, and I think we want it now. Thank YOU.
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s-54 STAT- OF BILL -~

NR. wEW I - Bill mreska, Narkinez, 6eorgia, a suburb of
Augusta. These gentla sure 1 ive a bard 1 i fe taking al 1 of the
abuse f mm this mike that they have, not onl Y at this hearing but at
the previous hearings that I have attemted.

I a sure that they are just as fine a person as al 1 of the
other retirees of Oupont *O have spoken to ne about 1 i fe at Oupont
after they have retired. Md I - SUre that these PeOPle till
probably speak differently once their pensions are assured and their
salaries are not 1 onger in j~rdy.

1, myself, am for no restart. I feel that the cost is
excessive to the taxpayers. to the envi rnmt, and to the health of

S-54-01 &ri ca. I think that the nuclear -r -Wrials pmducti on is
unnecessary and farcical. I also believe that i t wi 11 require an.
agency outside of the Oepa*nt of Energy ta call a halt to nuclear
war materials prcducti on. The Oepa-t is intoxicated on its ow
pouer and with the rmni es that are ~erated.

5-54-02
Reading the envi mmtal i~ct stat=nt, I note that they

have concluded that 9600 jobs are MR? i~tiat th- the 1 i ves Of
the people, the increase of cancer. and * insult to the
envi roncent. I render where tiey caQ up with the figure of %00
jobs. Today there are IMW than 26,000 on site jobs. How does %00
square with 26,000? And I render if al 1 of their other figures are
just as accurate. And I render if they are using the same sort of
ciphering AM they W* ui th the reactO=. It is f ri @teni n9-

1 do not know if they c= up m th the 9600 to hide the amount
of nmney that is actual 1 y consd at the Savannah River site. *
are now faced with a rnnctil interest ~ the nati Onal debt. nOt
to =nti on the national debt itself. They propose today a $500
bill ion bailout for the S6Ls, and virtually no mney for education,
heal th care. and the bless, and 1east of al 1 the cl can-up of the
radiation cons nation here, at Rocky Flats, Femal d, and Hanford,
and on, and on and on.

The envi ron-nt has been damged. This has been documented
S-54-03 again and again. NO nuclear facility is safe. I hear the Savannah

River site being heralded as a safe facility- It is not safe- The

P1 ease see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
need for tritium and other nuclear materials.

The figure of 9,600 jobs. lost was based on an
estimated worker population in Hay 19W of 18,635
workers at SRS; it reflects the best OOE estimate of
operating, heal th and safety, security, and
construction jobs that might be lost if the
operation of all three reactors did not continue.
Al so, please see the response to Comnt S-52-03 on
employment.

P1 ease see the response to Cotmnent S-03-02 on
envi ronmental impacts.
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environment is damaged. And of course in Europe, the children wear
outside clothing and then they have their inside gamnts.

The ground can no longer produce food that is safe to eat or
animals that are safe to consuw. The cost would be incalculable
compared to the 9600 jobs should some similar instance occur here,
and it is well on its way.

I believe that the problem of a nuclear deterrent is a
political and financial problem and not a tactical problem. All of
our wars, if one is a historian buff, you wi 11 find these were not
mi 1 itary armament problems but they were all political and financial
and were tactical problems lastly as to tiich country was going to
take *1 ch country over first for *at spoils of war.

We could not have used a nuclear deterrent in Vietnam. It was
our friends tio were fuel ing the oi 1 pipel i ne to Hanoi . It was our
f ri ends *o ~re producing the armaments. Me wul d have been nuking
our own friends. Mould we nuke Quadaffi? He would have to nuke the
French at the S- time.

So the idea of using a nuclear deterrent I think is
i responsible. I think that we are producing a greater danger that
terrorists may co~ into possession of nuclear materials to hold the
entire world hostage, terrorists who are totally i responsible.
This is not only the msteiial that is unaccounted for on site, but
also that Aich is sold to our al 1 ies tio have been known to in turn
act as m~ddle men to pass i t on to our alleged enemies. Thank you.
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s-55

MR. BOTTON :
who is concerned
came to Savannah.

S-55-01

STATEMENT OF CHARLES BOTTON

My name is Charlie Botton, and 1 represent anyone
with the envi ronmnt along with myself. I fi rst

I am a student here at Savannah College of Art and
Design, and one of my reasons for coming here -s the a;ea. It is Comnents noted.
very beautiful here. I am originally from Virginia and I am used to
being surrounded by trees and open fields.

And Savannah is sort of a deceiving PI ace when you first get
here. It is qu~ te beautiful and everything, but you are greeted on
the weekends occasional 1 y by the quite unsavory smel 1 of Union Camp
right up the road. And it is the first place that I have ever 1 ived
that when I have held a glass of water up to the 1 ight that it looks
more 1 i ke a CO1l ection of sea monkeys than i t does drinkable water.

Al 1 I am saying is that I do not know the tiole low dom on the
reactor out there, but. I am flatly opposed to it from tiatever
information I have found out about it. And as far as I know, the
Cold. War is over. That is what I have been told. And I think that
you al 1 should realize that too. 1 see no reason far reopening the
reactors. That is al 1 that I have to say.
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inhabitants on our planet. Secrecy has removed from the general
public the duty to be informed about these issues which are vital to
our heal th and well-being.

It is just astounding to me that the secrecy probably has not
hidden what we are doing from our enemies but only from the kri can

S-56-09 public. It should not shield the nucl ear industry f ram shabby work, Please see the response to Conrnent S-03-03 on the
unsafe practices, and inco~etency. There is enough plutonium even need for tri tium and other nucl ear materials.
according to fo=r Energy Secretary Herrington. He can recycle
plutonium. Nhat we have i n the way of tri tium has to be enough. We
can no longer afford to jeopardize the continued existence of future
generations for a false sense of security now.

If 24,000 nuclear warheads are not enough, how many wi 11 it
take to make us feel safe? I do not believe that we need amre. And
I object to the restart of the Savannah River plant reactors. The
cost is just too high. Thank you.
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S-57 STATEMENT OF GARY GARRETT

MR. GARRETT : My nam is Gary Garrett. As of two mmnths ago,
my current address is 13318 Chesterfield Drive in Savannah, Georgia.

s-57-o 1 I came here tonight as an {nterested citizen unbiased in the Connnents noted.
hopes that I could get mare meaningful infomution about the new
home and perhaps the jeopardies with which we are faced.

A 1 i ttl e about my background. I am a degreed electronics
engineer. I have carried a high set of security clearances that
this land has to offer for 28 years. And i n the execution of duties
associated with that, and you may say in the military and industrial
complex, that 1 spent most of my whole 1 i fe as a civilian in Europe
as close as my clearances would allow me to the Russian border.

y
It was in the execution of some of these duties in 1986 that my

. wi fe and 1, and I want you to take a good hard 1 ook at her when she
: comes up here in a few minutes, were subjected to one of the

heaviest doses of radiation that any 1 iving human being has ever
survived. You are looking at two walking dead people, And the true
meaning of 1 i ve each day to its fullest could not be more felt i n
the Garrett household.

Approximately seven months after we took the heavy dose, our
thyroids went dead. And we have a checklist of what we can expect.
AS insurance companies 1 ike to say, we hope you are paid up with
us, Look at us, ladies and gentlen!en. We are about the only two
people, Ameri cans, you have ever seen who are still 1 iving with the
kind of dose that we have had.

1 thank the Department of Energy for holding these hearings
here, so we can have these public forums, and for those of you tio
have taken the ti~ tonight to come frequently so far to carry to us
your intelligent messages. I admit to being extrernel y naive in this
area except that I happen to be an expert i n el ectromgneti c Pul se.
And I am fami 1 iar with some of the other aspects of radiation dosage.

I cannot see how any concerned citizen who is a rational person
can draw any conclusion based on the in forn!ation that we have heard
tonight other than the fact that i f we are given a modi cum of truth
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i n all of the i nfo-tion that m have heard and I can present that
we have that these reactors should be kept in cold standby for now.

I wanted to convey to you me other i trn that is of great
S-57-02 concern to m about these reactors. Earthquake planning by such

august scientific bodies is a s~t iffy thl ng even today. But
the 1 argest COI 1ection of -ri can scientists *O are fairly
reliable at predicting tk han granted us a 100 percent certainty
of a 6.0 earthquake epi centered very close to these set of reactors
that w are talking about tonight m thi n the next 25 years.

Now you ❑ight say that is =11 and good, 6. 8, 10, 12, what
does that man to us? I survived m thi n about ten mi 1es of the
epicenter of a 7.5 eafiquake at Mgun Late in the Nadison River
Canyon in Mntana in 19S9, and tit on to dig out nany of the
bodies. bd my wife and I have just survived a 7.2 in San Francisco.

I was on the third fl mr of a nm $44 ml 1 i on earthquake
proofed bui 1di ng, and I et to tell you tiat that mans. The
building itself survived essential 1y intact. The interior was
total 1y trashed including thti no fault of oum al 1 of the
off ices. I had the privilege of -i ng 1000 pound safes flying ten
and fifteen feet. M I got amy f ra ~ c~ter terminal that I
was mrking on just before it -t right by w head and out of the
window of BY office.

Living in 6e-y n-r the Czech border Am w took this heavy
dose frm Chernobyl. w -m fortunate to see another aspect of the
folly of w and the msses of august bodies that we call our
elected body politic. In this case, & 6ermn Federal Republic
6ove-t was so afraid of MSS hysteria that they refused to admit
that there w any radiation &tsoever for almst a ful 1 month
after w were taking such heavy doses &t deer nere dying and
numrous other animls and plants u?re shwi ng real 1y strange
effects. hd the 6ermn people ~re al 1A to eat the green
grocer!s products that w know had incredibly heavy doses.

so hen threatened be it with the excuse of MSS hysteria, our
governments do not necessarily y have a history of uanti ng to
represent us. I see ~t I consider to be a rnnor representation
here tonight from a population center that I understand is

Response

The reactors at SRS were designed to withstand an
earthquake with an acceleration of 0.2g, which is
tui ce the estimated peak ground acceleration felt in
the Site area during the Charleston earthquake of
1~6. 00E is not aware of any credible scientific
report that makes such definitive predictions of
ngnitude, location, and timing. (Please see EIS
Section 3.3.2 and the response on Coent S-40-06 on
design-basis earthquakes. )
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approxi matel Y 250,000 people. ti 1 hear concern expressed by mst
of you that i t does not real lY =tter *t we are saying tonight,
because the decision has al -y k de.

w1l, I am here to tell you that you better listen to Aat Mr.
6orbachev is saying right now and mhy he is running so scared. It
does =atter. it really does. There is a fellow n+ Sam Nunn in
Nashi ngton and he accepts collect cal 1s. and Sam dus 1 i sten. And
if you do not like *t you think is king done to you or if You
feel p~rless, tell ten people ~rram and have thm tel 1 ten *at
you have heard here tc.ni ght. I thank you all for your tire.

II
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S-58

S-58-01

STATEMENT OF RUTH GARRETT

MRS. GARRETT : I will be very brief. 1 know you are al 1 ti red
and want to go home. We are the 50 percent who did not get the PI ease see the response to CoIranent S-39-01 on pub7 i c
message until 6:30 tonight on the evening news. So I would like to hearings.
complai n that this was not well adverti seal. When we did come in,
the S1 ide that was on the screen was the one about the environmental
impact. I read very fast and in several languages, but I did not
get past number one, the S1 i de went so fast.

So having been away from Savannah for fifteen years, I can
complain a little bit and be a little bit impolite in saying that I
think we could have had more Savannahians here i f we had been better
informed. I had to cal 1 the television station to ask them where
the meeting was, and there was some di ff i CU1 ty with that.

So we have a lot of needs in Savannah, but we do not need this
restarti ng. We do not want it, and we want you to take that word to
Washington. Thank you.

.,,, ,,,, ,, ..,,, ,”,,,,,,,
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s-59 STATE14ENT OF SUSAN DELANEY

MS. DEL~EY: I am Susan De? aney, and I am a native of
Savannah. I am a deacon i n the Episcopal Church, but I am here to
speak as an individual I had the opportunity this past January to
attend an international conference in Moscow. The hosts were the
Supreme Soviet Gove rnwnt, the Soviet Academy of Sciences, and the
Russian Orthodox Church. There were 1000 delegates from 83
countri es, spi ritual leaders, government leaders, business leaders,
scientists, journal ists, and people in the arts. And they all ut
to talk about the problems that this earth is facing.

s-59-o 1 From the opening address of the Secretary General of the U. N., Cements noted.
and through the addresses of our Senator AJ Gore and Senator
Cl aiborne Pen , to the closing address i n the Kremlin by President
Gorbachev, the consensus was that the Cold War is at an end, the
arms race end is in sight, and the breaking of the Beri in Wal 7 as a
symbol of the breaking of walls everywhere. And the consensus was
that our efforts now must al 1 be put towards healing this earth that
we al 1 share.

President Gorbachev suggested forming an international Green
Cross that would go to environmental disaster areas. And he
received a standing ovation when he said that he cal led for an end
to the nuclear arms race once and for al 1.

And I would 1 ike join with nmst of the people here tonight and
cal 1 for an end to the Savannah River nuclear plant once and for
al 1. Thank you.

II
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S-60 STATEMENT OF EV~GELIN WLAY.IS

HS. NANALMIS: Yes, sir. MY n- is Evangelin Hamalakis. I
am a 1 ifelong resident of Chatham County. And I am here this
evening to lend another voice of opposi tion to the Savannah River
pl ant reactors restart. Hy concerns have been repeatedly voiced by

s-do-a 1 others here this evening. The lack of need for further triti um
production and nuclear missile production. The unnecessary
consumption of such massive financial resources that our nation
needs to care for its people. The philosophic cal concerns of
continuing to generate implements of war.

S-60-02 And the long hi story of the Savannah River plants fai lure to
honestly inform the residents of this area of accidents, spills,
equipment breakdown and failures, and plant mismanagement, that have
al 1 yielded radioactive PO1 1 ution of the iwdiate Savannah Ri ver
plant site and diffused pol 1 ution of the earth, air, and water i n
surrounding counties.

He have been consistently info-d that the introduction of
such so-cal led low level toxic mterials into our soi 1 and water are
below the levels detrimental to our health. Medically i t is far
from being i n on the effect of 1 ifelong exposure to and consumption
of such contaminants to humankind, or its effect on the flora and
fauna.

Along with my concern about such diffuse radioactive
S-60-03 PO1 lutants, 1 am additional 1 y concerned about the synergistic

effects of such PO1 lutants with other toxic materials that are
regularly dumped into our ai r and water in the Savannah comni ty as
well as similar co~ni ties across the country.

There is no rationale for killing ourselves and our world
degree by degree. I voice a no to the reactor restart as a wans of
claiming our right to qualitative personal coani ty and global
1 i fe. Thank you.

Please see the response to Comnt S-03-03 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear materials. The
need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this
EIS.

The extent of contami nation from prior SRS
operations is described in Section 3.7 of the EIS,
and i n annual envi ronwntal umni tori ng reports
issued by OOE (WSRC, 1989). Section 4.1 presents
projected envi ronwntal impacts from continued
reactor operation. Also, please see the response to
Co-nt S-03-01 on risks.

No synergistic effects of radiation and other toxic
materials have been identified with the exceptions
of cigarette suaking and radon daughter exposure in
producing lung cancer i n uranium miners.
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S-61 STATEMENT OF LANA MILLER

S-6141 HS . MILLER : Ny n= is Lana Miller, and I am a resident of Comnts noted.
Portland, Oregon touring the country, and this is my first visit to
Savannah. I would like to say that it is one of the mst beautiful
areas of the country that I have seen, and i t still has some of the
mst primi tive areas. It feels 1 i ke you are very environmentally
conscious here. And I have to co-rid You on preserving the wi 1 d
areas and n!aintaining so many refuge areas i n the barrier islands.

And I support the people of Savannah in rejecting this
restarting of the Savannah River project. I guess that is all I
have to say.
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s-62 STATENENT OF JMIECE C. BROOHEAO
9 F1 inn Orive

Savannah, 6A 31406

To tiom it Nay Concern,

I am a mther with three young children, a business owner of a
12 yr old Savannah business and a concerned citizen.

I have been encouraged by the strides our country has made
towards peace. It’s been exciting to see our whole planet working
towards a safe envi ron~ntal awareness. There is much to be
positive for as far as an environmentally safe and peaceful future
for my family.

~ s-62-o 1 This leads w to the question as to tiy are we continuing to The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
make and stockpile bobs? Is this necessary? We certainl y have this EIS.

L
w enough nuclear “protection” and enough radioactive _
0 stockpiled. To me the restart of SRP is unnessesary, dangerous and

expensive.

I don’ t relish the thought of living do-wind and down the river
from SRP. I feel like it isn’t a safe facility and I feel like the
product ion of mre botis is not needed and too expensive.

Please consider this taxpayers voice - use my hardearned
taxpayers money to work towards a peaceful and envi ronwntal 1 y safe
future for my children. Perhaps this is a cry i n the wind but I
don’ t choose to oil a war machine that is damaging to our
environment and totally unnessesary. Wil 1 i t take disaster to make
changes? 1 pray not.

Thank you for this opportunity to
speak - Jani ece Brodhead
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s-d3 STATENENT OF HELEN P. O’BRIEN
P.O. BOX 214

Cobbtow , GA 30420
912-d84-570 1
Nay 31, 1990

To: o.O. E.

S-63-01 I am oppossed to any ra-start of any reactors at Savannah River
Site. Enough harm and destruction has al ready been created. He
should spend the resources of our cOuntrY creatin9.1 i fe+ivin9 ad
1 i fe-sustai ning places instead of places that ham our citizens.

I request that any mney al lotted to S.R. S. be for clean-up only.

Thank you,
~

.
w
1- Helen OIBrien

Comnts noted.

,,.
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S-d4

S-64-01 1) The plant is imral. It is *ristian. mfist ~uldn’t ~rk Comnts noted.
there, paY for it. hsve hearings on it, mke =issiles from the
plutanim. - m - be Christi--

Z) It’s paranoid, =enkslly-ill. 552 of tax $ goes for defmse-
YW spend that z of Wr tak~ PSY, and see hOw
-tal 1 y-bal anced your mi @bOrs feel you are.

,,
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%5 STA~ ~WO~=R. CINS

lx Island, U 31328

Dear Sir,

s-d5-ol 1 mnt to say w need to cmcentrate M cleaning up the river 8 COments noted.
feed the poor & say enough to rnlitary spending. I f=l I am
representing at least 200 mthers 40 can’ t be here tonight to speak.

Sincerely Yours

&dy R Sc.ggins

c-l

A
.
w
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S-66 STATEMENT OF JOHN t4. RAVAGE
I

200 West Jones Street !
Savannah, GA 31401

Statemnt made by John Ravage at the Savannah River Plant
Hearings at the DeSoto Hil ton in Savannah, GA, 31 Hay 1990.

I have been n!argi nal 1 y associated with nuclear ~nergy for more
than 25 years, first i n writing operational mteri ails for
Westinghouse i n the sixties, then as the editor of the Final Report
of the Horkshop on Alternative Energy Stategi es at HIT under the
direct supervision of Carrel 1 Hi lson, President Truman’s appointee as
the first general n!anager of the AEC, and final 1 y in 1982 as
associate di rector of the Governor’s Energy Counci 1 ;in with
responsibility for writing Pennsylvania Energy Pol i CY.

m s-66-o 1 I am di stressed that as the threat of nuclear arinihilation at

A the hands of our enemies diminishes, the United States Governmnt
and i ts agencies appear anxious to take over that role by operating

P plants that do not meet the safety regulations promulgated to
protect its citizens. Under the guise of military preparedness, i t
proposes to resume the production of Tridi um that is unneeded at an

S-66-02 installation that shares some frightening characteri~stics with
Chernobyl .

This mindless conti nuance of unneeded production invites
compari son “i th the Sorcererss Apprentice, ho, havi,ng learned the
incantation to set the broom to carrying water, did not know how to
stop it, nearly drowning in his own superabundance. : Sowone must
issue the connnand to halt the production of superfluous bomb
i ngredi ents, despi te the false claim of national securi ty needs.

Personal 1 y, I would feel far more secure if money being spent to
S-66-03 bui 1 d more nuclear warheads were devoted to mothball ing obsolete

OUC1 ear refineries and boti plants. Far more people have been
poisoned and ki 11 ed, and nmre environmental damage has been caused
by bomb testing and bomb building and by nuclear accidents than have
been caused by acts of nuclear aggression since Nagasaki .

P1 ease see the response to Comnent S-01-02 on safety.

Please see the responses to Comnts S-05-07 and
S-1 3-02 on Chernobyl .

The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.

The Environmental Impact Statement obscures wre than i t
reveals, al ways i n the name of national security. What i t cannot
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Response

conceal is that al 1 three plants have long since surpassed their
1 i fe expectancy and are woeful IY deficient in their safety and in

S-66-04 flagrant violation of safety practice requi red of all comercial As noted in Section 2.1.2.3.2 of the EIS, no
nuclear plants. 1 i fe-1 imi ti ng mchanisms have been identified for

these reactors; also, please see the responses to
The record of the Nuclear Regulatory Comni ssion is a sad tale of Conuents S-27-O 1 on safety reg.1 at i on and S-01-03 on

non-f easance, non-enf orcemant and nonsense and a 1ackadai si cal safety oversight.
attitude towards the heal th and wall-being of neighbors. Arrogant
disregard for first, the envi ronmnt, second, for expert estimates
of present nuclear arm requirements, as well as the safety of the
region must stop.

If the regulators wn’t do it, then a ci tizen’s comittee mst
be called into being, which conanittee to have access to al 1 the data
necessary to evaluate the degree of safety of plant operation and
all its manufacturing and high-level waste disposal.

n
The twin issues of nuclear armament and envi ronmsntal quality

A are of too far reaching i uf.ortance to be 1 ef t to people whose
G pri nci pal concern is to perpetuate the status quo, Ai ch means their

jobs, by ensuring eqloymant for their constituents tii 1 e ensuring
the degradation of the thousands of acres of forest, mi 1es of
streams, and the air that ❑i 11 i ons breathe.

1 hope 1 did not 1 ive through the Oppression on two continents,
serve i n World War 11, survive both the seventies and the Reagan Era
only to be subjected to radiation poisoning in ❑y retirement here in
Savannah.

,.,, ., ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,.. ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,.,, ., ,,, ,,,
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c-o 1 STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CANOY Y. WAITES

I am Candy Waites, a citizen of Richland County: and a member of
the South Carol ina House of Repres@ntati ves. I hesitated tO cO~
today because I do not have technical comnts to make, but
fortunate y there are others Ao will deliver those arguments. I

had to come today for my daughter Robin. Today is her 21st
birthday. She is celebrating i t i n the Soviet Union where she has
been studying since February. Her letters are ful 1 of wonderful
stories of new experiences, new Russian friends and breaking down
old barriers. 1 had to cow today for Robin and her, new friend

C-ol-ol Tasha to ask whv vou are considering restarting the nuclear reactors
when the walls seDarati ng nations
the world. ( -

to produce i ngr;d; ents for weapons
and peoples are coming down around

c-o 1-02 Why are you taking incredible risks to restart these nucl ear

dinosaurs when we have been told over and over again that there are
major problems with thei r safety? Why won’ t someone tell us the
truth? Why do you make us feel un-American hen we speak out for a
safe and heal thy envi ronment? We are not the enemy. We are the
people who live in and love this country.

The Department of Energy produces tri ti urn (and other
nuclear materials) as directed by the Nuclear
Weapons Stockpile Menmrandum (NWSM), which
determines the need for defense mterials, and ~ich
is approved by the President. The most recent NWSM.
appro~ed by President Bush on July 12, 1990, was
used In calculating the demand for new production of
tritium in Appendix A. In addition, Appendix A
considers a potential reduced-need scenario fnr
tri tium.

.-.

Because detai led information on defense need
involves nati onal securi ty information, nucl ear
n!ateri al requi rements and the production
requirements requi red to meet these demnds are
discussed i n a classified appendix (Appendix A) of
the EIS. This classified appendix was not
distributed with the n!ain document, but wi 11 be
considered by DOE deci sionmakers; i t is avai 1 able to
those meeting security requirements. Unclassified
information from Appendix A is included i n Secti on
1.2 of the EIS.

Sections 2.1 .2.8.2 and 2.1 .2.7 of the EIS address
the concerns expressed about reactor safety and the
reactor modifications to be completed as safety
enhance~nts both before and after resuming
production. As stated by Secretary Watkins on
several occasions: “restart of any of the SR
reactors will not be authorized unti 1 I am
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This chronology of events states that in 1978 the Armed
Services Comnittee panels reported “gal loping obsolescence” of the
nuclear weapons production complex. 00E acknowl edged i n its fiscal
’81 budget request to Congress that degradation was “serious” and
that radiation exposures to personnel were reaching unacceptable
limits. For the next twelve years the stories are the same. The
players change, but the gruesome facts never change. There is not
time today to read the nine page chronology hi ch justifies my
feel i rigs, but I shal 1 attach it to my remarks.

The mre I read, the more frustrated I get. Then after the
frustration comas fear. Yes fear, because no one seems to be

C-01-03 listening. How do you expect the people to trust the Department of
Energy hen We have been 1 ied to or told half truths or pushed aside
or ignored for years and years and years? Why is it so hard to make
big governmnt understand that all we the people want is the right

l-l
to lead our 1 ives in a safe and healthy environwnt?

& A reporter recently said he looked for facts and not.
. ationalism.

Fact: 8/1 7/89 Westinghouse announced that half of the
construction welders at SRP were iwroperl y certified. . .275 of 550
welders wi 11 have to be recertified.

8/25/89 “The f ragi 1 i t y of the antique reactors at SRP is going
to be hanging over our heads 1 i ke the Sword of Oamacl es unti 1 the
year 2005. ” Secretary Hatki ns.

10/25/89 Procedural errors and reporting problems continue [at
SRPI and indicate that an emphasis on safety of operations is not
yet pervasive.

John Ahearne letter to Secretary Watkins saying that the
Uesti nghouse restart schedule may wan ‘*that 1 ittle more than the
mini mum upgrades wi 11 be done prior to restart. ”

IZ113189 ,, Progress made to date on iWr0Vin9 conduct Of
operations is inadequate. ” Paul Kaspar.

It is very difficult to follow the continuing saga of problems
at SRS wi thout getting emotional . Something is very wrong with our

personal 1 y satisfied that they can be operated
safe) y.” (mm, Secretary of Energy titkins to
Secretary of Oefense Cheney, April 1989. )

00E is requi red to consider all substantive comnts
on the Draft EIS and i n preparation of the Final EIS
(40 CFR 1500-1508).
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C-0144 system ken the people have to
to get an envi ronwntal impact
reactors.

sue the Department of Energy i n order In December 1989 Energy Secretary Watkins informed
statemnt before the restart of the the Congressional Armed Services Comi ttees i n a

letter “that because the decisionmsking process will
be enhanced by the information and opportunity for
public comnt presented by the EIS, the Departmnt
will co~lete the EIS before it makes any decision
to resums operating the defense production reactors
at the Savannah River Si te. ”

Not only do the people want to know that the aging reactors are
safe, but we want to know tiy we are going to spend a bill ion
dol 1 ars for their restart. In today’s world of watiing relations
between the US and the Soviet Union, do we real 1 y need to risk our

C-01-05 heal th and safety to produce ingredients for more weapons? Can you The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
justify this risk and this expenditure to Robin and Tasha? this EIS. P1 ease see the response to Comnt

C-01-02 on safety.
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C-02 STATEWEWT OF THE ~LE HARRIET KEYSERLING

I am Harriet Keyserl i ng, and I represent a portion of Beauf ort
County in the South Carolina Legislature. I have come before SRS
panels at other hearings to cst on the restarting of the K, L,
or P Reactors.

At those tires, I have urged that you not start up these
reactors unti 1 an EIS is c-l eted, that the Department use as rigid

C-02-Q1 standards for defense reactors as are dedad of couanerci al nuclear
reactors, that the K reactor not be started up unti 1 the cooling
towers are operating and that there be independent oversight of the
Savannah River Site operation.

Today I am here because my constituents and I are’ al armed by
recent reports citing the radioactivity from tri ti urn i n the Savannah
River, our major source of drinking water. Personally, I do not..

L have the scientific background needed to understand al 1 the
implications of your EIS: however, I have read, and understand, some

% of the scientific analysis by others, and i t gives me great concern.

I read that releases of tri ti UM at SRS on an annual basis are
more than 100 times the releases at Hanford, Washington. This is
understandable e because Hanford does not produce tri ti um. But fiat
is not understandable is that at Hanford, there is an assesswnt

C-02-02 underway of historical radiation doses, but there is no such study
for SRS here the needs s- greater. There is a @ximum
concentrate on of tri ti m at the WaufortAasper water treatment
plant. He need to know *at this -s in terms of the health and
safety of the people of Beaufort.

kcording to Or. Karl Z. Mrgan (fo-r Oi rector of the Health
Physics Oivi si on at Oak Ridge National Laboratory) tri ti um’s
biological harm is five ti =S greater than the Energy Department’s
guidelines indicate. Your EIS does not report the degree to tii ch
tri ti urn released from SRS pe-ates the surrounding environment.
For instance, *at is the i~lication for us that tritium is also
found in our rai rewater. Of 495 sites studied around the country, of
the top ten s-l es witi the mst pi cocuri es per liter, five came
from Barnwel 1, including the one with the highest count. Another

C-02-03 study reports that the EIS does not adequately comnt on the
release and transport of other specific radi onucl ides such as

Please see the response to comnent C-01-04 on
operation of the SRS reactors. Al though OOE is not
requi red by statute to use NRC standards for
comercial reactors, i t does follow standards that
are comparable to those of the NRC, and are more
?PPrOPriate fOr its reactor types and uses. Until
Oecember 31, 1992, OOE would operate’ K-Reactor under
an SCOHEC Consent Oecree (84-GH) that al lows
thermal discharges. Independent oversight of SRS is
provided by the Advisory Comittee on Nuclear
Faci 1 i ty Safety (ACNFS) and. the Oefense Nuclear
Facil i ties Safety Board (ONFSB); the latter

orginizati on has statutory authority granted by PL
100-456.

00E reports the concentrations of triti urn i n the
drinking water at the Beaufort-Jasper water
treatment plant in its annual environmental
monitoring reports, which serve as support documents
to the Oraft EIS (WSRC, 1989). The concentrate ons
are substantial y below EPA drinking-water standards
of 20,000 pCi/L. The concentrate ons of tri ti urn
result in a collective population dose to downstream
users of Savannah River water of 3 person-rem per
year or 0.13 mill i rem per year to an individual
(1988 doses). EPA standards permit an individual
dose of as much as 4 millirem per year in drinking
water (40 CFR 141.16).

Radiological surveys of mi 1 k, food, drinking water,
rainwater, soi 1, vegetation, and sediment compri se a
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tritium! Cobalt 60, strontium 90, cesium 137, plutonium, carbon 14, significant fraction of the SRS Environmental
and iodl ne, sow of which invade milk, food and drinking water. Monitoring program. Rainwater, soil , and vegetation

sample collection and anal ysis are crucial in
The EIS fai 1s to note that risks posed by future operations quantifying the deposition of radioactive materials

can ‘t be separated from the accumulating risk to people *O have from routine and nonroutine atmosphere c releases
been exposed to SRP releases for over three decades. from SRS, as well as the deposition of worldwide

fal lout from atomic weapons testing and unusual
occurrences such as the Chernobyl incident. The
opera~ional detai 1s and results of these progrms
are given in the annual environmental mani toring
reports ci ted above, *i ch conf i rm the very small
doses received by the public from al 1 pathways of
exposure.

C-02-04

C-02-05

What are those risks to the people who have 1 ived i n Beaufort during 00E presents estimated normal operating and
that period? What we do know is there is now ten times as much accidental exposures to neighbors and downstream
tri ti um around Beau fort, which is downstream from SRS, than i n
Augusta, Ga. , which is upstream. How long has it been this way?

water users accumulated during the period from 1954
to 1989 in Section 3.7.1.2 of the EIS. As indicated

How much are we accumulating in our bodies? How can we stop it? in that section, the total effective dose equivalent
to a water user over that total period (assuming the
Beau fort-Jasper Water Treatment System had been i n
place from the beginning) would have been about 20
mrem; the total dose equivalent from natural
background over that period was about 10,600 mrem.
Section 4.1.6 addresses the potential additional
risk to hun!an health resulting from the continued
operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors. Independent
agencies have been (and are) evaluating the heal th
effects of past operati ens, as described in Appendix
B. 1.5; no significant health impacts on the general
public have been identified.

In the May 10 edition of the Hil ton Head Island Packet, an Table 2-3 of the EIS sunm!ari zes the excess cancer
arti cle on the Department of Energy EIS reports, “The OOE study said fatal i ties res”l ti ng from operating K-, T~=, E~d
restarting the plant’s nuclear reactors wil 1 lead to ‘excess cancer P-Reactors and from the alternatives.
fatal i ty’ within a 50-mile radius of SRS and downriver near the contains more detai led information on this subject
coast. But no statistics or explanation was provided. ” This is in Section 4. 1.2 (for normal operation), 4. 1.3 (for
unacceptable to the peopl e of Beaufort. He want statisti cs and we reactor acci dents), and 4. 1.6 (for cumulative
want explanations. impacts of al 1 SRS and neighboring faci 1 i ty

releases). The calculated risk from drinking water
taa:a~rom the Savannah River without tri tium

is an addi tional 0.0038 fatal cancer per
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C-02-06 Your EIS needs to deal with the level by Ai ch the Savannah River is
being polluted by tritium, and a study of alternatives to this
pollution — by studying, for instance. the cOst and feasibility ‘f
a special treatment plant at the source, or a treatment plant at the
Beaufort-Ja$per !4ater Authority tiich distributes the Savannah River
water.

C-D2-07 Al though the intent of these hearings is that they should be a
tool for making decisions, many of us wonder i f the process of
weapons plant hearings is not a charade, i f the decisions have
al ready been made. It is upsetting to hear Secretary Watkins say
there are dangers but we have no choice but to get on with producing
tritium.

C-02-D8 As our foreign policy changes, shouldn’ t our tritium needs also
be evaluated? Are they absolute?’ It seems that nothing we say can
compete with the national securi t needs. Despite this, we wi 11
keep pushing for an EIS *ich wi 1 ] include m the facts *ich are
relevant and crucial in the Beaufort area.

year (or 1 additional cancer fatality every 260
years) i n the water-using population of 317,000 to
be sewed in the future in Port !4entworth and
Beaufort-Jasper (Section 3.4 of the EIS). An
average U.S. population of this size WOU1d be
expected to have about 600 cancer deaths w year
from al 1 causes.

Section 4.5.3 of the EIS describes the processes
considered for detritiation of the heavy-water
cool ant/mderator, hi ch is the source of the
reactor-origin tri tium discharges, thei r estimated
costs, and the dose-reduction benefits. As that
section indicates, the cost per unit CO1 lective dose
(and heal th risk) averted greatly exceeds the
guidelines used by NRC to judge the need for
reductions in effluents from comrc+al powerplants
(NUREG 1.110).

Please see the response to Co-nt C-D1-03 on public
comnts.

Please see the response to Cornnent c-01-01 on the
need for tritium.

,“, , ,,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,. ,,, ,,, ,. ,.,, ,,, ., ,,,, ,,, ,. ,,, ,,. ,., . ,,,, ,,
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C-02-09

ADDITIONAL CHENTS OF HARRIET KEYSERLING
DISTRICT NO. 124-BEAUFORT COUNTY

BOX 1108
BEAU FORT , S. C . 29901

tlr. Steve Wright
Oi rector, Environmental Division
~. oSBo~~tment of Energy

Ai ken, SC 29002

Dear Mr. Hri ght,

Men I spoke at the Columbia hearing on the Savannah River EIS, I
tailored my remarks to fit the five minutes all owed’. I would 1 i ke
to enter into the record my original draft Ai ch covers so~ other
thoughts I have. 1 would appreciate your replacing my spoken
remarks with the enclosed, if that is possible, or just adding this
statemnt to the other.

I hope it is not too late to do this.

Sincerely,

Harriet

[Original draft of Harriet Keyserl ing.1

Keyserl i ng

DOE has discovered no substantive differences
between this statemnt and the remarks given i n
testimony by the Honorable Hs. Keyserl ing.

.,, ,, ,., ,,. ,, ,”,,,,,,,, ,,,
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Co-nts on EIS for Savannah River Site
Before Editing for June 6th Hearing

I am Harriet Keyserl ing, and 1 represent a portion of Beaufort
County in the South Carolina Legislature. In the past, I have come
before SRP panels to comnt on the restarting of the K, L. or P
reactors. At those times, I have urged that you not start up these
reactors until an Envi ron.nental Impact Statement (EIS) is completed,
that the Oepartmnt use standards for defense reactors that are as
strinjent as those denunded of comrcial nuclear reactors, that the
K reactor not be started up until the cooling towers are operating
and that there be independent oversight of the Savannah River Site
(SRS) operations.

Today I am here because my constituents and I are alarmed by
recent reports citing the radioactive ty from tri tium in the Savannah
River, Beaufort’s major source of drinking water. Personal 1 y, I do
not have the scientific background needed to understand al 1 the
impl i cations of your EIS; howaver, I have read, and understand, some
of the scienti fi c testimony of others, and i t gives me great concern.

I read that releases of tri tium at SRS on an annual basis are
more than 100 tires the releases at Hanford, kJashington. This is
understandable because Hanford does not produce tri tium. But hat
is not understandable is that at Hanford, there is an assess~nt
underway of historical radiation doses, but there is no such study
for SRS tiere the need seems greater. There is a maximm
concentration of tritium at the Beau fort-Jasper water treatment
plant. tie need to know what this means in terms of the health and
safety of the people of Beau fort.

According to Dr. Karl Z. Morgan (former Di rector of the Health
Physics Oivision at Oak Ridge National Laboratory) tritium’s
biological harm is five tires greater than the Energy Departmntls
guidelines indicate. Your EIS does not report the degree to hi ch
tri tium released f ram SRS pemates the surrounding environment.
For instance, what is the i~l i cation for South Carolina that
tri tium is also found i n our rainwater? Of 495 sites studied around
the country, of the top ten sa~les with the most pi cocuries per
1 i ter, five cama from Barnwell , one of wl, i ch had the highest count.
Another study reports that the EIS does not adequately cormnant on
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the release and transport of other specific radionucl ides such as
tritium, Cobalt 60, strontium 90 in our milk, cesium 137 in our
fish, plutonium, carbon 14, and iodine, sow of Aich lodge in our
milk, food and drinking water.

Response

The EIS fails to note that risks posed by future operations
cannot be separated from the accumulating risk to people who have
been exposed to SRS releases for over three decades. mat are those
t-i sks to the people tio have 1 ived i n Beaufort during that period?
What we do know is there is now ten times as much tri tium arOund
Beaufort, which is downstream from SRP, than in Augusta, Ga. , which
is upstream.

In the May 10 edition of the Hi 1 ton Head Island Packet, an
arti cle on the Departmnt of Energy EIS reports, “The DOE study sai d
restarting the plant’s nuclear reactors wil 1 lead to ‘excess cancer
fatal i ty’ wi thin a 50-ini le radius of SRS and ~r near the
~. But no statistics or explanation was provided. ” This is
unacceptable to the people of Beaufort. We want statistics and we
want explanations. Your EIS needs to consider the level by tii ch
the Savannah River is being polluted by tritium, and a study of
alternatives to this pollution — for instance, the, cost and
feasibi 1 i ty of a special treatment plant at the source, or a
treatwnt plant at the Beaufort-Jasper Water Authority fii ch
distributes the Savannah River water.

Al though the intent of these hearings is that they should be a
tool for making decisions, ~ny of us wonder if this process is not
a charade, if the decisions have not al ready been %de. It is
upsetting to hear Secretary Watkins say there are dangers but we
have no choice but to get on with producing tri tium.

I could recite a long 1 i tany of risks associated with SRP —
starting i n 1978 hen the A-d Services Comittee reported
,*Gal loping lJbSolesc@”cell at SRP, and in 1981 when DOEadmitted that
degradation was l}serious’! and that radiation exposures to personnel
were reaching unacceptable 1 imits, and in August 1989 hen
Westinghouse announced that half of the construction welders were
improperly certified and in August 1989 tien Secretary of Energy
Watkins said, ,,The f ragi 1 ity of the antique reaCtOrs at SRp is 90in9
to be hanging over our heads 1 ike the sword of Oawcles until the
year 2005.
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Yet even with this history, sowhow we are made to feel
un~rican tien we speak out for a safe and heal thy envi ronment,
when we ask questions about SRP.

As our foreign policy changes, shouldn’ t our tri ti urn needs also
be evaluated? Are defense needs absal ute, while envi ronwntal
safety is relative? When we poison our environment, the enemy is us

and the growing threat to -ri ca’s well-being could be of our
own creation and wi thin our own bodies.

,., ,,. ,. ,,. ,..
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C-03 STA~ OF JPJfES E. BEARO

My nane is J-s E. Beard. I am the di rector of the NUC1 ear
Weapons Project at Envi mmtal Policy Insti tute/Fri ends of the
Earth. 7be Nuclear Weapons Project has b in existence for more
than a decade, and is primarily concerned with ending the production
of nuclear =apons =aterials, ad m th closing and cleaning up the
Depa-t of tiergy ’s nuclear ~ns pmducti on faci 1 i ti es.

AS an active parti ci ~t in several Department of Energy
Envi m~tal I-act Statment processes, I find the Oraf t EIS under
discussion t~y to be particular y distressing. 7his 0-11 i an
exercise clearly demnstmtes that the CU1 turs in the Oepartmnt of
Energy has indeed changed, not for the better but for the mrse.

MY cants deal m th several areas in which the Oraf t EIS is
fund~tal 1y fl a~. Needless to say, these flaws dictate that the
EIS mst be extensi .el y rewritten if the Final EIS is to meet the
requ i —ts of the National Envi m-tal Policy Act and serve as a
useful planning doc=t.

As -tioned above. there are a n-r of very serious f 1aws in
the Oraf t EIS under discussim. The Draft EIS is not grounded in
rsal i ty, in that U does not honestly address the events 1eadi ng up

to tbs current shutdmm of the reactors. 7he EIS is not bassd on a
fair. truthful, ev-anded e-mti m of the need for tri ti urn and
pl utoni m. 00E has apparently deliberately distorted the
examination of options in the Oraf t E3S. &t, and perhaps rmst
i~ht, the Oraft EIS is c~letel y divorced f rw the actual work
being done to restart * reactors.

1 ) 7he Oraft EIS does not bonestl y address the events 1eadi ng up to
the current shutdm of the reactors.

7he forewnf to M Draft EIS sbtes:

‘OOE started P-Reactor [in August 19E163 fol loui ng resolution of
the seismic concerns. After this startup, the operating
contractor and 00E jointly decided that further i qrovements i n
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operation and -a-t -re n~essary. These improvements
are being made and verified.

DDE/EIS 0147D, fI. V.

This is so mch hoguash. ODE did not ‘start” the P-Reactor in
C-03-01 August 1988. Mst assuredly, there was an attempt to start the The statement on the P-Reactor startup in August

reactor. This att~t, h-ver, 1ed not to a successful restart but 1988 in the Foremrd has been revised to respond to
to a situation +ere the reactor operators and their supervisors the co~nt on “attempted startup. 88
vi elated essential 1 y every standing order, rule and gui del i ne for
operating the reactor. This put the reactor into an extre~l y
unsafe condi ti on, and could have 1 ed to a serious accident.

tie. the reactor operators and their supervisors final 1Y got
around to reporting this incident to DOE and contractor management,
the hue and cry raised within and without DOE did lead to calls for

o
drastic i~rovet in the mnag-t and operation of the reactors,
but i t is not as if DDE and contractor staff at SRP came to this

L
u

decision on their om.

w
The DDE1s att~t at -vi sionist history in the Oraf t EIS

clearly demonstrates the extent to Aich DOE’s hidebound CU1ture
recai os unchanged, and also raises very iwortant questions about
the cd taent in ~ to the safety i~rovsts at the SRP reactors.

C-03-02 2) The Draft EIS is not tied on a fair, up-to-date exa!ni nati on of
the need for tri ti m.

Please see the response to Cormnent C-01-01 on the
need for tritium. The need for nucl ear weapons is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

The Ctraf t EIS stites clearly that the SRP reactors mst be
=started very quickly -se of tbe urgent need for the materials
produced in these faci 1 i ties. nzl y tri ti m. The EIS goes on to
state that the assessments of the need for these materials are
classified, and are primri 1Y based m the current Nuclear Weapons
Stockpile tirmdm (w), approved by President Reaw on JanuarY
19, 1969.

January 19, 19S9. Think about that for a minute. Think shout
nbat has happened, how the =rld has changed, in the past year and a
half. The Oerlin -11 has cwe do-. East and Nest Gemny are
m~i ng their econwies. Representative d~cracies are springing
up In Czechoslovakia, Romania, Poland, al 1 of Eastern Europe. The
-rsaw Pact has effective Y disappeared as an effective fighting
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C-03-03

force. Free elections have been held in the Soviet Union. Closer
to home, the Follow-on-to-Lance and the 155m nuclear artillery
shel 1 have been cancel led. A Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START)
Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union has been
negotiated and signed.

These events, all of these changes, have a signi fi cant effect
on the Uni ted States’ requi rements for nucl ear weapons mterials,
including tri tium. The START Treaty itself, el iminati “g ro.ghl y 30%
of the existing U.S. strategic arsenal , may completely eliminate the
need to produce any triti urn at all for several years. It is
patently obvious that all considerations of the need for tri tium are
obsolete, and that the issue must be revi si ted. It is also clear
that the 8need3 for triti um no longer provides a credible rationale
for proceeding with SRP reactor restart on an urgent basis.

Additional 1 y, the need for tri tium must be looked at in an
open, unclassified forum. The days of classified appendices to
Envi ronmental Impact $tateme”ts must come to a“ end. If 00E is
truly serious about changing their CU1 ture and coming to grips with
their problems, they can no longer hide behind the, veil of secrecy.

3) The Oraft EIS incorporates deliberate distortions of the
al ternatives consi dered. The EIS must include a fair, u“-biased
exami nation of CO1 d-standby options.

Section 2.1 (p. 2-3) of the Oraft EIS defines restart of the
SRP reactors as both the ! Proposed Action! alternative and the l!No
Acti on!! alternative. This is “on-se”si cal , a“d trivializes the
entire EIS effort. Here DOE has clearly demonstrated their lack of
i nterest i n any serious consideration of al ternatives. Given the
age of these reactors, referred to by Secretary of Energy Watkins as
dangerous “antiques, “ i t is clear that OOE had disregarded its
safety responsibilities.

Whi 1 e defining both the “Proposed Acti 0“01 alternative and the
,rNo Action,, alternative as what they want to do, 00E also
del i beratel y distorts the cold-standby options so as to n!ake them
technical 1 y unacceptable and economi call y disastrous for the
affected connnuni ti es. This again tri vial izes the EIS process, and
amounts to nothi “g more than goon-squad scare tacti cs.

The CEQ has stated that there are two distinct
i nterpretations of ‘nno action.<, O“e invol ves
situations in which there is an ongoing program
initiated under exi sting legi S1 ation and
regulati ons. I“ these cases, ‘,no acti on,, is “no
change” from current mnagement di rectio”.
“Therefore, the 8no action’ al ternative n!ay be
thought of in terms of continuing with the present
course of action unti 1 that action is changed!!
(“FOrty MOst Asked Questions Concerning CEQIs
National Environmental Policy Act Regulations.
46 FR 1802711). Because extended outages for
modi fi cations are part of reactor operation (and
recognized as such by the NRC for its 1 i censees) ,
the resumption of production foil owing such a“
outage is also part of the continuing operation of
the reactors.

,,, ,.. ,. ,,
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C-03-04 The Oraft EIS must be revised to include a thorough, unbiased The condition described is “cold shutdown, 11 as
examination of cold-standby options, especially in 1 ight of the defined in this EIS. Section 2.1 has been revised
recently signed START Treaty, htiich wi 11 greatly reduce the Uni ted to clarify that such options are included i n the
States’ need for tri ti um. proposed action as needed to best met the

requi remants as establ i shed by the then-current NHSN.
A reasonable cold-standby option wuld Snclude finishing the

EIS process, proceeding with all of the safety rnadi fi cations at all
three reactors (a process which COU1d take several years), and
proceeding with the recrui tiog, hiring, and training necessary to
have a ful 1 operations and maintenance staff available at all three
reactors at al 1 times. Nhi 1 e 00E may not recognize that the work
force at al 1 three reactors is ircportant to maintain, we da.

C-03-05

C-03-06

After completion of al 1 safety i mprovemnts, each reactor WOU1d
be maintained in a cold-standby status, ready to be refueled and
restarted on short notice.

The CD1 d-standby option WOU1d have som very important benefits:

a) A readily available source of tri tium, should the need
arise.

b) No operational wear and tear on the admittedly 01 d SRP
reactors.

c) Safer reactors. It cannot be denied that the reactors wi 11
be safer after the co~letion of all the necessary safety
modifications and iwrovements. The CO1 d-standb y option wi 11 ensure
that all of these critically iwortant changes are made U to
restart, not after.

d) Hare nmney for cleanup. Any, reactor funds not requi red for Congress establishes funds separately for waste
actual operation of the reactors and their auxiliary facilities management and envi ronmntal restoration and for
COU1 d perhaps be transferred to eovi rontnental restoration activities. defense materials production.

The OOE’S apparent refusal to seriously consider cold-standby
options is a disservice to the public, and is an abrogation of DOE’S
responsi bi 1 i t y under NEPA to examine al 1 reasonable options.

4) The Oraft EIS is co~letely divorced from the actual reactor DOE is requi red to examine al 1 reasonable
restart deci si on-maki rig process. alternatives in the EIS. OOE has examined these

alternatives to the proposed action and has
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It is made abundantly clear in the Draft EIS that DOE is not demonstrated their inabi 1 i ty to met ODE mission
interested i n using the EIS process to examine alternatives, but goals for tri tium producti on. Further, ODE must
rather only in using the EIS, however inadequate, to justify
decisions that they have al ready made. This charade, this sham

consider all publ i c and agency comnts, as requi red
by NEPA, in the preparation of the Final EIS and the

process, U1 timatel y leads to reactors that are less safe, being Record of Oeci sion.
operated to produce triti um we don’t need.

If the ODE and Secretary Watkins are serious about wanting to
change how they do things, if they are serious about being honest,
if they are serious about being safe, this EIS is the place to start.
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This testinmny provides interim Co-nts on a draft envi ron~ntal
impact statemnt (EIS) prepared by the US Oepartmnt of Energy
(DOE) . The cements are in outline form, and mre substantial
written comnts will subsequent y be submitted to DOE.

About the Author

Dr. Gordori Thompson is a technical and pol i CY analyst active in the
areas of energy, the environment, international security, and
sustainable society. He is currently the Executive Di rector of the
Institute for Resource and Security Studies, Cambridge,
tissachusetts.

About the I-te for Resource and Sec. Stud es
il
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The IRSS is an independent, non-profit Massachusetts corporation.
It was founded i n 1984 to conduct research and public education on
the efficient use of resources, protection of the envi ron=nt, and
the furtherance of international peace and security. The institute
currently has active programs on: the risks associated with nuclear
power facilities; nuclear and conventional arms control: the
restraint of nuclear waapons proliferation; and sustainable
devel opmant.

The draft EIS breaks a long-standing tradition of DOE and its The comnt is incorrect. The Final EIS on
predecessors, in that i t admits the potential for a severe L-Reactor Operation (OOE/EIS-0108) identified the
acci dent at a Savannah River reactor, possibly leading to many
deaths and injuries (both onsite and of fsi te).

potential for severe accidents and ri Sks to the
public.
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C-04-02

C-04-03

C-04-04

C-04-06

C-04-07

1.

2.

Nevertheless, the draft EIS’s findings as to the risk of such
an accident are not reliable because: (i) they are based on
unpublished and incomplete studies; ( i i ) there are inherent
difficul ties in probabilistic risk assessment; and (iii) they
rely on assumptions which may lead to an under estimation of
accident risk.

DOE proposes to restart the reactors with knom safety
deficiencies, the draft EIS does not provide defensible
arguwnts for this PO1 icy, either casa-by-case Or 9@n@rally.

The need for tritium and other materials is addressed only in a
classified appendix, Aich appears not to adequately account
for actual and potential reductions in the US nuclear arsenal;
this unnecessary secrecy further prevents the publ ir. from
judging i f the risk of a reactor accident should be tolerated
on “national securi t y“ grounds.

There is no recognition of the possibility of a negotiated ban
on production of plutonium for nuclear weapons.

There is no analysis of the potential for systematical 1 y
reducing accident risk by operating the reactors at low power
and 1 ow fuel burnup.

The option of placing the reactors on cold standby is
inadequate y addressed in the draft EIS, al though that option
WY be able to siml taneousl y: (i ) eliminate the risk of a
reactor accident: ( i i ) maet “national securi ty” objectives;
and ( i i i ) al low an orderly transition in the number of site
euipl oyees.

Scope of These Comnents

A Historical Perspective

DOE has responded to these assertions i n the
responses to Comnts C-04-12 through C-04-14.

Please see the response to Comnt C-01-02 on
reactor safety.

Please see the response to Co-nt C-01-01 on
Appendix A.

P1 ease see the response to Comnt C-01-01 on
Appendix A. The need for nuclear weapons is beyond
the scope of this EIS.

One objective of an EIS is to bound the potential
i~acts of the proposed action; risks from operation
at lower power levels would be smsller than those
presented in the EIS. DOE has modified Section
4.1.3.1 on reactor accidents to state that these
risks would be smaller than, and are bounded by, the
risks of full-power operation.

The condition described is “cold shutdown, ” as
defined in the EIS. 00E has revised Section 2.1 to
clarify that options such as cold standby are
considered in the proposed action to best reset the
need establ i shed i n the NHSM.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

[-04-08 1.

c1

L!>

E

2.

oOE’s Probabilistic Risk Assesswnt (PRA)

Accident Risk According to the Draft EIS

Known Safety Deficiencies and Reactor Restart

The Need for Tri tium and Other Materials

Options for Reducing Accident Risk

The Cold Standby Option

References

These iomnts focus primari 1 y upon the potential for adverse
human health effects or envi ronmntal degradation ari sing from
accidental releases of radioactivity from the SRS reactors.

That potential is affected by the mode of operation of the
reactors, ~ich is in turn affected by the need for tri t{ um or
other materials.

Thus, the public cannot give infomd consent to the risk of
reactor operation unless it is ful 1y and accurately info-d
about: ( i ) the nature of the risk; (ii) alternative males of
reactor operation and their implications for risk: and
( i i i ) the “national security” j.stif i cation for materials
production.

These co-nts address the extent to uhi ch the draft EIS
provides such full and accurate info-tion. in sO~ instances
the nature of the ❑issi ng information is illustrated here by
selected data or findings from other studies.

cal Per~

The SRS reactors were bui 1 t to resist the blast effects of
nucl ear attack, but original 1 y had no confinement system
whatever (Thompson, 1987).

These comnts are addressed by subsequent responses
to this statement.
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C-04-09

C-04-1 1

C-04-lZ

In the early years. eoergency procedures covered air raids and
external radioactive contaai nati on as ml 1 as reactor accidents
(St. John et al. 1956).

The potential for a reactor accident kiIi ch COU1d 1 ead to many
of fsi te deaths was recqized in the early years, but this
i nfo-tion - not publ i shed (St. John et al, 1958).

Filters -m added to the reactor building ventilation system
i n 19541-dl, and other safety i~mv~nts have been added over
the years (s= Exhibit 1); this indicates a growing awareness
(within IJOE and its predecessors) of the accident potential of
these reactors.

CN3E and its predecessors have for many years fai 1ed to ful 1 y
i nfom the public about the reactors’ accident potential ; that
omission is illustrated by 00E’s MaY 19E!4 EIS for restart of
L-reactor (OOE, lW).

The present draft EI>, although deficient in nuny respects,
d~s publicly admit the potential for a severe reactor accident
*i ch leads to a substantial of fsi te release of radioactivity
and, potential y, to -y deaths and i njuri es.

DOE’s greater openness about accident potential corns at a tim
mhen the US nuclear arsenal is being reduced uni 1 ateral 1 y or by
n~ti ati On ~ yet, DOE rmai ns obsessive y secretive about the
need for tm tlm and other mterials.

3. 00E’s Pro babil istic Risk Asses-t [ RALP

A PRA is being prepard for the SRS reactors and a draft Level
1 study has & SUM ‘cted to DOE; c-l eti on of the Level 1
study is anticipated prior to restart, Aile completion of the
Level 2 and Level 3 studies m 11 occur after restart.

00E has refused to publicly release the draft Level J PRA, thus
precluding open, critical revi en of its mtbods and
ass~ti ons. Al though the PRA is incomplete and its draft is
not publicly available, PRA-type risk estinutes ( Levels 1
through 3) are presented in the draft EIS; c1 early, these
estimtes cannot be regarded as reliable.

Please see the response to Comnt C-04-01 on the
potential for accidents.

Section 4.1.3.1.5 of the EIS presents the risks of
severe reactor acci dents.

Please see the response to Comnt C-01-01 on the
need for tritium and classification of infomtion.

The Level -1 PRA has been cowl eted and wi 11 be
released to the publ i c hen the UCN1 review has been
completed. The Level-1 PRA has al ready undergone a
peer review by a group of PRA experts and wi 11
continue to undergo peer review for future
revisions. Section 2.1 .3.1.2 has been revised to
discuss these groups.
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C44-13 There are inherent di f f i CU1 t i es in conducting a nuclear reactor
PRA; as a result, PRA findings are deficient in the followiog
respects (Hi rsch et al, 1969) ( i ) the uncertainty Of the
results tends to be grossly under-estimated; ( i i ) there is a
tendency to systematical 1 y under-esti n!ate the i nf 1 uence of
those risk contributors hi ch are accounted for; and (iii) a

variety of risk contributors ( such as sabotage) are not
accounted for.

C44-14 Findings from the PRA for the SRS reactors m 11 be further
limited in their reliability because: (i) this reactor type is
unique.; and ( i i ) there is a very limited b=e Of OPerating
experience in c~ari son to that for co-rci al reactors.

Risk estimates. equivalent to PRA Level 3 are presented in tAe
draft EIS; Exbl bi t 2 il 1 ustrates those esti~tes.

Exhibit 2 shows a probabi 1 i t y of about 104 per reactor-year
that a reactor accident wi 11 1 ead to 100 or IMre off si te cancer
fatalities: this i~lie$ that, if 3 reactors are run for 10
yea=, the probability of such an outcom will be 0.32.

C-D4-15 The type of presentation used in Exhibit 2 merges pmbabi 1 i ti es
of a m de variety of types and does not show the many
uncertainties 1nvol ved; i t is, therefore, ❑i S1 eadi ng.

C-04-16 The draft EIS dms not show an uncertainty range for its
estinates of risk; Exhibit 4 illustrates this lack by showing
the uncertainty range (itself questionable) in one estimate of
core dage probabi 1 i t y for the Peach Bottom c-rci al
reactors.

ODE acknowledges the uncertainties inherent in PRA
anal yses. Hwver, the SRS PRA enco~asses tbe best
available estimtes of uncertai ni t y and is
considered conservative (i. e., i t does not
‘systb cal 1 y under-estimate the i nfl uence of those
risk contributors nhi ch are accounted for. H). DOE
has revisad Section 4.1.3.1.5 to include a
discussion on uncertain y. DOE agrees that PRAs
general 1y do not quantify risk due to sabotage, nor
dms the 5RS PftA. Sabotage is considered in the
security contractor’s safeguards and security
programs. (* Section 2.1.5. )

The SRS Reactor PRA uses co~rci al reactor data
(including humn factors experience) if they are
ml event; the SRS PRA benefits from the c~nal i t y
of mst of the systems i n the SRS reactors.
C~rcial nuclear plants tend not to he of
“standardized design, u even those with reactors
built by the s= vmdar. Thus the 1,400
reactor-years cited are not necessari 1y applicable
to the PRAs of all co~rcial nuclear plants.

Co6bi ni ng pmbabi 1 i ti es of independent events of

di ffemt t~s is a valid methodology; the

individual event probabi 1 i ti es for al 1 release

categories are too voluminous to include in the EIS,
but they are in the Safety In forimti on Document
(kfSRC, 1990), referenced in this EIS. Also, please
M the response to Co~nt C-64-13 on uncertainty.

DOE has rewritten Section 2.1.3.1.2 of the EIS to
include the Level-1 PRA core-d~ge f requenci es.
~ also has changed Section 4.1.3.1.5 to include a
discussion on uncertainty.
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C-04-17 Accident consequence estimates presented in the draft EIS
assure that people could be evacuated from wi thin a 20-mile
radius of the affected reactor, starting 2-4 hours after a
release begins, with an average evacuation speed of 1-2.5 mph
(see Table 4-33 of: DOE, 1990); however, there is no current
planning for such an extensive evacuation (see the ewrgency
planning discussion at pp. 3-61 to 3-65 of: OOE , 1990).

There are about 40,000 people 1 iving wi thin 20 miles of the
site (see Exhibit 5) and several njor comni ties wi thin that
di stance or just beyond (see Exhibit 6).

The draft EIS should, but does not, show the geographic extent
of potential human injury or environmental degradation
resul ting from a release of radioactive ty; that extent is
i 1 lustrated by computer-derived estimates shown in Exhibits 7
and 8 (a map of ground contamination from the Chernobyl
accident is shorn i n Exhibit 9, for coqari son).

C-04-18

C-04-19

C-04-20

Exhibits 7 and 8 were based on a hypothetical release of 50% of
iodine and cesium isotopes; Exhibit 10 shows that this
assumption was reasonable.

Draft EIS findings such as those shohn in Exhibit 2 are based
on old assumptions about the effects of low doses of radiation;
use of conte~orary assumptions (such as those provided in the
BEIR V report) could increase estimated risk by a factor of 3
or 4 (see page 4-64 of: 00E, 1990).

DOE disagrees that there are no plans for an
evacuation as used in the consequence assessment.
Current emergency planning consists not only of
plans at SRS, but also planning by the States. The
assu~tions used for the consequence assessmnt
represent a reasonable, yet conservative, set of
paramters. 00E has changed Section 4.1.3.1.5 to
include a discussion of evacuation speed and
distance assu~tions.

Section 4.1.3.1.4 of the EIS presents the extent of
potential human injury from radioactive ty released
from design-basi ~ a~c~dents in terms of median doses
to hypothetical lndlvlduals at the SRS boundary,
consistent with the approach to environmental

analyses of accidents at courcial reactors.
Section 4.1.3.1.5 presents the consequences for
severe accidents in terms of the risk of proyt and
delayed fatal i ties to individuals and to the
population wi thin 500 miles of the SRS.

AS presented in the Safety In fo-tion Oocu!nent
(wSRC, 1990), uhi ch is referenced in the EIS, the
eight release categories referred to in Exhibit 10
have a combined probability of less than 1 x 10-s,
or less than 5 percent of the total core damage
probability. The correspond ng releases have been
included in the accident consequences reported in
the EIS, weighted in accordance with their
respective probabi 1 i ti es of occurrence.

As noted in the Consequence Assessment subsection of
Section 4.1.3.1.5 of the EIS, the NACCS estimates of
latent cancer risks were adjusted up by a factor of
2.1.
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5. Known ~~~s and R~

C-0421 Secretary of Energy Watkins is reported to have said (State,
1989) : I,The fragi 1 i ty of the antique reactors at Savannah
River is going to be hanging over our heads 1 i ke the Sword of
Damocles until the year 2005”.

c-l
&

e c-o&22
w

C-04-23

C-04-24

Notwithstanding the safety improvements shown i n Exhibit 1, i t

is widely agreed that the reactors suffer from basi c design
weaknesses, aging problems, and a hi story of poor maintenance
and operating standards.

Several reviews have identified and, to some extent,
prioritized a wide variety of needed safety improvements; for
example, a recent Westinghouse review recommended and
priori ti zed 50 safety improvements, and provided 1 i mi ted
qualitative arguments for each recommendation (Westinghouse,
1989b ) .

The draft EIS describes safety improvements to be cowl eted
before restart or subsequent y; i t does not provide coherent
supporting argu~nts as to Ay these particular improvements
have been selected or why some are to be deferred unti 1 after
restart (see the vague discussion of safety phi 1 osophy at
pp. 2-57 to 2-58 of: DOE, 1990).

The SRS reactors, even after planned improvements, wi 11 not
meet mny relevant NRC standards for conrnercial reactors.

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 8oard has found that DOE
standards relevant to health and safety issues are incomplete
or otherwise inadequate (ONFSB, 1990a); many of these
deficiency es will not be corrected prior to restart.

P1 ease see the response to Co~nt C-01-02 on
reactor safety. In addition, Section 2.1 .3.1.2 of
the EIS discusses a i ng, maintenance, and plant

~modernization, and ectlon 2.1 .2.8.3 discusses
operati ng practi ces.

Sections 2.1 .2.8.2 and 2.1 .3.2.1 of the” EIS discuss
the Restart Issue Management Program (RIMP), which
identifies issues that must be addressed before the
resumption of production, including those identified
i n the Westinghouse Independent Safety Revi en; i n
addition, DOE has revised Section 2. 1.2.7 describing
the Reactor Safety Improvement Program (RSIP), which
establishes priorities for i terns that can be
addressed after the resu~ti on of production.

DOE uses or adapts many NRC standards for cormnercial
1 ight-water reactors i f they are relevant to heavy
water reactors. A detai led compari son of these
standards is not useful in an assessment of the
envi ronmental impacts of conti nued operation,
because the impacts described in the EIS (Section
4.1 ) are based on the reactors as they are bui 1 t and
as they are operated to the DOE standards that have
been appl fed.

DOE wil 1 complete the criteria development for Order
revision, as stated in Section 2.1 .3.1.1 of the EIS.
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c-04-25 The Oefense Nucl ear Facilities Safety Board has recomnded
that DOE determine and specify standards for training of plant
operators and supervisors (ONFSB, 1990 b); 00E’s response to
those recommendations indicates that important training
deficiencies wil 1 not be rectified prior to restart (ERF, 1990)

Section 2.1 .2.8 of the EIS describes the reactor
operating organization and practices, including
training requi reme;t; ,R;h; ch the DNFSB also
reviews. The Fede a Q St er (55 FR 7022 and 55 FR
9487) has publ i shed the DNFSB reconnnendations.

C-D4-26 As an i 11 ustration of 00E’s incoherent pol icy on safety
mdi fications, the addition of a fourth emrgency cooling
system 1 i ne wi 11 mean that “the existing flood control capacity
of the reactor bui ldi ng sump pumps could be n!arginal” (see
page 2-30 of: DOE, 1990); yet, upgrading of the SUMP PumP
capabi 1 i ty wi 11 be deferred until after restart, in
contravention of a previous Westinghouse recommendation
(Westinghouse, 1989 b).

~ d Other M rials

Anal ysis of need appears i n a classified appendix, thus
precluding critical review of its assumptions and preventing
the public from reaching an informed judgment about the
‘Inatio”al security,, j“stif i cation for reactor restart.

Production of plutoni UW238 is not vital to national security,
and can employ other reactors (such as FFTF).

Long-term nintenance of a fixed nucl ear arsenal would require
tri tium production sufficient to compensate for tri tium decay;
Exhibit 11 shows the rate of decay.

The US nucl ear arsenal is becoming smiler, and this trend is
likely to continue; its estimated size has shrunk from 22,500
weapons i n mid-1989 (see Exhibi t 12) to 20,750 weapons in
mid-1990, a 7 .8% decrease (Norris and Arki n, 1990).

The target 1 i st under the Single Integrated Operational Plan
(SIOP) was reduced during the 1980s (see Exhibit 13); ongoing
international developments can be expected to lead to further
reducti ons.

Use of a fraction of the warheads i n the US or Soviet nuclear
arsenals would cause terrible damage, as shown in Exhibits 14
and 15; incidentally, this damage could legitimately be
considered to be a potential environmental impact ari sing from
operation of the SRS reactors.

Please see the response to Comnt C-01-02 on safety
upgrades.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear n!aterials. The
production of a pl utoniu*238 in SRS reactors is a
continuation of previous adjunct production activity
at SRS, and the EIS considers i t i n that
perspective. OOE can no longer support the use of
FFTF as a testing faci 1 ity for breeder reactor
components, and examined the feasibil i ty of
producing pl utoniuw238 as a possible alternative
function. As described in Section 2.4.4 of the EIS,
the examination di SC1 osed that P1 utoni UW238
production at FFTF would ( 1 ) cost substantial y more
than at SRS for reactor operation and for the
construction of faci 1 i ties to extract and purify the
product, hi ch al ready exist at SRS; (2) produce a
product of 1 ower purity than is possible at SRS; and
(3) require a longer time to provide the quanti ties
of material required. On this basis, FFTF is not
considered to be a reasonable alternative for
meeting the needs.
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C-04-29

C-04-31

C-04-32

C-04-28 The current US tritium inventory is apparently about 100kg, so
that tri tium production of about 5.6 kg per year would support
a fixed arsenal ; as shorn in Exhi bit 16, the ful 1 production
capabi 1 i ty of the three available SRS reactors substantial 1 y
exceeds that amount.

The draft EIS claims that operation of al 1 three SRS reactors
is necessary; this strongly suggests that the EIS’s classified
need anal ysis fails to account for actual and potential
reductions i n the US nuclear arsenal.

The draft EIS does not recognize the possibility of a
negotiated ban on production of plutonium for nucl ear weapons,
al though such a ban would have impl i cations hi ch should be
reflected i n an EIS.

7. Dntions for Re~
i,

The draft EIS contains a very 1 imited discussion of sam
potential plant mdi fi cations which might reduce risk, but does
not discuss risk-reducing options which affect the mode of
reactor operation; this omission may be related to 00E’s
refusal to publ icl y discuss the need issue.

Risk-reducing options which affect the nmde of reactor
operation include: ( i ) operation at reduced power; (ii)
driving fuel to a low burnup; and (iii) reducing capacity
factor.

As illustrated by Exhibit 16, use of options (i) and (iii) is
compatible with producing tri ti urn sufficient to mintain a
fixed US nuclear arsenal .

C-04-33 Low-power operation nil 1, other factors being equal , somewhat
reduce the probabi 1 i ty of a severe accident by i ncreasi ng
safety mrgi ns; also, the quantity of iodine and other
short-1 ived isotopes rel eased during an accident wi 11 be
roughly proportional to the power level , thus reducing onsi te
and of fsi te consequences.

Section 1.2 of the EIS discusses the need for
reactor production capabi 1 i ty and its responsiveness
to the changing world geopolitical situation.

Any negotiated ban on P1 utonium for nuclear weapons
would not affect the anal ysis in the EIS, because
there is no current requirement for such P1 utonium
production by SRS reactors.

Please see the response to Cement C-04-06 on
bounding impacts, reactor operating levels, and
risks.

00E agrees.

Appendix A of the EIS discusses the production of
trl tium to meet the requi remnts of the current NWSM.

00E agrees. See Section 4.1.3.1.5 under ~
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C-04-36

n
&
W
0 C-04-37

C-04-34 If fuel is driven to a 1 over burnup, the quantity of cesi urn and
other long-l ived isotopes released during an accident wil 1 be
reduced, thus reducing accident consequences; there wi 11 be
som increase in operating costs.

C-04-35 A reduced capacity factor would al low more opportunities for
preventive maintenance, testing, and training, thus somewhat
reducing the probabil i ty of a severe accident.

8. The Cold Standbv OBtion

The draft EIS provides a sketchy discussion of this option for
one, two or three reactors (see pp. 2-65 to 2-66 of: 00E, 1990).

That discussion proposes the i mediate discontinuation of plant
upgrades and the tetmi nati on of most personnel; both at the
reactors and at the associated fuel/target fabri cation and
reprocessing faci 1 i ties.

On national security grounds, i t could be considered more
appropriate to complete al 1 planned upgrades and to maintain a
reduced but more than skeleton staff; this would al low a rapid
resumption of operation should that prove necessary.

Such a cold standby option could eliminate the risk of a
reactor accident, fiile allowing triti urn production to be
resumed quickly fienever needed; in 1 ight of ongoing reductions
i n the US nuclear arsenal , i t appears that this option could
meet both the tradi tional ‘(national securi ty” objecti ves as
wel 1 as the objective of protecting public health and safety.

The drastic standby option outlined i n the draft EIS would lead
to the rapid loss (if al 1 three reactors go to, cold standby) of
about 9,600 jobs, or about half the present SRS work force (see
page 2-65 of: 00E, 1990).

DOE agrees.

00E agrees.

Please see the response to Connnent C-03-04 on cold
standby.

Because this state of
anal ysis presented i n
as appropriate in the
situation.

readiness is bounded by the
the EIS, it could be employed
changing world geopolitical

The nmre prudent cold standby option outlined here would lead
to a more gradual and smaller reduction in the number of jobs:
i t my be possible to smooth the employment transition even
further by transferring personnel to an accel crated program to
cl ean up the site and decommission the C- and R-reactors.
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It may, in any case, not be wise for local connnuni ti es to rely
upon si te emplopent conti nui ng at the present level : in the
Safety Anal ysis Report i t is estimated that the SRS work force
wi 11 decline to about 8,500 to 9,000 people in the mid-1990s
(Westinghouse, 1989a) .

c-04-38 DOE1s failure to careful 1 y consider the cold standby option is Please see the response to Connnent C-04-37.
the mst important deficiency in the draft EIS; that failure
constitutes a neglect of DOE’s responsibilities in terms of
national security, publ i c health and safety, envi ronmental
protection, and the ecooomi c wel l-being of local con@nuni ti es.
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9. ~

(Bal 1 and Toth, 1990)
Oesmnd Bal 1 and Robert C. Toth, ,,Rev+ ~i “g the SIOP: Tak+ n9 ~r

Fighting to Dangerous Extre=s”, Internati OIUl -ri ty, Sprl ng
1990, pp. 65-92.

(Church et al, 1963)
John P. Church and 8 other authors, Safety Analysis of ~
River Pmductim Reactor ~tim (Deleted Version), Septaer 1963.

(Cochran et al, 19B7 )
Thomas B. Cochran and 3 other authors, US Wclear ~
Ptictirn, Ball inger Publishing Company, 1987.

(Daugherty et al, 1986)
Hi 11 i am Daugherty and 2 other authors, ‘The Consequences of
‘ Li rni ted’ Nuclear Attack on the United States”, Imt.ernati~l
Security, Spring 19B6, PP. 3-45.

(ONFSB, 199Da)
Defense Nucl ear Faci 1 i ti es Safety Board, “( Reco-ndati on 90-2):
OW High Priority Oefense Nucl ear Faci 1 i ti es; Clesi gn, Construction,
Operation and Clecomi ssi oni ng Standards”, Fedeml as-, Volume
55, pp. 94B7-94BB.

(DNFSB, 1990b)
Oef ense Nuclear Faci 1 i tes Safety Board, ‘~( Reco-ndati on 90-1).
Restart of K, L, and P Reactors at DDE Savannah River Site,
&rgia,,, F-l Register, VO1 m 55, pp. 7022-7023-

(DOE, 1964)
US Department of Energy, Final W-trial ~ Sta~.
L-Reactor Dprratim, ~ River Plmt. Aikm, SC, Nay 19B4 (3
Volunes) .

(DOE, 1987)
US Oepartmnt of Energy, kkalth and Eavi—-l *SS of
& Chernobyl *clear -r Plant kcident, DDE/ER4332, June 19B7.
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(DOE, 1990)
US Departmnt of Energy, Draft M —tal ~ s~:
continued ~ratim of K-, L-. ~rs, savamab River Sib,
Aiken, south carolina, 00 E/EIw147D, Ky 1990.

(ERF, 1990)
Energy Research Foundati on, Col uinbi a, SC, and Nati anal Resources
Defense Counci 1, Washington, DC, co~nts s“bmi tted 14 Nay 1990 on
the Secretary of Energy 1s Response to: 0NFS8, 1990b.

(Hirsch et al, 1989)
H. Hirsch and 3 other authors, 3AEA Safety Targets and Probabilistic

Risk ~t. ~ce Internatiml, August I g8g.

( Levi et al, 1987/88)
Barbara G. Levi and 2 other authors, llCi vi 1 i an Casualties from
‘ Li ❑i ted’ Nuclear Attacks on the Soviet Uni on!!, hternatiml

security, M nter 1987188, pp. 168-189.

(NCI/A4AS, 1989)
N“cl ear Control Institute and Au@ri can Academy of Arts and Sciences,
The Tri tiu Factor (Proceedings of a workshop held i n December
1988), published 1989.

(Norris and Arkin, 1989)
Robert S. Norris and Hi 11 i am M. Arki n (editors), l,Nuc1 ear Notebooknl,
Llulletin of the A*c scientists, June 1989, pp 48-49.

(Norris and Arkin, 1990)
Robert S. Norris and Hi 11 i am H. Arkin (editors), ,,Nuclear Notebook”,
8ulletin of the A-c Scientists, June 1990, pp. 47-48.

(NRC, 1989)
US Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Severe Actidmt Risks: b
ksesat for Five US Nuclear &r Plants, NURE&l 150 ( Oraf t ), 2
Vol “ms, June 1989.

(St. John et al, 1958)
D.S. St. John and 3 other authors, SupplStary Reactor Safety
Oetemnatim, ~ River Plant, OPST-58-1O1, January 1958
(Declassified, Hay 1987) .
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(State, 1989)
I!DOE di r@~tOr ba~k~ re~ta~t Of rea~tOr~,l , ~ s~~ (“e~paper) ,

Coluhia, South Carolina, 26 August 1989.

(Thompson, 1987)
Gordon Thompson, I-l i -tions of Severe Reactor kcidents at the
Savannah Ri=r Plat, testimny to the County Council , Richland
Count y, South Carolina, 27 January 1987.

(Westi.9ho.se, 1989a)
Uesti nghouse Corporat i on, Sa~ River Si w Production Reactor
=fety Aualysis ~rt, L Production Mctor, 17 July 1989.

(Westinghouse, 1989b)
H. H. Arnold et al, Uesti_ Independmt Safety Revi- of
Savannah River Praductian &ctars, 1 @ril 1989.
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Exhfbft 2

Source : DOE. 1990

z
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Exhfbtt 3

Estimated Probabil ity of a Severe Core Oa,naqe
Accident at a Savannah Rfver Reactor

(per .eactor. year )

Estimatea Possible Estimateb~

or-t E[s
Ust”q Li”emo,e
Earthquake Predi tt i on

Internal Events 1,2 x 10-4 1.2 x 10”4

Earthquake, 6.8 x 10-5 6.8 x 10-4

Fires 1,4 K 10”7 1.4 x 10-7

TOTAL 2.0 x 10-4 8.0 x 10”4

~

(a) Estimte from: Table 4-26 of 00E, 1990
(b) This estimate assumes that the use of an earthquake frequency

assessment prepared at the Lawvence Li vew.e National Laboratory
would increase the estimated pmbabi I i ty of earthquake-induced
Sequences by a factor of 10. a possibility mntioned at page 2-60
of: 00[, 1990.
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Exh$bi t 4 ,

Source: NRC, 19S9

@ Me.. 8 Mea?.”
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E,h&bit 4

SO”rce: NW. 1989
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Exhibit 5
*-e: btinghwse. 1= a

SR5 ?zoduccion Reaczor 5U
07i 17,89

TABU 2 .1-9

mWUT1ON DISTRIBUTION U1=lN 50 KIES OF S7TZ
IN 1990

( 6ASE9 ON 1980 CENSUS)

Total
P.apula- niles .:,m 5RS site

-H HP ~

w
m
ml

33,4s3
17,164

24,111
59.253
30, 154

9,627
22,362

6,691
13,538
13,942

8,583

19,789

20, S52

169,999
125.252

2

3:

48

47
6
0
0
0

3E
119

4,218
784

4,970
1,290
8,5ao
1,894

737
.469

561
1,209
1,055

986
711

2.502

9,404
1,723
3,174
6,570
7,215
2,212
6.486
1; 215
1,524
2,438
2,104
8,281
a,777

117,626
100,190
—lQ5.99

5,513
4,331.
5,451
5,807
0,904
2,692
6,522
1.215
1,600
6,979
2.316
1.682
2,886

39,191
16.787

~

14.346
10.323
LO; 577

45,584

5.459

2,791

8; 589

3,745
3,839
3,316

>. Ioa

8.840
8.090

10; 362

:,794

552

To-1 631,155 992 47,243 309, 529 125, 076 X48. 315
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c-t
Nder Cmnt

Pepulatio”
Center

Augusta (b)
Aiken
No=h Au9usza
Orangeb.rq
W.yr,esbor.a
Barn”. 11
-nMark
Gr.avet.a-
A11 ends 1 e
utesburg
Sylvania
werq
12i11en
Williston
Hampton
New Elle”t.n
Saluda
B1acmil Le
Louisville
Edqef ie.ld
Johnston
wrens

Richmond m
Aiken Sc
hike” Sc
Ora”qehurg Sc
BUZke a
Barnwell SC
Wmberg
Col&ia z
Nlendale sc
wingto” sc
scr.vin u
-w Sc
JOnk.ns a
mrnw.11
HametO” z

hiken Sc
Saluda sc

Mrrr.1.il Sc
J.cferson U
Edqefiald sc
Edqeci*la
Jefferson :

25.0
19.5
23.4
47.5
25.0
16.4
28.9
34.2
27.3
43.3
37.0
35.2
31.6
15.0
41.3

9.4
49.7
22.2
48.6

38.8

39.9
43.8

UNIi
NNu
w
ENE
Wsw
ESE

NW
w

.?om.iaticn

45,240
18.290
16,290
15,420

..oao
5.960
4;460
4,320
4,220
4,120
4,120
3,740
3,660
1;44D
3,200
3,170
2,990
2!9>0
2,8D0
2.740
2; 550
2,540

(.) APPr.ximte distance from the center or the S= sit. t.
nearest edge of Urbzn center.

[b) Central city of m urbanizd area [Augusta, GA-SC, SUSA,
which includes Columbia and Richmond COUtleS 1. Ge0r9ia and
Aiken County, SC; population. 327,372 in 1980)

———
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Exhibit 7

SOUrCe:Th~son , 1987

PbtantielAfw W- mid lnhalat&n-
Would Exceed 100m Follow-ng a

Sevat8 -ant at an SRP Reactor

\

V
\*/’?& ~ .-

Mm Don -.
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Exhlb{t 8
Source: Tm,w . 1987
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Exhibit 9
Source: u, 19S7

FIGURE 5.2 External Gantna-Exposure-Rzte Levels (tithrl—.
i“ the Vicifiity of Chernobyl 0“ May 29, 1986.
Taken from lUSSR [1986].

.
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Exhibit 11

Tri t i,.lm t(eca!~

Response
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E’illbit 12

Bvmns
A,r-aeiense mtsstie$
Act IllerI, and ,]e(.oltl.ions
Ant,, !,bmar, ”? YFooon?
,ntermpo,tte soa $norr.

range ml: ;Il?<
Submarine-launcneo

b311!5t1; ml:!l125
I“tercont,”ental Dalll:f.lc

nll$sll es.
Cru)ce m,sstl es.

TOTAL:

Uistr,butlon

1(1 E“ F“nctlon

. Str-aleg). :Jrces.

. Tact, cal forces:

l,) eY_

- A,, Force
. Navq,’rl, r,”e?,
. Arm”,
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Etiibit 13

%rce: Ball ati T.th, 1990

-- .-d —,.
.—-.
——. -.
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Comnt
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-3. ,ti.-
-—,. .- -—1-

(?) The zssumed attack involves tk LZSeof 4100 .Mrhad. on
1700 tarqets.

(b) These authcrs estiuate tht 15-32 mi 11 ion deaths m.ld
result f.- this attack, .ith 7-25 ❑ illion additional
injuries.
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Exhibit 16

Ass”mot, >>n~

.
TYPICOI caDacItY factor when In full PrOduCtl@n80 percent
iCOchron et 81, 1907)

Pntent, &l pr”~”~,,~”

Tr, tt.m Droductlon 26.3kg/qr.

<,,) Eeaucea c~-
( 11301 full Dower level, 59 percent caPOcIty factor)
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C-OS STATEMENT OF MARGE wEST
League of Mown Voters of South Carolina

2838 Devi ne Street
Colutiia, S.C. 29205
Tel ephone: 771-0063

LNSC Statemnt re Draft Envi ronmntal Impact Statement for the
Proposed Restart of the K, L, and P Reactors at Savannah River Site

. .. Public Hearing, June S, 1990, Columbia, S.C.

C-05-01

I am t!arge HeSt, president of the League of Nomn Voters of
South Carol ins. We are a non-partisan organization of vOlunte@rS
dedicated to promting the informed participation of citizens in
their governwnt. Me have 12 1 ocal Leagues scattered across South
Carol ina - and we are all part of the League of Women Voters of the
Uni ted States.

He appreciate the opportunity to participate in this hearing on
the Draft Envi ron-ntal Impact Statement.

The League of *men Voters is opposing restart of these
reactors because of the age of the reactors and the sti 11 unresolved
waste and envi ronmntal problems at the Savannah River Site. Ne are
concerned about heal th and safety factors. We question the need to
start up these reactors - and that alternatives have been ful 1 y
explored.

Al 1 three of these reactors are -ng the oldest in the nation,
civil i an or mil ita~y, and should be candidates for decommissioning
instead of restarting. Al 1 three have been shut doti since 1988
because of serious safety problems. Perhaps the fact that YOU P1 ao Please see the response to Comnt C-01-02 on safety.
to restart them mans that they have been so extensi vel Y renovated
that they should be considered as new faci 1 i ties - and the EIS
prepared o“ that basis. Questions that sho.1 d be answered include

hether or not i t is safe to operate each of them at full power -
and to operate all three at the same time at full power?
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C-OS-02 Is it the intent to restart the three because one alone cannot
supply the anticipated need? - or because you need, three for back up
i f safety problems arise? Mat are the safety factors involved in
operating at full power versus various levels of lesser power?

This EIS sti 11 does not answer that mst basic of questions:
fiat is the real need for tritium today? Appendix’ A is classified
so that there can be no public scrutiny. It in turn is based on the
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile ?lewrandum, an even more secret docu~nt
signed by President Reagan in 1989. Yet there has been a major
change in world pal i tics since then with the events in Europe and
progress in arms control. Surely, there is some way to provide
information in this area if need is justified.

As the proposal for the restart of these reactors proceeds,
South Carol inians continue to be concerned about seri Ous prObl ems
that al ready exist. The Savannah River Plant was si ted before the
National Envi ron-ntal Act went into effect. Until recent years,
the Savannah River P1 ant as a federal defense operation was exempt
from obeying state and federal environmental 1 aws. That meant i t
was free from oversight by state and federal regulators.

As a result, groundwater contaminate on is only i n the process
of being cleaned UP. Hetl ands have been destroyed’. Hazardous waste

c-om3 sites are many and in need of cleanup. Yet it is proposed to
restart these reactors before major progress has been made - and
indeed to continue the impacts. A further concern is that those
charaed wi th oroductio” are also those charaed wi th envi ronmental.:.
reiuedl ati on. -
envi ronmntal

Ui 11 production goals once again de~nd that
and safety concerns be S1 ighted?

Because of the record of safety and envi ronmntal violations,
there has been a public and congressional demand for independent
oversight such as is provided by the Nuclear Regulatory Conrnission

DOE proposes to operate all three reactors (K, L,
and P) at ful 1 power or at a power level consistent
with the intent to meet mission goals for the
production of nuclear n!aterials. Section 4.1 of the
EIS discusses the operation of the reactors at less
than full power. It is 00E policy to comply with
all appl i cable requirements. Al so, please see the
response to Comnt C-01-01 on the need for tri tium.

00E has comi tted to a program of waste mnagement
and environmental restoration at its sites,
including SRS: this program, Aich is under way, is
funded independent y of the decision on continued
reactor operation. OOE has descri bed waste
managemnt activities at SRS in detail in other EISS
(Waste Management Activities for Groundwater
Protection 00E-EIS/0120 and Oef ense Waste Process
Facility 00E-EIS-0082) and i n its Envi ronwntal
Restoration and Waste Management P1 an ( 00E/S-0070 ).
The proposed 00E progratmnati c EIS on waste
management and environmental restoration wi 11
provide complex-wide assesswnts of available
options. OOE wil 1 mnage SRS wastes from continued
operation in accordance with the requirements of
EPA, SCOHEC, and OOE Orders, as described in Section
2.1 and Chapter 5 of this EIS.
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C-05-04 for conanerci al reactors. Thfs demand has not been *t. The Oef ense
Nuclear Weapons Facilities Safety Board is part of OOE.

These reactors wi 11 add to the stock of high level 1 iquid
radioactive waste that is stored at SRS awaiting the completion of
the Oefense Haste Reprocessing Facility. Wile this project is wel 1

C-05-OS underway, i t has yet to solidify any of this waste and has a large
stockpile awaiting reprocess ng. Once again we will be producing
waste wi thout a way to deal wi th i t - and before a final destination
for that waste is a reality even after it is solidified.

C-05-06 While provisions for emergencies are discussed in this draft
EIS - evacuation plans for a much wider area are not. South
Carol i na 1earned many 1 essons from Hurricane Hugo - sow of the nmst
important being the need for comprehensive planning, good
coordination of all responsible public and volunteer entities from
the most 1 ocal 1evel through the 6avernor’s office and up through
federal levels including the army. There needs to be a well
identified chain of conmand with sufficient and clearly identified
authority to enforce decisions. After Chernobyl, no one should
believe that a major accident would be limited to the 300 square
miles of the Savannah River Site or the imdiate Aiken area.

Major health studies of SRS workers and the surrounding area
C-05-07 population are still lacking. So~ progress was made last suwr

Wen a special panel appointed by DOE reco-nded that studies need
to be conducted by an entity separated by 00E. These studies CO.1 d
help build ptibl ic confidence - but it is proposed to restart the
reactors before such studies are even underway.

A key argument in South Carolina for SRS activities comes down
to basic economi CS: the number of jobs to be gained or lost. This

Congress created the Oefense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board through Public Law 100-456. It is not
part of 00E; homver, as part of its functions, it
maintains an independent high-level safety oversight
of SRS facilities.

Existing high-level waste tank capacity is adequate
for interim storage of the high-level wastes to be
produced hen production resumes, pending their
innmbilization in glass in the OWPF, Aich
essentially eliminates any risk of their
environmental transport. 00E has a 5-year interim
storage capacity for the vitrified high-level waste
coming f ram the DkAPF *en i t becomes operational i n
late 1994. OOE is also considering the expansion of
the interim storage faci 1 i ty for the vitrified waste
containers, because a national geological repository
for high-level waste is not 1 ikel y to be available
by 1997 or 1998.

00E has revised Section 3.9 of the EIS to answer

concerns about emrgency planning.

P1 ease see the response to Co-nt C-02-04 on health
effects.
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is a serious consideration for our poor state - and an issue that
mst be faced sooner or later if there is to be world peace. Mat
is c1 early nmded now is new vision. Muldn’ t it rake sense if ways
wre being explored to promte a conversion to peaca-ti w industry
for the Ai ken area economy? An orderly, non-trau+t i c transition
should be POSSi bl e because of the thousands of people needed for
envi ronrental restoration and to proceed with solidifying the waste
al ready on site.

& thank you for the opportunity to offer these remrks.
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c-06 STATEMENT OF WJORIE TRI FON
World Sumit for Children Candlelight Vigils

236 Massachusetts Avenue NE
Suite 300

Nashi ngton, OC 20002

It is estimated that 40,000 children die each day throughout
C-06-01 the world f ram malnutrition and disease ~ th ~.000 child deaths Co-nt noted.

each year in the U.S. The vast majority of these deaths are
preveitabl e.

On Februar 8, U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar
?announced a Hor d Sumi t for Children to be held September 29-30,

n 1990, i n New York City. The sumi t is intended to enhance PO1 i ti cal
comi tent for the benefit of children both nationally and

l!n international y.
UI

To help focus attention on the sumit, candlelight vigils are
being organized, beginning in Australia and sweeping around the
globe, with a public education and mbil ization campaign in June,
July, August and September. The vigils have only just begun to be
promoted international 1 y. As of Nay 15 vigils are planned for
Australia, 8angladesh, 8razi 1, Great Britain, India, Kenya, the
Philippines, and Peru. Ninety-five are scheduled in the United
States as wall. The vigils will begin late Sunday afternoon,
September 23, with gas and entertai n~nt. and CU1mi nate with
speeches, singing and the vigil at nightfall. Discussions are
underway to have a chi 1 d and parent from each participating country
fly to New York City to present thousands of postcards or petitions
to their head of state or government.

The ob “ective of the candlelight vigi 1s is to mbi 1 ize the
iworld!s chl dren and adults so that our leaders parti cipate full y in

the Norld Sumi t for Children and mke the following comi tments:
1 ) having chi ldren’s well-being be a priority on the country’s

PO1 iti cal, economic and social agenda: 2) ~rking fOr rati ficati On
and implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child; and
3) saving the lives of 50 million children worldwide this decade,
and ensuring their future heal th, education and opportunity to 1 ive
a 1 i fe free of poverty within a sustainable envi ronment.
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Country-specific addendm wi 11 be encouraged. In the U. S., we
wi 11 be urging President Bush and other officials to comi t to
making our nation a world leader in children’s well-being, so that
U.S. chi 1d poverty, infant mrtal i ty, and school achi ev-nt are no
1onger among the worst of al 1 industrial i zed countries.
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Us. ~ {= of Sns)
. .

Acci on International
Af ri can Hi 1 dl i fe Foundation

Aid to Southeast Asia
Alternatives, Inc.

-ri can Academy of Pediatrics
bri can Association of School Adrni ni strators

-ri can Association of Col 1eges for Teacher Education
American Counci 1 on Consuak?r Interests

American Federation of Teachers
-ri can NOmen’s Clergy Association

M gos de i as Americas
Bread for the Norl d

Children Intemati onal
Chi ldren’s Foundation

Christian Outreach Appeal
Church of the Brethren

Coani t y for Creative Non-Vi 01 ante
COnmuni ty Nutrition Institute

Ezra Taft Benson Institute
Food Research and Action Center

Foundation for Intemati onal Co-nit y Assistance ( FINCA)
Freedom FroKI Hunger Foundation

G1obal Education Associates
61 obal Kids of the Foreign Policy Association

Institute for Agri CU1ture and Trade Pol i CY
Interchurch Nedi cal Assi stance, Inc.

Interfaith Hunger Appeal
International Child Heal th Foundation

Intemati onal Nedi cal Corps
Intemati onal Rescue Conni ttee, Inc.

International Service Association for Heal th, Inc.
Hercy Corps Intemati onal

tAati onal Counci 1 of Catholic Nomn
Hat i onal Education Association

Overseas Oevel oprent Counci 1
Pathfi rider Fund

P1anetary Evolution Coti ttee
Population Conwni cati on
Tolstoy Foundation, Inc.

TFcANET
Trees for Life
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Response

Trickle Up Program
U.S. Comi ttee for Refugees

United Nations Association - USA
Winrock International
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C-07 STATEWNT OF WY ALLSTRDN

NS. ALLSTRDN : My name is Nary Al 1strom and I am speak~n~edb~~l f
of my daughter and other children in SOuth CarOlina.
South Carol i na 1ast ear and prior to that WaS in NQW york state and
prior to that Austrafia. Nhe. I was in Australia, I reutambered
thinking and hearing and knowing about Savannah River P1 ant and
knowing how dangerous i t was and I realized then how chi 1 dren were
in danger in this state.

I thought I was very lucky not 1 iving here, but my daughter is
now an American citizen and this is her future. So, that’s *Y I’m
up here today. 1‘ m very nervous.

my mei n reason for speaking is because I think this is the
future not only ❑y daughter, but for everyone. The tr~tiurn. th?t is

C-07-D 1 being made there is no 1onger necessary. I di dn ! t hel I eve 1n 1 t P1 ease see the response to Co=nt C-01-01 on the
before, but now when Europe is changing and RUSS I a Is no 1 onger the need for tri ti um.
enemy, I think w really need to stop what is happening here in this
state.

That’s all I want to say.
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C-08 STATEMENT OF NATALIE HEVENER KAUFW

TESTIWY ON SAVANNAN RIVER PLANT NUCLEAR REACTOR 6/5/90

MY name is Natalie Hevener Kaufman and I have a Ph.0. i n
Foreign Affairs. I am an Associ ate Professor of Government and
International Studies at the University of South Carol ins. I am
also the mther of two daughters.

C-oaol 1 mention my daughters because I find i t impossible to offer
them economic, nmral or ethical reasons Ay at this tiw our
government is considering further developinent of the nuclear weapons
industry. In so~ fundan!ental way, our children keep us honest and
creative by challenging the notion that the way we have always done
things Is the onl Y way to continue doing them. The situation at
S.R. P. seems to me to reflect, at best, a fundawntal lack of
imagination. tive we coaIPletel y lost the abi 1 i ty to imagine a
peaceful world and ourselves as a nation no longer preparing for
global annihilation? Have we lost the abi 1 ity to conceptualize a
means of retraining and employing workers for constructive rather
than destructive technology? Have we lost the sense of humanity and
our awe about the natural gifts we hold only temporarily as our nmst
i~ortant legacy to our children? He have the po$si bi 1 i ty at this
nm~nt to reaffi m our bel ief in 1 i fe and peace. I suggest to you
that the time to do so is now and the place to start is SRP.

The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.

,.,, ,, ,,, ,;, ,, ,, ,., ,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,
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C-09 STATEMENT OF SARAN FOX
207 Hateree Avenue

Columbia, South Carol ina

MY naw is Sarah Fox. I 1 ive at 207 Wateree Avenue, Columbia
South Carol ins.

I am here today to speak against the proposed restart of the
Savannah River Site nuclear reactors.

C-09-01
That this rushed restart is being undertaken as crucial for our

national security is truly obscene. From my years working as a Comnts noted.
volunteer in Columbia’s inner’ city school district, 1 assure you
that a true national security crisis exists in the unsuccessful
attempts to educate today’s children.

The vast sums of nmney that you propose to dump dom the
pal 1 uted rat hole of the Savannah River Site should instead go to
education — if anyone is serious about preserving the long range
safety of our way of 1 i fe.

Thank you for this opportunity to be heard.

Sarah Fox
June 5, 1990
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c-1 o STATEMENT OF FREO MULLER

MR. HULLER : I1m Fred Muller. I’m just an individual American
citizen. 1 do not belong to anything other than the Lutheran
church. 1 represent no organization whatsoever.

I have distributed here a 1 etter Ai ch I wrote to President
Bush on February 20th and a statement in ~
that the Department of Energy is considering buying enriched urani urn
from Russia because they have developed a ~thOd .Of ~king enriched
uranium far cheaper than we can do it. We buy yel low cake from
South Africa, we are going to buy enriched uranium from Russia.

In this letter to Presi dent Bush, 1 reconnnended that he shut
down the entire nucl ear industry, not just Savannah River,
everything. After Chernobyl in Russia, GorbachO! shot dO~ the
construction of 12 nuclear pl ants. He stopped on the drawing board
32 other nuclear plants being considered. In England, they have
stopped the construction of any nmre nuclear power plants. This is
principal 1 y because they have not figured out fiat to do with the
“aste and how to shut dom the nuclear plants that they have al ready
built. They have bui 1 t a mnster and put it i n place and cannot
figure how to kill it.

I have traveled the Uni ted States of America out of Denver,
Colorado sell ing ALDRIN and DIELORIN, which are the two most
powerful insecticides ever invented. They were manufactured at
Rocky Mountain arsenal . The government now has a multi -bi 11 i on
dol 1 ar law suit against Shel 1 Chemical to cl @an, UP the hazardous
waste that they dump at that site. I quit sel 1 Tng that chemical
after five months because 1 real ized mat I was doing to my
country. I was polluting the soil

We, as Ameri can citizens, have exported all our wars since the
Civil War. The American population does not know anything about
death and destruction of a war. The South has not recovered from
the Civi 1 War yet. We have not caught the rest of the nation. If
i t was not for Mississippi , South Carolina would be number 50 in the
nation.

I think that Ameri can citizens have not realized to even think
of what they are doing. The Savannah River site, as I stated in my

,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,
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c-1 0-01

1 etter to President Bush, sits 600 feet on top of the Tuscaloosa
Aquifer. Water C: rculates i n the earth just 1 i ke blood in your
body. You cut your finger, you bleed. If you cut your head, you
bleed. If you cut your toe, you bleed. The same way you can punch
a wel 1 and get water. The Savannah River project has al ready
contaminated water to the 200 foot 1 evel. When i t reaches 600 feet
deep and taps or pollutes the Tuscaloosa Aquifer, the City of
Augusta, Macon, Georgia, Mobile, Alabama, south Georgia and southern
South CarOl ina or southwestern South Carolina and Mobi 1 e “i 11 all
become a charred wasteland. Nothing wil 1 1 i ve there.

In Poland, they could not eat the cabbage after Chernobyl . In
Lapland thousands of miles north, the Laps COU1d not eat reindeer
meat because the reindeer ate the grass that was contaminated by
radiati on. Hundreds died at Chernobyl . Twelve and one half mi 11 ion
acres of the fi nest farml and i n Russia has been abandoned. One and
a half mi 11 ion acres of timberland i n that same area has been
abandoned because you cannot 1 ive i n a radi oactive 1 umber house.
You can’t do it.

They have not seen anything yet. As I stated in my letter, I
had a friend who was at Eniwetok, his hip bones mel ted before he was
40. He died in a alcoholic, drunken hel 1 before he was 45, racked
wi th pain and al cohol i sm.

Russia has not seen anything yet, just wait unti 1 the hip bones
start melting. They better get a lot of surgical practice because
they are go; ng to have them.

We are walking on dangerous ground. There is an abandoned
nuclear power plant in Mississippi on the head water of the
Mississippi River that has been guarded 24 hours a day for decades.
It’s abandoned. But even that far up, they have not figured what i n
the hel 1 to do with that abandoned plant. They cannot leave it
“ng”arded.

What, in my opinion, are the thousands of jobs in the nuclear
industry, i f you are dead? Let me say this as to nuclear weapons.
There never was and never is going to be, even before the collapse
of comnism, a war with Russia. It was 25 years after World War 11
before Russia could put an army in the field because al 1 their
babies starved to death because thei r mothers had no mi 1 k because

The Tuscaloosa aquifer, which is now cal 1 ed the
Black Creek-Middendorf Formation i n South Carol i na,
discharges to the Savannah River in the vicinity of
SRS, as described in Section 3.4.2 of the EIS. This
aquifer is not believed to be hydraul i cal 1y
conti nuous wi th the formation of that name in
Georgia or other states. The aquifer, which 1 ies
400 to 900 feet below the surface at SRS, is
generally protected by several impenneabl e clay or
other 1 i thol ogi c formations. SRS has installed
monitoring wel 1s in the aquifer to detect any type
of contami nation that occurs. Ouring the
app~oxi~tel y 35-year SRS period of operation, no
rad!oactlve contami nation has been detected i n the
81 ack Creek-Mi ddendorf aquifer as a result of
reactor operati on, and none is expected from
conti nuing the operati on.
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they -re starving to death. It took that 1ong to raise a chi 1d
born after HOrl d kkar II in Russia to 25 years to rake a soldier out
of hi=.

There is not going to be any kJorld *r III. That is garbage.
Always was since the atmi c b~- The atmi c ~~ is t~~~~~~=
peace ~a.pon ever made becaus@ the 1eaders die first.
i n history have been started by 01 d men uho sent young men off to
die.

kfitness Iran and Iraq. Khoumni and Hussai n, Old ~. T~Y
sent them off to fight on barbed wire, so other men COU1d run over
them to fight and ki 11 one another. Not an~re.

I do not know what wi 11 happen in Noscow. for I have never been
there, but I can tel 1 you what will happen in Washington, D.C. if
Wrld *r 111 starts. First to go will be the White House, second,
the Pentagon, third, the CIA and fourth, Uashi ngton, O.C. wi 11 be
turned into a solid sea of glass by the Russian atomic missiles.

Thank yOll .

[Mr. WI 1 er subai tted the fol 1owi ng 1 etter to President Bush at the
Co16ia public ceeting. 00E has not responded to this.1
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[A ketter]

President -W Bush
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
The Wi te House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President,

Hikhail Garbactiv is not only a ~fiul man, but he is also
very saurt and d-i si ve. On ~ril 26, 19k16 Chernobyl exploded and
ml ted down .“ After he and other Russian 1eaders surveyw the death
and destruction, Sorbachev stnppad in rnd-ai r, the construct on of
five Nucl ear P-r plmt*, plus he stopped the pmductio” of
Plutonium and 0-235 f- tiich rnlitary ~apons are made. He
withdrew four older WC1 ear ~ri nes f mm the oal ti c Seas and
evacuated 235,000 Russians f ra am 18 mi 1 e radius of the Chernobyl
CO~lex. He is nom considering remving 110,000 people frm a 10
❑iles more radius. Eefore and after Chernobyl, the Russian
Government has 1 ied to her people and the wrl d. Actions speak
1 ouder than wrds.

Great civi 1 i zations have existad before in history. They al 1
vani shed he” they pol luked or lost their water supply. YOU can
breathe radic.-acti ve air and 1 ive, but drinking radio-active ~ter
is guaranteed death. M&r circulates and percolates in the earth
just like blood in the humn body. 7he ~rican Govenuent has lied
and is still lying ta the &rican people about the dangers of
Nuclear pOWr. The Depatit of Energy is worse than mrthl ess.
It has not made one concrete decisim nor permanent y di sposad of
one ounce of radio-active uasti mterial.

Within 125 miles of w b- are 5 Mclear Power plants md the
Savannah River oo~ Plant at Ai ken, S.C. where sits 35,000,000
gal 1ons of highly toxic radio-active waste in concrete vats o“ top
of the giant Tuscaloosa aquifer that -s at only 600 foot depth md
waters the Southeast. Should W send an earthquake and d- this
waste into this Aquifer. than ~th &rgi a, South Alabama. Wst
Florida and Mobile muld bec~ a giant wast~land just like
Chernobyl.

,,. .,, ,,,, ,,
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The Nuclear plant at Rocky Flats, Colorado, sits on top of the
giant Goude Aquifer that waters Colorado and West Texas. Should a
disaster strike there, then Oenver, Amarillo, Lubbock, t4idland
Odessa would become the five largest ghOst tO~s in the histOry Of
the world. The Permian basin would vanish with Our Oi 1 SUPP1 Y.
Acid rain has not killed anyone, yet, but nuclear mel t-downs and
radiation have killed thousands and will warp and kill mill iOns
before man wakes UP.

The Russians have seen nothing yet. Just wait until can~er and
melting hip bones really begin occurin9. especially a~n9 their
little children. Americans ca” sit fat, dumb and happy until
~atastrophy strikes. M we wi 11 wake up with a roar! 1 had a
friend who was at Eni wetok in a bunker behind ten feet of solid
concrete. His hip bones mel ted before he was forty. The Veterans
Administration installed plastic hip bones. He never saw
forty-f ive. He lived and died in a Hell of alcohol and pain.

You do not have to bomb a Nuclear Power Plant to have a
wit-down. AI I YOU have to do is kill the technicians ho run it.
A mel tdo!an is then autouiati c. We have 110 Nuclear Power Plants plus
17 military operations. They all sit on top of giant Aquifers or
near a large water suppl y for cOOl in9 purpOses. It is only a matter
of time until America experiences her own Chernobyl . France, with
her proliferation of Nuclear Power plants cOuld easi lY have a s@ri es
of domino-effect mel tdo~s and probabl Y take Belgium and HOlland
wi th her as she goes into obl ivi on.

It is these very Nuclear Power Plants that have eliminated the
possibi 1 i ty of any large-scale war in EurOp@ Or al~st an~ere. In
fact, you might consider the course Russia has taken and shut down
the entire Ameri can Nuclear operation; both power plants and the
military. Russia never was coming to America. For What? TO
contract AID’ S and take it back to Russia by the mi 11 ions? I do not
think so. Are we going to send 10 mil 1 ion fine young Wn to defend
NATO and leave addicts, criminals and drug pushers to run our
country? 1 do not think so!

I was a B-25 and A-26 pilot in World War II doing low level
work and skip bombing in India and Burma. I~diately at the end of
the war, my governmnt sent m to China to be a co-pilot on C-46 and
C-47 Transport planes. we flew night and day hauling the
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National ist Army to take over from Japanese before the Cowni st
could walk there. tien I arrived in Kunming, China printed nmney.
Two months later hen I arrived in Huhan! China printed paper. In
Oecember, hen I arrived in Shanghai , China printed trash! !.lhen the
money collasped, China collasped! I saw China fall ! The Comni .sts
did not ~ China. They just walked i n and took over.

Comunism is not all bad, if it replaces despotism as it did in
China. Chiang-Kai Shek and his crowd had raped and robbed China
until she was gone. I do not know Aat happened in the Russian
Revolution as I had not been born. ( 1917)

President Reagan used the threat of Co~nism to run a
tremendous deficit and crest the illusion of prosperity. He left
you a terrible debt structure and legacy. Good 1 uck!

Mr. President, there are two i revocable laws on this earth:
You cannot drink yourself sober and you cannot borrow your way to
sol vency. The longer either continues, the mre terrible the
hangover. We came out of Wrld War II almost without a scar, except
for the dead and wounded. We were ~ nation on earth. Even
Germany, Italy and Japan have passed us on their road up, as we ride
the road down to ~ place in average income. At the end of World
War II, &ri ca was the richest nation on earth and the largest
creditor. Today, we are the 1 argest _ and owe more money than
all nations on earth. Only a fool thinks we are going to pay off
our national debt. No drunk has ever sobered up as long as alcohol
was free. Neither has any economic drunk sobered up as 1ong as
fools let him sign I. O. U.l S. He are the same.

Junk bonds and white CO1 lar crooks make the Hall Street Journal
read 1 i ke the Pol ice Gazette. What a 1 augh ! Tomrrow, our om
government bonds wi 11 be on the same page. JUNI( BONDS-LIKE
CHINA-PAPER TRASH:

The world has entered an era of economic warfare from hi ch
there is no military relief. Al T major economic powers are
exporting against other major economic powers. Russia must cow
with a gold backed Ruble if she is to enter world conmierce and trade.

Hr. President, I write you this letter because Mr. Gorbachev
did not make his decisions for the love of the world, he made his
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decision for the love of his country, Russia. I write this letter
not because 1 love the world, but also, because I love my country,
MERICA!

You know that my views are the views of mill ions of concerned
Ameri cans, and you know that dramatic action is needed NOW if the
IJni ted States of America is going to halt it headlong plunge into
the wdiocri ty of debtor nations and the danger of the headlong rush
into nuclear stockpiling.

Gorbachev is making a dramatic effort to solve some of the
problems of the USSR. You can do no less for the USA. There is no
nmre time to play politics. There is no nmre tim to play out a
Presidential term and leave i t in the hands of the next fellow.
There is NO MORE TIME!

r-l
&

m
m

Respectful y yours,

Fred Hull er
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U.>. Agency Keprtedly May Purchnse

S& Uranium-Enrichw Se6
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C-n STATEMENT OF MAL HY?IAN

MR. HW: Mal Hyman and I lm just a concerned teacher. I wil 1
try to cut my remrks so that I don’t duplicate some of fiat has
been said previously.

C-1141 I am concerned about the process of looking into government Section 3.3.2 of the EIS discusses seismology.
documnts regarding the envi ron=nt and accessibi 1 i ty tO nati Onal
security info-tion. The first point, coming from Cal i fornia wtIere
we have bui 1 t nuclear plants on earthquake folds, where U.S.
Geological Survey has noted that the plants cannot withstand an
earthquake of the magnitude seen as possible by the U.S. Geological
Survey.

This is true at San Onof re, Southern California, and Oi ablo
Canyon i n Central California, and having gone through those hearings
for a number of years, 1 am more than concerned the proper
inforn!ati on that is ferreted out i sn’ t properly addressed.

I have an even greater concern about notions about national
sec”ri ty. We are imrnediatel y reminded of past national security
needs. A bomber gap of the 1950s, we need to build new bombers. Or
a missile gap i n the 60s or an A8M gap of fal 1 ing beyond the Soviet
Union and A8M or spending gap or a window of vulnerability under
Ronald Reagan, to be capped off by W missi 1 es and Hi nute Man III
silos, which made absolutely no sense strategical 1 y. They became a
more tempting target, satisfied none of the national security needs.

It’s surprising that the public does not follow the debate.
The media doesn’ t follow the debate hen goOd PrOPOsals dO cO~ f rOm
the Soviet Union for verifiable test bands. They aren’ t PrOPerl Y
debated. The Soviet Union unilateral y stops nuclear testing for 18
months and challenges us to do the s-. It shoul d be a news
story. 8ut then many things should be news stories in the United
States. There is stil 1 12 cubic feet of information regarding the
John Kennedy assassination, which hasn’ t been looked into.

In this regard, I think i t‘s important to note the *o1 e war in
Viet Nam. The hi story of i t was kept secret from the Wri can
public. We found out hen the Pentagon papers were finally realized
by the New York Times and then the government sued the New York
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Times for having the audacity to print the true hi story of the war
i n Vi et Nam after 40,000 Ameri cans had died and 2,000,000 Vi etnamese
have died. I would respectful 1 y submit to you that there is a
definition of national security that was used and is sti 11 used.

I mentioned this at the scoping hearings previously, but I want
to add to it, so that there is no doubt where I stand on this.
George Bush, when he headed the CIA, 1 ied on a regular basis to the
Senate Intel li gence Comi ttee about the John Kennedy assassi nation.
He was chosen because Colby, the past head of the CIA, was actual 1 y
a“s”eri ng the q“esti ens. This is the mn who is determining
national security for us.

Opportuni ties that are unimaginable were bl own at this past
sumi t because the public doesn’ t know what the debate real 1 y
consi sts of regarding nucl ear weapons. Perhaps i t‘s an activity on
the part of the public or apathy and perhaps its G.E. owning NBC and
not telling the public hat’s really going on. It’s tough to say
there’s probably a tiol e host of reasons, but, suffice to say, there
is a great concern about national security and a thorough
reassessment is i n order for the protection of democracy and for the
protection of the earth and i t is necessary in this regard with SRS.

Thank YOU.
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c-1 2 STATEttENT OF PAltL BECK

HR. BECK: Good mming. Hy name is Paul Beck. I am a
resident of Martinez, 6eargia. Ifavi ng reviewed the 00E’s
Environmental l-act Stitanent, 1 st il 1 have three concerns over
possible restart: 00E priori ti es. the environment, and the question
of need.

C-1241

C-1242

C- 12-03

The draft EIS indicates to e that priority wi 11 be given to P1 ease see the response to Cownt C-05-05 00
production rather than cleanup. So, 34,000,000 gallons of high high-1 evel waste.
1 evel radioactive -te have yet to be properly processed. Some
16,000,000 cubic f-t of low-level radioactive waste remains buried
i n trenches. It is knw that s- of it is in cardboard boxes.
Techoeti u-99, an isotope presmt in radioactive salt, is destined
to be improperly processed into concrete S1 abs. Hhi 1 e the
technology supposedly exists to extract the technetium the 00E has
decided this will be toa expensive.

The preservation of our envi ronu?nt cm never be too
expensive. The cleanup is expect~ to take at 1 east a decade,
possibly tm or more, and cost bil Jions, how does the OOE justify PI ease see the response to Co-nt C-05-03 on waste
restart tien existing problems have yet to be sol veal? nmnag~nt and envi ronmental restorati on.

Restart UOU1 d only c~und the problem. I quote from the
draft EIS: ‘Hater con~ining ttitiua will continue to be discharged
through seepage basin, cent= nating ground water. ” “Temporary
wetl and losses caused by thermal discharges WOII1 d continue in Sti 11
Creek and Penn Branch Comers. =

Apparentl Y. OE’s preferred al temati ve is to continue to ureak
havoc upon our land and water. NO nation is greater than the 1 and
upon which its people live. There should be no coqromise UfIM it
comes to the prese~ation of our land and water. If the 00E cannot
operate SRS in harimny uith the envi ronuent, then the OOE should not
operate SRS at al 1. They should remain shut down.

The final problem I have m th the EIS is the questi o“ of need..
It is neither addressed ~r answered in the statmnt. Consider tm

P1 ease see the response to Comnt C-01-O 1 on the
need for triti”m and other nuclear materials.

facts: hri ca presently has s- 24,000 nuclear warheads, in
add i ti on to a P1 utonium stockpile of 100 metric tons. Consider al 1
the fire power explodd in Mrld k!ar II, some 3,000,000 tons of TNT,
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3 megatons. The destructive power of al 1 nuclear weapons in
existence today stands at 18.000 -tons. That’s the equivalent of
6,000 Horld &r 11s. Can w possibly need more?

Thank you.
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C-13 STATEMENT OF CAMILLE RILEY

c- I 3-0 I

My name is Camille Riley. I am a pharmacist and I live in
Oe”mark, S.C. For the past 15 years I have done pharmacy relief
work in a five county area-8 derg, 8arnwell , Al lendal e,
Orangeburg, and Hampton counties. Through these 15 years one fact
has become more and mre obvious to me. In the pharmacies located
in the counties adjacent to the SRS I fill mny more prescriptions
for cancer related Medications. In Bamberg, Barnwel 1, and Al Iendale
counties there are astounding numbers of prescriptions wri tten for
medicine to relieve cancer pain. This is one of the reasons 1 am
against the restart of the K, L, and P reactors. Health care is my
business and helping safeguard heal th is my responsibi 1 i t y.

I have studied the Environmental Impact Statement and my fears
have not been resolved. They have increased dramti call y. On page

C-13-02 S-5 i t is admitted that there wi 11 be more cancer fatality risks
even under normal operations, wi tho”t even considering accidents.
If the K, L, and P reactors are terminated the cancer fatality risks
will diminish. That is a significant reason to never restart these
three reactors.

Have you ever watched someone die of cancer? 1 have. My
husband officially died of cancer in 1971, b“t he actually died some
every day for the 11 1/2 months he 1 ived after diagnosis. He went
from 190 pounds to 90 pounds. The cancer destroyed his lungs so
that every breath was a gasp. My husband was 34 years old when he
died and he “ever smoked cigarettes. Was he one of these cancer
fatal i ty risks quoted on page S-5? Should that have bee” a
consolation to my daughters, who were 5 and 10 years old when their
father died? NO-ONE, 1 emphasize NO-ONE should be exposed to such a
risk.

Section 4.1.2 of the EIS addresses the potential
addi ti anal risk to human health resulting from th
continued operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors.
Section 4.1.6 addresses cumulative impacts and
heal th risks from SRS and nearby faci 1 i ti es. The
heal th effects of past operations have been (and
being) evaluated by independent agenci es, as
described in Appendix B; no significant health
impacts on the general public have been identified.
Section 3.7 (Tables 3-13 and 3-14) and annual
envi ronmental man+ tori ng reports issued by 00E
describe the extent of contamination from prior S
operations. Section 4.1 presents project
envi ronmental impacts from continued reactor
operation.

The increased cancer (excess fatal i ty) risk to th
population wi thin 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS
resulting from the operation of K-, L-, and
P-Reactors would be 0.0088 (8. B x 10-3) per year,
one addi tional cancer death every 110 years. The
cal CU1 ated total cancer fatal i ties per year in th
1980 population of 5B9,800, based on the annual
average U.S. cancer fatality risk, are about 1, 15
Please see Section 4.1.6 of the EIS and Table 2-3.
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This Envi ron~ntal Impact Statewnt is filled with the word
llPLAN. ” On page 2-59 we are told the panel ~ to complete its
review before resuming producti on. Also, OOE ~ to finish
replacing the exi sting rod positioning instruments with sol id state
components. Life is fil 1 ed with plans that are not fulfil led. I
- to arrive an hour earlier this morning but traffic
interfered with my plans. When deal i ng with nucl ear reactors the
verb @ is not sufficient.

On pages 2-74 through 2-02 we are given the comparison of
Impacts of Alternatives. Alternative 3, which is Termination of K,
L, and P reactors, would mean no thern!al discharges, no groundwater
seepages, signi ficantl y less usage of water, dimini shi ng erosion,
recovery of habi tat and ecosystems, diminishing aquatic chemical
concentrate on, elimination of 1 iquid effluents, substantial
reduction i n generation of solid, domestic, and hazardous wastes
—but to be the most important of all is h - ~ Rue h
Radioactive Releases! ! ! ! !
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c-1 4 STATEMENT OF ELVXRA THMPSON

MS. THOMPSON: My name is El vi ra Thompson. I don’ t represent
anyone. I am a member of Greenpeace, but I am just represent ng
myself as a U.S. citizen.

C-14-01
fly speech is going to be very, very short. It means no more

nuclear weapons. We 1 i ve on the planet Earth. The longer We use The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
it, the mmre we try to destroy it. No more nuclear weapons. Bear this EIS.
wi th my accent, okay?

The U.S. government, including the president, has no way or no
means to clean up the Savannah River Site after the mel tdown. Just
think about Chernobyl . 1 think everybody is thinking of Chernobyl Because the nucl ear and physical-chemical
Our government cannot control the savings and 1 oan institutions, the character sti cs of the SRS reactors are
drug traffic in our air space or coastal water, our borders and our fundamental y different from those of the Chernobyl
highways. Our governwnt cannot help save the Awrican farwrs. reactors, similar accidents at SRS reactors are
Our government could not help save the two whales in Alaska. Our physically impossible.
government could not Exxon and the Valdez oi 1 spi 11 that
contaminated our seas. Our government cannot prevent a nuclear
acci dent at the Savannah reactors.

No nmre nuclear weapons. We want protection from our
government. We don’ t want excuses from our senators. No more
nuclear weapons. We don’ t want excuses from our representatives.
No more nuclear weapons. We demand a government for the people, by
the people and, we, the people say no more nuclear weapons.

Thank you.
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COWMENTS OF MRS. ELVIRA E. THOMPSON
115 E Steele Orive

Sunnnervil 1 e, SC 29483

NO more Nuclear kleapons. We 1 ive in the Planet Earth. The
longer we use i t the more we try to destroy it.

,!No More Nuclear Weapon s.” The U.S Government, including, the
President, has no way, or no means, to clean up the Savannah
Reactors after a Melt Oown. (J.st think of CHERNOVOL). Our
Government can not control the saving and 1 oans institutions. The
Orug Traff i cing wi thin our ai r space. our
or our hiways.

Our Government can not help save the

coastal waters our borders

American Farmers.

Our Government COU1 d not save the two whales i n Alaska.

Our Government could not control Exxon and the Valdiz oi 1 spil 1
contaminates our seas.

Our Government can not prevent a nuclear accident at the
Savannah Reactor.

No More NUC1 ear Weapons. We want protection from our
Government.

ND More NUC1 ear Weapons. We don’t want excuses from our
senators.

NO More Nuclear Weapons. We dent want excuses from our
Representatives.

No More NUC1 ear Weapons

We demand a Government for the People By the People, and we the
People say

No More Nuclear Weapons.

Thank you.
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C-15 STATEMENT OF OR. KARL Z. MORGAN

Sumry of paper entitled
~

K-L.. and P React-
at avannah River Plant

BY Or. Karl Z. Morgan
May 25, 1990

c-1 5-01

This Environmental Impact Statement [EISI is verY POOrl Y
prepared. It does not have unbiased and scholarly input by highly
qualified independent scientists and engineers. Of the 39 persons
preparing the report only 3 have the PhD degree and none of them is
a certified health physicist. None is an outstanding radiobiologist
or a specialist in internal dose.

One of the principal reasons for operating the Savannah River
Plant [SRP] reactors is to produce plutoniu*238 for thermocouple-
produced electricity for satellites and llStar Wars” but such uses
are extremely dangerous and should be reconsidered. The present
maximum permissible concentration (MPC in Ci/cc) for PU-238 is too

~i” water. The MPC
OOE uses the most current reconnnendations of

high by a factor of 11,000 in air and 7,00 cognizant national and international radiation
values for PU-239 are too high by a factor of 6,000 in air and 5,000
in water. The MPC values used for tritium are 90 times too high in

protection organizations for the assessments of
dose and the consequent health effects. These

air. The reasons for these large factors of underestimated organizations have not accepted Or. Morgan’s current
radiation-risk are lack of recognition of larger migration factors, opi nl ens.
chemical forms, larger body uptake, larger RBE ( relative biological
effectiveness) values, changes from ICRP-2 (International Comission
on Radiological Protection) to lCRP-30, greater cancer risk
estin!ates in BEIR V (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation) than
in BEIR III, etc.

Al though top mnagement at SRP has changed, some of the group
1 eaders, section chiefs and supervisors are the same or are of
similar motivation. That is they are the same persons that cl aimed
radiati on levels 40 times background around reactors K, L, and P on
March 14, 1955 were caused by fall out from the Nevada Weapons Test
Site; a cloud of dust traveled 2,ooO miles across the U. S. and
settled directly over reactors K, L, and P with concentric i sopleth
cl osed dose ci rcles surroundi ng these reactors - a modern mi racle!
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The release rate of 197, DO0 Ci of H-3 (tritium) per year by
reactors K, L, and P given in this EIS is shocking. It would
require a circular lake 63.5 miles in diameter and an average depth

C-15-02 of 1 inter to reduce the annual H-3 discharge to the Envi ronmental
Protection Agency 1 imi t of 4 mrem for potable water. One meter
(39.77 inches) 1s not far from the rainfall per year in South
Carol ina and Georgia. There was a long delay (Years) in the
Department of Energy /Nucl ear Regulatory Conuni ssion-plan to evaporate
cleanup water at TMI-2 and rel ease only 17,000 Ci of H-3 to the
envi ronment because people 1 iving nearby did not wish to accept an
increased cancer ri sk and geneti c and teratogeneti c damage to thei r
children. Here this problem is 11.6 times more serious.

This EIS does not provide backup and source data by which a
-15–03 person can check the estimated rel eases and doses, to the plant

workers and members of the publ i c. Thus we at thls hear, ng are
being asked “00 we trust and have faith in what 1s presented to us
by these 39 people?” me cannot answer, “Our estimates and
calculations do or don’t agree. ” Even i f we were provided the
source data, i t originates i n considerable e part from SRP heal th
physicists and they are the ones who testify in court against the
workers and members of the publ i c who seek compensation for
radiation damage. A few months ago in Columbia, S. C., the
Secretarial Panel for the evaluation of Epidemiologic cal Research
Activi ties (SPEERA) recommended that epi demiol ogi cal research be
supported by the Department of Health and Human Services and no
longer by the Department of Energy [OOEI. For similar reasOns
heal th physicists at SRP and other DOE operations should report to
DHHS

In conclusion 1 reconnnend that K, L, and P not be operated and
that further consideration of their operations not be made unless
and unti 1 an EIS is publ i shed by a competent and properl Y selected
group of scientists and engineers and in no case should approval be
given before Dr. Al ice Stewart has completed the epi demiologi cal
study of SRP workers and similar study of members of the public
living near SRP is completed.

c-1 5-04

Karl 2. Morgan

The cited tritium release is to the atmosphere, not
in liquid waste; accordingly, it would be more
appropri ate to compare the atmosphere c volume
requi red for di luti on. Usi “g an average atmosphere c
mixing depth of 500 meters (Section 3.5.4 of the
EIS) , it would require the air over SRS to be
repl aced about 50 times a year to di 1 ute the annual
release to below the EPA NESHAPS of 10 millirem per
year; because the mean site wind speed is 3.25
meters per second (Section 3.5.2) , the air over the
Si te is repl aced about every 8 hours, on average, or
more than 1,000 times a year.

MEPA regulations require DOE to make public all
documents and sources of i nformti on referenced i n
the EIS. As noted in the Foreword to the EIS, DOE
PI aced these references i n Public Reading Rooms when
it issued the EIS for the benefit of those requiring
more technical detail or source data on particular
subjects.

As noted in Appendix B (Section B.l .5), Oak Ridge
Associated Universities published an epidemiological
study of SRS workers i n 1988, and a fol low-up study
is under way. Section B.1.5 also describes the past
epidemi 01 ogi cal studies of the public i n the SRS
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vicinity, which have not indicated any unusual
heal th effects associated wi th SRS operations. An
independent study by the National Institutes of
Heal th - National Cancer Institute reported cancer
incidence i n populations around comercial and
government reactors (Jablon, S. , et al ., 1990,

ancer i n ODUlations Livino ear U
Facil iti& , National Institutes of Health, National
Cancer Institute, Washington, O.C. ).
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Conunents on the My 199o Draft Envi ron!nental Impact Statement,
Operation of the K, L and P Reactors at Savannah River P1 ant

Or. Karl Z. *rgan
Atlanta, Georgia

My 24, 1990

Introd.cti on L I have made a h.rri ed examination of the Nay 1990
draft EIS regarding operation of the Savannah River P1 ant’s K, L,
and P reactors and am not favordbl y iwressed m th the qual i t y,
credibility, or usefulness of this report. Perhaps, however, this is
the best one COU1d expect tien it is noted that of the 39 persons
acknowledged as authors of the report. onl Y three have PhO degrees.
I was surprised also to find that al though the crux of the report
was the dose and heal th risks to warkers and hers of the public
from ionizing radiation exposure, not a single author is a certified
heal th physicist (the profession that specializes speci fi cal 1 y i n
effects of radiation dose) and none of the autho= is a recOgni Z~
radi obi 01 ogi st or a person specializing in i ntemal dosethe
principal question at issue.

The list of recipients of the report does not include persons uho
have through the years criticized SRP for its radiation hazards and
.testi fi ed in court or public hearings in opposition to unsound
practices of SRP-persons such as Edward P. Radford, Alice Stewart,
Arjun Nakhi jai , Brent 61 acknel der, Bemd Franke, and myself, only
to ention a few.

In view of the high background 1evels and high excursion 1 evels
of radioactivity reported at SRP and environs in the past, i t NUU1 d
hardly be short of a ❑i racl e if the POPU1 ati on dose to the pro jetted
850,000 persons 1 i vi ng m thi n &l km in year 2000 COU1d be kept to
21.4 perso-rem per year from atnmspheri c rel eases and the drinking
water dose to persons byond 80 km to 9.3 perso-rem (Sec. 4.1 .2.3
of the EIS) But perhaps ❑i racl es do happen at SRP. One of the most
remrkabl e ❑i racl es occurred on Narch 14, 1955 as discovered by
Bemd Frank@ and Robert Alvarez. 1 OuPont (the operator of SRP at the
that tire) record+ dose rates near reactors K, L and P that were
approxi=tel y 40 tl mes background and 1evels of over 10 times
background out to 80 km. However, OuPont reported that this activity
did not result from an “incident” at SRP but was the result of

I

I

The EIS addresses all envi ronmntal , health, and
safety impacts of the continued operation of K-, L-,
and P-Reactors, and rel ies on referenced documents
prepared by a 1 arge nutier of professionals
qualified in a wide variety of technical and
scientific disciplines, including health physics.

DOE makes the EIS available to any member of the
p.bl i c who requests a coPY. DOE does not mintain a
listing of its critics.

1 (“External _ Radiation around the Savannah River P1 ant,’$ Ber”d
Franke and Robert Alvarez, ~10, Vol. 14 no. 2 (1905).
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fal lout from a Teapot/Hornet nuclear test explosion from a 90 m
tower at the Nevada Weapons Test Site. Franke and Alvarez plotted
the dose rate values (as measured by the SRP health physicists) on a
map extending from 20 miles to the west of Augusta, Georgia to 10
miles east of Orangeburg, S.C. (a linear distance of 135 miles) and
drew 1 ines on the mp connecting locations of equal dose rates
( i SOP1 eth 1 i nes) and the 1 ines al 1 formed irregular circles around
the K, L and P reactors (they circumscribed reactor K,L and P). In
other words OuPont argued that the fal 1 out cloud traveled 2,000
miles across the US and fell smack over SRP. Perhaps such
atmosphere c mi racles had not occurred since thousands Of years a90
~he” llMo~e~ stretched out his hand over the sea, and the LOrd caused

the sea to go back—and the children of Israel went into the midst
of the sea upon dry ground: and the waters were a wal 1 unto them on
their right hand, and on their left” (from Exodus 14, .S 21 & 22).

o C-15-07
A
0
w

The EIS does not provide input data that can be used by an
independent group of scientists and engineers (a group wi thout a P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-15-03 on input
conflict of interest) to estimte the annual population dose
(person-rem) so one is tempted to ask,

documents used i n support of the EIS.
,,Mere the group of 39 pers Ons

preparing the EIS and the comi ttees of DOE and NRC that evaluated
this EIS selected by the Tompkins Procedure?” The Tompkins Procedure
is as follows, ,,The basi c approach to the report would be to Start
wi th a simple, strai ghtfoiward statement of conclusions. We would
then identify the nnjor questions that could be expected to be
raised in connection wi th these conclusions. It WOU1d then be a
straightforward rotter to select the key scienti f i c consultants
whose opinions should be sought in order to substantiate the
val i di ty of the concl usions or recomend appropriate
modificati on,’’ —from a letter from Or. Paul C. Tompkins, Oeputy
Oi rector of Oi vision of Radiation Protection Standards, dated
September 25, 1962 to Atomic Energy Cormni ssioner Haworth with cop{es
to chai rman Seaborg.

Perhaps the DOE would rebut the above references to the
Tompkins Procedure by a comnt such as “wel 1 that was the bad
si tuati on wi th our predecessor the old AEC. Things such as this or
the internal release of thousands of curies of iodine -131 at
Hanford Works to investigate the feasibility of using fission
products in conjunction with chemical warfare could not happen now
wi th OOE and i ts present contractors i n charge. ” (Remember, the
total release of 1-131 in the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident is
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estimated at only 17 curies) 1 do not agree, however, with such a
retort because of the many skeletons that have been found recently
hanging i n the 00E closets. The most tightly locked closet to which
1 have been exposed recently related to the 00E refusal to turn over
to the TMI Public Health Fund (TMI-PHF) radiation records of workers
at SRP, Hanford, Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, Rocky Flats, ktound, etc. for
independent epidemiologic cal analysis by the renowned epidemiologic st,
Alice Stewart.

FO1 lowi ng the TMI accident, over a decade ago, there was a
court hearing i n Harrisburg, Pennsylvania before Judge Rambo
relating to damge from the reactor accident. The sol e wi tnesses
that off @red testi ninny were Dr. Victor P. Bond for the defense and
mysel f for the plainti ffs. Mr. Harkins was the defense lawyer and
Mr. Oavid Ber er the plaintiff lawyer in this class action suit. We

?“”were awarded 20 m~ll Ton to cover damge to businesses and others in
the fallout area at the time of the accident and $5 mi 11 ion for
educational purposes and research relating to the radiation risks
associated with the accident. The Oavid Berger law f i nn was to
administer these funds. It handled di rectl y the $20 mi 11 ion for
earl y damages but set up the Three Mile Island Public Health Fund
(TMI-PHF) comi ttee with ~ as chairman to assist in administration
of the Fund. Other members of the TMI-PHF conani ttee are renowned
scientists and doctors: Prof. Oean Abrahamson, Or. John Cobb, Or.
Thomas Cochran, Or. H.J. Gieger, Prof. I. fIcHarg, Or. Edward p.
Radford and Prof. G. Uoodwell with Or. J. Berger, Secretary. We (the
TMI-PHF) have let a number of research contracts On dOse
reconstruction, internal dose, emergency planning, etc. , a number of
whi ch have been completed. One of the contracts was for $1.4 mi 11 ion
to Or. Alice Stewart to conduct an independent epidemiologic cal study
of the occupational exposure records as they relate to nmrtal i ty
records of SUP and of the other OOE 1 aboratories and producti on
facilities. The past few years have been a period of extreme
frustration and discouragement for our TMI-PHF connni ttee and the
Bergers who have been forced to make use of the Freedom of
In formti on Act and every imaginable legal 1 everage to pry the data
from the secret files (skeleton closets) of the OOE. Each punch the
Oan Berger made was 1 i ke pounding a jel 1 y f i sh—a big dent was mde
but then the DOE returned seemingly as invulnerable as ever.
Finally, last week the battle was wan (or I believe it was) and DOE
is now i n the process of releasing this data to the Tt41-PHF. This
exasperating struggle with the OOE has probably cost Oan Berger a
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few years of his life and all who value democracy and justice in our
courts owe him an expressi on of grati tude.

How this victory over the might OOE final 1 y came about deserves
a word of explanation. When the new Secretary of Energy, James D.
Watkins, came into off ice recently and was confronted with a blast
of misdeeds by the AEC, 00E and their contractors, he i ndi cated his
desire to mke sweeping amends. In addressing this TMI-PHF problem
he set up a Secretarial Panel for the Evaluation of Epi demi 01 ogi c
Research Acti vi ties (SPEERA) with Or. Kri stine Gebbi e chairwoman and
i ndi cated he intended to abide by i ts reconnnendation. For this, al 1
who seek an independent and more credible evaluation of the risk
from chronic, low level exposure to ionizing radiation are
exceedi ngl y grateful to Secretary Watki ns.

In the early session of the SPEERA meeting in Columbia, S.C. in
February 1990 it looked for a while that we had lost our battle and
SPEERA WOU1d reconunend the status quo. It was then that the TMI-PHF
and Oan Berger played our trump card. We had known for sow time of
l,i ~reg”lari ties!, in the behavior of OOE and i ts contractors in the
treatment of epidemi ological data on radiation workers and the worst
case of which we were aware was the treatment of Dr. Gregg Wi 1 ki nson
when he was employed as a senior epidemi al ogi st at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Or. Wilkinson was put on the stand at the
Columbia hearings where he related that his studies at Los Alamos
found an excess of cancers of brain, esophagus, stomach, colon and
prostate of “orkers at the Rocky Flats Plant where they mke
triggers from plutonium and tri ti um provided by SRP and Hanford.
Rocky Flats was a subcontractor of Los Al am.as and officials of Los
Alamos and OOE berated and pressured Wi 1 kinson to suppress or alter
his findings and finally after demotion he left Los Alamos. This
apparently broke an Achi 11 es’ heel of 00E and changed the tide. The
recomendati on of SPEERA now is that al 1 research on radiation dose
reconstruct on and long-term heal th effects from worki ng i n or
1 ivi ng near weapons plants be transferred to another federal agency
that has no direct connection with weapons production; presumably
this agency is the Department of Health and Huron Services (OHHS).

Jhe Problem in the Restart and On~ion of K.L and P Reactirs at SRP

The above mentioned victory of the TMI-PHF i n no way solves all
the problems or clears the way for imediate restart of the K, L,
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and P reactors. Neither does i t solve some major problems of
radiation exposure at other DOE operations and in Other areas such
as exposure of atomi c veterans, natives in the South Paci fi c weapons
test area and workers at the Nevada Test Site and fami 1 ies and
farmers and ranchers that were clobbered with radiation fallout
during the infamous period of atmosphere c testing of nucl ear
weapons. This victory, however, is a f i rst step forward i n the hope
that Secretary Watkins’ promise wi 11 shortly bring about other badly
needed corrections. A major problem that demands correction is i n
the collecti on, interpretation, mnagement and use of basic
radiation exposure data not only when we face the question of.
restart and operation of reactors K, L and P but when, wo~kers and
neighbors of SRP and others exposed to 00E generated lonlzing
radiation (atomic veterans, fal lout vi ctlms, test si te workers,
radiation workers at nuclear power plants, weapons plants and
national laboratories and members of the neighboring publ i C) seek
compensation for radiation injury. AS it nOw stands it is virtuall Y
impossible for any of these plaintiffs of radiation injury to
receive compensation when their cases go to court. The dif f i CU1 ty is
that the heal th physicists that collect radiation exposure data and
i nterpret i t in deposi tions and in court cannot be rel i ed on because
they have a serious conflict of interest. This is a situation
similar o that faced by Or. Wilkinson when he was working at LOS
Alamos. tlany a health physicist has been passed over at promotion
time or some have lost their jobs when they fai led to depreciate
radiation risks suff i cientl y or when they reported dangerous
radiation hazards. It is virtually impossible for a ‘radiation victim
or his widow to find a health physicist that will testify in court
on his or her behalf regarding a radiation injury but there are
thousands of health physicists on tap, ready and anxious to testify
on behalf of the defense, i .e. to protect the national laboratory,
the nuclear weapons plant or the nuclear power plant from 1 iabl 1 ity
for radiation injury. (See attachment 1, “The Vieqoint and
Experience of a Scientist Who Has Been a Plaintiffs’ Expert Witness
i“ Ma”Y Radiation Cases ,“ by Karl Morgan, International perspectives
in Public Heal th, Vol 4, Issue 1, Spring 1988). In our democratic
society one might suppose he could fi nd support and hel p i n
obtaining justice for radiation injury or injustices of the DOE from
our Department of Justice but just the contrary is true. Mr. Oon
Jose of the OOJ not only acted as defense lawyer for parties
attempting compensation for radiation induced cancer but organized
courses i n several states to train heal th physi ci sts and lawyers i n
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methods by which industry and the government would win in radiation
damage cases. I have testified in court and offered depositions and
other a=i stance in over 150 case? of radiation injury and been
Opposed by health physl ci sts test~f ylng for the defense who offer
testimony under oath that even defies the basic laws of physics and
chemistry only to have the judge i n his written decision praise the
testimony of these health physicists and deride w for my testinwny
and subject me to character assassination even after admitting he
did not understand my testimny for “it might as well have been in
Greek. ” I was a principal organizer of the Health Physics Society
and its fi rst president and was then proud of i t as a scientific and
professional organization but alas, now I mst recognize it is a
trade union of 00E and the union that heels to the wishes of 00E and
the nuclear industry and of its satellites such as the Nucl ear
Regulatory Comni ssion and the Veterans Administration.

In this case the SRP EIS is based on data CO1 lected by SRP
heal th physicists and interpreted by 39 persons only 3 of hi ch have
the PhO degree. No basic data is provided in the EIS on which one Please see the response to Cement C-15-03 on input
can check calculations and suppositions. The only way a scientist documents used in support of the EIS.
or an honest citizen could approve this EIS is by faith in the
knowledge, expertise and honesty of the SRP health physicists who
collected the data and these 39 persons, all of from have a confl i ct
of interest.

Another problem with this EIS is that i t considers the
radiation protection standards adopted by the oOE as set by the
International Connni ssion on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and the P1 ease see the response to Cement C-15-01 on
U.S. National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRp) radiation protection organi zati ens.
as gospel truth. Nothing could be more in fault. (See Attachment 2,
“ICRP Risk Estimates-An Alternative View, ” by Karl Z. Morgan,
chapter 11 i n book Radiation and Heal th, edi ted by R.R. Jones and
S. Southwood, J. Hi Iey & Sons, 1987). If all ❑embers of ICRP and
NCRP resigned who work for the nuclear industry or receive research
funds from it, both would be ghost organizations with very few i f
any members.

One of the major health problems associated with SRP is the
production of pl utonium238. A publ i cation by W:S. Snyder, H.R. Ford
and myself in 1964 indicated the hazards of PU-238 were 150 times
that of Pu-239. (’iRelative Hazard of the Various Radioactive
Material s,” Health Physics Journal Vol . 10, p. 151, 1964). One of
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the principal purposes for the operation of SRP is the production of
P“-238 (86.4” year half 1 i fe) for use in the~OcOuple 9enerat0rs to
furnish non-propulsion power i n satel 1 i tes and for “Star wars. ” I
prepared testimny opposing this use of Pu-238 i n the Galileo

satel 1 ite mission to Jupiter. (See Attachment 3, “A Quick Look at
Some of the Radiation Hazards Associated with the Galileo Hissi on, ”

Sept. 19, 1989). This satel 1 i te is designed to swing around Venus tO
gain energy by the S1 ingshot pri nci Pie, then back arOund the earth
and then fly off with enough energy to reach Jupiter. It carries 50
pounds of Pu-238 i n its generators. Should any of its solid state
navigation instrumentation IM1 function, for example, due to

excessive heating as i t S1 i ngs around Venus, it could be a few
degrees off course as i t mkes its second S1 ing around the earth and
enter the earth’s atmosphere. It would be incinerated, fal 1 ing al 1
over the earth as radioactive dust. This 50 pounds of plutoni urn
should be compared with the 38 pounds ( 17.2 ki 1 ograms) of plutonium
al ready on the earth’ from atmosphere c testing of nucl ear weapons
contributed by the folly of five nations hen they tested nuclear
weapons without regard to fal 1 out and induced cancers in people all
over the earth. This serious accident with Gal ileo could resul t in
PU-238 in the 1 ungs of mi 11 ions of people and cause thousands of
deaths. I hope and pray Galileo stays on course.

The 00E sent a copy of my testiumny in opposition tO this risky
use of Pu-238 to the NCRP for cormnent and the chairman of the NCRP
mde erroneous comnts about my testimony and endorsed this use of
PU-238. Thus i t happens that NCRP that sets the radiation standards
of 00E, NRC, and SRP in the u.S. cannot be considered an independent
scientific body but in considerable part an organization like ICRP
to depreciate radiation risks and lend support to nuclear industry.
This, however, should not be a surprise tien one notes that NCRP
receives financial support from DOE and other govern~nt agencies,
e.g. i t received grants of $280,125 from 00E last year. Perhaps at
this point it would be appl i cabl e and sobering to recall the advice
given to members of the Health Physics Society in 1971 hen Or. O.U.
Moel ler, incoming president of the society and later chai ruian of the
ACRS, urges society mmbers to !Ispeak out and make known our
positions on such issues as nucl ear power safety and radiation
protection guides” and ‘!Let’s al 1 put our mouth where our nmney i s.”
How many pieces of silver does i t take to buy a health physicist?

The risks of internal dose from al 1 isotopes of plutonium are
extremely serious and have been vastly underestiwted by these

,, ,..,, ,,,,.,., ,,,,, ,,,, .,,”,,,,,,,,,,,..,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,
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standards setting bodies from the beginning of the nuclear age. So
far as I have been able to detemi ne I publ i shed the first paper in
scientific journals shoni ng how to cal CU1ate i ntemal dose from the
various radi onucl i des (“Tolerance Concentrate ans of Radioactive
Substances, . K.Z. Morgan, Journal of Physical & Colloid Chemistry,
Vol. 51, p. 9tt4, 1947). In this I sho~ that internal dose from
pl utoni urn is very hazardous and I concluded this from the 1 imi ted
rat data then on PU-239 (only data on 3 rats that were administered
PU-239). The rat study was conducted by Dr. Joseph H=i 1 tOn usi n9
Pu-239 produced in the Berkl ey University CYC1otron. The values I
publ i shed for Pu-239 HPCS (nuximum p rmi ssibl e concentrate on) w@r@
2.5 x 10-9 uCi/cc of air and 2 x 10 -5 “Cj,cc of ~ter

Later ( 1959) when mre data -re avai 1abl e the ICRP and NCRP
comi ttees, both of uhi ch I was chai rmn, showed that P1 utoni urn
radi onucl ides mre even ~re hazardous than thought to be the c~

’12 uCi/cc in air and 10in 1947 so ue reduced the HPC ta 2 x 10
uCi /cc i n water and food for Pu-23E. 239 and 240. ( ICRP-2 in 1959
and NCRP ~ = i n 1953) These mre rducti ons by factors of 1,250
and 20 respectively when omre but meager h- date were avai 1abl e.
In 1975 I mde a detailed study of plutonim and indicated the
ICRP-2 vales should be further reducd by a factor of at 1east 200.
(“Suggested Reduction of Pemi ssi bl e Exposure to P1utoni um and Other
Trans”rani”rn ETemnts ,“ by K.Z. nn~, *rican Industrial Hygiene
Association Journal, 567, August 1975) - needless to say this caused
s- f 1ack i n the hal 1s of the nuclear zealots and rny suggestion was
ignored by appl i cation of the Toqki ns Procedure mnti oned above.
hre recently Or. Sti 1 luagon and I publ i shed a paper showing HPC
values of PU-239 were indeed too 1a~ by at 1east 2 orders of

m~i tude (“In-situ O?simetry of Pu-239 i n Bon? Using Pol ycarbonate
Foils and El ectrochern> cal Etchl rig,” by 6.B. Stlllua90n and K.Z.
Horgan, International Perspectives i n Publ i c Heal th, Vol. 5, Issue
1, Summer 1989. )

In 1979 ICRP recognized the risks of radiation induced cancer
were greater than they were considered to be when ICRP-Z ( 1959) was
publ i shed but by a perverted set of argumnts actual 1 y increased HPC
values for mst of the radinnuclides. (See Table 3 in Attacbnt 2).
I was appal 1ed by this mve of ICRP but by then I was only an
emri tus mtier of lCRP and MY vote hardly counted. On the following
page I 1 i st changes ( factors of increase shoui ng HPC values i n the
1959 ICRP-2 and i n the 1979 ICRP-30 for a few of the radi onucl i des.
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Rad i onucl i de
( hal f-1 i fe. v)
H-3 (12.26)
C-14 (5,730)
S-35 (0.24)
CO-58 (O -20)
CO-60 (5.26)
1-131 (0.022)
CS-134 (2.05)
CS-137 (30)
P.-238 (86 .4)
PU-239 ( 24,390)

H-?

Values of NFC given in uCi /cc Factor of
In ICAP-2 [1959) In ICRP-30 ( 1979 Increase

5 x 10-b 2.2 x 10-’ 4.4

4 x 10-6 0.1 x 10-5 20
3 x 10-7 8.1 x 10-7 2.7

5 x 10-8 2.7 X 10-7 5.4

9 x 10-9 1.4 x “lo-o 1.6

9 x 10-g 1.9 x 10-8 2.1’”.
,O-a 5.4 XIO -’3 .5.4
,.-8 5.4 x 10-8 5.4

2 x 10-12 8.1 x 10-12 4..1

2 x 10-12 5.4 x 10-12 2.7

valu’es of NPC in Nater Gi ven in “Ci /cc

0.1 0.3 3
c-i4 0.02
s-35 0.002
CO-58 0.003
co-do 0.001

0.009
0.04
0.006
0.002

0.45
20
2
2

1-131 6 x 10-5 ,04 1.7
CS-134 3 x 10-1 3 x 104
CS-137

1
4 x 10-4 4 x 10-4 1

Pu-238 ,.4 3 x 10-4 3
PU-239

,.4
2 x 10-4 2

On Nay 4, lM I sent a letter to Hr. Lendo W. Zech, Jr.
Chai nnan of the Nuclear Regulatory Cti ssi on (See Attachment 4-
Zech, Nay 4, 1988) deploring the decision of the NRC staff to adopt
the values of ICRP-30 but never received the courtesy of a reply. So
no. hen SRP should tighten its safety measures by laweri ng the NPC
values, i t has instead relaxed its safety measure and increased the
MPC values finding it easier to stay under the wire.

In order not to prolong this discussion, I reluctantly am not
mntioning some very serious problems with radionuclides such as
carbon-14 and m 1 imi ti ng it ti three radi onucl i des ( Pu-239, Pu-239,
and H-3). Out before 1caving the discussion of the munti ng
real i zati on of terrific hazards of pl utoni urn we should recal 1 a
paper by R.P. Larsen and R-O. Oldbm (nPlutonium in Orinking Hater:
Effects of Chlorination on its Itaximm Permissible Concentration,
Science, Vol. 201, p. 1008. Sept. 1978). This PaPer also stirred UP
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C-15-1O

a hornets nest because i t indicated when plutonium was ingested i n
rats the retention was 0.006% in the Pu (III) state, 0.001% in the
Pu [IV) state and 1.75!4 in the Pu (VI) state, *ile in setting the
MPC for P1 utonium ICRP i n 1959 we had assumed a bone retention for
Pu of 0.0024%. The problem was that Pu in drinking water is in the
P“ (vI) state ( 1.75% retention) but when food is ingested alOng with
the contaminated water i t goes into the Pu (IV) state (0.001%).
Needless to say this problem was easily soled by the TOmpkins
procedure and now lCRP-30 and DOE use 0.001%. The EIS uses lCRP-30 dose conversion factors

~ H-3 has always been sort of a. outsider. For example,
modified by ICRP-4B recowndati ons to account for
higher systemic uptake from the gastrointestinal

it often shows an i sotope effect because (H-3/H-l ).3 whereas i t is tract.
small for all other elements, e.g. (Sr-90/ (Sr-89).l .01,
(Cs-137)/(Cs-134 )=1 .02, etc. It is the only radionuclide for which
we assume as much is taken into the body via skin penetration as by
inhalation. It is the “rest invasive of all radionuclides and.
distributes itself rather uniformly to all organs and al 1 body
tissues on a uCi/g basis. It presents a somatic, genetic and
teratoge~i c risk. It cannot be separated from 1 iquid waste by
evaporatl on, a process used to concentrate most radionucl ides. One
of the mjor forms of damage from H-3 id that when it is
incorporated in the nucleus of a body cel 1 and emits its beta
particle. It becomes a helium atom, i .e. 3H->B + 3He + V. This
genet~ c cha~n now looses i nformatl on by the loss of a hydrogen atom
that Is converted into helium gas.

During the two decades I was a ful 1 member of ICRP there was
constant pressure to set the R8E ( relative biol ogi cal effecti veness)
at 1 rather than 1.7 as given in ICRP-2. The H-3 emits a very low
energy beta of only 18.6 KeV and thus with its slow-moving velocity
it takes mre time to pass an atom of tissue giving a far. greater
chance of pushing an electron out of a tissue atom, i .e. Its
specific ionization (ip/cm) is large and approaches that of the
alpha particles from plutonium, i .e. its specific ionization is
about lVL that of PU-239 alphas. This alone is sufficient reason why
the RBE of H-3 betas should be at least 1.7. The ICRP Internal Dose
Connni ttee of which 1 was chai rmn made an extensive study of the
sci enti fi c 1 i terature on the damage caused by H-3 and we found
studi es indi cati ng an RBE from 1 to 5. Unfortunate y, there was
pressure to do away with our RBE of 1.7. One ICRP member even went
so far as to lament the di f fi CU1 ties they were having in keeping
down to the H-3 MPC in their weapons plant and our lowering the RBE
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to 1 would be a great help. And so the RBE of H-3 is now set at I
C-15-II and this is hat is being used in this SRP EIS.. Thus the way of Please see the response to Cement C-15-01 on

reducing an increasing risks in weapons production plant has been to radiation protection organizations.
get ICRP and NCRP to relax radiation protection standards, raise the
MPC values and have them adopted by OOE and NRC.

It is noted in Table 4-3 of the EIS that the expected annual
release to the atmosphere of H-3 is 197,000 Ci. I consider this
outrageous. The 41.7 Ci annual release of C-14 is very bad al so, but
I will not take tim to discuss this here. In order to reduce the
air concentration to a level corresponding to the EPA exposure level

C-15-12 of 2S mremly, this requires 1.37 x 10 13 m? of air Please see the response

(13,700,000,000,000 m3). Or it would require .a circular lake one atmosphere c rel eases.
meter deep and 63.5 miles in diameter to dilute this water to the
EPA level of 4 mretiy for drinking water. For comparison, as
chai rman of the TI’11-PHF I was very concerned regarding plans of the

0. NRC and 00E to evaporate the T1’tI-2 1 iquid waste and release the H-3
& into the atmosphere. However, i t involved at mst only about 17,000
. Ci, not 197,000 Ci. Attachments 5, 6 and 7 indicate what I had to
. say against this release at TIII-2 and most of this applies to

releases at SRP in the present case.

to Cormnent C-1 5-02 on

1 ) This EIS is very poorly prepared and does not have the
unbiased and scholarly input of highly qualified, independent
scientists.

2) A major reason for operating reactors K, L, and P is the
production of PU-238 for thermocouple generators used in space
exploration and “Star Wars. ” Solar energy should be used for earth
orbiting sate] 1 i tes and radionucl ides that are less hazardous than
P“-238 should be used for missions to the outer planets and beyond.
(See attachments 5, 6 and 7) Plans for “Star Wars” should be
discontinued. So. there mav be very 1 i ttle need for Pu-238, perhaps
the nwst dangerous substan;e known:

3) Account is not taken of the fact that BEIR V1 completely
outdates and makes obsolete BEIR III and all the OOE, EPA and NRC
radiation standards on which this EIS is based. Several recent

~Heal th Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of IOnizing Radiation
Radiati on, BEIR V, Cofmnittee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiations, Board on Radiation Effects, Research Connnission on Life
Sciences National Research Council, 1990.
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publ i cations show that i f one considers the slOpe Of the curve Of
cancer versus dose at low doses for Hiroshima and Nagasaki the
BEIR V Report underestiamtes the cancer risk by a favor of 2 to 30
(See John W. Go fman, ,,Mar”i”g from the A-BOMb Study about LOW and

Slow Radiation Exposures, Heal th Physi CS, 117, January 1989; Rudi H.
Nussbaum, ,, New Oata Inconsi ste”t wi th Sci enti f iC Consensus on LOW

Radiation Cancer Risks, ” Health Physics, 961, June 1989; K.Z.
Morgan, ‘!The Effect of Low Level Radiation, ” Health Physics 964,
June 1989 and R.H. Nussbaum, hoi ~ect E~timt~s Of Cancer Ri Sk at LOW

Oases from Recent Mortal i ty Statistics of A-Bomb Survivors [in
publication]). However, the BEIR V report is a giant step forward
and the SRP EIS should keep pace. Cancer risk values from BEIR 111
and 8EIR V and ratios are as follows.

Cancer Risk (O . radiation induced can~r/rem) as given on page
176 of BEIR V Report for a single exposure.

O from BEIR III O from BEIR V
w ~ W

Leukemia 2.74 X 10-5 1.B6 x 10-5 l.l B X 10-4
Nonleukemia 4.21 x IO-5 6.25 X 10-5 6.60 x 10-4
Total Cancer 6.95 x 10-5 8.38 X 10-5 7.70 x 10-4

~

8.00 X 10-5
7.3 x 10-4
8.10 X 10-4

Ratios W
BEIR 111

* y w
Leukemia 4.0 4.2
Nonleukemia 15.7 11.2 13.4
Total Cancer 11.1 9.7 10.4

As indicated by the above table, 8EIR V increases the risk of
radiation induced cancer above that of 8EIR 111 by an overal 1 factor
of 10.4 and since BEIR V underestimates the risk by a factor of 2 to

2See “Radiation Induced Cancer from Lou-Oose Exposure: An
I“depe”dent Analysi s,,” John H. Gofmn, C. N.R. Book oiv. P.O. BOX
11207, San Francisco, CA 94101. This details a number of flaws in
BEIR-V a“d underestimates of risk.
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C-15-13 3, al 1 risk estimates applied to doses in the SRP EIS must be AS noted in Section 4.1.2.6, the cancer risk factor
increased by a factor of 10.4 x (2 to 3) = ’21 to 31 (av9. Zl). —See used in the EIS to estimate radiation-induced heal th
subnote 2, Gofmn for detai 1s. effects is 4 x 10-4 per person-rem, or about half of

that given for a single acute exposure i n BEIR V.
Similarly the EPA 1 imi t of 25 mremly for persons 1 iving near a BEIR V also indicates (page 6) that “for low LET

nuclear power plant and the 4 mremly for potable dri nki ng water must radi ati on, accumulation of the same dose over weeks
be reduced to no mre than 1.2 mremly and 0.2 mrem{y, respectively. or months, however, is expected to reduce the

Tifetiw risk appreciable y, possibly by a factor of 2
or more. ” Thus the risk factor used in this EIS for
normal releases of radioactive materials is
consistent with the findings of the BEIR V comnnittee.

4) The present MPC levels to which this EIS relates ( ICRP-30) Please see the response to Counnent C-15-01 on
are too high. For example, the value for Pu is too high by a factor radi ation protection organi zations.
of at least 11,000 for PU-238 in air and 7,000 for PU-23B in water.
The value for Pu-239 in air is high by a factor of 6,000 and 5,000
in water. The MPC values for H-3 in air are too high by factors of
about 90 i n ai r and 60 in water. Note that these factors are less
than the product of al 1 the factors discussed in this report because
some of the factors are interrelated. The principle reason the
BEIR V cancer risk values are too 1 ow by a factor of 2 to 3 is that
BEIR V ignores the fact that the cancer risk curve is supral i near at
10” doses (see attachment 2 and subnote 2, p. 9 Gofman) .

C-15-14

C-15-15

5) Al though the SPEERA panel apparently wil 1 succeed in moving
DOE epidemiologic cal research from DOE supervision, a major problem
sti 11 remai ns i n that input exposure records are CO11ected,
interpreted and controlled by health physicists who report to the
DOE contractors ( i n this case to SRP contractors). If OHHS is to
supervise epidemiology research, perhaps also i t should have about
half of the health physicists at each plant (SRP in this case) under
its own payroll .

6) In the past SRP management has mde claims that defy laws of
physics and meteorology. How can we be assured things have changed;
top management changes b“t some of the same group 1 eaders, section
chiefs and supervisors sti 11 work at SRP?

7) Since there has never been an independent study of “the Please see the response to Cement c-15-04 on
cancer risk at SRP and considering Or. Stewart presumably wi 11 epidemiologic cal studies.
shortly have the dose and mortal i ty data from SRP for her anal ysis,
consideration of operation of these reactors should be delayed at
least until this analysis is complete.
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C-15-16 8) The EIS provides no basic or source data by hi ch one can Please see the response to Connnent C-15-03 on input
judge the validity of dose and of health effects. Such data should documents used in support of the EIS.
be provided to independent scientists and engineers before
consideration to restart reactors K, L. and p. Perhaps OHHS could
conduct an EIS study of the SRP when DR. Stewart completes her
epidemiology study.

9) Oose estimates from H-3, Pu-238, Pu-239+240 and C-14 are
very critical from the standpoint of health effects to workers at
SRP and to persons 1 i vi ng in the neighborhood of the P1 ant. These
estin!ates should take into account the new risk estimates of BEIR V,
corrections to 8EIR V at low doses where the supral i near
relationship p mintai ns and consider the major adjustwnts that have
been mde to the HPCS of the radionucl ides, especially i n the case
of Pu-238, PU-239 and H-3.

Karl Z. Morgan
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b#.tIsIIo,.scth.r .,,4 ,,$,4,.,. ,,,,,,1. A, pr<scntit .081YIa.g$,$ i,, 818.
!!,,,”I, .( . (.. ~, ,0,,, ,,,,, ,,.;,>$

Response
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Number Comnent Response

s,,,,. ;“,,, ;;,. ,,.,, \, \,,,, .,,,,,.,,,$,, ,,,, .,.,,

1.11 “.,>,.,,,). ,,., ! ,,, a, ,,,
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Comnt
Number Comnt Response

,,”, “,,, as,,\,.),,,, . . .! !,”..,,”, v,, !.

\

o

\

‘\.
‘. \

\

...&_._
,:2, ,$ , ,

. . . . ...””

,.,.,,,,.., .,.. ”.,

,.,s

..,..!

. . .

,.

‘,

;I

.,,,,., !,(,,4..,, ,,! .,! l,!

/
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-t
*r co-t Response

,j: *.,,,,,,,W ,,.,) 111.t )!!

., I,I,INI)IX I

c,
.,,, ,1 . : ‘c”’l
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Co-nt
Nutier Co-nt Response



Table C-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

Comnt
Nuher Coant Response

..,., s,.., and .ppr. p,,. t.ly .,,..,., ,. ,b. t . . do . . . s..,.., ,, ,.ae. ,.”

●.d h,, t“vir..m.. t ., .b.. sr. ..d . . . . . . . the in f.-, io. w. ,..,.

A . h.’.’ th. 58 y..,. 1 b.”. b..” “.rki”~ with i..’.,., ,.,,.:,., z

h... ,..” s. m., .L%t.k. s ., as..,,..”, s . ..eruP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . by

. ..b. rs of a., go.., -,,, .g..c i., (..C, ABC. ,0,. Nw, N.,., .,.. ) ..4 by

,.pr,...rive,o, .: ,,. . . . ..s. i.,”,, ,, ,,., 1 ,.., i.d. p...l..l ,.,,,, ,“. ,..

.,’. ”. of r.d,.,,.. ,,s,, ,. for. r ,,.,, !,.’, .C.. r,.y,

!h. day befor. th. US !,.., cock., ..,,,1”’ 17,000 Ci (2.1S !>s) .:

,..23s W.* ‘.h.d.,.d ,0 61. s, .rf ..* of mr AZc fr’..ds .,,”,., m. ,,. .,,,

of, .” abort,.. .,ss1.” .“4 c.r!h rea”try “.s 10-’ (.”. ch. ”c. 1. ,0 ,:?0 ,000)

1 L..’b,d ,, ch.. b..,.,. <his “as .ss..,,.,1, . .,,. ,,s, .1 ,,..,::. ,,

1, ,ur.,d .“, the risk “.s 10° - 1 or tb. rock., ..d it, .,,’. of 2.:5 ,a..ds

.: pu.,,g “a, ,,,. intr, t,d .,., ,,. 1.,,,.. . . . . . ,“ ,pr,, ,96, . A, , ,.*,.

Polnt.d . ...1 chii “.. a c..,. .1 c.nc.rm. For .X.mp l., 1! ..ly 0,02;4= .C

this pl.,.ci.m .erc r.k.” ., .Q,.lly by .11 P,OP1. ot tb, world (6.5 x 109)

.,, s would ,.1’.., 23 s,,., y (th. P,...”, ,,, ,,.., to, P.,..”. ,s,:,, “..,

a . ..1... ?.”., plant) co th.. .“.., ,... of their 11”.!. u. of . . ..s. d.

. . . . . . . ha” .“., .( tbi, ?.-218 .es, d.s i“ ,..s.”. “W l,v,.c ..r.<.ad .“d

%“ ch’ld r,” to b. born ,h. “... 1,00,000 ,..., , but It 1S “., un,.. s.”abl. t.

.s,-. It vi,, h.”. ..u’.d ..”, !hOuS.”d. .f d... h! ,, .o.,.mi ..” ,?

C. L1l.. in.tn. r.,.d S,, 50 lb. of Q.-238. ,h. risk t. th. -rid P.?ul. c1o”
~-

. ...4 ,. .“., 20 .,,. s ,,,.,... 10 Mk. matter, ●sP.ci.11, b., , Pu.223 de-

Po.lc,d 1“ . . . . body ,,%.”. t, th. r. ,ss.”,’ .11, ,.-”.” ,1, (..8. %:.1. tic.l

h.lt llf. i“ b.”. ii ?bOye. r.) Further, :herc . . . m.r. r’dlac’o. icd”ted

2,3, L ~,,p.c, a,,, ,., ..,,,. .m%,,e r,) c?..” ., ~fzh. . . . . . . ,,, ,- ., 1.. d.,..

4.s.. ~. . . . . . of . c.... r ., l.’=”d. s., m? ,h<d.- but chi. . . . . . . x...”.

:1,. ,.,,, ., ,,.,. who ,,, r,,,... ibl..

s.- .( our SO”.tr.me.t .dm’.,. tr. t.r! s.- t. b. .lW1, I.. m,. s . . . c.

.,.,., ?s, ,.3,, ,,di.:i. r, ,:, .<, ,,, ,:, e,. ,$ ,1, ”, :.4... ,,, ,,.., ,.. ,,,. ,,,., .

1

,,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,
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Table C-7. Publ i c Co-nts and DOE Responses

Coant
Nuder Co~nt Response

P.. ici... . . S.., is, ”.. . . . ..1... P..., .. ftc, ..d ,.dt., i.. ,,. t..:i..

guld... T. ?.r.,hr. i. . . . . . ,,.,. , ,Le!,, .1, P., . . . m..chw,.,. . . .

-.*Y 1s, .,

M,r,ng chf$ .m. Pet, d ,hero . . . ● m... .“,.,-,., ,. . . . . . L,. . ...,.-

,.mis. ibl. b.d, b“~d.” .f P“-230. -139, .r -,,0 b.lo” !k. 0.04 uC, (2.1 m

10-9s ., 5.1 x 10-12 !b) 1,”.1 b....,. of ,h. . . ...1..+ ,“,,.,, <,. ~,. b,em, ,

s,... rh. ,.1- of .’.ph. r. of ,1ss”. *ith 0.04 LC1 of P.-238 or -23, .,

ch. . . . . . . ‘..,..,.. .’ !h. c.be of th, ,.,,., . . . ,,. do,. ,. , ,.,., t,,,,,,

“<,,.s l“”. rl.1: .3 !h. ~..$ .t cl’s”. !=..l” 1”, this d... , th. do$. ..”, .1”.

. . . ,h’* 0.04 .C1 1. . s,”,,. ,.,, ,,,. ‘, .“, ,,... ,, ,.,,. . ,.. , 1.’.10” Y..

(,,400,000,000,000 ,,.). W“, ., ., . . . . . . . . . . 0, ., J. . . . . .. O”.. ..*.

1.,.,.1 R,,..,.. ~f.”!c Co””Cil, tzfed un$”.. es. full, ,. 10... the ,.mi’.

,’bl. tidy b“.d.” of ,l”Eo”, M by .“. ., ,“0 .rd.r, of ma~”i!”d,.:%.,..er.

. f...t.di..i.s.esr ins 1 uCi of pl.ro.iw .pce.d out . ..r . 1..c. .oIu. of

,,ss”. “.. 1.$. h.-f.l th’” A.. .amt’’..d 1. . ‘..11 P.,CIC 1. in :5. body

b., th.r, . . . . o,h.r .t”di.. ${”,., <h. OPwsi:. r..ult For .x-P I.. . scud,

by “, tic... W. P. F1”k.1 .“d A. Il. 0ru.’8 i“d... d.d the .W.U P..x%. L.s ( 1 “S

., 0,061 “C, ) of P.-219 ‘,”,..1., ,.... 11, vndc, r,. ski. (of .,.. ) ,., d.e. d f,, .

..,.,.-. . . . . th.u’h . 9..,,.” of th. ‘“, . . ..d d... “., ,_”.d (by body

tl.’d.) f,- zh. .1,* of ,.,.. ti.. .,,

AS ,h. h~ $.” 1! thi. “.. . “,,., for ..-,.,.. d..t’lo”. ~. ca-, rz.,

.P,. r.”c 1, “.! $.1.. t.d by rh. .t.nd. rd ,.1. [:5. .“. ‘,.11.d 0.0 .bovc b,

?o.,k, ”.) .“d th. ,r. P.r d.cisi. n ..s .,, ur.d ‘- ‘. ?’~t..l. ?F.b, =..

S.”. ,,.. 1.,=. 1 P.b,,.hed . ,.,.,9 ,,-. ”, :h. “.1.. of 0.0’ “C, for

,,”,. ”,- “as ,.. h,ch ., 1.. s, b, a .Eac,or of 2CO”b., ‘< .. ff...d ““d., ,,.

lo~ki”. ,.1.. S,,11 1’..., t, F. tics.. .“d R. D. O1dh..10 ,ublk.h.d a

,.,., $h..,”’ th. .ff..!s of .“,,.,’.. ,,.,., 0: ,,.CO.’U . . t,, .2<.,. by

,.. c,.T,..,. n., ,..., ,,.. “h.. ,,. . . . . . ... . . . . .dmlmL’t.r.d t“ the



~. Tabl e c-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

Comllent
Nu&er Co-nt Response

<on”.,! much of ch. @(Vi) ,. !.(1”) lh”. ,.r...tllylly ,. P..kL”, “at.,

.h..ld . . . b. ch,. ri”.t.db...”,. ,0,s, ?“ 15 ,rt..”! .1:.! ““1”.,..11,,“

. . . . . .“, ,.,,. ”, 4,, .1 r’, k {f !h, y ,,, ”, “.,. , .,,6.., feed .“ :i. ,r

Stem.hl N..dl?$$ to i.?, ch. IIDA (sue.., i.r c, AZC) had ● fl.ld <.7 d.-

prcci.t,ns .,. s. fi”dl. t..

C. ,. S,,1,..,.” .“, ,1’ ,.”. . ,.,. ? ,.,, .?C ,h. P,. SS ,,.., ”s <h.

0.04 .CL 1.”.1 far P“ -Y >, ,0. hi!. b, .C I.. st 1.000.

P,rh’ps .“. mi,ht a,’ ,, ?“. ?13 ●, h.r. iul ., ?..139. 1“ 196L U. S.

,.,d.r. “. E. ,.,, and 112 ,.,l, s6.6 a pap.. . . . . . . . P.. a>a i. 1s0 ct.., . . . .

hatl,deus ,0.” ?,,.239.

F..- c,. .cm.Ph.ri. t.,,,”’ of ““.1... . ..P.”s th.r. . . . .b.u, 3 “ 10S C1

(,.72 x L04C o, ,8 lb) of ?. t. ,,. art”,, surf... .m.’-.-.a”< .“. ..1, a

,..,, !,a. ti. ” i, ?“. Z38 (F”.238 ..”, u,”. cI.. ,, . . ..00” ..”1, . . . . . u“.

. ..t.d h.. tins ..d . ..cr.. miss,..).“m USA Pt... c. .dd SO lb. .1 h.238

t. E.. 30 Ibs fiv. ..cio.s h... .dd.d 1. . e.zi.ad of f.llf ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3..11.’., :h. d.”s.r. at P. t, lit. a.this Pi... c, “.,1.”. h.”. asr..d co

d.. i.c ft.. f.rzh.r .L-. ph.ri. <.,,’”$. ,’,, ,,. ,S d.f.. c ., r.. th. risk

,..s. ,“.,, i. “. .d.Qu.,t sol”,,.” . .. ,“1 0,.s.”, ,,.. if -“ ,1 t, .0”,, ”..
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_, . ,.3: ~z ,,,10 ,,a,,zi ,36 .’,,.>
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= c-t Response



Table C-7. Public Crnmients and DOE Responses

Cent
-r C.mluent Response

1.

2.

3.

‘.

s.

6.

7.

8.

10.

_

*.P , . . z. . . . ,.C. I....r. ,.., -,ri... pi.. of Mdi.t,o. rroc..ti-.-
cb. 1, P 32, Job b’il=Y. 1967

Im? S.pt 15. 1978



Comnt
Nuder

Table C-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

Response

1 ml,. FIi.c N.:ch
11155 W.kvilla ?Lk.
-<k”il l.. tW 20832

but failed to act.
As ,.. kaw, th. z.cmand.d “.1”.. .: ~C .’ tin.. by XC?.?and *PP1led by

the NRC.,. b...d .“ “.1”.. of . as d.t.-i”.i b, *h. J.Pam.B. ..”~i.i
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Comnt
Nuder Conmlent Response

“o.k.,. ., Po,.,. .h.ul~ b. . . .o. cr.11.d .s . ...,,. .xc..d .“ .“.r.’. .ff.. ti”.

d... .q.iv.l..t of 1s .s” ,., 7... (1.5 r../Y) lh,, ,.,..,1.” by . fact., of
3 ha. b... c.k.” .s. .“ l“lc1.1 SC.P with th. u“d.r. c.”dtn, that .ddltian.l ..-
due, i.”. Probably “ill b. r.q”lr.d “h.” th. rm.v.1”.tie” 0$ th. J. P....*. dscm
i. <om,let*d. Th* .**4 for *O ●ddltte”.1 ..d”cciQ~ s*:=* ●M,.*”, b~<*u~* ?,*...”
and ,,.,<. ..,.’ . lim.. r dos. -, ff.ct ~dol trriv. ., s r.dl.tio. c.mc.r ri’k of
. . ,6. 1.,., . . . . . . . . . . 10,000 ,,,,...,.. 0, (1.25/,6) , $ rcm/y - 0.39 r.=/y

Q, s x.i”ctio” b, . f..ter Of 12.8 ,..s,.4 of . . . . . . . SC 3.

US.rdi”’ che fir. t =“. .f lCRP t. wh,ch 1 h.”. .I, j.cz.d (m.., i.m.d b.,.)
z . ..1... . .OF.Y .f . t.bl. .hl.. 1 s.”. ,. . 1..,.=. ,. ~md.. l.*C Y..r ●nd
.bi.b “.. P“bl,#h.d 1“ th. b..k ,.di.ti.” .“d H..l,h by . . . . . and So”, h”cod
lab. .11., b So... Iht. t.bl. wPh*,iz*s ch. .PP.llL”s 1.., th.t “b.. lCU Pub.
li.h.d lC1?.26 [1977) ●md 1cR?-10 (1979) C= in.r . . ..d r.th.r xh.. d..r . . ..d th.
w V.lUU for . .-b., of th. r.di..”clid., of ..,., em,.,. . . ,h. m ,.., .,
s,.90, c-16, CO.60. X-131 .nd ?“-239. I “e. Ohai_n of th. .=1s1”.1 1“,.,”.1

b,. C-l,,... of botb ICE? ●nd W~? for 0“., 10 ,,.,. ●nd ,hi, “., duri”s ,ha

,ti. “h,” lCRP.2 “a’ Publish-d. TIIIs lCR?-2 i, th. b.,1, of ~ Iimlts ‘,, 1“

its t.rm.* 11,1. 10 ?..% 10 x.t”l.tion. which . . . . i. **. by .h* NRCs., .“.,
,.. d,udts. 1 ,.scifi,d bafor. th, AC8Sin oPP..,, ien to th. NRCWV1.K %“ the
wren, dl,.c et.. ●nd “s1.s the lCUP ., . tmP1.t, ,. ,wi.ins 1,. “.1... of MK
.r.d s.. ur.d.r tb. tmpr.soi.”th.t Hr. AI,... *.. .id.d with m. o. cIIi. 1.s., , but
.Pp.rt.cly 1 . . . .I. c.k.n--p.li tie. ..d .PP..t.me.t et tbs.. i. th. . ..l..r i..
d.stry r.ther t-n a Io..r c...*z risk .r. m,. i.p.rc.nt. 1..id.nt.1lY. . . . . .
.f th. ftv. first hellth Phy. i.iatl (thare cr. 20.000 10 the world c.d.Y). . .
,h. dir*.,or of th. H..lth Phyttt’ DIv1s1o” of 0~ for 29 y..r. .“d . . ,h. fir’t
Pr.sid..c of both th. H..lth Pby. $cs S.cte, y .“. ,b, IxPA< 1 ,,,11 . . ,“ f.”.,
of ch. ProF.er . . . ..d d*..l.P.*. t of . ..l.. r . ..r~Y b., . . . ●, ..Y CO,;. 1 ‘P-
pl.ud.d *h. NRC “h.” it .*c th* “.1.. .f 1 r=. . . 91,000 Or ,,* “.1”* Of . h~n
Iif. .e ale, ooo.000 (1.*. $1.000 + 1 f.t.l . . ..*r. p.r ,10.000 p.r . . ..r~ -
SIO, 000, OOO,., ft.* . ..=..). *.. hm.v.r, .ith . . 10-3. $1,000 p., ~..,..
,.. . . . . ..p..d. t. ..IY $L.000 ,000 ~.r ~~. l; f.. IS C~LS . . .PPr.Prl$t* .“a L-
..,,..7 1 ball!”. “. . ..ld ht.. thi. .“~us C.Y “,,,.”. ..”or”P* .“d ‘slf crucba ;
1 b.li.v. th.t . . . . .1 tb, .Ucl,.r @w., PI..,, 1,... .“ . ...11.., .p,,.c,.’
record .md should b. cm..d.d .“d .“cour.g.d to f.r,h.r imPrQ”. . ..t. .hila o,h.r.
h.”. . .I,.r.bl. r.cord of $*faty and ..c*Pt.ble .P.x.c<.”.1 hi.t.ry .“d ,h..ld
b.”, b... shut d.m *“d d.comis*lo”*d P*~.*., IY. 1 h.P* ‘n ‘h- ye*r* ‘o *W”
. .,jor ,.,,,.” of the Inter.st .“d .ff. rt of NRC.’11 b. i“ tb. d.v.lo,m.nt of
,.h. c.”tl, ‘st. ““.1.. r . . . . . P1m”ts--.”1Y than .’11 “, ,.”. “. =.=,. Charn.b,l’
a.d . . . w. .“!... m.. order, 1. th. US for .,” ,..1.., pow.r 91. ”,s. tiny
P,,..., b.lk ., th. .“.l..r “.,,, Problem .nd bell.”. i, i. insoluble but ., tn.
dir..,., of the oN-H? dt”t. i.n th. t ..”d.. t*d c.* .C.di*, O“ dC.m**l ‘f hign
1.,.1 . . . . . . . “..,. ,“ ,h. U“... b.dded ..1, f.=,,..,, 1 b.,,... thi, ,rab,..
. . . b. .ol”.d but only by . h..d-ne.. Policy ..d Pr.xr.ss ..d “.* by d. Pr.cl.c i”&
ch. rick of r.di. cio. induced . . . . . . ..d f.il.r. t. .ckn..l.dst facts. S1... X
1.;, om t. 1972. cb. r.dl. t,.. ..*c* ~ISP...1 P..t... . . . z..t.$.~.d ‘Ua 1S
C,,*.* r. ..,.”.., ch. Wh..l.
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Cownt
Nuder Comnt Response

C.-”,, R,l, ctv. to T,..,w., ,.d D,. p,., .!

2,.100,000 *.1. of Can,.., n.,.d h..,., ., *,. *

,7

h,, z, nor,..

U.r=h 19, 1987

y.,, fi..,, ons ,. !.0,.,, . . 0.,.,. ”

1 - $. t., .s 1 ..” ,.,. mi..*.. ,h. Ii,.. p.,... co publish. ~p.r

‘ho.,., h.” ,. ,.,..,. !. d.,, fro,” ,.,.,..1 .,@o..,. ,. ,..,,,.’ ,.,,.,,. ” .“, ,.,

‘,..d.rd, of “x <Y.l.r. m.. C.”c.. tr. c,.. of hd,... c,v. S.b. c..... , ,, by K. z.

Morgan, ,, Pl,y,. & Co L1oLd Ch.m. ~, 986. 19,7).

2 - 1 “.s .h.i-” .f th. 1“,.,”.1 CO.. C.=,,,... of both lC~ and IKR,

f., .b.ut t.. d.c.d.s

3 - 1 h.”. “ork.d with .r.d rasurch.d t.mtzin’ ,adla,im ●nd halch phy,’, s

pr.abl- for .,., 50 Y,*,,.

W!..,.,. “.., . . . . i. R...,,., n,... c.-.,.

1 - NB-06B3 SUP. No. 2 (dr.ft r.?.,,)

1 . CPU “ue,.mr C.,P. A,c..h.”t 44 L0-87 -L-0023

3 - CPU llu.1..r CarP. At,.. ~”,. .I.10.86.L-0 178

b . NCRPC._nt,V No. & “Culd,l Ln.s for ,h, 8.1 . . . . of W.sta Uac.r f,=

“..,.., F..,li,,.. “,,h SP.ci.l -1., . . . . to th. Fublfi. H..lth Si’ntfl c.”.. of

th. Prop.,,d R,l . . . . of Tr..,.d W..,. W.,.,. ., ~1,,, 1987

~

NY ..-..c. . . . V*IY bri.f b...... r h... b..” .bL* ,. *P*.d .nlY ,.. d.Ys

. . this rwi.”,
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Comnt
Number COOnnent Response

C.m..ts .“ W“,.cm. “o:‘ n,,.,,

1 b.li.v. th. t .Ith.u’h ,h. cask ‘co., cb. c P..v.r.d <h,, ,.w., c.”c. t”.d

‘.., .,9.,,, ,. ,h. .,.. of r.d,.. c,i.. “.s,. 41, P0,.1 (..’. F. L. Park... ,, “.

M,.ly ●md D. C. Jacob,), ,h. f,.,1 . . ..1...... ,1,.u,d n., b. ,...,d.d ,. ,,. d..

.,,,.. c. di, p.. of ,b. r.d,.. c,’v. “.,., by th. ..,,., s pr. o... d by 6P” .,,,..,

..- mdift.., ire., 1 . . . . . .I<h th.i. .mcl..l.. ch.t aft.. . . . . . ...1.. .,,

..W. ,1,.uld W, b. r., . . ..d “p C,. 50 ..,., . . . . . ,., pti,. d to ,,. ,1,,00 ,.,.

. ..4....,. ,.,, ,.,,.. D<,.,.,’(”s th. <.nd.ns.t. “t. mt,i”’ “’th .h. 22,000

s.1. P., .,..,. bl.w 4w. “.t.r Cxn- ch. dr. tc c.oli”, co”.. t. tar b.cc.r rha.

dir.., disch. r’. ,. ,h. riv.r but 1 u oppo’.d t. ch%9. ..hod of dl. P...1 L

U,C. ,h’<. ra,h.r. 1“v..c1’I,1o. b. md. of dlsPos.1 of th. 2.1 X 106 ‘.1. of

..,,, by o“. of ,h. f.llo”lot mothodi Iis,.d 1“ d.cr...,., ord.r of P,. f.r.n$..

1 - bad lb. . . . . . (C..dtnied V. P,) {“CO I.”k ..,s .“d thi~ ‘“d <r.os l..d

. . . ,.., f., d’,p...l ., ‘... ~i, w..ld Pravid. . 1,, -r. r.Pid

. . . . . .f 4,1.,1.”. Tht. -t~d of . . . dt.v..l should r... LV. “.

..,,.., .h.,1,.’. by th... .O”c. r..d with o“. 1“!.1”.,1.”.1 At. . ...”..

R.,,rdi”, S,. M.p,,.1” b...”.. of th. r,latlv.ly 1- 1...1 of r.dl. -

..,,., ty ●nd pr.dmi..”c. of U-3. 0,1”, this m.thod of disP.’.1 tb.

insult to. th, =,1.. ,mlronw”c ●md t. ..” would b. .,4.,s of ..,.

.[t.d. Z... ,h’m tha#. w..d by th. Zn81t.h .P.r. ti.n, . ..r S..’..1.

“h.,. thy di,ch,,g. r.df..ct t”. “.,,. i“,. th, I-h 5... ~. .hl~. ”t

of th. 620 ..x1o.4s .s1”’ S,000 ,.1. tank <’r’ .h.”ld ?..’.”, m ‘*.1 .

. . . .,.k. .

2 . Lab th. -.,,, (ssmds”’<d “*Po=) in S,000 ‘al. tank ,s.’ s“d ,,”d c. ‘

.,,. pr, pa, od ,. di, m’, of th. “I!tr b, d*oP.wall i“j. ctie”. Con.

“m. 0: th... ,, ch.t of *h* 10.e.. b,l”, C . ...”.%... lW-198

2



Table C-7. Publ i c Comnts and DOE Responses

Conuent
Nutier Cement Response

.14,, L.’ th. r. “111 b. “.ry 11,,1. ‘0114 Mt. rl.1 ‘“ rhls cod. ”,.,.,

d..p.w.lt di.p.,1 is -d. ,. .rd, r.

3 - D1. Fe.. of th. “.t.r (c..de. $.d V.POC) by shippt”, 1“ >,000 s.1, t.nk

. ..s t. . ,,,. pr. p.r. d ,. 41,9... of 11 by th. bydr. fxact”r. m.tbod.

C.-.”ts .“ th. NIMcG.0681 S.,. N.. 2 X.,.., a.d th. W. CPU httatti.”cs

~.a. r. P.rts .s “.11 as th. SE? r.P.rt und.r.s,l-,, ,hr..’hou, ch. dl. -

.U, S1O”S th. do.. !. tb. i.divid.al (r..’) .“4 th. POPUI.,1O. do,. (P. rso” ,..$)

~. NCRPr.wrt 1, doubLy at fault 1. th. t 1, u’.. “.1.., of o (ch. ..”.., .a. t.

fl. i.. c - . . . ...’ (.tth.. <“cid.”c. or ..rt.l it,) - 10-4 . . . ..r. !P.rso. r..)

.h,ch , .“d -“Y oth. t. ,“ this f;.ld boll.”. 1S 1- ., 1.. $! b, .“ .rd. r ,f

mcnltud., 1.*. Ch. “.1”. $ho”ld b. “. 1.S$ th.. 10-3 cao.. r d..,b, P., per,..

,,.. (S.. Ch. .h.P<.r, P. 216-229, 1* Ch. E“cYcl.P..d1. Brit.”ic. ‘,l!A..rds .t

MW-W.1 Wdltc i.” “ by K.Z. Mrs.,. COPY itc,,h. d.)

ml. m r.p.rc &i”.. . C.bl. w.. 2.5 of th. 8= =0. C.”CI. CiOMS C“ .,. ..d

.at.r (be.. b.cktr.umd) chat . . . . . .. Pt.bl. 1. r.. trict.d ar.a.. Ml.. 1 r.-

pr.duc. th. fir. t ●nd third ..1-s from ,h,. cable but add ,h. CT, v~,u., ,

..1..1 .,, ctic .,. b,,.d . . ,h. mA 11.1! of 6 sr.ms/Y to the total body for

dr,nk<ns “.t.r. V.I.., .,. not ,%... by ZPA t.r be”. . . t“ this table I t.craa’nd

ch. v. I.. for bane fsc9 4 W- P*r y..r [for c.c.l tidY) t. (-/3) x ~ - zk .x.*I9

b...”.. th. lCU-2 llOIt far ..c”P.tl.m.l ..m#ur. .C b... 1. ~ r-i, ..4 ,h.

11.1, f.. total w 1. Y tdy.

1,0,.V9 U,t.r Activit, V,,., A., ivlty
Lt.i, of ~ l“Ct/C. ) L1.lc .f t?A (Lt/C.l

M-3 s-la 3 , 10:; 2,4 x 10-3
1 3 x 10. . .



Table C-7. Public Couuents and DDE Responses

cent
N-r Co-nt Response

I..,.p. at.. At,%.iry “.,.x kc,.’,,
Lf.1, of ~ (&L/<.) L{.,, of CPA (& i /..)

C.-137 S-lB z x 10;: 1.6 x 10-7 ‘-
1 4x1O . .

S.-w S-B 3 x 10:; 3.2 x 10-9 ,.
1 4,10 . .

S - S.lub l., 1 - l.solub l., ?B - 1.u1 -d,, B - b..

H.,. It i’ “ot.d ,h.r. i. .ss.”<1.1 .’..-., f., H-3 but rh. = ..1.. ,s 125

,i.. s th. ZPA “.1”. for C.-137 .Od 12.5M tires ,$. .$.!..l ... “.1.. f., S.-w

.tr.-.l.l risk. I b.ti.v. ,h. m.Pl.s .o”r, M. 1. th. i“t.r,.t 01 S. f.tY.

.Iwuld 1..1s, ,h. =.. ..n..m.tiv. .’..., and ,h. . . . ,. cht. . . . . ..c.blish.d

,.bl.s. b’h.r. <b. V.lUU ,. ,h.s. ,.F,,. diff.r.d, 1 ..c.rd 1. ..!.- 1 ch.

..1., ,Iu, “a. wbllsb- 1.3c. 1 d.ri..d.qucio”,(... @pnd:.) ..4 n.d..



Table C-7. Public Co~nts and DOE Responses

Co-nt
Number Co-nt Response

., ,: .,-r : ,.-_, , .“...’

~~:~,f,Ji:* ‘“’ ‘“” Ms. C.’.” k,,”.,,= ,.,ti.

n.3. (f”.1) (10 &,. ,. ,*.I a) ““ , ::.’

‘i=,rmti,_“’’””” ;;:,, ::.,.,,m.. u,, -,.. [--)
--WI-2

70 ,,.. b.. f,- CO.I ,— ,
F

,5

D,.. (,- 1 *,.. ,*.* .’ ,0 . . -.- ,“.. ..1-”. , “’

m.. c,- I A,.. ,ti.k? .r Z.m cc -t=Jti, X,, .
,.

C.-13> (f”.1] (10 &,. 1. .-.1 ~) . ,? .

~ (s11.)
!). ----

3.7 , I.-s 4.0 . ,0-6

b.. c.,,-.,.. [=-)
nunccal.z Z.6[”) r*. 3.0 8 0.13 rm. ..,2 m
0“. ,.., *.. ,ra -,— .— ,,, ,,

7m ,.., &s. {,- cm, ,— —
m.. f.- , *,.. ,-.* .f ,.OM m w,.. ?;W :

h.. f.e , A,.. ,*.k .[ *,- <c “.,=, 3.6 t,

S*-99 (f”*.m) {Ir. s> F.. ,. h,

~ war..]
b.. m,,”,” (-,

f.” r ,., , ,.-4 ,... ,0-5

-.W3-2 W(.)B. ,, *, ~, ,. ,.m ~

~ ?..= h.. c.- -s— .— 57.600 B
70 ,... k. f.a c-,— .-. ,,r.c.m mu m ,;>:
b.. f- 1 +,. ,e.b a, ,.mn = MCer >.6801bj 0

m.. [,- t &,.. ,*.L .C 2*2M ~ ~,,. n.m B .



Table C-7. Public Cements and DOE Responses

Cement
Number Cement

Response

“,dio””cll d., (f )..“d
w,. c..? ..!!,. ”.,,? v. !!,.,

J,(, ec,,”. “.lfs!l f.)
B..1w If U*. ol) (7.2 d.Y. f. kfd”.Y)

. 3.1 * 10-6
~ (,.1{.=1

D,.. t., !”,.. (..-)

“,mw.0681-2
. .

. . . ““.. ,,a ,0”,, . . . . . SXw’. re
<,2,

,.. ,, ., , 10-’) (268 &Y. 1“ h“.)

< ,.8 . ,0.6
I ($1/..1 .“
~ (...)

G-0683-Z
..s. ,.,. fr- ..”ti .”... =.P..”.~

< 2.7 s

c“,, ,... . . . .
,~ ,e. r ,... ,,.. ,.”.l . . . . . .*X..,. < 830 K

m,, frm 1 d.y”. intake of l,w c. ..!=r
< 0.015 K

D,,, frm , a.,.. t.tak. of 2,2W cc of ..t. r
< 0.031 t

D,.. ,0 ,,, ,.,, ) r.- I ye., . . c.”tl””..s ..P.”~. . ,7 c,,
—

C.-1.. . . .
~

—
&
Nlmffi

he !...
,. ~.r do,. fro. ..”,l . . . . . ..,o..r.

h.. frm I d.,,. Int.ke of 1.WO c. of w.tcr
h.. 6... 8 . . . . . ,.,.,, .1 2.200 cc “f “.1..

< ,,, ,
< 0.0,0 ,
< 0.02, B

27 CIT

6.8 “ 10-’

1.67 ?;-
121 TB

a.Lm2 Tn

0.005 T,

1.66 CIr

.

<. .7
.,

,...



Table C-7. Public Comnents and DDE Responses

Comnt
Nutier Connnent Response

&.219 (fu.3 x 10-5) (72.000 da,. 1. b.”.)

~ (* II..) c~u
m.. c,tt”tes (“r.”)
“U,m.o,,,.l
h. V.., d... from ..”, $..... e.w..re
10 ,... 4.. s frm c.”, 1.-.. ,. W.”r.
t.,,. Crm 1 d.,,. I.t.k. of i,m . . .1 ..t. c
D,,. ,Zm 1 d.,.. t.t.k. .1 2.2W cc of ..t.r
m.. to crT (LL1) f.- t ,=.. ,. ..”,1”..”s ..p.s.re

.0.24 ,

. ,,098 B

.0. ,7 B

. 0.18 5

. 0.07 cl,

,S - ,.,’1 bed,
B - k..
t - kidney.
.I, [u,) - ,., tr. -t”te. cl..l tr.. t [Iw.r I.*#. I.re. et”.)



Table C-7. Public Conanents and DOE Responses

Co-nt
Number Cnmnt Response

III.,, “.1.., ,,s for ,“ 1“,.k, .1 1,000 cc OF ,h, p,oc,,,,d “,,,,. I d..,,

i“.. why th. NRC ,c, fF u’ed .“1” .“, L“c.k. of , ,w,l c., m. .,..d.,d m. . . . .

.,d 1.6 .,.. c. ,.,.1 body From CS. 137, ,0,. ,,., ,,.s. ,.1”., of . . . i., ,,

int.ke $hould b. . ..-p. r.d with th. ZPA ,,.’, of 4 .,.. f., dr, ”,’”’ .,,.,. T,.

,8.’..,,., z?. “.,..s for 5.”. ..d !., d.. y .,. (10?s) . ‘ . 26 . . . . ..d (,5/5) x ‘

. 12 . . . . . . . . . 30 r.m(y. S ,’.,,Y .“4 15 ,.. /, .,, ,h. LL.,.’.s d.,. c.,., c..

,.”. , COC.1 bed, and kid”., , ra$Pt. civ.l Y, for th. OCC”P.CIO”. I worker.

I I..k.d ., three ,.di.n.<l, d,s, S,.90, c,.1L6 and Pu-239 f., “h<<h b... i,

of,.. t’. tri. ic. i body srs, ”. “... ,. ,, “...d ch,t ,.. “.1.., for S..90

(3,680 . . . . <r.. L d.y,’ i“t.k. of 1,000 cc ., 8,090 .,.. for 1 d.,,. <“<k. ot

2,200 . . .f,r ●.c..d ch. Z?A .quiv.l.. r 11.1, of 26 ara. P.r Y.., and u.t of

tblSd... 1s i“th. fir’, Y,., if,,, I“,,k.. ~. CPU Pr,vid.. “o d.,. for . . .

<iv%,,.. of Ru-106, C.-164 e, P.-239 but th*ir Limit .f d.t.., i.. <S ●d.q”*, *

for a ,1”,1. ,n,.k. of 1.000 cc ., 2,200 . . (l... 0.01$ .,- .“d 0,0,2 .,m .,.

,,000 .< ., 2,200 e. .,f Pr..,...d ..c. r d... . . . .trik. ●t th. =r. ❑..ni.zful

c.. . . . y.., th. do. . . . .r. 10.6OO =1.. f.r .-$. 947 r*. toz c*-1~7. 5J .600 .,=.

f., S<-90, . 12 .,.. f.. 1u.106, < 2.7 .,.. for C.-1b6, . 1.67 .,- f., C.-60

..4 < 0.24 mre for N-239. W.,. . .t.,Aard *. to . ..s- chl# ..t. r 1.0 70

,,.a, wo .,.. f.. II->, 90,300 .r- for c,:137. 137,000,000 .=- for 5r.90. < 830

.,.. for 1.-106, ‘ 532 . . . . for C.-1L4 122 r.. for CO-60 ●nd < 1.098 . . . . far

%-139, ~.. i. ‘. . . . . chat 1.”.1s b.1- ,h. 1’.,, of CPU . . . ...<.” . ..ld b.

> far ,, . . ..s. of . ,.f. d.., for c.., ”mp,,o” of cl,. . . . . . for 70 ~., r,.

8



Table c-7. Public Comments and DOE Responses

Comnt
Nutier Cement Response

E’.. lLY 1 L..k.d at th. d.,. t. th. .11 fr.m .“. ,..,,. c.”, uPc1.” of

Ru.106, C.-146, CC.-6O ..d ~.239. n. ..1..* r.ip.. c1”.1Y . . . . 67 .r,m,

< 27 .,”, 1.64 rem and . 0.07 . . . . . n.. 1. .11 ,b... ..s.s th. CI1 1s ..=

,h. org.” of hlth. !t de...

1. Co..lu. i..

1 b.lt.”. chat ,h. scudt.. -d. b, G?U.“4 by th. NK .c. ff .,. w.. full,

i..d.qu.,. ●nd much❑.r. d.,. $ho.ld b. ,ro”ld.d b.for. d.. idl. t th. b.’, “.,

,. b, rid af this ?.obl.., 1. . . b.f.r. d.tf.l!”s t. 1., S. of ,h. b.., w. ..”.

by ch. ,.,1,



Table C-7. Public Cononents and DoE Responses

Co-nt
Ntier Comnt Response

. 1.602 . LO-6 (.. s!%V1 L;. (1/,) 103 (.S.. /-....) x 1,600 x Z, x 365 (S ‘,,

x 1/[00 (~r.d/CFc) . ‘s’ x 1~7 ~ q . .../” (1)

h’. frm . S1”,1. Imt.k.

..[R.- “dc . R(l.. -kc). ’87 ‘ 107==q(1..-”) ~r=m ,2,

Cn,. F*= C.”, <“...s 1“,.k.

dq/dc . Lq - P

, - ; (1-.””)
? - A(<c/Y)fwx C(&i/GC]- 2,2W (../4)365(d/Y)fwC

- 8.03x 103rf

c 1.87x 107G x8.03* 10Jf~
D-J (1..-A’)de-

0 .1
-!.,

l,so,lol~m~c t.~ .+)
D. .1 .,” (3)

h. t



Table C-7. Public Connnents and DOE Responses

Cement
Number Conmient Response

‘.,, , ,0’” G f“c (,...~~)
D.

mk
.,.. (c)

(5,



TaI e c-l. Public CO~nts and DOE RespOnses

Comnt
Number C-nt Response



Table C-7. Public Co~nts and DOE Responses

Comnt
Number Co-nt Response

4.,. -d. .s. of I“f.-rio. fr- . v.rl.t, of .Our..i--.ld ,0..s =.1. f-l.,

h-m , ..,ml . . . . ~. m.. . . . . . . lCBP-B d... .,,,, m.. .,,.”’,, r. ch.

,C8P ina r...”. wbli..! ,.. (%.i’.tio” #“d “..,,” b, ..,. ,..”., . . . R. ,..!..

.d. .h.p..r ,,. .,lCIP .,,, ,s,’=.,. s--.” .tcer.. ri..vi --- b, ..2. *.*.”.

,. “,,ey . so.,, ,9s7). T,. f.,, m,.g c.bl. ., copied t.- c,,, ,.,,,...1-.

“... . . h.”. ,,. sr.rtl,”. .,s,...,,.. rh.. .,, “.1”.. for gr. . . ..r c.”. er. L.

o., ..,. (H-1. C-1.. C.-137, 5.-W. ..-106. C..l.. . ca-60. P“-239 .“d ,.129!

,.. I.rcer ,“ lCBP-M !h.” .“ ICRP-2. Ihe.e 1“....3,. . . . “o, b, ‘cc,d.”t 8.,

2



Table C-7, Public Cements and DOE Responses

Conmlellt
Number Cement Response

..1”. of Q f., ,.,. ,n. r’y b.,, ,.,,.,,... 9... of u, h.d s.et,.r.d ,,. 1.s,..1

d.,, ,“di..,t.*C,. “.,.. of Q prob.b,y ,ho., d ,. . . ,W, r .,.. 1,”. . . . r .-

Phy., c.l data i“di..ci”~ <h. SC.P,. ”S ,.”.. dZ,dx .! ,.. . . ..s. be,., . . . ,,., .

Iar to th. c of alpha r,d,., i.”. Tod.y ICR@,., s W20 for a lPh. and “.”,,.”

r.d,.,,.m b., ,,. y.. r I l.fc ... *”. [., ? . . . . . . . . . . (,97,) ,,. Q for ,..

●.,rgy b.,. “.s dr.,,.d r. [.0. 0.. ..0,.. .f ,CRP . ..” “s,, ,,. .,s . . . . . ,,.,

. . #ho.ld “., ,., ,. ,ht ,. 1”. of Q for 1,” energy b.,. r.diatioo b.c. ”se it

. ..., h.mp. r ,,.,.. ,,. ” of . . . . . . . “..,.”.

, b.,,.”. .11 ,h. .,0”. ‘, rath. r ,.,,,..., c. . . . . . . . he,. f.. . . . . -.

,. s,, ,h. *2o far ,,. “.3 b.,. (rho ..1”. for .lPh. ) ,h. d.,. .sLLm. t!’ “.

. ..’.. ., f., “.3 .O. [d b. ,.cr.’..d by , f..,.. of N.

It,.,. . . . oth.r r..,.”. .1s. toc ..”,..” f.. <h. ,0$. fro. H.>. ,,dr.,.”

,, . b.,,. ,.,,,,,,..., ,“ th. ..,1.., of <h. 1<., ”8 ,.11. TrLci.r.d thw. d<..

(C]OHl,N 20>) ,. the DtiA ““derg.. s two dztmr:c CV.”C$ “h. ” ch. H-3 $.”e, .ff .

b.,.. 1,,., r.c. il .“.’8, mi$ht br..k or raart.”s. chf.m. $om.c 1“ rh. ““.1.”$

of ● c.11 and .w..d, ‘h.. c!. hYdr.8.. .,0. $1... off . b.c. ,..?! .1., ., .,

.c..wLad ,. . h.11- ..0. (:K ‘-,6 . ;H.) m.*. ,v..ts could b. .. P.c1.llY

..,1.., ,. th. h-. ~~ ., ,P. cm ..L1 Prior ,. 0, ,hortly .tc.r ..i., i, of th.

.h.w.a. It c.h* =.Y g. . . ..ct... i. . h-. P.F1.cio. c. . . . ..r. c..

full .,,.0, .f t“.h ,.”.CSG <ha”,.. b“, P.,h. F., (.”d .“t.,,un.c.ly) th. l.r~.

i“...... of R-3 i. .ti x. awit.-nc my “1s1: *.,,... .o”s.qu . . . . . en <h, 1-

dr.” y., co b. tit”. ?o.c””. L.lY ch. h.lf Iif, of H-3 1. ..12 11.26 ye. rs.

How.v.r, C-14 ..s . h,lf lif, .1 S.710 ,..!. a.d -h of “h.. i. taid .bov. ?.-

‘.r41.s U-3 .PP1i.. co C-14 .“d 1,. 10” .“.ray b.,., 1“ ,hi, ..,. . . . . . . . . .

,.r”.d “lth Ch. ctam’-t.ti.” of . c.tbom ..am ,. . . . of th. .hr.m. a... . . a

1. - I;N,
“1,,0’.” atom, L.*. SC .,s .

3



Table C-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

Con8nent
Number Cownt Response

—. -.

A..,h. r . ..s.” for .“,..l ”.,. .“d .0”...” .bo., !,. r.,..,. .f ,,... . . .

..,., d,. pl. c, ..ao,., ”i”c “.3 ,“,0 ,h. ,nvi.. ”.. o, v,. ,h. OP.” <y. ! . .v. PQ,..

,,.” m.tbod 1S ,h., 3H20 1S co”! id. r,d to b. 100 t lm. s m,. h.z. rd..s Ch.. 3“2

.“d ,,”4,., of 3H20 h.”. show” m“ absorbs ch. s4.. .mu”c !hr.”th rh. k’, . .

“i. ‘nh.,.,, o..

E.., ,,... 1,”,.30 .“4 lcRP-Z6 (1977) cm. i“,. ,.1”, 1 h.”. f.u,ht .8.1”.,

,m. r...,., rh. *R “.1.. ! but (t ha’ 0..” . 1.,,”, b.tcl.. -c. ”rl, l, Kl?, NBC

.nd CPA,....db. d c. ,r. $.ur. fro. Ch. “u. I.. r ,“du$ try. 1 att.. h . .0,, of .Y

<em..,, o“ cb. Pr.P..1 0! ch. NRC,. .d. pt lCR?.26 .“4 ,CIP.1O t. Part 11

Tltl. 10 P.,, 20 ,“bmf, <.d }uc.h 27, 1986.

1.. ,h. P.SC 10 y.... 1 -“. . . . . Pvbl CShln, P.P. r, sh.”t”’ w?, ,,. . . . . . .

r,.k ,,ttm,. .! .“. r.di. t,.. Imd.c.d ..”.. $ dc. th P.r 10,000 P.ri.” c.. (10”’

.d/Pr) i. coo 10” .md .h.”ld . . . b. 1... than . . . P.r 1,000 Per... . . . (10’]

.d/pr) Ih. ,CRP, SCRP, LXSCEAR,NRC, WE, EPA, .,.. , ho”..., , h.”, b..” .d... ”t

..d 0.”. ,.r’, s!.d t. ..1”s 10”’ cd; ?.. u,, ,.., .11 ,h. s. .,.”<,.. cook .

,.rr, f’. b,.. .“d .,. “o. ,. ,,. ?,...,, .[ ..,, ”s cr.”. Th,, 1.. f,tur. of

,0.’ cd/pr ‘s b...d o. . ..1. d.!. f=.. SUr”l”..l .i ,,. .co., c b.. b.”t, Qf flLr@-

,hi~ . . . ,.,. s.k, ..d . ,.,,’.. !,.” from ch. J. P... s. r.,... ch ‘,.., (D. t.

-.0,.” .sd D. A. P1.r<. . RKN T1-9-87) .tru. k Ilk. . th.m4.rbel! ,. ch.lr ,..’.

n.,, At 1,. Como, lC. IY m.tt”c 1.s, f.11 th, lCEP .C.t.d th.t this Publl...

,,.. r.q.ir.d . . l.cr . . . . by . f.ctor of 2.8 ,. ,h. . . . . . . r!.k ..,,=,. ..d

“.., 0. ,0 say ‘Sub, t..cl.l [y 1.,s.. .h.. c.s ,. ct. C-i.,:..,. ?,,s.., risk

.,cimto. for ..”.., ir.duct:.” “ould hn”.v.r ..s.1! fro. . . . f.r,h.r (..,.., .,,

. . . . . c.. f.....-. . . . . 1) eh..,. f.- th. . . . or . . .b*.lu,. ,L.k t. . ,.1.,,”.

ri, k -d.l .nd 2) th.”,. in rh. lh. w of tb. do.. r.oP$ o,. cum.. 1. sPL,e of

,,.,. Ilublim, .*l..l O.. . -h. lCEP CO”cl.d.d -s1”.. ch. rl.k d.,. . . . Yoc f..



C-660



Table C-7. Publ i.c Conunents and DOE Responses

!. ~ Connlent
Number Connnent Response

:.

f,.. . ...1...”,, ch. C.ml., Lo” “,1,.“.,, ch. ,.,.1, of ,,. c.m~r.h.”. t”.

.,.,..,’.., of ,,. ,.”,.., OF .,id-,o,o,, c., ,mfomt,e. ,,., . . . ..,..” ,1,

,.,.’ ud., b. fo,. ,“4,,., ,h. COn..qu,..., for ,h. c.”,.,.” .I lC. .Ysc - of

d.,. ,,.,,. <1.”.” hzl”, ! 1.,, wait ..d ,..”, wr. ,.4,.. b.f. c, d.1”, s....

ch,.’ ch.t .,’h, ,.1, ,h. “..1... ‘“du. try, 1 . . .,111 C.. th. prop.. *.v.loP-

.,”, of *h. “u.1.ar l“d”. tr, b., . . . ., . . . . . . .. P...1. ..s, i. .. ff.,,., . . .

h,E.n lit.. It 1 c.u Ld h.”, md. th. ch., c. ,“ th. ..r,y p.ri.d, 1 would h.\.

.p,.d f., r.”w.bl. #.”r... .1 .“.rw but “W ,, ,, t.. 1.,. ..4 1 would L,k.

to -k. th. b.,, of “h’, “. h.”. by tryl”s t. ,h”t d..” ,h. P.”.r ,..... !, with

. F=..r OP... C1”X r.cord .“d L.cr..’ i.’ th. ,. f., y of ,ho,, ,.-, ”,., . . . . . . .

Forr””. t.1, 1“ th. ~ th.r . . . “.. ..1,1”$ co . ..”! -,. b.dl.. a“d ,.”. . . .

no.mctd th. I“c. ”,io” of .“ i-. dl. t. ..4..,,.. ‘“ 1.,.,. of .. Pos”r. ,. i..iz-

<“’ r.di. t,.. by . f..,., .1 thr.. .nd P.,h.P. .dd<clm.l r.d”tt l.”, ., . I.t. r

d,,.

?’mtl, .nd cm c..clu.l o.. I b. L1*”* <h. do**. “.uld “o” b* ‘Oumd ‘o b.

1.,s., for th. OP.. .YC1. .“.P.r.t t.” “tlwd th.m 1 c.lcul.,.d k. .Y tir.b 19,

1987 r.FQr C “... X t. tat. . ...””. .f .11 ch. f..,... dimcu...d b.. 1“

that r.wrt 1 .u,,..t.d ch... m.th.d. of .Io..d .Y.l. ,“.Per.t i.. th’t “d” Id

sr..cl, r.duc. th. ..dl.t i., h...rdn ., a r,l.tl..ly 1.. ..,, sod I ,.,,...

th.s. “Ch.d. should b. . . .. f.11. .t”di.d b.f.r. mb.:kla, .“ . . .0.” CY.1.

m., h.d th., d... . . . co.fom .,,, AMM . . . d... mot . . . . ,,.”,.,. ”. of th. NW

“@rt..l ‘Uld. 10 10 Crl !0 ,f 3 .,.. P.. ,,..,., ,.,, ,. ch. ,.1.1 body from

.11 P.,W.Y. f.r liquli .tflu.. t’ or 5 .,,. ,., . . . . . . . ,.., t. th. ,.,.1 body

of . . i.dtvidul for . . . . . . .tfl..mc..
,

6
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Conmleflt
Number Cement Response

,2%1’L..d. 7

Third Set Of Comments Re)ative to Treotment
and Disposal Ot 2,100,00)G81of Contaminated Water

at TtN-2

~lJ
K~rl Z. fiorgan

Septembnr 30, 19EB

A. nfstOrtcaf-Foctors Lssding to Conc!uslanThat the Llcensne Is Not

Capable of Evaporating the Till-2 Contaminated Woter in o Sole Manner

J 1. Tn# Amount of C.anteml”atea titer 16 Utimw. and Is likely 10

EXCeea 2.IX 106EMI.

0. Reports heve given the amount of this writer os 2.1 K 106,

2.2 x 106 ond 2.3 x 106 gaI,

b. From my own Rxpnnence tn cleanup opnrotlons in Oak Ridge.

T8nn. I hove found the Contomina!ed woler almost o}wogs

exceeds the estimates in spile 01 efforts to knep it to a

m,” fimum.

/2. The 0u8ntlty of H-3, the Principal RaO[onucNdeIII Terms of

Acltvily (h u tts) 10 Be Released to the EnvlOmment, Is Unknown

EM Glvan ErrOnllllJs)#.

e. The lollowlng volues ero given .0?, 0.13, 0.)9 nnd 2.1 u

Ci/mN ?hls is o range 0/ 30 in tha amount of H-3 md in

the associated dose to membws 01 the Dubltc.

I mcognlzs (h8t It 15 dffflcult 10 make an accumte

thaoretlcBl oslimate 01 Ine H-3 gmsen( f mm the nw-hrs,

the D In the reactor as a [unclion of tfma end from

informnt%k on other Steble elements In tbs Drlmery SnQ

secondn~ water systems Dut oro~er samPlin9 1ucbn3ques

c9rtc.in\g shmla rcws tm .Wulaintg to 18ss than a few



Table C-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

C008nent
Nuder Cement Response

I

2

percent ond not 3,000X!

I racogn!ze that although H-3 BOthe PWQ IS produced

pr,nCtDaIIg bg the 235U (fiSSIOn)3H. other f p’s, 10B.N

8Ee.sH.0211eV, 1 lB.N 9Be.3H’.9b flev. 100.N 2 . ‘H

one 1‘B-N 7LI.N.3H, lhere are mang other reactions

Contr!butlng to H-3 prod. ctloc, such 0s 2H.N ‘H, 14N. N

12C.3H IH.N 2H(2H.N 3H], 6LI.N .3 H.d.69MeV. It 15

for thts re.son I 61w.Ygsgive more crtiule.ce to properly

Co”d.cted semD1%”grather than to thearetlcal estimates.

Why such ooor sampling?

&S. The 0u8ntity of OtfInr Radionuclldes In the Processed Water

(Just Before Evaporation) Has Not Been Deterrninea with

Sufficlcnt Accurocy.
\3ti:’;e* >.,,71

FOr Exc.mpl{Sb- 12589 9LV8n0S 6.2x 10-7 OIIa, 1.IX 10-7
“w--- -

~,...k PCi/ml, Cs- 1370$ .9oox10-8 eno 76x10-8 II C>/ml, CO-60 os—
~:’- 32x 10-6 ~E:4K.10~8y Cilml, Pu239 /242 as<3.7x 10-8 ena

<1.2X IO”B p Ct/ml, c- 14 as 3000x 10-78nd 2.3X 10-TP Cl/ml,

Tc-99 as 25.0. 10-E a“d 1.6x 10”8 u Cilml, I consider the$e

uncarfalntles us serious. Cs- !37 one CO-60 are nmong the

mom Imoorfont gemmn ern)tter$ (external dose) in the

evotomlor bottoms and the residunl$ of th8 SDs and EPlCo7t-11

proc8ssfng before the evapornti.an so a dlff~rtnC8 of the

CS- 137 doss bg 0 factor of >100 a“d Or the [0-60 do$O by 0

factw of 4 Is of,= cons>~n~,~ t ion~

exposure and exposure during tron$portotion Ooorot!ons. 7he

Pu Iisks will be around for h.narads of lhousands or gears Ond

so o dtflerence by a factor of 3 IS verg significant. The C-14

is Constdersd by sOtnOexperts 838 princlpnl environment



Table C-7. Public Comnts and DOE Responses

Co=nt
Nuu&r Cownt Response

3

Mzard of nuclear vu opemtlms get the e$tlmate of C-14

differ Oy0 f,mtw of 1=

hSOIUOfthe 9CiMtiSlS* tiS lnEO10m8k8M14.c

energy ti its -t n.clew powir acceptably safe during

tw rnst 4S yews. t feel a b$t IIIsulicd & MY ~9EntZ0tt~ that

suggests .ncerIointi= of the occupational end mvim~enkat

raaiatim hazatis.1 IM 8DOV. me~.1 tuae tinuld be acceptable

4. 801fIlM Llce”see end lM NRC M“. Left a ifscwd Th.al Cost

Dwot w TtRnr Sinctitg WM Thy Stole Tfmg Giva High

Wotity to 50fetg ti Co”farmc.nce to AL~A.

TfIe m r~or~ of the license, is well esttilished and

Lt.hua.~eti Ml b el

The otitude of ~ Mtcad tls mlar st8ff towti ratiiallon

\sfnty is exerngllficd in 0 otter I wrote to tfm c~iwn of

m (* h9Qendtx A) wttim,.,by tbe wOy, was mm enswcreo.

Tome it is incrcdlbla tM1 an’-f?attun sti os the NRC

Cl~i~ tt$ VO1iq i% to canlm “tith ALARA vM$lv at tfIC S~S

Iinm it blitig ECCWIS recmnmetiotlans of ICR? to !ncre.se

Iwnls of rmuinnnn gurnissIble air c~entration (f!PC)a of

IWIWliOm SIIUI 6$ H-3 bN n factor of’’4,4, 20 fw C- 14. 1.5

farco-bd, 1.4 far 1.7*1079 1-129, 2.1 ,., ,-,515.4 far

Cs- !S7, 2.7 for RJ-239, 81c dno increas= vabns in Wetcr

~M & M H-3 bN e foctnr of 3.2.0 for Co-m 20 lW

1-129, f.7 f= 1-13.20 IW h239. 8tc. (*9 -1X B. Toble

3)

-M* I ~ I~MI-~*”IM~Rp.

w not lowum w fnel of IMim fmrmfssible eN90SUM

to ti6Mdf $OurCM of tmt;tq rMfiOtlM. WE ~ at lSOSt 0
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II

Comnt
Nuder Connt Response

4

factor.1 3. The msenl I’IPE am volues rccotnnm.deo I.

13EIR-111M8.b8ti on Um nsk of miatfm Induced conccr as

eeten’nlmcd by studlea of survtvoe of the etomlc bombings of

Hlmslllma Qn6Ilegestii. Those doing these studies have

recentl!j publishti Pepws showing this risk IS greater et Ieesl

by a fester of’s than previously outdlshed vnluos. The 8n11sh

hew 10WW8IJ Ih#lr WE bq a Jx!nr of 3 (see Appendix C) with

,nd;catio”s Odd,tlmlOlreductionsmag fallow. WhY IS (M NRC

stalling?

TM tODle below gtves values of raaiai.m inouced cancer.

Comvorotive values ofCanc*r Rt8k

source C.ncenlP*rson mm bu

Absolute fladel RelatlvO Hodel

BEIR-1972 \.15x lo-~ 5.68x 10-4
ufAscsAR-I 977 (0.75- l.75k 10-4
ISRP-1977 (1.0-1.25k10-4
m-lm[ I.3SX1O-4 5.4XI 0-4
flwmt m (4-81s10-4 (1.6 -3.2)x10-3
sludlOc- I-

5. lb Licsnsw Dws Not Pmpn5e lha &e of the IlOst RnCenNy

til~ end Rw-nnded Instnnnmtetim ati

Envf-ntol Honitonrq Prm9dur9s in Omer 10 CMIDIY

tifh ALAUA.

A *of iW9m8n1s In inst-ntetion.

Imhnloum ti ~tlng wedures n Wco-tied 10

Nm En’Jl-lal M110riI19 R- m~md by W. RulfI

P8~ti Of tfu ~118d91Wia Ac8ffmny of Nature.1 SCienCOS.

ml. JOlmPalms. VBCOPr9c. of EmOIY University, at 01 for

‘, “’,., ..
.,;.~.

, ..
“,.. ., ,..’
‘...1 .:
*. ,’
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Table C-7. Public Connnents and DOE Responses

Comnt
Number Conrnent Response

5

(he TH1 Public Wl(h fund EIDectallg pert(~nt are some

of sectlo?$ I, Appendia F of NIl$ TM1-PHf rOPOrt (S.8

Aopandfx D). It Is Wth!nkeblo that the NRC has not

considarea monitoring of wells and sprtngs.

6 The GPU S101I ondthe NRCDo Not Plake 11C!e.ar Which

waste W8ter WNl 68 TrOaled or If Ang Pretreatment is Now

Plo””ed.

Therm are maIY s~ces of contamlneled water avolvlng

from the TPN-2 cle8n.p. Bec0us8 of uncertointtes and risk

of mistakes, I belleve thes8 Weter sources (other than the

sanitary sewer) should not be Seporated end treated

aifferentlg - they should oil be treotod by the SDS ena

EPICOR-11 systbm; eoch 01 course with the necessBrY

rirepentoq treatment.

in some respons8s It IS stated the water w!II be tre8te0

by botn the SDS MO EPICOR-11 sgst8ms (e.g. R. NRC S(4[1

RosDonse sated f@b.22, 198%, Pogo 4) In 0th8r resPOnses,

however just ttm contray is stated (e.g. GPu 10 0068P,

Fob. 3{ 1987, Pq l). whet ore we to bollevn? 1b81!eve

tho pmblom of uncerfalnty in concentration of the V8r10.S

rnd$tmucltdm~!s rmt wtth tho onolysees in mo%l COSBSbut

with the extremely poor and dolinntely unacceotolbe

methoa 8mPloyed by the licensee in pmvtding

ropresentmt tve water samples.

I

, f The NR2 Staff bastrates e Umed or Seriauslg

Otstorte$ Undmtatilng of the Rtsk from N18 Transurnnic

RtilowIIoea
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Cownt
Number Cement Response

6

Peqe 7 of tho NRCStaff ResDonse to Interrogotones frOM

TflllSVA of Feb. 22, lgEE s1018s, wowever from the

results of {he analysis of PwST-2 (see response 2 above)

trnnsuranlcs make UDIes$ thm I% of the total curfe

content of ABW as they do in leble 2.2 of Supplement No 2

as well.’

NRCStorf would console.1 about the!r lock of Ser!ous

COnsiderotton of the trens.ra.lcs ‘“ the A6W because 0. a

Curie or #cl IvIIY basis lfICY cmPtise 18SS!h~ IS. TO me

this is obsurd. Essentially all the curies In Toble 2.2 (i.e.

!020! 1021.2 or 99.88X) constst of H-3. However the

relative cancer risk of PU-239 to that of H-3 8s given by

the retlo of the Inversn of (nPC)# for the two

rndionuclldes is 5X fo-6/2x lo- 12:2,500,000. In other

words ono would went thn content (curies) of the

Ironsuran!cs to be O 009-4S rnther than 1% for the risks 10

be comc”arable. furthermore, there are mong p.blicotlons

showing the (fSPC)o for Pu-239 1$ for to large.

~eTheLtc8n~~eandNRCADpeermt tO8, GI,1,9S,O.,,

Consltiewluh) toIheIloti!flcellonsIHow Suggesled10the

Vapomtlonflelhod.

SeeR8commendet10ns 60ted ffarch 19, t987 end H4rCh 2,

1988.

9. The EIS fells to Comply with Re.au!mments of tfu NEPA

(see SVA/TffIA’s ResBon$e MS M, 1988)

10. There Has Not Been Provnded Convincing Evtdence That the
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Comnt
Nber COmnent Response

7

EvopOretOr Method 0s Preposti Wtll PmvIde on Overoll

flee.mt~tmtlm Feclnr of 1000.

problem% assoct~ted wl(h Nquld transfer, swllege,

accfdents. shut-down, mquipmen( failure, SObotege,

mxplo$tm reducad efilcie”cg, 41C, nove not been given

thorough constderatlon.

,.’ I t. The Need for a Blological [f festiveness Pactor Greater Than

I [or Low Energy Mla R8dta110n Hos Not Been Recognized.

Toward 1118end 01 the,r tracks alectro”s or betn wrtlcle$

havo e ve~ high specific Ic.nization or stopping power,

dEldx. Md thus approach Olpha end (0s( neutron parttcle

values 01 RB3 Tm ICRP now sots the RBE of OIDhoend fast

fieutronS at 20. Hang studies indlcote tho RBE for low

energy bmta radio(fon such as that {rmn H-3 ena C- 14 IS

greoler than I and maybe as high 8s 5 In other words. this

foctor 810”. would lndiceta en Undemslimele or the

population dosmOndthe Concom!tenk rksks 01 rndiation

induced m.a!tg”encies o“a geoetit defects bg o facotr 0s

much m S.

12. It 1s Onrnallstlc to Assume That c- 14,1-129 and Cs- 137

WNI m R8mov#dComoletaly by th# PrOWs#d Evnpor8t10n

s~tem

This must bo Proven by axperimsnts which have never

been done end one must not retg on thcow.

IS. The Evoporatlon System of 8/5 gallmln Would Teke 319

DOUSof Conttnuoua Overatlon with ~ Shul Down and
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COnnt
Number Connnent Response

0

Perttct 0p8r8tn.an.

ThI$ ls, tOOIOng to hold 8 t190c by the !0111 ACtU8tly the

operotion probably would tako Ovar 2 yeors under thmmost

favorable Clrcumstences. With tho modl[lcatlons I hove

suggeslea, it would toke much longer.

‘, 14. N9ither the Licensee Nor the NRCSeem to Know Who! the

Naturol Backgrwnd Radiation Is In thm Locel Araa.

The LIc8nsa8 glvea;? LIockground01300 mrOm/y8ar and

the NRCgives II os M mreml~eor This !s tho starting

Dolnt In eetermlntng the added radlatfon r!sk and accurate

vnlues must be provided .areo-wide for. ihls.

This inlormatlon IS essenltal for those writing the last

choDter Ondth8 COnCIUSImOf who Done N!

. . 15. Tfn Licensee ond the NRCHOvaConslstonlly Underestimated

*

Both thmDccuDc.tiOnolandPubllc Radiotion Dose and Risk of
. 3. Redlation lnducn#n.allgnancles end of Genellc Defects.

$ ,eamgcomment,dated florch !9, 19S7n”dnarCh 1988

end AppendIces B end C.

It should be Appreciated that since both H-3 and C-14

dapostt in the ganods and in DNA end RNA, they area

genetic nsk to Children gel to 08 born a thousand gears

fmm now. Because of thmreactions ‘H O.SHe and 1k

B. l+. 00S of the 4 chromosonws in o germ cell of 8 homo

Sapien can end up mddenly with o IIyarogen atom reolaced

by 6 fIellLIM otOm of gns or a carbon atom moy no replaced

by 8 nllrugnn atom.
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Colnlient
Number Con’xllent Response

9

/8. Pr9a8nt Ovintm Regarding DIsPoMI of CMi8m1noled Water at

THI-2

Because of the dbove end Otner focts I have conclu6ed thot eil Plnns

for the eveoorot Ion procedure $hould be ebamed. I bclteve, as

$ndicatBd above, that all the contemtnoted woler shouldbe treated bg

the SOS anti ~PIcOR-11Systems [ollowlng appmprlole protreotmont.

T~ so!td or sluny restdue from Unsa treatments should IJOSized.

mlsed with cement In S5 gal. drums nndsent to @llcon$ed nuflal

gMund, e.g. HBnfc$O. The COn10Mfn0te6 W81er should be D10c8d

temporartlg In Iorge holding tenks. Other Pr8tmotments, Ion

exchc.nge cbnmlcal stlvs and belter systems thet are effecttve In

rm{m sthle bOran 8M m at I.M r8dlmclldn abauld be

Invesl Ignled md ODplled wham f Oaslble.

The holding tenks should be $0 Instolled ond located thol any

lewege Is known with Bbwlutm Cetlolnty todruln Into e Sempllng

smo tank. Gmak care must be tekan to Prwent w 8XDIOSIV8

nmt ctio)s B.letiD9 thm tanks via sobotoge w otmrui~e. Undw no

Condltlon$ should cement. Soltdffytng or coo9!41@tln9 metet’lols Be

P18CBISIn lbwss lms. )1 1$ Ilkely plans wII1 b Imderlakm 10 mfIwv@

Ihts contmnlnetti water at a Iotnr d8te d w, b not wtsh to be

Cdnfrdntd thm with Wblems suchm those thdt Stollad anddounted

ODwOtlOns01Wnl valley.

LY’ C. R9conunmd9d Future Course of Action Ultlmolely, 11 wIII be

desirobte to dmtn lM tenk$ of the 2. l.!OO PIUS gallofm of

contaminated water. mast of the mctlvllu (curies) fn the tanks WII1

bo ihOl of M-3. Vartoua Osltmaie$ 01 tti H-3 dctwiiy dN PMVIM ua

but If tm9 lntttal Iavol ts 1000 Cl. the arw off In tlma of ~. c8- 137.

S-90 dnd PU-2S9 will M 4s fOllOW:,
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10

0
I

to

30
50

I 00

200
300
20.000
1,000.000

1000 0.o3
945 “,.’,
560 0.028
t84 0.015
59 0009

35 0.003
0.0 I 2 0.0003

0.00004 0.00005

0. 0
0 0

0.08
0.078

0.062
0.038
0023
0007

0.0005
0,00004

0
0

300
300

300
300
300
299
298

297
169

IB

Since most’.af tha tnltlnl Octlvil# Is that of H-3 OIL=12.262 g),

Iho aLmvecolumn 2 Mprassnls the total ectlvltg !n the Ia”ks es

well 01 thai of H-3 until abwt 300 geer$ when the CS- 137. Sr-90

ani H-3 ocllvllles am ON ~out equal, Aft8r 200 yeerz the

Pu-239 ecttvttg IS about wc.1 to thot of Cs- 137 end Sr-90. The

Pu-2S9 octtvttg predomtmtes ano Is Slgnlftcent after 20,000

yoam when II 1onslst9 of 125,000 maxiumu permissible boay

burdans lo, e member of the publ!c (I.e. 0.0013 P cl]

tiong fatt.ar8 en6 clrc.mstantts VII) aalarmina how long the

contaminated wet8r should remofn in the tonks. It would seem to

me, ho’naver. 30 geors might be r~esonobla. With proper

4djU21m0nt 0( Dh the t~k$ Should not Isak in tflis tfnm tills the

actlvlty of H-3 ‘uIfl hovo dropped to IE.4X ana that of Cs- 137 and

$r-90 to abn”l 50%. If owr this (tine a 5000 gal. tank gave

O. Con21u6ing Comm8nt
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nlatim -s mid h dfied tomtnimim thisconfltct. It

argunlzdllms ttmimbt @m of h Ldillty U!al eflflct W cm

titllultmlrlgnts i m ml em 10bdVmd - will not-1
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12

LIla8”tIffs mm Ewe WI-cd tnjw frun waive emsure 10

icntzlng rcdlr,lim.,

This IS not mn’lticistn 01 21mLUUMII A2W M a $100 that :M ~

will try to* 211is~ - ~lc MO fair 10 the

Iwroic ~ ni h @fc ml @ 20 w III*S danOuOtlc

B1-Ocess0952ful d ~ul 0Du22im m Uwgll mst of

- in Ibis mmnlmitgtiiunzbv amnmmiti~ & I hove

intcfvama mlmive 20 wulalitg -]s WIIEW there ,s

muulmfmt~ Cuw$m.
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C-16 STATEMENT OF LESLIE HARRIS

MS. HARRIS: I’m Leslie Harris and I am involved with the
Sierra Club. 1 am not necessari 1 y representing them; 1 ‘m just a
patriotic citizen.

C-1 6-01 My n!ai n concern is the safety deficiencies at the Savannah PI ease see the responses to Cements C-01-02 on

River Site and that it not be restarted before safety improvements,

upgrades, and modi f i cations are rode.

safety and C-05-03 on waste mnagement and
We need to have these made envi ro”mental restoration.

before the startup, not after, preferably not restarted at al 1 and
use that money to start cleaning up that mess down there. It’s
going to take decades. That would keep the eopl e busy who are

!concerned about jobs in that area. They cou d clean it up. There
is no final destination for this waste that they have al ready made.
I can’t see inking any more in today’s world where we are all
worried about drinking water and planet Earth. No more
contamination to this envi ronment.

Let’s try and have more positive vision of our future and give
peace a chance. Stop the restart. Thank you.
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C-17 STATEMENT OF CORRY E. NASON

c-1 7-01 MR. ~SON: These hearings at least up till now have been a
farce.

Comnts noted.
We all “ould 1 i ke to be out pursuing and getting on “i th our

1 ives. . . but nooao . . . . . we are continuous y having to drag ourselves
down here to these hearing that don’t seem to hear, because we feel
we must. What has been confirmed to me so far is that the

Government is no longer a democracy but a “lackyl! for big business
with a tenacious, smoothly, contrived coup of a dictatorship with

i ts tenacl es wrapped around mst everything in a most suppressive

manner. Media censorship, for i nstance. x At these past open

heari rigs, virtual 1 y everyone spoke out against the Savannah River
bomb plant yet Strom Thurrnond rises to say South Carolinians “ant

the thing back on 1 inc. Give me a break! George Bush comes down
here to give us a false feeling of recognition when in reality we

are but a convient thi id-world cchu~s! , with perhaps a psychotic
man seating in the Governorqs Seat thro”ghl y entrenched in the camp

of the minori ty group that has taken the helm of power. South
Carol ini ans have been duped, brain washed, coerced into becoming

1 ittle ~re than cattle waiting for their gruel at the trough. Tho

the rest of the Nation is not so far behind, at least they can and
do console themselves with ‘better them then us, . And all know that
the Government and business have all the guns, money, lawyers, and
power and are bull ies anyway.

Throughout the world the U.S. is despised. (It is not for
nothing). If every country the world over rid itself of its nuclear
arsenal , you wi 11 never convince me that I would still not have to
drag myself ‘down here and testify that you SRS and the Government
have become the very agents of tiat you were supposed to protect us
from in the first place. I donl t know if all the policy makers are
just plain stupid or evi T or if there{s any difference between the
two. The people involved in SRS have clearly lost any intuitive
reasoni ng and are Olockedl in denial . SRS, yo” are not nice
people. Go look i n the mirror one more time maybe YOU* 11 finally
see.

The fact that there is mounting evidence that the radiation
routi nel y released eats the Ozone has not seemd to cause pause.
Living with you, SRS, has been about as much fun as 1 iving next door
to a house ful 1 of sacri f icing Satan worshi pors. The key is in your
hands, and you c1 early want to drive. And you have c1 early be coma
addi cted to plutonium and tri tium, and you are clearly ‘(bombed-out
of you mi nds.
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C-18 STATEMENT OF PETER C. SEOER8ERG, USC

C-lo-ol

C-laoz

C-18-03

1 have appeared before two previous 00E panels soliciting
cement on the operations of the reactors—current and planned— at
the Savannah River Site. On these occasi Ons. 1 shared mY ~Oncerns
about the projects of the Department of Energy. MY expertl se does
not 1 ie in the technical requirements of nuclear reactors nor i n the
heal th and environmental consequences of thei r operation. The
Savannah River reactors, however. present somethi n9 more than an
engineering problem; they are, rather, fundamental y a pol i ti cal
problem. In the area of nucl ear PO1 i ti cs, I do claim some
understanding. Consequently, in previous testimony, I critiqued the
nuclear strategy underlying the supposed need for the continued
production of nucl ear materials, and I suggested that a complete EIS
should include a study of the impact of a nuclear attack on the
Sava””ah River Site. Not surprisingly, neither of my observations
is addressed in this EIS.

Underlying the compulsion to restart contained i n the EIS is an
assumption concerning the requi rements of our nuclear deterrent as
defined in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum of January
1989. The particulars are, of course, classified, but one does have
to be an admiral to surmise that the NwSH continues a comi tment to
maintaining, and probably increasing, a stockpile of weapons that
reflects the inertia of our government’s continued connnitment to a
nuclear war fighting strategy. Only the pursuit of the chimera of a
!!, imited, Protracted: “u~lear war f ightiog capabi 1 i ty requi res the

fantastic numbers of nuclear weapons currently held or
contemplated. Because of this fantasy, the people of South Carolina
are once again asked to assume the costs and risks of reactor
operalion. The only encouragement I take from this Statement is
that i t contains several connnents i ndi eating at 1 east some
recogni tion that strategic requirements, as currently defined, could
change (but, oh no, not yet).

This position might seem prudent, except it assumes that our
22,500 nuclear weapons make sense in the first place. If tiat we
are trying to do is deter a nuclear attack on our country, then
these nuders are far in excess of what we need by a 1 east a factor
of 10. None of the proponents of the nucl ear war fighting
al ternatlve has been abl e to devel OP a convi ricing case how a war

Please see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the
need for tri ti um and other nuclear materials. The
consequences of a nucl ear attack on SRS are beyond
the scope of this EIS.

00E is requi red by law to produce defense materi als
as ordered by the President in the Nuclear Weapons
Stockpile Memorandum (July 1990) and sPeci f ical 1 Y
authorized by the Congress. As discussed i n Secti On
1.2 of the EIS, when the changing geopolitical
situation leads the President and the Congress to
direct a reduction in weapons requirements or a stop
in the production of these mterials, DOE will
comply w{th those directions.

The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.
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c-l&-04

involving the exchange of thousands of warheads could be termed
limited in any meaningful sense or controlled once it broke out.
What we have developed over the past forty years is a vast
destructive power that resists subordination to pol i tical purpose
and weapons, 1 i ke the B 2 bomber, that serve no credible mi 1 i tary
mission.

On the other hand, since the EIS buys into this war fighting
doctrine, it is incomplete, for it fails to outline the

envi ronmental effects of nuclear stri ke on the Savannah reactors.
The weapons will , after all , fly both ways. We are conf ranted with P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-18-01 on
evaluatio~s of the effects of reactor accidents, fi res, sei smi c nuclear attack.
events, al rcraf t impact, waterway accidents, and so on. Indeed,
probabi 1 i ties have been calculated for Mst of these risks. Did the
authors of the EIS consider the chance of a nucl ear attack to be so
smal 1 , as to not warrant ANY consideration. The chance of a

air lane striking a reactor in any year is calculated at 1.5 x
B10- . Is the risk of a nuclear war less than that?

To what should we attribute this rather egregious shortcoming?
Are our nuclear planners naive? Or are they once again deliberately
fail ing to fully inform the people of South Carolina of the
sacri f i ce they are being asked to mke?
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C-19 STATEMENT OF LESLIE HINERO

HS. MINERO: My name is Leslie Mineral and 1 am not representing
anybody — ❑ysel f and my son.

C-19-01 MS. MINERO: I moved here 22 years ago. I‘ Ve moved away several Connnents noted.
times and often wish I hadn’ t moved back the last time. It’s pretty
hard living here in the poorest, mst polluted, diseased,
under-educated state i n the union or i n a good year, we ranked 48th
or 49th. Anyway, that’s *Y the bomb plant is here.

The government gave us this bomb P1 ant al most 40 years ago
because we are obviously the most expendable people of this
country. So, now you want to crank i t back up?

Who are all these bombs for anyway? I thought we al ready ha!
bombs coming out of our nazoos. Lately, Bush has been seen rubbl ng
elbows with Gorbachev, ki ssing the feet of the Chinese leaders,
almost. Even Oaniel Ortega is gone. mere is the war? Who is Our
enemy?

YOU claim your reasons for restart are national defense. If you
had any interest in this nation, you’d clean up all the
radioactive ty you’ve been spewing all over us for the past so many
years, you would quit bankrupting all of our money on your
ridiculous war games and you’d quit threatening us with the ‘erY
potential mel tdonns by your promise of cranking up obsolete
Chernobyl-style reactors.

It’s about tiw the people of thi S. country realized whO Our
enemy is. It is DOE, Westinghouse, the Pentagon, and all of their
cohorts. I fear that nothing short of a total collapse of our
CU1 ture brought on by people 1 ike you or meltdown or perhaps an
armed revolution — 1 doubt i t — wil 1 stOP YOU jn YOur war 9ames.
I feel like I’m talking to a brick wall. but 1 WI1l ask One more
time.

Will you war mongers please take your untal 1 Y unbalanced ideas
and yourselves and go back to Washington or &erever i t is you come
from and you can stay there and you can please not come back to
South Carol i na. He have enough probl ems without an additional
burden of having to deal with people 1 ike You.

Thank you.
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C-20 STATEMENT OF GENEVIEVE COMPTON

HS. COMPTON: My name is Genevi eve Compton and I ‘m representing
YELLE— Young Environmental i sts for Living and Loving Earth.

Before I mke my statement, I id 1 ike to make a statement that my
father wrote because he couldn’ t be here today. He said this: “I
have 1 i ved i n South Carolina for ~st of my life and I have seen it
change from a relatively poor, rural , segregated state to a
relatively modern, urban area, which offers opportunity to al 1 of
its citizens.

C-20-01

1 ‘m very proud of Aat my state has accomplished and to be a
South Carol i nian. One characteristic c which has n!arked the hi story
of our state, for good and i 11, has been the wi Ilingness of South
Carolinians to stand up for themselves, to defend their state in the
way of 1 i fe against anyone who threatens i t.

I am, therefore, very disturbed to find today the wil 1 i ngness to
trade away the birth right of my children for a quick buck and a few
Federal promises.

In the past 40 years, I!ve seen old lies, new lies, and liars i“
public places. A lot of these lies have bee” told about the safety
and operation of the Savannah River si te. Over and over we have
been told, while i t was true, that the government 1 ied to us or
forgot to tell us about the accidents and problems at SRP. They
would never do i t again. Over and over, we have accepted their
1 ies, their wastes, and our danger. Enough is enough.

The Savannah River site exists to produce weapons which inflict
incredible damge on people and then turns 1 i ves of anyone who
survives it into a long, slow torture. Theirs is the disease f ram
which there is no cure.

Once we al 1 believed that we “ceded this terror because of the
terrible unknown that existed across the borders. Now, we kno” the
terror incognito. We are no longer terrified.

The time has come to just say enough. Me have built enough, we
have spi 1 led enough, we have feared enough and i t,s time to 1 et i t Please see the responses to Cements C-01-02 on
go. “ safety and C-02-05 on humn health risks.
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C-20-02

HQre is my statmnt. At the first graduating cl ass of the New

Governor’s School for fhth and Sciences, &vemor Campbel 1 said the
state newspaper as saying that we would inherit his generati on’s
envi ronmental , social, and economic pmbl ems.

This is just typical of Aat our govemmnt has been doing for
years — passing the buck to the future. This bureaucratic Process
has gotten our country into a lot of trouble and South Carol >na
especially.

If SRP is to be reopened, the United States Government, the
South Carol i na 1a-kers, and businessmen and especial 1 y
Westinghouse are passing on their problem to us. He, as the future,
do not appreciate this at all. It is leaving .S in danger by
poisoning our water supply and literally passing your problems on to
us is aborting our future.

He, as the future of this state, don’t want to inherit your
envi ronmental, social. md ecOnOm”c pmbl~- we are sick ‘f ‘mke
screens and 1 i es and why SRS needs to be reopened.

The truth is that the Cold Mr has thawed. SRS is needless and
dangerous and the problems need to be tended to now. Vol b] re. the
great French enlightenment phi losopher said in his book, ~,
“tend your own garden. ”

Please don’ t leave the tending to us. That’s the biggest sin
that anyone could coht.

Thank YOU .

The SRS has bee” in operation continual y since its
beginning about 35 years ago. Duri .g that period,
el ewnts of the Site have been shut do”n for
mdif i cations or for lack of need over varying
periods of time. For approximately the past 2
years, three reactors have bee? undergOi n9. ~jOr
upgrades and ~diflcatians, whl le the remainder of
the SRS fac~lltles have remained in operation. This
EIS deals with the continued OPerati On Of thOse
reactors. Al so, pl ease see the response to ConmIent
C-02-04 on health risks and water SUPP1 Y.
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C-21 STATEMENT OF KEVIN GRAY

~. GRAY: My n- is Kevin Gray. I1m with the South &mlina
Coal i ti on of Human Oevel opmnt and Progressive Change in the South
Carol i na Rainbow Coalition.

NR. GRAY: This is about the second time that I have spoken at
a hearing, and i t seems to m that perhaps the wrds that the nan
used this mrning that we were just going through a shao, hut I’m
going to give you al 1 the real deal, I hope.

C-21-01

In Colutiia, Spartanburg, Washington, Los Angeles, cities
around this country, every smal 1 tom i n the rural areas, the
majority of black ~ri caps 1 ive in poverty. They live with
unemployment, they 1 lve with drugs, they 1 ive rnth trim. Over 50
percent of our young black men can’ t find jobs. Over 350,000 black
women and children in the state of South Carol ina live belw the
poverty 1 inc. A fourth of our black males are in jail or on
probation or on parole. The ages are between 10 and 20 and do an
average term of 18 years. They do long tire. Infant umrtality is
up. Teen pregnancy is up. Racism is on the rise.

So, hen you talk shout the need to bui 1 d bombs, a need to
build bombs under these conditions, you ‘ve got to be kidding.
Youave got to be wasting your time. Younve got to k pretty mch The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
“ot co”cemed ui th the sec”ri ty of your om co””try to have another this EIS.
bogus hearing about something designed to ki 11 people at s-
unknown ~i~ in the future tien we, say you’ re al ready killing us,
you’ re kl 11 lng us right now WI th misplaced priorities. M say
enough is enough.

Instead of building bombs, hui Id affordable housing, build
decent housing for poor people. Nhen the most you can build for
black people i“ this country are prisons and juvenile facilities,
when the nmst you can bui ld for black woen and children are
projects, hen you put our people in institutions, prisons and
killing fields, it, s tiw for a change in our priorities. ItJs ti~
that we end having sham meetings to justify somebody else’s guilt
and get seri O“S.

It is time we put our priorities and start feeding our children
and taking care of our country. It”s time that w build the mst
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important resource we have and that’s our people. Instead of
investing in bombs, we need to invest in education and child care
and jobs that make sense.

Economic development in the black comunity is not hiring us as
janitors at Savannah River plant. It is not getting us involved in
something that is long term death and pai n.

Twelve years ago, the Russians were the Evi 1 Empire and now
George Bush and the rest of the white establishment i n Hashi ngton
are tripping over Russians everywhere. It is time that we start
real i zing the problems in our own country.

In Black America, we are facing a depression. We are living
under Third World conditions. It’s time that since we’ve cooled
tensions w~th Russia, that you cool tensions within your own
country. Our kids won’t always shoot at each other. Our, kids won’t
always shoot each other for sneakers. At some poi nt in time — and
that point in time is getting real close — they’re going to start
deciding tio the real enemy is. And the enemy is a country that
would spend more fcnoey and put more effort into building bombs than
i t does put into the education of its own people. It’s absolutely
ridiculous.

Of course, we are starting to realize that you might need that
bomb because at some point in time when the kids stop shooting at
each other and they start shooting at you, you are goi ng to have to
use nuclear bombs on yourself In this country.

Thank you.
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c-22 STATEMENT OF DR. ALBERT JABS

DR. JABS: Yes. I ‘m Or. Albert Jabs. I ‘m VO1 unteer Di rector

of Lutheran Hun!an Relations. For 30 years, I have been involved
with at risk people, at risk students, at risk American citizens.

This is my work. My doctoral level work, my writings as a member of
the black press, as a professor at Shaw university in RaTeigh, North
Carol i na.

c-22-o 1

1 come with a message from middle America. I do not have a“ ax
to grind. I’m not right or left. 1 want to speak responsively a

message from middle America. I ‘ve studied these issues and my 1 i fe
is involved Hi th people. People are my priority. 1 have a
background i“ social science and I,ve studied the issues. I want
people to think about some words. Everyone here wi 11 resonate,
react, to what I say. That’s part of America.

Mr. Patterson, you need to be congratulated for having a forum
like this. Your viewpoint is important. This is part of America,

to have a forum of free exchange of opi ni ens.

I came in at 10:00 o“clock. A message from middle America, as
I see it, tel 1s “s are “e accountable to the people? If we 1 ive i n
a consti tutional system, and 1 assume we do — I teach my students
about our constitutional system — then YO” are essential lY
responsible to us. You are o“r servants! not o“r servants, 0“1.
servants. We elect you as servants to gl ve us responsible e,
accountable policies.

We should be governed by the rule of 1 aw and consensus, a free
exchange of opinion. 1 understand since B:30 or 9:00 o’clock this
morni “g that there general 1 y has been unanimity in opposi tion to the
startup of that plant. I don’t want this to be an extreme position.

After 30 years in the educational trenches of this country,
urban and rural ; south, Cl eveland and Gary, I am a family m“, a
church man, 1 do not have an ax to grind, but I ‘m concerned —
repeat — 1 am concerned if the peopl e of South Carol ina are being
dumped upon and there is research that suggests that the South is an Please see the response to Comnent C-13-01 on health
envi ronmental 1 y at risk region. risks.
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This is holding us in contempt. Me are citizens. We demand to
be served as responsible citizens and not to be rough shod over and
our opinions ignored.

Again, 1 am not right or left. 1 do not have an ax to grind,
but 1 am concerned about people. A message from middle America is
do not walk over us, do not ignore our opinions.

If 1 had a political role, 1 would say the same thing.
Politically, politicians must be responsible to us. He elected
them. Abraham Lincoln said i t a long time ago that if this
government of the people, by the people and for the people will ever
perish, it will perish from inward irresponsibility.

Now, this is coming close. To start up that plant without
regard for the opinions this morning is holding us in contempt.
Repeat, i t‘s holding us i n contempt. You are our servants. You
ought to be responsible to US.

Inm not a radical I’m not right or left. 1 have a doctorate
and 280 publications. 11 ve studied these issues. If that plant
represents risks to poor or rich, white or black, young or old, hawk
or dove, 1 iberal or conservative, then i t represents an assault
against our constitutional system and it must be repudiated.

Repeat, we cannot ignore the opinions of the people that have
expressed themsel ves so eloquentl y this morning. This message
should go out, a mssage from middle America, to the comuni ty here
and to the broader state. This becams an issue of vital importance.

I realize that some wi 11 say that extremism prevails today.
There are those that would say i t was an ideological kangaroo
court. 1 know the slogans that can be used, but the heart of the
issue, are you hearing the voice of the people because this is the
1 ifeblood of our constitutional system.

He know what is happening in Eastern Europe. Changes, but the
most profound event probably of this envi ronmental decade, this age
of ecological concern, is the Chernobyl event. A traumati c event
that has put people at risk, not only in Eastern Europe, but
throughout the world.
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We better heed these lessons. I bel i eve that exceeds the
Gorbachev and Bush encounter of the last few days. We need to hear
of the envi ronmental concerns.

1 want to tel 1 YOU something else and 1 do “ot want to assume
more of the time than al 1 otted to me. This country i n the 1990s,
I$m going to tell you, will rise up in our campuses, b“t they will

also get middle America to support them. The environmental concerns
not onl y i nvolve the “oman and her chi 1 d over here or Mr. Mul 1 er who
served in World War II, but it will involve you at the desk or I in
the school or al 1 of us. Our voices must be heard and must be
respected.

I could go on and on about 40,000 people a day who die i n this
world. 1 could talk about 95 mi 11 ion people who are coming into the
world every year, 5.3 bi 11 ion, these are al 1 ecological concerns.

But the environmental question is a political question. It 1s
an economic question. Above all , and I don’ t “ant to sound 1 i ke I
come from a secetari an background, but it is a profound moral
question. Are we accountable i n our uses of energy? Are “e paying
royal ty to the profit mrgin rather than to the people?

We are here to serve the people and not the profit motive. If
I have to drag out my credentials, 1’11 do that. We need to be
accountable to the people. That should be our priority. A message
from middle America is 1 i sten to the voices that have expressed
themselves here this morning.

1 want to say one more thing. The four CS and I wi 11 co”cl”de,
if you will just give me 30 seconds. Let our pol i ties have four
Cs. Let them have a sense of conscience. Let them have a sense of
care. Let them have a sense of concern, so that coal iti O“S of
people can come about and resurrect this country and 1 ive out its
f“l 1 birthright.
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C-23 STATEMENT OF MR. JERRY HENOERSON

HR. HENDERSN : My name is Jerry Henderson and 1 represent no
particular group except the people of South Carolina.

I ‘m really overwhelmed by the enormity of hat’s been happening
for the last 40 years. I saw Hiroshima and Nagasaki Men I was
18 years old on the way to Korea. 1 went through by train. The
desolation still burns in my mind, day in and day out, and year in
and year out.

1 just can’ t believe that our governwnt over these last
~ years has disregarded our planet, our environment. I pick up the

newspaper every day and I read about hat’s happened off the coast

of San Franci SCO, a radioactive waste dump off some beautiful
islands that are the habi tats of some of the most beautiful species
that are endangered and they’ re breaking up. Those containers are
breaking up into the food chain, killing those animals.

I read about what’s happening at our own Savannah River Plant.
I find out that we had two nuclear accidents there in 1970. I 1 ived
about 50 miles away at the time. Nobody told me. Nobody. said YOU
should have a choice to take off, to jump i n your autoumbl 1 e and
head for Key West or some place. Nobody said a word. Here we are
today, possibly in South Carolina having epidemics of cancer and

c-23-O 1 thyroid deficiencies and nobody says a word. Please see the response to Cement C-13-01 on health
risks.

My are we the zone of national sacri fi ce? Why must South
Carol ina be a substitute for Hiroshima and Nagasaki? What have we
done to deserve this? Why did our government not at 1 east tell us?
Say, please, Mr. Henderson, would you 1 i ke to go some other place?
I think 1 would have chosen some other place. But nobody said a
word.

Am I carrying some nucleotide in my lungs or in my intestines
that wil 1 finish me off in a few years and 1 wi 11 never even know
what real 1 y happened to M? Are there thousands and mill ions of
people 1 i ke that in our country? That’s wrong.

We tested 150 nuclear weapons out i n the West and nobody was
told to leave. Nobody was told that would hurt them. We’ve done
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mre damage to ourselves than the Soviet Union has done. I think
that Is pretty sad.

There:s a book out now that 1 beli eve everybody should -ke an
effort to get their hands an. It’s called ~. There’s a
quote i n here by Dr. John Go fman, ho I happened to have the
oppor~unity to Wet one time. I will just sort of paraphrase fiat
he said. He said that knowing Wat he knew and the other scientists
knowing Aat they knew about the effects of 1 ow 1 evel radiation that
Nure6dIerg-t ype trials WOU1d not be too much to ask for the people
who have carried on this deception. I certainly agree with that.

Thank you very much.
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C-24 STAT- OF CAROL WIMS

tfy name is Carol Minans. I 1 ive at 914 Highnurket St.
Georgetown SC 2944f3. I am President of the 1ocal League of Women
Voters i n GeOrgetmm County.

For my statement today I ui 11 read a 1etter I have written to
al 1 ~ers of Congress from SC and to Pres. Bush.

C-24-01

c-24-03

Oear President Bush: The need for restart of the K L and P
reactors at SRP is based on the secret ~clear Heapons Stockpi 1 e Please see the response to Cement C-01-01 on the
Memorandum *i ch w= approved by fo-r Pres. Reagan i n January of need for tritium and other nuclear mterials.
1989.

There have been too many dramatic changes since Jan. ,89 for
that secret memorandm to be the reason for present PO1 i cy on Please see the responses to Cement C-18-02 on OOE
nucl ear weapons syst~ deci si MS. requi rewnts and arms reduction. The need for

nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
Our 1 eaders are sti 11 charting our future ❑i 1 i tari 1Y and *i 1e

Congress and the Bush administration are reviewing other weapon
s yst-, ❑i 1 i tary bases, etc. certainly the need for tri ti urn and
pl utoni w have to be a part of that revi W. To do otherwise wi 11
result i n our nations policies regarding nucl ear weapons bui 1dup
being determined by unelect~ beaumcrats at 00E.

I bel i eve that once the hri can people realize that our elected
1 eaders permitted this exorbitantly expensive, environmental 1y
unsound and unsafe restart to take place ui thout review from
Congress and the Bush tiinistration and during a period of time
fien no urgency existed, they will consider it to be a blunder as
CO1ossal as the savings and loan scandal *i ch was not rewi ewed by
our 1eaders i n time to save the si tuati on.

There is too mch secrecy surroumdi ng this decision to restart.
The independent oversight co=i ttee ( the Oefense Nuclear Faci 1 i t i es
Safety Board) is operating i n secret. 7he previ OUS1 y -nti oned
memorandum Reagan signed was secret and tbis Draft EIS says the
reason we need tri ti um so quickly even though our present suppl y is
adequate for 1,000 warheads for the next fifty years, 1s secret.

I am wit i ng this 1etter to al 1 menAers of Congress f ram SC and Please see the response to Conanent C-13-01 on health
to Pres. Bush because w in s.C. will suffer the higher cancer risk, risks from the continuing operation of SRS reactors.
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the contami nation of our rivers, our soi 1, and our ai r. He need our
sc delegation to Congress and pres. Bush to Protect us by prOv~ding
nationwide parti ci pati on that wi 11 ensure the publ i c wel fare. !4e
have all learned Aat happened to Eastern EurOpe’s and. china’s
environment from decisions made by thel r beaurocrats, Tn secrecy.
We have read that their horses have to leave their cities after two
years; that they can see the air they breathe: that they cannot
drink thei r water; that their babies are being born with defects;
that their iwne systems are fai 1 i ng and their chi ldreo are sick

C-24-04 and som are dying. They 1 ive near reactors as old as Chernoble’s Please see the response to Cownt C-14-02 On
where there is a real danger of nuclear sel f anni hi lation. Wi 11 we Chernobyl . Section 4.1.3 of the EIS presents the
in S.C. suffer that ri sk al so? ri sks of accidents at SRS reactors.

If the U.S. is to continue to proclaim itself as the world
leader i n the movement toward democracy then, in fact, YOU our
leaders need to show the world that you know, that we elected you to
practice it.

,Sincerel y, Carol Mi nans
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C-25 STATEMENT OF KEN STAUFFER

HR. STAUFFER: Like Carol , this is my third hearing that I ‘ve
been to on this subject. This tim we had a real EIS to look over.
Other times it was about the scoping for an EIS. I was flipping
through it and it all kind of runs together after a wile. A lot of
it you can tell is kind of shallow work. After a while, I wasn’t
really interested in i t and I guess that reason is because a lot of
it I don’t really believe. my don’t I believe it?

well , i t don’ t have a real trustworthy track record — the OOE.
That I think is hat has gotten us into this situation tOday. LOOk
at this big EIS and this much of it right here in my hands is hat
addresses the terrible possi bi 1 i ty that maybe we don’ t need to
restart. This is supposed to be a real EIS. That ain’ t a real

n EIS. I’ve seen real EISS and they don!t look like this.
&

w These people, to put it bluntly, can’ t be trusted. They’ve
. shown us by their acts in the past that they can’ t be trusted. They

couldn’ t trusted before and they can’ t be trusted in the future.

Another smal 1 exwle is this hearing today. First cOme. first
Carol , Sparky and I drove up from Georgetom, South

C-25-O 1 ~~~~na, so that we could talk. How come we’ve got to drive up
from Georgetown, South Carol ins? Why isn’ t there a hearing in
Georgetown, South Carol i na? Huh? These people are supposed to be
worki “g for “s, remmber? Uhy do we have to drive up here? When we
do get here, hy do we have to take a number? Why can” t we reserve
time beforehand? mat, s going on here anyway?

C-2552 In the hearing before this, they told us that *atever we said
in the heari ng wouldn’ t even count anyway. I don’ t know i f what we
say today counts for anything.

Response

00E believes that continued operation of K-, L-. and
P-Reactors is primarily of 1 ocal and regional
interest and confines the publ ic meetings to the
Atlanta-Charlotte-Savannah area which 1 ie wi thin 180
miles of SRS. This encompasses the area most 1 i kel y
to be affected by routine or accidental releases if
they occur. 00E also bel i eves that the additional
costs caused by large area public hearings do not
justify their need. Hearings provide only one
vehi cl e for cownting; DOE always requests written
Conmlents .

Please see the response to Comnt c-01-03 on public
coants.

The integrity, or lack thereof, by the 00E is not just a
cosmetic problem. Lately, the 00E has gotten real , real good at
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public relations. What his naw — David Broder, big ti~,
political CO1 umist, wrote a wonderful column recently about
Secretary Watkins doing a great job at 00E and all that stuff. But
integrity won’t be cured by public relations. It will have to be
cured by involving the publ i c in the 00E processes, in the DOE
decision~ki”g processes. If you don’ t, you’ re going to end up
with the lousy decisions that you’ve made in the past.

The reason that SRP is such a mss is because so much of i t has
been done in secret. When you do things in secret, you’ ve got less
input i nto the decisionmki ng process and there’s 1 ess of a chance
that somebody sitting around the table will say, hey, wait a
mi””te. The fewer people you have sitting around the table, the
worst decisions you are going to make.

This, right here, today, look around you, enjoy it. This is the
public input. This is the public input into the restart of those
reactors down there. That !s pretty pathetic. They expect us to
believe that this restart is going to go smoothly, no probl ems.

But Aat assurances do we have of that? Nhat assurances wi 11
you give us that everything is going to go snwothl y? We gave you
this really neat EIS here. You can put i t with the other green
stuff in your den in your bookcase. That is no assurance. I ‘m not
trying to be funny. That ,s about ~at i t 1s good for. 1 don’ t need
any nmre green decor in my den. 1 need a real EIS and by real
professionals.

1 ‘m a sel f-employed carpenter. My 1 ivi ng depends on my personal
integrity. People have to know that they can depend on the price 1
give them and the quality of my work. If I did stuff like this, I’d
starve.

I don’ t know Aat planet ya’11 are on, but I’m on the planet
Earth. I deal with the real world every day. Unti 1 the people in
00E start dealing with the real world, there’s St] 11 going to be
hearings, there’s still going to be lawsuits. A lot of the people
in this room are going to be coming back again. And this is going
to go on and on and on.

I know ya’11 have been real patient sitting here listening to
us. You know what you can do to make things better. You know what
you can do to do right. It’s up to ya’11 tiether or not to do it.
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In concl usi on, I ‘d 1 i ke to say that the people of South Carolina
have been more than patient i n the past four years. We have bent
over backwards. We have done everything we can. We have not been
hard to get al o“g with. I was born i n Georgia and I have 1 ived i n
South Carolina virtually all my life. 1’11 be @years old next
month and I ‘m cranky compared to my South Carol in, ans. Most South
Carolinians, they ain’t cranky like me. In return, we have been
poisoned and then 1 ied to about it.

Enough is enough. This is ridiculous. The next time I make a
trip up here for another hearing I’d like it to be for a real
hearing about a real piece of wOrk. It’d be nice. I wOuldn’ t feel
that I was just kind of taking the day off.
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C-26 STATEMENT OF KATHY RILEY

MS. RILEY: Good morning. My name is Kathy Ri Iey and 1 ‘m the
Di rector of Providence Home Women’s Shelter. I ‘m here today to
speak about the startup of the SRS.

C-26-O 1 1 think some of the train of thought for the proponents of this Cements noted.
startup is that it is in the nation’s security’s best interest to do
so. However, when some of this who are opposed to this push on the
issue, we find that we get into the muddy waters of classified
information. So, it!s our nationss security, however, we can’t the
reasons for why.

Some of us — and 1 include myself i n that group — have a
problem with that 1 i ne of reasoning. I come here this morning
because I think 1 ‘m an expert i n nat; onal security and 1 don 8t say
that loosely or lightly. For the past 14 years of my 1 i fe, I have
been working with homeless i ndivi duals. I bel i eve that some of us
have a perspective on the national security that is far more real
than other peopl e!s.

In my heart of hearts if I felt that if a bomb could help me and
secure this nation, then I would be in favor. However, I think
there is a problem with the national security. I think we are in
danger and I think we do have a dilenm!a. Would that it could be
that simple that a bomb would make i t better. However, i t,s too
simplistic, it’s not the answer. We do have a problem with national
sec. ri ty, but the answer does not 1 ie in bombs.

Several before me have defined the enemy. 1, too, have my
definition of the enemy. It is not out there over there or in some
other country. That is not the enemy. The enemy is much like a
n?ti on whi ch al 1 ows not hundreds, not tens, not thousands, but
m?ll ]ons of people to be homeless in this nation, It is a nation
whi ch al 10“S peopl e to 1 ive i n substandard housing, to be
i 1 l-equipped for jobs and to be il l-educated.

The national security is at threat and a bomb is not going to
make i t better. I think if we donat look at the situation on a very
1 arge seal e and some of us who are opposed to this are sometimes
accused of being naive and simplistic, however, the contrary is
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true. For some of US, we see life much more holistically and see
much nmre of a connectiveness of 1 i fe. For those of US tio see a

connection in I i fe, the problem is that bombs do not help. They do
not solve, they just destroy.

1 think the national security is a risk. 1 think we need to
seriously look at our priorities and 1 think we seriously have to
look at fiat i t’s going to take to make this nation a better nation.

NY feeling is that we are going to have to do so~thi ng. We
are not tal king, as I said, of hundreds of thousands of people wfIo
are ill-equipped to mnage daily life, we are talking about millions
and that 1s a federal number. He are tal king mil 1 ions of people *o,
on a daily level , have nothing really to live for. I think the
worse scenario is the quality of 1 ife will be so poor jn this
country that the easy answer wi 11 be a bomb. What an 1 rony. That’s
not an answer.

So, we don’ t want to get to the point ever here this nation is
so ill-equipped that the quality of life is so poor that it’s almst
easier to put us out of our misery. 1 would rather see the
priori ties shifted. I would rather see that we pay attention to
som of the people i n our own society whose problems are so great
and so grave and are so growing in a population that the national
securi ty rests on our ohn selves.

We are the enemy. He don’ t have to go outside of our borders.
Thank YOU.
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C-27 STATENENT Of ~ EkKIN

MS. ELKIN: Hy n- is Nora El kin and I represent the students
of South Carol ins. I realize that I’m only 16 and I don’ t have the

c-27-01 ability to vote, but I’O still i~~t because in a few years I Cowaents noted.
will be able to vote and I mn”t uait. I” 11 j- at the chance to
vote.

I‘ ❑ 01 d enough to ual k outside and 1oak at the grass ad the
trees and the stream running through * -S and animals and the

sky and I -t to show those things to my children and my

grandchi 1 drem. f don’ t want to die before that ti - COES along. I

don’ t want to die f roa s-thing that I can stop right now or hope

to stop, if you all listen to us. -se there hasn’ t been nun y

people sitting here going. I think the restart is iqortant, I think

ve should restart. I think it”s wrong.

I think it’s iqortant that each of us realizes that we have

children to think of. It’s not just us and *M w die it will be

over. I how it will P on.

I W 11 cut this short and just say I oppose the restart. I
oppose my children not being able to see the beauty outside because
of a bti or &cause of tri ti -.
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C-28 STAT2HENT Of =LI~ S- ~TON
P.O. WX 512

MCCLELWLLE, S.C. 294S6

an tile ~
Statmt for Savannah River Plant Es

fty m is ~linda Stone Mrtm. I a a native of the
southeast ragion of the U. S., born in Tennessee, raised in Kentucky,
Georgia, and fkarth Carolina, resident for mny years in the
Appalachian muntai ns of Tennessee and Virginia. Most recently, I
have been uorki ng in volunteer burri cane recovery efforts in
HCC1el 1anvi 11 e, South Carolina. I should add that I have 1 i ved i n
tbe vicinity of the Oak Ridge weapons faci 1 i ty and the sub-fuel

n plant in Em”n, TN.
~

u) I have three children and t~ grandchildren and 1 have worked
w as a teacher, cmni ty organizer, and wi ter, amng other jobs. I

have a 1au degree f rrn the Wiversi t y of Tenussee and am 1 i tensed
to practice 1 aw there.

I am very concerned about protecting the envi mnnent for
ourselves and for future generati ens, and have wrked for different
envi m-ntal causes and for an envi _&l 1auyer. I a
concerned, as uel 1, about the need for adequate housing and have
worked vi th ktabi tat for Ifumni ty, headquartered i n Pmeri cus, G4 to
build houses for people in nee4.

You are going to bear P1enty of scientific facts and
math~ti cal statistics today. I nant LO talk instead about the
feel i ngs of the hunan heart and soul and about humn needs.

C-20-01 kloth of the concerns I mtioned — substandard housing and Section 4.1 of this EIS addresses, analyzes fully,
envi m-ntal degradation — are 1 inked either directly or and bounds the environmental impacts of the
indirectly to the Savannah River Plant and other ~apons production continued operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors,
facili ties, and that is why I - here today to ask YOU to 1 isten including the resumption of production after an
for a ~nt to ❑y concerns. me root cause of bath of these extended outage.
problems, I bel i eve is excessive swding for mi 1 i tary purposes,
ui th correspond ng i mdequate spending for social needs.
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C-2B-02 The restart of reactors at the Savannah River Plant wi 11 only
serve to exacerbate these problems, to mke them worse. The restart
wi 11 cause more dwge to the Savannah River envi ronwnt. The
restart wil 1 channel more funds into the production of weapons and
corresponding y wi 11 take funds needed for housi ng.

We do not need to have those reactors restarted. Instead we
need a cl caned-up, heal thy and bounti ful natural envi ronment.
Especial ly do many Black people and others who work at lo+paying
jobs, with wages insufficient to support the costs of decent rental
housing or home ownership, need to be considered when decisions are
made that U1 tin!atel y affect the federal budget for government
housing programs and home loans. Money spent for weapons production
is money that is “ot available for housi ng and other human needs.
We need a “e” defi ni tion of national securi ty, one that is concerned
wi th meeting needs of people a“d the pl anet rather that produci ng

o
weapons.

1
% In recent years and months, the international political scene
m C-2B-03 and the prospect for arms control has improved tremendously. The

rationale for a number of weapons systems has simply evaporated.
Congress has recognized this a“d is cutting funds for weapons
producti on. The tri ti urn produced at the Savannah River Plant won, t
be needed. But decent housing wil 1 continue to be needed.

How then can you justify the expenditure of huge amounts of
money for the conti nui “g operation of the bomb factory? The money
that is used for wages and n!aterials in the military industrial
cDmpl ex COU1 d better be spent for wages and mterials in the hums
services sector.

The bomb plant should be scaled back, not geared up. The
envi ronmental degradation that has al ready occurred should be
cl caned up, not added to by a restart.

The Savannah River Plant has become a hindrance rather than a
help to the people of this region. We in the southeast should m
be requi red to bear a disproportionate burden of the danger and the
disease of nuclear weapons.

Response

The current potabi 1 i ty of Savannah River water i n
rel ation to radioactive ty ref 1 ects the enti re prior
discharge history of SRS as well as fallout
deposition from prior decades. The river water and
aquatic and mrine species are now and have been
well ~ithin applicable radioactivity standards for
human i “gestion, and there is no reason to expect
that situation wi 11 change i n the future (SavannahR.”

e Envi ronwntal eoo rt for 19=
WSRC-RP~9-59-l ) Risk assessments and ‘
envi ronmental st”di es have accounted for potential
cumulative impacts res”l ti ng from K-, L-, and
P-Reactor operation.

Please see the response to Cement C-01-01 on the
need for tri tium. The need for nucl ear weapons is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

Last week I connnented at the hearings in Savannah because I had
lived in Savannah as a child and feel close to the city and the
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place. Travel ing back from Savannah to Charleston County 1 couldn’ t
help but contrast the remarkable natural and architectural b@auty of
Savannah with the area that was devastated by Hurri cane Hugo.

C-28-04 But then I thought about the si 1 ent deadliness of uncontrol 1 ed Sections 4.1 .2.1 and 4.1 .2.2 of the EIS discuss
radiation from uranium, plutonium, and tri tium and 1 realized that radioactive releases from normal operations at SRS;
the level iness of Savannah is very much at risk. There may al ready Section 4.1.2.6 discusses health effects.
be i reversible damage that may ultimtely be even more destructive
than Hugo despite the fact that we can’ t see i t with our eyes 1 i ke
we see the damage from Hugo. The bomb plant is like a worm inside
an appl e that looks good on the outsi de unti 1 the rot takes over.

I think we ought to regard Hugo as some kind of warning from a
di vine force tel 1 ing us to clean up our act. I believe that God -
The Great Spirit - Yahweh - The Col 1 ective Mind - Mother Earth -
Gaia - The Goddess - whoever or whatever you believe i n - is angry
because of the mess and the injustice we’ ve perpetrated on the
B1 essed Creation, our Planet Earth. If we continue to put military
might before human needs, i f we continue to destroy ourselves with
cancer and other diseases caused by radiation, tio wil 1 be left in
the end to appreciate the awesome wonder of the natural world or the
bri 11 i ant design of some human works?

Savannah River is a good place to start the massive cleanup and
the setting of new priorities that are needed if Earth and the
humanity She makes possible are to
down !

survive. Keep the reactors shut

Thank you.
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C-29 STATEffENT OF REGINA TURETZKY

MS. TURETZKY: My name is Regina Turetzky and 1 ‘m represent ng
❑ysel f. I was not going to speak this nnrni ng, but since we were
given another section of time, I felt that my voice should be heard
too

C-29-O 1 1’ ve heard ovetielming reasons not to start up the reactors at
Savannah River Plant al 1 morning long. 1 hope that ODE Nil 1 1 i sten
to the voices of the people.

Last December, 1 went on a tour of the Savannah River Plant
wi th the League of Uomen Voters. I was shocked to learn that the

C-29-02 hal f-1 i fe of the by-product of tri ti “m is 1,000 years. This waste
material was placed on cerami c sheets and stored on si te. It is

o hoped they can be moved to a muntai n in the West, but no state i n
the West wants it. It is so disturbing to realize with this

2 production for our national defense we wil 1 be us{ ng a product that
0 wi 11 be with us for thousands of years and can cause untold damages

to our future generations and to those 1 ivi ng now.

It is a shame that there cannot be a referendum for South
Carol i na, Georgia and North Carolina, those areas most affected by
SRP. Instead, we must rely on your discretion. P1 ease 1 i sten to
the voice of reason, the voice of the people. Do not start up the
reactors at Savannah Ri ver.

Please see the response to Cement C-01-03 on public
cements.

The Defense Haste Processing Faci 1 i ty, which is
scheduled to begin operation in 1992, wi 11 convert
high-level waste, not tritium, into an essentially
i nsoluble form not subject to envi ro”mental
transfer. The associated sal tstone plant for
processing 10W-1 evel waste f ram high-1 evel waste
tanks began operation in June 1990. The hal f-life
of tritium is 12.3 years.

,, ,,,,,,, ,., ,,,,,, , ,,,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,, : ,,, ,,,,,,, ,.,, , ,,, ,,, : ,, ,,
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C-30 STATENENT OF ROBERT GUI LO

m. GUI LO: Thank you, sir. My nan is Robert Guild,
G-U-I-L-D. 1 ‘m a Columbia attorney and I represent the Energy
Research Foundati on.

In part, in a federal court proceeding enti tied, -
ear ac~lltles ~. my

cements with regard to the envi ronmental impact analysis for the
reactor restart, Savannah River Plant, wi 11 address primril y the
flaws in that environmental analysis that flow from the failures by
the Safety Board to adequatel Y assess the safetY Of the reactOrs ‘Or
restart.

I understand YOU have heard substantial cO~nt frOm thOse whO
have testified today and in other hearings about the lack of benefit

y C-30-D1 from this federal action. That is, the lack of need for further P1 ease see the response to Co-nt C-01-D1 on the
defense nuclear materials from the proposed restarted Savannah River need for tri ti urn and other nuclear materials.

2
. reactors.

It’s apparent to nmst members of the krican public that in
this era i t‘s si~l y unjustifiable to continue to produce defense
“uclear materials. Let w address, however, the other side of the
cost benefit equation and that is the cost of these reactors.

Congress found the United States Department of Energy woeful 1 y
lacking in a number of the public participation and procedural
safeguards necessary to assure the safe restart of these reactors.
In the basis of those widespread failures, created an independent
regulatory body charged with the mission of overseeing the safety of
these faci 1 i ties. This body was the Oefense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board.

in hearing on the confirmation of its chai nnan, John Conway,
and in Senate hearings leading up to the adoption of the legislation
creating the board, it was clearly understood and to the maximm
extent possible, this Oefense Nuclear Faci 1 i ti es Safety Board should
function optimal 1y the way the Nuclear Regulatory CO~i ssi On
functions with regard to private conanercial nuclear power reactors.

C-30-02 Time and agai”, we have heard Secretary Watkins comi t, in OOE operates the SRS reactors i“ conipl ia”ce with its

principle, to comparability, that the reactors at Savannah River and own safety cri teria, whi ch are comparable (but not
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other defense nuclear faci 1 i ties should meet standards at least as identical ) to those the NRC applies to comrcial
stringent as the comerical nuclear industry. nuclear power facil i ties. Al so, please see the

response to Connnent C-02-O 1 on safety oversight.

Assurance that such comparability is achieved is only possible

through a stringent and independent process to oversee and determine

that the Department has met those safety goals. Unfortunately, the

Oefense Nuclear Faci 1 ity Safety Board’s process and oversight is
fatal 1 y flawed and because that process is flawed, the Department is

unable to accurately access the true costs in terms of public health
and safety of the deci sion to restart these reactors.

Ironi call y, tiile both Cha+ rman Conway of the Defense Nuclear,
Faci 1 i t y Safety Board and Chairman John T. Ahern, f ormr Chai -n of

the NUC1 ear Regulatory Comi ssion and Chairman of the Department’s
Advisory Cormni ttee on Reactor Safety, confi tm that i t is thei r
judgment that the Safety Board should function 1 i ke the Nuclear Section 2.1 .3.3 of the EIS describes the powers,
Regulatory Conanission, the reality has been far different. functions, and some recent reconnnendations of the

DNFSB. Its positions on the appl icabi 1 ity to the
The Oefense Nuclear Facility Safety Board has formally taken functioning of the FOIA or the “Sunshine Actt( are

the position that i t is not subject to the most basic, open beyond the scope of this EIS.
government 1 aws that assure that its deci sion-mking is both open to
the public and ultimately that its decisions are effective. The
Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board insists that i t is not subject
to the Freedom of In fonnati on Act nor to the Sunshine Act.

The FOIA, the Freedom of Information Act, is a hallmark of open
government legislation because i t assures that government meets only
after givi ng noti ce to the publ ic, invi ting the publ i c’s attendance,
promulgates its general rules of operation, so that the public knows
how i t does its business. It mkes available public records so that
the public can observe and independent y judge the effectiveness and
accountabi 1 i ty with tii ch the government does the publ i c‘s business.

The governwnt, in the Sunshine Act, assures that meetings and
decisions mde by government bodies are not uade in smoke-filled
rooms behind closed doors, but instead are made on the public record
after noti ce and an opportunity for the publ i c to attend and observe.

Incredibly, the Oefense Nuclear Facility Safety Board insists
that i t is not subject to either of these open government laws.
Ironical 1 y the Department of Energy itself acknowledges that i t must
be subject to the Freedom of In formti on Act and the Sunshine Act.
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Ironical 1 y, Chai tman Ahern’s Advisory Safety Board, i t too
complies with the Freedom of Information Act and Federal Advisory
Comi ttee Act that assures, 1 i ke the Sunshine Act, that meetings are
held i n the open.

So, Congress had gotten this strange beast with the Safety
Board of a faci 1 i ty that is less responsive and less open than the
very department it was intended to reform. This is simply
unacceptable.

We get, as a product of the Safety Board(s decision making
terse, conclusory, one page sets of reconanendations, wherein the
cormneri cal industry, those same subject rotters would be included i n
.vol”mes of hundreds of pages of detai 1. We are asked as members of
the public, who have no ability to participate i n the Safety Board’s
process, to connnent on these terse, conclusory recomendati ens. In
due course, we mke our conunents.

For example, Energy Research Foundation and the National
Resources Oefense Council commented on March 29; 1990, on a set of
recomndations publ i shed by the Safety Board. We prefaced our
cements as follows: Our connnents are necessarily y circumscribed by
the Board’s fail ure to provide access to Board meetings and
information on which these recommendations are based, including, but
not 1 imi ted to, reports from consultants or contractors to the
Board, notes andlor minutes of meetings with consultants or
contractors, reports from the Department of Energy or Westinghouse
to the Board, notes and for minutes of meetings with 00E or
Westinghouse, notes and/or minutes of Board discussions on these
recommendations.

Wi thout access to the Board’s del iterations or the above
information, we are unable to fully and fairly judge the overall
adequacy of the Board’s reconnnendations, nor can we accurately gauge
whether addi tional reconnnendations are “arranted. In substance
then, i t is impossible for even the most active and interested
members of the publ ic to adequately parti cipate i n the Board)s
acti vi ti es.

Just one example, the Board, i n its first set of
recommendations, incredibly found that the Savannah River Plant was
located i n Georgia. We gave them an instant instruction in
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geography and pointed out to th- that the faci 1 i ti es they were
supposedly nuking safe = i n south Carol ins, i n our hous. That
kind of error, A+ ch is just si~le, fundamental , should have not
occurred in the product of tie Board “s activi ti es,. its final
reco~ndati ons.

If w had an open process, the first day that a Board member
had a meeting and said, ‘It’s goad to be talking about the Savannah
River Plant here in ~rgia, = he wuld have heard from the publi c
that his geography has S1 ightl y erroneous.

How many other errors of a technical and safety significant
nature are buried i n the reports and consultants’ documents that we
have yet to see?

We urge the Department of Energy to recognize that the process
C-30-04 that 1cads to restart is fund-ntall y fl+, that the Defense DOE is fol 1 owi ng the NEPA process in its assessment

Nuclear Faci 1 i ty Safety Board that Congress establ i shed to provide of the envi ronmental consequences of K-, L-, and
independent, regulatory oversight of the safety of these faci 1 i ti es P-Reactor operation; the ONFSB wi 1 T provide input
design and construct on, has not yet begun to conduct its activities into the 00E Record of Oecision.
i n a fashion that m 11 assure i ts effectiveness. Let al one, a
fashion that vi 11 give the public confidence that its work is
accountable e and responsive.

We ask you, therefore to decide ‘no= on the question of reactor
restart on the basis of these flaus in the envi ronuental anal ysis of
the costs versus the benefits of this action. W bel i eve that the
no restart decision is requi red by the Y&tional Environmental PoT i CY
Act for those reasons.

Thank yOU .
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C-31 STATENENT OF CNARLOTTE SP=

MS. SPEPJ(ER: Ny n= is Charlotte Speaker. I care here very
ill-informed or at least less so, I feel , than many other ~ple
here about the current situation concerning the Savannah River Plant.

I was very moved by the coqass i on and concerns she- by those
who ui sh to stop the reopening of the P1ant. I feel fortunate that
there are peapl e such as these on this earth and” such as yourself

C-3141 that provide a forum for 1 i stening. For if 1 istening is ~at YOII Please see the response to Co-nt C-01-03 on public
are doing, Savmnah River P1ant wi 11 not reopen. Cqnts .

Thank YOU.
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C-32 STATENENT OF J. WILLIAM HOLLIOAY
THE AGRICULTURE COWISSION OF S. C

15TH JUOICIAL CIRCUIT

Statement delivered by J. Wi 11 i am HoI 1 i day at the Public Hearing
June 5, 1990 on the Draft Envi ronwntal Impact Statement (OEIS) for
Continued Operation of K-, 1-, and P-, Reactors at the Savannah
River Site in Ai ken, South Carol ins.

My n- is Uilliam Holliday. I’m from Galivants Ferry, S.C. I
represent Horry and George tom counties on the State Agri CU1 ture
Commission. This evening, however, I ‘m not speaking for or on
behalf of any group or organization or in fact for anybody or any
group now 1 iving i n South Carol ins. Instead I am speaking on behalf
of those who have not yet been born. Maybe the ones I speak for
won at be born for another forty or fifty years. I don Ot know. All
I know is I probably wn’ t be around then, so I had better say tiat
1 have to say now.

what concerns me mst about restarting the reactors at the Savannah The EIS discusses atmosphere c and 1 iqui d releases of
River Plant is that experts say these machines inject mre tri tium tritium at SRS in Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4. I.2.2: it
i nto the biosphere~ani ng anything that 1 ives, breathes, eats, discusses health effects in Section 4. I .2.6. Please
cl:l~:=mre tri tium than al 1 the other nuclear reactors in the U.S.

I understand that Dr. Karl Z. Morgan, the 1 eadi ng health
see the response to cement C-13-01 on health risks.

physicis~ in this country, has called this amunt of tritium
injected into us South Carol inians anoutrageous”.

men you consider the fact that tri tium is a genetic toxin, an
outrageous amount of triti urn is downright scary. It’s scary because
scientists can’t predict *at genetic toxins like tritium will do to
our chroamsoms, our oNA, can’ t say what they wi 11 do unti 1 a couple
of generations down the 1 i ne, say forty or fifty years from now.

And *at a precious thing this ONA is, this gift of 1 ife we pass on
to our children. Guy tturchie, the great biologist and scientist,
says that the “essence of the chi Id is i ts genes. (hi ch are) the
mysterious blueprints of growth and development, of physical mental
and spiritual unfoldment .ll This famus scientist says further that
i f you ‘twere to translate the coded messages of a single human cell
i nto Engl i sh, they would fi 11 a thousand -volumed 1 ibrary. ”
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The question we ask today is how ~ch genetic toxin or tri tium, can
we absorb before i t al ters our ONA, the “golden thread” that 1 inks
us to the origin of 1 i fe itsel f? And how many generations wil 1 have
to wait to see *at rotations, i f any, wi 11 occur in the physical
and mental development of thei r children and grandchildren?

As I say, mst of us won’t be around to find out. Maybe nothing
wi 11 happen. Or maybe the kind of thing that happened to the farm
aninuls at Chernobyl wil 1 happen: I.ime mgazine says CO1ts were
born with eight legs, deformed lower jaws, disjointed spinal cords;
that 197 freak calves were born, som with defowd skulls,
distorted nmuths, some with no eyes.

What about human babi es? What wi 11 happen to them fifty years f rorm
now? ttaybe nothing. Or mybe the kind of thing that happened at
Love Canal wi 11 happen: According to physicist Brian Swim, 36
pregnant women were exposed to genetic toxins at Love Canal Only
five of those pregnancies were no-l. Some babies were born dead,
some babies were born without ears, one baby girl was born with two
rows of teeth i n one jaw, and one baby was born wi thout a face.

In conclusion, Wat all this horror says to me is that we’d best not
tread on hal 1 owed ground: He 1d best not release any nmre of this
tri tium, this genetic toxin, into the biosphere, into us ourselves.
He owe this mch to that from hi ch we come. We owe this much to
those *O will come after us. I hope the Department of Energy wi 11
think long and hard—way into the future—before restarting the
reactors of the Savannah River P1 ant.
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c-33

c-33-o 1

C-33-02

C-33-03

STATEMENT OF LYN PHILLIPS
610 CAPITOL PLACE

COLUMBIA, SC 29205

My name is Lyn Phill ips. I am a lifelong resident of the state
of S.C. and have lived in Columbia for 12 ears.

{
I am a social

worker with a rester!s degree and have wor ed to provide critical
human services to the poor i n our state for al 1 of my professional
life. It is from this experience that I would like to express my
earnest opposition to the restart of SRP’S reactors. South Carol ina Comnents noted.
is one of the poorest states i n the nation. We have the thi rd
highest infant mortality rate in the U.S. (This rate is one of the
most sensitive indicators of the health of a people). We rank 51st
i n the nati on in terms of qual i ty of 1 ife and opportunity for women
citizens. These facts are only a few of the shameful health,
education, and poverty stati sties our state must claim. . . and many
of our citizens must LIVE daily “ithout relief and with little hope
of change.

The more I grow as a human being, as a spi ritual person, and as
a thinking, rational being. . . the more insane our state’s priorities
become. We have a wonderful state. . . beautiful and varied i n
envi ronment and RICH i n i ts people. But those in power have denied
or i gnored o“r cri ti cal humn needs and the unequal society we 1 ive
in by prioritizing the building of nuclear weapons. In an age of
enhanced working relationship ps between the superpowers, why do we The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond the scope of
conti nue to ~ke this terrible. choi ce? An U1 timtel y catastrophe c this EIS.
choice! It seems to me that the legislators and businessmen tio
“SELL S.C. OUT!! must practice massive denial of their humanity daily
in order to continue to support SRP. . . “bile literally denying IMnY
of their constituents life.

1 wi 11 not enumerate the well-known safety issues proven by
practical experts. The consequences of the risks we take are beyond
description. Not o.1 y do those in power CHOOSE to deny these
consequences. . . they CHOOSE for n!any of our citizens a continuing
1 i fe of poverty and hopelessness and poor health. As a South Please see the response to Comnt C-13-01 on heaT th
Carol i nian, a stepmother, and a social worker steeped i n the reality risks.
of 1 i fe for too mny people i n our state. . . 1 appeal to you to
choose LIFE. I oPPOSE THE RESTART OF THE SRP REACTORS.
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c-34 STATEMENT OF PAULINE REIMERS

c-34-o1

C-34-03

C-34-04

My name is Pauline Reimers and I am speaking as a concerned
resident of South Carol i na. 1 represent no organization.

1 sat in on this mrning’s meeting and I came away with very
mixed emtions. 1 was singularly impressed by the tirelessness of
the people who spoke. It was enorrnousl y encouraging to hear people
who apparently have voiced thei r opposi ti on to Savannah River Site
time, after time, after time. And yet, 1 couldn’ t escape the
feel i ng that they were not at al 1 sure that anybody was 1 i steni ng to
them. Rather 1 i ke knocking on the hal 1 door of a house i n which al 1
the 1 i ghts are on and yet somehow you get the feeling there’s nobody
at home. 1 think we could look at that “somebody” who is absent
from the house as The Voice of Reason. Where is The Voice of Reason
in al 1 of this? And, as I look at you two gentlemen here this
eveni ng, I wonder i f The Voi ce of Reason sti 11 1 ives wi thi n You?

It doesn’ t take a genius or a nuclear physicist to see that
using an obsolete and highly dangerous faci 1 ity to produce something
that is not needed and US1 ng enormous sums of money to do this, is
insanity.

I would 1 i ke to spend these brief minutes focusing on one
aspect of the nuclear industry, and, this is: how do we cope with a
major radiation release? I want to raise the issue of what do “e do
when a major radi ation release occurs from one or more of the
reactors at the Savannah River Si te?

This issue has becom important to me as a result of research I
did as part of an advanced degree at the University of South
Carol i na here in Columbia. I spent over a year-and-a-half
researching the response of Western Europe to the Soviet nucl ear
power plant accident at Chernobyl .

The Chernobyl acc{dent is significant here because i t involved
the greatest release of radioactivity ever experienced by the earth
at one time. I want to emphasize, however, that a major radiation
rel ease is a mjor disaster, regardless of whether its source is a
privately owned nucl ear power plant or a government run nuclear
weapons faci 1 i ty. It !s fl extremel y dangerous.

Please see the response to Conunent C-01-03 on public
connnents.

P1 ease see the response to Cement C-01-01 on the
need for tri ti urn and other nuclear materials.

As descri bed in Section 3.9 of the EIS, 00E has an
emergency preparedne~s plan in pla$e i n the unlikely
event of a major rad~ation release.

Please see the response to Con!ment C-14-02 on
Chernobyl . Section 4.1 .3.1 of the EIS discusses
possi bi 1 i ties of reactor accidents at SRS.
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I ‘m not a physical scientist so I was not our measuring 1 evels
of radioactivity in soils, water, and foods. What I did do was 100k
at how national governments and larger organizations such as the
European Comnuni t y coped with the radioactive f al 1-out. I 1 ooked at
how they coped with this deadly pol Tuti on that travel 1 ed thousands
of miles.

I embarked on my research with the basic idea that the European
Conanuni ty, which is deeply comitted to nuclear power, and the
European national governments that are 1 ikewi se comi tted, would
therefore have workable plans for deal ing with a nucl ear disaster.
After all , comon sense told me, one doesn’ t create a technology as
horri fyi ngl y dangerous as the nuclear industry without also
developing a system for dealing with the inevitable acci dents that
wi 11 occur, whether because of equipment fail ure or humn error.
But, that is precisely what we have done.

The Europeans were no better able to cope with the fal l-out
than were the Soviets.

The Soviet governmnt was severely criticized by the West for
what was perceived as being a reluctance to divulge i nforn!ation on
the accident. While, initially, they may not have rushed to spread
information beyond their own borders, much of the si 1 ence was due to
i gnorance. The Soviets did not know then, and still do not know
today, what are the effects of a large radiation release on the
people, the soils, the water, the food. But, we in the West are no
wi ser.

The Soviets evacuated about 120,000 people in the days and
weeks after the accident. Six weeks ago, they appropriated fuoding
to evacuate a further 200,000. And this, gentlemen, is 4 years
after the radiation release.

Why the delay? One of the n!ain reasons is that they were
wai ti ng for high radiation 1 evels to drop, but they haven’t.
Another major factor is that they don’ t know how radiation behaves
in the life systems of this planet. But we in the West do not know
a“y better. Humnkind of the late 20th century is unable to cope
wi th the problems nuclear faci 1 i ties generate.

At the time of the Three Mile Island accident here in this
country i n 1979, the Chai nnan of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,,, ,. ,,, ,,, ,,, ,, , ,,,, ,,,, ,,,
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C-34-05

n

L. C-34-06
.

(NRC) ~ai d: ~,Me are ~Perati ng almost total lY i n the bl ind. The

Governor’s information is ambiguous, mine is non-existent and - I
don’ t know - i t‘s 1 i ke a COUP1 e of blind men staggering around
inking decision s.”

Quite frankly, we have no way of dealing with a major nuclear
acci dent because there K m effective way of dealing with a major
radi atio” release. And no Environmental Impact Statement on the
face of this earth can effective y address this issue today.

Using risk calculations of known reactor accidents worldwide
over time, there is a 70% probability of a serious accident
occurring every 5.4 years and a greater than 95% probabi 1 ity that a Section 4.1 .3.1 of the EIS presents
major nucl ear accident wi 11 occur wi thin the next 20 years. These severe accidents at SRS reactors.
statistics were computed by a highly respected English consul tancy
firm in 1986. And we have al ready used-up 4 years of those precious
20.

the risk of

The Savannah River Si te’s reactors are ancient antiquities in As indicated in Section 2.1.2 .3.2 of the EIS, 00E
very unstable and precarious condi tion. The maximum 1 i fe span of a has identified no life-limiting mechanism for the
nucl ear reactor is around 30 years; S.R. P’s are close to 40 years SRS reactors, which differ subst?nti ally i n design
old. The K. L. and P. reactors at S. R.S. ouaht to be and ot.erat~ na modes from comerclal vower reactors.
deconnni ssioned, not put back into use. That-South Carol i na’s

,.

envi ronment has been irreparably damaged by the S.R. P. faci 1 i ty is
undi sputed; that many of the people of South Carol ina have been
contaminated by S.R. P. is also undeniable. Is South Carolina also
going to have the distinction of having the first U.S. nuclear
faci 1 i ty to give this country its om major radiation rel ease?

I ‘m not a fortune teller, nor am I a doomsday wrchant, but
1 ooki ng at the facts and balancing them with the odds, the future
does not 1 ook very promi sing for South Carolina and the U.S. i f
reactors K. L. and P. at S.R. S. are restarted. And no Environmental
Impact Statement can truthful 1 y say othenvi se.

Thank you.
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c-35 STATENENT OF SENATOR ERNIE PASSAILAIGUE
REGAROIffi TNE OEPARTNENT OF ENERGY’ S PMS TO RESTART

TNE K, L, m P REACTORS THE SAVM RIVER SITE. ~ 5, 1990

I am Ernie Passailaigue, a citizen of South Carolina, a state
senator and a candidate for Governor. The heal th and safety of this
state’s citizens and future generations and the preservation of our
environment are of paraumunt importance to me. 1 am therefore
compel 1ed to testify against the proposed restart of the aged K. L,
6 P Savannah River Site reactors.

The restart of these Chernobyl age reactors which sti 11 do not
C-3541 meet the current safety standards for co=rci al nuclear reactors is

not reasanabl e and prudent . . . and tien i t comes to acti vi ties that
threaten publ i c and worker health and safety and endanger our
envi ronuent, we must proceed wi th extreme caution.

Rather than restart. I feel we should fol 10N the adv+ ce Of
national security experts, former CIA Oi rectors Mi 11 i am Colby and
Stansf i el d Turner, f o=r Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and former
Defense Secretary Robert McNmra, *o cal 1 for P1 aci ng the reactors
in “CO1 d stand by”.

C-35-02 These experts, as was noted i n the State newspaper, feel that
the Uni ted States has no current need for additional P1utoni um. kd
that i f the Soviet Union and the Uni ted States continue to reduce
their nuclear weapons arsenals that additional tri ti urn is also not
needed.

I am speaking of a “cold stand by” 1 ike that described by
C-3543 Or. Gordoo Thompson. O“e here the reactors wul d be naintai ned and

upgraded. where staff WU1 d be f ami 1 i ar with reactor operations.
Where staff no 1onger I nvol wed i n reactor operations muld b
transferred to “clean up the site and deco~ ssi on the C and R
reactors’s.

There is enough mrk i n the estimated $25 billion environmtal
clean up of SRS that no current +1 oyees should lack for a
equivalent job and new jobs should be created. These should be good
jobs also, for the technology and ski 11s that ~ 11 be r~uir~. tO

C-3544 truly clean up the current mess at SRS will be useful in cleanxng up
other environmental t raged i es i n South Carolina, in other states and

P1ease see the response to Co-nt c-30-02 on 00E
and NRC standards.

P1ease see the response to Cotnaent C-16-02 on the
need for tri ti um and other nuclear materials and the
mrld ~political situation.

P1ease see the response to Co-nt C-03-04 on CO1d
standby/cold shutdow.

EPA has set rigid requi remnts for workers involved
in the cleanup of hazardous waste sites. 00E has
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in other parts of the world. m ~st also be safe ic.bs. SRS
should become the cutting edge of nuclear and hazardous waste
cleanup.

C-35-D5 A place here true cleanup occurs and where worker health and safety
are f ul 1 y protected. He wst heavi 1 y invest i n cleanup technologies
now. r natl o~u ri tv reaui res i ~!

C-35-06 The Department of Energy should release al 1 past envi ronmntal
monitoring data and all health studies on wrkers at SRS. 7he
publ i c must be aware of the affects SRS has had on South Carolina.
Such i nf orn!ati on is necessary so appropri ate measures can be taken
to 1essen future damage should restart ever becoue necessary.
Additional 1y, all three levels of the Risk Assessment should be
completed and appropri ate sect+ ons subjected to independent review
at the earl i est possible date. We currently have the opportunity to

n f ul 1y understand the impact of restart before w decide to do so.
We must take advantage of it.

L

z South Carol i ni ans have been and continue to be an integral part
of this nation’s defenses. We are a proud and patriotic people and
we deserve to have our national government 1ook after our health and
safety and environmental quality as WI 1 as national security.
Restart i ng SRS reactors now before the Risk Assessment is COW1 ete,

C-35-07 before the reactors can operate at commercial reactor safety 1 evels,
before past heal th and envi ronmntal data have been rel eased and
anal yzed, at a t i ~ Men defense experts say that restarting the
reactors is unnecessary does not make sense to e. The sensible
approach is “cold stand byl}, further study and public scruni t y, and
a massive clean up effort. 00E’s decision ast not diminish the
importance of South Carol i na’s envi ronant and her citizens* health
and safety.

Thank you for your tire.

si mi 1ar requi remnts for its uark,?rs i n a
radi 01 ogi cal envi ronent.

P1ease see the response to Co!noen(t C-05-D3 on waste
management and envi ronmental rest{>rati on.

00E publishes environmental imni ta>ri ng data and
programs annual 1y i n SRS envi ronm?ntal moni tori ng
reports (HSRC, 1989). Appendix B (Section 8.1 .5) of
the EIS describes previous and culrrent

ePi d~i al 09i $al studies of SRS wl:kers and the
general publ I c, and Secretary Uatlci ns has announced
on several occasions that 00E is Irel easi ng the
heal th records of al 1 its -l oye!!s to qualified
researchers. Al so, please see th!? response to
Co-nt C-04-12 on PRA.

P1ease see the response to COWnt C-01-02 on safety.

.,. ,...,. —
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C-36 STATEKNT OF HAUREEN NERY

In the June issue of Harper’s wgazine there is a brief excerpt from

a memrandum prepared dai 1y by 00E of ficia7s for Secretary James
Watkins. This particular rnem, dated March 12, was accidental y

sent to the offices of the nation’s 50 governors, instead of the 00E
regional offices. The responsible e e~loyee was fi red, but Harpers
got the mm. Here are two i terns from it:

1. Westinghouse Savannah River Company issued a nonconformance
report hen it discovered that seismic support U-bolts were
missing from supple~ntary safety injection 1 ines at L -
reactor.

2. 00 E/OSHA inspectors found three energized bare wires in
Bui 1 di ng 105 at P-reactor. Classified as i mi nent danger
and wi res made safe. Investigation ongoing.

The biggest question in my mind here is not “What exactly is the
effect of mi ssing sei smi c Mol t supports, or energized bare wi res, ”

C-36-O) though I shudder to think. But the biggest question is “my was
that employee f i red?” If dai 1 y menms are so secretive at DOE that
you can lose your job by sending them to the wrong people [ the
nation, s governors) hat exactly are we being told and what is being
kept from us? Are you surprised at this lack of faith? If somone
1 ies to YO” on mre than one occasion, don 1t you have 1 ess
inclination to believe you, re getting the full truth the next time?

It was with similar skepticism that I examined the draft EIS,
C-36-02 extracted under the legal duress of an Energy Research Foundation

lawsuit. As t struggled to understand hat was written, I
continual 1 y wondered what was not there: secret WRIOS, edits, and
outright omissions. 1 also wondered about words 1 i ke “signi fi cant ,“
as i“ ,,no ~igni~iCa”t~f~k~,,,,,red”ced, ,, as in “reduced air

qual ity ,“ and “detectable(’ as in “no detectable impact .4( Such
atii guous phrases mke me suspicious that there are many safety
issues at SRP that should in truth be cal 1 ed “danger issues.!! OOE1s
own SRP Tiger TeaIJI and Hr. Uatkins himsel f conf i rm my suspi cions.
The Tiger Team report was released Apri 1 26, siml taneous to the
EIS, and the departmnt itself admitted that mny probl ems are not
resolved.

The employee in question was not discharged; he was
reassigned to another posf tion because he comni tted
securi ty infractions. DOE has since initiated a
policy of open distribution of these daily mms.

Before the lawsuit was fi led, 00E informed the
Energy Research Foundation of its intent to prepare
an EIS on reactor operation. On JU1 y 9, 1990, the
Federal Oistrict Court in the Oistrict of Columbia

dismissed the lawsuit without prejudice. Also,
PI ease see the response to Comnt C-O 1-02 on safety.
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Now I$m “o scientist. When 1 read i n your report that 83excess

cancer fa~al i ty i n the population wi thin 80 kilometers would be

8.8 x 10-s per year, ,, I had to call somebody to ask i f that’s a lot
or a little. when I found out it!s a little, scientifically

C-36-03 speaking, I thought there’s no such thing as a 1 i ttle, personal 1 y
speaking. When all the fi gures are in and checked by objective
sources outside the Department of Energy or Westinghouse, even i f
the increase is statistically small , is it worth it? Letls go back
to your word; significant, which you applied in a mere statistical
sense, to the problems of an area, state, or an entire
civilization. What is really significant is people, individuals,
and i n this case, avoi ding preventable e huwn tragedy. If even one
person gets cancer because of what happens at the Savannah River
Plant, it is significant and detectable. If my sister or my child
or I get cancer, its not slight, or statistically insignificant to
me. It kills.

y C-36-04 It doesn, t take a scientific mind to real ize that there are
. many risks here - smal 1 as they appear in OOE reports, or large as

z they loom in my i magi nati on. There are risks not only to health,
but to 1 i fe and the earth itself. We kno” this because we have seen
the tragic consequences, most obviously at Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl One risk, for example, is the cooling tower for the

C-36-O 5 K-reactor, which is not up to the Clean Air Act thermal discharge
standards. What menace is so powerful , so great, that Westinghouse
is will ing to utterly disregard the standards - your own report says
the new cool i ng tower wona t be finished until January 1993 - to
continue the production of tri tium and pl utoni um? Thi rty years ago,
the answer to that question was clear, and of course the risks were
much 1 ess obvious. The big brown 8ear was stalking the globe, and
we bel ieved i t had to be kept at bay. It was patriotic, noble, and
very lucrative to work at SRP.

But now the bear is faltering, and bargaining for peaceful
coexistence. All over the world wal 1s are crumbling, and the cry of
human freedom is being heard. The people of South Carolina, who
have long been known for their si lent acquiescence or their support
of what they’ ve al ways called the Bomb Plant (no ambi guity there,
for that, quite simply, is hat it is) - these people are also
hearing f reedom”s cry and they are beginning to say: llWe no longer
wish to 1 ive under the tyranny of the Bomb Plant. We don at bel i eve
the risks are necessary. We don 1t want those reactors restarted,

Please see
C-1 3-02 on

Please see
C-34-05 on

the responses to Comments C-13-01 and
heal th risk.

the responses to Comments C-14-02 and
Chernobyl and severe accident risks.

DOE may operate under a Consent Order (B4-4-W) from
the South Carol ina Department of Health and
Environmental Control . OOE is expediting the
construction of the cool ing tower. Section 5.2.5 of
the EIS contains information on compl ia”ce with
water-qual ity requi rements.
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nor do we want any new ones bui 1 t. He want an Environmental IWact
Statement that says clearly and definitively: the SRP environment
is being improved becuase we are putting our efforts, our talent,
and our patriotism into cleaning up the mess we’ ve made. ”

Maureen Nery
Z Trent Drive
Taylors, S.C. 29687
June 5. 1990
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c-37 STATEMENT OF CHARLICE HURST

MS. HURST: My name is Charl i ce Hurst, and I am a member of
YELLE, Young Environmentalists for a Living and Levi ng Earth.

This morning, I heard several people mention that this is not
their first hearing, but in fact, they have been here two and three
times before. MY question is, Acre were your ears the first COUP1 e

C-37-01 of times? Oid you not 1 isten, or did you just care about what was
heard here? In a couple of years, 1 wi 11 receive mY vOti n9 rights.
Supposedly, that wil 1 be the time when I wi 11 be an active member of
this system of democracy. But I am starting to wonder i f that has
any si gni fi cance whatsoever. Right now, 1 am protesting and
fighting the politicians so that *en I am 18, I can see how the
elected PO1 i ticians and then protest and fight them.

o
C-37-02 It makes no sense. I think that this scenario is being played

L
. over and over, where the people talk and the so-cal led leaders
m pretend to 1 isten. I look forward to the day tien our words are not

wasted, our votes are not misused, and our elected officials act in
our best interests, not i n the best interests of the profi t margin.

To make i t worth my tii le to go down and register i n two years.
I am going to have to start seeing some of those basic values
concerning humani ty in the brican PO1 i tical system. The most
connnonly-used excuse that 1 hear for the restart of the Savannah
River plant site reactors is that we need the weapons to protect

C-37-03 democracy in the western hemisphere. But let me tell YOU that the
i nsi stence of the government on acti ng agai nst the well -bei ng of the
people wi 11 be enough to send democracy tumbl ing down around us.
The 1 ess you pay heed to our voices, the more democracy crumbles,
and al 1 You are 1 eft with is your corporations, radiation, and
impend] ng self -annihi lation.

I i “te”d to have a future. In this future, I intend to have
children; not soon, but years down the 1 inc. Leave them a world. I
hate to think of what they wil 1 have if the Savannah River plant is
reopened and nuclear bombs conti nue to be manufactured. Just the
other day, my mother told about when there was no CO1 or TV; 1 can
see having to tel 1 my kids about the days when people were not
phosph~rescent. And it is not just me. Your children WI 11 want

Previous speakers evidently referred to scoping
meetings on the EIS, which were held i n April 1989.
The Oraft EIS addressed the concerns expressed at
those heari rigs. Further, 00E is requi red by law to
consider al 1 substantive comnts on the EIS in its
preparation of the final EIS.

Please see the response to Comment C-37-Ol.

The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.

,,,,,, ,,,. ,,,!, ,,,, ,,, ,. ,,,,,, ,, ,,. , ,,., ,,. ,,,, , ,,, ,,, , ,,, ,., ,, ,, .,,,,, ,,.. ,., ,,
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children too, and they wi 11 be no better off than I am. They have
no shield around them.

If the destruction continues, there will be no distinguishing
between politicians and protesters, social i sts and capitalists,
comuni sts and democrats. Notice that the Cold Mar is over, but
there is still no cure for cancer. I know that you are afraid that
your political system wi 11 topple, but there are those of us who
fear much more. Lend us your ear, mybe you wil 1 understand.
Hopeful 1 y, politicking has not bled you of al 1 humanity.
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C-38 STATEtlENT OF CLAIJOE GILOERT

iiy n- is Claude Gilbert. I m a native of South Carolina. I
am speaking as a taxpayer, business-n, family iMn; and I have done
this before.

C-30-01 00E has got to be redirected away from the New Production This EIS is directed toward the continued operation
Reactor and toward cleanup. Toni ght. we are hearing all the facts. of K-, L-, and P-Reactors at SRS; the NPR is the
1 challenge every one of You to read up on this. It is scar;e:ug~ subject of a separate EIS.
any horror story that you could ever read, and it is true.
wish our elected officials — tiere is our real Governor tonight?
And Mr. President, how did we get in this mess?

I am sorry 00E, you have no credibil i ty with the citizens of
South Carol ina. I am also speaking for citizens of Georgia and
F1 ori da who are going to be affected by the operations at SRP. You
have to be he] d accountable e for the damage. I understand that
Hesti nghouse does not want to be held accountable for any problems
there. Nhen there are fines, the taxpayers pay the fines. And they
say that they cannot operate the plant i f they have to be held
accountable for their actions, That does not quite make sense.

OOEhas 40 years of 1 i es. tiybe som of you rmmber “duck and

cover”; that used to be the way to help yourself in case of nuclear
attack. AI SO, one of their favorites is “at no time is tbe public
in dange r.”

C-30-02 I would also like to talk about the impact. I would like to Section 3.2.5 of the EIS discusses the soci oecanoti c
talk about jobs at SRP, and let us talk about jobs lost. The impacts of the proposed action and its alternatives.
tourism industry is not real big in Chernobyl right now.

And you can imagine the frenzy that this state went through during
Hurri cane Hugo. If there is an accident at SRP, it really is going
to be a problem, not just tourism, but our peaches will not be
growing so wel 1, either.

That is why they probably cal 1 Georgia “the peach state, ” even
though we make ❑ ore of them.

There is also a lot of concern and a lot of citizens feel
helpless about tiat to do. About the only thing that a Private
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C-36-03

citizen can do nm is to boycott the 50 nuclear weapons
manufacturers. That is the only positive thing that you can do, and
probably the .anl y thing that you m 11 get a reaction f ram.

Earlier, you ~ntioned space missions and the plutonium. I
know that I do have the n- of the rocket; I do know that WSA did
shoot 49 pounds of PI utoni um into the air several months ago, and
after it mnt up. after protesting and all, they released a
statemnt saying that they could have used solar power, but they
used the P1 utoni urn instead, at great risk to everyone on the planet.

You also entio”ed cold standby. 1 am sometiat concerned about 00E will decontaminate and decommission its
decommissioning. 1 think that you al 1 have a problem in that area facilities at the appropriate time (i.e. , at the end
because you al 1 do not seem to want to talk about it. I know that a of useful technical service life) .
sinal 1 reactor has been decomi ssi oned. but you never decommissioned
one the size of the nuclear reactors at SRP.

Lastly, I would just like to say that I am on the record as
against the restart of the reactors. Please clean up the mess that Please see the response to Comment C-05-03 on waste
you have al ready made. hd I m sorry that you ai 1 gave management and envi ronmental restoration.
Uestinghnuse seven ❑ill ion dollars today for doing a good job. 1
also want to thank the envi mnu@ntal groups that did this so that we
could talk today. Thank you.
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c-39 STATEMENT OF WI LLIAkl STARNES

c-39-o1

t4R. STARNES: My name is William H. Starnes, and I live in the
northeast direction of all this contamination. Let us stick to the
placement of the plant, and all this other stuff can be covered
later. I am concerned about al 1 the stronti.e90 and plutoni UW239
that is released to the atmosphere. And when you get out there and
make a comnique about the releases, you always refer i t being by
comparing i t to an X-ray. That is just 1 i ke i f you were standing in Sections 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.2, and 4.1.2.6 of the EIS
a clay pit. and I come up and hit you on the head with a clay dump, discuss atmosphere c releases and their health
and I would say, “Wel 1, I hit him with less than background. ” effects to workers and the off site population.

1 am concerned about the cavi ties out there i n the ground. 1
believe that 105-R was bui 1 t over, and i t was taken out of service
because of that, because they had to pour in the fill with
concrete. And al so, these settl i“g basins that they have out there
— I was the one who put the dye i n the systems and found out that
i t was going to dump the contamination and radiation into Three One
Creek, so, they built the settling basins.

Al 1 that contamination out there, and al 1 this contamination
went into the bare ground, untold curies, and there have been
breakthroughs out there of the B-1 ine, where they produce plutonium
- not plutoniu-240, not plutoniuw239. You can take that dot of
graphite and scrape i t off and put i t on an electrical balance. and
put that much PI utoni urn as that graphite dot, there. That is enough
for 2,400 people to have a body buroi ng.

And I am worried about the area where you have got your waste
tanks, and al 1 the cavi ties that you had to fi 11 i n around them. I
want that checked out. And it is in a seismic area. And 1 know
that the cracking of the stainless steel — every one of those
24-i nch valves that went through all those reactors, I devised and I
cleaned them — decontami nated so as to save the government wney.

That area is so obsolete, and you are putting out a lot of
contami nati on, and you are not letting al 1 these people know about
it. And I do not know why the media is letting you all get away
with it. I can give you chapter and verse, but 1 want you to
address out there, the earthquake area and all the contami nation
that is comi “g right over. And when you get a release, you run down
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to OLA, as you know that according to the Department of Agriculture,
the Predominant wind has always been from the southwest to the

I C-39-02

northeast. Oo not go way dow~ to Charleston or
look for something, when you ought to be coming
live.

I think that you have done a shoddy job of
information. and vou have keot it hidden. 1 do

down below there to
there around where 1

letting us know
not know what the P1 ease see the resDonse to Connnent C-35-06 on

heck is coming to-the citize~s here when anybody who is working
there — they do not 1 ive downwind, they wi 11 not move over to

envi ronmental moni ~ori ng reports, effects on human

Aiken, out of the wind pattern.
heal th, and the avai labi 1 i ty of the reports to the

And you build eve”rythi ng over it. publ i c.
If you are going to operate it, let us know what the heck the dpm
per mill iter, and let us make the. darn thing, and tell everything
1 i ke it is. And as far as the hal f-1 i fes of some of these isotopes
out there, you know good and wel 1 that you do not need al 1 that
Stuff
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C-40 STATEMENT OF 00NNA WIGHT

MS. WRIGHT: My name is Oonna Uright, and I am a counselor in
the publ i c schools of South Carol ins. I have spoken before. 1 am
not sure that I understand everything that he was saying, but I do
know that I agree with everything that he said.

There are mny of us who speak of peace a“d rejoice because of
the end of the Cold War. There are a lot of people who are still

tal king though abou~ building bombs. lt must ,be very, very
confusing to the chl ldren ho are growl ng Up ln South Carol i na. It
must be confusing to the other countries when they are looking at
us, talking of peace and this type of thing, but ready to start

bui 1 ding more bombs.

For the last few years, I have read everything that I could get

my hands on and watched everything that I could see that pertai ned

to the Savannah River Plant, the safety there, triti urn, restart+ ng
the reactors, Chernobyl . And based o“ everything that I have read PI ease see the responses to Connnents C-01-01 on the
and everything that I have seen, I am still not convinced that this need for triti”m and C-14-02 on Chernobyl . The need
is the proper thing to do. In fact, 1 am not convi need at al 1. I for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
am convinced that the country that 1 1 ove is wi 11 ing to sacri f ice
the state that I love. It is just real evi dent to m that they are
wi 11 ing to do that. I do not understand that. From all my
research, I do bel i eve that i t is possible that South Carolina could
be the next Chernobyl .

It seems 1 i ke i n South Carol ins, i t is possible that we have to
give up our lives and the children here have to give up their lives
when they are young because of deci sions, unnecessary decisions that
are n!ade in a place as far away as Washington, O.C. that pertain to
our state. In all sincerity, I would like to ask that you consider,
and from the deepest of my heart, please do not play with our 1 i ves
i n South Carol ins. We love our children, we love our friends; do
not play wi th our 1 ives 1 i ke “e are pawns on a chessboard. Thank
you
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C-41 STATEMENT OF ELAINE FRICK

When I first picked up the Oraf t Environmental Impact Statement
I iwdiately went to the section “Purpose and Need for the Proposed
Actionan.

C-4141

I fl i pped back to Appendix A, ‘nNeed for Material” and found an
almost blank page — ‘Iclassi fied information” i t announced.

How can we discuss this issue i f I don’ t have the facts? Must I Please see the response to Comment C-01-01 on the
take for granted the statement that i f reactors K, L, and P were put need for triti um and other nucl ear materials.
in cold standby Immaterial production requi rements would not be met”?

Political alignments and defense needs can change overnight —
witness the comuni st world’s turnabout in these amazing months just
past. I bel i eve the perceptive minds of our societies have seen Please see the response to Conunent C-18-02 on the
Mat even Dr. Seuss described in his children’s parable “The Butter changing world geopol iti cal si tuati on.
Battle Book. ”

The story, briefly, is this: great hosti 1 i ty has developed
between the Yook, and the Zooks over whether you should butter your
bread on the ~ or the -. The Zooks create a fantastic S1 ing
shot; in defense, the Yooks retal i ate with a tri ple-sl ing jigger.
Tensions munt in Or. Suess style as the two sides continue to
create ever-more-fantastic weapons systems to counteract thei r
OppOnent’~ nmst recent creation. There’s a final Yank invention by
the boys In the back room. l,Theylve thought up a gadget that’ s
newer than new. It is fi Tied with mysterious Moo-Lacka-Moo, and can
blow all those Zooks clear to Salamagoo. They’ ve invented the bi tsy
bi g-boy Boomeroo. ‘g But the Zooks create one too. And the book ends
abruptly, each side perched and ready. llWhols going to drop It?qn a
young boy cries. “We’ll see. We will see. ..” is the last reply.

We have been, for all our modern technology, al 1 our
environmental analyses, all our classified production projections,
no wiser than the Yooks and the Zooks. Every word i n this
Environmental Impact Statement presupposes a need to continue not
only to hold a nuclear holocaust threat over the heads of our planet
but to hold a nucl ear contamination threat over the citizens of
South Carolina. Where is our civilization’s wisdom?
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This classified Appendix A is based on outdated 1989 projections
C-41-03 made before many of the recent historic cuts; projections mde Please see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the

before the agreement in the last few days of a cut by 30 percent of need for tritium and other nucl ear materials.
our strategic arsenals.

The environmental impact statement says that, “The primary use
of nuclear materials in defense programs is in buildinq and
maintaining the nati onvs stockpile of nuclear weapons.!!

Friends, our world is no longer i n the sel f-destructive era of
~ ?UC1 ~a~ w@apOns; our wOrld is nO 10nger, i n th@ fatalistic
era of ma] ntalnl ng nuclear weapons. To the cred~ t of our CU1 ture
and hi story, our world is now i n an era of scraoo i na D1 a ns for
producti on of new weapons and ~ the bombs we al ready have.

David Al bri ght of the Federation of Ameri can $ci enti sts
estimtes that there is suff i cient tri tium to meet the requi rements
of 3,000 warheads for 35 years or 1,000 warheads for 50 years.

If there is a need for tri tium and P1 utoni um 238 for non-weapons
purposes, we should accelerate the development and construction of
newer, better desi gned reactors; we must not crank up again the
agi ng. 40-year-old reactors that are far past their prime and ready
for mothballs. We don’t need to continue operating this huge
Faci 1 i ty for the small ~unts needed for non-weapons purposes.

C-41-04 What we must do is this: mintain the reactors in cold standby, Please see the responses to Cownt C-03-04 on cold
keeping employed those needed to maintain the faci 1 i ty and to clean standby and Conanent C-05-03 on waste wnagement and
up the areas al ready contami nated. envi ronmental restoration.

Then we will have done better than the Yooks and the Zooks by
wi sing up and putting down our fists full of bombs, by putting in
CO1 d standby our production reactors.

Thank you.

Elaine Frick
2921 Oceola Street
Columbia, SC 29205
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C-42

C-42-O

o

&
N
.

STATEMENT OF TOM SUMMER

MR. SUMMER: My name is Tom Sumer. I am a United Methodist
minister and a lifelong citizen of, South Carolina, having grown up
near the beautiful banks of the Edl sto River, about 55 or 60 nil es
east of the so-called bomb plant.

In struggling through the very massive document that you Connnents noted
produced, 1 have come up with several general reactions and
impressi ons that come more out of passion and anger. One is the
whole realm of feel ings that get generated by not onl y me, b“t as 1
hear speakers who come up to this microphone, and the variety of
speakers who come up before these various hearings, to me, they
speak very cl early to the fact that the bubble has burst, that the
i nsanity that has guided this nati on for wel 1 40 to 50 years i n
terms of a trek toward death is senseless; the dream has ended. It
is as if we are spending all of our money, even risking our llves
toward pumping up those three dinosaurs that are over there.

When wil 1 the Department of Energy wake up to the fact that
there are encroaching networks, people with hands reaching out to
one another throughout this nation — as we are hearing tonight —
groups throughout this country that are saying, “It’s over.’$

This past sumer, I had the opportunity of being i nvi ted to an
i nternational conference near Prague, Czechosl ovaki a, where were
gathered about 40 people representing the field of pastoral care, a
variety of clergy from eastern Europe, western Europe, North America
and some of the developing nations. To the very person, those
people were looking over the shoulder of 00E, wondering, “When wi 11
DOE wake up? Why is it that this nation, resting on a great deal of
money, weal th and power, is stil 1 continui ng the trek toward death?”

1 also had the opportunity to visit Terisin, one of the
concentration camps during the Second World War — perhaps, many of
you have been through there on visits. It was a chilling visit to
wal k through those chambers, to see where hundreds of peopl e were
wiped out. AS 1 remember my history of hearing about the bomb P1 ant
developing, and as there once was an Ell ington that mysterious y
developed into a new Ellington, 1 get chilled to think about those
three Teri si ns over there, resting on the beautiful banks of the
Savannah River.

,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,, ,,,,, .,,,, ,,,,,, ,,, ,, , ,, ,,
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C-4Z-02 Thedream is over. And men will tlOE really listen and dialogue Please see the response to Conunent C-01-03 on public
with the kinds of mrds and passions coming from citizenry Conullents .
throughout this state and this nation?

The second reaction that I had tien plowing through this very
-sive document is that, to u, it seems as if the statistical
gwastics that are resident there are atiull y mi S1 eadi ng and
❑isguiding; they -y be statistically accurate, but who knows? I am
not a physicist. But I think that it is part of the cloak of
secrecy to put out such a document were. general 1 y, the populace
cannot really, in availability, grasp with sintplicity, the deathly
meanings behind sow of those statistics. I wn”ld encourage the DOE
to put out a docmnt that is more humne, nmre passionate, mre i n
touch and in contact with the networks of people who are saying,
‘Let, s taik. m

Finally, one reaction in plowing through this document was,
again, the awareness of several passions that are i n me and that I
am sure ❑ight be in other people. he is the growing of tomtoes.
It is very beautiful soil that we have. Another is the attempt to
nurture children, and perhaps, my childrenis grandchildren. I find
that fiat you are continuing to do in terms of even suggesting the
opt ion of restarting these dinosaurs, these death chambers,
threatens so vital 1y the ecological web of 1 i fe, that I get very,
very angry as a person 1 ivi”g o“ this earth at this time in hi story,
thinking that somehow Were m 11 no 1onger be tomatoes, no 1onger
@i ght there be chi 1dren nr grandchildren, or grandchi 1dre” of
grandchi 1dren. Thank you.
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c-43 STATEHENF OF NR. NA~EN BREEOEN

C-43-01 NR. 13REEEIEN: Ny n- is Natthew Breeden. It is so ridiculous The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
to think they you pay to die — tax money. I do not think that the this EIS.
reactors ~re ever needed i n the first place. They say that the

nuclear weapons keep peace, but that is not peace; i t is fear.
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c-44 STATEMENT OF ERVIN WAGNER

MR. WAGNER: My naw is Ervi n Wagner. This morning, when 1 woke
up, I had not planned on coming here, but, laying i n bed before 1
got up, I thought about i t and decided that I would.

c-44-o1 1 will tell you a little bit about who I am, and then, 1 will Cements noted.

tell you dy 1 came here. I started out as a 17-year-old in joining

the Army National Guard before the Korean War started, and stayed in
for nine years. Then, I went into the U.S. Air Force, trained, and
was a pi lot for eight years before I became disabled and was forced

to retire earlier than expected.

I wi11 conanent about your Envi ronmental Impact Statement f ram
the 00E i n that your feet have been held to the fire, and I am going
to urge you folks not to make any more dumb mi stakes as might have
been done i n the past, or do not even make any sn!art mi stakes. We
cannot afford i t.

I want to say that as a National Guardsman, I was wel 1 trained.
and I learned wel 1 what i t took to survive i n the case of war. NOW,
who wants war? Not me; especial 1 y, not me. But, 1 wound UP as an
Air Force pilot in a war. I took an oath to our Constltutlon, to

our flag, to our country, and to YOU that I would stand and guard
you and your 1 i berties so that YOU could come to this meeting and

tel 1 your government. officials what YOU think. Now, unfortunate y,
I am going to say thls: Some of you do not know what you are
talking about. So, 1 am going to sort of briefly go over my life
experiences and point out a few thi ngs to you.

AS 1 said, as an Army-trained enlisted man, 1 learned what it
took to survive on the battlefield. 1 am not the only one: my be,
some of you did, too. But I did know a great many individuals, and
some of my friends are in the ground now because of thei r ser. i ce
and their oath. I went into the U.S. Air Force, was trained as a
pilot, and I learned about nuclear weapons. 1 obtained clearances.
and I handled nuclear weapons for a number of years in a number of
different positions. And I know what nucl ear weapons are al 1 about,
as do most other Ai r Force officers and many others.

But I want to say this: As part of my travels, flying transport
planes al 1 over the world, before and during the Vietnam conflict, 1
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passed over a few places that I want to remind you of. And I wi 11
start with Pearl Harbor, and the monument to the ~ and 1,000
sailors laying in the water. There is one reason why those sailors
are i n that water, and that is because an awful lot of isolationists
in 1939, 1940 and 1941 did not want to bel i eve that we COU1 d get in
a war. The Japanese believed it, the Germans believed it; we did
not. we paid a horrible, horrible price. And let me tel 1 YOU
something: If you think nuclear death is bad, you ought to ask
those sailors on the ~ what i t is 1 i ke to blow up or to feel a
machine gun bul let going through your guts, or any other way that
you can die on the battle field, whether you are a mi 1 i tary man or
an innocent civilian.

One of the next places that I flew over was Corregidor and
Bataan. We 1 ost a lot of good 1 ives there. We 1 ost them because we
were not prepared to stand up for rights, and those bodies are stil 1
i n the ground, and they can never come back.

We suffered that defeat because we were not prepared; we did not
have enough Navy, we did not have good enough fighter planes to go
against the zeroes to protect the troops on the ground. Those poor
troops on the ground were defending Corregi dor and Bataan with
60-year-old Navy guns built and installed to protect shi PS instead
of ai rplanes. And they had been warned by General Bil 1 y Mitchell
and others hat to expect, ho the enemy was going to be in just
about the year that they were going to have to fight, and they did
not do anything about it.

Forty years — I am sorry — 50 years ago, today, there is a
place called Dunki rk that was a hellhole for the British Army. And
the French survivors of the Nazi B1 i tzkrieg, 300,000 British
sold+ ers, were evacuated at great cost, something 1 i ke 60,000 Or
80,000 British troops died so that 300,000 could 1 ive, but they left
Ounki rk with not even a bullet i n their pockets, much less a
weapon. And for five or six months, England was totally disarmed,
except for RAF and the Royal Navy. The Battle of 8rital n nearl Y
took out the RAF; they were not prepared because they had people who
did not want to believe that Hi tl er meant war. Now, because we were
not prepared as the Uni ted States, as Britain, as France, something
like 100 million people died in that war, and made Russia what it is
today: our nemesis.
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I have studied the Russian language a little bit. One of my
best friends is a Russian translator. He used to work for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff as the Chief Russian Translator. He did some
sensi tive operations i n Soviet Russia and North Vi etnam. He is in

the hospital now as a disabled veteran, being treated for a
nonrelated cause. Many of my friends are still in VA hospitals, i“
and out, being treated for the sacrifices that they mde to make you
free tonight.

The reason that I bring up that ‘point is to tell you this: I am a
disabled veteran myself, as of 23 years ago. And 23 years ago, now,
1 just concluded a series of treatments, and 1 received something
like seven million milligrams of radiation through my body. A“d I
am here today to tel 1 you that there are some things worse than
radiation, and that is being dead. And I will tell you something:
If you think that the Russian Bear has been disarmed and does not
have teeth, YO” are wrong. They are not stopping, they are not
undoing what they have done. They are ready. The only thing is
that we are too big and too bad for them. And i f we do “ot mai”tai n
our strength and our powers to render them helpless, they wil 1
render us helpless, and you aina t seen nothing yet until you get
sent off to Siberia or the Chinese rice paddies, S0, listen to me:
There are worse things as radiation, as undesirable as it might be.
And there is a worse thing than being frustrated, and I can tell you
what it is: to be either a slave or dead. Thank you.
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c-45 STATEHENT OF BOB HALLM

y

2.

C-4541

MR. HALLMAN: My name is Bob Hallmn. I initially came here
today to 1 i sten and had hoped to get some written cements to you by
the 25th, but, having 1 istened to some of the speakers here and the
gentlemen who just came up, I would like to join the minister who, 1
think, somewhat out of context, was maybe being a minister and was
trying to say how angry he is.

And I think that what I feel here today. I just feel pure anger
that we, as a society, sort of get into your game a little bit. And
I realize that i t is not you as indivi duals, but you perpetuate
this; you are part of it. And that is, that we can sit in a
situation like this and talk with a lack of compassion, lack of
emotion, maybe, is what I am trying to say, about such a horrifying
situation. And while 1 respect the gentleman who was up here a
minute ago, his right to mke the coannents, we are not tal king about
radiation — we are talking about the moral fi ber of our country,
whi ch is dyi ng by a system that wi 11 al low corporate profi t — we
are not tal king about national security; we are tal king about
corporations making huge amunts of money by continuing to build
these bombs. And it is those people and the corporate system i n our
society that are strangl i ng us as a people.

And I think that while some people have said that we have heard Please see the response to Connnent C-01-03 on public
people who have been here before, and they are not being heard, what connnents.
you are seeing here today that you have not seen before is that
children are coming forward. And something that 1 have been just
exactly proud of is that the young people are coming out, and they
are growing in numbers, tiether i t was when Bush was here, the
people were there to protest him. The young people are coming out;
our children are going to start speaking up and saying to our
government, !!w= are “ot going to stand i t any 10n9er. ”

And I guess what I would 1 ike to say is that I do not feel
relaxed about this; I feel very angry about i t. And I just hope
that nmre people wil 1 begin to come out. The draft EIS that you
sent, 1 attempted to go through it, but i t is one of those kinds of
documents that I think just by its pure size and its gobbledygook,
i t innnediatel y sets the average person off so that he is not going
to attempt to get through it. I think that that is for experts, but
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this is no longer an expert issue; this is a people issue; this is
an issue which we ask our government to be humane to its people and
stop al lowing corporate profits to control our country and allow us
to have the kind of world that we say our values, our democracy, our
equality, our justice speak to. There is no justice or equality in
the way the system is run at this tire, and I am on record as being
against it, I am on record as being angry about the way that you
treat the issue; do not start these plants up again. Thank you.
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c-46 STATEMENT OF SARA SCHECHTER-SCHOEWN
1502 Hagood Ave.

Columbia, S.C. 29205

I have 1 ived i n South Carolina for 15 years and 1 am rai sing my
fami 1 y here. This is only the second time 1 have felt strongly
enough about an issue to speak out publicly. Even if 1 were to
agree with the goverment’s assessment of the need for addi ti onal
production of tritium and plutonium, 1 think it would be very risky
to restart the reactors at the Savannah River Site unti 1 the Defense
Nuclear Safety Board has resolved al 1 the open issues now facing the
site.

The issues raised recently by the federal government 8s own

General Accounting Off ice include the following:

1. A July 1988 GAO report stated that the proposed nuclear saf@tY Please see the response to Cormnent C-05-04 on the
advisory conani ttee *tdoes not meet our reconnnendations for ONFSB. Section 2.1.3 of the EIS discusses external
establ i shing independent oversight of 00E’s nuclear faci 1 i ties. oversight.
It appears that the conmnittee is not an independent organization
and does not have clear authori ty to requi re 00E to address its
findings and recommendations. In addition, it is unclear to
what extent such findings and recomendati ons wi 11 be made
available to the publ ic. 11

2. An October 23, 1989 GAO report speci f i cal 1 y on the SRS found
that “inadequate quality assurance procedures both at the
manufacturing faci 1 i ty and at the reactor caused probl ems”
leading to the use of incorrect n!aterials at the plant. As the
GAO technical experts stated, ,,the qIJal i ty assurance problem is
another in a series of incidents at Savannah River pointing out
poor internal controls and management inattention to safety. ”

3. A Oecember 20, 1989 GAO report stated that “since its beginning
in 1981, OOEIS Unusual Occurrence Reporting program has provided
an incomplete picture of unusual reactor-related events at the
SRS. ” Between 1982 and 1987, only 39% of the occurrences that
should have been reported to 00E were. The GAO found that this
was due to inadequate oversi ght of contractor operati ons by the
Savannah River Operations Off ice. While the GAO stated that the
Office was trying to improve oversight, they found that more
needs to be done.
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- C-46-02w9.

4. The next week the ~ issued a report pointing out how

inadequate earthquake protection at the SRS is.

5. On %rch 2 of this year, the ~ referred to its previous
testimony on ‘serious problems at the nuclear weapons COMP1ex
and the staggering cost to address thin. ❑ The GAO then stated
that the situation is no titter in 1990. According to the WO
*widespread environmental con~”nati on exists at many 00E sites
and the ful 1 extent of the avi ron=ntal pmbl ems remains
unknm. ” The G40 then esti~ted that it could cost up to ~
= tocto~~t~ existing envimn-.tal problems at

6. And oust recently, on Harch 28, the GAOissued a report entitled
!l~c, ~ar Heal * ad wfety: Need for Iw~Vd Responsiveness to

Pmbl~ at ODE Sites”. In this report the GAO found that as of
January 1990, DOE coiuputer data showed over 1,700 safety and
heal th problems and almst 1,300 envi rowntal problem. 1°
According to the ~, ‘the majority of these problem have not Please see the response to Cormnent C-01-D2 on safety.
yet been corrected. ”

Skid ng these reports, it os not surpri si mg that Secretary of
Energy Natki ns referred to the defense nuclear f aci 1 i ti es as a
,$sword of Oamocles. ❑ This sword is not hanging over him, but over
=, my children, and the rest of us who live in the vicinity of the
reactor.

The OOE in its draft envi romtal i~ct stat~nt concludes
that there is a continuing need for the pmducti on of tri ti urn and

C-46-03 PIutonium to assure the defense of the hi ted States. This does not P1 ease see the response to Comnt C-10-02 on the
take into account the unprecedented changes i n east-west relations
which have occurred just i n the past year. Renewed nuclear weapons

need for tritium and other nuclear n!aterials and the
changing world geopolitical situati on.

production se- a misguidd priority.

In the 1ast tm decades, the federal govemwnt 1s f “ndi ng of
education has declined significantly. Several so-cal 1 ed “Third
worl d,, nati O“S have lower i nfa”t mortal i ty rates and 1on er 1i ?e

7expectancy does the U.S. The federal program providing ood to
i mpoveri shed infants and mothers has been cut back. The phenomenon
of hotriel ess fanri 1 i es is i nco~rehensi bl e to ay “ati ons poorer than
we. The U.S. is no 1onger technological 1y competitive with Oapan.
Our deficit and bal ante of trade situations worsen every year.
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The route to d sec.ri U and real de- of our -y of life
is not through increasing our atomic arsenal, but rather through
using our resources to adequately feed, house, and educate our
people, and to use our technological know-how to clean up the

C-4644 envi ronmental n!ess we are i n and create a heal thy environment i n P1ease see the response to Co~nt C-05-03 on waste
which our children ca” thrive. manageant and envi ro”mental restorati o“.

Thank you.
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C-47 STATEMENT OF tiITCHELL JAY WLIN , MD

Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology University of South Carolina

c-47-o 1 1. Given the re~rkable change of atmosphere in the “cold war”, i t Please see the response to Cement C-10-O2 on the

is highly doubtful that the previousl y determined “National Securi ty changing world geopol i ti cal situation. The need for
Needs”! are still applicable. Rather, I think that the actual need
for nuclear weaponry has markedly decreased. The need for

nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.

restarting SRP is no longer present.

2. The real dangers of the plant are definitely great.
C-47-02 Contamination and 1 eakage, as wel 1 as thermal threats, are real and P1 ease see the response to Cement c-28-01 on

clearly hazardous. South Carol ina is being chosen to bear the brunt environmental impacts.
of this because we are a pal i ti cal 1 y weak State.

y 3. The weighing of pros and
SRP should not be restarted.

w
@ Thank you.

Hi tchel 1 Jay WO1in, ~

cons clearly shows that the reactors at
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c-a STATEtiENT OF CATHERINE COLEW

MS. COLEW: All right. My name is Catherine Coleman. I am a
doctoral student at the University of South Carolina in school
psychology. 1 am also Co-Chai nvoman of the World Sunnni t for
Children Candlelight Vigil that we have here in Columbia, South
Carol ina on September 23.

c-4a-o1 I am here to express that I think that the Savannah River Plant
is a distortion of h“mni tyas purpose on earth. If there ever was a
time when nucl ear power was necessary for 1 i fe, that time has
passed. The Russians no longer are our enemy; therefore, the
Savannah River Plant is an overki 11, a waste, a waste of money that
is desperate y needed by the 40,000 children who die preventable
deaths annually in the United States. I want everyone who thi “ks
that the reopening of the Savannah River Plant is a pouring of money
down a worthless hole to cow with me and to say that we want the
first priority of this country to be children, and not nucl ear arms,
and against the reopening of the Savannah River power Plaint.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the
need for triti”m and other nuclear materials.

Please see the responses to Co~nt C-20-02 on
reopening SRS.
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c-49 STATEMENT OF MEGAN ROSSER

MS. ROSSER : 1 am 14egan Rosser, and I represent YELLE, Young
Environmental ists for a Living and Loving Earth. And latel Y, these
last few weeks, since I got home from my first year at CO1 lege, I
have been involved i n a number of acti vi ties protesting the

C-4941 reopening of the Savannah River Plant. And a lot of people say
about protesters, !!YOU have “o ~e~pect, YOU are un-Ameri can.” But I
WOU1d not be doing i t i f 1 did not care very much about Ameri ca and
care very much about our state.

Since the 1950s, the Savannah River Plant has been producing
plutonium and tritium, ingredients for nuclear weapons. This plant

C-49-02 has never produced electricity; only ingredients for bombs. This is
the only plant left in the entire Uni ted States which still produces

~ these ingredients.

L Meanwhile, the plant was disposing of their radioactive wastes
~ in cardboard boxes pi led high in open ditches. The radioactive

C-49-03 waste is in such close proximi ty to farmland and groundwater that i t
is not hard to see how easily our crops and drinking water could be
contami naked.

c-49-&4 In addition to these risks are the ever-present risks of nuclear
accidents. This last fal 1, Hurri cane Hugo dealt the entire state of
South Carol i na a severe blow. Now, more than ever, we need to be
pouring mney into rebuilding our state, not pouring money into a
bomb plant which threatens the heal th of our state.

Two main reasons al ways given for the existence of SRP are
recreati on of jobs and defense against comuni sts. All my 1 i fe, 1
have been told by the media, schools and our politicians to fear the
Soviets: to fear comuni sm. This is used to justify the massive
product~on of nuclear wastes. Hell , I think that we have something

PI ease see the response to Cownt C-20-02 on
continued operation.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear materials. The
need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this
EIS.

SRS conducts, al 1 radioactive waste disposal i n
accordance WI th EPA and 00E requi rements, as
described in Sections 2.1, 3.8, and 4.1.6 of the
EIS . The quantities of radionucl ides released from
past burials of such wastes do not pose a threat to
public heal th. These wastes are being monitored;
plans for remediation are in various stages of
development and implementati on. Please see the
response to Co-nt c-05-03 on waste management and
envi ronmental restoration.

00E discusses the risk of reactor acci dents in
Section 4.1.3 of the EIS.

,,,
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a lot scarier to fear than the Russians. What about the thought of
a state where ~st children are born deformed or sterile, a state
where food and water are radioacti ve? These thi ngs scare me a
1 i ttle bit more than connnunism. 1 am afraid for my future and the
future of my grandchildren and their children. Just last night, I
was 1 i stening to the evening news, and I heard Gorbachev say that
the Cold War has finally ended. Yet, even in light of this,
Ameri cans are sti 11 taught that we need nucl ear weapons for defense
against the U.S.S.R.

We are still being taught to fear, and it is definitely in the
best interest of big business to keep the public paranoid. Our fear
lines the pockets of Westinghouse; it is in the best interests of
Westinghouse to reopen SRP, but what about the people of our state?
Oo a handful of businessmen and politicians have the right to
destroy the lives of an entire state for generations to come for
profit? I think not.

Political squabbles are usual 1 y short-1 i ved, but the effects of
radiation lasts for millions of years. It is often said in defense
of SRP that South Carol i na needs the jobs that i t creates; wel 1, I
think that i t is a sad day when being unempl eyed is considered worse
than being dead of cancer.

Anyhow, thousands of jobs COU1 d be created i f the plant were
cleaned up. There is no excuse for the ancient, unsafe reactors at

C-4945 SRP to be reactivated. The reason why it was closed down i n the PI ease see the response to Comnent C-01-02 on safety.
first PI ace was because i t was final 1 y admi tted that i t was unsafe.
Why repeat past mi stakes and reopen? We must clean up SRP before i t
is too late.
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C-50 STATEMENT OF MS. WENOY SHOUGH

C-50-O1
MS. SHOUGH: My name is Wendy Shough, and I represent the human

race, not really any organization. Cement noted.

I did not prepare a long speech or anything. 1 just wanted to
say that i t is obvious to me with al 1 the facts that the only reason
for this is mney. And if you can look at this little girl and tell
me that money means nmre than her, then, I do not know what this
count ry has cow to. Are you happy? That is all I real 1 y want to
say. Thank you.
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c-51 STATEMENT OF MS. HELEN HUDSON

MS. HUDSON: Thank you. Hy name is Helen Hudson, and I am here
before you tonight, not as a spokesperson for any one organizati on,
but simply for myself, and perhaps al 1 those who choose to create
life rather than to create death and destruction. This is not the
f i rst time that 1 have been here a“d stood before you, Since that
f i rst publ i c hearing two years ago in Ai ken, I have wondered what my
reasons are for continual 1 y appearing before you. 1 have wondered
i f my presence and my friends 1 presence has mde a di f ference, has
been felt. I have wondered how you can si t through countless

C-51 -01 affirmations of hope, life and peaceful conflict-solving and
continue to make nuclear bombs. I realize that the issue of mki”g
bombs is a complex o“e; therefore, 1 am not here to propose a simple
solution. 1 do, however, wish to address several issues in relation
to the proposed restart of the K-, L-, and P-Reactors.

In reference to the Envi ronmental Impact Statement, recent
studies, including the 00E!s SRP Tiger Team report, released April
26, one of the many safety i ss”es i de”ti f ied at the Site has yet to

C-51-02 be dealt with sati sfactorl 1y. DOE-s track record for correcti “g
problems is poor, to say the 1 east. Many problems are, by the OOE1s
own admi ssi on, unresolved. How can the draft EIS possibly get an
accurate pi cture of operations wi th so mny questions remai ni ng?

Al so, 1 bel i eve that that the Envi ronmental Impact Statement
should, take recent i nternatio”al devel opme”ts a“d i “creased

C-51-03 potential for arms control agreements into account. c~ngre~~ i ~
movi ng to cut funds for weapons systems. These cuts wi 11 affect the
need for tritium production. Does the EIS consider these changes?

C-51-04 Al so, i n relation to the cooling tower for the K-reactors,
wi thout whi ~h reactor operations wi 11 vi elate Clean Water Act
fhe~mal discharge standards, and which wil 1 not be completed until

How can the DOE justify continued operation in violation of
this requirement? It is a wel l-known fact that the hi storY of the
Savannah River Plant is a history of greed, of coverups, of lies and
envi ronmental contaminate on. That is why we are al 1 here this
evening. That is why I am here, because deep from my gut comes a
very loud l’noO1: No, 1 wi 11 not accept YO”; no, I wil 1 not accept
your product; no, 1 wi 11 not accept the way you handle probl ems; no,

P1 ease see the response to Cement C-01-03 on public
comments. The need for nucl ear weapons is beyond
the scope of this EIS.

PI ease see the response to Comment C-01-02 on safety.

Please see the response to Connnent C-18-02 on the
changi ng world geopol i ti cal si tuati o”.

Please see the response to Cement C-36-05 on the
K-Reactor cool i ng tower.
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1 will not trust you; no, I till not believe in you; no, I will not
agree that the K-, L-, and P-Reactors need to be restarted; and no,
I will not settle back into an a~ir, turn on the television, and
forget you. As 1ong as your presence is felt in South Carol 1na. you
wi11 feel my presence.

Thank you for letting m speak, and I will see you again at the
next court battle or hearing.
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C-52 STATENENT OF KATHY BRM

ttS. BROM: My n- is Kathy Brow, and I -rk for the South
Carol i na Ni 1 dl i f e Federation. Al though I do “ot represent them, I
hold some of their vi ens.

First, I want to congratul ate OOE on another euphemism. Back i”
the fifties, the plant ws called ‘the boti plant”; then, it changed
to “Savannah River P1 ant, n as i f they produced rivers. Then, i t
becam ‘“Savannah River Site, m kind of 1 i ke a natural wnder, 1 i ke
you take the kids to see the Grand Canyon. Anyhow, I thought that
that was kind of moot.

Anyhow. last year, I did testify in Sava””ah. Like a former
speaker, the first thing that I noted on page 1 was ‘. . .What is the

C-52-01 Need?l< I i ~di atel y flipped to the back, 1ast page, and there is a Please see the response to Co~nt C-01-01 on the

y little paragraph. So! anyhow, they will not tell w hat their need for triti”m a“d other nuclear n!aterials.
definition of ‘need*a Is, but I do have a definition of “need’B for

~ myself, hich to me is, sone of the things that are happening in our
u state that we have a need to deal with. The first thing that corns

to mind is poverty. If you look at the vital statistics in the
local 1 ibrary, people 1 iving below the poverty level in our state —
we might rank No. 9. That is one ding-dong for us: No. 9 out of
the rankings for poverty. The second thi “g is crime. Federal a“d
State prisoners per popul ati on, No. 4. That is pretty good. Lack
of education: People over 25 with 1ess than a high school degree,
No. 6 out of the country. It is all out there. Teachers, salaries
rank No. 34. As far as average 1 i fe time in nutiers of years — in
other words. *O 1 ives the longest and tio dies the soonest, w 1 ive
the least longest, No. 49. In ““wed mthers, though, No. 5. I“fa”t
mrtal i t y, as another speaker said, No. 2. Elderly health care:
Half a million folks in our state are on ttedicare, No. 13 in the
country.

men I think of these things, and I hear son speakers say that
a greater need or a greater threat of sec”ri ty risk, 1 u often
reminded of that caption in ‘The Far Side- — 1 m sure ~ny of you
read i t: if yo” are here, you are obviously ‘Far Side,, fans — and
that is ~he fish that are outside their fish howl , a“d there is ~
little f,re going inside the fish bowl, and they are all sitting
outside, going, ‘Phew!” tid one of the turns to the other and says,
,,Of ~o”rse, YOU know, we are now equal 1 Y screwed-”
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So, that is how I kind of feel with the situation going on with
hu~n needs that are not met. We cannot even get someth~ng as
simple as a recycling program off the ground i n our state because
peopl @ are worried that i t WI1l cost too much money.

C-52-02
Yet, we spend 80 percent of our tax dol Tars manufacturing

“capons. He do not need more bombs; we need to met more real human The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
needs. 1 am often reminded of the comercial — you have probably this EIS.

,,Cocai “e makes you feel 1 i keseen it — against cocaine. It says,
you have power and mastery” — that rings a bel 1 sometiere. You are
supposed to know that someone is a cocaine addict when they start
spending disproportionate amounts of money on something that bri ngs
them power and mstery.

We are supposed to say, “Just Say No. ” 00E must go to the
government and say, “First of all , know the 12 steps. First of all ,
you have to admit that you have a probl em” —

and then, you have just got to say no. ” And the comrnerci al ends,
~top the madness. ” I concur that we wi 11 hardly hear that we have
got to stop the madness, that we have got to stop the restart of
SRP, better known as — let us call what i t is — the bomb plant.
Thank you very inch.
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c-53

c-53-o 1

STATEMENT OF MS. HEATHER LYNN SWALLOWS

llS. SWALLOWS: My name is Heather Swal lows, and I represent
Students for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. It is an
environmental and animal rights group out of the Irmo High School

I am 17 years old, and I am too young to vote, and many people
think that people my age and younger are too young to understand
this. That is not true. Me are the people who wi 11 feel the
effects of this. Our future generations are the ones who wil 1 be at
risk and who wi 11 face the huge consequences of this, i f they 1 ive
at all. AS a resi dent South Carolinian — I have 1 i.ed here al 1 my
life — it is frightening — the Savannah River Plant. It is
frightening to know that i f you go outside, that there is a chance
that you are getting radiated. You are scared to drink the water.
1 do not 1 i ke having to grow up in that. 1 da not want to have
chi 1 dren who have to grow up i n that.

In this day of envi ronme”ta~ awareness and peace talks, this is
an extremely ironic thing. Right now, Bush and Gorbachev have had
big talks on the complete ending of the nuclear arms of the nucl ear
arsenals, and right now, we want to restart it. I do not understand
that. Hi th the recent Earth Oay and mny people getting into the
environmental craze, people recycling — it does not mke sense to
dump 200-degree water into the streams and to kill al 1 the wildlife Section 4.1 .6.4.4 discusses the cumulative impacts
in South Carol ina and Georgia. That is not right. of thermal di scharges.

I did not really prepare a speech for this; I did not write
anything down. That is really al 1 that I have to say. There are so
many things that are wrong with the restart that there is no way
that you can state them al 1. f think that i t is real 1 y sad that we
have, as the young woman with her child and the young boy, Matthew
— i t is sad that people our age have to get involved with this,
that we have to grow up in a society that is killing us. That is
al 1 I have to say.

One thing that 1 did notice here, too, when 1 came in was the
styrofoam cups.
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c-54 STATEMENT OF MS. ANASTASIA EDDINS

MS. EOOINS: Hi . I am Anastasia Eddins, and it is IOEA, which
is Irmo Oi rect Environment Action from Im High School

c-5til

First of all, basically, the first hearing I went to for an
environmental cause was friendly All ied Chemicals. I went in, sat
down i n a room, and 1 had a lot of pretty imPOrtant PeOPle tell me
that the records of all their chemical dumping were lost i n a
cardboard box in a schoolhouse. So, basi call y, I think that there
is “o difference here. If you cannot tel 1 us the facts, then,
obviousl y, mybe you do not really know what you are talking about.

What we are talking about here is not some pol ~ ti cal problem; i t
is lives. It is like killing people. And I was s~tting back there,
and ~ -n ~aid, IIYOU know, I agree Wi th what they are saY~n9, and

they do not seem to understand. ” He do understand what You are
doing, we understand *at this PI ant gives us. The byproduct? Of
this are just appal 1 i ng and disgusting. I see al 1 the ex~cutlves
si tti ng up here — nothing seems to affect you. I mean, If this is
not enough, the decisions that you make today do just affect us and
our children; they affect you and your children, and i t affects
your lives. I mean, i f you sit down and 1 ook at yourselves and 1 ook
at the decisions that you are inking, it might be a little bit more
helpful .

The so-called ingredients SRP produces are to make a nuclear
bomb. And these bombs are supposedly for our protection, A$d they
are needed to save our 1 ives from our big, bad enemi es.
obviously, this is not any kind of protection; this is a kind of
destructi o“. This is destroying our lives by having this plant
here. And 1 have protested this plant many times, and I jus~ really
feel that this is a wrong in society. This is not just talklng
about an environmental need; it just kills wildlife, plant life, and
it kills human lives. Like I said, it is pretty appalling and
disgusting, and I think that mny people sitting here right now can
mke a decision to shut this thing down. Thank you.

Connnents noted.
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c-55 STATEMENT OF MS. NANCY PEEPLES

MS. PEEPLES: My name is Nancy Peepl es. 1 came tonight because
my daughter made me feel gui 1 ty about complaining about the Savannah
River, but never doing a“ythi”g about it.

And I guess that basically what I wanted to say is that my
C-5541 husband works for one of the clean industries in South Carolina, and Cement noted.

they recruit heavily as far as, you know, very well-educated people
to come in and work i n this industry. O“e of the primary thi “9S
that these people ask him when i t comes down to, I’00 1 want to come
to South Carolina to live, to work, to raise my family?,!, is, aahow
far are you from the Sava””ah River plant?,, And these are people
from Colorado, California — this is what our state is know for:
the Savannah River Plant. It is not known for its beaches, i ts
oceans, i ts mountains, or anythi ng. And we South Carol inians need
to take our state back. Thank you.
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C-56 STATE14ENT OF SUE JANE JOHNSON

MS. JOHNSON: I am Sue Jane Johnson. I am affiliated with the
Grove, but I am speaking for myself tonight.

AS a lot of you have heard many times — but, I am going to say
i t again — my daddy worked there for 15 years. And I grew up
hearing scare stories every night about this place. He worked i n
maintenance, so, everything that spil led, everything that broke,
everything that leaked — my daddy was there. My daddy was radiated
mny tiws. He worked in areas that were so hot that he could only
work there for one minute. The Department of Energy — Oupont, at
that t?m, ran the plant — paid him huge amounts of nwney, you
know, to go in there and get these huge amounts of radiation — $100
a minute. Our “bomb plant baby” — that is what we cal led
ourselves; can you bel i eve that?

We were brainwashed with al 1 this propaganda that my daddy was
saving the country, that this was so vital for national defense, and
that the radiation would not hurt you: you could eat it. Sure, You
got i t on your skin, but they would keep my daddy for a couple of
days, give him lots of showers, give him lots of fluids to drink,
and then, send him home. God knows how hot he was when he walked i n
the front door, you know.

61 ess his heart, he is dead now. Your heart is a muscle. and my
daddy’s heart mysterious y deteriorated - you know, “mysterious y,”
I beg your pardon. Anybody that got as mch radiation as my daddy
got, you know, is bound to deteriorate. He also was in and out of
leukemia until he died.

In the late seventies, I pi eked up the paper and i t said, “No
spills, no accidents” — al 1 these 1 ies, you know. MY hole
experience wi th the bomb plant has just been a pack of 1 ies, my
whole 1 i fe. And there are four issues that I want to address:
safety, public heal th, envi roninent, and the absurd need.

Safety is a joke. My daddy last worked there in 1969, and he
told w, over and over again, nyou ~o”ld poke your fin9ers thrOugh

any pipe on that plant, that is rotten and corroded those pipes
are. (c You know, we have spent how many mill ions of dollars in the
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last few years, fixing these plants up. No way. No way. Anything
that old, that rotten, and as unsafe as those plants were to begin
w“ th — you cannot fix those things. You know, it is absurd; i t is
absurd to think about that. It wi 11 never be safe; i t has never
been safe, and it wil 1 never be safe.

Public heal th. 1 am real curious to know how many people who
started there in 1954 are now dead. You know, everybody that my
daddy went to work with are al 1 dead, all his buddies. We used to
get together for these Sunday afternoon brunches i n Ai ken, all these
fami 1 ies that were brainwashed. You know, we had these great
propaganda tours. I got the special tour at Christn!astiw, okay? I
got to go in and see the reactor; I was blessed. The fami 1 ies got
this wonderful tour of getting to go in and see the reactors. Thank
you so much, you know, that is great. You know, do not talk to me
about public heal th and publ i c safety.

m
Why wi 11 you not release the statistics of my daddyns health

&
w records? I know how i t feels to be radiated. YOU cal 1 w Up and
F talk to me, a 1 i ~tl: kid, on the phones and say, “Wel 1, your daddy

C-56-01 got too much radlatlo?, so, we are going to keep him for a few days,
you know. ‘I And that IS how I grew up. You wi 11 not release
statistics of how many people have worked there and died, any kind
of health statisti CS. I demand right now that you release all the
heal th records of everybody there. I demnd that you do studies —
all kinds of studies — on the health effects on the workers there
and the people in the surrounding comuni ties.

WHAS said on TV the other night, “Well , we had this great
rel ease out on stacks in the Savannah River Plant in 1970.’8 And how
about that, all these babies died, you know. And then, they go on
to dispute i t and say, “Oh, yeah, but, if that happened, the babies
would still be dying. ” I have got news for you: They are stil 1
dying. We are, 1 i ke, second in infant mortality i n the nation.
Why? I have got a good answer to &y. You know, plants have been
spewing out stuff for 35 years now. It is absurd; do not talk to me
about publ ic heal th when you al 1 care nothing about us; we are
sacrifices, and that is al 1 we are. It is absurd that we will sit
here in this state and take this.

Appendix B (Section B.1 .5) of the EIS describes
previous and current epidemiological studies of SRS
workers and the general publ i c. P1 ease see the
response to Conanent C-15-04 on a recent study.
Secretary Watkins has announced on several occasions
that DOE is rel easing health records of al 1 its
employees to qual i f ied researchers. Former and
current employee health records are available to
appropriate Persons on an individual request basi S.

You have got to release al 1 the health records of every
aff i 1 iated with the plant and everybody around the plant i n every
way.
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Okay, here w go with the envi rOn~nt. !h@re is nO use- you dO
not need to go to HoI 1 yhnod to see “tit~t NX nja Turt~ es” PeoPl e: we
have got them crawl i ng around tbe P1 ant—

— along ui th the poor mutated deer, the poor fish that are
def onmed, snid ng everywhere. You know, God help us as to what is
crawl i ng and jumping the fences and getting off of this P1 ace —
people who are bunters and f i she-n. You are in a rural comni t y.
you know; these people hunt and fish everywhere around there. You
cannot stop these animls — the birds *O 1 and i n these huge open
waste ponds. You know, forget it. They 1 and, they fl Y off. It is
horrible, it is a nigh-re.

The radiation and just the heat. It is absurd ~at YOU al 1 have
done with that piece of land. kd we are talking about a piece of
land that is spreading. All its waste is s@ePin9 dO~ intO Our
water. It cannot be any mre of a nigh-re than it al ready is.

Nhat everybody keeps saying over and over is that fiat is
happeni “g al 1 over the warl d, and happening i n Europe — we ~ the
war mngers of the mrl d, PWP1 e. Me are the war wng:rs.
hole sight of this tiny little planet. You keep hearing the
astronauts — okay, they go off into spat@ and 10Ok back. and *?t
do they see? This precious 1 ittle, fragile blue ball and all this
vast nothingness. This radiation that we are nuking is the biggest
cancer on the face of tbis earth, of anything that has been created
yet. and we have got. to stop this. You know, w have got to stop
It; it is crazy; it Is insanity.

The first page of this absurd documnt that is SUPPOS4 to ma
somethi rig, Chapter 1, page 1, ‘By 1 aw, DOE is charged m th producing
defense nuclear mterials. ” People, go straight to your
Congress~n. you know, make a vow, -ke a P1 edge to yourself today
that you are going to get to know your Federal representatives, you
are goi rig to be i n contact wi tb them on a mntbl y basis. You are
going to tel 1 them that we are not going to take this an~re. We
do not want to be sacrificial 1ambs to perpetuate this war monger
weaponry for tbe *o1 e world. Twnt y-three thousand nuclear
warheads? You know, we shoot out a thousand and 1 do not think that
w are going to know 1 i f e as we know i t any 1onger. bd get f i red
LIP: 9et to know your Federal representatives; get i n touch with them
once a month. Set Yaursel f a goal that You are going to recruit one
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other person, that you are going to tell them, “You should be upset,
you should be angry, you should be concerned. U And just be anything
but apathetic. I urge YOU to get out there and do everything that
you can to stop this insanity. Thank you.
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c-57 STATEMENT OF PETER TEPLEY

C-57-01

y

; C-57-02

C-5743

MR. TEPLEY: My name is Peter Tepley, and 1 am a citizen of
South Carol ins.

The term “national security” really scares W. Yet, mOst of mY
1 i fe, i t has been used to usurp public accountabi 1 i ty. It appears
to me that it is being again so used. As one of the citizens whose
security is to be protected by the weapons materials produced at
this plant, 1 see no need for restart. He currently have a more
than adequate arsenal of nuclear weapons. Without ever prOduci ng
any new tritium, we could probably destroy the world for the next 50
years. However, we are pitfull y inadequate when i t comes to true
cleanup of nucl ear and hazardous wastes; in fact, what we cal 1
,,,. Ieanup It is ba~i Call y roving the wastes. we must devel Op

technologies to clean up our environmental disasters, of hi ch SRS
is just one. These technologies must provide for ful 1 protection of
the workers’ heal th and safety. We have got to figure out what to
do with these n!aterials, these toxic substances and radioactive
substances that are pouring into this state or that have been
produced in this state and are sitting here.

The reasonable approach, i t seems to me, would be to place the
reactors in cold standby, al though, I am not sure that that is even
necessary, and undertake the true cleanup — not just the movement
of waste — of the mess that al ready exists. As others have pointed
out, the $25 billion estimated cleanup can surely employ all
existing employees in comparable jobs, as wel 1 as create new jobs.
And these new jobs wi 11 be jobs that can be taken to other parts of
South Carol i na, to other parts of the Uni ted States, and to other
parts of the world. While the reactors are in cold standby, they
should be brought up to at least current connnerc! al safety 1 evels,
if they are ever planned to be restarted.

Additionally, the Department of Energy should release all health
and environmental data for independent review so that the full
effects of the Savannah River Plant on South Carol inan ci tizens and
envi ronment can be known, and so that appropriate safety measures
can be devised, should restart ever be required, which I hope, i t
never is. Keeping this information from us cannot in any way
enhance national security. The risk assessment should be promptly

Please see the response to Comnent C-01-01 on the
need f o~ tritium. The need for nucl ear weapons is
beyond the scope of this EIS.

Please see the response to Cement C-05-03 on waste
management and envi ronmental restoration.

Please see the responses to Cements C-05-03 on
environmental restoration and C-35-06 on health
information and its publication.
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completed and put through independent review. These measures are
requi red to ensure that the health and safety of South Carolinians
and the qual i ty of our environment are no longer ignored.

The approach that I have outlined here seems a reasonable
balance between national security concerns and the protection of
South Carol ins. To restart the reactors now wi 11 tel 1 al 1 South
Carol inians — in fact, all citizens of the Uni ted States and the
fel low people *O are on this earth with us — that South
Carol inians do not matter, and that the government is more
interested in producing unnecessary nucl ear weapons than it is i n
truly protecting the citizens of this state and our environment.
Thank you.



I
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C-58 $TATENENT OF NERRILL TRUESOALE

c-5a03

MR. TRUESDALE : Ladies and gentlemen, we are at a time when the
hour is getting late. I am not necessari 1 y tal king about with these
hearings; I am talking about in the sense of our civilization as we
know it, as it is. We look at the situation of the Savannah River
Plant, also knom as the bomb plant, that this plant was built for
one purpose, and one purpose only — and that purpose was the
production of nuclear weapons. Since that period of time, we have
found out that we have met the enemy. The enemy is not the Soviets,
i t is not the Chinese: i t is production of the nucl ear weapons by
ourselves.

We have to focus in on the safety aspects of this plant because
right now, we are at crossroads. We are at a crossroads where, as
human beings, we have a chance to survive peacefully without these
weapons. Canventi onal warfare alone is tragic; w do not need The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the
nuclear weapons. Me also do not need, in fact, al 1 the safety this EIS.
violations that have gone on rampant wi th this plant, over a peri od
of tiw, that have been covered up, and have not been acknowledged Please see the response to Cement C-01-02
until the last year or so. We have to think about what we are doing
to our planet, to our environment, and its effect on our state and
nation. Is this plant that vital to the economic situation of the
state of South Carolina? No, it is not; not in that aspect of it.
We have to look for a long-term goal of being able to clean this
area up, to shut it down, and utilize what we possibly can for
peaceful purposes.

This is one of the things that never ceases to amze me. I have
come up here quite a few times to testify, and i t seems 1 ike we go
go back to square one. The time is now to start cleaning this place
UP, to get our groundwater back — i f we are able to. But we have PI ease see the response to Cement C-05-03
to have that responsibil i ty; not only us, but DOE has to be very mnagement and envi ronmental restorati on.
sensitive to this. And 1 really do not beleive that 00E really
cares about this i ssue that inch, except being able to get these
plants back on 1 inc.

People that I know of in this state are very outraged about this
plant. It is not because of apathy that the people do not do
anythi ng. Sometimes, they feel 1 i ke i t is beyond thei r control
This is something that is wrong, though — we have to take that

scope of

on safety.

on waste
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initiative, because if we do not, the world as we know it, and the
envi ronment as we know it in this state and in this nation, is 1 eft
up to our children, and then, thei r children. That is something
that I do not want to leave as a legacy for anyone. The time is
right to take the weapons and to beat them into P1 ow shares, and to
work for peaceful conversions so that humnkind can go on and 1 i ve
the next few thousands or few mi 11 i ons of years that we have left i n
peace.
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c-59 STATEttENT OF ANOREU CRAIG VARNER

HR. VARNER: My name is Mr. Andrew Craig Varner. 1 am speaking
here as a citizen of the state of South Carolina, as a citizen of
the United States, and as a citizen of the world.

I would like to thank you for having this hearing. My quest,io”
is, are you hearing what we are saying? These hearings have been

c-59-o 1 held over and over; people do not seem to 1 isten. We are 1 i vi ng i n Please the response to Cement C-01-03 on public
a nuclear age when nuclear weapons potentials are measured in cements.
ki 1 otons or megadeaths, where a 100 kiloton weapon wi 11 give
third-degree burns to a person five kilometers away; it will cause
90 produce tree blowdown two kilometers away. If you are two
ki 1 ometers away, you have a 2 produce chance of 1 iving. If you are
one-half ki 1 ometer away, you have 100 produce chance that you wi 11
die within 14 days. If you are within 1.3 kilometers, there is a
100 produce chance that you will die within 15 to 48 hours.

00E wants to spend one mi 11 ion dollars on the 8-83 bomb, the
boh that powers 70 Hi roshi~s. In Hi roshin!a, the energies involved
burned people, s shadows onto the walls. They also want five bi 11 i on
dollars a year to clean up the Savannah River Site by the year 2020.

1 heard a ~n com up here and talk about the pain from his
experience of being shot i n the stomach. In Hiroshima, people”s
shadows burned on the walls. People”s eyes were running down the
sides of their cheeks. Their skin was burned off. He said that he
absorbed large amunts of radiation because he loved his country. I
am. not willing to absorb that radiation, and 1 am not willing for my
chl ldren to absorb that much radiati on.

1 am here for my children because 1 do not think that they want
to have us put up with it. 1 am here so that my children do not
have to put up with it. It wkes so much sense. They will not live
in a country that is invisible, with plutonium and strontium for
al 1. Public safety is a part of national defense. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF BRIAN PENNINGTOti

IIR . PENNINGTON : Hello. I am Brian Penni ngton, and 1 real 1 y do
not represent anyway but, maybe, just the citizens of South
Carolina. It really feels as if there is a responsibility of South
Carol inians to keep the Savannah River Plant shut. In 1945, two
atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki Each of those
bombs was equal to 20,000 tons of TNT. Today”s thermonuclear
explosions release thousands of tons as much energy as an atomic
bomb. There are 60,000 warheads on the earth, which is 4,000 pounds
of TNT for every man, womn and child on earth. Why?

Just the other day, Mr. Bush and Mr. Gorbachev met to 1 imi t the
nuclear arms, tiich is a step in the right di recti on. Yet, at the
same tire, the Savannah River Plant is opening back up, a giant leap
in the wrong di rection. I do not know — is it just M, or is this
kind of stupid? At a time when the u.S. and the u. S.S. R are
discussing n!ajor weapons reductions, our leaders should not be
launching our countries into a new era of producing weapons
mterials. NationaJ security would be best served by protecting the
heal th of people and the environment, rather than the health and
longevity of nuclear arsenals. Opening SRS again is an
i responsible and unnecessary plan that could 1 ead to an
environmental catastrophe. Thank you.

Please see the responses to Comnents C-20-02 on
continued operation and C-10-02 on the changing
world geopol i ti cal si tuati on. The need for nuclear
weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
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C-all STA~ OF W2LLIM VOEGELE

MR. vOEGELE: I am Hilliam Voegele. I guess that I will be a
citizen of South Carolina tonight.

I just wanted to say that I think that i t is total 1 y ridiculous
that you guys are even considering opening this place back up *en
the fellow just ahead of - said that if you start up again, you are

C-6141 going to create an envi ronrental disaster. You have al ready got
one.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent C-2D-02 on
The excuses can go on forever about, you know, we need jobs, continued operation.

we need more nuclear b~s, but I think that i t is jobs that you are
uorri & about, you can spend rnre money than you COU1d ever dream of
that you spend on your b-s on cleaning that place up. It is a
mess al ready.

I was just thinking, mhile I was sitting here in this hearing
tonight, that I grew up d- the river from that place, and I did
not ewen think ~t it until the 1 ast couple of years, and I cannot
even begin to imq-ne mhat a mess that river is to all the ci ties
that live domstrem f- it. And you guys just cannot open that
place up again. And I mt to be on the record to say that I was
against it. Thank you.

,, .,,,,,, ,,”,,., ,,,,,
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C-62 STATEUENl OF LUKE PHILLIPS

C-62-01
The wrl d has changed dr=ti cal 1 y since Oece*er ‘ 88 hen the

1 ast round of these hearings took place. We must change too-become P1 ease see the response to Comnt C-1 8-02 on the
more flexible and imaginative. AS we applaud new denmcracies in changing world geopol i ti cal situation.
Eastern Europe, ue need to ask the question: ‘*Are we al uays i n
favor of democracy for ourse lves, or only hen itis convenient?no
men people were nmre trusting and naive, they wel cowd to South
Carol i na hat they called honestly and directly, “The Bomb P1 ant. ”
We now have mre botis than any reasonable person can in!agi ne, and a
$10 bill ion tab just to clean up the mess at the Bomb Plant. That’s
3 ti us the yearly budget of the entire state of South Carolina.
And to you up there at that elevated table, I‘ d 1 i ke to say that
there U a limit to *them Mspitality. I ‘m glad you’ re not being
suh jetted to the first draft of this mssage, because i t was very
rude, and somewhat offensive. I understand that i t‘s part of your
job to take a 1 i ttle abuse from the 1 ocals, and then go ahead and do
what you ove decided to do anyway. That’s one reason you get paid a
straight salary, and not by the hour.

But I know that as -1 l-educated and thoughtful people, weighing
the @vi dence on your awn personal seal e, you mst sowti mes question
the wisdom of c-king up the Boti Plant again at all costs. If I
were to present you G th an al temate plan that WCIUld make a nmre
1 asti ng co”tri b“tion to national security and uorl d peace, as wel 1
as sustaining the local economy of Ai ken and Augusta at current
levels or better, ~uld you consider it, just for a nmment?

Nucl ear weapons are a product of fear, and the only rationale
for having them is that eventual 1 y you’ re gonna be able to get rid
o F them ui thout detonation. k is the time to cut off production
:Jifle source, both here and in the Soviet Union. The plan is

C42-02 approp~late the $10 bi 11 ion to begin to c1 ea” “p the Coimnent noted.
.ei ghborhood Tn and around the Boti Plant, with a target date ( say
1999? ) of t“mi ng the whole shetig into a 300-square mi 1 e
International Peace Park, with a nuclear weapons ~, and housing
an i ntemati anal institute for the study of human and envi ronmntal
concerns. Such a faci 1 i ty COU1 d conceivable y be a key to control 1 i ng
and reversing 1 i fe-and-death pmblm 1 i ke the greenhouse effect,
depletion of the ozone: and acid rain. You WY not be aware, but
there’s enough talent an South Carolina and Georgia alone to
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envision and design an innovative institution that wil 1 be acclaimed
world-wide.

The Soviets, of course, nwst agree to do the same thing at an
equally strategic site in their country. On this point, I have a
lot of faith in the u.S. Intelligence-gathering community. I1m sure
they know Acre all the nuclear weapons production centers in the
USSR , are. And the Soviets are obviously nmre receptive to such
imaginative approaches than at any time in the nuclear era. How
di ffi cult do you think it would be to gain their enthusiastic
cooperation? Shouldn# t we try?

So, within a decade you could easily have two gigantic
institutes to combat the staggering problems of the envi ronment, and
i-diate human problems 1 i ke mass starvation. These i nsti tutions
would have at least $20 billion to apply to the creative and
posi~ive solution of these problems, because we won, t be pouring i t
all Into the no-win, static realm of nuclear arms production.

As you turn this proposal over i n your mind, I can imgine what
you’ re saying - “This is too easy. This makes too mch sense. ”
Hell i f that is a good argument for not doing it, I guess we should Please see the response to Cement C-01-03 on public
just forget the hole thing. Cements.

Luke Phillips
Columbia, SC
6/5/90
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Cre.C1ng . New Ide”Cicy for III. timb P1..c

me world h.. .h..&ed drascicaL1y since h.emb.. ,88 when
Chc 1.SC r.uud of Ch.sa h..rinss cook place. u. must change ,COO—
k.-. m.. fle,lbl. ●nd imgi”. civ.. A* . . .ppl.ud . . . dem.cr.ties
&m&.cem Europ8, n= wed so ask ch. q..scion: ‘+Are . . always i.
favor of de-cracy for o.,s.lv.*, or only when lC, s cc.n.enienc ?,,
km.n F..oPI. . . . . -re c~nd “.1.9, thy welcomed to South
c.r.l in. tiac the called h...scly ●nd dir..tly, ,,m. BombPlant. ‘t
b!. “o. h... m,. ~ks than . . . r.asonabla ,..,.” can ,m~i”e, and
. $10 billion cab just to . . . . . up ch. ..ss .C che B.g) go~;.
~ac, s 3 cl-s ch. y..rly bud~.c of Ch. . .

r

Carolina Md to y.” u cb.r* *C chat
!

d table 1, d lLke
co say th.c Ch.” 1, a lmic co Southe Hosplta cy. 1°. 81.d

L
..O r. ..C bin’ 8ii6j.. t.d C. Ch. f 1? draft of Cbis WSS.*.,

. ..s. LC w.. ..v tud., ..d some. c offensive. 1 understand
cfuc lC,. pare et your job co t. a Ilccl. ●buse from Cbe 1...1s,
ati th.n Se ●b,ad and do what y ‘V. dc.ld.d co do ..w.Y. That, s
.“. ,..s.” you ~.c Pid a SC, Shc salary, and “., by che hour.
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tiuc 1 know Chat .s well -ed.c. c.d and Lho.ghcful people,
weighing che evidence on your own personal scale, y.. .USC
,o.mtim., w, SCiQll tht wisdom of cra.kin8 UP the Bomb Plant
. .1. at all c.scs. If 1 vere c. present you with .“ alcernace
fP an ch.c ..uld make J mre lasting c.racrlb.t ion co ..ti..al

,ec.r icy and world pe.ce, .s ..11 .s suscal”tng che local
●conomy of Aiken and A.susca at current levels or better,
.o.ld you consider it, lust for a moment?

COOP... CIO. ? Sho&ld. ”t we cry?

SO, .<thl” a decade you could easily have C.. ~i&a”CIC i“Sti CUC,5
c. c.mbac Che scagg. rln~ problems of the env Lrownc, and LwdLace
human problems lik. .sss starvation. III... tnsclcutlo.s “..ld h.ve
.c Ie. sc $20 billion c. apply co che cre. civ. and posiclve sol.c l..
of these problems, b.c..s. we v.am,t be pouring lC all into Chc ..-.1. ,
scaci. realm of n.cle. r .ms pr.d.cc lo..

A. y.. turn this ProPosal 0“,. 1“ your mind, 1 can imagine
what ye., r. saying — 0,7b1s is coo easy. This makes coo much sense .,,
Well if Ch.c, s ● .d arg-.nc for not d.lng it, 1 guess we should
Just f.r,ec Che *.1. ctd”*.

— Luke Phl LLIPs

Columbt., S.C.

6/5/90
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C-63 STATEMENT OF DAVID WATRING

HR. WATRING: Thank you. My naw is David Watring. 1 am not
from South Carol i na; I am from Hest Lafayette, Louisiana, and i f I
am representing anyone, I would say that I wi 11 represent the
ci tizens of South Carolina, the ones who were too lazy to get off
their butts and come out here tonight. who were too apathetic or
mybe too afraid of you people to think that they could change. 1
would also 1 i ke to represent that the children of my sister and my
brother-in-law, my niece and my nephew. And 1 would 1 i ke to also
represent al 1 the people that I have met here in South Carol i na wi th
children who were worried that they have to feed their fami 1 ies
tonight or had to clean up the kitchen or something. 1 am here for
them.

Like I said, 1 am not from South Carolina, 1 do not live here,
but I am afraid. I am afraid for more than South Carolina: 1 am
afraid for the world. I have sat and 1 i stened to these mothers at
the park, at the playground, playing with their children, and 1 isten
to them, how they have said how many of their fami 1 y members and
friends have had tumrs or cancer or something el se. These people
are young; young people in their twenti es, and other people, that
are having these cancers. And where is this comin9 from?

These women are al 1 voters, and they do care about this, and
their husbands care about this also. And YOU men wi 11 be voting,
and 1 hope YOU vote your conscience because it does not take a
genius to know that to make nuclear weapons and to open up the P1 ant
is wrong. It is stupid. And i t has been said that it is easier to
get a camel through the eye of a needle than to get a rich mn into
heaven. Vote your conscience.

I am afraid. I am afraid for my niece and my nephew. I am
afraid for thei r grandchi ldren, thei r grandch~ ldren’s grandchi ldren,
and their great grandchi ldren’s great grandchl ldren. That is who I
am here to speak for. I am speaking for the future of our earth.

I did not plan a speech; 1 only came here to hear what people
had to say, b“t I am scared. I am scared. I am shaking up here,
and I have to say what I have to say. I hope that you vote your
conscience. It is not only our problem, but a problem of the people

,,,, ,,,,,,,:, ,,”, ,,, ., ,,,. ”,,,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,, .,,,,, ,,,
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of the world. It is morally wrong to destroy when the targets are
women and children. What diffi CU1 t does it make? We can destroy
the planet ten tires over? I would rather be an alive and vital
person, with my hair left, than have the future of our children
destroyed and people wiped off the face of the earth.

These nucl ear weapons are in excess. They make us no safer. I
am scared, because if you 1 ive by the sword, you die by the sword.
And if you live by the bomb, you will die by the boti. It does not
take a rocket scientist to know *at is wrong here. Your excuses

c-63-o 1 that we need a nuclear deterrent — I do not think so. I think that Please see the response to Comnent C-1E02 on the
there are enough nuclear bombs out there. With what is happening in changing world geopolitical si tuati on. The need for
the world with Gorbachev coming over here and sitting down and nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
talking, and we are al ready reducing our arsenals, *Y are we
bui ldi “g more bombs? There are enough social problems that we could
take care of. The excuse that You have is nucl ear deterrence — I
do not think so.

And your other excuse is that we need jobs. Hell, I think that
Westinghouse should stick with n!aki ng toasters.

They break enough, anyway. You say that jobs will be affected.
Wel 1, how about spending some of our tax amney — even though 1 am
not a resident of South Carol ina, I am sure that my taxes have paid
for this — spend some of our tax money, trying to n!ake this world a
better pl ace for our grandchi 1dren, our great grandchi 1dren’s
grandchildren, instead of spending our money on something that can
destroy the world, destroy 1 i fe as we know it.

1 hope that you wn vote your consciences. I hope that you do,
because you do not know tiat could happen in the future, you do not
know what could happen if there is an accident there, being such an
01 d, feeble plant — You do not know. You think that you know, but
I have heard the 1 ies, and I do not believe them. I am scared. You
should be scared, too. Everyone i n this room is scared. That is
why they are here. The other people, 1 do not know why they are not
here, but you should feel the pressure, you should feel what they
feel That is al 1 I have to say.
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C-64 STATEMENT OF SANOERS ~CMI LLAN

MR. wCMILLAN: Okay. My nam is Sanders ticMillan. I am a
free-thinking youth. 1 feel that it is time for our government-

— I feel that i t is time for our governmnt to c1 imb out of its
bomb shelters and real ize that the world is now a ~re peaceful

C-64-01 place to 1 ive. But there is somthing about becoming a bureaucrat, Cement noted.
as you al 1 wel 1 know, that blinds your judgment with ignorance and
compliance. But please forget what the war mngers at the Pentagon
are saying, and heed the desperate cries of your people. Oo not
restart the Savannah River Plant. Thank you.
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STA~ OF R~ERT OSMER

~. O=: MY ~ is Robert os~r. 1 have no fancy speeches
or my fancy phrases or anything like that; I just decided to speak,
coming over from Burger King.

Al 1 I have to say is that I have been 1 i steni ng al 1 night, and I
have decided that I am not old enough to vote, and I am not 01 d
enough to die, but I am old enough to mke a rational decision when
I 1ook at the facts. I can read, I can understand, I can comprehend
when I look at Me facts. 1 read magazines, newspapers, everything,
from both sides of the argument. And then, I can foml ate an
opinion.

And I have fG~laM my opinion; this is what” X am trying to
say: SRS ~kes no sense at al 1. Excluding al 1 the facts, from both
sides, you can look at it f- just feeling sort of. way. It is old;
it is run dom. It is got bad policies, bad records; there is
absolutely no reason for it to be even restarted. And I WOU1d 1 i ke
to look dow here at this little “speaker” sign — I do not 1 ike it;
I would rather i t be ‘activist, ● not ‘speakefl because I feel that
i t is ❑y part as a citizen to represent al 1 those people down there
surrounding the Savannah River Site area. And I hive relatives down
there, I talk to the frequently. They hunt, fish and al 1 that:
they do it a lot but they are not stupid enough to even eat the fish
out of the Savannah River, so, take that into account - let us hope.

That is really tiut all that I have to say, other than I sti 11
cannot understand at al 1 tiy w need the tri ti um. 1 do not Please see the response to Comment C-01-01 on the
understand. I mean, we have al ready brought up al 1 these facts. need for tri tium.
All these speakers have c- up here and stated al 1 their facts
about how 1 ong w can stand ui thout nmre tri ti um and al 1 that, and
wfIy put lives in jeopanly for s-thing so futile. Thank you.

,,,, ,,
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C-66 STATENENT OF WARREN ~IPPLE

You have heard, here, and in Savannah 1 ast wek, a number of
impassioned PI eas fmm individuals m shi ng for the DOE to reconsider
this re-start. You have heard some thoughtful, detai 1ed analyses,
you have caught some scathing attacks, you have heard some very
heartfelt, sincere ~tional pleas. You have also heard a 1 arge
number of these people tel 1 yo” that they felt that this hearing is

C-66-01 a sham, that you are not really 1 istening to us, just going through
the motions.

This can be envisioned in tw different forms. Either the
outco~ and conclusions of the Final EIS will have little or, no
effect on decisions that have in essence al ready been nrdde, or the
outcome of the final EIS itself has al ieady been deternd ned.

C-66-02 At the conclusion of these hearings, you wi 11 be wi ti ng a
report. What is important here is fiat goes into that report. A
1 ot of good people are depending on” you to relay honestly and
pointedly, to Hr. Watkins and the powers that be, *at has been
expressed here. Mr. Patterson, I bel i eve that you wi 11 do that.

What I do fear, however, is that the final EIS wi 11 “ot iqact
the re-start. Every path in this -e seems to 1 ead back to the
Nucl ear Weapons Stockpi 1 e ~randum that Mr. Reagan signed on his
1 ast days i n office. The DOE mst restart SRP because the WWSN
demnds it. Period. And this is Acre this game gets fun. Itrs a
highly advanced version of ‘Ihot potato,, that w cal 1’ the ,,Washi “gto”
Shufflei’. 14r. Watkins is not responsible for the decision to
re-s tart because the NWSN says he has to, regardless. Reagan can, t
be held responsible because this dranuti c change in the wrl d

C-66-D3 scenario. has al 1 occured after he 1 eft off ice. Bush is clean
because he didnrt siq it, and there is no precedent for a President
changing a NWSH in ❑id-stream. Things just are the way they are and
that’s that. Neat, huh?

There is always a weak link in the deniabil ity game, and the way
this one seems to be set up, tk-. Watkins is it. Twenty-odd years
ago, on the other side of the wrld, in a few bloody hours in a
1 i ttle village called Hy Lai , the issue of escaping culpability for
fel onions conduct by claiming one was just following orders was
forever laid to rest. Ask Job” Poindexter. Ask William Calley.

P1 ease see the response to Comtent C-01-03 on public
co-nts.

P1 ease see the response to CoWnt C-01-03 on public
co-nts. U pIans to publish the Record of
Oeci si on. on the conti n“ed operation of K-, L-, and
P4eactors fol 1 owi ng a 30-day waiting period after
notice is publ i shed i n the Federal Reai ster
regarding the filing of the Final EIS with the U.S.
Envi ronuental Protection Agency.

Presi dent Bush approved the 1 atest NWStl on 3u1 y 12,
1990.
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The K, L, and P reactors at SRP are old. They have a shaky
history. Even the rosiest of projections must acknowledge that this
is a very risky undertaking. This is one of those kinds of plans
that i f every thing goes right, it might work. But i f Anything goes
wroog, this observer believes that Reagan and Bush’s pick and rol 1
play wi 11 probably work.. They may just be remorseful as al 1 hell,
but neither will fry for it. That honor will fall to Mr. Uatkins.
And just how much good do you imagine that wmordandum wi 11 do him
then?

Mr. Hatkins needs to ask himself a very hard question. Is
~atever it is that is in this for him worth the fall he has been
set up for if there’s an accident, and it comes out that maybe we
really didn’t need all this wch mre tritium right then, after all ,

C-66-O4 and maybe some people kn’ew i t? If yes, then this is all pointless P1 ease see the response to Conanent C-01-01 on the
and we’1 1 coriti nue this fight i,n the courts, and in a direct assault need for tri tium.
on the White House. But if there is any doubt, I implore him, for
his own sake as “el 1 as al 1 of ours, to do Wat any private would do
tien given a questionable order, what any middle manager would do
when handed a shaky project based on out of date research. Question
the order.

Request, possibly even den!and, that President Bush forn!all y
re-evaluate the NUSM. To do any less at this juncture, given al 1
that has led up to us being here today, all the things that have

C-66-05 been said here, and al 1 the things that both sides know about this Please see the response to Connnent C-66-03 on the
project, WOIJ1d be very, very, very, naive. Thank You. NWSt4.

Warren Whipple
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C-67 STATEMENT OF MOSES TOOD

HR. TOOO: My name is Moses Todd. And I grew a 1 i ttle beard. I
thought that it would be easy not to be recognized from Savannah,

c-67-o I but I look 1 i ke most of my other friends ho are here from Savannah Connnents noted.
also, and a few that were not there. It is nice to be here in
Columbia tonight.

I have given a lot of thought to a lot of things that have been
said. The bottom 1 ine is, you know, there is a finger poi”ti”g
pretty much to that there are misconceptions, misgiven facts,
misinformation, etc. And you know, being basically that we have
been kind of outnumbered in Savannah, 1 felt 1 ike John Custer dew”
in Savannah, and basical 1 y hear that the misconcepti ons, as I can
see them, are coming from indivi duals ho are not held accountable
for what they say or have to say. And I base that o“ the fact that,
you know, we are not in a court of law, and we do not have to give
facts or points of law, but the Environmental Impact Statement, the
public coant released, has to be basical 1 y the facts, you know, of
fiat exists out there and reasons for restart. And basically,
anything th,at I say or, anyone else says that comes up here and sit
down, YOU know, w are on a campaign to shut out SRS or a mission to
shut down SRS or to restart SRS; therefore, i f we are “Ot ba~i~al 1 y
honest people, we can just throw anything out there. And the ground
rules are that that cannot be chal 1 enged. And yo” kno”, that is one
thing that we must realize.

And saying that, 1 want to connnent o“ a couple of thi rigs. Yes,
1 am an employee of SRS. You know, that is the reason for the
appearance — I 1 ef t work .and came here. When I left SRS this
evening, the grass was stll 1 green, the sky was sti 11 blue, the
birds were still singing iii the green trees, you know, there. And
even where New Ell ington used to be in the springtime, the flowers
still bloom there. So, the animals, you know, are still there; the
hunters come every year, every fal 1, a“d hunt SRS. There i ~ ~
hunting club there, as mny of yo” know. But there are hu”ti ng
clubs al 1 over the great state of South Carol ins. There is a
hunting club there on SRS. And i“divid”als get passes, you know, to
come out and hunt. And I have not seen any of those deranged
animals or people or birds or fish. I fish the Savannah River.
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1 would like to think of myself as an environmentalist. 1 think
that mst hunters and fi shermn would 1 i ke to think of themselves as
environmental i sts. So, do not think that you have a traden!ark on
being envi ronmntal i sts, you know; we are, too.

But I have a cliff erent point of vi @w than most of you have in
reference to need for SRS, and not because I work there, but
because, 1 i ke the gentlemn who spoke before me in support of it,
that my Vietnam comon sense tells me that there is a need. And as
I stated in Savannah, that approximate y a bi 11 i on ,or so Chinese
tel 1 me that there is a need. That fact that Comuni sts sti 11 exist
in this world tells me that there is a need. Now, I do not disagree
with you on the cleanup; I do not think that any rational 1 y-minded
person would disagree wi th you as far as c1 eanup. Cleanup is
happening, cleanup is in place. There have been monies spent on
cleanup, you know, as I speak, as I stated i n Savannah.

The point of the cooling tower, you know — that is debatable.
And the way that I look at the cooling tower and the “L” lake — and
1 have firsthand experience from being out there — is that, you
know, it is kind of like the ultimate Aich comes first, the chicken
or the egg. The L-reactor was bui 1 t and the “L” lake was built or
dug to acconnnodate the reactor and the thermal waters that we are
tal king about that were pumped into this lake. Now, you say that we
should not pump the water into the lake; why should you not pump
water in a lake that was bui 1 t for that purpose? I am not sayi ng
that, you know, that a natural habi tat has not taken place there,
that there are not some things i n ‘IL” lake that may be damged by
the pumping of this water; but. to come back and say that we should
not spend money that is for cleanup — you know, desi gnated for
cleanup — to build a cooling tower that is going to handle the
water a“d take care of the thermal problem that we are pu~ing into
IILII lake _ that is not part of the cleanu P. 1 cannot, you know,
reason with you there, either because, in my opinion, that is not
production; that is something that you mandated, and L think that a
court decreed on, to not pump the hot waters in “L” lake i n
reference to the time that the L-reactor would be put on 1 i ne. So,
basi cal 1 y, 1 have a p.obl em understand ng, you know, where you are
coming From on many of your i ssues. And 1 am sure that others have
that same problem, you know.

I vigorously support a c1 eanup of any situation where you have
possibly past du~ing because the conscience level possibly was not
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there for i t at the time, or national security possibly overweighed,
outweighed, you know, the si tuati on as far as cleanup at that time.
Bu~, 1 just have so~ serious problems. I “a”t to ~upPort your
philosophy, I want to support your position of being
envi ronmental i sts and that you are, you know, sincere about this
thing, are serious about it, and that, you know, you really want
what is best for this country and for this nation, but I cannot
hol eheartedl y agree with you, and 1 do not wholeheartedly disagree
wi th you on al 1 the i ss”es.

But 1 feel that we must have a nuclear capability, that we must
protect the national security of the Uni ted States, and that we must
never put our young men whom we are going to send to fight a war in
the position that we put them i n at the start of World War 11, when
we were mobilizing them, or in the position that we put them in i“
Korea, when some 600,000 Chinese marched across the 1 ines there, and
a lot of them got trapped at the back of that 1 i ne. 1 do not think
that we should ever put them in the posi tie” that this country put
me in i n Vietnam. And 1 can remember, you know, in the sixties that
there was a group that we cal led the flower ~hi ldre”, YO” know, of
the day, of that day. And the difference between I and them is that
1 was sent to Vietnam: they went to Canada. And 1 would just 1 i ke
to thank you for al lowing me to speak.
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C-68 STATEMENT Of OAVIO REYNOLDS

MR. REYNOLOS: My name is Oavid Reynolds. And that beautiful
boy over there is my son, Franklin. And since he cannot talk yet, I

c-6ao 1 am going to speak for him, also. Conunents noted

1 am empl eyed with the South Carolina Oeparttient of Mental
Health. I work on a very personal basis with pat:ents in the
hospital I do not know i f n!any of you know about mental i 1 lnesses,
but they are very debi 1 i tating di seases. And a majority of the
patients come f ram Charleston, Georgetown, Aiken, Orangeburg. I
will let you make your own conclusions about that.

But he will be turning two years old tomorrow. Yesterday, I was
wat’hing Mr. Gorbachev on TV, making a speech. And when 1 was i n
the Army, we had to wear our helmets when we went into the field so
that the Soviet satellites could not see where we were at and know
our training missions. Now, if their technology is that advanced,
tiere they could see a mn moving around in the field from outer
space, they probably know that the Savannah River, Si te is the only
place i n America that makes tri tium for nuclear warheads. And i f i t
ever restarts when peace negotiations are going on, then, that is
just like pointing a gun right at our heads, right at my boy’s
head. And tiether that trigger is pul led by ourselves with the
meltdown or by the Soviets, because that is *at would mst probabl y
be one of their first strike locations, we will be dead. That is
al 1 I have to say. Thank you.
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C-69 STATEMENT OF MAXINE WARSHAUER

c-69-o 1

MS. WARSHAUER: I testified at the scoping hearings, and I
received the EIS statement from the Department of Energy. And the
question, as it seems to be ,posed, is, do the costs of maintaining
the Savannah River Plant justify — do the benefits justify the
costs? And we know that there are costs — there are monetary
costs; i t costs mney to operate the plant. There is a cost to the
environment. There are continued dangers that the environment is Chapter 4 of the EIS discusses environmental impacts
being exposed to, in addition to the possibility of accidents which, and the probability of accidents.
no matter how careful we are, there is alway a possibility of an
accident, and this has been documented in the past, some of which we
have not been informed of unti 1 afterwards.

So, those are some of the costs. The benefits would be
increasing our stockpile of plutonium and tritium. And I would
nuintain that at this point in the international political
situation, we should hold off — we should hold off on restarting
the plants. I think that our first choice, our first thrust should
be toward the arms control agreements. 1 read i n the paper
yesterday that there was some possibi 1 i ty of having one of the Please see the responses to Cements C-01-01 on the
plants on standby i f it were necessary. I would certainly prefer need for tri ti urn and other nucl ear materi als and
that to going ahead and restarting the plants. Thank you. C-18-02 on the changing world geopolitical situation.
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C-70 STATENENT OF GUY JONES

HR. JONES: Ny name is Guy Jones. hd I will keep this very
brief since everyone 1 ooks 1 i ke they have been here a 1on9 ti m- I
own a business called River Runner. f just got off the river; that
is tiat I do; I conduct river trips. But I would just like to state

C-70-01 my feeling that we real 1 y do not need to have rmre of our resources Please see the response to Coent C45-03 on waste
put into nuclear weapon production. 1 think that now is the time to mnagewnt and environmental restorat i on. The need
think seriously about slowing do- the process of building bombs and for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of this EIS.
put our efforts into cleaning up the Savannah River Site. That is
my feel ing, and that is *at I would li ke to say. Thank you very
much for the chance to be here.

,,,, .,, ,,, ,, ,,, ..,,,,.,,,,,,, ... ,,,, .,
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C-71 STA~ OF SUE ROSSER

My n- is Sue Rosser. I hold a Ph.O in Zoology. I am
currently an Associate Professor of Preventive Medicine at the
Medical School and Oi rector of -n’s Studies at USC.

I WOU1d 1 i ke to request that the agency consider issues
surrounding the heal th risks to the citizens of the Savannah River
PI ant’s Nuclear Reactor.

C-7141 Certainly the type of heal tb risks of the Chernobyl accident in
Russia cannot be excluded in the event that a similar accident were
to occur at the Savannah River P1 ant. Apparently the new reactor

C-71-OZ wi 11 have a -si ve concrete and steel containment dow hi ch WOU1d
be the 1ast defense against radiation, but the envi roninental i~act
statement does not appear to include an assessent of the health
risks to the citizens of a fai 1 ed reactor and possible 1 eakage even
wi th a dome.

At 1east as i ~ortant as the health consequences of a “UC1 ear
acci dent or failed reactor, are the health effects of the chmni c
10. 1 evel doses pmducd by the release of radioactive tri ti UIO into

C-7143 the air. A study -p~blished in Sept., 19~, in the krican Jo u mal
gf Indust al lCIW authored by Dr. Oonna Cragl e, an
epi demi 01 ~gi st at &k Ridge Associated University, shod an overal 1

C-7144 death rate -ng wbi te male employees at SRP to be 1 ess than the
national averages. H-ver, that s- gruup suffered more than
twice the national rate of leuktia deaths. Specifically, among the
I ,274 workers hi red before 19S5 who mrked at the plant for more
than five years and less than sixteen years, six persons died of
1eukemia. Only 2.18 leuktia deaths should have occurred to be in
1 i ne wi th national statistics.

These 1eukemi a deaths are parti CU1 arl y significant because
1eukemia is mst easily induced by radiation. Leuktia is thought
to be the cancer mst easi 1 y detectable after radiation exposure
because leukemias are relatively uncwn in a comnity and b~ause
the first cases occur within two years and peak after about seven
years of exposure. Thus, the excess in 1 eukmia deaths occurring in
SRP workers is a strong indication of a health hazard to the
conununi ty caused by the tritium ratidation. This serious indicator
was not studied i n the envi mnmental i~act statentent.

P1 ease see the response to Co-nt C-l4-OZ on
Chernobyl.

See the response to Comnt C-3t?-171 on NPR; Section
4.1.3 of the EIS presents the risks of severe
accidents, including the fai 1 ure of the conf i nmnt
system.

OOE describes the ci ted report and references i t i n
Appendix B (Section B.1.5).

The ci ted report did not associate the 1 eukemi a
nmrtal i ti es with radiation exposure. There are
other 1 eukmgeni c hazards, including exposures to
several organic chemicals. Dr. Cragl e is conducting
fol 1owp studies, but results are not expectd to be
avai 1 abl e before the end of 1991.
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Finally, in addition to the health hazards from ,a nuclear
accident and chronic low level radioactive tritium exposure, I ask
the agency to consider the health hazards resulting from the

C-7 1-05 non-radioactive chemical wastes produced by the plant. From the As noted i n Section 5.2.2 of this EIS, DOE manages
Love Canal experience and in fom!ation gleaned from other industrial its hazardous chemical wastes i n accordance with
waste si tes, we know that taxi c waste that is not radi oactive, can applicable Federal and state regulations. Al so,
cause illnesses, mi scarri ages, and birth defects. The environmental please see the response to Comment C-15-04 on
impact statement does not include an analysis of pregnancy outcomes, epidemiologic cal studi es.
birth defects, and unusual incidence of illness in citizens living
in the SRP area,
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c-72

C-72-O 1

STATEMENT OF JAMES BOURNE
P. 0. BOX 2262

GEORGETON , SC 29442

1 have taken a day off from work to come 125 miles to speak out
against a govt. policy I neither condone nor take 1 i ghtl y. What we
all are concerned with here today can be suuened up in any one of an
inf ini te array of words and sentences. To be sure, we real 1y need
put forth but a single word. The word that is secretly acknowledge Cements noted.
al 1 but seldom heard of anyone the word? POISON.

When I see or hear or hear the “oral TRITIUM, that !’Secret![ word
sPri n9s to mind above all others: POISON

A few weeks ago 1 received in the mai 1 the draft Environmental
Impact Statement from the U.S. Oept. of Energy. This proved to be
quite a formidable document and nmst certainly did not encourage me
to sit down with it for a long night of fascinating perusal of it
contents. 1 did, however, skim some of its ~re salient sections.
I was looking for something. I found many sentences passages, some
rather, impenetrable e analysis of technical data and problems, mny
esoterl c buzz words but that which I was looking for I did not
find. I did however, find it in mny disguises, plutoni UW238.
g- - emitting radionucl ides, strontuim - 90, cesium - 137, and,
of course, tritium, al 1 of these radioactive nmnstrosi ties share one
egregious coannanality:

They are al 1 POISON.

But not your ordinary, run-o f-the-mi 11, garden vari ty of
poison. These are special poi sons. They last a very long time once
loosed upon the air we breathe, the water we drink and the food we
eat. Our govt is using your and my hard-earned money to manufacture
unimginabl y deadly poi sons for the expressed purpose of arming
nuclear warheads “i th which to extermi nate vast and complex 1 i fe
forms.

I’m sorry 1 cannot agree with such a policy and 1 view my
presence before this body today as the strongest protest 1 can voice
against such a PO1 icy. I say NO to tritium, NO to strontium-90; NO
to cesium 137 I say NO to POISON!

Thank you.
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c-73 COMMENTS OF DANIEL L. SOBELL
EARTH FIRST

701 KINGSBRIOGE ROAD
COLUMBIA, SC 29210

Sirs:

I am writing to plead with your agency to halt the proposed
restart of Savannah River Plant. I have lived in SC for the past 11
years and have only recently hecom aware of the danger SRP poses
not only to the South Eastern Uni ted States but also to the global
ecosystem. According to released documents, There are 168 waste
sites on the ground of SRP that would require apporoximtel y $10

c-73-o 1 billion to clean UP. Within these sites some toxic waste stored in
underground conta? ners have been found to be leaking. It would only
seem logical to rectify the above mentioned item before any company
would begin to produce any more waste. This waste is a product of
the faci 1 ity producing plutonium and tri tanium?

P1 uton{ um and Tri tani um are produced at SRP for the primary
construction of Nuclear warheads and trigger mechanisms. In this
age of Disarmament it again appears i 1 logi cal that any company or

C-73-02 govt would continue to produce these i terns when we have the ability
to wintain our arsenal wel 1 into the next century. With a 10-15
year cushion it would be sensitive to all voters, politicians, and
beuracrats to use the time period to not only cleanup our mess but
continue to work on safe methods to produce, use, and dispose of
nuclear products. If you, the O. O.E. were able to provide us, the
resi dents of the Uni ted States, with a reasonable guarantee of

C-73-03 safety we WOU1d probably be more wi 11 i ng to acconnn?date the
Faci 1 i ty. History has shown that your agency was and sti T 1 is not
able to safeguard. The water around Savannah and other towns have

C-73-04 been di scovered to hold unsafe 1 evels of radiati on. Your argument
for the economic survival of the town(s) supporting SRP is i rival id
also.

It is true that the connn”ni ty surrounding SRP is dependent upon
the faci 1 i ty. So were the towns and ci ties the supported World War
II. Many private factories were converted to defense oriented
production during the war. When the war ended these factories were

P1 ease see the response to Con?nent C-05-03 on waste
management and envi ronmental restoration.

Please see the response to Connnent C-01-01 on the
need for tri ti urn and other nuclear materials.

Please see the response to Cotmnent c-01-02 on safety.

00E is not aware of any unsafe levels of radiation
i n local or regional drinki ng water suppl ies. 00E
regularly monitors the levels of radioactivity in
the drinking water of Savannah and other ci ties and
towns; as reported on the Annual Environmental
Reports, they are wel 1 below EPA dri nki rig-water
standards.
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returned to production for the connnercial and private sectors.
C-73-05 Sirs, the Cold war is over! We _ need to continue production Please see the response to Cement C-O]-(I1 on the

as i t were sti 11 going on. If necessary you, the federal govt. can need for tri tium and other nucl ear materials.
step i n and assist the connnuni ties i n becoming self suporti ve wlout
SRP. I am i n favor of a larger deficit rather than a 1 arge number
of dying people and animals as a result of other species. We must
coexist with our neighbor in the ecosystem we cal 1 planet Earth in
order to survive. W for the sake of al 1 humans, 1 ivi ng and yet
to be born as well as all other forms of 1 i fe, w restart SRP.
Find a way to control the damge al ready caused and methods to
completely i nsure that more damage and waste is not created. After
all its our world. We have to live (or die) in it.

Respectful y,

Daniel L. Sobell
701 Ki”gsbridge Road
Columbia, SC 29210
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A-D 1 STATEMENT OF HONORAOLE H. O. wEEKS
WYOR , CITY OF AIKEN

‘(K” , “ L’l and “P” Reactors Startup

A-01-01 1 had the privilege of attending the first announcement of the
Savannah River Plant which was November 28, 1950. Since that time I
have continued my support of the improvements and operations at the
plant. I have supported the NPR location at SRS and now I support
the restart of the “K”, “L”, and “P” Reactors since we feel that
sufficient studies have been made i n the past and that the reactor
can be restarted wi th no adverse impact on the envi ronment.

Our City Council has gone on record several times in support of the
New Production Reactor and the restart of the Reactors. Our Counci 1
adopted a resolution urging Congress to proceed with the funding of
the NPR at the earliest possible time and the restart of the
Reactors.

With the outstanding safety record that has been establ i shed over
the years in operating the Reactors presently on the plant site, the
excel lent supervision that has been provided by oOE ,and the
comi twnt of Westinghouse to continue to operate in a safe
environment, we strongly urge DOE and Congress to proceed as rapidly
as possible with the start-ups.

We do not feel that i t wi 11 be a detriment to the envi ronment. Wi th
so many safeguards that have been built into the reactor for. reactor
safety we feel confi dent that i t wi 11 not have a negative impact
upon the envi ronment.

0.. Counci 1 is .naninmus in support of the NPR and dhe start up of
the Reactors and so are the ovenvhelmi ng majority of our citizens.
As Mayor I have the privilege of having dai 1 y contact with hundreds
of our citizens and W have expressed any desi re to see the
project @ go forth as rapidly as possible.

We have faith in our friends who 1 ive, work and play among us who
would be operati ng these Reactors and ho have done ,an excel lent job
these past 39 years.

00E and al 1 its predecessors have monitored these cofldi ti ons with
utmost di 1 igence and integri ty. We appreciate that.

For the defense of our country I say 1 et’s get on with the restart
of the Reactors at SRS.

Comnnents noted.
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A-02 STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY SIWONS

A-02-01 HR. SI~ONS: tly name is Timothy Si-ns. I am the Chaim” of
the Board of the Greater Ai ken Chamber of Comrce. I represent
business in the Aiken comnity. Aside from the obvious positive
economic benefits that the Savannah River Site provides the Ai ken
cowni ty, the Savannah River Site has ensured the safety of our
free enterprise system over the past 40 years, mi”taining the
strong nuclear deterrent that, s kept our adversaries at bay and has
ensur~d the freedom of this nation a“d the free e“terpri se system
that IS the basis of this nation.

The Greater Aiken Chamber of Comrce, o“ that basis, strongly
supports the Savannah River Site, its mission, and recormnends and
supports the startup of the three reactors. From a personal
standpoint, I personal 1 y know mny of the fine, top quality people
who work at the Savannah River Si te, the scie”ti sts, the e“gi”eers.
These people 1 ive in the Ai ken area, 80 percent of them retire in
the Aiken area and stay here to 1 ive. They are insiders, they are
educated Concerning the operation of the Savannah River Si te. TheY
know Mat goes on out there. If there were any problems with the
operation of the Savannah River Si te from a safety or envi ronrnental
standpoint, they certainly would “ot want to re~i” in the Ai ken
area. These people are top q“al i ty people. I have f“l 1 faith that
they are doing everything that is necessary to ensure that the Ai ken
comuni~y ~s not placed in any undue risk. I have the same faith i n
those Individuals, if not wre so, as I have in the pilot of an
al rpl?ne when I step o“bo?rd to take a f 1 ight. A“d I feel that I am
certa~nl y at a lot less r~ sk living near the Savannah River Site
than I would be in flying in an airplane.

And the goal of the Savannah River Si te, as mentioned, is
certainl y much nmre important to this nation than i ndivi duals
getting on an airplane a“d fl yi”g. I myself, personal 1 y, Support
the Savannah Ri ver Si te, i ts mission, a“d hopef”ll y, the reactors
WI 11 get started i n the “ear future, ~“d hOPeful 1 y, we ~an get on
with maintaining the defense of this nation. It would be foolish to
advocate unilateral disatmame”t at this point. Freedom is breaking
out all over: the old guard is dying off, and new people are coming
up wi th new Ideas in Eastern Europe and the rest of this world. But
at this point, it is too soon to eliminate the strong nuclear
deterrent that we had that has brought about the changes i n the
world. Thank you very much.

Response

Comnents noted
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A-03 STATEMEMT OF THE ~LE I- RUONICK

A-03-01 REP. RUONICK: W. C-, W. Patterson. I speak in f aver of Co~nts noted. ~
the restart of the reactors at the savannah River Site. The Uni ted
States must nui ntain a nuclear deterrent. Certainly, al 1 of us are
grateful for the easing of tensions bet-en the United States and
the USSR, and the beginning of dmcracy in Eastern Europe. But, no
one knows what the Soviet Union wi 11 be ! i ke i f Gorbachev stays or
how 1ong he m 11 be Presidmt of the Sovx et Union. Furthermore.
countries under the control of butchers. ~d =d=n such ~ lrms
Iraq, Syria and Libya, till soon have, z f they don ‘t already,
nucl ear devices. The Uni ted States cmnot afford to be at anyone
e] se as mere y. For a nation to be unprepared is the nay to Pearl
Harbor. And to plead for mrcy is the way to Auschwitz. The way to
peace with other nations is to be fair and to be respectful in the
deal i ngs with other nations, and for other nations to know that the
United States deals f ram a present of strength. The Savannah River
Site wi 11 give us that strength.

The Savannah River Site is operated by professionals, *ose top
concern is the health and safety of the people wrking at the Site,
and the heal th and safety of the People 1 i vi ng around the Site. NO
scientific stud y has ever revealed that the Site poses any health,
safety or environmental &ards to anyone 1 i vi ng around the Site.
Certainly, there have been problems, di ch there rnIl 1 be hen there
are 16,000 people qloyed. Bat i t should be pointed out that these
problems have been pmqtl y addressed.

I and the tens of thousands of other people 1 iii ng near the
Savannah River Site have no qualms tit the operation of the
plant. The nuclear genie ui 11 never get back i n th,e bottle, and
that is a fact that we @st all realize. Thank YOU,.
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* STATEMENT OF RALPH CULLIW
LOHER SAVANNAki COUNCIL OF ~S

A-04-01 HR. CULLIW: fly name is Ralph Cullinan. I m a legislative Co-nts noted.
representative for the County Counsel . %nator Tbnmnd regrets
that he IRS unahl e to attend this hearing because of a previous
c-&t. but he asked me to read his stat~nt. Before that, I
muld also 1 i ke to read a statmnt that I have been authorized to
do for the Lower Savannah Counci 1 of Governments.

First is the statement from the Lower Savannah Counci 1 of
IiOve-ts. Wereas, the Lloard of Oi rectors of Lower Savannah
tiuncil of 60.em=nts is concerned for the envi mnmental and
ecMti c -l l-being of the six-county regim, and whereas the Uni ted
States Department of Energy has prepared a draft Envi mnmental
@et StatZnt concerning the continued operation of K-, L-,and
P-reactors. and Aereas, said stat~nt indicates the potential
envi ro-tal risk of operating the three reactors are within
acceptable 1 imi ts, therefore, be it resolved by the Ltoard of
Oi rectors of the Lower Savannah Co”nci 1 of 6overnrents that the
continued operation of the K-, L-, and P-reactors is hereby
endorsd . W it further resolved that the United States Department
of Energy and the west i nghouse Savannah River C-y be encouragd
to continue to inform 1ocal off i cials of any adverse envi mn~ntal
i~cts resul ti n9 frOm the continued operation of the K-, L-, and
P-reactors. Adopted this day, the sixth of June, 1990. Signed by
the Oirector &tt Th~son, and Matt Rice, Chai -n of LOWI.
Savannah COunci 1 of GOvemmnts.

[Hr. Cul 1 inan submitted a resol uti on, sealed and signed by the
SaVmnah Counci 1 of Iiovemmnts. 00E has placed copies of the
resolution i n the Public Reading Rooms. ]

I wi 11 next read Senator Thunmnd is statement . . . . [Senator
Thutnnnd’s statement (A-92) is presented separately. ]

[Mr. Citl 1 i .an also submitted the fol 1 oui .g stata”t. ]
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As a former employee of the duPont Company, I worked at U.S.
nuclear plants in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Hanford, Washington and also
SRS. At no tim during this 25 year period did I witness anything
but total concern on the part of mnageinent for the safety of
employees and the general public. Proof of such dedication is seen
in SRS record of 38 years wi thout a fatal i ty due to radiation.
Further demonstration is the consistently low exposure levels
recorded annual 1 y and also the world-class safety records of SRS I
employees.

Regarding protection of the environment, I ‘ve never heard Of
another industrial plant where this factor received more attention!
From the establishment of ecological base-levels before construction
i n 1952 to the present highly regarded Envi ronmental Park, al 1
effects of radiation on nature have been careful 1 y monitored. The
idea that some environmental diaster wi 11 fol low a reactor start-up
is utter fantasy; particularly after years of operation with up to 5
reactors on line.

The Department of Energy is certainly correct in holding these
hearings and carefully evaluating al 1 cements. I ‘m confident that
tien al 1 is done, the decision wi 11 be to start the reactors in
order to continue the peace through strength that’ we’ ve all enjoyed.

In urging you to restart the reactors, I quote an Arab saying,
,,The dogs bark and the caravan moves On. ”
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RESOLUTION

ENOOffSING CONSINSJOUS OPEM’SION OF % L AND P ifSfA~RS

WHEREAS, saiddrti sutementindicaw tie potcritidemimmenti tik
ofopratir,g Iku threereact.” arcrnti -Plabl, mu.

sl.& - /

:6HM. ,-
Ch.i-
hwer Sd councilof00vemenla
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A-OS STATEMENT OF THE HOWORAELE FRED CAVMAUGW

n

L
w
m

DOE Hearing on the EIS to Re-start Reactors

A-05-O 1 Mr. Chairman, Comi ttee Members and Ladies and Gentlemen,

my name is Fred Cavanaugh and I‘ m here to speak not only as a
resident of the City of Aiken, but as a husband and the father of
two young boys, a city counci I.nan and Hayor Pro Tem of the Ai ken
city Counci 1, and as an eqloyee of the Westinghouse Savannah River
co.

Our family nmved to Aiken in Apri 1 1953. He thought Ai ken was a
wonderful place to 1 i ve then and now i n 1990 we think i t Is an even
better place to live and raise our family. Hy family is the mst
important thi ng to w on this earth. Believe w if I felt this area
was envi ronmentall y unsafe or for any other reason 1 muidn’ t be
si tting here now. To me one of the greatest testitinies that
indicates the confidence in the Westinghouse Savannah River Co. and
the safety at SRS is the fact that Ai ken cooti nues to grow, 1 arge
numbers of reti rees remai n in Ai ken and people continue to come to
SRS to wrk.

As byor Pro Ten I’m privileged to represent over ?8,000 residents
of Ai kc”. Nhi le 1 don, t propose to speak for each one of them 1 can
say that I have never had one person tel 1 me that they oppose the
SRS and or reactor restart. On the other hand 1‘ ve had many
residents express their support to SRS. Without question the vast
majori ty of Ai ken residents, including ON?. suPport the Savannah
River Site and the reactor restarts as soon as the Oept. of Energy
and the Westinghouse Savannah River Co. concur on the startup date.

t4r. Chairman, I have neither heard nor seen any technical IY
defensible reasons why these reactors should not be restarted.
This site has been in operation now for almst 40 years and there
has been ~ proven, factual negative effect on the envi ronmntal
heal th of either the eqloyees or the publ i c in surrounding towns.
Whi I@ sow people wi 11 try scare tactics. and coWarisOfls with
non-similar reactors, the same people are also wi 11 ing to risk the
disarmament of our country, I’m glad to see that our President, his
administration, the Dept. of Energy and those that speak i n suppOrt

Cements noted.
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of re-start are not willing for our country to be open to this risk.
The facts are cl ear, the U.S. nuclear defensive strength has been
one of the most important factors for peace i n the last fifteen ( 15)
years. Our country, thank God, is stil 1 the leader of the free
world and must continue to be for mny reasons. But, to be the
leader we must continue to have a strong nuclear deterent - a
deterent we hope and pray wi 11 never be used.

I ‘d 1 i ke to take a moment and address the area of safety. From an
i ndustrial safety standpoi nt, facts di stri buted i n Ott. 1988 stated
that an employee at SRS was approximate y 20 times h 1 i kel y to
suffer personal injury than one would be at a typical couunercial
nucl ear reactor power plant. Al so, that one at SRS was
aPPrOximat@ly 3 tiMeS safer than at another typical DOE si te.

Concerning ~ r safety the records indicate that during the
enti re 38+ years of service at SRS there has never been an incident
that put our surrounding connnuni tees at risk. And there has never
been an injury or death related to a nuclear incident.

This is a marvelous safety record. And i f i t‘s compared to others
such as 50,000 traffic deaths a year, or an estimate of 5,000,000
children ho smoke and are now living in our country who will die
from smoke related disease this safety performance becomes even more
important a“d si gnifi cant.

Yes, the facts prove that you and I are more 1 i kel y to be injured in
our cars going to and from the SRS than we are at work there.
Li kewi se, the facts show that one receives wre radiation exposure
from natural causes each year, by a vast amount, than they would by
working at or near SRS. Page 3-50 of the EIS Report shows on
average we would get approximately 361.1 MREM from natural and
medical causes compared to O. 1 MREM from SRS.

Mr. Chairman and Secretary Watkins, this comuni ty has worked
harmonious y with the SRS for almost 40 years, and SRS employees
have been important citizens to this comuni ty; i t has been a very
good relationship, and we look forward to it continuing with no ill
effects.

A-05-02 I ask you to study the facts, and mke your decisions based on the
facts, and not the rhetoric and innuendos that YOU*11 hear. O“r

The EIS provides the necessary in fonnatio” to ensure
that envi ronmental ameni ties and values receive
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nation needs these reactors up and running, our comuni ty supports
it. Our country @ continue to maintain a strong nucl ear deterent.

appropriate consideration i n the deci s~onmak:”g,
along w> th econornl c and technxcal cons, deratlons.
The Final EIS incorporates

Thank you for the opportunity to express my thoughts. co-nts on the Oraft EIS.
and addresses publ i c

—
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A-06 STATEMENT OF DAVID ALBRIGHT

I am David Al bright, Senior Staff Scientist at the Federation
of Ameri can Scientists. The Federation, founded in 1945, is the
oldest organization in the world devoted to ending. the nuclear am
race. It is currently composed of about 4,000 natural and social
scientists and engineers interested in the problems of science and
soci ety.

I appreci ate the opportunity to address this hearing on the
draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) on the restart of the
Savannah River reactors.

~

The draft environmental impact statement on the Savannah River
reactors is seriously fl awed i n its assessment of future
requirements for tri ti um and alternatives to the continued operation
of the aged Savannah River reactors. Three of the major flaws are:

A-06-0 1 ● The OEIS bases its assessment of future tri tium requirements on
an obsol ete Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum. At the very
1 east, the DEIS should be redone reflecting reduced U.S./Soviet
tensions, the START treaty, and political changes i n Europe
that have al ready led to cancellations of tactical nuclear
weapons.

The Department of Energy produces tri ti um (and other
nuclear materials) as directed by the Nuclear
Weapons Stockpile Memorandum (NWSM), which
determines the need for defense n!ateri als, and which
is approved by the President. The most recent NWSM,
approyed by Pres~ dent Bush on July 12, 1990, was
used 1 n cal CU1 at, ng the demand for new production of
tritium in Appendix A. In addition, Appendix A
considers a potential reduced-need scenario for
tritium.

Because detai led information on defense need
i nvol ves nati onal securi ty information, nuclear
mterial requirements and the production
capabil iti es requi red to meet these demnds are
discussed in a classified appendix (Appendix A) of
the EIS. This classified appendix was not
distributed with the main document, but wi 11 be
considered by 00E decisionmkers; it is available to
those meeting security requirements. Unclassified
information from Appendix A is incl uded in Secti on
1.2 of the EIS.
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A-06-oz a The DEIS unduly dismisses the alternative of not restarting
these reactors.

Section 2.4 of the Draft and Final EIS discusses
The DEIS does not consider several non-reactor other production options; however, these options do

alternatives for obtai ni og tri ti un that could eliminate the not meet the need ,as discussed in Section I .2.
need to restart the Savannah River reactors.

A-o&03 ● The DEIS ass-s that the Savannah River reactors ❑i ght be Section 1.2 of the EIS states that, “(although not
needed to produce weapon-grade P1 utoni IM. Nouever, there is
absolutely no need to produce addi ti OM1 aunts of P1 utoni um

currently anticipated, a need for the production of
-apons-grade pl utoni urn i n SRS reactors COU1d

for nuclear mapons. This is an ideal time to permanent y halt develop i n the future. ”
plutonium product i an through agrat ui th the soviet Union.

T TO ESTAftLISfl - 1=
REouIREffENfs

.4-06-04 The basis for the analysis of future tritiw requirznts in Please see the response to Co~nt A-06-01 on need.
khis oEIS is the Nuclear kapons Stockpile Hemrandp (NtkSH)
approved by President Reagan on January 19. 1989 [see MIS. P-
1-3]. 1 This -randum predates the historic events in Europe that
are leading to sizeabl e budget cuts in u.S. defense, prc.grdms and
crntinued reductions i n the size of the U.S. nuclear arsenal.

Although these nm-ntous changes are acknowledged as
potential y significant in the DEIS, they are treated as essential y
irrelevant to the Department of Energy’s plans to restart the
savannah River reactors:

lAccordi ng to recent Congressional testirnny, the pvemnent
has _ unable to finalize a new Nuclear ~ns Stockpile
~rand- (~) “due most significantly to OOE’S continuing
di f f i CU1 ties in being able to =i ntai n the production CW1 ex in a
full y operating f oti [Testi IQny of Robert Barker, Xsi stant to the
Secretary of Oef ense (Atomic Energy), 000, tteari ng before the
Subcti ttee on Energy and Hater DeveloPnt on the Energy and Hater
ltevelo~t ApprOpri ati ons for 1991. Waring U.S. ~use of
Repre*tatives. I!arch 12, 1990, Part 6, p. S311. T~ Nuclear
-S COUnti 1. !dIi ch is cOWosed of representatives of both the
OLTE -d the 00Is, recmtl y approved a delay in sub=i tti ng the M to
the President from October until early next year [Ibid., P. 6201.
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‘The ptenti al exists that -terial requi rets COU1d decrease
i n the future due to the changing mrl d geopol i ti cal situation
(e.g. potential Strategic Arms Reduction Talks [sic] Treaties;
potential reduction of U.S. tactical presence in the North
Atlantic Treat y Organi zati on) and budget constraints. A
qualitative anal ysis indicated that although the potential for
significant reductions to material requi rats exists. i t is
not 1 i kel y that the requi rmnts for the near term ui 11 change
significantly. This is due to the long lead ti~, following
enac-t of a treaty, before recycled rnterials f mm retired
~~ns WUI d beco= avai 1abl e. 7hus, al th~ugh ~teri al
requl rmnts ❑i ght change in the future, the current NHSH
remains the basis for the anal ysis in this EIS. ” [OEIS p. 1-31.

7he DEIS simply ignores several important devel o~ts:

The agr~nt by the Uni ted States and the Soviet Union to
comlete a STAAT treaty by the end of this year. Since the
tri ti - in nuclear weapons is contained in remvable
reservoirs. the tri ti urn i n the warheads scheduled to k retired
under tie START treat y COU1d & obtained -ch earlier than the
date the warheads are actual 1 y di smtled, or in fact even
before tie deli very vehicles are destroyed under the treat y.

The recent agreement bet- the hi ted Skates and the Soviet
Union to begin negotiating ev- deeper cuts in strategic
nuclear forces after the START treat y is signed.

President Bush’s announc~t on My 3 to cancel tm major
tactical nuclear programs, the Fol 1 ow-c.n-to-Lance ti ssi 1 e and a
new l= 11 i -ter arti 11 ery shel 1. “As demcracy c-s to
Eastern Europe and $ovi et troops return ha, there is 1 ess
need for nuclear systems of the shortest range, ” the President
said. These reduced tensi ms are also expect~ to lead the
Ifni ted $~ates to withdraw a few thousand battlefield nuclear
-apons In Europe.

Secretary of Oef ense Chmey’s recent mnouncenent to cut the
n-r of &2 “stealth” tiers f- 132 to 75, +ich till
result i n a reduced need for strategic bds and air-to-surface
missiles.
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● Increasing cal 1s in Congress for the Bush Admi;ni strati on to cut
mjor nuclear weapons programs i n order to achieve significant
reductions in the overall defense budget.

● The Rocky Flats Plant near Oenver, tii ch is the only
production-scale plant in the complex capable of making
plutonium triggers far weapons, has bee. closed since late last
year. As a result, warhead production schedules are S1 i ppi ng,
hich will mean that tritium requirements will also slip.

The DEIS’s simplistic analysis of future tritium requi remnts
could 1 cave the unwary reader wi th the impression that the U.S.
government is not preparing for the possibi 1 i ty that the Savannah
River reactors do not restart on schedule. That such planning is
occurring can be seen in the written response of John (. Tuck, Under
Secretary and Acting Assistant Secretary for Oefense Programs,
Department of Energy, to questions submitted by Chairman Tom Bevi T 1
in the March 12, 1990 hearing before the Subcotunittee on Energy and
Uater Oevel opmnt of the Comi ttee on Apprapri ati ons.

QUEST1~: What contingency PI ans have been developed by the
Oepartm?nt in the event of a tri tium shortfall?

ANSWER: If for some reason, the Savannah River reactors were
not to restart, significant risks in meting essential tritium
demands for the stockpi le WOU1d begin to be incurred.
Cdel etedl The oepart~nt of Oef =nse has devel Oped. at the
direction of the President, a set of stockpile contingencies in
response to various tri tium production levels.

A-06-05 The OEIS should include am analysis of future tritium
requi rements that takes account of these recent developments. The
Pentagon is clearly considering adjust-nts in its plans in case the
Savannah River reactors do not restart as planned. The OEIS should
at least incorporate similar contingencies as alternatives to
restarting these reactors.

II. THE OEIS UNREASON AOLY OISHISSES M IGNORES NON-REACTOR
MERNATI ES TO THE ~TART OFv THE SAVANN~ ~CTOW

The proposed acti?n includes a number of operational
males for the reactors from power operation to cold
standby as the need for inateri als changes. Appendi x
A analyzes the nucl ear material requirements of the
1990 NWSM and the options to supply such materials
including res”~tjon of production by SRS reactors.
In addition, a potential reduced-need scenario was
evaluated and is considered in this EIS.

STRETCHING CURRENT SUPPLIES OF TRITIUtl
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A-06-06 The Depart~nt of Energy and the Pentagon can take a nu!nber of The anal ysis provided i n Appendix A includes an
steps to extend the current SUPP1 y of tri tium for several years eval uation of Measures to extend the .sef”l”ess of
without signi fi cantl y affecting U.S. national security. These the existing triti “m inventory; however, the actions
include: suggested are beyond the scope of this EIS and wil 1

●

not permit DOE to satisfy the requirements imposed
Cannibal ize enhanced radiation warheads, hi ch use 1 arge by the current NwSH.
amounts of tritium. The authors of the Nuclear Meapons
Databook estimate that the United States has about 400 neutron
warheads. These battlefield warheads, Aich are low-yield
(about one-kiloton) thermonuclear weapons that use the neutrons
released rather than the blast as the prixry source of damge.
have questionable mi 1 i tary usefulness. Intended for deployment
i n Europe, they have remained in the Uni ted States because NATO
al 1 ies oppose having these warheads deployed on thei r
territories. According to governwnt sources, each warhead
contains roughly 15 grams of tri ti um, for a total of about 6
kilograms of tri tium in all 400 warheads uhen they are fully
loaded. This 1s the equivalent to roughly a one-year supply.

● Eliminate the yield options in some nuclear weapons. One way
to vary a warhead, s yield is to control the amount of tri tium
used in the explosion. Several tri ti urn bottles or ‘ireservoi rs,i
are placed i n a warhead, and the yield is controlled by the
number of reservoi rs e~tied into the core during the fi ring
sequence. Eliminating yield options in a fraction of weapons
would al low a signif i cant am”nt of tri tium to be recovered
from the extra reservoirs for use in other weapons.

● Accelerate retirement of older warheads, such as those o“
Poseidon missiles, tactical gravity bombs, and battlefield
nuclear weapons. Earl y retirement of the nuclear artillery
shells and short-range nucl ear missiles in Europe could result
i n a tri tium savings equivalent to about a one-year supply.

● Stretch or thin out deplo~nt of new warheads and bombs on
nonessential or “nrel i able weapons systems, such as the nuclear
tipped sea-launched cruise missile and the B-IB penetrating
bomber. Such a step might take place in any case because of
the conti n“ing problems at the Rocky Flats Plant.

● Continue to minimize the size of the tritium processing
pipeline. Al though this option has been extensive y pursued by
the Departwnt of Energy, further savings should be sought.
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I

● Keep reservoirs in warheads longer than is now the custom.
Whether this could result i n more than a minor degradation i n
yield depends on warhead design and the range of yields
maintained.

● Put 1 ess tri tium i n new reservoirs but replenish the SUPP1 y
more often. For example, one of the reasons for a large
tri tium production requirement is longer warhead replenishment
cycles i” newer warheads. According to administration sources
ci ted in the New York Times, the new generation of submri ne
launched weapons have maintenance cycles of ten years or longer
compared to a 4 to 6 year cycle for nwst of the currently
stockpiled weapons. Such a shift requires a greater amunt of
tri ti um i n newer warheads than in the ones being replaced, and
hence a larger total tri ti um inven~ory. Shortening thecycl es
would thus reduce the tritium requl remnt. However, thls step
could be ~ounterproducti .e i f i ts primary resul t were more
tri ti um CI rculating i n the replenishment “pipel inc. ”

A few of the options discussed above involve borrowing against
future production of tri tium. However, deferring tri ti um prOduct+On
requi rements to future years, when anti ci pated reductions i n
strategic nucl ear forces, is an attractive strategy for dealing with
near-term shortages.

ARMS REOUCTION AGREEMENTS

A-06-07 The most significant factor affecting the need for ne” tri ti urn
is the potential for deep reductions i n the nucl ear ‘arsenals of the
Uni ted States and the Soviet Uni on. If the total number of U.S.
weapons decreases faster than the rate that tritium ‘decays, in

A-06-08 principle the tri ti um needed to replenish the remai~i ng weapons
could be obtained from the dismantled weapons.

START Treaty: The United States and the Soviet Union have
agreed to complete work on the START treaty this year. This treaty
would provide the Uni ted States wi th a si gnifi cant tri ti urn savi rigs.
If under such an agreement the Uni ted States retires only 2,000
nuclear warheads and bombs, each containing a nominal 4 grams of

00E has revised Section 1.2 of the EIS to clarify
that the NWSM, whl, ch is issued annually, considers
changes i n the “orld geopol i ti cal si tuati on.

Recycling is being per fonried. Section 1.2 disc~sses
recycling facilities and the recycling of materials
from reti red weapons. The supply of materials f ram
recycling is considered in Appendix A i n analyzing
the need for contl nued operation of the reactors.
Also, pl ease see the response to Cement A-06-01 on
the need for tri ti urn and other nuclear n!aterials.
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tri tium, the Uni ted States would obtain enough tri tium from reti~ed
weapons to replenish the remaining warheads for about t“o years.

START II Treaty: Following the signing of the START treaty,
the Uni ted States and the Soviet Union agreed at the recent
Bush/Gorbachev sumi t in Washington, D.C. to begin negotiations at
the earl iest practical date for even deeper cuts in their strategic
nucl ear arsenals. As part of an effort to reduce incentives for a
nuclear fi rst strike, the two sides agreed to “seek ~asures that
reduced the concentration of warheads on strategi c del i very vehicles
as a Aole, including measures related to the question of heavy
mi ssi 1 es and MIRVed ICBMS. ,,3

Al though neither side has publicly stated the level of
reductions that might be achieved under a START 11 treaty, I have
calculated tri tium requi rements under two credible scenarios that
would 1 cave the Uni ted States wi th a total nuclear arsenal of 10,000
and 5,000 nucl ear warheads (see Table). If this treaty is ratified
in 199S and the arsenal is shrunk to 10,000 weapons, tri ti”m
production would not need to resume for about 10 years after this
ratif i cation date, or until about the year 2005. If the arsenal is
reduced to 5,000 weapons, tri ti urn production would not need to be
resumed unti 1 after 2015.

Oeeper Cuts: If the Uni ted States and the Soviet Union
implemnt a nuclear weapons reductions agree=nt that would leave
each side with only 2,000 nuclear weapons by the end of this

‘The total U.S. nuclear arsenal is estimated by authors of the
~ at about 21,000 warheads. Of these, about
12,700 warheads are currently in the strategic arsenal and the rest
are i n the tactical stockpile. A reduction of 2,000 warheads is
therefore about a 15 percent cut in the strategic arsenal . An
arsenal of 19,000 warheads WOU1d require about 76,000 grams of
tri ti urn, assuming each warhead contains about 4 grams of tri tium.
Since tritium decays at the rate of about 5 percent a year, each
year about 4 ki logrann of tritium would be needed to replenish this
many weapons.

3The Hhj te Ho”se, Office of the Press Secretary, ‘aJoint
Statement on Future Negotiation on Nuclear and Space Arms and
Further E“hanci ng Strategic Stabil ity,’1 June 1, 1990.
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A-06-09

century, then the Uni ted States would not have to produce any mre
tri ti um unti 1 after the year 2030.

111. PERMANENTLY HALTIN G PLUTDNIM PRODUCTI ON FOR WEAPONS

PLUTONIUtl PRODUCTION CAPABILITY IS UNNECESSARY

The OEIS states that a oeed for the production of weapon-grade
plutonium i n the Savannah River reactors could develop in the future
[OEIS, P. 1-41. However, there is no need to pro$uce more plutonium
for nuclear weapons. t

The Uni ted States can mi ntain a nuclear arsenal of roughly the
present size and co~osi tion for many decades, by, using pr:sentl y
available alternatives that could eliminate the need to mlntai n a
capabil i ty to produce weapon-grade P1 utonium in the Savannah Ri ver
reactors. These alternatives primari 1 y involve techniques and
procedures to mnage rmre effectively the existing inventory of
plutonium. They include:

● Continuing to develop mre realistic projections of the
nuder of nuclear weapons that are necessary to build;

● More closely matching the retirement of obsolete weapons
with the deplownt of new weapons; :

● More efficiently processing plutonium i n the warhead
fabri cation and dismantlement system.

The START treaty wi 11 result in a large pl uttini urn surplus, even
i f the START agreeent 1cads to a reduction i n the U.S. nuclear
arsenal of only about 2.000 weapons. Assuming 3-4 kilograms of
plutonium per warhead, this mny warheads would contain about 6,000
to 8,000 kilograms of plutonium.

These options are considerably cheaper than {roduci ng
additional plutonium or rebuilding production capabilities.
Permanent y halting plutonium production would also el imi nate the
need to operate several old plutonium extraction facilities at the
Hanford Reservation and Savannah River Plant that are increasing Y
expensi ve to mai ntai n and operate.

I
I

1

,
Please see the response to Cement A-06-03 on
weapons-grade PI, utoni um.
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ACHIEVING A U S .-SOVIET BILATERAL HALT TO PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION

A-O6.1O On Apri 1 7, 1989 General Secretary Gorbachev announced that the Please see the responses to Comnents A-06-07 on the
Soviet Union had “decided to cease this year the production of changing world geopolitical situation and A-06-03 on
enri ched weapon-grade uranium4’ for weapons and would shut down weapons-grade pl utonium.
addi tional plutoni um production reactors over the next few years i n
“yet another major step towards the complete cessation of the
production of fissionable materials for use in weapons. ”

A-06-I 1

Gorbachev’s announcewnt, combined with the temporary halt to
U.S. plutonium production, creates a historic opportunity for
American and Soviet leaders to close down their plutonium production
faci 1 i ties pe-nentl y through mutual agreement. Last year, the
House of Representatives overwhelming y passed 1 egi slat ion call ing
for the U.S. to negotiate a mutual halt to plutonium production for
weapons.

Achieving a bi lateral halt to plutonium producti o“ would
increase world security and comple~nt. U.S. and Soviet efforts to
achieve signi f i cant reductions in thei r nuclear arsenals.

Iv. CONCLUSION

The OEIS has not adequately establ i shed the need to resume Please see the response to Comnent A-06-01 on the
operations of these reactors. [n fact, the Energy Department need for tri tium and other nucl ear mterials.
appears unable Or unwil 1 ing to esti~te accuratel Y i ts future needs
for tritium in this docuwnt. [t continues to e~hasize the need
for large quantities of nuclear materials, and implicitly a large
nuclear arsenal , at a time hen Presi dents Bush and Gorbachev are
finding ways to end the nucl ear arms race and reduce the number of
nuclear weapons i n the world. The DEIS should be redone and the
restart of the Savannah River reactors postponed at least until a
new OEIS is issued.
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=~ D T T
~a A START II UN RATIFIED IN 1

I

Fi MI Size o f Nuclear Arsenal Year Tri ti um Prod uction Res~ ~4

kenario 1: 10,000 warhaads 2006 (11 years)

Scanario 2: 5,OOO warheads 2018 (23 years)

% i~re the imact of the tritium pipaline in this
i 11 ustratl ve esti~te. I ass- that the currant tri ti um inventory
is about 100,000 grams of tri tium. Under thase ass~tions, the
tritim in-tory uwld be about 75,000 kilogm in 199S, or enough
tri ti - to supfasrt a nuclear arssmal of al rnst 19,@0 nuclear
uarheads. ass--rig an avera~ of but 4 grams of tri ti um in each I
rnrhead.

I
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A-7 STA~ Of ~ B. COCNRAN, PH.D.
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c~w

TNE DRAF7 EfM~AL IMPM STA7Ef(ENT

ofATHf

CONTINUED O-TIN OF THE K, L AMO P REACTORS

AT W SAVM R- SITE

June B, 1*

Aiketi, %tJi Carolina

Hy n- is Th~ B. Cochran. I ~ a Senior Staff Scientist
with the Natural Resources Defense Counci 1 (NROC). I hold a Ph.O in
Physics from Vanderbilt Wiversi ty and s a -r of the
Oepartmnt of Energy”s (~) Energy Research Advisory Board (ERA6)
from 197t?-19BZ: ~“s Wclear PrOl iferation Advisory Panel
( 1977.79); and the Nuclear Regulatory Cd ssion *s Aivisory Panel
for the Decontami nation of the Three Mile Island Unit 2
( 1980-1986). I am also an editor and co-author of the -
boons Databoo k series, Vol - 1, ‘U.S. Nuclear Forces and
Capabil i ties, n Vol~ 11, ‘U.S. Nuclear Warhead Production, ” Volume
111, “U.S. Nuclear Hafiead Facility Profiles, n and Volume Iv,
“Soviet NUC1 ear Ne~ns, II published by the Bal 1 i nger Publishing
Company.

The Natural Resources Oef ense Counci 1 is a national non-prc.f i t
environmental organization representing over 160,000 -rs and
contributors. NRDC has been aurking for the -t 17 years to ensure
the safety of DDE-s nuclear QIIS production f aci 1 i ti es and
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prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 1 am pleased to have
this c.pportuni t y to present our vi eus concerning the ~Oraf t
E“vi ronmental Impact Statement on the proposed restart of the K, L
and P reactors at the Savannah River Site.

The issue at hand boils dom to two choices: should we restart
one or nmre obsolete SRP reactors and risk a serious nuclear
accident in order to preserve a stockpile of nuclear weapons at Cold
Uar levels? Or, recognizing the profound changes that have occurred
i“ the world recently, should we instead choose to ensure the health
and safety of the citizens of South Carolina and Georgia by placing
the SRS reactors on cold standby and relying on the tri tium SUPP1 ies
that wi 11 be recovered from the thousands of warheads that wi 11 be
retired over the next several years? The Oraft Environmental Impact
Statement (OEIS) should have carefully laid out the pros and cons of
these two options for public comnt and government
decision-mki”g. U“fortunatel y, i t did not. Instead the Oepart~nt
of Energy (OOE) has once again refused to discuss ptibl i cl y the
national securi ty impli cations of reducing the nuclear weapons
stockpi le, and has instead churned out a OEIS that otifuscates the
risks of continued Savannah River Site operations. ;

THE AppROACH TO RESTART TAKEN IN THE OEIS OEFIES LOGIC

T~e Savannah River reactors have been shut down ,for two
years. The issue we now face is hether they should be restarted.
For reasons not at all apparent, the authors of the OEIS cannot
bring themelves to use the word ‘restart. ” Instead, the DEIS
proposes “to continue to operate K-, L-. and P-Reactors” (OEIS,
p. S-1). Similarly, *en discussing alternatives to restart, the
DEIS states, !,This section describes the actions 00E would take to
terminate operation of one or tna of the SRP reactors in the
imediate future (i .e. , before resuming production).. .’( (oEIS,
p. 2-63). This approach is the height of i 1 logi c. How can 00E
“continue to operateh% reactors that are not operati ng? What does i t
wan to “terminate operation of” reactors that have been shut down
for two years? More fundamentally, should we trust a govern~nt
agency that plays such games, or should we assume i t has something
to hide?

lThe K-reactor was shut down on 10 April 1988; the L-reactor shut
down on 23 June 1988; the P-reactor shut down on 17 August 1988.

National security i~l i cations are not the scope of
this EIS; Section 4.1.3 discusses risks associated
with SRS reactor operation. Al so, please see the
response to Cownt, A-D6-01 on classi fied material

00E considers the r,eactors to be in operation during
the current modification period, just as NRC
considers co-rci al nucl ear powerpl ants that are i n
extended outages for major modi ficati ons to be in
operat~on and ren!ai,n under thei r operating 1 icenses
i n a cold shutdom mode. Section 2.1 and the
Sumry define “continued operation. ”
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THE DEIS WAS PREPAREO 8Y THE SAJ4E CONSULTING FIRM THAT PREPAREO THE
NOW-O ISCREDITEO 1984 L-REACTOR EIS

The OEIS is clearly not the careful work of men and women at
OOE dedicated to the protection of publ ic health and safety.

A-07-03 Pages LP-1 to LP-13 of the OEIS indicate that the OEIS was prepared
by no less than 32 employees of the NUS Corporation, and only three
from the DOE (two of the OOE employees prepared the classified
Appendix .A, and the third prepared the brief sections on PU-238
requi rements and production alternatives. ) Four other OOE employees
are 1 i steal as reviewers.

NUS has long specialized in preparation of environmental impact
statements for the comercial nuclear industry and OOE. Most

A-07-04 pertinent y, the NUS fi nn prepared the now-discredited 1984 EIS o“
the restart of the L-Reactor at SRP.2 This is the EIS that said llno
Significant reactor accidents have occurred at the SRp in ;ts 30
years of operation!! (p. G-3) — a misrepresentation exposed by the
release of a 1985 memorandum prepared by G.C. Ridgely of 00E,
listing 31 accidents of ,,most signifi’cance.,t This is the EIS that
asserted that “fuel melti ng has never occurred in the SRP reactors!!
(P. G-5) — a lie exposed by the same Ridgel Y memorandum that said a
fuel assetily had “incurred mel ting!t on 27 Oece&er 1970. This is
the EIS that stated “[i]f there appears to be a significant question
of reactor safety, the reactor is shut down until i t can be
demonstrated that operation wil 1 be wi thin the envelope of
acceptable conditions requi red by the reactor operation and
Technical Standards, which are establ i shed by 00E and the operating
contractor, respect ively,; (p. 4-45). Constrast this wi th the
statement of Ri chard Starostecki , then Oeputy Assistant Secretary of
Energy for Safety, Heal th and Quality Assurance, who i n a 1988
internal 00E memorandum cal,led the .atti tude toward safety at SRP !’a
prelude to disaster, as they found at TMI, the Challenger, and
Chernobyl .‘1

NUS! di scredi ted 1984 [1S also told ‘us that i t was necessary to
restart the L-Reactor as soon as practi cable, Aich turned out to be
untrue. The EIS said that L-Reactor operations WOU1d be safe — an

‘Final Environmental Impact Statement, L-Reactor Operation, Savannah
River Plant, 00E/EIS-0108, May 1984.

00E accepts responsibility for its EISS, for
providing its Technical Support Services Contractor
#i th the necessary data input and documentation, and
for performing independent evaluations of the
i nfomtion and analyses in its EISS. The List of
Preparers has been updated in the Final EIS.

DOE does “ot agree that the L-Reactor EIS is
“now-di scredi ted.’1 Accidents and risks presented in
that EIS fully bounded the ‘accidents of most
si”gnifi cancean referred to i n this cement.
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A-07-05 assurance tii ch was refuted repeatedly: first by the Ridgel y
memorandum, then by external safety reviews by the N+ti onal Academy
of Sciences/National Academy of Engineering (NAS/NAE), and most
recently by the two serious human perfomnce failures at the SRS
reactors i n August 1988 and January 1989.

A-07-06

n

&
0 A-07-07
*

The DOE has brought scores of additional experts to the SRS to
prepare reactors for restart, and is spending hundreds of mil 1 ions
of dollars in the process. What are we to bel i eve when the DOE
assigns only three of i ts own people to prepare, and four to review,
what should be the most important document related to the restart
decision? What should we think hen the department turns
responsibil i ty for deal ing wi th publ i c concerns over to an outside
contractor? The only conclusion can be that the Department does not
take this EIS seriously.

FAILURE TO ASSESS ADEQUATELY THE RISK OF CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE
SRP REACTORS

DOE, under Secretary Watkins, is to be coimnended for its
corrective action program which is des~ gned to be responsive to
criticisms of the SRS reactors and operating procedures by the
NAS/NAE, the Advisory Comi ttee on Nuclear Faci 1 ity Safety (ACNFS)
and internal 00E audits (~ DEIS, PP. 2-47 to 2-62) ! It is clear,
however, that because of the pressure to resume tri tium production,
the SRP reactors wi 11 not be brought up to the safety standards of
comrci al reactors 1 i tensed by the NRC and several of the upgrades
underway wi 11 not be completed prior to the time 00E’ proposes to
restart the reactors.

The NAS/NAE concluded that “[t]he existing 1 evel of
understand ng of severe accident behavior for the production
reactors is inadequate to permit a real i sti c assessment of the
effectiveness of these designs in mitigating the consequences of
severe accidents.

,,3 This conclusion remains valid today. The
NAS/NAE reconunended that the Secretary of Energy “make a prompt and
real i sti c assessment of the 1 ength of tima the exi sting reactors are
to ~perate,,l and i f i t is more than a few years the POE “shOuld

3Nati onal Academy of Sciences/ National Academy of Engineering,
Saf t Issu se v e at the Defense Production Reacto rs: A Reoort to tht
U.S. Oeoartment of Enera y (Natl Academy Pres) 1987, P.40.

Page v of the Foreword addresses the events that
resul ted i n the current outage. Section 4.1.3
discusses the “Ridgel y memorandum. ” Concerns of the
NAS/NAE are discussed in Section 2. 1.3.}.

Please refer to the response to Connnent A-07-03 on
DOE responsibility ‘for its EISS.

Sections 2.1 .2.8.2 ,and 2.1 .2.7 of the EIS address
the concerns about ,reactor safety and the reactor
modifications to be completed as safety enhancements
both before and after resuming operations. As
stated by Secretary Watki ns on several occasi ens:
l,re~tart of a“Y of the SR reactors wi 11 not be
authorized unti 1 I am personally satisfied that they
can be operated safel y“ (Mere, Secretary of Energy
Watkins to Secretary of Defense Cheney, Apri 1 1989) .
In addition, Section 2.1 .3.1.2 of the EIS states
that DOE has a number of activi ties i n progress to
address aging. The results of these activi ties have
not i“di cated any 1 i fe-1 imi ti ng mechanisms.

,,, ,,, ,,,
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comni t to a severe accident model developwnt and val idati on. “4 The
Secretary of Energy has not presented a realistic assessment of the
length of tim DOE proposes to operate the reactors. And hi le 00E
has comni tted to developing a Severe Accident Assessment Program
(SAAP), very 1 i ttle in terms of results ui 11 be forthcoming before
DOE’s pl anneal restart of the reactors.

One of the recommendations of the NAS/NAE was that DOE complete
Level I and Level 2 probabi 1 isti c risk assess~nts (PRAs) of the SRP
reactors and subject them to peer review as expeditiously as
po~~ib1e,5 How~v@r, DOE is on] y comi tting to COMP1ete a Level 1

PR.4 before restart, and even here there is no comni tment for peer
review before restart. A Level 1 PRA involves general mthods of

A-07-D8 anal ysis that are independent of the reactor” design and are
therefore 1 ess useful than Level Z PRAs, whose methods of analysis
are plant-design dependent.

o

A-D7-09 The OEIS presents some accident probabi 1 i ty assessnnt results
(DEIS, pp. 4-74 to 4-96). However, the anal YSis is tOO crude tO
draw the conclusion that the reactors are safe. Furthemre, since
most of the underl ying assu~tions are not presented, there is no
way the publ ic can place confidence, in the resul ts. All we can dO
is form a judgement about what 00E bel i eves is safe enough. 00E
claims the core damage frequency is 0.0002 per reactor-year. 6 This
iql ies that for the three SRP reactors operating over a ten year

au., p. 48.
SM., p. 40.
60EIS, p. 4-75.

The Level-1 PRA has been completed and will be
released to the public after the review for
Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information is
co~leted. The Level-1 PRA has already undergone a
peer review by groups of experts and will continue
to undergo peer review for future revisions.
Section 2.1 .3.1 has been revised to discuss these
groups.

The information on accident risks in the EIS and the
referenced SID is consistent with the current state
of the art for probabilistic risk asses sn!ents, and
contains the best estimtes available at the present
time. The SID, and its underlying assumptions,
underwent an independent review, to ensure that it
provides adequate technical information to the
decisionmaker.
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period the probability of a severe accident involving core damage is
0.6 percent during this period, (O.0002 x 3 x 10 = 0.006). ~
words. over a ecade of ooeratl 0 n at e re 7s about a
one-get-cent chance of an accident comoa rabl e o. or laraer than. the
wident at TMI.

Given, as the NAS/NAE concluded, that our knowledge of the
severe accident behavior for the production reactors is inadequate
to permit a realistic assessment of their effectiveness in
m: ti gati ng the consequences of severe acci dents, it simply is not
worth the risk to restart these reactors i n the near future and
operate them for any extended period, - the tni t~um to be
produced is vital to our national security. As expl al ned be] ow, i t
is not.

THE REACTORS CAN BE PLACEO ON COLD STANDBY OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL
YEARS WITHOUT AFFECTING NATIONAL SECURITY

A-O7-1O To prop up its argument for restarting the SR~ reactors, 00E is
relying on a Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum prepared by the
Departments of Defense and Energy in 1988, and approved by President
Reagan on Ja””ary 19, 1989. This t“o year old anallysis has been
rendered obsolete by events in Europe, and by the Strategic Arms
Reductions Talks (START). The tri tium requirements were formulated
before the Berlin Wal 1 caw down, before Ni colae Ceausescu was
overthrow in Romania, before democracy in Poland, before Lithuania
voted for independence, before Yeltsin was elected ,tO head the
Russian Republic, before the Soviets announced the uni lateral
withdrawal of 1500 nucl ear weapons from Eastern Eutiope, before the
Kazakh Republic voted to halt nuclear testing at the Semi pal ati nsk
test site, and before the mjor impediments to a START treaty were
resolved. The Soviets are shifting to a democratic, multiparty
government, and a free market economy. They seek our friendship.
The Cold War is over - a fact acknowledged by President Bush, nearly
every world 1 eader, the CIA, and almost everyone exicept a few Cold
Warriors i n the U.S and Soviet mi 1 i taries.

A-07-\ 1 Whi Te DOE acknowledges that the world is changing, it argues
that “al though the potential for significant reductions to material
requirements exists, it is not 1 i kel y that the requi rements for the
near term wi 11 change significantly” (DEIS, P. 1-3). This stat@ment
can only mean that the DOE wants to create a tritium reserve or to

DOE has based the information i n this EIS on the
latest NUSM, which Presi dent Bush approved on
July 12, 1990. Ip addition, a potential
reduced-need scenario was evaluated i n the
c1 assi fied Append~x A, and an unclassified
discussion of thl~ scenario is presented in Section
1.2 of this EIS.

P1 ease see the responses to Com!nents A-06-01 on the
need for tri tium and A-06-07 on changes in the world
geopolitical situation. Oisc”ssions of specific
weapons systems a’re not within the scope of “this EIS.
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hold on to old warheads that no longer have a mission. If we could
pry the relevant information out of the classified appendix to the
OEIS, it would boil down to a si~le question: IS 00E proposing to
risk the 1 ives of the citizens of South Carol i na and Georgia by
restarting these obsolete reactors in order to produce tri tium that
wi 11 never be needed?

Enough public information exists to al low an informed judgemnt
about tri tium needs. Currently, the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile
stands at about 20,750 weapons. Most of these - about 20,000
warheads - rely on tritium (~ Table 1 ; the W33/&inch artillery
shells do not use tri tium). The tritium recovered from retired
warheads can be used to replenish the tritium in the active
stockpile that is lost through radioactive decay. Thus, restart of
the SRS reactors can be avoided if we can identify realistic
reductions in the number of warheads that rely on tritium at a rate
equivalent to the rate tritium decays — about 5.5 percent per year.

At this rate, we would have to reduce the size of the stockpile
by dOOO warheads over the next four years, and by an additional d600
warheads by the end of the decade [~ Table 21. The START treaty,
*ich will almst surely be signed before the end of 1990, will
reduce the U.S. strategic arsenal by 3000 warheads by 1998. The
U.S. has just over 4000 nuclear warheads, “uclear artillery shells
and bombs currently deployed in seven West European countries (x
Table 3). These are for the purpose of deterring the Warsaw Pact,
which no longer exists as a“ effective military farce. Over
twenty-five hundred of these nuclear weapons are based in Gem”y.
They mst assuredly will have to be removed. The U.S. Navy has OVer
1000 tactical nuclear weapons, including over 300 SLCMS and over 700
depth bombs. We retain these only because the U.S. refuses to
engage in naval arms control talks with the Soviets.

Ouring the next decade some of the existing warheads in the
stockpile will be replaced with more modern designs. The
H88/Trident 11 05 Harhead, currently in production, is the only new
warhead that is likely to require ~re tritium than the warhead it
replaces (the W68/Poseidon C3 warhead). Even if the tritium
requirements of the wEE were twice that of the W6fJ, the impact of
this added demand over the next decade ca”ld be offset by the
retirement of about 200 additional warheads per year, or 2000 over a
decade. In sum. we can d efer tritium produc tion for at least a
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eerl Od Of SIX tO t~ is
~ r les h n] v decision that has. .

r w can ef er e re~
revi si t it at a later W. Clearlv e can.

% *at is the prudemt pal icy regarding the SRS reactors?
We bel i eve i t is to c~lete the -fety upgrades Wd place the
facilities on cold standby. It is net -rth the risk to restart
these reactors Aen w m safely tine the nuclear weapons stockpi 1 e
for tritiutn tar years to came.

THE DEIS IS SO IWQUATE TNAT IT MST BE WISSUEO FOR C-T

The OEIS is so f lad that i t does not permit adequate review
and therefore mst be reissued for public cxnt prior to
preparation of a final EIS. The Federal regulations govemi ng the
preparation of EIS’s state very clearly: ‘If a draft stat~nt is
so i oadequate = to preclude mingful analysis, the agency shal 1
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion. -
40 C. F.R. $1502.9. Noreover, the case law is clear than an
inadequate EIS cannot be “curedm by the s~ry addition of
i nf o~ti on in the final EIS or a suppletal EIS; AS one court
held:

There cannot be respmni bl e deci si o~ki ng when data wars
i n the final EIS ui thout being subject to the critical
evaluation that occurs in the draft sbte. . .. The failure to
i ncl .de . . . data in the draft i~ct statement denied the
plaintiffs the ‘appartuni ty to test. assess, tid evaluate the
data and make an i nfo~ jud~tm~ to the validity of the
conclusions to be dram there f-.

The EIS presents the evaluation results of an
extremely co~lex, major Federal action at a level
of detai 1 consistent with the 1 etter and i intent of
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and
presents and eval “ates i nf ommti on on a f.11 range
of dltemdti.es in a fmnmer that can be read and
understood by a w de range of public and agency
revie~rs and OOE decisionmkers. Also, OOE
considers the Oraft EIS to be a thorough and
accurate anal ysis of the envi ronmntal issues
associated with continued operation of K-, L-, and
P-Reactors in accordance with NEPA and CEQ
regulations.

The llEIS fai 1s to face up ful 1 y and fairly to the fundatal
i ss”es involving the SRS reactors. me OEIS si -I y does not
adequate] y assess the need for, i~ts of, and alternatives to the
operation of the SRS reactors. k such, the OEIS vi elates NEPA and
deprives the 00E, Congress and the public of a critical
decision-making tool.

7Aooa 1achi an Mauntai n Club v. Brineaa r, 394 F. Supp. 105, 121-122.
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A-8 STATEHENT OF BRIAN COSTNER

HR. COSTNER: tly nam is Brian Costner. 1 am Di rector of the
Energy Research Foundation in Colutiia, South Carol ins.

I want to address two issues today. First of al 1, one that has
been mentioned by Hr. Cochra” previously, and Mr. Patterson is
certainly very aware of i t at this point, and that is the issue of
whether or not this is in fact a draft Environmental Impact
Statement on continuing to operate a reactor or on restart. It
seems clear that within 00E, certainly here at the Savannah River
Plant, that most of the agencies and :mst of the employees who are
involved i n this continuing reactor operation program are in fact
going to offices that probably have signs over the door that say,
“Restart Program. ” I think that i t is unfortunate that they chose a
draft EIS to talk about a continuing reactor operation; I also think
that i t is very significant that they chose those words.

If you look at the history of how this EIS came about, hat you
see is that very clearly in 19B8, unlike the description in the
draft EIS, but much more similar to the description that Mr. 8eard
privileged i n testirrmny i n Coluhia a few days ago, there are very
significant reasons for closing dow the reactors and deciding not
to restart them. And in fact, in the fall of 1988, a very dramatic
program began to take place, and that program was geared to trying
to restart the reactors, not trying to continue to operate them,
because in fact, i f nothing had been done after the fall of 1988,
there would be no doubt in anyone Os mind that they would never be
restarted. So, clearly, we are dealing within the Department of
Energy with a restart program.

Now, further, as you continue on, hat you see is that in
Oecetier of 1988, the Energy Research Foundation, Greenpeace, and
the Natural Resources Oefense Council filed a lawsuit that caused
these hearings to be held. The Departmnt of Energy did not want
to, in fact, go through an EIS process because, presumably, through
an EIS not only do you have to actual 1 y talk to the public and
provide som degree of i nformati on, however feeble; you also have to
put some of your decisions on hoid until the public has had its full
right to ‘omnt. I think it appropriate. then, that at the scoping
hearings in the spri .g of 1988, when the Oepartwnt of Energy was
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stil 1 not agreeing to in fact complete the EIS prior, to restart,
that mst of the testimony at the scoping meeting dealt with
precisely that fact: The public demanded that i t was necessary for
good government pal i CY making to complete the EIS as part of the
restart process. During that period, you also got a number of
mtiers of Congress *O mde simi lar demands.

1 would point out at this tim that in the original notice of
intent to prepare this 51S, the alternatives described were ( I ) to
conti n“e to operate K-, L- and P-reactors at SRP well into the
future, and (2) terminate K-, L- a“d P-reactor oper+tion consistent
wi th other production options, i .e. , the so-called “00 action
alternative. ” Hhen the EIS began, the no action alternative was not
to restart the reactors. By December of 1989, Secretary Hatkins had
agreed to complete the EIS prior to rastart. The reason is fai rl y
clear: Up unti 1 that time, they had assumed that they would be able
to restart the reactors either during 1989 or very early in 1990,
and it was clear to them that they could not give the public full
abi 1 i ty to have input +nto the EIS process prior to ,that date. And
so, unti 1 that point, they were unwi 11 ing to complete the EIS as a
condition to restart.

By December of 1989, it was so obviously clear to everyone
wi thin the Department that in fact, restart could not start go-ahead
that earl y, that Secretary Watkins announced that they would
co~lete restart. But they did announce that in fact the ESS was an
the restart program.

So, today, Mat we are doing is we are coming out and we are
talking about a draft EIS here the alternatives have been changed.
It is “OW the proposed action of the draft EIS to continue to
operate the K-, L- and P-reactors at the Savannah River Si te, Ai ken,
South Carol ina, for the production of nuclear wterials. This is

A-OB-01 DOEVs preferred alternative, and represents no change to the current
situation; i. e., no action. 1 think that that is very nonresponsive
to the public co-nt, and in fact, what we are here to assess today
as much as anything is *ether or not the draft EIS, does deal with
the public comnts provided during scoping. And clearly, during
scoping, the intent of the public was to demand that the EIS be
conducted on the restart program.

I think that that is significant because hat we are dealing
wi th here are some very dramti c changes at the Savannah River

The CEQ has stated that there are two distinct
i nterpretations of “no action. 11 One involves
si t“ations in whi ih there is an ongoing program
ini tiated under exi sting legi slation and
regulations. In these cases, ,,no action” is “no
change,, from current manageinent di recti on.
##Therefore, the ,fio actions al ternati ve ~Y be

thought of i n terms of continuing with the present
course of action until that action is changedjr
(“Forty 140st Asked Questions Concerning
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Plant, e:tre~ly drwtic — operator training, safety, improvements, CEQ’S National Environmental Pol icy Act Regulations,
and physl cal >~rovemnts to the faci 1 i ty. By contl nuzng to say 45 FR 18027). Because extended outages for
that this is an EIS, a continuing operation of the reactors, hat rnodi f i cations are part of reactor operation (and
they in essence do is allow themselves to restart the reactors recognized as such by the NRC for its 1 i censees) ,
whenever they bloody well please, Aich is obviously tiat Watkins the resumption of production following such an
has in mind since on May 1, before the draft EIS was completed, he outage is also part of the continuing operation of
announced the next day for restart, and instead, i f you were to look the reactors. Al so, please see the response to
at the EIS as a pal i CY on the condition of restart, what we would be Co-nt A-07-02 on reactor operation.
here doing today is reviewing what the restart program itself is
doing to the environment and to the public safety, and they would
have to complete that restart program and complete the EIS on i t
prior to making a decision on restart.

So, therefore. I think that i t is fundamental that the
Department of Energy go back and seriously reevaluate not only a lot
of the specifics that have been criticized, but the very fundamental
law in the draft EIS, *i ch is that i t doesn 1t acknowl edge the fact
that the restart program is very real , and that that i n fact should
be the issue of discussion.

[Additional 00E responses to Hr. Costoer’s co-nts are presented
wi th his wri tten submi ttal .1
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A-9 STATEMENT OF JOAN KING

NS. JW KING: had mrning. I am Joan King, and 1 ,-.-a,resent
❑ysel f. 1 have the Envi rm-tal Iqact Stat-nt here, which
states &t m 11 be done. 1 also have my own ne~paper c1 i ppi ng
file on the nation’s nuclear =apons, that I ‘ve kept for awhile. It
contains the versus accidents, the ❑i seal CU1 at i ons. the coverup. -d
s~ti-s, the *rigAt lies that have come out of our nuclear
weapons plants — plutoni @ wastes stored i 11 egal 1 y ‘at Rocky FTats,
ground water beneati tbe Savannah River P1 ant with 1 evels of tri t i um
1,000 tires higher b the Government publ i c1 y admitted,
intimidation of the hcl ear Regulatory Comi ssi on by nuclear
industries, h-l th hazards, lack of independent investigation and
review, suppression of revi ~ that were done, and E COU1 d go on for
a 1 ong tiw. ~is is not underground stuff; these are ne=paper
cl i ppings -of @vemt reports, of testimony before Congress, of
s- 1eadlng n~papers and magazines i n this country.

And OW. the ~ is saying, “Nhoops, sorry, w ‘changed. ” I
don’t believe it, and I d~’t believe that it will change. I don’t
bel i eve &t it can change, for the very reason that it happened in
the first place. The mchi nery that governs a vast nuclear weapon
industry is not one ~rson who can report or one thing that cam be
fixed; it is a huge, sprawling bureaucracy made up of thousands of
h= beinas. Past accidents and mistakes occurred because of hm
error, bec=se of _ inatt-t i veness, because of “h-n tii ti on,
and because of h- denial — and this is unlikely to change. *
know that the s= is possible; given enough time, it will happen.
And we are deal i~ in an area *ere we cannot afford to have these
things h-. * prior s~aker talked about an ai ~lane crashing;
anotier ~tl _ talked about a car. kIhen these accl dents. occur, a
horrible thing is happening: People have been hurt, even killed.
6ut. it’s over; it happened in ti-.

In tAe nuclear -rId, time is highly different. If you release
nuclear radiation, radioactivity, i t stays with us for hundreds.
thousands of years. The hal f-1 i fe of pl utoni urn is over tui ce al 1
recorded history, and that, people, is tiat is being made. and it is
*at is being released. Chi 1 dren are being born in Japan even nw
who are abno-1 kause their par~ts suffered genetic damage 45
years ago. A quarter of a mi 11 i on peapl e 1 i vi ng around Chernobyl
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are dying, are sick now, and they will be for a long time to c-,
making another generation. This is ~at radioactivity is made of,
i f i t escapes, hen i t escapes — and i t has. The deadly stuff wi 11
be m th us virtual 1 y forever in so= way.

Now, we r re told to trust the experts. These are the very
experts ho gave us the prohl em i n the first place. NO o“e yet has
found a way to change the natural of radioactivity. You ca” bury
it, you can encase it in glass, you can contain it in cement. But
you cannot assure that i t m 11 not escape. ~ yone ho gives YOU
this assurance is lying. He are told that by Du Pent that at the
Savannah River P1 ant, it is impossible for radioactivity
ccntami nati on to escape the burial type. They cal 1 i t an
“outcrop. ” Or if it did, it would take 2,000 years. The first
outcrop was discovered in Atlanta, and there are 35,000 gal 1ons of
radioactive taxi c wastes buried under the Savannah River PI ant right
now.

In God’s name, how cam w consider reopening these reactors until we
sol ve the problem that w have al ready created?

To say that it is necessary for national Sec”ri t y is a
horrible, sick joke. The atomic age has been with us for 45 years,
and that is, for us, a lot of time. But it is a mre blink in
history or in geological time. Nuclear waste is deadly for all
recorded instances of pl “toni UIU waste. The nucl ear waste has
doubled in the last 10 years. My Gad, ~at are we doing to our
children?

1 have no other caumie”ts. Thank you very wch.

DOE is not aware of any outcrops of SRS
radioactive ty beyond SRS boundaries, and certainly
none in Atlanta.

DOE has con%nitted to a program of envi ronwntal
restoration of i ts si tes, including SRS; this
program, which is under way, is funded independent y
of reactor operati on. Other EISS (Waste Managemnt
Activities for Groundwater Protection, OOE-EISI0120,
and Oefense Waste Processing Facility, OOE-EIS-O082)
and the DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management PI an, 00E/S-0070, describe waste
management activities at SRS in detail. OOEIS
proposed progrannnati c EI S on Waste Management and
Environmental Restoration wi 11 provide a
complex-wide assessment of available options. DOE
wil 1 mnage SRS wastes from conti nued operation i n
accordance with the requirements of EPA, SCOHEC, and
DOE Orders, as descri bed in Section 2.1 and Chapter
5 of this EIS.
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A-lo STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA KING

NRS. VIRGINIA KING: Good morning. I’m Virginia King, and I I
represent ❑ysel f. I didn’t expect to be doing this, but +ile I’m
here, I ❑ight as well say that I think that reopening the Savannah I

A-lo-ol River Plant is insane. Ne need to clean i t up before we restart. I Please see the re,spo”se to Comnt A-09-OZ on waste
hope that we never restart it, but we need to clean up the mess inanage~nt and env> ronmental restoration.
we’ ve made. I do not feel safer, I don’ t feel secure. I don’ t feel
any safer. Thank you.

I

L—
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A-1 1 STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. OVERMN

MR. OVERMAN: My name is Robert F. Overman. I am “ot
represent ng anyone but myself and other knowledgeable e people. In
regard to radioactivity, i f radioactive ty did not exist, you would
not, either. Your bones contain radioactivity. Yes. Youa ve been
living with it all your life. The sun shining. The nuclear
process. Radioactivity. So, what’s the big deal?

But I would 1 i ke to address the environmental aspects to one
sn!all degree. First of al 1 ! I would 1 i ke to say that quotations in
newspapers are not necessarily accurate. It )s a rotter of a fuel
mel tdown that has been bandied about. I had a person “ho was
~~~ctl y involved i n that tell me that that was anti monium beryll i urn

Fuel rods contain uranium. Antimni um beryll i urn is not
uran~ um. Wel 1, how these thi “gs get about — i t was called a fuel
rod in some of the newspapers.

The next thing that we read i n the newspapers is that this fuel
rod released radioactive cesium, and that endangered the population
aro~nd the Savannah River Site. How beryl 1 i um is going to release
ceslum TS beyond me.

Now, 1 would 1 ike to address one other report that was reported
i n the papers. It was the report issued by the Oak Ridge Associated
Universi ties. This is the one where we have the startling news that
there were four excess cases of leukemia in this vicinity. The next
thing that we read in the paper is that these cases of leukemia were
due to radioactiv~ ty. The author of that report stated’ that there
was absolutel y no correlati on between those cases of leukemia and
radiation.

Now, oddly enough, the papers did not report another factor
that was issued by this same report: When you consider al 1 cases of
cancer among the employees over a period of years, there have been
quite a few fewer cases of cancer than WOU1d be expected. Now, i f
you’ re going to say that these four cases of 1 eukemia are due to
employees working out there, you must also accept that there have
been a lot fewer cases of cancer anmng the same employees because
they work out there. You can, t have i t both ways. If you say that
one is due to worki ng out there, then, the fewer cases of cancer
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WOUI d have to be accepted, too. You know, stati sties do not prove
the cause of anything.

I ‘m reminded of the town that passed an ordinance that said
that you could not snmke in the town. Som women wanted to srmke, I

so, in thei r petition to the authori ties, they said that between
1960 and 1970, women started sinking — a lot more ;started in
there. Al so, during the same period, the infant mortality rate
decreased. Therefore, sinoki ng is good to reduce infant mortality.
tkaw, that’s us~ng statistics to prove your point.

A-1141 All right. In conclusion, I would like to see the EIS P1 ease see the response to Connnent A-05-02 on this
reexamined to make sure that statisti cal correlations are based. on EIS.
facts, not what’s read in the paper, and that i t be emphasized that
correlations are not proof of the cause. Thank you.

c1

k
w
0
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A-12 STATEMENT OF SAM 800HER
2387 ROSWELL RO.

AUGUSTA , GEORGIA, 30907

OOE, Envir. Oiv.
Ai ken, SC

RE: Public Hearing 8 June on OEIS

I am not for the closing or even a cut back of the operation of
SRS . It is not in this countries best interest to depend on foreign
powers for our nuclear fuel L support.

FIRST (Oi scussion Point)

A-1 2-01 I know that all of the seepage basins at SRS are closed or are
scheduled to close. So it appears that only now is SRS trying to
understand the Regional Hydrogeologi cal system and in particular the
aquifer system under their seepage basins.

HOWEVER . . . .

A-12-02 1 have not seen
of “di rect di scharge
mean that instead of

nor read anything that explains the new system
of di sassembl y basin purge water. 11 Ooes this
seepage basins, this same water wi th triti urn

waste wil I be discharged di rectl y into the Savannah River? The
public needs to know the specific detai 1s of this new method that
wi 11 replace the seepage basins concept.

A-1 2-03 While Area F seepage basins received low-level radioactive
waste water from 1955 to Nov 1988 for the purpose of delayed release
into surface streams. Further info. is needed on what n!aterials
from Areas H and F seepage basins reached surface streams, here
these streams emptied and what happened to those ~tet.ials?

The DOE base of knowledge on the hydrogeology of the
SRS has been in a process of co”ti”uing improvement
since the establ ishment of the Site i n 1950. For a
detai led description of the SRS geology and
subsurface hydrology, i ncl udi ng areas of the reactor
seepage basins, please refer to the Final EIS, ~
Management Activities for Groundwater Protecti on.

R“
2,vAppendi ~srA and B, Oec~mber lt87.

e ant. I ke out aroli” a, Volume

The potential redirection of the processed
disassembly-basin purge water from seepage basins to
an NPOES-permi tted outfall , as described in Section
2.1.2.3.6 of the EIS, is being reevaluated to
el iminate this source of gro”ndwater co”tarni”ati on
as a result of agency and publ i c connnents. As
indicated in Section 4.1 .2.3 of the EIS,
di sconti n“i ng the “se of the seepage EIS basins wi 11
resul t i n greater, b“t sti 11 mi nute, publ i c exposure
to tritium.

DOE addressed these i ss”es i n the Final EIS, ~
Management Activities for Gro”ndwater Protection
Qvannah River Plant. Aiken. Sout h Carol i na
Oecember 1987; Volume 2, Appendix B contain;
relevant information.
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Area H seepage basins have significant] y affec}ed groundwater
qual ity wi thin underlying water-tab?es and the HcBean aquifer. The
contmi nation contai ned: mercury, ni trates, gross Alpha,
non-vol atil e Beta, total radium and tri ti um. What long term affects
can we expect?

A- 12-04 With uranium discharge from 1974 to 19B4 into Tim’s Branch
Creek. Uhat became of this uranium waste?

Area O Oi 1 seepage basin. Today testing shows, seepage.

A- 12-05 Area O Coal Pile Runoff Basin drains into a s~ll tributary
then into the Savannah River swamp. Groundwater monl tori ng data
shows : radium. gross Al pha and tri tium levels in excess of Primry
Orinking Water Standards. Also, wtals, radlaactiv,i ty and sulfate
above dri nking water standards and elevated i ron, manganese,
cadminum, chcromium, arsenic and TOS. Area K and H Coal Pile
Runoffs show similar data. Now knowing this, tiy must future
operations have Coal Pi 1 e Runoffs? OOE needs to provide the public
an answer to these problems.

SECOND

A- 12-o6 Carol i na Bays are a rare, endangered habi tat and in a natural
state contain unique wi Idl i fe. Where possible CAROLINA BAYS at SRS
should be returned to their natural state to include i f necessary
repla”ti ng of Cypress Trees.

1

Between 1955 and 1985. 24.6 curies of uranium were
released into Tim’s Branch; this amounts to about
92,000 pounds of natural and depleted uranium.
Since the construction of the liquid effluent
treatment faci 1 i ty i n M-Area i n 1985, uranium
releases to Tim’s, Branch have been negl igible. Host
of the uranium is In the sediments of Tim’s Branch
(above Steed, s Pond) and in the Steed’s Pond dam
site (which drained i“ 19B4). Concentrations of
urani urn i n Tim’s Branch sediments average 1,550
parts per mi 11 ion just downstream of the l’!-Area
discharge into the creek, and decrease to about 20
parts per mi 11 ion near the mouth of the creek
(confluence with Upper Three Runs Creek). Urani urn
concentrations as high as 6,100 parts per million
have been reported i n the sediments of the Steed’s
Pond site, hi ch equates to an activity 1 eve] of
about 27 picocurles per grm of sediment.

SRS uses coal to produce the steam and mch of the
power used in the operation of nuclear n!aterials
production and support faci 1 i ties. DOE i s
considering the construction and operation of a new
200- to 350-megaUatt, coal-f i red, steam electric
po”erplant to replace power production capacity
currentl y provided by the O-Area Powerhouse. OOE
plans to prepare a“ environmental i~act statemnt
that will identify this problem as a potential
issue and will discuss mitigation in the new
facility and elimination of the source at the old
facility.

00E has no plans to restore Carolina bays as the
conntor suggests, but does have a system of
envi ronmntal !Iset-asides’! managed by the Universi ty
of Georgia Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL)
that are considered essential to provide
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1s any effort being mde
a Carolina Bay to its natural
as a seepage basi n?

THIRO

to return Area M “Lost Lake” *i ch is
state now that is no Ionger being use

A-12-D7 The requirement to do an Environmental Impact Statement should
include the requi rement to identify al 1 of the plants and wildlife
that are affected by operation of this faci 1 i ty, and an effort made
to identify and protect the rare, threatened and endangered species.

n
&

When we nmni tor the status of wildlife, i t can be an indicator

R as to what wi 11 eventual 1 y happen to our people.

Today SRS is a 300,000 acre tree farm that also farms deer and
turkey just 1 i ke they do pine trees. 00E has given the P1
impression the. are not concerned wi th llwILOLIFE.l’

UBLIC the
This may sound

u~fa~r-but ho~many acres of SRS have been _ i n Hard Mast
Trees that are permitted to produce food for the Wi 1 dl i fe? NONE.
How mnv acres are planted in pine timber production? - 300,000
acres! -

I rest my case be saying DOES focus is on ensuring compliance
wi th speci fi c regulations, not the care or the conti nued existence
of the installations plant and varied Wildlife ecosystems.

Because we have no idence that OOE has given wildlife and its
habi tat any concern, i t is suggested that Westinghouse take it upon
its self to exercise a “good neighbor pol i cy” and support and assist
rare, threatened and endangered plants and wi ldl i fe at the Savannah
River Site.

One easy method that would improve Public Imge, would be for
Westinghouse to insure that a significant percentage of the
i “stal 1 ation be planted i n Hard Mast tree for the purpose of feeding
the wi 1 dl i fe that could exist i f native food were available.

( 1 ) 1 ocatio.s protected from public access for
long-tetm environmental research and (2) undisturbed
areas for obtaining control data requi red to
evaluate the impacts of mni pulative management
strategi es on simi lar ecosystems. Al 1 of the Site’s
most valuable and unique Carol ina bays receive
protection as envi ronmental set-asides. OOE did not
intentional y use Lost Lake as a seepage basin, but
rather used it to receive overflows from the N-Area
Settling Basin during heavy precipi tati on. Lost
Lake is receiving restorative action following the
remedi ation and c1 osure of the Settl i ng Basi n.

AS explained i n Section 3.6 of the EIS, the SRS
contains abundant wildlife in terms of both variety
of species and POPU1 ation. $ecti ons 3.7 and 3.B
1 i st representative speci es. Sections 5.2 and 5.3
describe the status of compl i ante with the
Endangered Species Act and the cooperative effort of
DOE with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
mitigate impacts to fish and wildlife resources.
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A-1248 A second wthod wld be to let any water cool befor it is
discharger back to nature. Nhy are you currently destroying the
Savannah River and its s-?

IN CONCLUSIW

Real i zi ng our first concern is that the future publ i c not
suffer as a result of mistakes we rnke today, I di s+gree with the 4
Hay, Augusta n-paper that “The U.S. needs SRS Tri ti urn and part of
the cast mst be km by the Envi ronrent. ” Mile Nuclear Neapons
reduction is on going at the Najor Nations level , the smal 1 nations
are trying to build their o-. Thus, w wi 11 always have a need for
SRS — Nuclear Weapons can not be uni nvented !

The Neusp~er is wrong. Westinghouse can sol ve the
Envi ronnental Probl ~ and then bring the Reactors on 1 i ne. Al 1 I
am asking is “fix the t~ . .

Hot water from P-R&actor is cooled by recirculating
through Par Pond. L-Reactor water is cooled as i t
travels through L-Lake before discharging to Steel
Creek, Ai ch flow~ to the Savannah River, A
recirculating cool,i ng tower, scheduled for
completion i n 1992,, wi 11 provide cool ing for
K-Reactor; cool i rig-tower bl owdown wi 11 d{ scharge to
Pen Branch, tii ch ;flows to the Savannah River. 00E
is considering the acceleration of the construction
schedule for the cool i ng tower. Al 1 cool ing water
discharges that eventual 1 y reenter the river meet
NPOES permit limits. 00E has expanded the
discussion of mitigation for aquatic resources in
Section 4.5 of the Final EIS.

I

J

I
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STATENENT OF RICFbtRD H. lftJNT
1208 CRESTVIEN DRIW

~TN AUGUSTA, SC 29841
803-279-0543

M. S. R. Wright, Director
Envi ronrental Division
U.S. Department of Energy
Savannah River Operations off ice
P.O. Box A
Ai ken, South Carolina 29802

Re: Oraf t Environmental I~ct Statement
Continued Operation of K-. L-, and P-Reactors
Savannah River Site, Ai ken, South Carolina

Cursory revi - of the D~rt-nt’s EIS indicates that a broad
based anal ysis has been mde of the i ~ct on the envi ronmnt. The
stat=nt also contains a detai led analysis of present needs for
operational reactors to ~t our nati on’s requirements.
Al tematives for partial i-l ~ntiti on of continued operation have
been assessed in brief but c~rehensive terms.

AS an individual with over four decades of professional work i n
the nuclear and ch--cal industries I ful 1y approve of the proposal
Draft Envi ro~tal I~ct Statmnt i ss.ed Nay 1990 by the U.S.
Oepartmt of Energy.

in deference to those who disagree m th the P1 ans outlined may
I suggest that, given the charge by the Presidential 1 y approved
NUC1 ear Wapons Stockpi 1e Nemrandun, this proposal addresses its
responsi bi 1 i ti es in a most comendabl e manner. In parti CU1 ar I u
iqressed with the public risk Evaluation Tables which deli ni ate
comn risks vs. those arising f r- continued operation of SRS
reactors. Al 1 opposed to nuclear pmducti on WU1 d do W11 to
further examine this data. The risks are negligible hen confpared
to the everyday risks of nornal 1 i fe.

In December 1989, Secretary Uatkins i formed the
Congressional Anneal Services Comi ttees in a letter
that !“because the decisionmking process wi 11 be
enhanced by the information and opportunity for
public comnt presented by the EIS, the Department
will complete the EIS before i t mkes any decision
to resuw operating the defense production reactors
at the Savannah River Si te. ”
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My personal view and hope is that prompt restart of reactors
need not await issuance of a final statement of impact. The need is
clear. The job is progressing at a less than desi ieable pace due in
part to the wel 1 -known syndrome of ,,paraly~is bY Anal ysi S“. Let’s

aet on with the job and with the confidence of the traditional
heri can work ethic.

Thank you for consideration of my personal

Sincerely,

Ri chard Hunt

I — _,, ,,T ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,,,

views.
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A-14 STATEMENT OF JOHN HOPKINS

TESTIHONY - SRS HEARING
OOELL wEEKS CENTER

AIKEN , SC 6/8/90
1

A-14-01 My nam is John Hopkins. I live here in Aiken it 809 Holly
Lake Road. I also have farms and homes in both Gree@i lle and
Anderson Counties, South Carol ins. I stand before YOU today as a
concerned citizen of this state and nation. I do h work for
Westinghouse or 8echtel . My wife ~ work for Mesti nghouse or
8echtel . In fact, no one in my family works for or directly
benefits from the Savannah River Site in any way. I I am here this
morning simpl y because 1 bel i eve that responsible citizens have a
right to parti cipate i n this process.

1 am proud to be a conservation st. I was name~ South
Carol ins’s Youth Conservation st of the Year by the National
Wildlife Federation. MY wrk in the Conservation of I Natural
Resources Program was recognized by the John Deere Foundation with a
CO1 lege scholarship that helped to pay for my education. Today, my
farm in Greenville is a recognized mdel for and hasl been named the
states best i n its wildl i fe manageunt program by the South Carol i na
Mildl i fe and Marine Resources Department. I actively participate
wi th the u.S. Oepartwnt of Agri CU1 ture and Soi 1 Conservation
Service in its Conservation Reserve Program. 1 share this to simply
il lustrate the fact that absolutely M one in this room, or no one
testifying before You in Savannah or Col unibia is any mre concerned
about the envi ronmnt, ecology, or conservation than am 1.

I believe in the Savannah River Site. I bel iev~ in the people
of Westinghouse and 8echtel that have been entrusted to operate the
site. 1 bel i eve in their comitmnt to responsible y vnage this
facility. I am quite confident they will carry out their mission.

1 am’del ighted and genuinely encouraged by the
apparently the cold war is ending and global relati
improving. I sincerely hope the trend continues.
believe the need for a strong deterrent to insure p
great. I am keenly aware that talk is cheap and th
are in place that would negate this need. Tri tium
perishable comodi ty. The reliability of our suppl

fact that
ns are
owever, I
ace is still
t no treaties
sa vital,
es must be above

Comnts noted.
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question. 1 also recognize the value of the PI utonium 238 used i n
deep space probes. I certainly want to see these continued as mn
tries to learn more and have a better understand ng “of worlds beyond
us.

To recap, I wholehearted y support the Savannah River Site and
the restarting of the reactors there. I have observed with much
interest the deep connnitment to proper trai ning and “responsi ble
management of this facility. I have had the opportunity to get to
know the leadership of the site. They are my neighbors, fel 1 ow
civic club wmbers, cormnitted members of our conununity. They have
consistently exhibited a professional , deep seeded <onnnitment to do
Aatever is necessary to insure safety, security, and responsible
management. I have confidence in them.

1

Let m close on a personal note. As a mnager IfOr Fortune 500
company, Ai ~en represents my sixth 1 ocation and cor~orate move. I
have 1 Tved In Texas, Tennessee, Ohio and South Carol;i na. But as a
native South Carol i ni an coming to Ai ken was 1 i ke corni ng home. I
wai ted a 1 ong-time to get married and start a fami 1 y. 8ut, as a new
father and concerned parent, I want only the best an,d brightest
future for my children. I appreciate the quality of 1 i fe Ai ken
off ers. I remain deeply comitted to the responsible use of our
natural resources. I want only the best people and responsible
pol icies to help insure that this is done. I arn both comfortable
with and confident of Westi nghouse/Bechtel’s abl 11 ty to properl y
manage the Savannah River Si te to i nsure that there ‘is a tomorrow
and that i t offers as much hope and promise for my chi 1 dren as i t

I

did for me and the five generations of my fami 1 y that 1 ived here
before me. I trust that it will !

Thank you for the opportunity of sharing.

J ,,,.
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A-15 STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH S. CHRISTENSEN
CIY.JNTY OF AIKEN

REPUBLICM PARTY
POST OFFICE BOX 761

AIKEN , SOUTH CAROLINA 29801

June 8, 1990
Statemnt for the EIS hearing on the Savannah River Site
Presented by Betty Christensen

Chai rmn, Ai ken County Republican Party

A-15-01 The Ai ken County Republ i can Party wants to go on record as
being i n strong support of the Savannah River Site and the restart
of the reactors.

Coinnent noted.

In the past, the Aiken County Republican Party has been active
in showing i t‘s support:

1. The Republ i can inen!bers of Ai ken City Counci 1 were the first
to introduce a resolution in strong support of the SRP.
Following the passing of this resolution by the Ai ken City
Counci 1, mny other governwntal bodies passed similar
resolutions.

2. The ACRP conducted a petition drive in support of the SRP
*i ch obtained close to 10,000 signatures

3. The ACRP he] d a PrrI SRP Ral 1y at the Odel 1 Heeks Center i n
Ai ken at a tiw hen all other rail ies held were by
activists against the plant.

Now, the Ai ken County Republ i can Party would 1 i ke to state that
i t still strongly supports the continued operation of the SRS. He
bel i eve that there is, and wi 11 be i n the foreseeable future, a
continued need for the Uni ted Sates to n!aintain a strong defense in
order to sustain world peace. In this era of nucl ear proliferation
we can not afford to disarm.

We strongly encourage building the proposed New Production
Reactor as soon as possible i n order to have state of the art safety
features, including a containment dome.
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We propose, for the future, the building of an energy center at
the SRS with the construction of a cluster of standardized nuclear
reactors, such as those developed by Westinghouse. For a cleaner
atmosphere and affordable power, we bel i eve that the US nut go to
expanded use of nuclear energy, not fossil fuels, to supply our
future power needs. 8ecause of it’s size, the SRS is the safest
place i n the Southeast to build and operate nuclear reactors. Also,
because of i t(s on site state of the art waste pro;essi ng facility,
OWPF, i t is the mst economical and safest place to operate reactors.

In conclusion, we would 1 i ke to point out that those who are
most knowledgeable about the SRS have chosen to put thei T stamp of
approval On it by voicing their opinion in the strO.ngest way
possible. ApprOxi mtel Y 95% of those who have retiired from SRS have
chosen to re~i n 1 i vi ng i n the area.
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A-16 STATEMENT OF JOHN MCCLANATHAN

A-1641 MR. MCCLWATHAN: Thank You. I }m John HcC1 anathan. I‘ m Comnts noted.
speaking as a concerned citizen today.

1am very glad to have the opportunity to speak in support of
the Savannah River Site and the restarting of the plant’s reactors.
It’s gall ing to read in the papers that the same opposition faces
aPPear : n Savannah, i n Col utii a, and now, they, re appearing here.
Professional educators and sel f-styled experts, they presume to
speak for what is best for the thousands of people in Ai ken who
support the SRS and the restart of tbe reactors. These good Ai ken
people are too busy working to come here and speak for the plant,
while the professional educators, who have plenty of time for their
posturing, would 1 ike You to believe that theirs is the voice of the
majority.

He are fortunate to have the Savannah River Plant in Ai ken.
The fine people that i t has brought here, the mi 11 ions of dollars of
wages that benefit all of us, the support that the operating
companies have given to many conmunity activi ties, plus play. the
i~ortant role that the plant’s products play in keeping the peace
in the world, should make us proud that the plant is i n Ai ken. The
anti nuke agitators are intel 1 i gent; they know that the wild claims
in statements they make are untrue and misleading, but they play to
the enmtions of the people and the natural fear that most people
have of the unknown. He should not let such tactics influence our
thinking.

The safety record at the Savannah River operation should be
recognized. The industrial safety record at the plant is the best
in the enti re US chemical industry, the best in South Carol i na, and
the best in the United States — a proud record. At the SRS today,
we find second and thi rd generation workers on the payrol 1. Based
on al 1 available statistics, there are no adverse health effects
evident in Savannah River workers attributable to their employment
at the plant. There is no higher incidence of cancer among Savannah
River workers than -ng the general populace.

Oon, t 1 i sten to statemnts which compare Chernobyl to the
Savannah River reactors; the plants are not comparable. The
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pressures and t~ratures are ruch 1 ower at Savannah River. A
Chernobyl-type accident 1s i nconce]v~l e at Savannah River. The
antinukes would like to talk millirems and the diagnose radiation
1 evels to ~i ch the Savannah River workers and the surrounding area
resi dwts are exposed. The exposure of the mrkers: is less than the
natural background radiation in Ai ken for al 1 residents. The
Sove-t says that 5,000 mi 11 i reins a year is the &inum safe
1 evel; exposure in Ai ken for residents and plant workers is
approximately 400 rnlli~ a year.

me US needs we tri titm produced at Savannah River. Oo not be
h sled by recent events i n Russia and the rest of the wrl d. He
wst be vigilant and -intain our present def wse capabi 1 i ty.
Unilateral disam t -ld be the height of fol 1y. The Savannah
River Site shwl d res- operation. & Ai ken resi d+nts
overnhelti ngl y support this action. Thanks for thls opportunity.

Response
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y
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co-t Response

STA~ OF EDWAND O. ~LD

DR. ARNOLD: Thank you, Mr. Cutiee. My n- is Ed~rd O.
Arnold . I am the Executive Oi rector of the Atlanta Chqter of
Physicians for %cial Respnsi bi 1 i ty. I work with hundreds of
doctors in the Atlanta area whose objective i t is to bring to the
public attention the di cal consequences of nuclear weapons.

men I reviewed the Envi mnnental Impact Statement SUM tted by
the Oepatit of Energy, I had the impression that it was ~re an
advocacy do-t ti an i ~rti al report, and I‘ ❑ grateful to
Or. Cochran for revealing to us who wte it. Thank you.

Appendix A of that docuaent is classified. I1m not sure why P1 ease see the response to Cat A-06-01 on the
that’s true, given todaycs circumstances. Judge Hebster, *O is need for tri ti um and other nuclear cateri als. 00E
Oi rector of the ktral Intel 1 i gence Agency, has testified that has revised Section 1.2 of the EIS to clarify that
there is only a very remake that the Soviet Union COU1d use its the -, which is issued annual 1 y. considers
--s, = ~ been projected by some Peapl e. changes in the world geapol i ti cal si tuati on.

Al thou@ I wrk m th physicians, w try to broaden our scope of
understand ng and study, and w have spoke w“ th and read the wrks
of George Kenan. -rge Kenan is the scholar who, in the
❑i d-forties, suggested that the policy of containment apply to the
Soviet Union. For at least 12 years, George Kenan has said and has
arti culati i n his +tings that there is not a smidgen of evidence
that the soviet Mien has MY i nte~tion of invading ~stern Europe
or 1 aunching a nuclear ~apons strl ke against the United States. I
submit that it is ti- to declassify Appendix A, and let the public
see +at the evidence is, and co~re i t m th other evidence that is
in the public d-in.

I sufi t that current medical i nfo~ti on be used in evaluating
the effects of radioactive ty on human beings. An epidti 01 ogi st in
Great Britain, during Mrld ~r 11, noticed that chi Tdren of _
ho had been X-rayed had a mch higher incidence of leukeada and
other cancers. She evaluated the statistics and found that her
observations -re absolutely borne out with statistics. Yo” see the
results todafi tire are signs on al 1 X-ray mchi nes in the hi ted
States, saying that _ *O are pregnant should not even be in the
rotm. The fi ~t physicians who heard her testi mny, before she had
substantial domtation, pooh-poohed her ideas. But, she proved
them right .

,, ,, ,., ., ,,, ,,. ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,, ,, ,.,
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A-17-02 The mre recent studies have shown that the 00E and the NRC — The health risk estimtes presented in Chapter 4 of
Nuclear Regulatory Coimni ssion — statistics, the figures that are this EIs are consistent with the mmst recent
used in determining the ri sks of low levels of radiation are findings of the BEIR V cmmnittee of the NASINRC.
considerably Iouer than ought to be used. 1 propose that mre
current medical information be used i n establ i shing the radioactive AS noted in Section 4.1.2.6, the cancer risk factor
consequences to human beinas of nuclear weaoons production. used i n the EIS to .estimte radiation-induced heal th. . .

Dr. Alice Stewart had even produced statistics which show that
children of fathers *O work i n n“cl ear faci 1 i ties are twice as
likely to develop cancers in life. That’s just the children hose
fathers wrk in those facilities. I think that there is new madi cal
information ~ich needs to be applied to a revi sion of the
Envi ronmntal Impact Statement hi ch has been published in May
1990. Thank you.

effects is 4 x 10-4 per person-rem, or about half of
that given for a single acute exposure in EEIR V.
BEIR V also indicates that “for low 1 i near energy
transfer (LET) radlati on, accumulation of the sam
dose over weeks or mnths, however, is expected to
reduce the lifetime risk appreciably, possibly by a
factor of 2 or more. ” Thus the risk factor used in
this EIS for normal rel eases of radioactive
materials is consistent with the findings of the
BEIR V comi ttee. Appendix B (Section El. 1.5)
discusses previous and current epidemiological
studies of SRS workers and the neighboring
populations.
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A-18 STATEMENT OF ELLEN G. SPEARS
SANE FREEZE CAk4PAIGN FOR GLOBAL SECURITY

92 PIEOMONT AVENUE, NE
ATLANTA, GA 30303

(404)584-9902
COMNENTS ON THE ORAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON

RESTART OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER REACTORS

June 8, 1990

The Environmental Impact Statement on restart of the Savannah
River Plant falls far short of its mission. First, it does “ot
address the prin!ary issue at stake: is there a need for mre
nuclear weapons materials? Secondly, no real alternative proposals
are ever seriously addressed, including planning for a stable
economy in this region less dependent on the arms race. Third,
here the report correctly identifies problems that exist or would
result from resuming operations, it does not explain how they will
be overcome k public health is further endangered.

A-18-D1 There is no de mnstrated need for continued nucl ear nlat erials
This fundamental question tiich ought to have

been addressed by”the OEIS is skirted almost completely in the
document. The need for plutonium and tritium is addressed only in a
classified appendix reference to the January, 1989 Stockpile
Memorandum. January, 1989, is ancient history in terms of current
global realities.

The overabundance of plutonium has been acknowledged by the
Department itself. As regards tritium, when Georgia Senator Sam
Nunn stated in 1989 that sufficient tritium existed for one and
onehalf to two years, he said even at that point need would have to
be evaluated.

A-l&02 Since that time, changes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
have brought dramatically closer the possibility of negotiating arms
agreements reducing the nuclear stockpile. Yet, there has been no
reexamination of the need.

A-l&03 Consider t eAl~h iv . The task of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives. The documents disingenuous claim that the no action
alternative is continued operation is misleading enough.

Please see the response to Conrnent A-06-01 on the
need for tritium and other nuclear materials and the
NWSM.

Please see the response to Cement A-06-07 on the
changing world geopolitical situation.

Please see the responses to Cements A-07-02 and
A-O&Ol on continued operation.
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A-l B-D4 But if the min fuel driving this process is economic, and 1
believe it is, no socioeconomic alternatives have been addressed. A
prin!ary concern ought to be for plant workers and their families.
Why has nothing been done to use the incredible talents gathered
here to plan to convert to industry useful in a Peac@tfm~ econQmY?
Planning should begin iadiately to prevent any jobs being lost if
the reactors are not restarted. 1s there not more than enough work
to be done, decommissioning C and R reactors and cleaning up the
envi ronment?

A-lao5 specifically, the EIS should have addressed fiat the
alternative uses of equivalent federal dollars in this region of
south Carolina could mean for the people, the ecOnOmy and the
environment. Let Aiken, SC become a leader in civilian technical
research and environmental restoration, instead of weapons
production.

n Research indicates that prolonged local dependence on military

&
production actually weakens the economy of a regi On. If the ecOnOmY

w is not producing goods and services that people need and consume,
m decline appears inevitable.

A-1 8-06 Address Dub lic health and en i on~s 1 before
~. Where the document doesvijentify adverse health or
environmental effects of renewed operation, it still does not deal
with how those effects will be mitigated before restart. A whole
range of oversight comnnittees, the National Academy of Sciences, the
Advisory Comittee on Nuclear Facilities Safety, the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety 8oard, as well as the Tiger Team have recommended
safety upgrades.

The scope of this EIS includes the continued
operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors and reasonable
alternatives that meet the defined purpose and need
for the action. Sections 4.1 .1.1 and 4.3.1 discuss
the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed action and
the alternatives.

Please see the response to CO~nt A-09~2 on waste
mnagement and environmental restoration, and
funding.

Section 4.1.2.6 of the EIS describes the health
effects of normal operation. The risks of health
effects, Aich DOE maintains as low as possible, are
extremely small compared to the health risks
associated with natural and other radiation to which
people are routinely exposed. Thus, no additional
mitigation is warranted or planned. Section
4.1 .3.1.2 of the EIS describes the features planned
for the mitigation of accident consequences.
Section 2.1 describes the concerns expressed about
reactor safety and the reactor modifications to be
completed as safety enhancements, both before and
after the resumption of operations. As noted by
Secretary Watkins on several occasions, the reactors
will not resume production until he is satisfied
about their safety. (Memo: Secretary Watkins, DOE
to Secretary Cheney, DOO). The independent Defense
Nuclear Facilities Safety Board will also provide
its judgment on the readiness of the reactors to
resume production.
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A-18-07 The EIS should require that al 1 of these recomndati ons regarding
fire standards, seismic standards, operator training, contai nme”t
domes, and ultrasonic testing be implemented before restart.

Take the waste problem alone. The Center for Defense
Inforuiati on stated in a 1989 report that ,,An estimated 99 percent by
volum of all high level nuclear waste (the mst radioactive) and 75
percent of low level nucl ear waste in the Uni ted States have come
from nuclear reactors operated for mi 1 i tary purposes, incl udi “g ship
and submarine propulsion.’s There is al ready too much mil i tary
radioactive waste.

“Operation of K, L, and P reactors would generate about 1,130
cubic meters per year of TRU wastes, hi ch eventual 1 y WOU1d be
disposed of off SRS.!! Table 23, p. 2 79. men is eventually?
There is no approved disposal site, UIPP shows no signs of being
open soon. The best method of dealing with waste is source
reducti on, stop producing the inateri als that create the waste.

Section 2.1.2 of the EIS provides the basis for
improvements to be completed before res”mptio” of
producti on. The priority assigned to each upgrade
is rel ated to i ts contribute on to risk reducti on and
its feasibi 1 i ty. OOE wi 11 not resume production
before the completion of al 1 safety upgrades that
might n!aterially affect the risk of continuing
operation. Also, please see the response to Cement
A-09-02 on waste mnagement and environmental
restoration.
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A-1 9 STATEMENT OF VIC MONTENYOHL

A-19-01 tlR . MONTENYOHL : Good morning. Hy name is Vi c Montenyohl . For Conanents noted.
the various i ntervenors present, I do have a Ph. D.: I don’t use it;
I ‘m known simply as “Vi c“ to everybody.

I have been working, except for three years i n the late 1940’s,
in the nuclear field since 1942. I moved to Aiken in 1953. I
reti red here 11 years ago. I had opportunities before I retired to
transfer and move away; I elected not to. I stayed here after I
reti red, when I could have nmved anywhere. Obviously, that provides
my statement on what 1 regard to be the safety of the comunity.

I worked for the DuPont Company. The DuPont Connnuni ty, as n!any
of you know, got i ts start in the manufacturer of black powder. In
the days hen that was the company’s principal business, i t was a
company requl rement that the plant manager 1 i ve with his fami 1y on
the P1 ant Site, and that philosophy has 1 argel y cal ored the
company’s thinking ever since. And that should provide an answer to
those i n the Government and elsewhere tio accuse DuPont of placing
production above safety. DU Pent not only operated five reactors at
the Savannah River safely, they bui 1 t the three wartim reactors at
Hanford, and the Clinton reactor at Oak Ridge, and operated all of
them safely, al so.

Now, in 1950, before ground was broken at the Savannah River
P1 ant, the Du Pent Company had a Site survey wde that covered the
entire regi on. This was not a Government requirement; i t was not
imposed by anyone else — it was the company’s desi re, and i t has
been used consistent y since that time for all plants bui 1 t by
DuPont. They wanted to make sure that they were gooti neighbors i n
an ecological fashion, that no damage was done to the envi ronment by
the presence of the plant there. And the surveys have cent i nued to
this day and have shown that, from the plant margin outward, there
has been no damage done to the environment.

Now, in 1975, 1 asked the Di rector of the envi ronmntal section
of the laboratory if he could state to w hat the effect would be
i f al 1 the ai rborne rel eases of the Savannah Ri ver Plant translated
into a change in altitude. Now, as 1 think al 1 of you probably
know, all of us are struck by cosmic radiation all the time; it is
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al 1 around us. And the higher one goes, the greater or nmre intense
is the cosmic radiation. That is the reason, for example, that the
crew o? a transcontinental passenger plane receives more exposure tO
radlatlon i n one nmnth”s work than any person recei ved at Three Hi le
Island. Now, I asked them, therefore, that the statement be nude,
,,How ~ch ~han9e i“ the area around Aiken i t would -unt to fOr al 1

of the airborne radiation that took place from 1953 to 1975?,, He
was back i“ about twa or three days, and the answer was six to eight
inches. Now, there, s probably been a few more inches since the”,
but i f these interveners are seriously concerned about that anm”nt
of radiation, they should immediately intervene to evacuate Colorado
and New Mexico.

Now, a number of people here also have disputed the number of
weapons that are needed. 1 humbly suggest that there is no one here
who can give a valid number to that. You have to first state who
your potential enemy is going to be and the terms of engagement. If
you could state that you were going to 1 imi t the people to fighting
wi th a sock f“l 1 of sand and a sofa pi 1 low, then, yes, you can
determine how m“y nuclear weapons are needed. But, “o one i n this
room and probably few in any of the Department of Energy can nuke
such an estimte.

My final comnt is that I assure that al 1 of the interveners
cam by wal king or by bi CYC1 ing, because i f they did not, they
probably contributed more pollution to the air and put nmre people
i n jeopardy than with the operation of the Savannah River reactor.
I am highly in favor of the restart: in fact, I think that is
overdue. Thank you.
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A-20 STAT- OF H2LLIAtl ROSS JONNSTON
FIRST PRESOYTERIPN CHURCN

Nuclear Presentation
June 8, 1990

A-zO-o 1 My name is Bi 11 Johnston. Though I have 1 i ved and studied in Co=nt noted.
Texas, Cal i fomia, and Georgia, I speak as a pastor in Ai ken for
eight years, as a parent who k raised three chi 1dren within a
coup! e of ❑i les of +ere I stand. and a resident wfIo chooses to
cont~nue to live in A~ken.

I am here today because I am ti red of m tnes5i ng the attack
upon the nuclear industry, locally and nationally that is little
short of a bashing. It has been a bashing that has cheated my
dedicated persons out of the credit that they deserve.

Nany of us believe that the recent revel uti onary political and
economic changes in E=tem Europe have been based to a significant
degree on the effective deterrent that our nuclear weapons have
provided. Surely after Norld Nar II we had to learn a lot in a
hurry, and there is alhays a tuition to be paid for that learning,
but the price that 10- over us without a nuclear deterrent is not
somthi ng that w WUI d desire to contemplate. The cause of freedom
in the mrl d o-s a debt of gratitude to those tio are being bashed
i n such a caval iar way by those tio have been among the prim
beneficiaries of their efforts. If our nation had been “conned into
the better Red than dead mi ndset”, the fad of recent ~ry, then
the *o1 e free world might uel 1 have shared the fate of the mrtyrs
of TI ani en Square.

And i t is not siql y weapons producers that have been the
object of tbe bashers. Indeed, the organized 1 obbyi ng groups are
trying to mke nuclear into an unaccept?bl e option. This is tragic
in a wrld that may well limit its abillty to feed its people by the
-unt of powr that it can ganerate. Japan, France. and other
countries do not think that their societies would fare better, or
that their MV1 ronmen~s WUl d be 1 ess pal 1 uted i f they become
CO1 oni es of OPEC. or I f they r-i ned dependent upon acid rain
praducing fossi 1 fuel p-r. generati on. Th$y are pushing ahead with
devel ovnt under a responsl ble nuclear PO1 I CY. He need to r~r
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that i t is not the 1obbyi ng groups that have prevented a Chernobyl
i n this country. Long before these peapl e discovered the nuclear
cause, responsible and ref 1ecti ve people i n government, i n industry
were seeking to bal ante out the various national concerns. Nany of
these people are our neighbors, ho even in retirement express their
trust by continuing to 1 i ve in the shadow of the reactors. That
WOU1d be strange behavior for those wfIo are i nvol vad i n a covering
up some terrible risk to people i n the area.

Ne have not quit driving cars because of the risk of
accidents . . . .nny here have not quit drinking in spite of the c-n
problem of alcohol abuse . . . and ~ y of us feel that our nation wi 11
be best served by a policy that bal antes out nuclear dan~r.
including waste disposal with nuclear benefits from weapons
product ion and power generati on. He need to support the people *O
have brought us this far in the evolution of our nuclear industry
during this ti~ of bashing.. .Thank you.

,,, ,.,,., ,,,,,, ,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,, “, ,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,, .,, ,, ,,. ,,, , ,,,
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A-21 STATEMENT OF ART DEXTER

Good morning. My name is Art Oexter. I became involved in the
hydrogen bomb project approxirnatel y 40 years ago at the Argonne
National Laboratory. And for many years, I worked at the Savannah
River Plant.

This nmrni ng, 1 come as a me~er and a spokesman for an
ecumeni cal group named Prayers for Peace.

A-21-01 Statemn t of Prav ers for Peace : A group of us meet here i n Connnents noted.
Odel 1 Weeks Park to witness for peace every Friday. We have done
this consistently since August 10, 1984 - almst six years now. It
is our response to the arms race which continues unabated at SRS and
elsewhere and hi ch threatens the existence of 1 i fe on this planet.
Today, on June 8, 1990, we come again to pray with one voice for
peace. Our prayer is our statement:

JUST FOR TOOAY

Today. ..1 nil 1 1 ive in peace with God, my neighbor and myself. 1
wi 11 bring peace to my patch of this earth.

Today. ..1 will believe that world peace is possible. I will
remember that hope is the mst important gift I can give my world.

Today. I wi 11 not be a party to pessimism nor join the indifferent.

Today . .. I will be happy. I will remember that my joy is up to me.
I will carry my confidence to all I touch this day.

Today. ..1 will love my enemies. I will pray for them. I will try
to see our differences from thei r point of view.

Today. ..1 wi 11 disarm myself of rage by extending my hand i n help
a“d forgiveness.

Today. I wi 11 know that peace is the child of justice — that peace
is nwre than the absence of war.
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T?day. :. I will plant a seed of justice in this global village, in my
CI ty, 10 my neighborhood, in my fami 1 y and i n my heart.

Today... I will
contact.

Today. .. I will

Today... I will

pray for peace for al 1 those with whom 1 come into

test my love of peace by doing one act for peace.

stand wi th Chri st the Peacemker. Amen.

,,, ,,, ,.,,., ,,,,,, ,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,, “, ,,, ,,,,, ,,, ,,, .,, ,, ,,. ,,, , ,,,
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A-22 STATEMENT OF WARREN HILLS

A-22-O 1 MR. HILLS: Thank you, Mr. Cumbee, Mr. Patterson. My name is Conunents noted.
Warren Hi 11s, and I am President Of LabOrers LOcal Uni On No. 1137 i n
Augusta, Georgia. We have approximate y 1,100 active members and
aPPrOxi~tely 600 ho are employed at this date and time at the
Savannah River Site. For the last 21 years, we have been involved
at the Savannah River Site. We are the support craft of al 1 the
other crafts that work there, and we are part of the safety record.
So, we have no fear of the Savannah River Site.

I come today on behalf of those members and their fami 1 ies i n
the CSRA to let i t be known here that we are in support of the
restart of the K-, L- and P-reactors, and we are also i n support of
NPR being bui 1 t at the Savannah River Site. We 1 ive here, we work
here, and we intend to be here. And as long as the Savannah River
Site is presently active, we intend and want to be a part of it.

We had about 14 members who were off this morning and came here
“i th me. Some of them had to go back to work at noon, and they’ve
al ready gone, but I have at 1 east seven or eight Ao are with me
now. 1 would 1 i ke for them to P1 ease stand to show our support for
the Savannah River Site for restart. Thank YOU.
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A-23 STATEMENT OF ANNA OANGERFIELO

A-23-O 1 MS. OANGERFIELD: My naw is Anna Oangerf ield, and I am a
resident of Ai ken County.

1 support starting of the reactors because 1 must say to you
that it is still in control . To many people here i n 1950, Aiken was
shocked to hear that i t was chosen as the Site for the Savannah
River Plant. Hy grandmother and other people weren’ t talking about
the new plant, but my parents did. My father SUPP1 ied them with
coal and fuel , and my mother taught the si xth graders. My umther
worked in a movement where the mothers stood 1 i ke sentinels by the
lunchroom garbage cans at the school , watching the tre~ndous amount
of food discarded because thei r kids had never tasted string beans
cooked 1 i ke they had. Our 1anguage provoked these newcomers, too.
,,No wonder my ~hi Id failed spel 1 ing, nq one mother cOmPl ai ned to ‘Y

mther, “you draw your words so that none of us can understand yOU. aI

Our language was not the only thing that the newcomers poked
fun of. They criticized everything that they found to be different,
especially the slow way of life. But, while they were adjusting to
us and laughi ng at us, we were laughi ng at them, too. He never had
WI tnessed so mny people WI th S1 ide rules and pocket protectors in
our 1 ives. Hi thin six months to a year, these same newcomers begs”
to contribute their time, talent and nmney to our churches, local
ci vic organi zations, and recreational acti vi ties. They i reproved
katever they cam into contact with, and even began new clubs such
as Town and Country.

By the time I started elementary school , my friends included
not only the locals, but the children of the OuPonters, those bomb
plant folks, as well . By the tim that I graduated from Ai ken High
in 1968, I never di fferentiated between DuPonters or others; we were
all Ai keni tes.

1 left Ai ken that year for two reasons: to go to CO1lege and
to escape the atmosphere of a quiet, stable southern town. I
returned eight years 1 ater because that quiet, stable town appeared
to be a fine place to raise my children. My Aiken cousins and 1
have often been accused of glowing in the dark because of 1 ivi ng so
near a nuclear faci 1 ity. I’ve al ways laughed this off with good

Comnents noted.
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spirit because 1,ve never feared radiation exposure from the
Savannah River Site. I knew back in the 19601s that Sara Eliot,
head of Du Pent SRP, would never allow harm to com to his daughter,
his fami?y or his friends. I feel the sam thing about the
n!anagewnt tea at Westinghouse SRS today.

Hy husband, Tim, three sons, and I are fortunate enough to 1 i ve
in the area of Aiken hich is experiencing heavy growth. Many of my
neighbors and friends are Wstinghousers. M eat together, play
cards together, and enjoy our friendship. Al ready, they have begun
to take an interest i n the co~ni ty of Ai kc”.

I have just f ini shed serving as Co-Chai nnan for the com””i ty
outreach for the wown of Hoodside. In this capacity, I helped
introduce the newcomrs to various chari ties and vol unteer
opportunities available in our area. Many of these ladies are
doers; al ready, they( re volunteering their time and service to Meals
on Hheels, the Hel ping Hands of these Children Shelter, tutoring the
illiterate, and working with our special olympics. You ca” look on
many civic boards and find the same newcomers or thei r fami 1y
wmbers servi ng in vari ous capaci ties.

I know the caliber of people that these newcomers represent; 1
trust them i n the management of Westinghouse, just as I trusted the
ones before them for 39 years. I believe that they do the job that
they’re in charge of, and that they have the skills to amphetamines
the tasks. I also bel i eve that they are concerned about the safety
of thei r famil y, f ri ends and comni ty in uhi ch they 1 ive.

I support the restart of the nuclear reactors because I have
faith i“ those i n charge. Thank ye”.

I ,, ,,, ,,,,. ,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,>
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A-24 STATEMENT OF TIM OANGERFIELD

A-24-O 1 MR. OANGERFIELD: Thank you. My nme is Tim Danger field, and 1 Cements noted.
am a resident of Ai ken County, and also a businessman and father of
three boys.

I am here today to speak in support of the restart of the K-,
L- and P-reactors at the SRS Site. As each of you has seen i n the
previous heari rigs, the majority of. people in favor of anything never
show up in ful 1 force, and the minority is al ways present and making
the loudest noise.

I felt that i t was necessary to speak so that you wi 11 know
that Ai ken County has always been supportive of the DDE SRS Site.
Did you know that 80 percent of the employees at the SRS Site retire
in the CSRA area, and that over 60 percent 1 ive i n Ai ken County?
With this high number of retirees in this area, this must mean that
Ai ken and the SRS Site must be a great place to 1 ive and “ork.

I know f ram hi story that SRS has 35 years of safe operati on,
and overall , has the best industrial safety record of any OOE Site.
1 know from reports and from my neighbors that many improvements
have been made at the Site, particular y since Westinghouse has
taken over the operation; improvements such as the emergency cooling
system being implemented, the control rooms have been updated, and
the staff has been increased. The biggest improvement has bee” i”
education; the Site has spent millions of dollars in training
employees to understand thei r jobs and how to do them efficiently.
The Site has five shifts, which means that one shift is always being
trained; this is important and necessary for any nuclear operation.

I am here to support the continuation of security of the Uni ted
States, which I have been doing for 36 years.. I keep hearing ho”
the nuclear weapons are no longer needed, but those responsible e for
securi ty of this nation know better. I agree with the editorial in
last night’ s Ai ken Standard, that Hi th all the concessions, inostl y
pocketed by a falling economy and political structure at home, the
Soviets wi 11 sti 11 n!aintain a powerful nuclear force. Further,
Gorbachev COU1d be replaced at any time by a dictator, “ho could
offer the Soviet masses a campaign of mi 1 itary aggression to help
restore thei r nati onal pride.

,,, ., ,,,, ,,
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The Soviet Union is not the only reason for the Uni ted States
to ni ntai n its nucl ear ❑ight; other countries are developing a
nuclear capacity. Al 1 I 1ve heard is talk; our country does not and
should not bel i eve i n talk. k ne~ to continue to be prepared and
read y to evaluate probl c.

It is also obvious that the DOE has made an excellent d~asic.n
by selecting Wsti nghouse, because Tuesday, in the Ai ken Stan
&sti nghouse was given an excel 1 ent rating. Let = quOte YOur Old
OOE _a9er, Bi 11 Casper: ‘Faci 1 i t y managers are di SP1 ayi ng a sense
of pride and omershi p i n these initiatives and i mprovmnt, with a
paral 1 el reduction i n admi ssi veness and resi stance. This she= a
continuation of training, education, high quality -l oyees and
neighbors wi 11 cent i nue to -ke SRS a safe and inch-needed Site to
help protect the freedom nhi ch me’ ve enjoyed for over 200 years. I
urge you to nmve forward as quickly as possible to allow
Westinghouse to restart the three reactors. ” Thank you.
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A-z STATENENT OF BETN RYBERG

A-ml NS. RYBER6: Ity m is Betty Ryberg, and I ‘m a resident of Co-nts noted.
Ai k-.

I have, this year, questioned and read and also P1 ayed the
devil 1s advocate about tie Savannah River Site and its proximity to
my hem. NY reason in doing so is that I very much value the
quality of my life.

my husband -d 1, and th- young chi 1 dren, moved here 14 years
ago because ue felt that the quality of our 1 i ves was compromised.
AS a fmily, now, w are mtionally able to move, we are physically
and finmcially able to rove; and as a fandly, we choose not to do
so. Let me ~hasize that we have discussed this m th our three
teenagers. * have strong emtional, financial and physical ties to
Ai ken, but w are not entrenched; w are free to 1 @ave. And for
those who carry a burderI that mkes that decision to 1 cave
difficult, please gain conflict in the fact that our decision’ to
stay is very pouerful.

AS a mtir, my protective insti nets are very strong. I have
known all 1 evels of e6qIl oyees at the Savannah River Site. Haul d I
1 cave if I felt that the Westinghouse mIPl oyees are politicians vdIo
are basing their decisions on self-serving mti ves? Yes. Yes, I
wul d leave. But will I move? No. NC..

1, too, pray for mce. 8ut, 1 ‘m the nmther of three
teenagers, and I ‘m very realistic. Not everyone wurl dwi de is also
praying for peace. I believe that our decision to 1 ive here makes a
powerful statment. HQ are not stuck here. He choose to stay.
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A-26 STATEMENT OF CLIFTON H. HCCLURE
CONSUHER FuELS , INC.

7250 GOVERNORS ORIVE wEST
HuNTSVILLE , ALABW 35806

205-037-5660

Yes. I’m Clifton McClure. I ‘m an engineer with the Consumer
Fuels Corporation from Huntsvi he, Alabama. Consumer Fuels
currentl Y produces one of the best breathing ai r systems fOr
remvi ng toxic materials throughout the envi ronwnt, and we sell
quite a few of them.

1 ‘m a native of South Carolina. 1 ‘m a graduate of Clemson, and
I flew to South Carolina i n the National Guard and in the Uni ted
States Air Force as a fighter pilot. Our objective in the South
Carol ina Air National Guard was to defend the approaches to the
Savannah River project. That was man y years ago.

A-26-O 1 At that time, there was a concern about hot water being put P1 ease see the response
back into the Savannah River ecosystem. This is stil 1 one of the cool ing systems.
major problems. To solve that problem, OOE is currentl Y improving
the K-Reactor by building a recirculating cooling tower to cool and
reuse the water and not put i t back i nta the envi ron~nt. The
cool ing tower is now in construction. The ~urrent proposal by DOE
is to restart the reactor before the tower 1s cOmP~ete. This early
restart wi 11 harm the envi ronment, as i t has done in the past, and
wil 1 wi pe out the benef i ts in 3 years of recovery time, hi ch has
al ready happened. Now, this is a simple problem, not COMP1 i cated;
it’s hot water harming the environment.

The Uni ted States may have an urgent requirement to bring its
tritium production back online; it is materially vital for our
national security and possibl y for future civi 1 needs i n produci ng
power by the other process, the other nuclear process that does not
produce harmful effects. However, 1 ‘m hopeful that this can be done
without further harm to the envi ronwnt.

to Cement A-12-08 on

In case the conflict between restart and the environment proves
di ff i CU1 t to resolve, I wish to make al 1 parties aware of the other
solution on thjs parti cular problem. Several years ago, I observed
powerplants bel ng cancel led in the Uni ted States: these have similar
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problems throughout — the range of problems for the environment
that a weapons P1 ant has; they’ re not the same probl ems, but they’ re
similar. The n.cl ear powerplant solved the thern!al problem with the
cool ing tower, such as those that are being now built by DOE.
However, they’ re not what is counted on as the U1 timate sol uti on,
particular y i n the case of an emergency thern!al accident, such as
what happened at Chernobyl and Three Mi le Island. The secondary
1 ine of defense for more than just hot water is to keep the
essential cool ing water for the plant available to prevent the
accident from continuing.

A-26-02 Now, the second 1 ine of defense i“ mny of these powerplants A nuclear powerpla”t would “se the spray assembly
was a spray tree assembly. So, seven years ago, 1 directed my referred to i n this connnent as an emergency heat
company to purchase one of these spray tree assemblies in case i t dissipation system under shutdown condi ti ens; as
was needed for this plant or other plants that perhaps had similar described in Section 2.1.2 .3.3 of the EIS, SRS
problems. Remember that the thermal accident is the greatest reactors use the 25 mill ion gallons of water in
?cci dent that cou~ d happen and leads to the other problems, thei r respective area reservoi rs for the same
I ncludl ng productl on of hydrogen, which was responsible for blowing function.
Chernobyl apart and with six thermal spouts i n the reactor shell at
Three Mile Island.

These spray tree assemblies are available. They were produced
under NRC conditions and are code-stamped for that purpose. They
provide the essential cool ing water for a reactor of 538 megawatts
with a modern design. The norn!al heat projection at these
powerpl ants, remember, is through the cooling towers; the spray tree
assemblies would provide the essential cool ing water for the worst
combinations of thermal accident at a powerplant. One reactor being
shut down al lows the cool i ng action mode, or local mode, “bile the
other reactor is al so bei ng shut down i n the emergency mode, wi th no
outside water requi red for this, relying on the spray tree
assembl i es to keep the system cool in order to achieve safe shutdown.

These spray tree assemblies are very simple devices; they were
navi gabl y desi gned wi th no moving parts. Each tree consists of
verti cal fi ber wi th eight horizontal stainless steel arms. Each arm
is termi nated wi th a spray nozzl e. They were designed to remin
installed i n water for 4D years a“d operate quickly when pressurized
with water. They are completely descri bed in the accompany ng
brochure. Their requirements for installation are simple. They
must be installed in a cooling pond. There are several cool i ng
ponds on the site; so, they might “ot have to be co”str”cted.
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They’ re also flow dom ponds, hich wet the size requi remnts i n
the new design K-Reactor.

Their requi rewnts for installation are to be installed in a
small size pond, with 10 to 20 acres or smaller. The second is that
they wst be provided with water at a comfortable pressure of 23 to
25 psi. There are no nuclear delays as to supply these parts in
case these problems are unable to be resolved; they can be installed
imdiately. Having these available at the reactor would do some
additional things for the environment as wel 1 as the plant:
additional cool ing to allow the reactor to run at any time at full
power without production loss, even in the hottest months of the
year; aeration of the water to remve chlorine; oxidation of the
water; standby of alternate cool i ng in the case of maintenance for
the cool ing tower being bui 1 t, with no production loss for these
problems.

The site would contain all cool ing needed in case of thermal
ewrgency. So, 1 just want to make you aware that we have these
available. Thank you very much.

[Hr. HcC1.re submitted a brochure enti tied “An Irmnediatel y Available
Sol ution for Possible Use at the Savannah River Plant. ” Copies have
been placed i n the Public Reading rooms. ]

-—
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Coumlent
Number Response

COE/EIA-0147D
A- 12

AN IWIA~Y AVAILABU

ALTERNATE COOLING SOLUTION

POR =IBU U= AT ~

BAVANNAH RI~ PM

P~AN13D AT

~ llM~Ol BIS HBAII~

AI~. 30UTB CAEOLINA

m 8.1990

6?

cLInm u. Mam

mwsuum nmLs. Inc.
7230 GOV~13 DRIVE T=l

EONTAVILLE. ALABAMA 35806

205-837-S660
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Co-nt
Number Coant Response

:ONSUMER FUELS, INC.
71PlGOVERNORSDRIvE wEST. HUNTSVILLE, AL&8 AMA x5e.a8

Phm,m51837. %60

The Uniwd Sufcs ❑ay have ~ .rgmt requirement to brti the Trifium %
prtiucinK reUIIK b-on line. This mawiti u viur to our nauond xcurily
and .Ian p.nsibly 1. tul.re civil r.ecds (W Tritium. fiowwcr I am ho~f.1
fhat Us can be done witiout lurti ham to lhe avirOnmaL

The K-rea- is being improved by bavti n re-circulation coding
Vsfem built Wirb retia m a Cm@ Tower m cmi the VIM. The miina
W= ia now under wnsuution The current prop.wal by WE is to re-3krt
the rextcr before lhe Wer is rnmp!eti. This euly re-sml wilf ham the
envitmmrnt and wipe out lbc bentitu M the rmn’cry rime which lbe
environment h- already had dur@ lhe present shutdwu

[II cwc the .amftia belwm re-surt ud tie avironmmt proves
<Uficult m re501ve, I wish m retie dl puues awue d anolbu wlutia

The compq I re-L tisumu fuels. Inc., nf Hur.uviuc, Alabama.
h in hvenIay ready [m immediafc sbipmenL a rnmpkw sel of $pny
web uwmbfles. TM *1 d spray wee Uxmbfies VU mlve lfds amliw
pr-lem. These spray wee .Saemblics ae brmd new and were utiindiy
.nan.rtiu,ed rar u= by a nuclear povm plant. They wffe built undfl lbe
NTrCrequiremen~sand we ade sumpd f’x u= in fbat PUCPO=.

Thex spray wcc -Smbks were built 10 prmide W es=lial mliw
requirement fw a compkfe nuclear paver pkut umsistti d two Fawer
reutcts. w reuta vu aptile & 1269 m~awatta, .x a muf wer d
2>38 ❑qswdu. Nwmti ~aw bed ,e]ulirm at tkse mm plants was
akn @ough fhe xtiawd ccob m(s). Them spray W* asxmblies
were [W addili.mlf aa~ h the _ d a lher ❑ al e❑erge”cy at the power
pknt Their desinn included providing tie essential cmm water on-site for
one d the WW$I cambinati.ms fm a lhmmti accident al a power plant, that
is, one reura bei~ shul dmn in the Loss W Gwlin8 Accident mode iw
LiXA mode) WMC rhe othm reIctw was aim bein8 shut down in the
e❑regency ❑me. No df-sift ❑tieu p .wol@ wawr was required fw this
erlreme Ihermti em~v when reiyii 00 dle spray we. .$semblie,,
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Co-nt
Nutier Conlnent Response

SPray Tw AswmbliO* 2 June6, 1990

The requirement [U insullatim uc simple

1, They ❑ust be !nstdled in a wti Prod. This Pmd is of
ceiatively taidl sk, approximatilv 10 m 20 sues ~ Wrn ~m~fl.

,>

&
u! 2. Thw must be provided with waw beti pum~d from the lake

w at a pressured 23 to 2> p~ia

There VU be none d the usuti delsya for ftirication sin= Consumer
Fuels bas thew in s-k. ready fw immediate $bipment. Fff this reason
they can he in$ulled in a relatively shw: time, and &fer a alternate
YOlufiOnto tie prewt cw~ Vam Prcbiem.

Hav@ the% spray tr= usembliea would dlw the reaw to SIUI up
without have to delay unlil the ccalina lover is (inished.

1. Addifiond conlina to allow fbe retil~) 10 run al mY time. at
f.u per witiout Produtioa loss,wen in the hottest malhs d
the yeu.

2. ASation d fhe waler 10remove cblmine

3. Re-omrnation d lhe w*=

4, Standby m Umuafc mlins m cased maintenancew outageof
the anbns lovm--no productionlossfm opef.- problems with
the tovm.
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Comnt
Nutier Co-nt Response

SPRAY TREE ASSEMBLES

TO PROVIDE ULTEMATE HEAT SINECS

FOR COOLING TWO EA. NUCLEAR POWER
REACTORS

OF 1269 MEGAWAITS EACH

-b

CONSUMERFUELS. LNC.
7250 GOVERNORS DWE MST
mmvlu.E, mm 358M

m.837-s660
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ORIGINAL DESIGN OPERATIONti REQUIREMENTS:

2
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Table C-6. Public Co~nts and DOE Responses

Cmnt
Nutier Conment Response

Geneml Data on the Spray Tree Assemblies:

3
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COOmsnt
Nutier Comnent Response

SPRAY TREE ASSEMBI lES: BASIC DATA

4



Co-nt
Nu&er Response
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I “AR KONECO,ET ~ ~
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CO~nt
Nu&er Conmant Response

CHARCOAL OFF-GAS ABSORBER TANKS

OFFERED BY

CONSUMER ~S, INC.
7250 Governors Dfive West
Huntsville, Alabama 35806

205-837-5660
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Comnent
Nuder Response

20 EACH CHmCOhL OFF.GAS ASSOP.BSR TANS.

2
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Response
Comnt
Number

DESIGN DATA

CHARCOAL OFF-GAS ABSOMER TANKS

We have avtilc wmIy (20) of W=
-oal Off.Cas Absatir T&

3
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Co-nt
Nu&er Comnt Response

HYDROGEN RECOMBINATION
VESSELS

O~RED BY

CONSUMER FUELS, INC.
7250 Governors Drive West
Huntsville, Alabama 35806

205-837-5ti0
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Conmsnt
Nutier Comn t Response

HYDRNEN RECOME2NATION CATALYST V~SEL

CONSUMER F21ELS, 2NC.
W FOP. SALE

mo (2I EA. comm cATA2.YsT UC0MB2NERS PLUS

Two (2) u SPARS CATALYSTS



I

Table C-8. Public Cmnnmts and DOE Responses

co-t Response

DATA
CATALYTIC HTDROGEN RECOMEINER



Table C-S. Public Cmnts and U Responses

Conuent
Nuder COament Response

DATA
THERMAL HYDROGEN RECOMBINE VESSELS

A3htECaden3 -N-2
code case 1481 -1.13924.1662.1644-5 (Nuclear)

CONSUMER FUSLS HAS ANO OFFERS FOR SALE
FOUR (4I SA.THSRMAL ~ROGEN RECOMBINE vSSSELS
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Comnt
Number Coant Response

RYDROMATION RADWASTE FILTERS

OFFERED BY

CONSUMER FUELS, INC.
7250 GOVERNORS DRIVE WEST
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35806

205-837-5660
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Comnt
Nu&er Comnt Response

HYDROMATION NUCLEAR RADWASTE FILTER
MODEL NO. HN-4016

~is diatomccous e~ fiber as=mbly. manufw~d by Hydmmatio”, k.,
was designed as an in~gral pan of a boiling Wa=r Eactor mdioactive waste
processing system. ~e IilIcr is a flat kd filter comptir.d of up~r and lower
shellsmntitig a fdkr media endlc= tclfi

~ medm klt is of fme mesh dacrcm. pneumatic Iih bags am designed to
un=ai ti sklls md M h .p~r sklf for discharge and mcharse cycles.

‘The fd!er media is diatomaceous eti. It is placed .“ tie media bit by a
Prc.coal OFratiF. liu media absotis +e f? mdwa$~ pamiclts aud allows
ody tie cIem Itquid to pass fbrougb fbc tndivtduti dtatoms of &e f!ltcr cake,
[nwmal press”rc builds as lh filter is used. At a pre&ttnnined p~ss.m.
filtration stops, and tie falter a“tomticaoy ir.&xes lhrougb iu cyclc to Esume
o~ratton.

Some additional a.xiliav equipment is neccssa~ to put rhis filter into
ovrdtion, ~s auxiliary quipnunt a be i&nrified by tie in=”dcd final “se of
tie fder, b“t ndgti tilu& tie pmcoat tank, du prccoat pump, tie p~coat fm&r,
md odur sd auxilii valves =d swifcius.
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Co-nt
Nuder Conallellt Response

DATA
HYDROMATION RADWASTE FILTER

M&l No.

Tw
Collsuuclion

Fikcr fidia
Filtntion h.
Filter Cycks
Fdwr Me& Suppon

Wei& of F&r
Flow Ram
Ftin. Gualhy

Smtiss Stil rollertive Chah
Rephceabk Di.tmnaceous Eanh
54 V feet
A.wmuic
Two-pie= Fme Mesh Sndless
Dacron Belt
Zo.m pounds

.z20@
%moves pti.ks down m OS
1.0 tiuon size level

CONS~ER ~LS HAS AND OFFSRS FOR SALE
TWO (2) MODEL 4016 HYDROMATSON RADWASTE FILTERS
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Co-nt
Number Cormnent Response

SEALING AIR COMP@SORS

OFFERED BY

CONSUMER FUELS, lNC.
7250 Governors Drive West
Huntsville, Alabama 35806

205-837-5660
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Colmlent
Number CO~nt Response

DATA
SEALING AIR COMPRESSORS

ASW DE-SIGN

2
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Co-nt
Nuder Comnt Response

CONS~~ ~LS, INC. HAS AND OS’FSSSFOR SALS
‘lWO EA SEALING AIR COMP-W, COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES,

PLUS 0~ EA. SPARS COWR-R HEAD

s
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Table C-E. Public Cants and DOE Responses

co-n t
Nwdh?r co-t Response

OIA.3RAU W. 1

5EAL1M3 Am -E-S
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Cant
-r C-nt Response

A-27 STA~ Of M SCNILLACI

~. SOfILWI: W rnrning. Thank you for 1ett i ng me speak.
My naa? is Saa Schillaci, and I represent ❑yself. I’ve been a
resident of Ai ken for about 10 years.

I rnuld just like to state s- views, if anybody has a chance
to look at W .ieus.

Okay. I ‘d 1 i ke to state same vim. Everybody Is had a chance
to state their vim. ~ mrld’s tropical forest are 50 percent of
the wrld. and that”s on the first page of my statement. tke have a
n-r of pmbl~; M envi rc.-nt is one of them. And I wul d
1 i ke to see 00E address s- of the mre global problems that we
have today, such as global rnrni ng and tropical forests.

o Tbe 00S is a ~ltidisciplined departint; it was originally
A
w charged with M long-tern progress, research and devel op~nt of
. ~~ @stilwY. the rnrketi ng of Federal power, energy

cmrvatl on and the nuclear weapons program, energy regul story
p~. ~ the upkeep of the Federal energy database. Now, I
understand that part of &i r mission is nuclear care, but with
22,000 ~loyees. you could possibly reach into some of the other
areas of the entire Oepar*t of Energy scope.

I am not ~inst & weapons progrm;. w n-d a defense, but
I~m not technical enough b Adrass that issue. B“t I,m just

A-27-01 rendering nhy three reactors instead of tm. As described in Section 2.2 of the EIS, 0~ has
considered the al ternat i ve of shutting dam one or
tw of the three reactors. 00E has determined that
the product ion capacity of two SRS reactors is
insufficient to meet the current projected
requir~nts for ““clear materials as established by
the NNSfl and discussed in Section 1.2 of the EIS.
In additi on, a potential reduced-need scenario was
evaluated and is considered in this EIS.
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Number COnnnent Response

A-27-02 I ld always hoped that the Department of Energy would take a DOE has several programs that deal with the research
larger role in national energy conservati on, alternate fuels and and development of al ternative energy resources.
advanced transportation, especi ally in the coming years. The subject of, this EIS, however, is ~he cOnti nued

operation of nuclear mterial production reactors,
which are not 1 inked at al 1 to the development of
energy resources.

A-27-03 And lastly, I might ask that you have a local office. And I The DOE Office of External Affairs is a focal point
see in the paper that 00E does have a local office now, but 1: is for public inquiries on 00E rotters. The public can
for e~rgency preparedness. That in itself is kind of scary 1 f YOU
live in town.

contact Mr. J. M. Gaver, Oi rector, Office of
I would 1 i ke to see i t staffed, and not really External Affairs, Savannah River Operations Office,

special i zed in emergency preparedness, as a focal point for people ?.0. Box A, Ai ken, South Carolina 29802.
i nterested i n Department of Energy matters.

And I think that the Department should become more vi able and
visible in this area, and mre responsive to our issues of the day.
Thank you.

c-l

A
m
N
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Number Connnent Response

A-28 STATE14ENT OF MR. PHILIP H. PER~R

40 years ago this summer i n Uil%Physi ci sts-Engineers-
Metallurgists-Physical Chemists. Never dreamed our work would come
to this! for 38 years i n Ai ken, been provided the results In favor
of makina some neutrons at SRS call it ~or~
operation or whatever

1. Not our job to second guess 00D or T requi rewnts. If they
want it, they should get it. Its their job to understand
Mr. Gorbachev.

2. Savannah River Reactors are i n ~ similar to Chernoble i n
design or construct on. Our reactors are inherently safe. No

A-28-01 risk of serious acci dents. In fact, 2 have been shut down Section 4.1.3 of the EIS discusses potential
wi thout any di sastrous events. Suggest that the EIS consider accident consequences.
these shut-downs i n predicting the course of possible future
shut-downs.

3. Handling of reactor wastes N under control . DWPF wi 11 process
waste safel y and successful 1y and a long-term di sposal site can
be mde available at the DOE weapons proving grounds.

In concl usi on, let 0s al 10” get Westi “ghouse to off dead center
and go!

Thanks for this opportuni ty—

1 don!t know if I am in favor of continued operation or Im
reall y in favor of getti ng off dead center and making a few neut—
8ased on my own personal experience with the design, construction
and the operating hi story of the reactors

Background - 8egan in sunnner of 1950 in design 1 iai son group i n
Wilmington

- Research Manager of Nuclear Materials
- Developer of mrket for 252cf
- Waste Management P1 arming

1. If Dept of Defense needs Triti um, they should get it. U u
task to cement on these needs. Go talk to DOO! !
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2. Savannah River Reactors are in ~ Similar to Chernoble in
design or mterials We risk m serious nuclear accident.

3. Started with 5 stainless steel reactors - 2 shut dow without
any disastrous events.

Suggest i f you want to forecast consequences of possible future
failures, look to the details of past failures -

4. Handling of reactor wastes now under control .

Oefense Haste Process Faci 1 i ty
Final burial at Nevada test site is prudent and reasonable.

In conclusion lets stop arguing and let Westinghouse get the
show on the road!
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A-29 STATEMENT OF JOHN BEARO

A-29-01 OR. BEARO: 1 ‘m John Beard. 1 represent myself. 1 did work at Comnts noted.
the OuPont Savannah River Plant for 22 years. 1 need approxinutel y
two minutes of your time, i f you can afford that amount.

There are tiws hen we need to face reality. There’s no doubt
that we need radioactive elewnts for weapons, energy and medi tine.
By being fortunate enough to split the atom, this great country of
ours has kept at bay potential aggressors since Horld Mar 11, so
that America is synonymous with freedom and with opportunity.
Post-World war II beri ca was the onl Y country in the world that
deterred the Comni sts from taking over the free world.

The Cold war i sn’t over yet. Admittedly, the world situation

o is better, but we need to have a difference on our side. It was
George Washington *O said, “Eternal vigilance is the price of

&
m liberty. ”
.

Our sources of energy are dwindling. Sow forms of energy,
especially coal, cause PO1 lution hi ch cannot adequately be
controlled. It is obvious that we are now dependent on radioacti ve
materials for energy. To keep this country great, I am unreserved y
in favor of the start of the reactors at the Savannah River Site.
Thank you very inch.
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A-30 STATEHENT OF VERNON t4UNOY
RT. 3, BOX 431-S
AIKEN , SC 29801

vERNM tUINOY PHONE 803-593-2232 ( LEAVE 14ESSAGE)
REPRESENT: B@Y OF CHRIST & SELF

A-30-O 1 I’m Vernon Ilundy, and I’m a Christian. So, I,m going to try to Comnents noted.
represent the body of Chri st and also oursel ves, as divergent as
that my be sometimes.

1 was born and raised in this county, and I’ve lived the last
14 years in Florida, and I@ve been visiting here for the past few
mnths. I 1 ive with my brother and uark in Aiken.

I feel fortunate to be able to be part of this procedure, and
i t has been very interesting to hear the versus sides, especial 1 y
the two scientists who spoke on opposing sides, one of whom had
worked for the Oepartm”t of Energy at several places.

I ‘d 1 i ke to say a 1 i ttle bit about *at God says about o“r jobs
here. In Genesis 1, God said, ,, Let us make man in our image, after
our 1 i keness, and let him have dominion over the fish of the sea,
the fowl of the air, and of the cattle and all of creatures upon the
earth. ” So, He did that, and to bless “s with the charge of doing
those things that I just read. He said that they were to produce
food for us. I,And God saw everything that he had made, and knew

that i t was very good. 11 There is one thing to say about this and
the Bible; Jesus talks about our stewardship. And the way I look at
i t, he said that you take hat God has given you, and you take care
of 1t and make i t better. And when you judge that stewardship at
the end of your 1 i fe, you have sowthi”g to show. Not a waste of
time, not something less, not a different thing, but a fruitful
venture.

How so mny ti!nes has there been judgment, as with Noah. And
even to the last day, people will be doing just 1 i ke they did before
the time of Noah, eating and drinking, they’re in a given marriage,
by themselves, building normal , everyday human things. And i t‘s
very easy when youg re doi ng al 1 these things and involved i“ al 1
these things, to forget the words of warning and to ignore them, to
have the same mental i ty.
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And 1 hope that people aren’ t doing that here. A lot of people
have spoken about fami 1 i es with children who 1 ive and work here and
have businesses, but, i f and hen they want to have sow truth. they
I i terall y did not forecast Chernobyl. men ChernObyl hlt the fan,
so to speak, a lot of those people refused to leave.

A-30-02 I ‘m opposed to the plant operation because, as a scientist so
stated here, we have 3 to 10 years’ worth of tri tium: we sti 11 have
1 i teral 1 y years of wrk to clean UP th@ waste, mil 1 i On and billions
of dol 1 ars to spend. Al 1 the leaks have not been reported to the
public, that al low those, peopl e to go on complacent y. The one

A-30-03 scientl st stated a possible 5,000 cancers with a major leak, and
then, possibly a factor of 10 to 100 more than that. Nobody can
afford that.

He have responsi bi 1 i ty. The Governwnt, the 00E — they have
to do what they’ re told to do. And we admit that i t~s our
responsibility to oversee that and be sure that the Jud9wnt is done
right. And I ‘d 1 ike to see them give nmre consideration. And 1
pray to God that we are heard i n this proceeding. Thank YOU.

P1 ease see the responses to Comnents A-06-01 on the
need for tri tium and other nuclear materials and
A-09-02 on waste mnagement and environmental
restoration.

Section 4.1.6 of the EIS addresses the potential
additional risk to human heal th resulting from the
continued operation of K-, L-, and P- Reactors. The
heal th effects of past operations have been (and are
being) evaluated by independent agencies, as
described in Appendix B; no significant health
i~acts on the general publ i c have been identified.
Section 3.7 (Tables 3-13 and 3-14) and annual
envi ronwntal mnni tori ng reports issued by OOE
describe the extent of contamination from prior SRS
operations. Section 4.1 presents projected
envi ronmental i~acts from continued reactor
operation.
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A-31 STA~ OF PAUL HI ~R

My m is Paul ffilner, I m a physician and Professor at the
Wi cal College of Georgia, and I am represent ng the Augusta
Chap@r of Physicians for Social Responsi bi 1 i ty.

* the Natural Resaurces Oef-se Council team vi si ted the
K~ nuclear ~apons c~lex i n the Ural Ifountai ns of the Soviet
Union - a faci 1 i ty so secret that it had never appeared on Soviet
mps - an old reti red rnrker said: ‘I am seventy-five years old and
I’ve wrked almst oy entire life building nuclear weapons. I ‘m
just glad I’ve lived long mough to see kricans co= here, ~
now Qavbe e call Dut an 0 this S= sel ess aru15 rata .,,

Out not at the SRS. You will notice that Appendix A to the EIS
draft “% for this rnterial” is left blank. The information is

o classified. not so ~ch to keep i t f ram the Soviet Union, Ao know
A
m

all about it, but to p —t the citizens of the Uni ted States from
m causing political P*1 e6 for the 00E.

A-31-01 In ti light of W recent changes in the political direction Please see the response to Comnt A-06-07 on the
of tk Soviet Union and their Eastern European allies, the most changing world geopol i tical si tuati on.
demcrati c and sensible proposed action in the EIS is ALTERNATIVE -
3, - Terniute operation of K-. L- and P-Reactors i n the idi ate
future and naintain thm in cold stendby. Let us await the outcome
of ar6 negc.tiati ans and the political changes now rapidly
occurn-mg. President brbachev said. at Stanford University the
otir day, that - should wrk together for a world without war.
*Y not take him on on tit? K is con?i tteed to non-production of
nuclear ~s and a c~rahensi ve test ban treaty any time w are
ready to agree.

W could put our resources to saving the planet from the
depredations of wr industrial excesses and 1 ack of foresight of the
consequences of un~lated nuclear weapons faci 1 i ti es.

:he c1can-up of the ueapans c-l exes ui 11 cost, according to
the govemt, in excess of $100 bi 11 ion over 10 years - nmre than
it cost to pt a ~ an the men. tist of that will be spent on
~loying personnel. The EIS says that shutting down the reactors
indefinitely muld cause the 1 oss of over 5,000 jobs. 1 suppose *
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should all continue to smke tokcco. drink alcohol , and stuff
ourselves m th high cholesterol food because otherui se jobs NOU1d be
lost! Jobs are being lost in industry all the ti-, but the nuclear

A-31-02 wapons plants ui 11 need jobs for. years to clean up the mess and
mke them safe for future WeratTOns-

In Table 4-15, the E2S 1 i sts M potential 1 y dangerous
incidents that have occur~ at the SRS since 1%0. ( presu=bl Y
tkre are no records hfore that date). Fran 1971 through 1987
there == 53 reactor shutdmms because of probl -. In August
1906, at an att~ted start-up of P-Reactor, a Chernobyl-1 i ke

A-31-03 situation could have occuti had the reactor not been shut down.
Tb EIS tries to downplay this incid-t by sayi n9 i t POS~ nO threat
to the public.

o

A
m A-31-04
.

T&re is mch discussion about the theoretical probabi 1 i t y of a
serious accident, but no evacuation P1 an for the population of the
area should an accident occur. The Chernobyl accident has produced
devastating effects over a very wide area. ~ol e tons are
uninhabitable. The leukemia rate in children is now four times the
e-ted incidence. 7hou*s of square ❑i 1 es of northern Europe
are conttinated, and * reindeer, the staple food of the
tapplanders. cannot be eaten because they have fed on radioactive
plants. ~ U1 tirnte death toll from cancers is unknown.

oh, it can-t happen here. These are faumus last words. The
K-, L-, and P-Reactors are over 35 years 01 d. They are shut. do~
~WSe they are mt safe. Let us keep them shut dohn i ndef 1ni tel y
and get on with ding kth Carolina a better place to live.

‘I = not alone in Iuving this opinion. Fifty-four prominent
citizens, including t- foru?r CTA Oi rectors, Wi 11 i am Colby and
StMsf iel d Turner, fo-r Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance, f o-r
Wf ense Secretary Robert S. Htira, have sent a 1 etter to
President 8ush asking that the reactors at SRS not be restarted. I
quote f ram this 1 etter: ‘Surely this unrelenting race to produce
yet rnre i ngredi mts for nuclear weapons deserves serious
re-e--nation i n 1 i @t of the progress being -de to end the
“IIC1 ear ares race.. This letter also went to President Gorbache..
h bas announced a ti - table f Or shutting dO~ prOducti On by the
year 2000.

P1 ease see the response to Comnt A-09-02 on waste
management and envi ronmental restorati on.

Because the nucl ear and physical-chemical
characteristics of the SRS reactors are
f und-ntal 1 y different f ram those of the Chernobyl
reactors, a similar accident at SRS reactors is
physically impossible.

Section 3.9 of
preparedness.

the EIS discusses emergency
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A-32 STATEMENT OF A. K. HASAN

A-32-O 1 HR. HASAN: Thank you. My name is A. K. Hasan. 1 am lifelong Conuents noted.
resident of Augusta, Richmond County. 1 am a former member and
president of the Ri chmnnd County Board of Education, and a former
member of the City Council of Augusta. 1 am here today as a
husband, father, a concerned citizen, but also to represent — I am
Vice President of the Carolina Fri ends of the Savannah River Site,
and I am an official representative today on behalf of the City
Council of Augusta and the Ri chmnd County Board of Commissioners.
And in representing different organizations that share the same
vi ewpoint, ~i ch is to endorse the restart of the reactors at the
Savannah River Site, in keeping with the schedule that has been set
forth by the Oepartmnt of Energy and Hesti nghouse Savannah River
Company.

First of all , 1 would 1 i ke to nk?ntion that nuclear weapons are
real i ty; they are something that we have come to 1 ive wi th for some
time. Nuclear weapons have contributed to a strong defense posture
for America in the world; they have afforded us the opportunity to
becow peace advocates and advocates of freedom, particularly i n
areas such as Eastern Europe. I do not bel i eve that we would have
the success of the Berlin ual 1 coming dam had we not had the
presence of nuclear weapons and a strong defense posture on behalf
of America and the voice of kri ca to speak to those concerns.

We must also be aware of the fact that the Savannah River Site
is the only site under the supervision of the Departwnt of Energy
that produces tri ti um, which is needed for the production and the
replenish ng of nuclear weapons and, as we alluded to, for the
purpose of establishing a strong defense. So, we mst be. realistic,
we must work to keep our defense i ntact, and we must remain a strong
voi ce in the world on behal f of peace and freedom.

As a 1 ocal resident and as a metier of the Georgi a-Carolina
Friends of the Savannah River Site, 1 am personal 1 y concerned and
the group is concerned with the plant’s safety. We are pleased to
have had the opportunity to study the Environmental Impact Statement
released by the Departmnt of Energy. And as the study Points out.
because of the procedures, the implementation of new technol ogi es,
the restart of the reactors certai nl Y will contribute some
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additional contamination to the overal 1 environment. However, i t is
very min{~l in the sense that it will be less than one millirem of
new addi tional contamination to the overal 1 envi ronment. To put
that in perspective, a person who takes an X-ray receives some 39
mi 11 rem of radiation exposure by virtue of getting an X-ray. Men
the restart of the reactors is put in force, onl Y less than one
mil 1 i rem of new contamination wi 11 be in the environment.

Al so, on the 1 ocal 1evel , have some 22,000 people currently
empl eyed at the Site; i t contributes heavily to our overall economic
comni ty’s viabi 1 i ty and the health of the economic situation in
our comunity. Westinghouse”s coming in has contributed sow two
mill ion dollars to local colleges and universities to help train and
educate young people so that they wil 1 be prepared to perhaps become
engineers at the Si te. Bore iqortantly, Westinghouse has allocated
sow $100 ml 11 ion toward training, retraining, educating and
reeducating current eqloyees at the Site, with some $50 mil lion
going toward remediation. The purpose for the remdiation is
because Aen a young person in America graduates from the high
school , the national standard is that that person can go on as a
graduate with a reading capacity on an eight grade 1 evel .
Uesti nghouse, because of its strict procedures and its redundant
methods of operation, needs those individuals who can read at least
on an 1 lth grade level , so, they are putting a 1 ot of money, i n
terms of remdiation, to train and retrain employees.

And final lY, I would 1 i ke to say that with disposal of waste
being one of the major issues in our world today, this plant’s
operation and existence afford us the opportunity to have a company
such as Westinghouse to consi stentl y work to develop new methods of
disposing waste, in addition to developing additional technologies.
So, we need to have our reactors restarted, and we certai nl Y support
this wholeheartedly. Thank you.
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A-33 STATEMENT OF KIP C~PBELL

A-33-01 m. CAMPBELL: Thank VO”. l’ly nam is Kin Cambell I do work Comnts noted.
for Greenpeace. I am not ;eprese; ting that o~ganization today;
somebody else is going to do that.

I !ve been thinking for several days about fiat I was going to
sav hen I aot here because I wanted to sav somethino that hadn’ t
al ~eady bee; said or that wasn” t going to he covered: A lot of
people at this hearing today have al ready been at other heari rigs. I
thought about al 1 kinds of things that I could say, 1 i ke, that i f
there was ever a time to pause and see hat, you know, course peace
might take, it’s now — these kinds of things. But I really think
that other people are going to talk about that. And We heard about
redundancy today.

So, I thought that I would talk about something — we ‘v@ also
heard so many facts and figures today — I wi 11 try to stay away
from facts and figures. One of my favorite @ri cans was always
Hark Twain, who had a very low opinion of statistics. And in the
tiw 1 ‘ve mrked for Greenpeace, that’s sowthi ng that 1‘ ve learned.
I’ve seen statistics twisted and used to all kinds of things; you
know, the s- figures used to prove mny things.

Me 8re 1 i ving in a very changing time right now. It must be
very dif fi CU1 t for you, here i n Aiken, to be watching the course
that the peace accords are taking because on one hand, i f you’ re
hoDi nq that they success, YOU’ re also looking at situation that may
crest; a great deal of
town. Even with other
weapons, if the accord
anwunt of weapons that
stockpile of materials
it, s called “OW.

ecoiomi c hardship for-yourselves and for your
nations 1 i ke Iraq or Chi na having nuclear
succeeds, we’ re definitely going to cut the
we have. And this is going to create a
that you produce here in Ai ken at SRS, as

1 ‘ve heard people say today that every person *O 1 ives here in
Ai ken is in favor of the restart of SRP. I can probably say that
every person ho works for Greenpeace is opposed to the restart of
SRP. That doesn’ t real 1 y rotter *en you 1 ive i n Aiken; i t doesn’ t
real 1 y matter what we think at Greenpeace. We’ re not the people ho
are paying for this facility. The people tio are paying for this
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facility are the Ameri can taxpayers, and they’ re being told by their
President, by people like tirgaret Thatcher, they’ re hearing i t from
the Soviet premiers — they’ re hearing all these people say that the
Cold Mar is over.

The Cold War may not be over, but that also doesn’ t real 1 y
matter. Hhat rotters is tiether or not the people *O pay the bills
for this facility believe that the Cold Har is over. And with
people 1 i ke the President tel 1 ing them that it is, there’s a good
chance that that’s what they believe, especial 1 y since they probably
want to bel i eve that.

You may see SRP be restarted in Oecember. You IMY even see
work begin on the New Production Reactor. I think that all of these
are very temporary situations, that the Ameri can people are ti red of
paying the Cold Mar. And if they think that it is over, the first
question that they are going to ask their leaders is, “k’hy are we
still paying to build bombs if the Cold War is over?” This is a
free market economy; they don’ t bu products that they don’t need

{an fiere, and there’s not a Aole ot of need for bombs i f there’s
not a war.

If the production of bomb ends — and i t‘s going to end: i t may
not end this year, i t may not end next year, but it’s going to end
soon, unless there is a dramatic reversal of hat’s happening in the
world today. And very few people — even people 1 ike the CIA —
don’ t want to believe that that’s going to happen.

1 think that kat you need to do here in Ai ken is that you need
to start planning for a future ~ere, in order to support your
economy, you have to do so-thing besides bui Id bombs. That might
not happen this year or next year, but it cs goi ng to happen soon,
and it’s going to take you a long tiw to shi ft your economy from
building weapons to building something el se, something that people
want to buy five years from now.

That 1s what I wanted to say. Thank you. and take care.
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A-34 STATEMENT OF AO~ O. GOLOSTEIN , H. 0.

CONMENTS ON ORAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON THE
CONTINUEO OPERATION OF THE K, L , AND P REACTORS

SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
AIKEN, SOUTH CAROLINA

JUNE 8, 1990

BY: IUIM O. GOLDSTEIN, t4. D. , PRES1OENT
pHYSICIMIS FOR 5WIAL RESP0NS161LITy
AUGUSTA , GEORGIA

Good nmrni ng,

My name is Adam Goldstein, and I am the current President of
the Augusta Chapter of Physician’s for Social Responsi bi 1 i ty. , or
PSR. 1 want to express my thanks for the opportunity to speak
before you at this” time.

My comnts this morning are directed to the
specific proble- with the current Oraft EIS:

1. The Oraft EIS fai 1s to adequatel Y address

following four

the ramifications
of International developmerits in-arms control negotiati ens.

2. The Oraft EIS seriously fails to discuss and NY potential y
underestiuute significant inedi cal concerns.

3. Ewrgency accident and nnnagement plans are inadequate.

4. The Oraft EIS fai 1s to adequately address the costs of
continued operation of the reactors vs. placing them on cold
standby or decommissioning.

I will briefly discuss each point.

1. The Oraft EIS fails to adeauate 1 v address t he ramifications of.
s In alms c~

A-34-01 The need for reactor operation is stated to be the need to wet Please see the response
the need for tri ti um production as updated in the Nucl ear Ueapons need for tri tium.

to Comnent A-D6-01 on the
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Stockpile Memorandum, tiich is classified. This “classified
material ,“ written and approved over 16 mnths ago, is al ready
outdated, as evidenced by the events below.

The Energy Departunt has recently stated that i t is preparing
two comprehensive studies on the public health and environmental
consequences of its program to clean up and mdernize atomic
weapons * plants, to explore in public how mny weapons’ plants the
Uni ted States needs, to produce radioactive materials for botis.
J-s Watkins, the Secretary of Energy, stated that these studies
wi 11 “serve as useful planning tools to allow 00E and the public to
assess the system wide impacts of broad pol icy alternatives before
i revocable comni t~nts of resources are made, ”

On May 24, 54 prominent Americans, including one former
Secretary of State, one former Defense Secretary, and two former CIA
Di rectors, sent a letter to President Bush endorsing and encouraging
a reexamination of and a hal ting to further production of nuclear
weapon, s nmteri als.

Hi thin the last week, it has bee” Internationally reported that
Presi dents 8 Bush and Gorbachev signed unprecedented agreewnts to
reduce long-range nuclear missiles. This statemnt directly
contradicts statements in the Oraf t EIS that “requirements in the
near term wil 1 not change significantly!!, and which statement the
enti re Draft EIS analysis is based.

The Draft EIS should therefore address:

‘How does present and future anus control negotiations and warming P1 ease see the response to Co~nt A-06-D7 on the
relationships with the Soviet Union affect the need to produce changing world geopol i ti cal situation.
pl utoni”m and tri tium for nuclear warheads?

‘Mat effect does the recent arms treaty have on restart operati ons
vs other al ternatives?

‘Should any propased restart occur before a progranuati c EIS is
performed to prevent ‘ i revocable comi tments of resources’?
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L The D~ft EIS ~ fails ~s and ~i,”
I-estl mte simli f i cant ems.

.4-34-03 The Draft E2S Prpase is stated to be to further the purposes of
NAPA by providing the public ui th updated i nfo-ti on on the
envi —tal i~cts of the continued operation of K, L, and P
reactors; yet, * prapased “no action” al terrIati ve of continued
operations is flamed since the current reactors are @ operational .

Wile tbis Draft EIS was prepared by 30 indi vi duals, there is
not a single physician ~ng the group and only four individuals
ui th 00ctorate level edu-ti on. It is not surprising therefore.

A-34-04 that discussions of radiation induced health effects that “COU1 d“
occur as a result of reactor restart total 1 y ignore the cunul ati ve
heal th effects d evaluations of -rkers and surrounding
populations f ran over 35 years of reactor operatl ons.

n
~ A-34-05 The adequacy of ctirrent di cdl 6mni tori ng systems, exposure

~el i ng techniques -d standards to evaluate the 1 ong term health
: of -rkers and surrounding papulati ons for future operations mst be

reassessed in 1 i ght of recent scientific findings on the health
eff~ts and risks of exposure to 1ow level ionizing radi ati on.

A-34-(A6 The Draft EIS should therefore address the need for i ndeoendeok
mal ysis of al 1 prior exposure 1 evels and their health effects on
all =rkers ubo have kurked in K,L. or P reactors as well as nearby
c-i ties since operations first bagsn. The Oraf t EIS should also
ans=r * following questions:

&34-07 ‘ti mch radioactive and hazardous msteri als have gotten i ntO the
envi romt during Prior reactor operations, and *at effect wi 11
this conti”ati on have on the health of workers for future cleanup
ef f arts.

A-34-08 ‘Since the reactors =ra bui 1 t i n 1%4 and there are plans for
ev~t~l decoeani ssi oning, tit is th@ expect~ 1 i f @sPan f Or the
reactors under different production alternatives and the effects on
safety cal CUTati MS for -rker health?

P1 ease see the responses to ConmIsnts A-07-02 and
A-Owl on continued operat i on.

Section 3.7 of the EIS presents estimates of
cumulative exposures to the public from prior SRS
operations.

Appendix B (Section B. 1.5) discusses previous and
current epidemiologic cal studies of SRS workers and
the neighboring populations. Also. please see the
response to Connnent A-17-02 on recent heal th risk
estimates and their use in this EIS.

P1 ease see the responses to Co-nt A-34-04 and
A-34-OS on exposure 1 evels and heal tb risks.

P1 ease see the response to Cownt A-34-04 on
exposure and heal th risks, and the E~Spy w
*naaew nt. Actlvl ties for Groundwave otec tion.
~ RI ve r Plant (ooE/EIs-o120) .

AS noted in Section 2.1.2.3.2 of the EIS (and unlike
N-Reactor at Hanford) , DOE has identified no 1 ife-
1 imiting m?chani sms for the SRS reactors, regardless
of the production alternatives adopted.
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t .1 ans ~

The Draft EIS states the SRS has enjoyed over 100 plus reactor
years of reliable operation. This statement is contradicted i“ the
Oraf t EIS by the 1987 NAS/NAE report and tbe 1988 ACNFS report of
major concern over management issues, the 19M P Reactor startup
fiasco, ad the recent series of ❑ishaps over the last two mnths as
revealed i n the Energy Departunt’s dai 1y reports.

A-34-09 Because of past and continuing concerns, the Oraf t EIS should
recon8nend that a safety, technical , and manag-nt structure
issues are resolved despite any decision on reactor restart but
certainly before any restart is cont~l ated. This evaluation
should include comPl eti on of the severe accident evaluation
currently underway.

The SRS Site region includes both Richmond and Col tii a
Counties, where 23Z of SRS -1 oyees and 60Z-over 250 ,ODO people- of
the site re9i on reside. Yet, Richmond and Col u~i a Counties have
not been included in the SRS site County emergency P1 ans ~.d
procedures. Portions of Ri ctind Count y do indeed f al 1 within a “16
km radius (which seems quite arbitrary) of SRS. which is the SRS
definition of an Emergency Planing Zone.

Therefore, tbe Draft EIS should answer the fol 1owi ng questions:

A-34-lo ‘Wy is the 1argest metropol i tan area included i n the SRS Site
region definition ex~t from County zrgency P1 anni ng?

A-34-1 1 ‘What are the effects of a lack of County ~rgenc y planning on
accident scenarios for Ri chwnd and Col ud~a Counti es?

00E has revised Section Z.1.2 of the EIS to describe
the di f i cati ons that ui 11 be COMP1eted before and
after the res~ti on of production, and Section
4.1.3 presents arI analysis of the risks to health
f mm severe a.cci dents with the reactor configuration
when production resumes. ODE wi 11 c-l ete any
safety upgrades that wul d mteri al 1 y reduce these
risks. AS stated by Secretary titki ns on several
occasions: “Restart of any of the SR reactors wi 11
not be authoki zed unti 1 I am personal 1 y satisfied
tiat they can be operated saf el y.” The independent
Defense NUC1 ear Faci 1 i t y %fet y Board, which began
its functions after the input to the Oraf t EIS was
c-! ete, also wi 11 provide its j“d~t o“ the
read, ness of the reactors to res”w pmducti on.

AS revi Sed. Section 3.9 of the EIS states that
Richrnnd County falls outside the EPZ (i .e. , it is
beyond 10 mi 1 es f mm any of the reactors), and
therefore does not require pl arming for the pr~t
mvemellt of people. The State of hrgia is
responsible for determining and iql ~ti ng
pmtecti ve actions for the IPZ.

At their respective di stances from the SRS reactors,
and with State P1 ans i n place, these counties WU1 d
not & expected to be material 1 y affected by the
absence of specific response plans for SRS nuclear
accidents.
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A-34- I 2 *Whi ch hospi tals i n Ri chmond and Columbia Counties may real i sti cal 1y As stated in Section 3.9 of the EIS, 00E has a
expect to receive accident vi ctims i n severe accident scenarios? Memorandum of Understanding with the Eisenhower

4.
Medical Center at Fort Gordon to assist in SRS

The Oraft EIS fai 1s to adeauatel v address the costs of continued
reactor

emergencies and to accept radiation-exposed or.“. ~“,
Ol)wons standbv or

decomissionina.
contaminated emergency patients.

As noted i n my statement on the absence of wdi cal expertise in
the Draft EIS preparation, i t should also be noted that there is
only one individual involved with this draft preparation with any
stated experience in economi c analysis. The total economic anal ysis
reported i n the Draft EIS are two unsubstantiated statemnts that
reactor operations have contributed substanti ally to the rise i n the
standard of 1 ivi ng in the site region and that reactor termi nation
would result i n the .1OSS of thousands of jobs.

The Draft EIS should 1 ook at costs i o several different and
expanded ways. Cost anal ysis includes both tradeoffs and opti ens.
The total program costs of the 98 major weapons currently in
production i n the U.S. is over $8OO bill i on. This compares to $54
mi 11 ion spent by the Federal Government i n 1988 for AIDS and $450
mi 11 ion for the budget of the U.S. International Narcotics Control .
Over 100 new toxic waste sites were added to the EPA’s 1 i st of most
dangerous sites in 1989 while only 8 were cleaned up.

Standards are 1 ivi ng are another measure of the relative costs
of an action and can be defined ~ny ways, one of the most important
being the heal th of a region compared to some standard. If a rise
i n the standard of 1 iving of SRS si te regi ons has occurred, then we
should see better heal th indices. The largest population center i n
the site region, Richmond County, had the fol lowing health indices
in 1989:

Ri chnmnd County ~

Low 8i rth Weight 8.3% 8.2%

Crude Mortal i ty Rate 8.6/1000 8.0/1000

Crude Child ,Abuse Rate 6.26 5.1

Alcohol and Drug Related Oeaths 20/100,000 15/100,000

Sexually Transmitted Diseases 3262/100,000 1601/100,000

Amy
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A-34-13 These statistics do not support a unified theory of higher
standards of 1 i ving for the site regi on.

A-34-1 4 The Oraft EIS perspective analysis on the costs of human 1 ives
gives an estimted annual risk of death, showing the risk of sinking
one pack of cigarettes a day to 1 iving near a nuclear reactor.
Given this type of analysis, the Draft EIS should also consider the

n total $osts of SRS K, P, and L reactor restart ,and continuing
operat~ons co~ared to the costs of ~qrovlng Infant nmrtal I ty,

&
a access to health care, etc. For instance, for the costs to upgrade
a the reactors to produce Plutonium 238, estimated to cost “several

tens of ❑ill ions of dollars”, the entire state of South Carolina
infant population could be i-nized.

The Draft EIS should also answer the following questions:

A-34-1 5 ‘How much will it cost to clean up current wastes previously
generated by K, L, and P reactors at SRS, and how much wi 11 the
pro jetted future costs be for c1 eanup using alternative producti an
cycl es?

A-34-16 “Nhi ch alternative uses of nmney are appropriate co~ari sons for
reactor restart cost/benefi t ratios?

The socioeconomic c region of influence, &ich is
described in ticioeconom c C a acte

ihrr i.f

es and nt to the
Sa vannah River Sit? (referenced in the EIS) ,
consists of four counties in South Carol ina and two
in Georgia. A comparison of the standard of 1 iving,
housing rents and values, and inflation rate i n
these six counties to those for South Carol ins,
Georgia, and the Uni ted States shows that the region
of influence is similar to or slightly below the
larger areas.

Congress, and not DOE, is responsible for the
authorization and all ocation of funds for
alternative p.bl ic uses. Such an analysis is not
within the scope of this EIS.

The EIS on Waste Manaaernent Act ivi ties f~
er ro ~h River Plant

(ooE/EIS-0120 ) addresses alternative approaches for
the manag-nt of SRS wastes. The DOE Five Year
P1 an for Envi ronwntal Restoration and Waste
Managemnt (ooE/S-0078P) provides preliminary
estimtes of about $830 mi 11 ion for SRS
environmental restoration and corrective action
costs through Fi seal Year 1996. Alternative
production cycles wi 11 not material 1 y af feet future
cl eanup costs.

The cormnent goes beyond the scope of this EIS.
Please see the response to Comnent A-3614 on
funding.
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A-34-17 *Other than massive 1 ayof fs of 9000 workers, what additional The development of alternative employment strategies
alternative emploflent strategies might be employed, such as is not the responsibil i ty of DOE. In all
transferring workers to cleanup efforts, in the consideration of 1 i kel i hood, reactor operation specialists would have
al ternatlve reactor operation plans? no difficulty f i riding emplo~nt in the comrc ial

In conclusion, 1 would like to give a quote by Jack Geiger, a
nucl ear industry. Other staff nu?n!bers might find

Past President of Physi cian’s for Social Responsibi 1 i ty and an
employment in some aspects of site restoration

International expert on Nuclear Weapon’s medical effects: “A
activi ties, but these activi ties general 1 y would
requi re different expertise than does reactor

central requirement of medicine. ..is: ‘First do no harm. ” That operation and maintenance.
aPPl ies with equal force to agencies 1 ike the Department of Energy,
tiose operations affect the public heal th. ”

Thank you.
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COST OF THE ARMS RACE FACTS
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A-35 STATEMENT OF GLENN STARK

My name’s Glenn Stark. I‘ ve been both i n the Uni ted States
Marines Corp. and I ‘ve been with Greenpeace; however, I ‘m here,
represent ng nei ther.

You can argue all you 1 i ke about relative risks and various
protection schemes, b“t no n!atter what, you know that this New

A-35-O 1 Production Reactor faci 1 i ty is dangerous. Regardless of how long
you postpone the crisis at SRP — and what I lm saying is postpone a
crisis — if you run it long enough, eventually, you’re going to
have one. That still means hazardous. Table S-1 , page S-5 of the
Envi ronmntal Impact Statement, understated though i t is, mkes this
obvious. llLeaki “q n“~lear waste C0nt3inerS. pOOr ~nagewnt
oversight practices, and errors and failures in radiation monitoring
equi pment are Just exampl es of al ready ongoi ng probl ems there .,> If
you don’ t real Ize and admit the danger caused by this facility,
you’re either a fool or a liar.

The issue that I ‘m here to address, however, is not the safety
of this plant; I feel that that 1s been covered adequately. I am
here because I would 1 i ke to address the subject of the supposed

A-35-02 need of SRP. Being a Marine, I understand the rationale behind the
mad nuclear destruction. 1 understand the meaning of a deterrent
nuclear weapon faci 1 ity; however, 1 see no need to i ncrease our
current arsenal. In 1 i ght of recent peace accords, we need to look
at reduction, not new production. The short hal f-1 i fe of tri tium is
the chief reason to justify the reopening of the Savannah River
nuclear plant. If one takes into account our current stockpi Ie of
tri ti urn — Appendix A, classified — and recent arms agreement, this
argument does not hold water.

The official pol icy of the United States regarding the use of
nuclear, biological and chemical warfare is that such technology
will only be used in retaliation, “ot as a first strike weapon.
However, a nutier of defense projects, such as the strategic defense
initiative, the Trident 11 base missile system, and Stealth cruise
missile system contradict this policy. If we scrap these
un-Ameri can projects, the s“rpl”s n!aterial could be used to mintain
our current defensive arsenal . The Government has forgotten that
i t 1s created to represent the needs of the people, not large

This EIS addresses the continuing operation of K-,
L-, and P-Reactors; the NPR “i 11 be the subject of a
separate EIS.

P1 ease see the response to Connnent A-06-01 on the
need for tri ti um. The need for nuclear “capons is
beyond the scope of this EIS.
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industry. 1 di dn’ t become a Wri ne to defend a nation ttit
sacrifices the health and welfare of its people for the wealth of a
few.

That’s al 1 I have to say. Thank You verY Wch.
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A-36 STATEMEHT OF PJIY CWLEY
C~TS BY ~ CWLEY

DOE’S PUBLIC HEARIHG Mk ORAFT EIS
AND RESTART OF K, L & P REACTORS

AT SAVdNNdlf HuCLEAR HPONS PM

June 8, 1990
Ai ken, SC

I question the need to continue production of tri ti um. 1
understand that decay rates are a concern but I ‘m talking about the
Big picture . . . the global concern. In an era of ever-hapef ul arms
negotiations me are crazy to continue to subject our nation’s

A-36-01 citizens and others to the threat of another Chernobyl or a nuclear
war. I am sure that mrkers at SRP ~ WI 1 trained and c~etent
but acci dents & happen.

A-36-02 ‘See p. 1-3 of EIS Think of the changing political cli=te. If we
and other nati on’s WOU1d stop ~ nuclear weapons w UOU1 d not
need tri tium. If we stop building beds w hvuld not need tritium.

At the 43rd Annual Conference on Wrl d Affairs this past Apri 1
in Boulder. Colorado many international guests spoke. At one
1ecture, Rear Admiral Eugene Carrel 1 from the Center for lkef ense
Inf o~ti on spoke out ~ nuclear =apons. He said, “There is
no economic, political , or rational need to continue nuclear wapons
testing. ” kfe have highly advanced technological capabi 1 i ti es that
enable us to mni tor nuclear testing world-wide. There are at least
41 nations ho have agreed to sign a revised version of the current

A-36-D3 Limited Test Ban Treaty. The revised version would be a
Co~rehensi ve Test Ban Treaty. The Soviets have agreed to sign —
the Uni ted States ~. Ithat is the use of externeal defense
with a cost of internal destruction? Is this for profit? Are the
mi 1 i tary and weapons systems the only resource that the U.S. has to
off er this P1 anet? Me seem too concerned with PO1 i ti cal boundaries
to realize that we al 1 drink the S= water and breathe the s- air.

A-36-04 I beg you to stop the restart of the Savannah River PI ant, shut
dom a nuclear weapons facilities, Set up an international
peace-keeping nuclear testing mnitoring system, sign a CTB treaty
and clean up the waste we ove al ready created.

Thank you.

P1 ease see the response to Cormaent A-31-D3 on SRS
reactor character sti cs.

Please see the responses to Connents A-D6-O 1 on the
need for tri ti urn and A-D6-07 on the changing world
geopolitical situation.

The Test Ban Treaty is beyond the scope of this
EIS. P1 ease see the response to Comnt A-06-07 on
the changing world geopolitical situation.

W wil 1, at the direction of the President and the
Congress, close the SRS and deconui ssi on its
faci 1 i ti es hen there is “o f “rther need for these
faci 1 i ties. Please see the response to Co-”t
A-0W2 on mste management and envi ronwntal
restoration.
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A-37 STATEMENT OF NATHAN PRICE

MR. PRICE: My name’s Nathan Price, and I rePresent mYsel f.
And I would 1 i ke to say that I am opposed to the restart of the
reactors. And 1 won’ t go into detai 1 as to why because I ‘m sure
that you have heard of the dangers, and you have been hearing for
days.

And yet, 1 do not want the people in Ai ken to 1 ose jobs. 1 do
think that they should diversify thei r economy and find new ways to,
YOU know, mke a 1 ivi ng. And I think that One Of thOse ~aYs that

A-37-01 could come about is the cleanup of SRP. I understand that the Please see the
technology doesn’ t exist yet to clean up what needs to be cleaned mnagement and
up. 1 wan, that’s sowthing to work on — that’s something that
they CO”l d work on. And i f you’ re concerned about the people and
the water SUPP1 y, I think that that’s one thing that should be
looked at.

response to Comnent A-09-02
envi ronmental restoration.

on waste

One thing that wasn’ t included in the draft EIS is the health
records of the workers at the Savannah River Plant, whi ch the Three
Iii le Island Health Fund has been trying to get from the 00E, hi ch

A-37-02 they had to sue the 00E for in 1987. These records are not being The results of an exami nation of SRS worker health
uiade publ i c, or they won’ t be hen they’ re available. They’ re being records have al ready been publ i shed, as noted in
released to the Three Mile Island scientific investigators and other Appendix B of, this EIS, which also di sc”sses other
q“al i f ied researchers. Yet, this info wi 11 not be released unti 1 past and ongo~ng studl es of SRS workers and the
August 18, 1’390. I think that this infomti on Should be open to neighboring populati ens.
the public, and i t should have been included in the draft E15. We
should at least oostpone the restart until these h@al th recOrds are
taken into accouit.

And that’s basically hat I have to say. Thank YOU.
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A-38 STATEMENT OF KAREN NCNAY

HS. t4CNAY: My nam is Karen HcNay, and 14m here, representing
myself.

I ‘m co~letely opposed to reopening the nuclear reactors here at
the Savannah River nuclear Plant for a number of reasons that 1 know
that we’ve all heard, but I just want to state some because I think
they’ re pretty imperative.

A-3M 1 It seems to me that the people in Ai ken and the P@OPle i n the In Section 4.1.3, the EIS discusses severe accidents
south are hangi ng in a continuous balance of the hu~n condi tion, that consider human as wel 1 as equipment failures in
fiich is often mre one of fallibility. And W@ saw it at Chernobyl, arriving at the esti n!ates of public and uarker risks
and i t does happen. I think that i t‘s rather careless to not even from such u“l i kel y events. Al so, pl ease see
consider the possibi 1 i ty. responses to Co~nts A-30-03 on health effects and

A-31-03 on Chernobvl .
Al so, 1 don’ t think that this country was founded on the basis

of capitalism: I think that demcracy was the idea. I think that
the idea of justice has gone out the window. You know, people are
not being treated fai rl y; i t‘s a concern that I have. And 1
understand that there is so much secrecy surrounding this; tiy can’t
we look at this EIS wi th a Secti on A released? Why can’ t we have
the information? I mean, the mi 1 i tary industrial complex is 1 i ke a
condescending parent. I think that I probably know what”s better
for the economy than Westinghouse or OuPont.

And we always hear about this, and I ‘d 1 i ke to see SON changes
made. I think that we have the abi 1 i ty to be recognized for doing
something special mat about the people *O inherit this earth?
And mat about its poison, and w are leaving i t for our children,
a“d that Os a crime. That includes no justice. And to me, that
epitomizes tiat capital i sm is: that these people from Westinghouse
are capital i st running dogs. And that’s society. And demcracy
does not survive when everybody i sn’ t included and hen justice is
an idea that doesn’ t count. Thanks.
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A-39 STATEtfENT OF JENNA HORAfi
RO~ 2 wEST RO~
ALFORO , M 01266

Okay. My naw is Jenna Moran, and I ‘m here, representing
myself.

You know, basical 1 y, I think that I am going to say again ~at
many people have stated before, but since i t cs the place to say i t,
I wuld like to say it myself.

Basical 1 y Mat we have to focus on is Chernobyl I have with
me an article that was printed i n W n!agazine early this Apri 1

A-39-O 1 that covers the Chernobyl disaster. O,Four years have passed since
the disaster at Chernobyl nucl ear plant, but the grim legacy of the
Soviet catastrophe is sti 11 unfolding. Large populated areas
surrounding the reactor si te have been reclaimed, and i t has been
discovered that they contain high levels of radioactive ty. A doctor
at the hospl tal says that i n the last 18 mnths, there has been a
dramatic rise in cases of leukemia and cancer. Residents have also
begun complaining of fatigue, loss of vi sian and appetite, al 1
sy~toms of radiation sickness. Horst of al 1, there has been a
sudden drop In the iani ty level of the entire populati on. Heal thy
people are having trouble getting over their i 1 Inesses, and children
are the most affected.

“Furthermore, there is an explosion of birth defects among
1 i vestock, deformed 1 ower jaws and disjointed spinal CO1 unms. One
hundred ninety-seven freak calves have been born at a collective
farm in Russia. Some animals have no eyes. O“e was a mastoid
mass. At a CO1 lective farm i n Vyazovka, about 200 abnormal piglets
have been born.

,,oe~pi te the r_val of radiation, mny residents 1 cave thei r

home and become refugees. Cities have been p“t O“ hold. Some
refugees have returned i 1 legal 1 y to the evacuated area. They my
not real ize the di smal fog that is next to the earth .,,

Please see the response to Comment A-31-03 o“
Chernobyl .

I think that this is the first example for people to realize
what weO re tal king about hen we, re talking about “UC1 ear radiation;
this is serious business. This is me speaking personally: I do”, t
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understand how anyone could want to produce beds that produce
anin!als wi th eight legs, kids being born with no eyes — is that how
you want to treat the other members of this world? Is that how you
want to treat planet because they mi ght have di fferent ideologies
than us? And ho says that they have different ideologies? We
differ by our governmnt: I think that we are all the same people,
and I think that no one real 1 y wants to produce this kind of
expression of our world, of our planet.

And even at SRP, they’re producing this. This is just a
reactor, and this happened. This is not even war. Oo we real lY
want to do this to ourselves? Why do we have to keep producl ng
this? Itts a waste of our mney, and it’s a false economy that I
feel really needs to be stopped now.

That is all that I have to say.

[MS. Moran submitted the article enti tied
she had discussed (TIME, @ril 9, 1990).
placed in the DOE Public Reading Rooms.]

,,Legacy of Disasterll that
The article has been
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A-40 STATEMENT OF FELICIA RENSBERGER

MS. R~SBERGER: My n- is Felicia Rensberger, and I ‘m
representing myself.

There’s beem a lot said today about the dangers of radiation
uhich, to =, is just c-n sense. It is obvious, I think, that
the people who mrk for the DOE are obvi OUS1 y ignoring the dangers.

mat I want to talk about is somthi ng that has been total 1 y
A-40-ol ignored i n the EIS, hi ch is the psychological i Watts of a ioci et y

that’s constantl Y 1 i vi ng under the threat of total nuclear
destruction.

Our chi 1 dren are raised with the knowledge that any ❑i nute.
r-l there cm be nothing !mre, and that’s not healthy. That’s not a

heal thy nay to 1 ive, and it just produces many of the problems that
: w see in society today.
U

A-40-02

The psychological impacts of
warfare are beyond the scope

the threat of nuclear
of this EIS.

me other aspect of that is si%l y, speaking for myself, living
here in the SRP co-nit y. If they start again, what i f they have Please see the responses to Comnts A-30-03 on
an accident? Nobody is perfect, and nothing in this world is heal th effects and A-31-03 on Chernobyl .
perfect. If they have an accident, *at is i t going to do to the
hundreds of thousands of peapl e 1 i vi ng i n the i -di ate area? mat
about chi 1 dren who are going to be born with birth defects? In
Chernobyl. a bay was born with no face: we don’ t want chi 1dren born
like that.

I think that it’s an outrage: I think that that the people ho
wuld put the South Carolina people and the rest of the wrl d through
this on the false pr=i se that w need nuclear weapons, that we need
uar; that’s not true. What we need is peace, and the only way that
peace can b attained is thrwgh ccimuni cati~, 1 i steni ng to people,
“ot threatening them with, ‘W can destroy your country faster than
you can destroy ours. ” That’s school children bullying each other,
and it’s not the way to lead the world for me, and to lead the ~rld
for my kids.

And I just want to express that I ‘m real 1 y angry, and I think
that there are a 1ot of people out there who are real 1 y angry at the
-y that this is being handled. This country was created for the
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people and by the people, and i f i t does not change, the PeOPl e are
going to have to start taking a stand and standing up for themselves.

And 1 would 1 i ke to get i t on the record that psychology cal
effects of nuclear weapons building and a nucl ear war has not even
been thought of, and I think that that’s very important. Thank you.
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A-41 STATEMENT OF J. M. CLARK JR.
STATEHENT IN SUPPORT OF

THE ENVIROtAt4ENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR RESTART OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE REACTORS

JUNE 8, 1990

A-41-01 My na~ is J. M. Clark, Jr. and I am a resident of the City of Co-nts noted.
Ai ken and I am here today to speak in support of the Environmental
Impact Statemnt and the restart of the reactors at the Savannah
River Site.

I have 1 i ved in Ai ken since 1987 and have watched with great
interest the controversy surrounding the Savannah River Site and the
operation of the reactors associated therewith. When I moved to

m Ai ken, I did so without fear or trepidation concerning the operation
of the reactors and the associated facil i ties. Being a reasonabl Y

&
. intell i gent and college educated person, i t would make one think
. that i f there was a serious problem or treat to my or my fami 1 ies”

personal well being because of the operation of the reactors that 1
would not have chosen to locate in this geographic area. I
conscious y made a decision that the quality of 1 i fe that would be
afforded me and my famil Y in the connwni ty of Ai ken and the
surrounding area was what I wanted and the operation of the SRS
reactors presented w and obvi OUS1 y has presented many others 1 i ttl e
concern over locating here.

All of o“r lives here on this earth are finite. 1 do not
believe that any of us consciously want to shorten that 1 ife span by
knowingly exposing ourselves to risks which are greater than a
prudent person would want to take. However, I take risks and each
and everyone of those here today take risks that are considered
prudent by our societies standards. For exa!nple, 1 took a very
great risk today in getting in my car and driving to this hearing to
make this presentation. 1 recognized the consequences of that risk
b“t I thought it was a prudent one to take. Li kewi se, I fe@l that
the restart of the K, L, and P reactors at SRS also present risks
but the risks are prudent ones to take and the consequences are ones
that 1, personally, and 1 think this comuni ty i n general are
willing to live with.

I
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1 a obviously not the only one that feels such as this. Over
80% of the people ho have spent most of their working careers at
the Savannah River Site choose to retire in the Ai ken area. These
are the knowledgeable workers Ao spent day upon day at the SRS
faci 1 i ty and know the interwarkings ouch better than imst of us here
i n this room today. These are the people ho know i f the reactors
are safe to operate. These are the people ho have fami 1 ies -
husbands: wives, children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, all
located In the Ai ken vicinity who have chosen to stay here because
Ai ken offers them the quality of 1 i fe that they desire and also
because SRS has been a safe place for them to work and i t poses no
unreasonable treat to thei r fmil ies nor to mi ne.

The Environmental Impact Statement is detai led and complex to
understand even for those with professional credentials that qual i f y
them as specialists in matters discussed i n the statemnt.

o A-41-02 Therefore, I wi 11 not attempt to debate the correctness of the
findings as they are presented.& However, I do ask that you make

. your decision on a restart based on the facts that are contained

. therein, and not on the emotional appeals of those tio oppose the
reactors restart. I would ask that you weigh heavily the views of
those *O are considered experts and base your decision on their
testimny and input.

There are over 400 Hasters and PhO. degreeed professionals at
the SRS faci 1 i ty Ao deal with the many and varied co~lex issues
regardi ng the restart and the operati on of the reactors. 1 know
many of these professionals personal 1 y and have spoken with them on
several occasions and feel comfortable e in thei r reassuri ng re~rks
that the reactors can be restarted and operated safely and pose no
imni nent danger to themselves as workers. at the si te, to w as a
resi dent of this city and to the population of this geographic
regi o“ as a whole. The correct procedures have been taken by 00E
and Westinghouse to insure that the proper training and safety
requi rewnts have been implemented to provide for a trouble free
restart.

P1 ease see the response to Cormnent A-05-02 on the
preparation of the EIS.

While I want this area to be envi ron!nental 1 y protected so that
i t can continue to provide me with the qual i ty of 1 i fe that 1 and my
fami 1 y are accustomed to, I also want to see the reactors started as
a means of security for my fami 1 y and my country. For over 40 years
SRS has provided a strong deterrent to the threat of Comnunism and
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other subversive governments that would 1 i ke nothing better than to
A-41-03 have control of the Uni ted States and the world. There is much talk P1 ease see the

these days concerning the lack of need for the tri tium that is changing world
produced at the SRS faci 1 i ty because of the successful negations
between the Uni ted States and the USSR on di sarrrament of our nuclear
arsenals. To date, I have not seen any treaties that have been
signed, nor physical actions that have been taken to dismantle
either sides nuclear stockpile and therefore 1 want my government to
be afforded the opportunity to maintain i t‘s deterrent to outside
forces by having a ready supply of tritium for the refurbishwnt of
the nuclear war heads that we comnd. As there are other
professionals ho know much nmre about the safety aspects of
operating the PI ant than I do, there are 1 i kewi se professionals ho
also know the need for the tri ti urn that is produced at the plant to
maintain our nucl ear missles. Our Oepartmnt of Oefense
professionals, with approval of our President, have requested that
they be provided with new supplies of tritium and 1, for one, think
they know the need for this request better than any of us here today.

Again, let me urge the 00E to base their decision for
restarting the SRS reactors on the facts. The facts are that the
SRS reactors are safe to restart and the need for their output is
well documented and therefore we should do everything possible to
see that the SRS faci 1 i ty is restarted i n accordance with the
reco-ndations of the experts ho have said i t is safe to do so.

Response

response to Comnt A-06-07 on the
geopol i ti cal situation.

Thank you.
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A-42 5TATEf4ENT OF BILL LAWLESS

MR. LAWLESS: I’ll be glad to do that. fly name is Bill
Lawless. John, i t‘s good to see You again. HY qualifications are
that I ‘m a wchani cal engineer; 1‘ ve got a rester’s degree. Al so,
1 ‘m an Assistant Professor of Hathemti cs at Paine College, but 1 ‘m
on leave; I ‘m at Vi rginia Tech now. I ‘m representing myself.

It’s good to be here today. It’s good to see you again, and
others. And ~t’s good to get into some of the issues. 1 like a lot
of the interactions that I ‘ve heard this mrning, and I 1 i ke the way
that both sides of this issue have been able to present their
cases. And I ‘d 1 i ke to say that I ‘m i~ressed by the job that
you’ ve done yourself, John.

MY comnts on the Eovi ronmental Impact Statement. The
-42-O I Oepartwnt of Energy said that i f its preferred alternative is not

implemented, it will lose 10,000 jobs. NOW, that’s a threat that
the Department is wking, and they inade the same threat at the
Hanford facil i ty two years ago, wi th the N-reactor and of course,
that hasn’ t mterial ized because nuclear waste cleanup has growth
industry. You ‘ve actual 1y seen an increase i n employment in
Hanford. And so, I think that we can dismiss this threat on the
technical mri ts, but i t‘s interesting to note that i t was made
before national security issues.

And I think that i t was made because the Department of Energy
is today i n trouble throughout the Uni ted States. Every new project
that i t‘s putting forward has been blocked: every Site in the Uni ted
States today is having contaminate on problems, as we knew as far
back as 1980 and 1978. This, indeed, was the case when I worked for
the Oepartmnt. And i t 1 ooks to me 1 i ke the Rocky Hountai n
repository wil 1 not be funded; and i f i t‘$ not funded, then, that
wi 11 mean that the OWP factory here at the Savannah River Plant will
indeed be a whi te elephant, as was predi cted by the National Academy
of Sciences some years ago.

So, I don’t think that it’s the 10,000 jobs that are at issue
with the Department of Energy, but I think that the threat
represents a very real threat to the Department i tsel f. And the
Oepartwnt has lost a lot of prestige over the past years: the work

This EIS deals with the proposed action of
continuing the operation of the SRS reactors and the
alternatives to that proposed acti on. Section 4. 1.3
states that the alternative of terminating the
operation of al 1 three SRS reactors would result in
the loss of an estimated 9,600 jobs. Because the
SRS environmental restoration program (as wel 1 as
other programs) is separate and di sti net from the
operation of the reactors and is not a component of
the proposed action, i t would be inappropriate to
offset that estimated loss of reactor operation and
production jobs with the potential creation of
envi ronmental restoration jobs that might be created
by another program, because requi red job ski 11s
might not be cownsurate.
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of its scientists and engineers is nullified on editorial pages
throughout the Uni ted States. And I think i t has not only lost
prestige, but power, and that’s hat’s at issue here.

Hy concern is that the Environmental I~act Statewnt that we
have before us today is not only a problem, but i t is a potential
solution for all sides. MY concern with the Environmental Impact
Statement is that it has not been independently reviewed. 1 ‘m very
pleased with a lot of the connts that are in this impact
statement. There’s the ACNFS, the faci 1 i ty safety group that’s now
providing independent input into the Oepartmnt — the NFS, the
Safety Board, and the National Academy of Sciences, and other
external organizations. But these are not indepe.dentl y-funded peer
review groups. Since there is a lot of co.fusi on on that, 1 thought
that I would address that issue today.

First off, the National Academy of Sciences has mde many
recowndations. But the National Academy of Sciences is not an
independent-funded peer review group. The Academy was funded by the
Department of Energy, and i n the past, that has comprom~ sed the
Academy, s results. In 1987, i t did not because the Academy had a
lot at stake. However, the Academy made a lot of good
recomndations in 1987, hi ch are somehat flushed out here in this
Environmental Impact Statewnt.

The Oepartrne”t of Energy has atte~ted to address a lot of the
Academy’s concerns and reservations but, for the most part, these
are uni lateral decisions, and there have been no responses from the
National Academy of Sciences on the programs implemented by the
Oepartmnt of Energy. One of the references used was the Uar of
1980 deal ing with vessels i radiation and problems, one of the
concerns that the Academy had. And this was expressed in 19B7, so,
you can’ t use a 1980 reference to dismiss a 1987 concern.

A-42-02 Independent peer review WOU1d never al low the reactor to start The Level-1 PRA was completed in June 1990. It has
up before completing the revi ews. In here, we talk about PRAs — undergone independent peer review by the Senior
probabilistic rick analysis — and they will not be done, even the Review Panel , the OOE Independent Review Panel , the
Level I PRA, before this EIS goes final . Only the Level I wi 11 be High Level Peer Review Panel , and the ACNFS.
done before reactor restart, but the other two — the Level 11 and Recently, the ONFSB began its review of the SRS
Level 111 PRAs — wi 11 not be done unti 1 after restart. The Level PRA. Independent peer reviews of Levels 2 and 3 are
111 deals with population evacuation, so, an independent peer review o“goi”g. Please see Section 2.1.3.1 of the EIS for
would not allow that. a discussion of peer review groups.
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on pages 252 and 256, YOU talk about independent organizations
providing independent expertise, and I 1 i ke this word,
‘independent, ” but those are not i ndependentl y-f unded peer review
groups. If yDu’ re going to “se the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory i n Los Al an8Js for external review, those are funded by
the Deparknt of Energy, and they cannot provide independent peer
review.

Independ~t peer review wul d not allow technical stat-nts to
be de in this Envi mn=ntal Impact Statement without references.
You, ve got quite a few paragraphs under the vessel cra~ki ng stud y
and vessel aging study ui thout references. And so, thls smacks mre
of opinions than i t does of prof essi anal i sm. On page 217, you refer
to the radiation test program m thout reference. Low pressure
vessel — there is no pressure provided. I understand that i t is
5 psi; that should b stated in reference. On page 219 i n the EIS,

n we’re talking about vessel cracking subjected to close scrutiny —
no reference, no results. Page 219 — ‘program underway to

& doubl echeck the vessel cracks” — no results.
z

on paw 219, you talk about geometric indi cation; what is a
A-42-03 _tric indication? A tree is a geometric indication. This is in OOE has revised the sect{on to read “geometric

a paragraph with vessel cracks. You should be a little bit mre reflector. ”
s~lflc about fiat a geometric indication is.

In sunmry, independent peer review shaul d be funded
independently of the Oepar~nt of Energy, and independent peer
rewi~ should have the a.thori ty to prevent the publ i cati on of an
envi ron-ntal i~act statmnt unless its concerns are addressed i n
that. ue’ve got a lot at stake here, both sides, and I think that
ui thout independent peer review, i f the Oepart.ment were to restart
the reactors today, then, i t wul d have to assume al 1 of the
responsi bi 1 i t y i f anything goes wong with those reactors.
Independent peer revi eu wul d al 1 ow the Oepart@nt of Energy to
shwl der or to share S- of that responsi bi 1 i t y with independent
groups, and it wul d -ke for a better product. This Environmental
I+ct Statement right now, I’m afraid, is a prescription more for
disaster than it is for professionalism, and I ‘m)uld like to see i t
i~roved, and only independent peer review can get that. Thank
you. Ita you have any questi ens?
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A-43 STATEMENT OF ~WLO MW

A43-01 m. LAu: Okay. My statement wi 11 be brief. I am llcOonal d Comnts noted.
Law. I live at 1023 Wstin Orive in Aiken. I’m an architect in
pri wate practice, and have no fami 1y ars wrki ng near the
Savannah River Site.

As a student, I was opposed to the war i n Vietnam and the way i t
was fought . bd I has then, and am now, concerned about our
stewardship of the envi m-t, the only one that w have. I do,
however, ti sh to speak i n favor of the restart of reactors K, L and
P at the SRS as soon as possible, within existing guidelines, as
outlined i n the EIS. Unti 1 nunki nd’s basic natural changes, there
will always k a need for force in our society and in the co-nity
of nations. * terrible as nuclear wapons are, they have performed
the service for uhi ch they were ideal 1 y intended: maintaining
peaceful coexi st-ce bet-n s-tires unfriendly nations.

Concerns for the environment as wel 1, parti CU1 arl y air quality,
~equi re that nuclear technology not be abandoned, but be cent i nual 1y
l,~roved as a biological 1 y safe al ternati ve energy source i n the
future .

I at to thank you for this opportunity to express our views.
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A-44 STATEMENT OF TRACY TARLETON

MS. TARLETON: I ‘m Tracy Tarleton. 1%111a resident of Aikec
County. And first of all , 1 want to say that our family!s income
does not come from SRS.

A-44-O 1 We’ re making some very important decisions here, and i t 1s Conmients noted.
certainly good to be here. 1 have 1 istened to the Mayor and other
people, and 1 ‘ve 1 istened to their opinions and am considerate of
them. 8ut if you had a refrigerator full of food, you wouldn’ t go
out to a store and buy more food. And if yo” see that we al ready
have enough for a war, why should we build more? Itfs not right.

1 ‘m very upset, and 1 ‘m scared for what’s going to happen; one
minor S1 ip-up, a“d we 1re just gone, you kno”. It just really scares
me too bad, and I wi sh that we “ouldn, t start the reactors. Thank
you .
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A-45 STATEMENT Of ALBERT HOOGE

A-45-o 1 MR. HODGE: Good afternoon. 1 ‘m Al Hedge. 1 ‘m the President Co-nts noted.
of the Hetro Augusta Cha&er of Comrce, and 1 am pleased to be
here this afternoon in support of Westinghouse Savannah River
Company and the Department of Energy. It is our feeling that the
Uni ted States continues to need defense, i t continues to need the
tri tium which is produced here. He look forward to the restart and
to the “ew reactor. It is our feeling that i~rovewnts have been
made in management technology in recent years, and that’s continued
to be, including here at the Savannah River Site.

It was interesting to note that the Departnnt of Energy Tiger
Team assesswnt that was very recently completed — it’s my
understandi ng that that’s a very thorough and rigorous process —
that they identified no conditions warranting interruption of the
current operations and no envi ronmntal conditions onsite presenting
undue risk to public heal th.

I real 1 y feel that in terms of our nation and its leadership
role i n having sessions such as today, focused hearing where folks
can come and speak for or against, depending on their personal
choice. is sowthing that we value and should continue to value very
highly. Uesti nghouse is but one of many examples of why we’ re able
to do that.

Certainly, the ec?nomi c benefits and the economic development
iMPl i cations are very Iqortant ! not on] y to the local conmw”i ty,
but to South Carol Ina and Georg>a as wel 1. We have found
Meetinghouse to be very open and very good for our citizens, and
certainly seem to be, at least at this point, and we have no reason
to bel i eve that this wi 11 change to the negative, and continue to be
good for our citizens in terms of their very important and valuable
role i n our nation’s defense. Thank you very wch.
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A-46 STATEMENT OF PAUL BLOWERS

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF CONTINUANCE TO OPERATE
K, L, ANO P REACTORS AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

A-46-O 1 I am Paul Blowers, President of A? ken Techn? cal College, Ai ken, Cements noted.
South Carol i na and a concerned and responsible e c+ tizen. I would
1 i ke to comment on Environmental Impact Statement - Continued
Operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors at SRS.

I have reviewed the options considered by the Department of
Energy and concur with the proposed action tii ch is alternative 1,
Continued Operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors.

I support these conclusions because I bel i eve that the
alternative is the safest, mast effective, and most economical lY
efficient way of building and maintaining the United States stock
pile of nuclear weapons. The faci 1 ity operated by the world’s most
experienced nucl ear facil i ty operator, Westinghouse, and thei r
highly professional and technical staff is considered to be a key
reason for my support.

From my perspective, the only question which has ever been open
is where should our nuclear weapons components be produced, and one
of these locations has been decided to be at SRS. There is no
question i n the mjori ty of Ameri can’s minds that we must have a
strong ready nuclear deterent to the nation aggressors in this
world. For the past 45 years, the main aggressor has been the
Soviet Uni on. They co”ti nue to have a powerful nucl ear force
operating in a one party dictatorship without the democracti c
controls that we have i n the Uni ted States. The history of the
Soviet Union since its inception after its revolution has been of
dictatorship. Hi story repeats itself. The current verbal position
of the new dictator, Gorbachev, where he professes a desi re for
reduction of world nuclear armaments has not been followed by
acti on. The Soviet Union stil 1 has massive conventional arms
superiority over the Uni ted States.

Until there is actual el imi nation of nuclear arms i n the Soviet
Union, the Uni ted States n!ust remain strong i n nucl ear deterrence.
In addition, Gorbachev could be a temporary figure and be replaced
by the type of leader 1 i ke Breznev, Stalin and Kruschev.
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The Uni ted States suffered in World Mar II because we
unilateral 1y disarmed after World War I. We saw the results i n the
Korean Conflict and Viet Nam because we did not have the power to
deter those aggressor nations after World War II. We saw weakness
after Vietnam because of 1 ack of wi 11 to conf rent aggressor
nations. Only during the 80’s has the Uni ted States had a military
deterrent, based upon rrassive nucl ear retaliation, which has
maintained the peace for our U.S. citizens. 8ased upon these
national defense considerations, we must rnai ntain our nucl ear
defense production capabi 1 i ties. The three reactors start-up will
fulfi 11 this very important mission of supplying triti urn and
plutonium 238 for nucl ear material production requirements.
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A-47 STATEMENT OF SINKLER HARLEY, JR.

A-47-o 1 MR. WARLEY: Hi My name is Sinkler Warley, Jr. I’m Co-nts noted.
original lY from Charleston. 1 was born in Charleston, South
Carol ins, and my fami 1 y and I reside here. I ‘m married and have one
12-year-old son who’s attending this with w today. We reside 50
miles from here, over in the southern Georgia area. 1 grew up I n
Charleston, in Orangeburg, in Lint. 1 do not have a Ph. O. or a
master’s but I have a B.S. degree from the U.S. Naval Academy.

I believe in God, fami 1 y and country, in that order. I believe
in a strong defense. I believe also that this madness must stop.
There’s no excuse — even national security — to carry on ki 11 ing
your own people. And it is my opinion that the air pollution in
this state — we are the 16th highest air-polluted state in the
nation. We have nmre air pollution in this state than either
Massachusetts or New Jersey. That excludes the automobile
pollution. Hundreds of automobiles are being sold every week. We
are adding carbon dioxide and carbon mnoxide gases to this air
pollution.

How about our sister states, adjacent states? If we’ re the 16th
most ai r-polluted state in the nation, how about Tennessee, No. 4?
One hundred thirty-four ❑i 11 ion pounds of toxic chemicals were
released in one year only, in 1987. How about Vi rginia. where I
have a lot of classmtes and friends, No. 5 i n the whole United
States? One hundred and thirty-two mi 11 ion pounds of toxic
chemicals released into the air in one year alone. How about
Alabama, No. 9 mst air-polluted state in the nation? Ninety-seven
mi 11 ion pounds of toxic chemi cals released into the ai r i n one year
alone. How about North Carol ina? Ninety-four mi 11 i on pounds of
toxic chemicals released in that area in one year al one. How about
Georgia? Jimy Carter’s last sister just died of cancer; I think
that the entire family now i: just going to cancer. No. 11, 93
mi 11 ion pounds of toxic cheml cals. When IS the madness going to
stop?

Just last sum., I advised a girl from James Island that I had
testified here a year or tw years ago against restarting these
nucl ear reactors: they’ re 30 years old. I don’ t want anyway in this
state, any South Carol i nians or anyway else to get hurt. Look what
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Chernobyl did to Russia. The Russians are just as scared of the
envi ronwnt as we are. They are ready, for the first time in my
1 ifetime of 54 years — we have a chance for peace, a real , genuine
peace with these people currently in shambles. They are going to
get i n the ball game with us.

This girl from James Island had just come back from Texas where
the air pollution, she said, “as awful . I advised her that Texas is
the No. 1 most ai r-polluted state in the nation. These figures came
from the industries to EPA: 332 mill ion pounds of toxic chemicals
rel eased i n their area, the n!ajori ty from the technical chemical
plants. Virginia, I ‘ve al ready covered.

Just a few weeks ago, I was on the beach, I was ‘discussing the
pol 1 uti on problems in South Carol ins. It makes me sick to see our
water, our ai r and our land pol 1 uted in this state. When are we
going to wake up? Those of you who have got children and
grandchildren, don’t you want them to survive? 1 want to see my
1Z-year-al d grow up heal thy.

Just a few weeks ago, a guy from the Savannah River Plant said
that the plant was releasing tri tium gas, a ki her. He went to a
hearing over here in Ai ken with some of the fellows who work at
SRP. I said, “What is the probl em? Have they got drug problems i n
there or tiat? What ,s wrong over there with this triti urn gas

A-47-02 rel eased?” He said, !!They don’ t care. The guys told me that they Section 3.7.1.2 of the EIS discusses atmosphere c
just don’ t give a darn; they want al 1 their paychecks, and the heck tritium releases and of fsi te doses from 1954 to 1989.
with them. ” Have we gotten to that point? The thing that has made
this country great is that w care about one another, don’ t we?

How about these guys on the 11 to seven shift, or the 12 to
eight, or whatever? My gosh, they should be watching for these
leaks, for these things. Admiral Watkins has found, what, 79
different problems since he’s been investigating this thing? I hope
that he walks tal 1 or that somebody does. Anyhow, the guy said that
the ki 1 ler chemicals were there and he didn ‘t even touch them. They
wanted the nucl ear detection to go over it.

We had to get out of Orangeburg because theyn re making
ibuprofen. What is ibuprofen? It’s got toxic chemicals, a benzene
ring. It pollutes up to 75 miles of this state. Wefve got a state
of chemical P1 ants. We’ve got sulfur oxides coming from the utility
plants. Where are we going to stop on this?
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He roved away to get away from the chemical PI ant i n Orangeburg;
mhat did w find out? That the Westinghouse plant at H-ton is the
nnst air-polluted plant in the tiole US — 13 ❑ill ion pounds of
toxic chemicals released in one year alone. The poor 1ady tio
testified in Savannah the other day said that they were going to
build 635 acres more. She 0s more scared of SRS than she ever is of
her house bumi ng.

In the -anti=, what have they got besides this plant burning
and this medical race? Then, the second ce=nt plant is going to
bum hazardous fuel -stes, al 1 these fuels — *at do they put i n
there? KEs, dioxins — You naub? it: it’s there: we’re going to
breathe it. Oa flu think that you t re ex~t here i n Ai ken? No,
sir. That stuff’s going to travel 75 miles, and You’ re going to
breathe it. and your children are going. to breathe it also.

I want to express that air pollution causes irri tabi 1 ity,
allergies, astk, bronchitis, cancer — you n- i t,. it causes it.

The restart of the reactors WOU1d be a red f 1 ag to the %rl d
that we *ve got a chance of sowthi ng that we! ve never had before
with Russia. The nay I figure it, just conuion sens+wise; I don’t
have to & interested in a thing. I wul d 1 i ke to see 300 square

A-47-03 mi 1 es of that nuclear uaste c1 caned up. Next year, the same P1 ease see the response to Comnt A-09-02 on *t@
~loyees ~o have beem causing this pollution could clean it up. nunagewnt and envi ron?ntal restorat i on.
Take yoir paychecks. But, I’d like to see my family survive: for
the first ti= in IEY S4 years, I am concerned for my family and for
their very survival. Thank you very mch.
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A-46 STAT-T OF BARBARA L. RUSTM

A-4atll The groups represented by mst of the People i n the audience Cements noted.
have gone to a 1 ot of effort to publicize the fact that Savannah
River Site releases radiation into the envi ron-nt. Hhat they
haven 1t publicized is the fact that ours is a. radi oacti ve universe.
Ftadi ati on is as cmn and as natural as gravl t y. The dahto-day
activities at SRS are not going to significantly alter the amount of
radiation you and I receive. Even i f they released ten ti -s their
estin!ate, it still wuld be less than the additional exposure I
received for the first’ 34 years of 1 ife. living in Colordo at an
altitude of 5200 feet.

I don’ t mean to mini ❑i ze the potential 1 y harmful effects of
radioactive materials. But inside the reactor areas, as.w11 as
throughout the site, radiation is constantly -asured and mmni tored;
individual exposure is kept wel 1 below the mi nimm considered safe.

In the event of unusual circumstances, the reactors and the
operational procedures +i ch support th- are designed to shut the
reactors dam. If we 1 earned anything f rem. Three Hi 1e Island, we
1 earned that in an accident, a r~a~tor can be shut doun safely,
without loss of 1 ife or serious InJury.

A 1 ot of peapl e are saying that w no longer need to produce
tri ti um, because we no 1 onger need nuclear weapons. A 1 i ttl e blip
of G1asnost i n Eastern Europe must not be construed as tbe end of
mi 1 i tary agressi on throughout the uorl d. We should never design our
nati anal defenses solely for the PO1 i ti cal atmc.sphere of the
~ment. History has al ready shorn that the Uni ted States can
maintain a strong defense without taking on the role of an
agressor. Those peaceful nations which are not as strong ❑i 1i tari 1y
my once a~i n cal 1 on the U.S. to defend them from other less
peace-l ovi ng nations. It is our responsi bi 1 i t y as huuan beings to
b there when they need us.

In concl usi on, I wuld 1 i ke to say that I have ful 1 confidence
that Hesti nghouse and the Oepar_t of Energy can operate the
reactors safely, and that they are f ul f i 11 i ng an iuportant and
worthtii le f ““cti on. The rea’tors sho”l d be restarted.
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A-49 STATEMENT OF CRAIG SCHENCK

A4W 1 Hi . 1 ‘m Craig Schenck. 1 live here in Aiken, in the city of Cements noted
Ai ken, by cho~ ce. 1 run a smal 1 business here, by choice. 1 can
move this bust ness very easily to aoytiere i n the country; ?t@s
nmbile.

I am glad that there are people around here 1 i ke Greenpeace to
watch SRS. 1 think that they’ re able to come here and speak out
because SRS and the mterials that it makes have kept us free. I
wish that there was no need for these materials, these weapons, but
I know that there is. I want to be free. 1 want to be able tO cO~
here and speak my mind, and I believe that the weapons that are
produced from these materials help me to be free.

I say to SRS, ,,Continue to do a good job.,, I say to
Greenpeace, “Match them closel y.” Thank you.
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A-50 STATEt4ENT OF ELVIRA THOHPSON

Hy nam is Elvi ra Thompson. I want to say that first, after
hearing one of the gentlemen who spoke before, that I ‘m a housewife
and not a professional agitator. If I ‘m a professional agitator —
i f tiatever his name was might have been identi f ied M as one, then,
he muld have to identify everyone as one.

lly message is that krica needs to be free, but it seems that
our worst enemies are PO1 iticians. They even pass the water that we
drink, and most of it is polluted. The SRP reactor restart would
cost us more, not only in taxes, but in our 1 ives, because when You
play with fire, you will get burnt. But this is not just fire; it’s
a volcano that no mn can control, and the apathy of most of the
countrymen wi 11 be the cause of the next holocaust.

Just think, disasters come in chains, and nmre so every year.
Natural disasters are increasing because we have changed the
environment. We have permitted our air, land and seas to be
polluted inthen - of the almighty dollar. I’m only trying to
quote Aat’s on the Lincoln: “In God we trust. ” We’d better trust
in God because we cannot trust our governwnt.

But, people want to 1 ive, and some of them want to change
things. And our govern~nt, from the President to the last county
counci 1 person, will hear our voices. Even as a minority, we wil 1
not keep si lent anynmre; at least, not ~.

I became an Ameri can citizen 24 years ago, longer than I 1 ived
in the country of my bi rth, and 1 did i t because I wanted to be an
Wri can and because my family were tiricans, born in the U.S. for
a generation — my husband’s family. Even the majority of my fami 1 y
are and were Ameri cans.

And by God, I say to America, “Promote peace, not war. ” Teach
children to read so that they can read a geiger counter; teach them
to test our drinking waters for contamination. They need to know
because you, our government, are the biggest pol Iuters in the
world. And teach them how to ki 11 themselves when the keepers of
our land, you that represent our governmnt, come into our bodies
wi th radiation and turn into wal king boxes of pain. YOU tio do”, t
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have enough with 24,000 nuclear bombs, 1 i ke the Air Force pi lot last
Tuesday evening in Coltiia — 24,000 nuclear bo~s are nOt enough
to kill that Big Bear. It ❑ight be a hell of a big bear.

I think that our government has made a very unfriendly strike
ratio because they don’t give a dam about us. If you go to the
mvies and see “ET, ” you would learn sowthing — love and
coqass i on. But I guess that i f you can always feed us botis, there
wi 11 be plenty. Or use the extras in the “Night of the Living Dead”
mvie series and sel 1 the rights to the wurld so that they can use
the profits to make nmre bombs.

A-50-O 1 But, 1 say, “No nmre nuclear weapons. ” The U.S. Government,
including the President, has no way or means to clean the SRP
reactors after a ml tdown. Just think of Chernobyl Our 90vernwnt
cannot control the safety i n such insti tutions or the drug traffic
i“ our streets and hems. Our governrcent can’ t save two’ whales in
Alaska. Our governmnt cannot help save the kri can farmers. Our
government cannot control Exxon and the oil S1 ick that even today is
contaminating our seas and ki 11 ing sea 1 ions. And our government
cannot prevent a nuclear accident at the Savannah R>ver reactors.
No more nucl ear weapons.

P1 ease leave us and future generations a beautiful ~ri ca. We
want protection from our government. We don’t want excusesw:r~~;
Senators: we don’ t want excuses from our Representatl ves.
a government for the people, by the people, and we, the people, say,
‘,Give us a break. No more nuclear weapons. ”

I recomnd that those in favor go to Hi roshim and Nagasaki ,
as 1 have — I 1 ived in Japan for over four years — and see the
people that have been exposed to nuclear bombs. It’s not a very
pretty sight, their children — not physically or psychologically.

And I want to be on the record as opposing the restart of the
K-, L- and P-Reactors, and I would 1 i ke a copy of this hearing
transcript. You have my address. Thank you very mch.

The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.
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A-51 STATEMENT OF OR. ALBERT JAOS

Yes, 1 ‘m Dr. Albert Jabs, Oi rector of Lutheran Human Relati ens,
associate professor, writer and researcher, as wel 1 as a family man
and a member of the Lutheran Church.

MY friends, it seems to me that with al 1 of the things that
have been discussed, 1 ‘m not going to pretend to be an exPert On
radioactivity, but I know sowthing about history; I know somthing
about ethi CS. 1 have one doctorate and the equivalent of another
one. I don)t want to drag out these credentials, but I publish
about 280 articles on questions of history, ethics, law, war and
peace.

It seems to m, after looking at the discussion today, that we

c> have questions of pri nci P1 e versus power, questions of principle
versus power. The first four speakers this morning were

&
w unilateral y i n favor of starting UP. Then, we heard a dissenting
w co-nity from the scientific, comnity, giving their reasons why it

should not be started up. For those of us who just had Chemistry
101, itOs difficult for us to really understand a Ph. O. in physics,
but we hear their arguwnts.

But 1 know something’ about hi story; I know something about
people who are at risk. I get along; I greet Mr. Patterson and
other ~tiers of the program cordially. He are part of a co-nity,
first and finally. And as we differ, it’s only in a sense of
finding the truth. :

A-51-01 All 1 can say is that one of ‘the questions that cam up here Please see the response to Co-nt A-0641 on the
today is, is tri ti um reall Y necessary? 1 know we cannot need for tritium.
oversimplify history. A mn from Ai ken Tech spoke about World War
II, the Vietnam Uar, the Korean Mar. I want to “tell this gentleman
that history gives ml ti P1 e reasons for causes and consequences:
You cannot simpl i fy and say simply that even is one side. Edwnd
Burke — and 1 don’ t want to drag out hi story and sound
intellectual , but evil is never always on one side. We have to
learn that from history. We have to stand with our country, but we
know that there is a mixture. All we have to do is talk about
Lieutenant Cal lee and Me Lei ; not al 1 of our troops over there were
sadists. We know that that massacre occurred; I was a soldier
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myself. There are al ways some rotten apples i n every barrel , so, we
have to be careful about “sloganizing” and generalizing and
stereotyping.

What are we to think? Sakharov, father of the hydrogen bomb,
says that we have to ensure safety, that the debate that he has with
Solzhenitzeyn — two great thinkers of our present era — Sakharov
says, “Make sure that you people are safe in tiat you are doing. ”
Why? Because comni ty should be crucial ; this should be our
primary priority.

Now, the national news media tells us that these errors occur
right here i n town, at the Savannah River Plant — and I ‘m speaking
as a citi zen of South Carol ins. Why the coverup? Why must I read
in m magazine on the coverup of these errors? This means that
there is CO1 lusion; it sounds 1 i ke the Watergate i n the scientific
community; somthing is wrong. If a politician gets upin front of
us and says, llEv@rything, s a] 1 right,!, he!s not SerVing truth: he
WY be serving just those ho are i n power. Al 1 of here must have a
commitment to the comunity.

That man, a graduate of the Naval Academy, ho spoke the way
that he spoke — that showed courage of the soul. That’s mat he
1 earned at the Naval Academy. My friend, Hr. Uuller, pilot in World
War II, would raise questions about the integrity of Aat is going
on. Here are people who serve their country, but they have the soul
to say that our country is wrong. Let us say it, and let’s move
ahead.

Let us take this opportunity to move for peace, which is our
primary responsibility in building the comnunity; not in a
Pol 1 yanna-i sh way — we know that there are problems out there, but
i f we have enough tri ti urn to deal with our national security
interests, then, 1 et us use this triti um rather than build this
excessive amount of weapons whi ch serves absolute securi ty, hi ch is
impossible. Oo yo” know ~at that is? The good brother who wore a
clerical cloth should have called i t — idolatry; thou shal 1 have no
other Gads before me, ~ich means that if 1 put ultimate trust and
security in any system, 1 go down. It happened in Egypt; i t
happened throughout hi story. 1 don’ t want to come across as a
rel igious ki nd of person, but I know, as a student of hi story,
Aether i t‘s the 17-year-aids who are sitting i n front or whether
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i t‘s the 70-year-old gentlemen MO speak about the necessari ty of
serving the comnuni ty, I think that they have captured the truth of
the statement.

And so, we need to ask questions. 1 ‘m going to go away from
this meeting, asking the questi on, IiWho is right?!! With al 1 this
evidence, who is right in the scientific connnunity? A man sitting
right over there says that since 1952, he was involved in a hydrogen
project, and says over here that every thing, s all right. Well ,
that’s 1 i ke the man reporting to the plantation. Everything is not
all right; i t depends upon where your vested interests are; ho are
you serving? If I’m worried abut my job, if I,m worried about
election to public office, i f I ‘m worried about the security of my
role in life, I’m going to compromise truth.

What we need i n this country are Sakharovs and Solzheni tzeyns
ho say that we are guilty of sel f-indulgence, permissiveness, and
we need to have national securi ty, of course, but let us not serve
our national security and establish this as some kind of national
idol , because the strength of this country is the central allegiance
to integrity. This is based on our consti t“tional system. Never
mind what the Senators or the Congressmen say; are we serving
integrity? Are we serving truth? Do we have an allegiance to build
the connnunity? That 1s the strength of this country, and that !s
going to be the strength of whether we 8re going to get into the next
century or not.

Gentlemen, I stand there.
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A-52 sTAT~T OF FREO tNLLER
411 -W STREET

COLIM61A, SCNTN CAROLINA 29205

A-52-o 1 HY n- is Fred Huller. I just speak for myself; I’m just ~ Cmnts noted.
krican citizen.

Other mn have stated their credentials: I wul d 1 i ke to state
❑i ne. I -S the youngest 026 pi~?t in ~rld *r II- I ~nt
co6tpl etel y around the mrl d. I plck~ UP a 6-25 br~d “ew in
Savannah, Georgia. f 1 en i t do~ through Central ~TI ca tO Br~i 1.
across the Atlantic to Africa, across North Africa Into Ou--

1 went into World War 11 from Clemson. I was a teenager. a
happy boy. I cz back from Horld Nar 11 an old man: the
fool i shness had been shot out of me. I have been in ~re ai ml ~?
crashes than I have been i n autowbi 1e wrecks, and I uaslahg~l 1ng
salesman and drove over a ❑i 11 ion and a quarter MI 1 es.
travel ed every state i n the Uni ted States except Oregon and Nai W.
I know this country, backwards and forwards.

We won Norld ~r II. He stalemated Korea. * lost Vietn~-
America can S1 ap around Grenada and pan=. but as fOr as 90? n9 back
to Europe with 10 ❑i 11 i on wn and saving Europe — that day Is
gone. The atomic bo+ and the hydrogen bombs are the greatest peace
~apc,ns ever im,emted. Wst wars in hi story have been started by
old wn who sent young men off to die. Witness Khomeni , Hussein and
the Iran-Iraq Mr.

I do not know what will happen in HOSCOW if %rld *r 111
co~s, for 1 have never been there. But I know what wi 11 happen i n
tishingto”, O.C. The first thing to go will be the ~ite Nouse.
The second thing to go will be the Pentagon. The third thing tO 90
wil 1 be the CIA. And then, Washington, O.C. will be turned Into a
sol id sea of nmlte” glass. It ❑ight be good riddance, I don’ t
know. But, right behind that is going to be Fort Jackson and the
Savannah River P1 ant, amd God knows hat wi 11 happen. Those of You
*O have never been in a war do not knOw *at ~r is- she- Put
it right Aen he said, ‘War is hell”: it is bell. I’ve been with
sow Of the finest young men that YOU ever saw in yOur 1 ife in India
and Pakistan. SO= of them were “ever found: they just disappeared
in the jungle in Nacau.
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Don 8t think for one mment that our country has been the
greatest preserver of peace in the *rid. -ri cd is aggressive.
We push hard. If you don’t think so, just go out in the rest of the
vmrl d and 1ook around. President Ei senhoner warned this country
hen he was 1 eavi ng office about the giant mi 1 i tary industrial
complex that was building in this country. [t is a ~0 billion a
year coaqIl ex, and i t is running wide open. And Hestl nghouse and
OuPont are right up front. Oon’ t think for one ❑inute that they are
interested in just your canity. Aiken is a beautiful tow, among
one of the prettiest i n the world. % was Chernobyl before the
meltdown and expl osi on.

For engineers to bui Id a nuclear power P1 ant in the middle of a
river at Three Hi 1 e 1s1 and shows the arrogance — cwlete arrogance
— of nuclear physicists and engineers. All of the nuclear Plants
in America have to be built over a giant aquifer, which is water
ci rcul ati ng i n the earth, or next to so= source of water —
principally, a river, a lake or reservoir. Underneath this
bui 1di ng, at a 600-foot depth, runs the Tuskal oosa aquifer. The day
that contamination from Savannah River reaches that water, Ai ken
will die; so will Augusta; so will South Carolina; so will south
Alabama; so will western FTorida; and so will Mbile, Alab-.
There will be nothing that can live tiere. Alnmst all of the cities
use deep wells for water.

Water circulates i n the earth, just 1 i ke blood does in your
body. If you cut your finger, you bleed. If YOU cut your head, you
bleed. If you cut your nose, you bleed. The saa@ with hater.
That’s hy welders say, “We struck a plane of uate~ — that’s what
they man. If i t‘s not big enough, they go deeper or they go to
another Site. They struck water on top of Seton Head — nothing but
pure granite. There’s water on top of the Rocky Itauntai ns. There’s
water on top of the Himalaya Hountai ns. There is water i n the Sahara
Desert, i f you can find it.

Mn has 1 ived many times in civilization. He always managed
from the same face of the earth *en he PO11 uted or 1 ost his water
supply. You can breathe the radioactive air and 1 i ve a 1 i ttl e
while, but drinking radioactive water is guaranteed death, and it
ain ‘t long coming, baby.

The Tuscaloosa aquifer, now cal 1 ed the 61 ack
Creek+i ddendorf Fonnati on i n South Carolina,
discharges to the Savannah River i n the vicinity of
SRS, as described in Section 3.4.2 of the EIS. This
aquifer is not believed to be hydraul i cal 1y
continuous m th the formation of the saute n- i n
Georgia and other states. It is 400 to 900 feet
below the surface of SRS and is general 1 y protected
by several i ~enneabl e clay or other 1 i thol ogi c
formations. SRS has installed monitoring wells in
the aquifer to detect any type of cont~i nati on that
occurs. Ouri ng the approximately 35-year SRS
operating period, no radioactive contamination has
been detected i n the El ack Creek-tli ddendorf aquifer
as a result of past operations, and none is expected
f ram continuing reactor operation. ( P1 ease see the
EIS on Haste Management for Groundwater Protection,
OOUEIS-0120).

That fs about al 1 that I have to say. I just have this 1 etter
that I wrote to President Bush. I sent that 1 etter to every -tier
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of Congress, every Governor and his wife; 1 sent i t to 1,000 Chief
Executive Off icers of giant corporations, including Hesti nghouse and
DuPont, personal 1 y, by me. 1 received letters from Senators,
Governors, powerful wn — but not one letter cam from a
corporation. Thank You.

[Mr. Hul 1er’s letter to President Bush is presented below. DOE has
not resDonded to this 1 etter.1
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February 20, 1990

President George Bush
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
The Mhi te House
Washington, O.C.

Oear Mr. President,

Mi khai 1 Gorbachev is not only a powerful man, but he is also
very smrt and decisive. On Apri 1 26, 1986 Chernobyl exploded and
mel ted down. After he and other Russian 1eaders surveyed the death
and destruction, Gorbachev stopped i n mid-ai r, the constr”cti o“ of
five Nuclear Power plants, plus he stopped the production of
Plutoni urn and U-235 from which military weapons are made. He
withdrew four older Nuclear Submarines from the Bal tic Seas and
evacuated 235,000 Russians from an 18 mile radius of the Chernobyl
Complex. He is now considering removing 110,000 people from a 10
miles nmre radius. Before and after Chernobyl, the Russian
Government has 1 ied to her people and the world. Actions speak
1 ouder than words.

Great civil izations have existed before in history. They all
vanished when they poll “ted or lost their water supply. YCIU can
breathe radio-active air and 1 ive, but drinking radi o-active water
is guaranteed death. Water circulates and percolates in the earth
just 1 i ke blood i n the human body. The Ameri can Government has 1 i ed
and is sti 11 1yi ng to the Ameri can people about the dangers of
Nucl ear power. The Department of Energy is worse than worthless.
It has not made one concrete decision nor perrnanentl y disposed of
one ounce of radio-active waste mterial.

Within 125 miles of my home are 5 Nucl ear Power plants and the
Savannah River Bomb Plant at Ai ken, S.C. where sits 35,000,000
gallons of highly toxic radi o-active waste i n concrete vats on top
of the giant Tuscaloosa aquifer that runs at only 600 foot depth and
waters the Southeast. Should God send an earthquake and dump this
waste into this Aquifer, then South Georgi a, South Alabama, West
Florida and Mobil e would become a giant waste-1 and just 1 i ke
Chernobyl .

The Nuclear plant at Rocky Flats, Colorado, sits on top of the
giant Goude Aquifer that waters Colorado and West Texas. Should a
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disaster strike there, then Oenver, ~ri 11o, Lubbock, Midland
Odessa would becow the five largest ghost towns i n the hi story of
the world. The Permian basin would vanish with our oil supply.
Acid rain has not kil led anyone, yet, but nuclear W1 t-downs and
radiation have ki 11 ed thousands and wi 11 warp and ki 11 mi 11 i ons
before wn wakes up.

The Russians have seen nothing yet. Just wait unti 1 cancer and
W1 ti ng hip bones really begin occuri ng, especiall y ang thei r
little children. kricans can sit fat, dumb and happy until
catastrophe strikes. @ we wi 11 wake up with a roar! I had a
friend Ao was at Eniwetok in a bunker behind ten feet of solid
concrete. His hip bones M?l ted before he was forty. The Veterans
Admini strati on instal led plasti c hip bones. He never saw
forty-f ive. He lived and died in a Hell of alcohol and pain.

YOU do not have to bomb a Nuclear power plant tO have a
ml t40hn. Al 1 you have to do is ki 11 the technicians who run it.
A ml tdonn is then automatic. We have 110 Nuclear Power Plants plus
17 mi 1 i tary operations. They all sit on top of giant Aquifers or
near a large water suppl y for cool ing purposes. It is only a rotter
of time unti 1 ~ri ca experiences her own Chernobyl . France, wi th
her proliferation of Nuclear Power Plants could easily have a series
of domi no-effect ml tdowns and probably take Belgium and Hol land
with her as she goes into oblivion.

It is these very Nuclear Power Plants that have eliminated the
possi bi 1 i ty of any large-scale war in Europe or almst anywhere. In
fact, you might consider the course Russia has taken and shut down
the entire Ameri can Nuclear operation; both power plants and the
mi 1 itary. Russia never was coming to kri ca. For What? TO
contract AIO’ S and take i t back to Russia by the mil 1 ions? I do not
think so. Are we going to send 10 mi 11 ion fine young mn to defend
NATO and 1cave addicts, criminals and drug pushers to run our
country? 1 do not think so!

I was a B-25 and A-26 pilot in World war II doing low level
work and skip botiing in India and Bum. Imdiatel y at the end of
the war, my governwnt sent w to China to be a co-pi lot on C-46 and
c-47 Transport planes. We flew night and day hauling the National
Army to take over from Japanese before the Connwni st could walk
there. Uhen 1 arrived in Kunming, China printed umney. Two nmnths
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later hen I arrived i n Wuhan, China printed paper. In Oecember,
when I arrived in Shanghai , Chi na pri nted trash! When the money
CO11 apsed, China collasped! I saw China fal 1 ! The Comunists did
not ~ China. They just walked i n and took over.

Connnunism is not all bad, if it replaces despotism as it did in
China. Chiang-Kai Shek and his crowd had raped and robbed China
“nti 1 she “as gone. I do not know fiat happened i n the Russian
Revolution as 1 had not been born. (1917)

President Reagan used the threat of Conimuni sm to run a
tremendous deficit and crest the i 11 usion of prosperity. He 1 eft
you a terrible debt structure and legacy. Good luck!

Hr. President, there are two i revocable laws on this earth:
YOU cannot drink yourself sober and you cannot borrow your way to
solvency. The longer either continues, the more terrible the
hangover. We came. out of World War II almst without a scar, except
for the dead and wounded. We were ~ nation on earth. Even
Gern!any, Italy and Japan have passed us on their road UP, as we ride
the road dovm to ~ place i n average income. At the end of World
War II, America was the ri chest nation on earth and largest
creditor. Today, we are the 1 argest - and owe mre money than
all nations on earth. Only a fool thinks we are going to pay off
our national debt. No drunk has ever sobered up as 1 ong as alcohol
was free. Neither has any economic drunk sobered up as 1 ong as
fools let him sign I. O. U’S. We are the same.

Junk bonds and Aite CO11 ar crooks make the Wall Street Journal
read 1 i ke the Pol ice Gazette. What a laugh! Tomorrow, our
government bonds wi 11 be on the same page. JUNK BONOS-LIKE
CHINA—PAPER TRASH !

The world has entered an era of economic warfare from fii ch
there ~s no m! 1 i tary relief. Al 1 major economic powers are
exporting agal nst other major economic powers. Russia must come
wi th a gold backed Ruble i f she is to enter world comnerce and trade.

Mr. Presi dent, I write you this 1 etter because Hr. Gorbachev
did not mke his decisions for the love of the world, he made his
decision for the love of his country, Russia. I write this letter
not because 1 love the world, but al so, because 1 love my country,
NERICA!
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You know that my views are the views of mi 11 ions of concerned
hricans, and you know that drarriati c action is needed NOU if the
Uni ted States of America is going to halt its headlong P1 unge into
the wdi ocrity of debtor nations and the danger of the headlong rush
into nuclear stockpiling.

Gorbachev is making a drainati c effort to solve some of the
problems of the USSR. You can do no less for the USA. There is no
Mre tiw to play politics. There is no nmre tiw to play out a
Presidential term and 1 cave i t in the hands of the next fellow.
There is NO MORE TIHE !

Respectful y yours,

Fred Huller

~:

U.S. Congress: Ful 1 House and Senate
Al 1 fifty Governors and Spouses
(hai nnan Hi khai 1 Gorbachev
Foreign Hi ni ster Eduard Shvardnadze
Nat i onal Leaders worldwide
Al 1 Foreign Ambassadors ( 167)
CEO-Top 1000 (orporat i ons
The Editor of Wrica’s 100 largest newspapers
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A-53 STAT- OF OOU6 $lf~

A-53-o 1 My n= is Ooug $homker, and I ‘m going to represent ❑ysel f. Comnts noted.
Hel 10, again, everybody. I ! m dressed up 1 i ke the Md Hatter today
from Lewis Carrel 1‘s Alice i n Nonderl and because for the ~d Hatter,
time had perpetual 1 y stopped at six o‘ clock, tea time. And so, he
was always sitting around the table, having tea. Nere w are in
Nanderland. The Federal govern-t att~ts to stop the cluk
somewhere around 1954, when the Red Cmni st plague is about to
swallow us all up, and we’re all going to live in Siberia forever.
And Aat the Department of Energy is announcing speci f i cal 1y vi th
this draft Envi mnmental Iwact Statement is that they are trying to
stop tiw at January 19, 1989. It”s June 8, 1990, and a lot’s
happened since January 19, 1989, Hr. Patterson. The wrl d‘s
changing, and change is inevitable, and i t‘s going to keep on
happening, no matter *at you al 1 do.

Let u tel 1 you a 1 i ttl e bit about @elf. Md so wch for
syndIol i sm. Nhen I got out of high school, the first business that I
~jhta was sel 1 i ng fabric so that peapl e could sw their ohn

People don’ t do that anfiere; that”s progress. If you’ re
wearing handmade clothes out there today, are you a Conmuni st?

I didn’t have a living; I had to do sorething else, and I
became a carpenter. And I” ❑ a good carpenter. .~t you know, people
don’t always want rooms built on their houses. That’s tied to the
economy. It’s an up-and-down type of job. And I just got to the
point where I COU1dn’ t deal ui th it anfiere. I COU1 dn’ t deal with
being rich one week and broke the next week.

Now, I guess that I” ❑ a pmfessi onal peace activist, if YOII
want to say that, and I‘ ❑ not getting rich. In fact. I ‘m ge~ti ng
very, very poor. And so, 1‘ ❑ saying to you peapl e here I n AI km.
$o”th Carolina, “YOU got this reactor back in the fifties because
that was progress. Nuclear ~ns were necessary evi 1. *11, now,
progress i t toward peace. ” I don’ t vant to give your jobs a-y. but
i t‘s becoming unnecessary, and you ‘ve got to find so-thing else to
do. And i f you can’ t find something else to do, you have my pity.
because you t ve got to strai @ten up and do something besides making
radioactive waste and burying it.
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hd inevitably, i t pol 1 utes the aquifer. And it may not affect
this generation, and i t WY not affect the next generation, but i t‘s
going to & around for hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of
tho.smds of years. bd there’s no way that we can stop it. The
greatest scientist i n the uorl d daesn’ t know how to stop it. I ‘m
not afraid of nuclear exchange; I ‘m not even afraid of the Savannah
River Plant blwi”g UP. I ‘m afraid of business as usuaJ at the
Savannah River Plant.

This is a ~ral question. There are not “statistics, there’s no
need, there’s no proof. The Environmental Impact Statmnt is, f or
“ati onal security. I want this year end to speci f i cal 1y address the
fact that producing are tritiw at this point in our history will
1 ead to, promti ng international insecurity, both by making the
Soviet tii on feel more threatened, when they’ re al ready in a
def ensi we POS1 ti on. How mch wre defensive can you get before you
just react?

tid ntier two, i f 24,000 nuclear ~apons are necessary for our
national security, till we definitely have a moral obligation-to
export 24,000 weapons to every country on the PI anet? That wi 11
mke everybody secure; nobody ui 11 fight anybody: the *o1 e uorl d
wi 11 be at peace. It’11 be at peace because the *o1 e ~rl d Ml 1 be
radioactive. -d everybody wi 11 be dead, and that’s. the best way to
=ke this country secure. Ooes anyone want to take over Libya? No,
because they’ re on a desert. bd that 1s ~at the Oeparwnt of
Energy is trying to do, is -ke this country a desert.

11 ve been f 011 owi ng you guys around to Savannah, and I‘ ve be~
j-i ng up and d- and ~ari ng a rubber skul 1 msk and holding the
signs, and I’ve folloued you to Charleston, and I did the same
thing, and now, I’m here. hd it, s hot, and I(m sweaty, and I)m
tired. Md do you know Aat I really want to do? I want to go
home, and I want to be in ❑y apart-nt, and I want to hug ❑y
girlfriend, ad I want to pet ❑y cat, and I want to feed ❑y bird.
But, 1 have a mral obligation to be here — not for me, not for
you. but for 25 generations do- the road. And 1 do bel i eve in a
Creator, and I think that we all will be judged ultimately. And I
want you people to know that our souls — mine included — will not
rest i n peace beneath the crushing weight of the unborn. Thank you.
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A-54 STATEHENT OF WARREN WHI PPLE

A-54-O 1 Good afternoon. MY name is Warren Hhipple. I’m with
Greenpeace Action.

Co-nts noted.
Mr. Patterson, Mr. Cutiee.

I dons t really have much to say. 1 ‘ve written four or five
speeches for this afternoon and wound up throwing them al 1 away. I
know that i t‘s been a long afternoon; i t‘s been a long week. So,
I’ll be brief.

I think that the only thing that I real 1 y want to say that
hasn’ t been said — so ~ch has been said so eloquently from so many
people who have done so n!uch and cared so much about this project —
the only thing that I think is left that I would like to express is
my really profound di sappoi ntwnt at what I have seen happening
here. 1 cam on this project at Greenpeace for two reasons. ( 1 ) MY
fami 1 y in Sylvania, Georgia, about 20 miles down river from the
plant. In 1978, we suddenly lost my grandfather, *O fished in that
river every weekend. He was a very healthy guy. We lost him very
q.i ckl y. (2) The other reason is that I grew up with spacecraft.
MY Parents told me that I stood mst of 1963 watching the space
progrm.

I re-er *en I was in el-ntary school , doing a huge
science project with styrofoam bal 1s and toothpicks, explaining the
atomic reaction and how i t worked. And I learned about the
Department of Energy. The Department of Energy was the branch of
governmnt that was entrusted to take us into the 21st century. Its
purpose was to develop, research and bring about the new forms of
energy that would take up the slack and make up for the inadequacies
of the types of energy that we had — coal , gas, things that
obviously weren’t going to make it.

It was on the cutting edge. Because of the expertise that the
00E had, i t was entrusted with the production of nuclear weapons and
materials. This was for a twofold purpose, as I understand it: One
was that they had the experts, they had the abi 1 i ty to PUT 1 off
safely i f anybody was going to. ‘dut the other reason was a very
bas~ c feel ing that i t was important to keep this aspect of our
military and our civil i an patterns. We could see Aat happened to
other countri es when mi 1 i tary takes a power of i ts own, and i t was
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important that the Department of Defense not be itsel f in charge of
the uaterials for these warheads. AS well as production oversight
of it, there was a watchdog emphasis as well .

I don! t think that we can say that in the long run that you’ve
done a horrible job. The Cold War was scary: I grew up in its
shadow. But, i t was better than a world war. The one thing that
you have to give i t is that i t worked. Thirty years ago, You would
not have convinced many average Ameri cans that we would not wind in
a war with the USSR — we didn’t. We didn’t have a Chernobyl .
There have been leaks, there have been wsses, there have been
things that we probably sti 11 don’ t know about. But we haven’ t had
a Chernobyl

The citizens of Ai ken and the Departwnt of Energy can take
some pride i n that. We chose, for whatever reasons, to go into the
Cold War and we survived it. But, it is over with. The onl Y
possible use for nuclear weapons is retaliation to prevent a first
strike by the USSR. That’s over, and You want to continue business
as usual , and I don ‘t understand. Hr. Patterson, we shouldn’t have
to be here. The Departmnt of ‘Energy should be telling the
Department of Defense, “!.lhy? Mat do You want this stuff for? Why
do we have to do thi s?” Keeping them from running amuck is your
job, particularly on its nucl@ar weapons, materials matters. You
and he can’ t get a good bottle that no one else will touch.
Everybody else wants you to put as mch di stance between themselves
and this thing as they possibly can. The President won’ t touch it;
Cheney won’ t touch it: Baker wona t have anything to do with it.
,,Okay, SRp, ~a” we ~ai t to do i t?,t They, re not goin9 to tOuch it.

When I cam i n here, I thought a 1 ot about the Department of
Energy, how they wouldn’ t perceive, that they were going to do

Aatever they wanted to, regardless, how they were invincible. I
don’t believe that an~re. As I said in Colu*ia, I have felt this
afternoon that you’ ve been 1 i steni ng. I think that the
Envi ronrnental Impact Statement is an embarrassment; 1 don’ t think
that you’ re trying as hard as you could be, to the fullest. At
first, I thought that maybe i t was because you were screwing up.

Now, I wonder. I see the Department of Energy now as being
stuck between a rock and a hard place. You are part. of our weapons
production comnded by the Chief Admini Strati ve Off I cer George
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Bush. I believe that the OOE wi 11 think of the long-term and the
future. I hope that sometiere, somehow, you’ve got the team that is
all over this tiole fusion thing. It didn’t work, but it couldn’t.
1 don’ t know what our future energy sources are going to be, but
i t,s going to come from ye”. The Oepart,nent of Energy- is charged
wi th the biggest responsibi 1 i ty that this country has, to survive,
developing the means of energy that wi 11 take us into the 20th
century and beyond.

1 ‘d love to see you guys stand up. I ‘d love to see You guys gO
back to Washington and stand up and say, ‘“Wait a minute. ”
Soatiere, there’s a charter for the Department of Energy.
Souehere, there’s something that’s written down there that says
what your purpose is. Ga back and read it. ~d gO back and insist
on being al lowed to do i t. Thank you.
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A-55 STATE14ENT OF GREG RYBERG

A-55-O 1 My name is Greg Ryberg and I am here to speak personally and on Connnents noted.
behalf of our company, R & H Maxxon Inc. which operates convenience
stores i n the greater Savannah River area. We whole heartedl Y
endorse the restart of the Savannah River Site K, L, And P reactors.

Since graduation from CO1 Iege 1 have 1 ived with my wife and
three chi 1 dren throughout the Midwest the past 14 years though we
have lived in Aiken, S.C. No rotter what area we 1 i ved in there was
a connnon bond between our famil y and fami 1 i es, - that bei ng, that we
al 1 strived to insure that the future of our area and this nation be
protected for our children and al 1 future generati ens. Protection
not on] y appl ied to our basic freedoms but also to the envi ronment.
Every fami 1 y that I have ever have associated with has this as part
of its basic goals.

n

& In order to reassure the basic freedoms that we enjoy i n the
U.S. today, we must maintain a strong nuclear deterrent. Doing so

$ does not have to be at the expense of safety or the environment. We
have seen this over the past ~ years of operation at the Savannah
River Site. There has not been ~ lost time work day to nuclear
operations in that period of time. With the safety exhibited in
past operations coupled with the extensive training and retraining
done at the site, it is time to get on with it and restart the
reactors.

This morning I listened to a prayer for peace. 1 too pray for
peace. When we pray we realize the need for peace but we also
realize the need for protection. I also recall that the Ayatollah
Khomeni, the great high priest of Iran, led a nation of prayer.
They still pray in Iran with a primary goal being the overthrown of
the freedoms of the Western world. Gobachev my preach glasnost but
he does not speak for the Soviet Union forever. For that n!atter he
does not speak for any of”the other nations of the world.

We have at the SRS the best engineers, scientists, technicians
and support staff in this nation. They are capable professionals
dedicated to the safety of the people and the environment of the
area and the world. They are also comitted to maintaining peace
and the security of this nation.
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It!s ti~ we get on with the protection of our future and
restart the reactors under the safe guidance of 00E and Westinghouse.
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A-56 STATEkfENT OF HENRY MCNASTER
STATEMENT M THE SAVANNAki RIVER SITE

A-56-O 1 I have cow here tonight to express support for the Savannah Co~nts noted
River Site.

Now 1 know that some people say the Cold War is over, making
the continued production of our ueapons’ syste= obsolete. And,
indeed, we have witnessed a great CO1 lapse of coani sm in the past
year. I hope with all ❑y heart that the changes taking place wi 11
be permanent and that in the future we will have no need for nuclear
weapons.

But that time hasn’t come. We cannot be premature in our
j“dgeants. For Ai le Gorbachev talks a good 1 ine, the Soviet Union

n has yet to dismantle any of its weapons systems. Given the
remarkable instability in the Soviet Union during this time of

&
“, upheaval , none of us can predict the future leadership of that

nation, nor the course that arms production wi 11 take. So, in our
om defense. we mst oroceed with adeauate r.reduction. Savannah
River is ciicial to this goal

Since production mst continue, 1
reactor al so be built here. If we are
mst use it in a safe and conservative
reactor, wi th all i ts state-of-the-art
sui table way to use nuclear power.

urge that a new production
to use nuclear power, then we
~nner. The new production
safety features, offers us a

Finally, I’d like to say a few words about the future, about a
time hen the production of weapons may no longer be necessary.
Will nuclear energy have a role? Of course, because i t offers us
the cleanest way to meet our energy needs.

The safe production of energy has become one of the biggest
challenges of our times. As our nation grows, we faCe the
siwl taneous task of expanding our energy suppl y and preserving our
e“vi ronme”t from pollution. Nuclear power is the answer to this
challenge: safely done, i t offers us an efficient and adequate
source of power that is clean.

And the Savannah River Site is the perfect 1 ocation for the
production of that power. for a“e thing. its huge size alone nukes
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i t the safest place to produce nucl ear energy i n the Southeast.
tireover, the state-of-th-rt waste disposal faci 1 i ti es 1ocated at
SRS can handle all the waste produced here. For these reasons, I
agree that a cluster of nuclear reactors should be bui 1 t at the site
so that the people of South Carolina can be SUPP1 i ed with the
cheapest, safest energy possible.
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&57 STAT~T OF MILLIA41 BOW

~. B-: My nare is Hilliam Boron, and I am here to say,
on behalf of Grem Peace, that i f these reactors are restarted and
there are people and If one little leak should occur. they say, it
is just a little leak. And if that little leak gets out, it is in
the water, people are contaminated with it. And to make matters

A-57-01 worse, i f these reactors are restarted there is a fault 1 and that Seismic investigations and upgrades are being
runs right through Savannah River P1 ant. And i f U@ should have a i WI e~nted at SRS reactors i n response to the
major earthquake, leaks — and those reactors are destroyed, we m 1 T
have a nuclear explosion here.

concerns of cognizant agencies. Section 2.1 .3.1.2
And many of the innocent people wi 11

die.
of the EIS discusses seismic upgrades. It is
physical 1 y impossible for the SRS reactors to create
a n.cl ear expl osi on.

And the nucl ear power should not be used to make bombs, but to
use as energy to power things. not bo~s to destroy innocent 1 i ves.
People are here to 1 i we. not destroy each other.
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A-58 Stateliest OF CATHY HILLIMSON

What you can 8t see can hurt you. Economics has taken
precedence over the safty of ind. 1 iwes and the envi ro”m”t.

I have toured certain areas of SRS and one particular area
~ich gives me chills is the burial ground.

A-56-O 1 The burial ground consists of pits which are situated over an
aquifer. SRS claims only low-level radioactive materials are stored
in these pi ts whi ch are 1 ined for added safl y reasons. However, the
open pit I rode into had no liner, but the pit was filled w/
cani ster after cani ster of di scarded radioacti ve materials exposed
to the open. No explanation was given for the missing 1 i ner, and 1
was so overwhelmed with what I was seeing that I didnt question the
reason for there “ot being one. But I am questioning it now!

A-5B-02 How accurate is the data on this antiquated faci 1 i ty? How safe
are we?

Oespi te ERF & GP and ind. 1 i ke Arthur Dexter and Bil 1 Lawless
(both of whom are fomr SRP emp) we have chosen to believe that SRS
is and has been run safl y - tli stakes have been made at our expense,
an expense that far surpasses any financial I,Gain.,! The arguments
one hears for continued operati o“ of the plant is focused o“
National Security and local 1 y on economics. How long ca” we
“afford!$ to produce this radioactive waste before we U1 timatel y pay
an even higher price?

The restart of these damged & anti q“ated reators is both
dangerous and unnecessary. Nuclear war cannot be 1 imi ted.
Therefore nuclear war is no longer a viable option.

The Record of Oecisio” o“ the Final EIS. Waste
ater Pr~

sa vannah River Plant. Aiken. Sc, dated 3/9/88 (53 FR
7557) determined that the new low- and i “termdiate-
level radioactive waste disposal faci 1 i ty to be
constructed at the SRS wuld have a vault design.
Vaults employ a sealed, reinforced-concrete
structural barrier, proper siting, a“d surface
draining to minimize the intrusion of water that
could leach waste consti tuents from the faci 1 i ty.
Oesign also might include a complete exterior
leachate CO1 lection system, a 1 ow-permeabi 1 i ty
secondary 1 iner, and the grouting of waste in place
to fill interior void spaces and add stability.

Chapter 4 of the EIS thoroughly discusses the
environmental consequences of the proposed action
and alternatives, i“cl”di ng heal th a“d safety
issues. This material , as wel 1 as the enti re EIS,
was prepared wi th the best, most current available
data and i nformati on. Al so, pl ease see the
responses to Comnt A-09-02 on waste nu”agement and
envi ronme. tal restoration.

I feel we as a comuni ty have lost far more than we have gained.
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The tim has come for us to view this facility realistically -
to see the obvious dangers. We have a responsibil i ty to ourselves,
as members of this comnity and to the human race.

In defense of ERF L GP tio have been labeled Doom Sayers; the
infomtion they have provided is not for personal financial gain,
but for you, for your children and, .u1 timatel y for mankind

We cannot, as responsible citizens ignore the currant available
information.

He can i 11 afford any ~ Oeadl y Oecei t !
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A-59 OPINIONS
AIKEN STANDARD

MY SO MY NUCLEAR WEAPONS?
JAMES J. KILPATRICK

Universal Press Syndicate

A-59-01 WASHINGTON - Question: What are the probabil i ties of a nuclear Cements noted.
war between the Uni ted States and the Soviet Union?

Answer: The probabil i ties are nil .

Question: Why, then, are both superpowers intent upon
n!aintai ni ng obscene levels of nuclear arms?

Answer: Don’ t ask stupid questions.

That is about where matters stand i n the wake of Mi khai 1
Gorbachev’s visit to the Uni ted States. The Soviet Leader is
agreeable to reducing strategic nucl ear forces by roughly 30
percent. President Bush is equal 1 y agreeable. The newspapers
provide neatly tabulated data on the PI edged reductions.

But the trouble with the figures is that they are essential 1 y
meaningless. The tabulations wash over our minds like so mny
naves, leaving not even a residue of foam behi nd. Faintly, vaguely,
we can imagine the devastation caused by a si ngle nuclear weapon.
After al 1, most of us have seen photographs and read descriptions of
Hi roshin!a after the bomb attack in 1945.

The atom bomb of 1945 was a sort of Model T bomb. It carried
the destructive equivalent of only 17,000 tons of TNT. In a
fraction of a second that bomb leveled a city and ki 1 led nearly
100,000 human beings. Now we mke hydrogen bombs that are 1ots mre
efficient. Now we can kill a million human beings in a single
blast. Isn’ t that progress?

At present, the Uni ted States n!aintai ns a strategic arsenal
2,450 intercontinental bal 1 i sti c missiles, 3,024 sea-launched
ball {sti c missil es, 3,000 short-range missiles and 1,600
ai r-launched crui se mi ssil es. For its part, the Soviet Union

of
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maintains 6,530 ICBMS, 3,642 submarine-launched missiles, 400
short-range attack missiles and 640 ai r-launched cruise missiles.

Under the pending agreemnt, the United States would have 1,444
ICBMS, the Soviet Union 3,060. We would have 3,456 submarine-
launched missiles, the Soviet Union 1,840. Other missiles would be
divided as if they were marbles - so many for our side, so many for
their side. There would be 18,43D in all. And everY One Of these
missiles is from 10 to 100 times as destructive as the bomb of 1945.

Question: MO needs them?

Answer: why do you persist in asking stupid questions?

In theory, the PO1 i CY of the United States is a PO1 i cY Of
‘Istrategi c sufficiency, ,, b“t the ~ri teria for defining “suffi CiencY”

are contrived from moonbeams. To such nuclear fanatics as Gen.
John T. Chain Jr. , comnder of the Strategic Air Connnand, enough is
never enough. Gen. Brent Scowcroft, national security adviser,
thinks along the same lines. As Tal 1 eyrand remarked, war is indeed
too serious a matter to be entrusted to generals.

For all “the talk of a 30 percent to 50 percent reduction i S
strategic arms, the prospect remains a prospect of mutual assured
smithereens. We would blow each other to bits, to the merest
fragments. The Soviets would strike. We would strike back. In an
hour a great part of the planet Earth would be a smoking cinder.
Clouds of radioactive dust wo.ld blOt the sun and swirl in deadly
currents around the globe. Neither side could win such an
exchange. The putative victor would have spoils not worth
possessing.

There will never be such an exchange. The probability has been
remote for the past 45 years. Given the collapse of the Warsaw pact
and the revel utionary changes in Europe, the mi ntenance of huge
nucl ear arsenals becomes al 1 “the more pointless.

Surely a strategic sufficiency could be preserved with a few
hundred verifiable weapons apiece. Total nUCl @ar di sa~~n! is Out
of the question, but it is i nsane - wastefull y, dangerously Insane -
to talk of spending an additional $100 billion over the next decade
on such stupidities as two mobile missile systems for more Trident
submrines, and 75 B-2 botiers for which there is no plausible
mission.
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Yes, the Soviet Union continues to produce and to deploy
hundreds of intercontinental ballistic mi ssil es. So what? The idea
of nuclear pari ty is an idea that has never made sense. All that is
requi red is a deterrent against the unthinkable.

This observer does not full y trust fli khai 1 Gorbachev. By his
own assertion he remains a ful lY comi tted comunist. If he is
toppled from power, other cmmunists will succeed him. But we ought
to distinguish between co-ni sts and mad~n, and io the name of
cotinsense we ought to abandon foil y and pursue a pol i CY of
prudence instead.

[Mr. Russell Hill iamson submitted this newspaper column. ]

n

&
m
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A-60 STATEMENT OF RUSS FERRARA

Cownts on the Oraft Environmental Impact Statement for
OOCo”ti “Ued OPerakjon of K-, L-, a“d p-Re~ctors , Savannah Ri ver

Site, Ai ken, South Carolina”

t4y name is Russ Ferrara and I am a 1 ife long resident of South
Carol i na and currently 1 ive approximately 12 miles from the Savannah
River Site. First, let me state that upon review of the Draft
Environmental Impact Stateunt for ‘nContinued Operation of K-, L-,
and P-Reactors at the Savannah River Site in Ai ken, South Carol ins”
that the documnt adequately mets the requirements of the National
Envi ronwntal Policy Act, and therefore the scope of the document
should not be expanded.

However, there are two fund~ntal issues wfii ch I would 1 ike to
discuss concerning SRS reactor restart. They are the environmental
and “need for production” issue. The environmental issue can be
broken down into three areas: ( 1 ) the impact of reactor operation
on the envi ronment in terms of thermal di scharge and stack releases,
(z) the .iwact of reactor operation on mrker’s rad~atl On exPOsure,
and (3) the impact of additional radioactive waste.

Let’s first focus our attention on the envi ron=nt and trY tO
divorce ourselves from the fact that we are producing nuclear
materials. Does discharging hot water into a mn made creek result
in a significant envi ronwntal i~act? I don’ t think SO! 1s there
any hi story of signif i cant radioactive releases from any of the five
reactor stacks at Savannah River? I don’t think SO! Have the
workers at Savannah River received signi fi cant levels of
radioactive ty. No! Wrkers at Savannah River received very smal 1
if any radioactivity. The exposures 1 evels at Savannah River are
significantly lower than EPA. standards which in themselves are very
1 Ow. !.fhat about the additional transuranic waste that wi 11 be
produced in the fuel assemblies? We all recognize the requirement
to isolate this waste from the biosphere using both natural and
engineered barriers. We also must understand that the this problem
is not driven by the volume of waste, but the ti~43i t takes to decay
down to law levels of activity. For example, AM has a half life

245 has a half 1 i fe Of 9,300 years. These7,350 years and Cm
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isotopes exist nw and mst be i sol ated. from the biosphere for
periods of 10,000 years. We have the technology to safely do this
i n deep geologic formations that have been stable for more than
100,000 years.

The paint is that the nugni tude of this problem does not
increase by turning on the existing reactors at Savannah River even
i f you elect to run them for 20 more years since the real technical
issue is the risk associated m th the chosen U1 ti mate waste disposal
technology and not the total volume of transurani c radi oacti we waste

Another wrds, i f you al read have 100 isotopes
~ ~~,g~t~~” y.. elect to prtiuce 5 more da isotopes, this
production wi 11 not have am iqact on the soci et y’s risk associated
with the U1 ticate safe disposal of the 105 Am243 isotopes over the
next 10,000 years.

Therefore, I wi 11 conclude by stating that i f you developed a
seal e from O to 100 regarding the actual envi ronwntal impact
associated with restart of the SRS reactors this impact would be
lower tha 0.02.

The next f und-ntal issue is the ‘need for producti on”. I
bel i eve that w can al 1 agree that our prinry goal in this room, in
our nation and in the vmrld is to nuintain world peace. However, w
differ concemi ng the path tii ch should be taken in order to reach
our comn goal . fiat is the best way to bring the Soviet Union to
the table to discuss turning off their production reactors? Is i t
to keep the reactors shutdom at Savannah River? I don’ t think so!
What is the best way to halt proliferation of nuclear materials
around the globe? Is i t to create a policy of nuclear
non-proliferation in the United States? No! This didn’ t work in
the U.S. in 1978 *en President Carter tried it and this PO1 icy
continues to cripple our c.nnnerci al nuclear energy sector. He, the
W PaYe=. U1 ti!natel y pay the price tag for these irresponsible
national energy policies. President Reagan’s bui 1 dup of the
Oepar@nt of Oef ense has dmnstrated its success by forcing the
SOvi et Union into arms reduction agreemnts. He are now seeing

A-60-o1 reductions i n nuclear weapons; however, w are not seeing reductions P1 ease see the response to Connnsnt A-06-07 on the
in the Soviet Union’s abili ty to produce nuclear nterials. I changing world geopol iti cal si tuation.
subti t that w mst mi ntai n the capacity to produce nuclear
iuateri als i n the Uni ted States in order to maintain world peace.
History has d-nstrated that this is the safest and mst
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responsible approach to take i n order to preseme our country’s
freedom. This is a fact.

Is there a need for any other isotopes frm the SRS reacto=~
You bet ! Look at the future space ti ssi ons and the need for Pu .
He have made great progress in tel ecmni cati ons by using
satel 1 i tes i n space. There are significant benefits associated with
these future NASA space ❑i ssi ons nhi ch cannot be acc~l i shed with
out a reliable nuclear power source. Pua is” that source and has
been exclusively produced at Savannah R~. Nhat about the
potential need for medical isotopes; Co for e-l e. In the past
SRS has successful 1 y provided these ach needed medical isotopes.
Ask yo”rsel f i f there ui 11 be a potential need for these medical
radioisotopes i n the future i n our country or i n the wrld. Are
there potential -di cal advances which wi 11 require these m made
radioisotopes? Try to look into the future. and be Pm9ressive in
this respect.

In concl usi on, the need to operate k reactors at SRS does
exist from a pol itical, technical and til itary point of view. It’s
time to get on m th the business of operating these reacto=. :afel Y
in the state of South Carolina! ! !
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A-61 STATEMNT OF OR. STANLEY RICH

THE AUGUSTA ( GEORGIA) CHRONICLE
30 my 1990

Presented by
Or. Stanley Rich

Aiken, S.C.

urged

and di plomats are urging Comnts noted.

Weapons production halt
By John Hinters

Staff Mri ter
.

A-6 1-01 Fifty-four top Uni ted States scientists
President Bush and Soviet President Gorbachev to consider a comp~ete
nuclear weapons nmterials production halt - a decision that would
directly affect the Savannah River Site.

The s-i t talks beginning Thursday’ between the two 1 eaders
provide “a unique opportunj ty . . . to halt and reverse the nuclear
arms race, ” the off i cials said in a Hay 23 letter addressed to Mr.
Bush and Iir. Gorbachev.

The 1 etter was signed by seven Nobel Laureates, two former
cabi net secretaries, two former di rectors of the Central
Intel 1 igence Agency, and several lead negotiators of past
arms-control agreements and others udIo played substantial roles in
the developwnt of the U.S. nuclear arsenal . A copy of the letter
was gi ven to ~ta hro”icle by Energy Research Foundation, an
SRS-watchdog group.

,~ni th Iar9e reductions in strategi c and tactical nuclear WeaPOns
under active consideration, the Uni ted States and the Soviet
U.i on.. have the opportunity to avoid the further operation of 01 d,
potential y unsafe nuclear reactors for production of weapons
mteri als and to avoid the spending of bil 1 ions on replacewnt
authors, ” the signers said.

“The window of opportunity is fast closing, however, as the
Uni ted States prepares to restart its weapons production reactors,
al 1 of which have been shut down for safety reasons since June 1988,
and to construct new producti on reactors. ”
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The three SRS reactors currently are the nation’s sole
production source for triti um and plutonium, two key elements used
in making atomi c weapons.

Energy Secretary Jaws D. Watkins announced earlier this nmnth
that the first reactor will be restarted in Decetier or January,
with al 1 three reactors operating by the end of 1991.

The writers said no further plutonium needs to be produced
unless the superpowers are planning to increase existing weapons
stockpiles. PI utoni urn takes thousands of years to decay.

But continued production of tritium, fiich losses half its
radioactive ty in 12-1/2 years, poses a di fferent problem, the
signers said. Tri tium’s hal f-1 ife means that in 12-1/2 years, half
of its radioactive ty is gone, and in another 12-1/2 years, half of
the remaining radioactive ty is gone, and so forth.

‘Its production mst be continued to -intain the size .of the
nuclear arsenal ,’1 they said. ,lNO fresh tritium needs to be
produced, however, if warheads utilizing tritium are reti red at a
rate that keeps pace with or exceeds tri tium”s decay.

,,Under those ~i rcuuatances, tri tium recovered from retired
warheads would be sufficient to replenish tri tium in the remaining
warheads for many years, ” the letter said.

Current or planned arms reduction talks - START and the
reti remnt of 3,000 U.S. tacti cal nucl ear warheads and a larger
nuder of co~arabl e Soviet weapons from Germany and other European
countries - wil 1 “1 i kel y reduce the U.S. and Soviet strategic
stockpiles by as mch as several thousand warheads” each.

Al though exact nukers ire clasii f ied, there are an estimated
22,000 U.S. nuclear warheads, with the Soviet Union having a
comparable number.

‘aThese reductions would create a sizable tri tium reserve on both
sides to sustain ren!ai ning warheads and would make addi tional
production a costly redundancy, ” the letter said. “Even now, the
anmunt of tritium in the U.S. weapons inventory is sufficient to
met tri ti um requi rements of 3,000 warheads for 35 years and 1,000
warheads for more than 50 years. ”
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The 1 etter urged the Soviet Union to accelerate its current
timetables of shutting down al 1 production reactors by the year
2000; and said the U.S. should defer plans to restart the SRS
reactors and build new reactors.

The Energy Oepart~nt has proposed building a new reactor at SRS
to meet all of the nation’s tri tium needs. A backup reactor would
be built in Idaho to provide 50 percent of the nation’s needs.

The two nations “could maintain a number of production reactors
in ‘ cold-standby’ status as a contingency against a breakdown in the
ongoing arms reductions process, ” the letter said.

In closing, the authors said, ,,an imedi ate production hal t

would provide substantial domestic and international benefits
without adverse mi 1 i tary impact . . . missing the present opportunity
to achieve a production halt imposes a number of risks and costs,
including those associated with continued production activities that
could only feed the nuclear arms race and i nspi re other nations to
follow suit. ”

Letter authors

Among the 54 diplomats and scientists urging President Bush and
Soviet President Gorbachev to halt production of nuclear materials
are:

● William Colby, former director of the Central Intelligence
Agency.

● Ralph Earle, former di rector of the Ams Control and
Oi sawmnt Agency and former chai tman of the U.S. SALT 11
del egati on.

● Val Fi tch, 1980 Nobel Laureate i n physi cs, former
presidential adviser on science PO1 i cy and arms control in Nixon
admi ni strati on.

● Richard L. Garwin, member of the Preside”t!s Science Advisory
Comittee under presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon, as wel 1 as of
the Oefense Science Advisory 8oard to the secretary of defense.
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● Roswel 1 L. Gi lpatri c, an attorney *O served as deputy
secretary of defense under presidents Kennedy and Johnson.

● Denis Hayes, chai rman and chief executive officer of Earth
Day 1990.

● Robert McNauara, secretary of defense under presidents
Kennedy and Johnson, also served as president of the World 8ank.

● Stanley Resor, former secretary of the Army, currently
chai rmn of the National Advisory Comnittee of the Lawyer’s Al 1 iance
for Nuclear Arms Control .

4 Job” B. Rhi nelander, lawyer, former deputy legal advi ser for
State Department and legal adviser to the SALT I delegati on.

● Gerard C. Smi th, chai nnan of the Arms Control Associati on,
served as chai -n of the U.S. SALT 1 delegation and 1 ater as
special representative and ambassador-at-large for Non-Prol i ferati on
Hatters.

6 Sta”sf iel d TIJrner, fo-r di rector of CIA.

● Cyrus Vance, secretary of state under President Carter,
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A-62 STATENENT OF OR. DAVIS FOLSON

A-d2-01 OR. FOLSOH: Thank you. NY nam is Davis Fol sore, my residence Comnts noted.
is here in Aiken, I speak a citizen of the world.

The world is changing. Aiken can ehrace change or resist.
History has many exaniples, and economies, and societies that
resisted change. Visit the ghost toms of the west, the rusting
steel tohns of the north, or the mseum plantation economies of the
south. They are dead.

The nature of 1 i fe and earth has changed. It is tim for Aiken,
SRP, a“d DOE to change. The EIS Draft ignores reality of change.
The i ss”e today is Aether to restart old, out of date, machines to
produce tritium. It is time to take the same resources, dedi cation,
and zeal ous patrioti sm and begin a conversion. The inner
redirection of resources away from weapons production and toward the
peaceful needs of society.

Economic conversion is an idea being discussed and implewnted
in weapons co.nnuni ties throughout the U.S. kri cans are embracing
change, rejoi cing in new peace, accepting new real i ties ever fiere,
except Ai ken. Only Ai ken wants mre of the same. Only Aiken
believes the Cold War sti 11 exists. Only Ai ken believes the banner,
,,Better dead than red .,, What was the red ~naCe? what Was
coani sm?

Cownism was central planning. He have that here, too,
somethi ng called the Nuclear Weapons Stockpi Ie Henwrandum, di rects
OOE to continue to produce vast quanti ties of tri tium. Comni sm
was central control . He have that here, too. DOE from Washington
wi th its huge budget controls Ai ken. The private property rights we
have here are total 1 y dependent on DOE. The mrket palace is a
captive of the central comi ttee pal icy. Comuni sm also included
local party mmbers. We have that here, too. Oo you want to be
accepted? If you want any of the perks or plantation in?mberships,
i f you want anything more than — in Ai ken, you joi n or e~race the
local party. Now it is called Westinghouse.

Conmiunism also had its KGB, spies, and inforn!ants to ~intain
the existing order. Well , we have that here, too. The whispering
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campaigns, the intolerance of dissent, the costs 1 i ke trials with
social and economic pound fees for anyone challenging the party.

There is a mnace in Ai ken, it is not red, it is green. It is
the green of an enomus sum of money. But Ai ke” is dying. Oyi”g ~

physical death. Read the EIS, it is i“ there. Dying a“
environmental death. Read the EIS, i t is i n there, too. And dying
a physiologic cal death, acknowledged 0“1 y in the bedrooms and
confessionals. And dy~ng an economic death, though few recognize
it. Look at the headl lnes. Eve” the Ai ke” ta ndard. The world is
changing. Ai ken can change or die when the bloated, cancerous,
mushroom of SRP, growing bigger dai 1 y, consumi ng more 1 ives,
comnandi ng technology, destroying more resources; final 1 y, expl odes.

It is less likely to be a nuclear explosion. It is nmre likely
to be a giant pink slip. And unemployment notice knife, sent by
denmcracy. The knife wi 11 puncture the SRP mushroom, scattering
humn spores, cal 10US1 y, and indiscriminately, 1 i ke the bomb John
dropped in Hi roshima. It wi 11 create an economic calamity. Face
it. The world is changing tiile Aiken clings to the Cold Mar
religion.

The EIS has presently, as presently written, quickly dismisses
the options of mth-bal 1 ing the old weapons machines. This should
be the minute, critical , first step in the conversion of SRP. 0“1 y
*en the false god of tri tium is discarded, can Ai ke” SRP be reborn,
be reborn into the new and changing world.

Thank you.
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A-63 STATEMENT OF KATNV FOLSOM

RESTART OF REACTORS

A-63-o 1 MS. FOLSON: My n= is Kathy FO1 sore, I am a responsible ~er Cofmnents noted.
of this co~ni t y, this country, and our P1 anet. HY parents taught
m very early that with each f r~om we enjoy co-s an equal 1 y
i~ortant responsibi 1 i ty. I reco~i ze and accept my
responsi bi 1 i ti es to my fami 1 y, comni ty, country and yes to ❑y
planet. This does not diminish cd t-nt to country but accepts
the extended view of global citizenship. It is a beautiful, fra9ile
a“d t ro”bl ed planet. Yes, I know the 1 i st of 1 ocal, state and
national problems we face are great but fien the 1 i st of global
probl ems is surveyed, nucl ear proliferation, including al 1 of the
associated risks is high on that list and while this problem is mch
1 arger than Ai ken, SC what happens in Ai ken is one of the physical
sources of this global probl m.

Aiken s.C. is one of the few remaining places on this planet
where the cold war is not only not over, but alive, -11, and
flourishing. Ai ken is a very unusual c-ni ty. It is a stronghold
for those ho must bel i eve in the necessity of the restart of the
existing reactors as WI 1 as the construct on of a New Production
Reactor, i n Ai ken NPR does not stand for National Public Radio!

Fort y years ago tien the PO1 i ti cal 1 eaders of our state Wre
successful in bringing the Bob Plmt to this couuiunity it - a
poor place i n a poor rural state. In very mch the s= way that a
hungry person wi 11 eat anything they are offered this c-nit y
embraced the, coming of the nuclear age. Ori ven by the. fear of the
cold war, bul lding bombs was a patriotic If scum?tiat risky
business. The military industrial coqlex was quick to recognize
the profit nmrgi n i n preparing for war. Virtual 1 Y everyone in Ai ken
is either directly or indirectly addicted to the bomb plant, for the
jobs and nuteri al af f 1 uence its existence assures. Those holding
minority views or those ~o question must be willing to suffer the
consequences of expressing them, or out of fear either remain si 1ent
or choose not to know. The conversations I have had recently on
this topic with other members of my cowni ty have run 1 i ke this, we
have to restart my husband works out there. I aught to 1 earn nnre,
I‘ ve always just expected them to know fiat they are doing and be
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honest about it. I just don’t think about it, I choose, not to have
a“ opi nian. The fear, paranoia and si 1 ence in this coani t y are
swtm of a seri O“S probl ea. I understid the i ~rtance and
power of corporate loyalty. One of the first lessons of survival is
not to bite the hand that feeds you. The problem is not the hand
that feeds this cmni ty. but what i t feeds the cmni t y.

I am obviously not a scientist or am authority on mrld affairs,
so I would like. to go on record as being in agrant with the 54
top U.S. SC1 entl sts and di P1 mts ho have written to Pres. Bush and
Pres. Gorbechev urging them to consider a COMPI ete nuclear weapons
materials production halt. The 1 i st of authors includes seven Nobel
Laureates. tw former cabinet secretaries, two f o-r di rectors of
the CIA, and several lead negotiators of past arms-control
agre-nts and others who P1 ayed substantial roles in the
develop-nt of the U.S. nuclear arsenal. Their letter states, “an
idiate production halt muld provide substantial domstic and
i ntemati onal benefits without adverse ❑i 1 i tary i Tact . . . ❑i ssi ng
the present. opportunity to achieve a production halt i Woses a
nuder of rl sks and costs. including those associated G th continued
production activities that could only feed the nuclear anus race and
inspire other nations to follow suit.

1 wul d recomend Al temati ve 3, the tenni nati on of op&rati on
and P1 acznt on CO1d standby of the K-, L-. -d p-reactO=.

In reference to the draft EIS, i t is a masterpiece of 0=11 i an
double speak *i ch reduces every =Wct Of this i nsani tY tO a
sterile quantifiable forula. I turned i-di atel y to the PURPOSE
ANO NEELI SECTI* The “current forcasts” are for continued need to
bui 1 d and -i ntai n the nuclear arsenal - The c~ci al dOcu~t
i ssuing this directive appears to he the presidential y approved,
Nuclear Neapans Stockpi 1 e tfemrandum which was approved by Hr.
Reagan on Jan. 19, 19ffl. Since the EIS also states; Uthe potential
exists that material production requi rants could decrease due to
the changing mrl d geopolitical si tuati on. I UOU1d contend that the See the response to Co-nt A-06-07 on the changing
“forecast” for continued need eust be revised in 1 ight of the global mrld geopolitical situation.
changes hi ch have dramati cai 1 Y changed the mrl d geo-pol i t i cal
situation. 00E ~st accept its responsibility to assure that this
wmrandum be revi e+ and revised because not doing so approves a
course of action whI ~h poses an unnecessary and unreasonable e risk.
He have heard many tl -s during the past year that a unique window
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of opportuni ty for real change exists. It is time to change. The
reactors are as archai c as the world vi ew they represent. We have
enough tri ti um and plutonium to destroy our planet many times over
a“d wi 11 for years a“d years. Another effective use of 1 aoguage to
insti 11 terror is the use of the term “canabal i zation’i of warheads.
This has been the phrase used to describe what in other arenas is
refered to as recycl ing.

A-63-03 According to the EIS the existing waste storage facilities are
reachi ng capaci ty, the term used in this doc~ment, ‘:awaiting
ultimte disposal” is a joke. It 1s deadly III liqujd or solid form,
for a long, long, time, 00E doesn’t know mat to do with it, the
technology does not exist yet. This report makes i t sound 1 i ke you
can just flush it down the toilet. Please put some brilliant
scientific minds to work on figuring out how to protect our
comuni ty, our state, our country and our planet from these
poi sons. The 00E and Westinghouse have the power to redirect the

y mission of the plant so the talented, dedicated people who work
. there apply their skills to the projected $25 billion dollar job of
G cleaning up after themelves and pursuing research *iCh will trul Y

benefit this planet.

Existing high-level waste tank capacity is adequate
for interim storage of the high-level liquid wastes
to be produced when production resumes, pending
their imnobilizat+on in glass in the DkJPF, which
essential ly el imi nates any risk of environmental
transport. DOE has a 5-year interim storage
capaci ty for the vi tri f i @d high-1 evel waste coming
from the OWPF when i t becon!es operational in late
1994. 00E also is considering expansion of the
interim storage facility for the vitrified waste
containers because a national geological repository
for h~gh-level waste is not 1 ikel y to be available
by 1997 or 1998.

A-63-04 I request that OOE release of health records of past and present please see the response to cement A-37-02 on worker
e~loyees for review and analysis by an outside organization. heal th records.

A-63-05 I request that DOE contract with an outside agency to conduct a
comprehensive heal th study for the resi dents of S.C.

In closing, IS THE PURSUIT OF PEACE UN-AMERICAN? PEACE IS A VERB
NOT A NOUN, PEACE IS MORE THAN THE ABSENCE OF klAR I CONTENT THE
PuRSUIT OF PEACE EHtl~IES THE HIGHEST IDEALS ON MICH OUR NATION WAS
FOUNOED .

Recently, the National Cancer Institute/National
Institute of Health released the results of its
independent 2-year epidemi ologi cal study of the
incidence of cancer fn the populati ons surroundi ng
nuclear facllltl es, Including SRS. (Jablon S., et

Llvlna Nw N-
.

al. , 1990, atlons
Faci 1 i ties , National Institutes of Health, National
Cancer Institute, Washington, O.C. ) Appendix B
(Section B.1.5) of the EIS describes this and other
heal th and epidemi ologi cal studies of the SRS regi on.
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A-64 STATEMENT OF JEFFREY BOkT4AN

MR. BOW: Yes, my nam is Jeffrey B?viman. 1 believe there is
one person that spoke earl ier i n the time slot that I was supposed
to speak in, his name was Will i am Bowman, sama last name, but, my
name is Jeffrey Bowman. JEFFREY. And 1 am from Augusta, Georgia..

A-64-o 1 The only issue I WOU18 1 i ke to address is the concern of health
affects from the ai rborne triti urn releases that have occurred during
— whi 1 e the production reactors have been on 1 i ne, and, especlall y,
i n the 19801s. I have a 1 ist here of children ho have developed
leukemia in the years of 1985, and, 1986, in South Ai ken. And there
were six children — this data came from the Medical College of
Georgia; that developed the childhood 1 eukemi a in the calendar years
1985, and 1986. I got this inforn!ation in less than 30 minutes and
I am curious why DOE, OuPont, and Westinghouse have been afraid to

n get any epidemiologic cal data from South Ai ken down wind from here

& they have been releasing triti um “for over 20 years. And I just ask
. that the people in health physics tell the truth about this
. situation, come forward, inform the public about how much tri tium is

being released into South Ai ken, and the health risk i t poses to
chi 1 dren and other adults.

It certainly WOU1d not cost very much compared to $2,000.000 YOU
are going to spend on the restart, to do a basic epidemiologic cal
study to see how mny children are developing leukemia and how mny
people are developing thyroid disease in Ai ken County.

The occurrence of unspecified forms of leukemia in
children, by itself, does not provide a basis for
association with radiation exposure from SRS
emissions. There are other factors than radiation
exposure that can cause childhood leukemia, and some
forms of 1 eukemia are not caused by radiation.
However, studies conducted i n the SRS vicinity to
date (and descri bed i n Appendix B of the EIS) have
not shown any unusual cancer incidence of mortality
related to SRS radioactive emi ssions. P1 ease see
the response to Cement A-63-05 on the results of
the recent NCI/NIH study.

It would just make sense i n the EIS Statement to do — spend
just a small amount of money and see i f SRS is affecting the health
of our children and other people in the area.
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A-65 STATEMENT OF MR. WRK O. ROBERTS

TRITIUM FACT SHEET

The Department of Energy says that we must continue to operate
the aged reactors at SRS in order to supply needed tri ti urn for our
nuclear arsenal . We are told that fai 1 ure to do so wil 1 be
tantamount to uni 1 ateral disarmament. tie are to] d that 9,600 jobs
wi 11 be lost at SRS unless we restart the reactors. True to their
form, DOE is tel 1 i ng us 1 ies again! Here are some facts that DOE
has convenient y omitted from its arguments for the restart of the
SRS reactors.

A-65-O 1 First of all , the need for tritium is vastly overstated.
According to J. C. Mark in an article entitled “The Tritium Factor
as a Forci ng Factor i n Nucl ear Arms Reduction Tal ks” publ i shed as
part of the W. G. Surcl i ffe Policy forum in ~ magazine,
Sept. Z, 1988: ,iEach side (uS/USSR) can rest assured that even sO~

37 years after a tri ti urn cutoff, enough tri tium wi 11 remain for at
least 1000 to 3000 warheads- a credbl e nuclear deterrent. ”

If we are to believe Or. Carl Sagan and his “Nuclear Winter
Theory!! the explosion of as few as 500 of these weapons would be
enough to precipitate a period of darkness tii ch would disrupt the
food chain for enough time to cause the extinction of much of
earth 1s animal 1 ife. As far fetched as i t sounds, the nuclear
winter theory has a sound basis. The fossil record shows that
something similar caused the extinction of approximtel y 90 percent
of all life, including the dinosaurs some 65 million years ago.
This, the Alvarez theory, postulates that a meteor struck earth
sending up dust, blocking enough sunl i ght to cause a CO1 lapse of the
food chai” similar to what Sagan predicts in his theory.. 00 we need
to maintain 100 times the firepower requi red to precipitate such a
disaster? 1s national defense i n serious danger i f we have only 50
times enough?

Mr. Mark continues to tel 1 us that “Both the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. depend on tritium to boost the yield of their fission

A-65-02 weapons and the fission triggers of thei r thermonucl ear weapons. It
represents the key to the compact and effi cient desi gns of modern
nuclear weapons. 11

Please see the response to Cownt A-06-01 on the
need for tri tium.

The need for nuclear weapons is beyond the scope of
this EIS.
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In the same forum Mr. Sutcl iffe explains that “A halt to
tri tium production would not necessari 1 y lead to a reduced stockpile
of nucl ear weapons in the future. Nuclear warheads can be designed
that do not depend on tritium. Many nuclear weapons did not depend
on tritium. New technology might circumvent or reduce need for
tri ti urn in efficient modern warheads .ll

Al bright and Taylor writing in The Bulletin of’ the Atomic
Sclent, sts January 1998, tel 1 us: Al though tri ti um is not requi red
for U.S. n~clear weapons, most of them contain i t because i t
essential i n bui lding more eff i cent and compact weapons. . Wi thout
replenishment the amount of tri ti um in U.S. nucl ear weapons would
decrease by half in about 12 years, significantly lowering their
effectiveness and rel iabi 1 i ty. ”

According to the Nucl e ar Proliferation Factbook prepared for
the Joint Subcommittees for Arms Control , International Security and
Science by the Congressional Research Service of the Library of
Congress i n August of 1985, page 275. “A (thermonuclear) devi ce in
which fission and fusion are combined can produce an explosion of
great power. On average, in weapons of this type, roughly equal
amounts of expl osive energy resul t from fission and fusion. ”

From this i nforn!ation, we can infer that about half of the
explosive power of our H-bombs comes from tri tium and that they
would work wi thout triti urn, albei t only at half strength, which is
still awesome.

According to former secretary of Oefense Robert McNan!ara, in a
recent appearance on “The McNei l-Lehrer Report”, we have
approxi~tely 50,000 nuclear weapons. Even if we wai ted for all of
their trl t~um to decay, we would still have an arsenal capable of
wi ping out the human race.

Another thing DOE has neglected to tel 1 us is that much of the
tritium. wil 1 be used for what they euphamistical 1 y call “enhanced
radiati on weapons”, such as neutron bombs, parti c1 e beam weapons,
elect ro~gnetic PU1 se weapons and other special ti es. Accordl ng to
the Nuclear Weano .s Oatabook-Vol ume 11-U. S. Nucl ear Warhead
Product ion by Thomas B. Cochran, et al ., by the Natural Resources
Defense Council , Inc., 19B7: “Projected demand for triti um has
lessened since earl y in the Reagan administration but substantial
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quantities wi 11 be requi red for existing enhanced radiation weapons
to compensate for radioactive decay. If additional enhanced
radiation weapons are produced tri tium requi rements will go even
higher. ”

Maybe OOE has plans for additional enhanced radiation weapons
they’ re not telling us about this time. It wouldn’ t be the first
time we were 1 ied to by 00E. At any rate, much of tiat we’ re told
by DOE doesn’ t wash. This is the perfect to “Just say NO to nuclear
“ar!,,

I am here today to advocate more sDendi ng and increased. .
~ at the SRS! I am also in favor of permanent y closing the
aged reactors there and defining new, peaceful missions for the
plant .

We are at a crossroads i n history. The cold war with the
Soviet Union is at an end. The di sn!antl ing of their European empire
is nearly complete; the f ragmentati on of thei r country from wi thi n
continues. Their 1 eaders are openly pushing western style democracy
and economi CS. We have accompli shed our mission. Now, i t‘s time to
put the cold war mental i ty behind us and mve toward the future.
Instead of zealously i nsi sting that SRS go on with its antiquated
cold war mission, when we ought to lobbying for new, productive
roles for SRS.

Here are some activi ties we should be lobbying for with as much
energy as we lobby for bomb-mki ng:

1. Research and develop ment of al ternate e e C!v sources: When
the Department of Energy was formed, its mi ssi on: ~ncl uded research
and development of alternate energy sources to help ward off future
energy shortages and to ease us away from dependence on foreign
energy sources. Unfortunate y, during the Reagan administration
this ~egi timate function of 00E was subverted. Now, the vast
major? ty of 00E’s money goes into production of war mterials. The
need for more bombs is no longer apparent. The need for alternate
enregy sources has never been mre accute.

News of the greenhouse effect, acid rain and ozone layer
depletion drives home the importance of developing alternate energy
sources. We should be demanding that DOE fund frenzied research ‘at
SRS into these problems. Let’s make Ai ken the energy research
capital of the world. We Ire already set up for it.
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A-65-03

A-65-04

Cormnent

2. Pure research i nta ohv.i .S. enerav. and o acti &
1 i cations thereof: Again, the SRS is ideally s~i ted to pureaDD

research appl i cations. We al 1 know of the benefits derived by the
pure research done during the space race. Similar benefits tO
mankind and industry may accrue if we establish pure research as a
prime function of SRS.

This is an area in which the U.S. lags woefully behind
countries 1 i ke Japan, West Germany, and even the Soviet Union, here
pure research is heavi 1 y subsidized by the government. This is a
legi tin!ate function of 00E but wil 1 be funded only i f demanded by
the Ameri can public. Let’s take the lead i n initiating those
demands.

3. Electrl c tv from fti
.i

Another mission 00E was charged
with was development, by 1986, of a fusion reactor capable Of
producing more energy than it consumes. .This missi On was alsO
relegated to a back burner by the arms buildup. This project trul Y
holds the promise of unlimited, clean electricity. In On~ brOad
stroke i t WOU1d drasti call y reduce our dependence on foreign energy
supplies and go a long way towards alleviating the probl ems of acid
rain and the greenhouse effect. If we lobby hard enough for this
mission, we can get it. As I said, we’re set up for it.

An interesting sidenote: An article I read i n the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientist stated that there is one dangerous byproduct of
the type of fusion reactor envisioned: TRITILlk the substance this
whole restart issue revolves around. So, you see, 00E could ki 11
two birds with one stone by proceeding with a fusion reactor at
SRS. Let’s demand it.

4. CleanuO 0 f the Drobl ems a 1 readv i n Plact Parts of SRS will
be dangerous for thousands of years unless we clean them up.

DOE’s own estimates indicate that at least $100 bi 11 ion wi 11 have to
be spent to undo what dan!age has been done to our environment.

Response

PI ease see the response to Cement A-09-02 On waste
management and environmental restoration.

The OOE Five Year Plan for Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management ( OOE/S-0078P) provides
preliminary estimtes of SRS environmental
restoration, waste management, and corrective action
costs through Fiscal Year 1996 of about $830
million. Estimated costs for the management of
wastes from conti nuing operation over the same
period are $3.6 bi 11 ion. Additional costs for
environmental restoration and corrective actions
bring the total to $4.2 billion.
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A-6-5 Also needed is imre research into the 1 ong and short tem effects of
radiation to the envi mnmnt and to humans.

These al temate missions m 11 require vast sum of mney and
thousands of workers to carry them out. Therefore, the future of
cent i nued operations at SRS is secure even i f the reactors are shut
don .

AS. YOII can see, there are many activities tii ch can be done at
SRS besl des nuking nuclear weapons. If residents of the CSRA were
wise, they muld be d-ding that new ❑issions for SRS be defined
and i IQP1rented. If w f ai 1 to act and uti 1 i ze the talents already
i n place here, other places m 11 be glad to host the activities-. He
mustn’ t put al 1 of our eggs in the nuclear war-basket. Peace has
broken out, and the Ameri CaII taxpayers m 11 soon demand an md to
the bo~ki ng at SRS. This area COU1d suffer an economic CO11 apse
hi ch m 11 mke the Oepressi on seem ❑i 1 d. Let’s act before events
overtake our abi 1 i t y to influence the decision making process. Lets
demand reasonable al temati ves rather than press for an indefensible
position %ich will hardly gain much s~athy for our area in the
eyes of our countrymen and the other residents. of P1 met earth.

I &l i eve our cJaim for th=e new ti isi ons is +11 grounded:
Like good soldiers we have uprooted towns 1 i ke El 1 enton and
Dunbarton for the defense of our country. Ne have pe~entl Y
DO11 uted our 1 and and inter with som of the mst tox} c substances
\ n exi stance. He have paid our dues and DOE and the federal
govern~t owes us part of the peace di vedend, but
it unless we demand it!

Therefore, I reiterate: Yes to mare money and
SRS - NO to the reactor restarts!

they -n’ t give

n- ti ssions for

In March 1990, Secretary Watkins announced that DOE
wi 11 turn over the responsi bi 1 i ty for 1 ong-term
heal th research on workers at OOE faci 1 i ti es to the
U.S. Department of Health and Huron Services, and
directed the release of worker health data. SRS,
*i ch -s designated as the first National
Envi ronwntal Research Park in 1972, has 1 ong been a
site for research into radiation effects on the
environment.
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A-66 STATEMENT Of PAUL D~ERTY

MR. OAUSNERN: Yes. 6wd evening, ❑y name is Paul Oaughert y.
I would 1 i ke to think everybody for coming dom here.

A-66-01 I do not work for Nesti nghouse, I do not mrk for the DOE, I do Connts noted.
not have any economic gains i n Ai ken. HY primary job is a nugl ear
consul tant, short term type, contract work. HY -in concern Is
making nuclear poher safe not =tter if it is for prodycti on
reactors or nuclear peer c.nnuerci al re*ctO~ fOr pOwer. ~ 10n9 as
it is safe, it is. a viable means of po-r, energy, and a deterrent
to our freedom.

I personally, — Md I am a U.S. citizen, I“ have served my
country in the. *VY. I love kri ca, I 1 ove the freedom. that we
enjoy, and I do not want to 1 ose it- !re~~ is Often taken f Or
granted until it is lost and I do not plan to lose freedom. I do.
nOt -t to have’ my son, three. md a half year. Old. sOni my 13 weeks
son; lose his f@om.

I think w got one of the best countries in the world and we
ought to keep i t that -y. And if w need to have a deterrent such
as a big stick or, i n our c=e, som nuclear weapons; that is the
WY it is got to be to keep the people scared of us. tien YOU are
number one, you got to stay that nay.

And I Mink w are the best and I think everybody kind of picks
on because we are the best. It is sort of like. the Oallas Co~oys,
-ri ca’s team, — and everybody else wants a piece of the pie.

I have about 15 years co-rci al and Naval nucl ear power
experience so I am not real 1 y talking off ❑y cuff. I have been
around and 1 have been a reactor operator. I do not bel i eve You can
real 1 y, you know, say yea or nay to nuclear power and production
reactors unless you know what you are talking about. And I think
one nay is to be an operator. If you are a reactor operator Ao has
been around nuclear po~r, you cm speak for yourself.

I real 1 y do not think the fanatics that are out there that are
saying anti-nukes or no-nukes because I do not think they real 1 y
know *at they are talking about. Nany People do not know the
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difference between a reactor building and a cooling tower. Those
big cool ing towers you see over at Mbi 1 e, most people think that is
the reactor bui ldi”g. wel 1, i f that is the 1 evel of knowledge that
people have, mybe they ought to get educated because ignorance
breeds fear and I know this Aole society real 1 y fears nucl ear
power. I do not know ufIY. I think it is clean. FO$sil Plants we
call dust burners and they are pretty dirty. If you 1 ived by a coal
plant or a fossil plant, they are dirty.

1 do not have a speech here, I am not an eloquent speaker, but I
speak from my heart and it is the only way 1 know how to talk.
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A-d7 STATEttENT OF J. ALLEN BROOIE

In addressing the issue that w have before us today, I feel
that it is only wise to base our future initiatives on our past

In World War II the Uni ted States brought to an end
~~~t~’~~~ciear bOmb~,, the greatest world War in the historY of

mankind.

A-67-O]

These two beds not only revealed the imnense energy found i n
the atom, but also brought about a realization that our scientists
had unleashed a resource that would change the world. We recognized
that harnessing this power not only secured our homland from
would-be aggressors. but al so created a wi ndow of opportuni ty for
mny generations to com. tAhen I say ‘Lwi ndow of opportunity” I mean
the peaceful use of al 1 of the nuclear processes. To me, peaceful
use is a huge stockpile of nuclear weapons that are perceived by
other 3rd world countries and would-be agressors as very simply too
much tackle. They must continue to receive the wssage that we are
a very powerful and free nati on.

I urge Secretary of Energy, J-s D. Watkins, to comply with Please see the response to Cormnent A-13-01 on
the requi remnts of the National Environmental Pol i CY Act and Secretary Watkins’ comi tment.
address the envi ronwnt. safety and heal th considerations. I expect
him to resume operations of K.L. and P. Reactors so that we wi 11
have a mre than sufficient supply of nuclear weapons to protect my
fami 1 y, my f ri ends, and this country.

1 further encourage him to give his ful 1 support to nuclear
technology transfer as it relates to improving human suffering. To
nmve ahead wi th the development of cutting edge” technology. To
develop and explore the frontiers of the nuclear processes as they
relate to energy sources for laser defense weapons, space
exploration. nuclear medi ci ne and therapy roboti cs, medi cal 1 aser
technology, computers and other highly sophisticated equipment.

1 encourage o“r governmnt and Secretary Watkins to use the
vast knowledge bank located at the SRS as a hub to create, develop
build, and have on 1 i ne 2 Additional new reactors by the year 2000.

As we enter the Z.lst century nuclear processes wi 11 be the
primary power source. The elimination of untold suffering could be
brought about through this initiative.
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A-67-02 1 urge that envi ron=ntal cl can-up continue at SRS and that Please see the response to Comnent A-09-02 on waste
this site be a nmdel for the rest of the world. we need to draw on management aod envi ronrnental restoration.
our existing knowledge as i t relates to envi ronmental issues and
develop a base at SRS that can be used to solve the many abuses of
the past.

A-6743 AS new reactor designs are developed we should focus on Section 2.4.1 of the
reactors that perform dual rol 1s. The f i rst as a source of nuclear Production Reactor.
material, the second as source of power. These two processes would
compliment each other at SRS.

In closing 1 feel our future prosperity and security is
directly related to nucl ear Technology. This can best be brOugh~
about through education, development of processes and an aggress~ve
initiative. That we must recognize that our past successes were
brought about by respecting the laws of nature. That being prepared
and aggressi ve i n our approach to the future has i ndeed been our
greatest asset. That indivi dual freedoms carry the obligation of
individual responsibilities. That a lasting peace can only be
assured through adequate Ameri can mi 1 i tary powers.

EIS discusses the New

J. Allen Brodie
457 Town Creek Road
Ai ken, S. C. 29802
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668 STATEMENT OF THMS P. HENRY TO THE
u.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PUBLIC HEARING ON

THE ORAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATENENT FOR CONTINUEO
OPERATION OF K-, L-, ANO P- REACTORS AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

(JUNE 8, 1990—7:OOPM)

Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Thon!as Henry. I
recently moved to Ai ken, S. C., and I speak for myself. Thank you
for this opportunity to co-nt on your EIS.

First I would 1 i ke to say that the SRS is a National Treasure.
Moreover, the three reactors mentioned in this EIS are three old but
valuable jewels i n that treasure. For the past 35 years, the SRS
has been as valuable in preserving our national security (by
providing a deterrent to nuclear aggressi on) as the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, O.C. is valuable in preserving our
national heritage. This treasure has been entrusted to the 00E.

Now i n the EIS, i t is stated that the government requires
additional new SUPPl ies of nuclear materials, especi ally Tritium, in
order to mintal n that nuclear deterrent. The basis of that
position is supported by classified data tiich is not published in
the EIS. Al though I am not privy to that data, I am wi 11 i ng to
accept the stated posi tion new supPl ies are needed for two reasons:
First, Tri tium decays with a hal f-1 ife of 12 years and must be
replenished. Second, the greatest threat to the nati onal securi ty
of the U.S. remains the enomus nuclear arsenal of the Soviet
Union. Since the half-1 i fe of Tri tium can not be changed and since
the Soviets continue to produce and deploy new nuclear weapons, 1
feel i t is sel f-evident that SRS must continue to produce nuclear
materials.

I also feel that there is an additional reason why the SRS
reactors must be restarted. That reason is that 00E must establish
credibi 1 i ty that i t and i ts contractors can operate nuclear
materials production reactors in the 1990’s i n a safe and
environmentally sound manner. DOE’S credibility today is very low.
At virtually all of its nuclear weapons facilities, there are safety
a“d e“vi ro”me”tal problems. 00E can reestabl ish that credibi 1 i ty
here at SRS, In fact, i f 00E cannot demonstrate i n the near future
that i t can operate these reactors i n a safe and envi ronwntal 1 y
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sound manner, I see no way that Congress wil 1 give them 3-6 bil 1 ion
dollars to build and operate a new production reactor. Fai 1 ure by
OOE would be a serious loss to the nati on. 1 wish OOE wel 1, and 1
hope they succeed.

A-66-O 1 Hi th regard to the EIS itself, I reconanend that a compari son Table 4-* in the EIS provides a perspective on, but
table be included in the sumnary section tii ch would compare risk not a compari son of, comon risks that might be
from operation of the reactors with risks which a person is fami 1 iar to most people. Risks are calculated by a
general 1 y fami 1 iar with. For example, the EIS states that the risk number of di fferent methods and different bases,
of a prompt off site fatality is 8 x 10-11 per-reactor year. That whi ch mke exact comparison inval id.
ri sk is comparable to someone i n the Central Savannah River Area
being struck and killed by a mteorite. It would be useful if data
1 i ke that were provided in a comparison table.

Finally, I work for a consultant at SRS, and my family
(including four small children) live in Aike”. I face a risk of 4
in 10,000 each year of being killed on the highway while driving to
or from work. I believe the risk of my being killed by a reactor
accident is about one million timas s~ller than that. 1 and my
family can 1 i ve with those risks. P1 ease dons t make a waste of my
work effort by turning the Treasure you have been entrusted with
i nto museum pieces rather than operating reactors.

Thonus P. Henry
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A-69 STATEMENT OF GLEN SCHLAFER

MR. SCHLAFER: My nam is G1 en Schlafer, 1 come from north
Georgia, I represent, prin!ari 1 y, myself and some of the good people
in north Georgia who are at this time at an Environmental conference
trying to provide your children, and my children, and my
grandchildren, and my grandchildren’s children, etcetera, etcetera:
with an envi ronment they can 1 i V@ with On this Planet.

You know, I was 14 years old when the first nuclear bomb went
off. It was a thing that my generation — 1 did not know much about
i t then, but, you know, i t has taken me 47 years to stand up here,
or to sit here, and say, man we got enough of these thl rigs. We do
not need anymore. How 1 ong is it going to go on? Unti 1 each Of Us
has a 1 i ttle back pack with an individual progrannnabl e nuclear
weapon you an project at somebody.

n

& When 1 was this young man’s age here, the Germans and the
m Japanese were ~“r ~“emies. Now we are enlisting the Germ!ans to help
u us i n Europe and we are drivi ng Japanese cars; at least most of us.

And I do not understand, now the Soviets are not going to be our
enemy anymore. Maybe the government has to advertise. Who is 90in9
to be our enemy next year, the Nonvegi ans?

We are going to run out of enemies pretty soon. However, i n
this day and age of deficit spending, and you hear a lot about it.
Hundred billion for S&L bailout. Billions and billions for this, we
are $50,000,000,000 in the’ hOle, or mortgaging Our children’s lives
and their children’s 1 ives wi th our nati Onal debt. we need ~neY
now for prenatal care of woman, mass transit, health insurance for
the thousand and mi 11 ions of Americans that do not have it. We need
mney for al 1 sorts of things i n this nation; AIDS research, disease
research. We need to make this planet PI ace to 1 ive in, not a worse
place to live in.

YOU know, I make a bad joke, but I would 1 i ke tO wOrk fOr the
Savannah River Plant because I could go hunting at night, and we
could hunt deer at night, you know why? Because I hear they glow in
the dark. A“d I do not know i f they do or not, but 1 heard there
are some strange looking turtles runni ng around loose with men
running after them that do omit radioactivity and they are not
allowed to cross the road.
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You know. any use of the =apons that — The materials that are
made here are used for nuclear weapons. Al 1 right. I think we al 1
agree to that. If these weapons are ever used, i t means the end of
our planet md anyone who sticks their head i n the sand and says
that is oot true, is kidding themselves, they are numbing their own
minds. Nuclear holocaust ui 11 fol 1 ow the use of the weapons mde
from nateri als produced at the Savanuh River P1 ant.

A-d9-ol Perhaps the biggest thing, and if I have only given one reason: Please see the responses to (omnents A-63-03 on
hat are we going to do with the waste? How nuny people are we high-1 evel waste mnagemnt and A-09-02 on waste
cond-i ng to death because of this nuclear waste i n the future? nunagewnt and envi ronmental restorat i on.
How ~ny chi 1 dren, how many peapl e are going to die an early death
because of the waste from this plant and other P1 ants 1 i ke this al 1
over the country. Rocky F1 ats, — so on, and so on. We do not know
~at to do with the waste. There is no place to put i t that is safe
forever. kke know that. Anyone who tel 1s you there is a safe PI ace
is, I think s-ti-s, is c~rmising your intelligence.

I would recomd *O wuld really be interested to see the film
Buildina B-s, before they -ke their final deci si on.

Thank you very inch.

.
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A-1o STATEMENT OF 0~ EVERETT

MY nane is Elan Everett. I 1 i ve i n Athens, Georgia and teach
cOMpUt@r. sci ence at the Llni versi t y of Georgia. I appreciate the
OPPLIrtUm ty ~o offer test?mny, and as a technical-type person 1 do
truly apprecl ate the sincere efforts of your engineers to refurbish
the production reactors.

I am also the father of three children, and I’m here this
evening because I think your bomb P1 ant is endangering my kids. I
suspect that the greatest envi ronmntal impact of restarting the
reactors is not what you do here so such as ~at you must 1 cave
undone.

A-70-01 1 refer to the many urgent cleanup projects at contmi nated DOE

n sites around the country. which go unfunded or underfunded Ai 1 e OOE
forges ahead on expensive ueapons-related programs. 1 respectful 1 Y

&
m submit that more tri tium is just not what w need in the post-Cold
. Har wrl d. I ask that you maintain the K-, L-, and P- reactors i n

CO1d standby; in other mrds, KEEP Tlf~ SHUT.

A-70-02 1 would like to explain *Y the national interest does not, in
❑y opi ni on, require these reactors to operate. Unfortunate y you
have chosen to classify the detai 1s of your est i mates of tri ti urn
need. I think this is a big mistake and undermines the d-crati c
process. It was this same passion for secrecy which led to the
waste-disposal crisis in Ai ch DOE now finds itself.

I understand that as hers of a vast bureaucracy i t may not
be your job to question the NUC1 ear Weapons Stockpi 1 e P1 an. AS
concerned citizens. it definitely is our job. Since YOU won’ t tell
us specifically why you want the tritium, we must deal in
general i ti es. Tri ti um is needed both to develop new types of
nuclear ta?apons and also to maintain the current stockpile. The
Pentagon =nts an array of nm -apons *i ch are not just
unnecessary; they muld nuke nuclear war more 1 ikel y by thei r very
existence. timg nuny grievous ex~les I might single out the
Earth Penetrator Narhead, Ai ch burrows underground to destroy
Soviet co~”d bunkers. This type of weapon represents the worst
type of Cold Nar paranoia: a view of the Soviet Union as a nest of
nox>ous insects which must be stqed on and totally rooted out.
The day for this type of thinking should be long over.

Please see the response to Comnt A-09-02 on waste
management and envi ronmental restorati on. Congress
establ ishes separate funding for waste n!anagement
and environmental restoration and for defense
nuclear materials.

Because detailed in formti on on need involves
national security information, 00E has evaluated
data related to nuclear mteri al requirements and
the production capabi 1 i ties necessary to meet these
requirements in a classified appendix to this EIS.
Although 00E did not distribute Appendix A with the
main doc”mnt, the deci sionmkers will be able to
‘onsider it. It is also available to individuals
weti ng securi ty requi rements. 00E has included
unclassified i nforn!ati on from Appendix A in Section
I .2 of the EIS. Also, please see the response to
Cownt A-06-01 on the need for tri tium.
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YOU my argue that, at the very least, we wst n!aintain the
tritium content of the current weapons stockpile. We know that the
weapons stockpi le must eventually be reduced at 5.5% per year i f you
don’t -ke nmre tritium. This is a very slow rate of decline, and
we, 11 be qui te di sappoi nted if the pace of arms control doesn’ t
reduce weapons faster than this. Forty years of Cold War have so
bloated o“r nucl ear arsenal that i t would take many years of 5%
decreases to have any noticeable effect on our mi 1 i tary capabi 1 i ties.

Why must we be so shy about seizing the chance for peace, and
so bold about keeping these reactors hot and ready for a nuclear
war? For the sake of my chi ldren—for the sake of us all—let us
CHOOSE LIFE , The war is over. KEEP THEM SHUT.
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A-7 1 sTATEMENT DF ARTHUR WRTIN

MR. MARTIN: My nam is Arthur Martin, and I represent me.

A-71-01 I am one of those people tio work at the Savannah River Plant Comnents noted.
for 27 years. I buried tons of that stuff that little lady was
talking about a bile ago. I buried it in the burial ground. And
i t is going to stay there because there ai nn t nobody going to nmve
it.

But now one thing 1 would 1 i ke to know is where are all these
people getting this information that they are coming up with about
what goes on at the Savannah River Plant and what goes on in the
Department of Energy. I read in the paper here the other day that
some of these umrryi ng about this Environmental statement or
something, they go out here to the Savannah River Plant and get my
medical record.

h’el 1, 1 object to any one of them having my medical record.
That is none of their business. 1 worked for a fel low out there at
the Savannah River P1 ant and I wish Mr. Watkins, or Dr. Watkins, or
tiatever he is that runs the Energy Oepartmertt wuld te71 some of
them 1 i ke 1 heard old Tom tell some of them one day, I am running
the Transportation Oepartm@nt in — Today. 1 may not be running i t
tomorrow but I am running it today and, by God, 1 am going to run
it. And I think that is what w need for som of these people up
there in Washington to quit 1 i stening to these people rolling around
out here on the ground, parading up and down the streets wi~h si gns,,
eight Or te” of the”, going from one place to the other tTy7n9 to
tel 1 o“r government how i t should be run because they are very much
i” the mi “ori ty” and there is just not enough of US man enough to
stand up and speak out and say what ye think.

And’ I thank you.
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A-72 STATEMENT OF ALISON JONES

MS. JONES: Uel 1, I do not know quite how 1 can talk about it.
My naw is Al i son Jones, I am a student at the University of
Georgia, 1 am a — major. And I CO- f ron South Carolina so I feel
that I have a right to speak and to parade around with signs al 1 the
time.

I come here tonight to speak and to say that I think that this
site should not be restarted again on the basis of a lot of things
that people have mre accurately said than I can. I do feel the
major thing. here is to start *at is tantanmunt to a wi 11 i ngness to

A-12-01 ri sk PO1 sonl ng the people of the state of Georgia and my home state, Please see the response to Comnent A-52-02 on the
South Carol i na, due to the aquifer that runs beneath the Savannah aq.i fer beneath the SRS. Section 4.1.6 of the EIS
River Site. To restart it would be a blatant disregard for the
heal th of these people and — As people have said before, outdated

presents the risks to the public from the operation .
of the SRS reactors and thei r support facil i ties,

Cold War view over the heal th of the citizens of the Uni ted States. and supports a conclusion that risks to public
health are not significant.

There are many other issues involved here as far as people
working here. And 1 do not want to take anyone’s job. I do not
want to shut this down and basi cal 1 y to n!ake people to be poor and
to be wi tho”t jobs. And 1 agree with other people who stated before
that there should be a process to switch the area of Ai ken and other
comni ties over to a peace time economy and there are mny good
suggestions that have been made al ready.

1 think i f the people that have come here tonight care about
the people here i n Aiken and care about the other people in their
cowni ties and care about themsel ves and thei r chi 1 dren, or wi 11 be
children, and i t is not here to threaten anybody that is here to
make a statement.
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A-73 STATEMENT OF JMES ABBOTT

HR. ABBOTT: fly name is James Abbott, and 1 represent myself, a
citizen of the Uni ted States.

I would just like to say that I really do not think that these
Environmental Statemnts for any of the nuclear facilities, here i n
the Uni ted States, are complete. I have been doing reports on this
tYPe of subject from high school , on up to now, 1 am 24 years old.
1 obtain my information from libraries, university libraries. And 1

A-73-01 see things like this gentlewn saying earlier, leukemia, cancer, are
much higher in areas down wind from nuclear facilities. Ninety
percent h~gher than up wind, you know, within a five mile radius.
And 1 think this is kind of uncanny and something that should be
considered.

A-73-02 1 also think i t should be considered that there really is not
permanent site to dispose of this high level radioactive waste that
we have. There are several te~orary sites throughout the country,
but there has been no permanent site designated. And continued
generating this waste, even though we have no pl ace to put it, it is
in insane, it is insane.

A-73-03 The Savannah River Plant has been running for several decades
now, 20 years, beginning in 1970, they have detected leaks. So
obviously the integrity of the structure has been sacri f iced and I
really, personal 1 y, do not believe that something this large that is
just contained in one block should really be patched together. It
should be rebuil t, i f that has to be done.

That is it. Thank you.

Please see the
heal th effects
heal th effects

PI ease see the

responses to ConmIent A-30-03 on
and Cement A-63-05 on studies of
,n the SRS vicinity.

response to Comnt A-63-03 on
high-1 evel waste management at SRS.

The SRS reactors and support faci 1 i ti es began
operation between December 1953 and March 1955.
Modi fi cations and upgrades of these facil i ties, as
wel 1 as thei r routine wi ntenance, have been
continuing activi ties at SRS for the past 35 years.
Section 2. I .2.7 of the EIS discusses accident
prevention.
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A-74 STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER OE BARR

MR. DE BARR: Thank you. My name is Christopher OeBarr and I
CON from Athens, Georgia representing myself as a citizen of
Georgia and the Uni ted States.

I was born i n 1961, under the wings of supersonic jets, i n a
time which would culminate, men I was two, with the Bay of Pigs. A
tiu in fiich this nation verged the — nuclear catastrophe aS i t
ever has. People tio were 1 iving i n that time, *O are old enough
to remember that, tell me how tense and terrifying those few days i n
October were.

In October, 1990, we will be deciding again *ether we should,
as a nation, comi t ourselves to production of materials hich would
be usable for bombs. Bombs we never want to use. We are seeing a“
— tim “pen us. There is the tim of the past. A time tien we
believe that peace could be gained by having such a huge weapon that
no one wuld” start another war and ki 11 mil 1 ions of people. There
is a tim of geology, the time hazardous wastes, whi ch are
produced. Which invisibly seep into the — which we do not know how
to take care of. After al 1, in 9,000 years, the pyramid was not
bui 1 t 9,000 years ago. We in civilization are advocating n!aking
n!aterials tiich will out last all recorded history. That is o“r
destiny.

Furthermore, tim is conve”i”g i” terms of jobs. Jobs i“
Ai ken, in — and else here i n the country you wil 1 find the
factories where honest men and “ome” “ork trying to provide for
their families. — Have occurred because the — We as a nation
cannot turn our back on these people.

We have time in gee-political sense in which — is giving us
that opportunity to seize the chance to end making weapons, holding
the stick over each other!s heads. It is becoming a“ information
globe society, not a society of fear. — Wil 1 reside i“ the hearts
of wn and women.

Wil 1 we take a chance with these co”versi O“S of tire? W+1 I we
let history end? Will this October, citizens decide, we will risk
no more fear such, as was experienced when I was a baby, at the Bay
of Pigs.
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1 vote we stop production of tritium. Tritium will last for a
1 ong, long time and our nuclear arsenal wi 11 sustain itself

A-74-O 1 providing a basic deterrent for 37, 35 years, at least. The half-l i fe of tri ti um is 12.3 years.
Furthermore, the notion of tritium is that it provides a fusion,
Mkin9 a UIOre precise bomb. The mmre precise we get with our bo~s
— And should any of this tritium leak out, it could be used. You
could mke a very small bomb that could be used for the very precise
urban target wreaking. havOc On peOple ~0 never intended tO be Part
of any sort of nuclear catastrophe. Tri tium is not necessary to
“ucIear warfare. All it does is make it more and mre realistic and
likely.

I want to protect the jobs of the people here i n Ai ken. I want
us to convert this economy — wi t~ *atever it takes as a nati On can
— But I also want to see the specter of, the — specter, of endless
radio-active waste ended.

Thank you.
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A-75 STATEHENT OF BILL ~IGHT

A-7S-01 MR. mIfiHT: My n- is Bill Wright. I represent myself. Comnents noted.

I am a contractor at the Savannah River Site. I work i” the
record depa~nt — test. So I am directly involved with this
restart effort and have been for about twa years now. Most of the
test engineers that I mrk m th have between five and 20 years
experience in a contrercial nuclear plant. The procedures they
write, the test they run are done today i n accordance with
Cmrcial nuclear standards. These plants, as I speak, are being
restarted i n the best possible method knom to us and the country
today.

Therefore. as a citizen of Ai ken, I fully support the restart
efforts at Savannah River Site for the purpose of rnai ntai ni ng the
cmnity, -intaining our country strong, *ich it has done all
these years.

Thank yOU.
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A-76 STATENENT OF SCOTT STARLING

~. STARLING: I think one issue that neds to be stressed here
tonight is, we al 1, although w have differences about whether or
not we are going to restart this plant, I think w al 1 have a shared
interest i n safety. And I think that w need to understand the
concern is not one that is economical 1 Y oriented. There is no job
to threw people out of their jobs. But this concern comes f mm the

A-76-O 1 very real possi bi 1 i ty that we COU1d have probl ems for safety. After P1 ease see the responses to Coants A-30-03 on
al 1, ken w think about the envi mn=nt the idea is that we want heal th risks and A-34-09 on safety.
our envi mnment to be one that is conduci we to our health. And so I
think i t is iuportant to ~hasize that we do have that shared
couuan interest.

A-76-02 Just as an overvi w concerning the Environmental Ivct The EIS contains a List of Preparers f 011 owi ng
Statement, I WU1 d 1 i ke to state here, publicly, that it has come to Chapter 5. That 1 i st identifies no Westinghouse
my attention tonight that some of the personnel do mre mrki ng to Savannah River Company employees: however, the
put together the EIS have been ~loyed by kkesti nghouse. And I-
think this sets up a potential conflict of interest because the EIS

preparers did use HSRC (and Du Pent) documents as
references for much of the i nform?.ti on ci ted in the

itself is the document which talks about the safety of the -restart EIS.
of this facility. hd if it is — Since the restart is going to be
under contract by Hesti nghouse, I think that there COU1 d be probla
m th that.

% I wuld for the Department of Energy to determine, vi 11 any
of the wl oyees tio mrked on the EIS be empl eyed at the Savannah
River P1 ant, and ~at is the relationship betmen the people who
worked on EIS and Westinghouse at present. And *t WOU1d be the
effect of having kkesti nghouse -1 oyees put together the EIS
statmnt. *W could that effect the EIS Stat@nent?

And, finally, I -t to connent directly on SOU@ Of tfIe
problems that I found in the Environmental Impact Stat-t.
speci f i cal 1 y under other technologies Acre you talk about the other
ways that we COU1 d get the caterial that w needed M thout
restarting the P1 ant.

A-76-03 I has very disappointed that @pendi x A, *i ch talked about the P1 ease see the responses to Coant A-70-03 on the
quantitative needs was classified. I can certainly understid your
concern on that issue.

review of classified Appendix A and Co-nt A-Otil
But I think that you COU1 d have given at on the n~ for tri ti um.

1 east a rough quantitative masur-nt as far as what was going to
be needed, because as it stands now, peapl e *O are interested in
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A-7644

this issue, really do not know if we need to restart the plant. And
unti 1 that information becomas available in so- form, you know, it
is really not, you know, how can w say tiether wa need to or not.
And I do not think that is a question that should ba decidad by, you
know, government interests. I think people should be able to look
into that i ssues.

Another aspect that concern me was that under other
technologies for getting the material, there was no discussion of
recovery from weapons that we have presently. And I think that
should have been one of the considerations. And, secondly, I think
that you should have included a provision in here concerning hat
the demands for nuclear material are going to be regarding new arms

agreements that have been reached between the U.S. and the U.S. S. R.
because without that we, again, i t threatens the ability to decide
whether or not na actually need more nuclear mterial .

So, in conclusion, 1 believe it, would be in the best interest
of the Departunt of Energy and the people who 1 ive in this area,
that the EIS be redone. And one other point I would like to =ke —
I do not know how many people have actually read this EIS and I
notice here tonight that there ware not any copies available. I
real i ze that you can request tham from the DOE, but i t WOU1d have
been a 1 ot more convenient i f you guys COU1d have had these things
out here so people ho wanted to. read these things COU1 d have had
them. The person I talked to tonight, and they said, wall w wi 11
get you a copy, WI 1, that is not going to do me any good since this

A-76-06 is the last hearing. 1 think in the future, you need to make these
things more widely available.

Thank you.

Response

Recycling and recovery are being perf o-d, Section
1.2 discusses recycling faci 1 i ties and the recycling
of mterials from reti red weapons. The supply of
materials from recycling is considered in @pendix A
in analyzing the need for continued operation of the
reactors. Al so, see the response to Consnent A-D6-O 1
on the need for tritium.

P1 ease see the response to Comnt A-06-07 on the
changing world geopolitical situation.

DOE distributed mre than 1,800 copies of the Draft
EIS directly to individuals, public agencies, and
govern=nt officials. In addition, copies are
available for review in many local and regional
1 ibraries and publ i c reading rooms. OOE has entered
the names of individuals who registered at the
public hearings into a distribution list for the
Final EIS.
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A-17 STATEUENT OF KATHRYN KYKER

My name is Kathryn Kyker, I 1 i ve in Athens, Georgia. I ‘m a
Social Worker, a nmm, and a wmber, of The Athens Peace Coalition.

I ‘ve been concerned about SRP for over six years. In the
surer of 1984 I was an organizer for the suur-long Peace
Encampment here at Ai ken. Through the encampmnt 1 became Mre
informed about SRP and certai nl y mre .alamd. I also began to
become acquainted’ with Aiken and her residents. I began to
understand the complexity of this issue- the jobs involved, the
1 ivel i hoods that are affected by the plant. 8ut I also became more

A-7741 co”cer”ed about the plants impact on the health of those working and
1 i ving near SRP. Back in those days I believed that i t would take a
nwch more serious accident than previous accidents for SRP to shut
down.

r-l .

k The 1985 SRP km rel eased by Congressional Cinrni ttees,
E describes nuwraus reactor accidents at SRP between 1957 and 1985.

The accidents were amng the most serious ever documented at U.S.
nuclear reactors; several involved fuel melting.

A-77-02 But obviously, this is no longer the surer of 1984- it’s six
years later and the world is mre different than any of us would
have believed possible. Do we really need to continue to produce
tri tium for bombs that we, our government, is working towards
dismantling? Sow people ho don ‘t think so include former
Secretary of Defense, Robert HcNamara, former Secretary of State,
Cyrus Vance, former CIA Cli rectors Colby and Turner, along with fifty
other promi nerit kri cans, i ncluding Nobel Prize holders, dipl omats,
and scientists. In a letter they wrote to 8uih and Gorbachov they
stated that no credible case could be made for further production.

The Soviet Union has iniounced a timetable for shutting down
production by the year 2000 - they are being urged to step up their
timetable. But even if they wai ted until the year 2,000, a 20%
reduction of our stockpile, as a result of the START treaty, would
mean that we would not require wre tri ti”m prod”cti on until 1999.
This is according to a report by The Union of Concerned Scientists.
Also, we have to 1 ook at the expense. As a Social Worker, I ‘m wel 1
aware of the crisis in this country and the desperate need to

P1 ease see the responses
heal th ri shs and A-63-05

to
on

Comnents A-30-03 on
epidemi ologi cal studies.

Please see the responses to Comnents A-06-01 on the
need for tri tium and A-06-07 on the changing world
geopolitical situation.
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reinvest our resources into our people rather than adding to our
stockpile of over 23,000 nuclear =apons. It’s i~erative that we
stop now at this point in time and reexamine our priorities in light
of new global real i ties.

For me personally, something besides new global realities has
occurred since the sunr of 1984. . . I; ‘ve become a nmther- twi Le.
And 1 feel nmre compelled and determined than ever to work towards a
future free of this threat to our safety, heal th and environment.
Oriving up here tonight I began wishing to myself that the plant
wasn( t so far away and then I jol ted to real i t y and real ized that I
had better be grateful for each and every mi 1 e that seperates my
home and family from SRP. However, this plant is not just a local
issue. We’ re all responsible for the land, the damage done to i t in
the name of “national security”, and for the misalignment of
priori tl es that is i 1 lustrated in our federal budget each year.
This responsibility belongs to each of us equal 1 y. And so does the
responsibi 1 i ty of f i riding al ternati ve employment for those empl eyed
at SRP.

I’d like to end my testinmny with this offering:

Freedom doesn’ t come on the wing of a bird, i t doesn’ t come
1 i ke a sumner rain, Freedom”s a mch harder thing. You gotta work
for it, strive for it, day and night for it, every generations gotta
do i t all over again.

For w this song means to not take your freedom for granted.
but to realize that sowti!nes you have to work hard to achieve what
you want. We al 1 have the right to be free from the harm of nuclear
weapons and their production, and the right and responsibi 1 i ty to
create a better way of life for all of us and our children.

Thank-you
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A-78 STATEMENT OF MELANIE SMITH

MS. SMITH: My name is Melanie Smith, and 1 am a member of the
Athenls Peace Coalition, I am a concerned citizen.

Over the years Savannah River Site has established a record of
dangerous instance and poor mnagement. In 1981, the PI ant was 20
years 01 d, were di scovered — contaminated water. This seems to be
the beginning of a 1 ong 1 i ne of 1 ife threatening hazards and blatant
— by the Department of Energy at SRS.

In 1986, OOE’s quality assurance report found inadequate fire
protection systems, and excessive rel eases of triti urn and heavy
water from the reactors. Staff “as discovered to be inadequately
trained and tested. A general accounting in March of 1987, revealed
the SRS reactors ran for six years at power 1 imits *i ch might have
overwhelmed the emergency cool ing system during an emergency.

Obvi OUS1 y, an accident waiting for a time to happen. Reactors
were powered down. The general accounting report also cited
inadequate and outdated testing for cracks i n reactor walls and lack
of attention to identified probl ems at SRS. The plant was further
found to have inadequate an inadequate earthquake program. In 1988,
and in 1989, cracks were discovered in reactor cooling pipes. These
and other instances, some very serious, led to reactor shut down i n
the sumer of 1988.

In 1989, John Ahern told the House Subcomni ttee that OOE
off i cials had gotten so heavily involved in the restart of reactors
that they had put aside the development of a nuclear safety pol i CY
whi ch would rate the safety consciousness at SRS. It is obvious
from these instances, and others, that the OOE has an atrocious
record of sel f regulati on. Tax payers have no reason to bel i eve
that this situation will improve. 00E has failed again, again, and
again.

I feel that they have conclusive y proved that the restart of
reactors, not safety, is their priority. 00E has estimated cost —
as high as $244,000,000,000. This is for day to day operations,
renovati ens, new facil iti es, and minimal environmental clean up over
the next two decades. Even i f this money was wasted to restart
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reactors at SRS, the reactors are so fragile and antique that 20
years seems to be the Mximum amount of time the reactors could
produce tri ti um. This means spend $244,000,000,000 on reactors that
wil 1 have to be shut down by the year 2010. This seems wasteful and
ridiculous.

SRS currently stores 35,000,000 gallons of high-level 1 iquid,
radioactive waste in underground tanks. There are more 1,600,000
cubic feet of trans uranic waste, 230,000 cubic yards of chemical
waste, have been poured into unlined pools, into the ground, and
into streams which flow through the site and empty into the Savannah

A-70-O 1 River. According to the EIS reports, existing waste facilities, if
SRS is restarted, would be fi 1 led early 1991. This means waste wi 11
be buried i n new faci 1 i ties. Estimated cost to clean up present
waste at SRS are as high as $200,000,000,000.

SRS al ready has had great environmental impact on local marsh
lands and ecosystems. Triti urn tainted water is suspected to have
leaked into a large aquifer 1yi ng underneath SRS, creating more
waste — obvious environmental impact. SRS draws at a maximum about
28.5 cubic meters of water per second from the Savannah River. Most
water is used for cool i ng and returns to river, via, streams, super
hot . Since SRS reactors have been in outage for over a year, much
vegetation has mde a comeback. Restart of reactors wi 11 agai”
eliminate most vegetation in these areas.

A-l&02 To say that these conditions exi steal during operations before
SRS was closed, does not justify restart. Wetlands around — have
also started to recover. Restart wil 1 el imi nate all recovery.

I am certain that OOE greatly exaggerates the nation’s need for
tri ti um. There is an atmosphere of peace engulfing the world. The

A-78-03 so-cal led Sovi et — greatly di si ntegrati ng before our eyes. The
fact that 00E is demanding bil 1 ions of dollars to go into the
archai c reactors at SRS, at a time when Americans are clamoring for

DOE eventually wil 1 requi re new low-level waste
facil i ties to accept wastes from other facil i ties at
SRS, regardless of whether the reactors resume
production. Please see the responses to Connnents
A-09-02 on waste mnagement and environmental
restorati on, A-63-03 on high-1 evel waste n!anagement,
and A-65-04 on SRS waste n.aoage~nt and
environmental restoration costs. Also, please see
the response to Cement A-52-02 on groundwater
contamination.

In several places the EIS acknowledges the
alteration of wetland vegetation and habi tat,
particularly downstream of K-Reactor during
ooeration i n the once-throuqh cool i na mode. These
impacts are directly relatej to the~al discharges
that occur during reactor operation. Thus, when the
K-Reactor recirculating cool i ng tower begins
operation, reversal of alteration effects wi 11 take
place i n much of the wetland vegetation areas.
Section 4.5 of the EIS has been revised to include a
discussion of wetlands mitigation options.

Please see the response to Connnent A-06-07 on the
changing world geopolitical si tuati on.
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nuclear weapons cutback, clearly indicates that OOE interest does
not lie with the American public. Recent surveys say Aineri cans are
ready for peace and ti red of blowing nmney on an arms race.

Let’s remember that Chernobyl and Three Hi le Island, involved
unforeseen — that would have been considered incredible before the
accidents. $244,000,000,000 would go a long way for social programs
this country desperately needs. Restart of SRS is nothing but an
envi ronmental animal and human suicide.

Thank you.
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A-79 STATENENT OF FRANKLIN KURTZ

~. KURTZ: Hy name is Franklin Kurtz, I come as a private
citizen.

I have been 1 iving in Aiken County a 1 ittle over 30 years. If
somebody told me 25, 20 years ago, 15 years ago, I WOU1d be here
tonight I wul d have told them they are crazy. Al 1 1 know is what I
read i n the papers, as someone said before me.

In itrs current condition, I believe the Savannah River Site
should not be restarted. I think it is a danger to our lives and to
our envi ro”uent. Radioactive tri ti urn has been released into the

A-79-OJ air, contaminated ground and water is al ready on the site and COU1d P1 ease see the responses to Co~nts A-3A-09 on
find it’s may to our drinking water. — To kill and injure, not safety and A-30-03 on envi ronantal mnni tori ng.
only people at the pl=t, but also the surrounding population.
Remember Chernobyl.

The Energy Oepar~nt is playing R“ssi an Ro”l ette. The
R“ssi ans played it at Chernobyl and 1 ost. A major accident COU1d
happen here. James Hatki IIS appears to be putting his priority i n
the wrong place. If we are a government that real 1 y cares, *Y are
we planning to restart these anti ent reactors and risk the 1 i ves and
heal th of thousands of people.

A-7942 Let’s put our money in the right place by cleaning up the plant P1 ease see the response to Co@nt A-09-02 on waste
first, then starting out fresh with a site that can operate m tho”t mnagewnt and envi ronmntal restoration.
risk and is in — in the surrounding population.

Contamination has to be stored for thousands of years and
mni to red on an ongoing basis. Equip~nt failure and h- error
are fami 1 i ar i n the realm of technology. Nuclear PI ants are not
i ane. fio can say that what the end result of Three Hi 1 e 1s1 and
will be.

There has bee” such a 1 arge credi bi 1 i ty factor in the past,
many of us do not know do to bel i eve anymore. Nuclear pl ants wst
be held responsible for their operati on. Tel 1 i ng us that certain
probl ems do not indicate any reduction in reactor safety is 1 i ke a
fox tel 1 i ng the chicken that everything is going to be okay.
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SRS should be mni tored very closely and al 1 problems should be
corrected at once ad at any cost. If they cannot do this, then it
should not be restarted.

Again, 1 say let’s put our ~ney to work cleaning up rather
than starting up.

Thank yOU .
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A-80 STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BRADLEY

nR. BRAOLEY; Thank you. My name is Bill Bradley; I am from
Atlanta; 1 am a private citizen.

We have 1 ived in the shadow of this dangerous radioactive gas
factory for generations. Recently, the publ i c awoke to the terror,
and the production of the poison stopped. Now, we are facing the

A-80-01 prOPOSal to start i t up again. If we agree to do this, the streams
wi 11 boi 1 agai n, and the ai r wi 11 be heavy wi th smoke; our ground
water wi 11 be contaminated, and we wi 11 have to 1 ive again i n the
fear of a catastrophe.

A-80-02 The EIS acknowl edges that our needs for PI utonium and tri ti um

o could decrease greatl y in the future and that the proposed action is
based on the short-term need for nucl ear weapons. What is the

;, short-tern need? Are we on the threshold of some great war that
0 wil 1 exhaust our current vast suppl ies of nuclear bombs? Cl earl y,
. the answer is “o. We do not need nmre tri tium now and. very 1 i kel Y,

we never wil 1. He certainl y have tim to look for al ternatives.

Section 4.1 of the EIS addresses, analyzes fully,
and bounds the envi ronmental impacts of the
continued operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors,
including the resumption of production after an
extended outage.

P1 ease see the responses to Comnts A-06-01 on the
need for tritium and other nuclear Mterials and
A-06-07 on the changing world geopolitical situati on.

Thank you.
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A-81 STATEMENT OF OAVIO FILLER

A-81-01 MR. FILLER: My name is Oavid Filler. I speak for myself in Co~nts noted.
behalf of Savannah River Site.

I am an envi roninentaJ chemist. I have been in that field for a
number of years. I would 1 i ke to say that I am impressed with the
efforts of the upgrades that the n!anageunt, the operations, and the
environmental monitoring that are going on out at the plant. 1
think the things that we heard i n the media that Admiral Watkins and
OOE are producing lots of rhetoric and no action simply are not true.

The “UC1 ear i“d”stry is o“e of the most highly regulated a“d
scrutinized industries around. Certainly, SRS has had its share of
scrutiny, evaluations, and revi<ki. I would 1 i ke to say that there
are a lot of things that troubled me a lot more ‘than the presence of
Savannah River Site. 1 ti-more troubled by the Acme Paint Shop
coming down the highway. 1 am more troubled by rai 1 road chemical
tank cars snaking through my neighborhood. I am mre troubled by
agri CU1 tural chemi cals that have been dumped on o“r lands for so
mny years and adde,d to o“r foods.

Many people probably are not aware of the fact that the streams
and ri vers nearby uni versi ties and hospi tals coinnonl y —. I have
worked in hospi tals and uni versi ti es and I have seen all kinds
radioactive ty — dropped down the. drains.

Certainly there is waste at Savannah River Site. A“d as a
gentlewn said earlier, the waste is there, we know about it, and is
wel 1 taken care of and watched. We are not going an fiere. It is
unfortunate the waste is there but at the time this waste produced,
they were handled i n the way that people knew best at the time.
They were using the technology avai 1 abl e at the time. Today, we
know better, i t is 30 somthing years 1 ater.

1 think a good question we have to ask ourselves, hoh’ m“y
times has the public actual 1 y been banned by the activi ties at
Savannah River Site? That is a good question i f you real 1 y think
about i t.

As to the question, do we need SRS? 1 think so.. Nobody likes
war or weapons. If we COU1d, we al 1 do away with war and weapons
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forever. 8ut that is not reality. Hi story has demonstrated that
nations who al low themselves to become weak have lost thei r freedoms
or disappeared enti rely. The recent events in the Soviet Union have
happened very quickly. Many of these events could be reversed just
asrg;u~kly. And then, too, the Soviet Union is not our only

There are many other nations that have nucl ear weapons.
There are many other nations developing nuclear weapons.

I have observed, i n these hearings and, al so, in the media,
many people and =ny groups that cow forward and cri ti cize the
government and DOE. 1 would 1 i ke to remind these people how and
kere they got some of these freedoms to stand up and state their
opinions about the governmnt. In years gone by the western world
and the free world had strong mi 1 i taries. He had powerful weapons.
And we had people who had the initiative to stand up and do what had
to be done to protect those freedoms even though sometimes i t was an
unpleasant task. I think today we sti 11 need SRS to protect those
freedoms and we still need people with initiative to stand up and do
~at needs to be done. mat needs to be done is to get in there and
clean up those wastes and take care of them. To get i n there and
improve the technology. I think what we need a lot less of is
people who go around offering nothing but criticism and
sensational ized claims of things they real 1y do not understand ful 1 y.

I think that those kind of people who had their — i n years
gone by — may not have been here today to freely state their
opinions.

Thank you.
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A-B2 STATEMENT OF RONALD KNOTTS, SR .

14y name is Ronald Knotts, and I represent myself.

Hr. Cumbee, Mr. Patterson, ladies and gentlemen of the
audience: 1 coy here tonight over a concern. The last several
years as a resident of WI 11 ~ston, South Carol ins, and having been
there as a resident, hen the Savannah River Plant was first placed
under construction.

1 want to COMP1 iwnt and congratulate the SRP employees on the
contribution to the security of the Uni ted States and the free world
that they have given over the last 35 years. But time is a
con troll i ng factor. Tires have changed, including the education of
m“. At one time, we had to have a nucl ear arsenal to show that we
were superior. But now, superiority can be acco~l i shed more
through friendship and love.

klhat are the priori ties of our country at this time, the Uni ted
States of kri ca? IS i t a priority of trying to accomplish peace
i n the world or to show our strength to take advantage of others?

You people i n the audience, could you mash the button to launch
the ICBH and destroy a mi 11 ion plus 1 ives? MY understanding is that
we have such superiority now that there is no doubt in anyone’s mind
that no nuclear will ever occur.

Responsibility. Restarting the SRP. Should i t be done? Or
should it be closed dew, or should it be put on hold? 1 have a
book here that I received last year from the — State Oeparttnent of
Heal th and Environmental Control Accidents can occur. This shows

A-82-O 1 —, tri ti urn release — water. There was one accidental rel ease of
tr? tium from the Savannah River Plant — health and emergency
response team CO1 lected vegetation samples *i ch were analyzed for
tri tium. On — dates CO1lected south of the location the tri ti urn
levels — July 31, 1987. Aod my understanding i n reading this book
and try to comprehend i t, your average 1 evels were supposed to be
about 1,200 to 2,000 to 4.000 PCIS. Uel 1, at the Bohman County
Airport, i t was 33,134. At Be-n County intersection of road 27B
and 164, it was 2,069,495. At U.S. 278, SC 7B1, 27,942. Tell me
what wi 11 this tri ti um release do to those peopl e over which the

The incident ci ted i n the comnt was reported in
the avannah River Plant Envi ronmenta eoo rt for
M (OpSPU-8&30-l ), which indi catedl t~at the
release from a 1 i ne break i n H-Area was
aPPrOxi~tel Y 172.000 curies, or less than 1 percent
of the expected annual average release from the
operation of K-, L-, and P-Reactors. The path of
the release was monitored by both SRS and SCOHEC,
and the maximum calculated dose to an individual at
the si te boundary from the tri tium rel ease was 0.02
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main plum occurred? It occurred right over the Hi 11 i ston
development area here the industrial division is there. It went
from there on into Springfield and, my understanding, on into — at
lower levels, than those recorded here.

If the SRP should be restarted again, my opinion is that those
in favor of the restart and i“ favor of showi ng the world thei r
superiori ty, as in ornamnts, not in peace and love. I think that
they should be recorded as putting their names on the 1 ine and be
held accountable as to Aat the action wil 1 bring about. Then those
people that would preferably hold things, the old saying, haste
makes waste. It appears now that we are going for a peaceful
sol ution, maybe peace for the enti re world.

mrem, whi ch became lower at greater di stances from
SRS.

Thank you, very inch.
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A~3 STATEMENT OF NARY SEY?IOUR

I have lived in Aiken about 1S years. I am a life-long
resident of the State of South Carolina; my entire family has come
from the State of South Carolina since pre-revolutionary times. So
1 certainly am not an outsider.

men I cam to the scoping hearing for the EIS, I asked the
officials in charge Ay we keep coming up here time after tiw and
asking y’all to put things in the EIS and address certain issues,
and then they never came out in the EIS.

The ‘specific things I was interested in was the need for
tri tium, other technologies that could be used to produce the
tri ti urn i f i t were, indeed, needed. The health effects on the
general population that no health studies have ever been done; i t is
all theoretical And the economic iqact, not only of the jobs that
are created by the plant, but hat I would consider negative
economic impacts of the land speculation and the incredibly rai sad
taxes that goes on in Aiken County.

And I was assured by one of the gentl e-n i n charge that they
1 isten to everything that the public had to say and that they would
try to address these issues. Hel 1, of course, in your draft here,

A-83-01 the need for tritium is classified. So we still do not know if we
need the tri tium or not.

A-63-02 The other technologies get two paragraphs and they are just
sumri 1 y dismissed with, wel 1, these just are not reasonable
alternatives. It does not real 1 y say Ay; i t just says they are not
reasonable.

The heal th effects on the population, once again, i t is al 1
this theoretical stuff, these dose responses. There has stil 1 not
been a health study done of the population i n the CSRA. The nearest
thing to a health study I have seen is that book that came out a

A-S3-03 mnth or so ago that went on about the birth defects and when the
releases back in the earl y 1970’s and then, of course, 00E comes out
and says. oh, well that is just not true. Well , I do not see how
they can tell because they have never done a health study, nobody
@l se has ever done one. So as far as I can see that states.

Please see the responses to Comnts A-06-01 and
A-10+2 on the need for tri tiun and other nuclear
mater~als and the review of cl assi f ied i nfonriation.

Section 2.4 of the EIS describes alternate sources
for the production of tri tium; they include the
potential for the use of other reactors as wel 1 as
other technology es, some of which still requi re mre
research and development.

Please see the response to Coimnent A-63-OS on
studies of health effects in the SRS vicinity.
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A-83-04 And al 1 that is i n here about the economic impact is this
constant threat about we m 11 1ose 9,600 jobs i n the area, et
cetera. And from what 1 heard earlier, there is no reason — I
msan, the thing has to be cleaned UP. Y’all just cannot just leave
all that out there. And there would be plenty of jobs created by
cleaning i t up. They might not be as high paid jobs, but that is
the other kind of negati we econami c i~act on this area from the
bob plant is the WY is so high that it has kept a lot of
industries from locating here. Recently there was a cotton ❑ill
that went up to Greenwood, due *st, area because they cannot afford
to match the salaries. I man, I am all for high salaries, that is
fine, but when they drive other industries out, then that is not
good for the area.

A-83-05 The other thing. and y’all that do not 1 ive here might not
real i ze. the tremendous land speculation that is going on. And our
taxes, our property taxes, went up 1 i ke hundreds of percent 1ast
year. And then all these people co= in — and I am all — it if
fine new people coming into an area, that is fine, if they want to
1 ive in the area and live like the rest of us. But these folks c-
from up north and they want giant sewers and they want al 1 of this
pol ice protection and buses and all this kind of business and they
expect us to pay for it. And schools. New schools, w got to build
al 1 these “ew schools. And then the bd PI ant — they do not pay
any taxes on the land. They took al 1 this. land Ai ken County and
they do not pay any taxes on it. They give us a fee in lieuof
taxes, and it really does not make up for the iwact of it at all.
So that certai nl Y should be raised.

I do not think this Environmental Iwact study is — it is not
enough. It did not address al 1 the issues. *d I think it shauld
be redone and these issues that I have brought up, and others,
should be added into i t before y‘ al 1 think about restartl ng these
reactors.

P1 ease see the responses to Cements A-09-02 on
waste managwt and envi ronwntal restoration and
A-34-17 on alternative site e~loyment options.

In addition to the fee paid by SRS in lieu of taxes.
the SRS operating budget pays for materials, 1 abor,
and equipaent. 00S esti~tes that 15 percent of
total costs is for materials, 75 percent is for
labor, and the r-i rider is for equipment. For a
1arge nunufacturi ng c-l ex, the 1abor md mteri als
expendi tu.res general 1 y go into the 1 ocal ecOnomy,
and equi~nt is purchased frm outside the local
area. Labor expenditures need to be adjusted for
taxes, social security m thhol di ng, and savings.
This is usual 1 y around 30 percent of total payrol 1.
Thus, a general esti rate of the percentage of the
SRS budget going into the 10cal area ecOnOnY is
appmxzsmtel y 70 percent.

Thank you, very -ch.
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A-a4 STAT~ OF TU KING

Tam King, here representing myself.

I am an Aiken County resident, been here for a 1 i ttl e over 15
years, born and raised in the south. I just wanted to rake a couple
of cOIQents .

One thing I =uld like to address i“s the things that have
already been said. One gentl en -de a. cement here, for the
record, that he was. mare scared of WSO1 i ne trucks. on the hi gh~y
and things 1 i ke that nature; ch=i cal. spi 11s from the industries
here. ThP SRP worries me a 1 ittle mre tha than. There is a

A-a4-ol possi bi 1 i t y of Chernobyl here i f things were to get out of hand, and P1 ease see the response to Co!mIent A-31-03 on
SORQ of the spi 11s here getting into the ground water can have a 1 ot Chernobyl Section 4.1.3 of the EIS considers

m more i~act than a restricted danage that can be done by smal 1 gas severe accidents and thei r health risks; none of

L trucks and things of that nature.. In other words, we are. talking these would produce any substantial contamination of
0 accidents here wi tb the potential for destroying the envi ronunt for SRS groundwater.

: thousands of years. So I think this requires very serious
considerate on as to the health effects that starting this plant
COU1d have on us.

I am not here running for office; I am not a realtor;. I m not
a 1and speculator; I do not work at SRP and I am not on their
reti rant system, and I am here on ❑y omI free wi 11. Al though. I do
receive some financial benefits from SRP being here, along with many
other people, I am wrri ed about s- of the negative i ~cts MS:
Seymur was tal ki “g about. Our taxes and our governmnt here is
S1 owl y being changed to ~ere you hardly recognize i t an~re.

The thing that bothers me right now is this thing is turning
into kind of like a — project. I am not yet sure by any of the
reports that I have read that w need the P1 ant. If we do need it,
I think that a health study should be done before w crank this
thing. up. Like I said — so far has not been done on tbe
i ndi VI duals 11 vi ng i n the area around here. It is one thing for the
government to take a study of the eapl oyees that are uorki ng out
there. But to be honest I do not feel safe vi th just that type of

~z study. 1 huul d 1i ke to see an independent study done of the Please see the response to Comnent A-d3-05 on
surmundi ng area and the heal th effects over the 1 ast f @w years. studies of health effects in the SRS vicinity.

Excuse me, I have got a sore throat.
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A-E4-D3 Another thing — is that, as in the study, it is indicated this Please see the response to Com’nent A-57-D I on
is a — the plant is located on an earthquake fault, and I do not seismi c upgrades.
think that has been addressed very wel 1. The construction out
there, from hat I understand, mat 1 imited mterial there is
available, indicates the plant is pot really built to withstand a
possible quake that we could have In this area. And i t is a
distinct possibility.

Basically, again, I am saying that if, you know, if the plant
mst be started up again, we need i t for some reason, we are
threatened, and we do not have those stockpiles of tri ti um and we
need i t for defense, I certainly know we have to do hat we have to
do. But let’s do take into considerate on the health of the people
around here.

And that is about all I have to say. Thank you.
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A-05 STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER LUSTING

MY nam is Chris Lusting; 1 represent no organization.

I am here to speak out against restart of the Savannah River
Plant nuclear reactors. tly reasons are few, but they are strongly
felt. Number one, the nmney. The nwney spent on making these death
bombs is extreme. For example, seven and a half mil 1 ion dollars was
paid simply as a bonus to Westinghouse for their so-cal led
improvements on this faci 1 ity. One and a hal f bil 1 ion dol lars was
spent annual 1 y on the running of the plants. This is insane.

For this debtor nation that we are, 1 do not believe, we, as
taxpayers, should be forced so niuch to so few, that COU1 d hurt so
many. I now ask our govern~nt, our people, and the company of

A-85-01 Westinghouse to not only keep the reactors “shut doum, but to start Please see the
on the cleanup and the damage that has al ready been done. As for management and
the bonus received by Westinghouse and for the taxes that I do pay,
I ask my share be given to those that starve on this planet, to
house those needing. shelter, and to protect the envi ronwnt that has
not al ready been destroyed.

This brings me to my second point, the environment. The people
ho need or want facts on Av the reactors should remi n closed, I

responses to Connnent A-09-02 on waste
environmental restoration.

A-05-02 give you these. Number one:” at least one of the reactors 1 ies On a P1 ease see the response
fault 1 inc. Man has not yet gained control over the acts of nature: sei smi c upgrades.
therefore, tiatever safety precautions these so-called engineers
would be rendered useless if an earthquake were to SP1 i t a reactor
or reactors in two: AII extrem, you my say. Possibly. A
possibility, I say, yes.

Now, let us deal with not the extremes. Number one: the fact
is that P1 utoniuw238, pl utoniu*239, are being released into both
air and the water. The half-life of plutonium is, I believe to be
66.000 vears. It could be 100 vears and this would be strona. What

to Cement A-57-O 1 on

does this mean? It means that ~atever pl utoni urn is releasei, no
matter how slowly, or how small, it just plain all builds up. If
the reactors remain closed and a cleanup is started, the effects
rewin minimal . If the reactors reopen, the plutonium continues to

A-85-03 be released, continues to build up in our water supply until our Section 4.1.6 of the EIS presents the releases from
water becomes usel ess. At which point, we becom the people of the the continuing operation of the SRS reactors and
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southeastern desert. If this fact does not alter the thinking of
the people who continue to be for reactor start-up, for those that

their support facilities, including releases of
plutonium-238 and -239. As indicated i n Section

work at the plant, from president level to janitorial , to consider 3.7, curnul ative rel eases of plutoniu-238 and -239
another 1 ine of work, then 1 simply pray for us all over the past 36 years have not resul ted in ai r or

drinking water even renmtel y approaching their
As a closing statemnt, I wi 11 say that sooner or later this respective standards, and there is no basis to

world wi 11 be free of nuclear weapons, free of the Savannah River expect that per fonmnce to change in the future.
Sites; and, at that point in time, this world will be a happier
place. There will be less hunger, less cause for war; there will be
more money available to the general good health of this planet and
her people. There wi 11 be more loving people and more loving places
of this entire population to enjoy.

Let us please, for al 1 1 i vi ng creatures created, wke the
Savannah River Site an example to future generations and the
generation of our own a place here Mn’s greed is overcow by marias
love and not add to the 1 i st of many for man os greed, which causes
unjust pain to the free and the i nnocent.

Amen, and I thank you.
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A-B6 STATEMENT OF LOIS MCMILLAN

I want to tell Hr. Peterson that I wish I had spoken in
Coludia. 1 feel like Oaniel in the Lion’s den down here in Aiken
County.

I have a letter to Hr. Watkins that I am going to send to Mr.
wright for transmittal .

Oear Mr. Matkins:

To quote Mr. William J. Riley, ,, Lawyer S, by nature, are prOn@
to bel i eve that accurate forecasts was when God told Noah that it
was goi ng to rai n.” Hence, please accept my apology if 1 insult you
and your agency by refusing to believe that the restart of the K-,
L-, and P-Reactors at the Savannah River Site wi 11 have “minimal
insignificant, or negligible impact on the environment here i n South
Carol i na. ” Not only do 1 not believe your agency’s assertions i n
this regard, I also bel i eve that the Department of Energy has gone
out of its way to lull the citizens of this beautiful state into
believing that the 00E has the ci tizen’s best interest at heart.
And that the restart is necessary for national Security.

Being part of the generation that 1 i ved through the Vietnam
conflict, as our euphemi stical 1 y referred to the war, I am probably
one of the mst skeptical of the skeptics hen I hear something
being referred to as being in my best interest due to national
securi ty.

Never-the-less, despite my skepticism and being an attorney, I
firmly bel i eve i n the U1 timate good in every person. And that even
a bad decision made by a good man can be appealed from any
circumstances. Therefore, I have traveled from Col utiia to Ai ken
just to appeal to your hearing officer, to you, via this letter.

P1 ease be a just man and inform President Bush that he can, he
must, stop the travesty which is about to befal 1 our beauti ful
state. Tell him that he is very familiar with the terri tory near
the SRS because his grandfather once owned property within 2 miles
of the gates. He claims to have wonderful memries of his visits to
Snel 1 ing, South Carol ins. Tell him that the place he remembers is
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just as wonderful now as i t was tien he was a chi Id. That my
husband and his sibl i ngs grew up in that beautiful 01 d how place.
Remind him that the SRS is built on a site underneath which the
Tuscaloosa Aquifer runs at a depth of only 600 feet.

A-86-O 1 On top of this underground aquifer, which supplies water for Please see the responses to Cotnnents A-52-02 on the
South Carol ins, Georgia, Alabama, and Florida, sits approximately aquifer beneath sRS and A-63-03 on high-level waste
35,000,000 gal Tons of toxic radioactive waste which, due to the mnagement.
shortsi ghtedness of one of President B“sh,s predecessors, ca””ot be
recycled and, hence, not disposed of.

With this in mind, how can President Bush, you, Mr. Watkins, or
anyone el se in the OOE have the audaci ty to i nsul t the intel 1 i gence
of South Carolinians by telling us that your actions will not impact
on our environment, but, just in case you are in error, the i~act
will be statistically insignificant.

Please meet with your Mr. Peterson, the gentleman who was at
the hearing, and ask him Mat the people were 1 i ke who attended the
hearings. Ask him to describe them to YO”. He can vouch for what 1
am saying tien I say that I walked into the hearing room in Col utiia
and I have never been so stunned in al 1 my 1 i fe to see middl e-aged
mi ni sters, elderly school teachers, young fathers wi th babies i“
their laps, and the teenagers tio stood up to speak despite fears
that what they said in public might come back to haunt them i n 10
years and, despite their concern, that their world might not be here
i n 10 years i f you continue o“ the road you are on at the nwment.

Al 1 of these people, together with the long-hai red activist and
people 1 i ke me, a middle-aged nmther and professional , were there.
AS were the medical doctors, the statisticians, the CO1 lege
professors, and the 1 i ke. You are not dealing, tir. Watkins, the
fringe elements of our society. You are making decision which
impact every ci tizen ~n our state. Do not pass the buck. Chernobyl
proved that the buck stops wi th you and your boss.

It is my understanding thai on Apri 1 26. 1986, Men Chernobyl
exploded and mel ted down, that Hi khail Gorbachev not only put an
i mediate stop to the construct on of five nuclear powerplants, he
also stopped the prodvcti o“ of plutonium a“d U-235. 1 am i “formed
that he also withdrew four older, nuclear subs and evacuated i“
excess of 235,000 people. These are the ones tio were not ki 11 ed
i.sta”tly.
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As you can see, i t may be that the Tuscaloosa Aquifer is the
least of your concerns. You cannot ignore the rami fi cations of *at

A-8fI-D2 you are doing. Let no o“e try to convince you that i f South Please see the response to Coant A-31-D3 on
Carol i na and Georgia become the next Chernobyl, that our blood wi 11 Chernobyl . Section 4.1.3 of the EIS considers
not be on your hands. You alone wi 11 be responsible. You have the severe accidents and thei r heal th risks.
record before you through these hearings and scientific evidence to
see that your decision cannot be -de i n a vacuum and can only be
that these reactors must not be restarted.

Thank you.
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A-a7 STATEKENT OF JNET SCkilAFER

A-8741 My name is Janet Schlafer; I belong to a very big organization, Co-nts noted.
i t is the organization of brotherhood, the brotherhood of man,
brotherhood of -o. I bel o“g to the people of the Uni ted States of
-rica for tiich our Constitution was written. I have just been
elated tonight, and I said I cannot go ho= unless I say so~thi ng.

I would like to believe that our being here is going to ~ke a
difference. Hi story ud our govemmnt has proven on mn y times
that because of national security, we, the peapl e, have not been
informed correctly. I s- to be feeling, and it is just a
presuqtuous thing on my behalf, that activity has al ready at the
Savannah River Plant. And ❑y being here tonight is not going to
-an a hill of beans. But, of course, if that is *at happens, I
also bel i eve that the Savannah River P1 ant and the bombs that i t
produces is genocide.

I have grandchi 1dr~ and I have chi 1 dren. I chose to be a
mother, but I did not choose for ❑y grandchi 1 dren to have to 1 i ve
under the threat of the ~. And I have got a few mre good years
left in me. 1 will tell ny grandchildren *en I get back home that
I came and spoke for them. But I udnt them to know that i f bombs
ever hit, I tried.
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A-BE STATENENT OF ~ NCKER

A-oo-ol Good evening; ❑y name is Nark Tucker, and 1 represent only Comnents noted.
❑ysel f and ❑y ui f e.

I coae from Charleston, South Carolina. I am a teacher there.
I teach 15, 16, and, 17-year+l d young people. They are very
i ntel 1 i gent young people. They are very concerned. One of the
first things I asked them hen w discuss the envi ronmnt, I say.
,,~i ~h i ~ ~re Po=rful ; ~“ey or b~~uty?m And these are urban

kids; they know from where they speak. And they think about it a
1 i ttl e bit and they say, “HP. Tucker, rnney is mre ponerf ul .” 1
say, llReal 1 y?u They say. “Yes, sir. I see it all the time. Honey
always wins out over beauty. ” IIklel 1, how do you know that?” “Wel 1,
just 1 ook at *at they do dom at the park. They cut the trees do-
hen the power 1 ines need to go up. Oh, just look hat they do down
at the mrsh. *at they fill in and how they build in the n- of
progress. ” I say, ,,Wl 1, dOe~ i t have to be that way?” They dO ‘ot

know: they are confused. Oo I offer them alternative? I say, “No.
It does not have to be that uay. Beauty can be nmre powerful than
money. But the people have to d-d that beauty be more powerful
than mney. 7he peapl e uni ted wi 11 never be defeated. ” This sets
their hopes up. I want to do that for them.

And, then, we discuss nuclear power and its benefits and its
problems. And we discuss the SRP and its b~ef i ts and its
probl ern. And I tel 1 them, keep up with the news. In October sow
very powerful mn are going to be deciding “is u)ney mre powerful
than beauty. ”

On ❑y ride up here, 1 was fortunate to cn~ up here during the
day time. My wife and I were admi ring your beautiful City of Aiken,
the magnolia trees, the oak trees, the wonderful trees. ” My wi f @
and I survived a large, natural disaster in September. You all know
about it; you may not have experienced i t 1 ike w did. Ne knew it
was coming. w saw it from a long uays a-y. So we ran, just like
-st people did. kke were lucky. We got to come back: and as w
chai nsaued our way dom our street to our ho=, and w saw that our
house relatively ❑i nor damage, - cried. He stood in the yard and
we hugged each other and w cried.
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A-8B-02 I hope for the sake of the people of Ai ken that an accident Please see the response to Comnt A-31-03 on
1 i ke Chernobyl does not ever happen, because I think the people will Chernobyl .
see the reverse process. They wil 1 cry. But they wo”~t cry because
they can come back to a hom and 1 ive again. They wi 11 cry because
they wil 1 never be able to com back to their how again.

And one last note, it is an i nteresti ng note, and I hope I am
right. Not a single reman tonight has spoke” in favor of starti ng
the SRP reactors.

Thank you.
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A-89

A-89-O 1

.
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STATEMENT OF ANOREW VARNER

My nam is Andrew Craig Varner.

Thank you for letting us tel 1 You our opinions. It is a shame
the Oepartmnt of Energy had to be sued to hold these heari rigs.

I 1 i ve in Lexington, South Carolina, so you probably why I came
to Aiken. *en Or. Gordon Thompson stated the — County Council
Ewrgency Planning Hearing, then the hypothetical accident where
half the core materials are released, people 1 i vi ng 60 miles or more
from SRS would run a significant risk of thyroid cancer. We might Section 4.1.3 of the EIS presents the risks of
not be able to return home for 30 years. I realize this plant is design-basis and severe accidents. The latent
endangering me. fatality risk (which would include thyroid cancer)

from such accidents at 16 kilometers (IQ miles) from

I have heard speakers come before you and cal 1, who are opposed the SRS boundary is 1 ess than 7.2 x 10-8 per
to the restart, fanati CS. I am not a fanatic; I am not a radical ; I reactor-year (see Table 2-3)
am concerned. We have been told that we must make fear the U.S.
men we dropped two nuclear weapons on Japan, people feared the
U.S. We started a disaster called the arms race. Now, 23, OOO
nuclear warheads in the future, the fear returns. But this tire, we
have to stop the Frankenstein n we have created.

These reactors are in their 30’s and @‘s. The hi story of
accidents at SRS have been hidden from the public by the OOE. The
weapons are made by the Department of Energy and the Departwnt of
Oefense; they would not dare say that they are not safe. I am not
saying that no one has, said these reactors are not safe. People
questioned we environ~ntal ist got our in fo~ti on. I am not going
to tell you the governmen~ how the — are planned. I am going to
let the governwnt, do that,, far you. I have. got. some kind of
interesti ng facts about the, plant.

.
Al J 1 have seen here are — except for one sheet of paper, al 1

I have seen arek Oepart~nt of Energy references. Let’s see what
some other government agents had to say.

1978: The Armed $ervi ce Comni tteg Panel reported: -
obsolescence of the nuclear weapons production complex. The
Department of Energy acknowledged in its fiscal 1981 budget request
to Congress that degradation was quite serious and that radiation
exposures to personnel were reaching unacceptable 1 imi ts.
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In Hay of 1981, officials discovered 20-year-old crack —
reactors and drain pipes are designed to nmve contaminated cool i ng
water i n the reactors. Fai lure of these pipes causes backup of
contaminated water into the reactors.

In August of 1981, the General Accounting Office said that,
,,better ~v~r~ight needed for safety and heal th activi ti es at
Oepartw”t of Energy, s nuclear faci 1 i ties!!; they found that the
Oepart~nt of Energy was not providing emrgency preparedness
guida”~e, taking, IIVeI.y 1 imi ted, if any, actions to assure the older
faci 1 i ties meet current safety criterion standards.!! And stated
that Department of Energy has “1 i ttle assurance” “the information
concerning radiological rel eases from its faci 1 i ties were accurate
or rel iable. ”

In June, 1985, they shut the C-Reactor down because they had
found the crack during norn!al cycle releasing “p to 18 gallons a day
of high} y radioactive water. People are talking about they feel
safe wi th the reactor; how can you? 1 do not see i t.

Eventually, 12 cracks were found; sow of them were up to 45
i riches long. They decided to abandon trying to restart that
particular reactor.

Later on, i n June 1986, General Accounting Office, again,
Safety Anal ysis Review for Department of Energy’s faci 1 i ties can be
improved saying that the hole process was done by sel f-regulation
and that they used total 1 y different ways to analyze i t. One review
anal yze consequences were the worst earthquake in 840 years, or the
next 8,000 years. Regulating themselves has caused such risk.

October of 1987, the National Academy of Science says, “The
reactor safety report found that the Oepartnk?nt of Energy does not
know how reactors can behave duri “g an accident. Fi 1 ter and
confi nement systems might not. Reactors show signs of acute aging
that can affect safety and a high degree of confusion of safety
objecti ves exists.’s

March 1988, Ri chard Starvevsky, the Oeputy — or Secretary for
Envi ronment, Safety, and Heal th, cal 1 ed SRP, s earthquake program
inadequate.
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Hay 20, he sent a letter to Paul Casper, “It. appears that
sei smic upgrading that has been accompl i shed and 1s now under way.
has been a piecemeal , largely reactive response that has been
seri OUS1 y neglected. ”

On August 7, they attempted to restart the P-Reactor but were
unable to do because hel ium had built up in the core. They
continued to PU11 out control rods raising the power even though the
reactor was not responding according to how they thought it would.
Eventual 1 y, the Department of Energy ordered them to close down
reactor, August 7, and investigate.

September 30, 1988, Congressional Comi ttees released a 1985
SRP memo describing numerous reactor accidents at SRP between 57 and
85. These accidents were among the mst serious ever documented at
U.S. n“cl ear reactors. Several involved fuel melting.

October 1988, Department of Energy contractor, Nuclear
Util i ties Services report said that SRP suffers from “a flawed
management CU1 ture that undenni nes safety, impeded co~ni cation,
and deviates from practices conmun to wel 1 run nuclear plants. ” The
report stated that serious problems exist at every 1 evel of SRP’s
managemnt reactor staff.

December 13, 1988, Energy Research Foundation, and National
Resource Oefense Council , and Green Peace file suit against the
Department of Energy to compel the completion of the Envi ron~ntal
Impact Statement prior to restart of any reactor at SRP.

December 13, 1988, new cracks reported hi ch affect the main
cool ing systems of the L-Reactor. The cracks occurred at the base
metal and were not associated with any wel 1s; Oepartwnt of Energy
officials said that-it — improper — techniques.

One day later, Oecember 14, Advisor Con8ni ttee on Nucl ear
Faci 1 ity Safety rejected the Departwnt of Energy’s restart plan for
K-Reactor, saying that i t is inadequate inspections and questions
about power 1 evel and. call ing i t “a blueprint fraught wi th
inadequacies. Me have broad concerns regarding safety philosophic es

that over all criteria for restart and n!anagement. ”

Oecetier 18, 1988, South Carolina Representative John Sprat of
the House Armed Service Comni ttee said. “MY understanding of the
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need for triti urn is that i t is not that urgent. With 20,000
warheads we real 1 y do not suffer i n the short run. ‘i

The 1 ist is endless. I have got —

1 only represent one organization; I represent my children, my
grandchildren, and their children. I have inheri ted the legacy of
the Cold Har. It is ti w we stopped shoveling mney i n this
envi ronmental — these dinosaurs are not subject to the government 0s
own regulations for nuclear reactors. 1 am not saying these things
because I want to bring the American governmnt to i t 1s knees. I am
doing it because I love hricar and I want to see it. I hold it as
my heart Cs reason for wanting this country to renmve the SRP. I do
not want it poisoning the systems in this co””try. Public safety is
the nmst important part of national defense.

Thank you.
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A-90 STATEMENT OF MOSES TOOO

A-90-O 1 MY name is Hoses Todd and 1 basi cal 1 y represent myself. Comnents noted.

I know that the hour is getting long and a 1 ot of folks want to
go home, but 1 would 1 ike to say to Mr. Patterson and Hr. Cumbee,
that over the last two — one being in Savannah and the other in
Columbia, that I feel that You gentlemn has take. quite a bit of
abuse in the OOE and I would 1 i ke to cormnend you for handl ing your
cool especial 1 Y the one situation I can think of in Columbia here
you and other 00S officials was practical 1y accused of being on
drugs.

And I would 1 i ke to use my 5 minutes tal king about the safety
of the reactors. 1 am not an expert on the reactors at SRS but 1 do
do som reading, and 1 am not as articulate as some of the speakers
have been before me, but I try to speak from basi cal 1 y sense and
conwmn knowledge. And I would 1 i ke to say, al so, that unlike one
individual that said he was not a politician, I am a politician
running for the fifth district commission seat in Richmond County.

And i f “I my “mke in observation, “i,t is that I note that.
between the three - the opposition time — 1 i ke some of us
politicians, depending on tiat crowd we were in front of, we had a
different message.’ But I do note that the overall message has
changed to the, need of SRS. And 1,say that we have. a need as long
we have approxlmatel y a bi 11 Ion Chinese over there tn the East, or
Far East. And as long as there are comunists i n the world. I
cannot use the phrase, the one-1 iner, that I would rather be red
than dead. I do not think it is practical . But I can say that I
would rather be dead than to be a conrnunist.

And to get on with the arguments that has been used from place
to place, basically I feel that th@ organization that is OppOsed tO
the restart feel that the folks in the great City of Ai ken is not as
gull ible as those possibly in Columbia and Savannah, because there
was some real 1 y off-the-wall reasons for not starti ng the reactors
and some of the sections of what the si tuation were here in Aiken.

As I set and 1 i sten, I would have believed that everybody
around the Ai ken — area would actual 1 y be blow i n the dark 1 ike the
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gentlemen eluded to the deer at night hunting. ~ were told
basi cal 1 y that the streams was pol 1 uted and the fish was def o-d.
That the animls was defo~. I was not at SRS today, I was in —
but I was there yesterday. And ❑y stat=nts have been al 1 along
the cormn sense Wproach to the envi romntal si t.ati on at SRS.

kle have been told that there is no birds. I know better. kle
have been told that there is no vegetation, green vegetation. I
know better. He have been told that the trees is dead. I know
better. M have been told that there is no insects. I know
better. So the — on and one. you know, the environmental effect,
the farther you get a-y from Augusta, and Ai ken — Avenue. But
*en we arrived here. I understand the argument is need.

I am not going to try to evaluate the ne~ for the national
security of this country. And 1 do not think that it should be in
this Environmental l~ct Study either because there are too =ny
tfr. Conrads out there that has just been convicted of sel 1 i ng
secrets and we definitely do not need to put the secrets i n the
hands of some folks that I have — pri vi 1eged to meet in tbe 1ast
few weeks of this country.

I will have to rely on the experts to decide Aat the need is,
and trust th= with the secrets as far as that need. So i f the
President signs these stockpi 1e Aatever, then I ui 11 have to have
the trust in that President whether I support him political 1y or
not. Wrandum is the word.

But basically *at I have seen is a lot of half truths:
mi si nf o-tion, and mi statement of the facts i n these hear~ ngs by
the opposition basically. Md *at I @uld 1 ike to see mre of is
deal i ng with the facts. There is nothing -ong with being on a
❑ission to win a“ issue as long as yo” give the facts as they are.

I WU1 d assume that the opposition knew about the al 1eged or
fictitious — then WS wuld probably be bl=d for him, too. But I
feel basically that 1 izardrum is as fictitious as som of the
statznts that has been given here tonight md i n Savannah and
COlu&ia.

And I am going to close on that note and say thanks for
listening.
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STATEMENT OF OALE PROUT

Thank you. I 1 ive here in Aiken. I have lived i? the CSRA Co-nts noted.

since 19S3, I have not always been here; I spent a 1 ittle ti - in
Southeast Asia, and other places, fighting for ❑y country as I am
sure some of you peapl e have had SO= your relatives fighting for
your country also.

MY relatives have been in kri ca since 1620.

As I said, I have had relatives in this country since 1620.
That is ken my relatives came to *ri ca. I have also had *e= i
relatives, that have fought in every major war that the Uni ted
States has had. The last relative I had that died died on the
U.S. S. Arizona at Pearl Harbor. And, as you recal 1, that i nf -us
day when we were not prepared. 1 want us to be prepared from now on.

I do not want that to h~pen to again. I do not want anything
like that happen to my kids. I want to nuke sure that we have
strong stockpi 1e of nuclear weapons i f you want to cal 1 i t that.
That is fine with w, hatever you want to cal 1 it, I want to make
sure w have got it. I do not ~nt to be unprepared again.

Out here at the bd P1 ant, that is what they make, that is
fine. We have had enough Envi ronwntal Iqact Studies. Al 1 the
studies that I have seen, we have had enough of them. They are
final; 1 et’s get the reactors started back. Let’s get thls new
prod”cti on back. If I did not 1 i ve here and they mre having these
reactors i n another area of the Uni ted States, I would say 1et”s
start them there. But as I said, I 1 ived here, I have — safely in
this area since 1953. I bel i eve that Westinghouse and its
predecessor, Ou Pent, has run the Savanah River PI ant safely. I
bel i eve that is a proven fact. I have heard the ti us that I have
been here tonight that repudiated by individuals *o, to me, I just
do not think they know *at they are talking about and I s-times
wonder Aat is behi rid S- of their acts. I hope that they are wel 1
— But I say again, and I say this — This is the reason that I came
f omard is that I am in favor of the three reactors. I say 1et’s
get them restarted, and I thank you for you for your ti m?.
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A-92 STATEMENT BY SENATOR STRON THURWO ( R-SC) IN SUPPORT OF THE ORAFT
El S “CONTINUEO OPERATION OF K-, L-, ANO P-REACTORS SAVANNAN RIVER
SITE , AIKEN , SWTH CAROLINA. “ AIKEN , SOUTH CAROLINA, JUNE 8, 1990.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

A-92-O I A recent newspaper article announcing this hearing indicated Cormnents noted.
that world events appear to be warki ng against the Oepartmnt of
Energy with regard to the restart of the Savannah River Site
reactors. I hope that better judgement wil 1 prevail and that the
events of the past year wil 1 not be used as a basis to determine
Aether or not the Oepartmnt of Energy should restart the reactors
at the Savannah Ri ver Si te.

Our nation’s reliance on a nuclear deterrence has contributed
to world peace for over 40 yea rs. It has, in. my judgeunt, played a
Uuclal role in the’ demise of the Warsaw Pact and the shredding of
the Iron Curtain. The reactors at the Savannah River Site have been
one of the acllltles in building this great deterrence and are
crucial to maintaining it.

Al though the Soviet conventional threat is on the decline in
Eastern Europe, its nuclear forces ~. All indi cations are
that the Soviet Union is relentless y pursuing nmdernization of its
nuclear forces. Last year, the Soviet Union produced JQl new ~;
the Uni ted States produced only 12 ICBMS. The Soviet Union
currentl y has 2 types of mobi le mi ssi les, the SS-24 and SS-25; the
Uni ted States Congress is sti 11 ~ tiether we should build w

Host iqortantl y, the Soviet Union is
vigorously nmdernizing those weapons al lowed ““der the provisions of
the Strategic Arms Reduction Agreewnt. Under that agreement the
Soviet Union will still maintain gver 6.000 nuclear warheads—a
significant threat by any standard.

If the Uni ted States is to maintain its nucl ear arsenal , we
must restart the reactors at the Savannah River Si te as soon as
~. Ouring the past twa years we have relied o“ interim
wasures to provide the critical tritium gas essential to our
nuclear warheads. We have reached a point were these i “terim
methods wi 11 no 1 onqer nrovi de sufficient tritium aas to ensure the
tiAbilitv of our n~ and we mst now begi n to produce
tritium. The Savannah River React~rs are the onlv U.S. sources of
production available in the near future.
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The Department of Energy, under the able leadership of
Secretary Watkins, has vastly improved the reliability and safety of
the reactors. As the ranking member on the Subcormnittee on
Strategic Forces and Nuclear Deterrence, I am confident that all
measures have been taken to ensure the wel 1 being of the workers and
the envi ronwnt at the Savannah River Site. One of these measures
is the Environmental Impact Statement that is being discussed this
morning. In my judgement, i t fully addresses those concerns raised
by the citizens of South Carol ins.

Ouri ng this and the previous hearings on’ the draft EIS, I
expect some issues will be raised that may warrant further
investigation. I assure you that the Department of Energy wi 11
review those issues and resolve them before a final determination is
made on the restart of the Savannah River Site Reactors.

I appreciate you taking the tiw to come to this meting to
present your cements on the Department of Energy’s draft EIS. This
is an important meeting not only for the people of ,South Cfil ~,
but also for a sontinuat ion of our nation’s vital 001 i cv 0 u ear
~.

Thank you.

End
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A-93 STATEMENT OF OONALD B. ZIPPLER
714 HHD DRIVE

NORTH AUGUSTA, SC 29841
JUNE 8, 1990

A-93-O 1 My name is Oonald Zippier, I have 1 ived in this area for Co-nts noted.
37 years and I am 100% in favor of the restart of K-L & P reactors.
These reactors have been operated safely for IM”y years. Operating
inci dents reported by the News Media have been blown al 1 out of
proportion. Obviously sow actions taken in the past were based o“
information avai lable at that tiw and not todays state of the art
technology. However, actions being taken today are in keeping with
todays technology.

1 feel that the mi 11 ions of dollars being spent to prepare an
envi ronmntal impact statement to restart existing reactors which
have a hi story of safe operation is a waste of taxpayers money.

The nations nuclear needs should not be determi “ed by a vocal
few. Those ho are adamant for a EIS should be requi red to foot one
half of the cost for the study. I doubt that the opposi tie” wi 11
ever be satisfied wi th any conclusion approving any restart.

In conclusion 1 say let 1s get the reactors up and running
again. I believe the vast mjori ty of people i n the CSRA are not
concerned wi th any adverse impact of the reactors but are concerned
wi th the costs and delaying tacti cs by a few outside groups. It is
a fact that the hundreds of knowledgeable reti red employees are m
leaving this area. Nhat better testimny to their feeling of plant
safety could you want?
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A-94 STATEMENT OF MARY NIEOZHIECKI
PRAYER FOR PEACE GROOP

5 0 NANCY LNE
AIKEN SC 29801

A-94-o 1“ Quo:~”byoOr. Helen Caldi cotte in book
,(p

Cements noted.
acema a av bv Oayl’ Pax Christi U.S.A.

,,unle~~ we get rid of nuclear weapons, we prObabl Y wOn’ t

survive. It seems such a pity. It’s taken billions of years for us
to evolve, and we’ re capable of such love and fantastic
relati onshi PS and great creati vi ty and fantastic art. We’ re a
magnificent species. Yet we’ve learned how to wipe out the whole of
1 i fe on earth. And we seem to be heading in that direction, 1 i ke
Iemings. ” (over)

S.bmi tted during Aiken Meeting 6/8/90
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Co-nts noted.

A-95 STATEMENT OF BUTLER C. OERRICK
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE

CONCERNING THE ORAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR CONTINUED OPERATION OF K-, L- AND P-REACTORS

AT SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
AIKEN , SOUTH CAROLINA

JUNE B, 1990

A-95-01 The restart of the Savannah River Site reactors is of vital
importance to meting the future National Security aims of the
Uni ted States. ~i le it is encouraging that fir. Bush and Hr.
Gorbachev had a successful sumit, our country should never put
i tself in a posi tion of negotiating from weakness. The alternative
to a successful and envi ronmntal 1 y safe restart is uni lateral
“Structural Oi sarmament. ”

Renewed production of tritium at the Savannah River Site is the
only way to ensure that the Uni ted States wi 11 met its security
obligations to ourselves and our al 1 ies.

Our country relies on its nucl ear weapons to deter war and our
current arsenal is dependent on tri ti um to keep these weapons
operational . I have been briefed on our countryns options for
obtaining tri tium and, quite frankly, the Savannah River reactors
should be safety restarted as soon as possible.

Since the reactors have been idled the Department of Energy and
Westinghouse have comi tted their resources to a thorough review
concerning safety and envi.ronmntal standards. The results of this
review have been adressed i“ the Env3 ronmental Impact Statemnt. In
addition, U1 trasonic testing, increased reactor operators training
and the establ i sknt of mre rigid reactor operations
speci fi cations wi 11 help ensure a successful restart and a safe
production process afterward.

As I have stated before, the most vocal critics of the restart
strategy are those tio want to shut down the reactors peimanentl y.
They wi 11 not be satisfied with a“y number of safety initiatives.

The U.S. should not put itself in a position of weakness Prior ,
to further negotiations with the Soviet Union on arms limitations.
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Hi thout a steady production of tri tium, our negotiators would have
no recourse except to bluff their way to an arms settlement. The
best way to guarantee good faith negotiations is to act from a
position of strength. The U.S. needs the tri ti um. The production
reactors at the. SRS should be restarted as soon as safely possible.
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A-96 STATEtlENT OF HILTON M. HOENIG
SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR , NUCLEAR CONTROL INSTITUTE

ON THE DEPAR~ OF ENERGY
ORAFT ENVIRONtlENTAL 11’IPACT Stateliest

FOR CONTINUED OPERATION OF K-, L-, ANO P-REACTORS
AT THE SAVMW RIvER SITE, AIKEN , SOUTH CAROLINA

JUNE 8, 1990

[Or. Hoe.ig’s Statement and 00E Responses are presented in Co-nt
L-37 . I

*u.s.— _m139a .7+2 -1.9/
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